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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events and product news.

Extended Limited Support for End of Service Mainframe Products COVID-19:
Across the globe, the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) is posing new challenges and forcing a great deal of
change. One thing that has not changed is Broadcom's commitment to support our customers as a true partner.
To ensure you are able to get maximum value from new product features and enhancements, Broadcom is
offering Limited Support for all mainframe product releases entering End of Service in Broadcom's fiscal year
2020. For full details, see this announcement from the Broadcom Mainframe Software Division GM, Greg Lotko.
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Release Information
This section describes the new features and enhancements for the File Master Plus products.

Single PAX File and Installation

The installation process has been greatly simplified for the File Master Plus products in v10. You now install File Master
Plus, File Master Plus for IMS, and File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS from a single PAX file. The installation creates a
single set of target and distribution libraries, so you now have the option of maintaining all File Master Plus products
together.

NOTE

 Installing 

 Configuring 

Single Eclipse UI RCP

The Eclipse User Interfaces (Eclipse UIs) for the File Master Plus products have been combined into a single RCP.
This single RCP includes three perspectives: one for each of the File Master Plus products. You can switch from one
perspective to another without closing the Eclipse UI. 

Eclipse 64-bit Plug-in Support

The Eclipse plug-ins are compatible with both the 32-bit and the 64-bit version of Eclipse.

Toleration for Unsupported DB2 Data Types in the Eclipse UI

You can now use the File Master Plus Eclipse UI to view objects and segments that contained unsupported DB2 data
types. The Eclipse UI will display only the data types that are supported. If there are columns with an unsupported data
type in a table, the application displays a message informing you that those columns are not displayed.

Integration with Standardware’s COPE for IMS

File Master Plus for IMS now supports full-functioned browsing, editing, printing, reading, updating, extracting and
reloading of IMS data within a virtualized COPE for IMS environment.  

IMS Editor Timeout 

With this new safety feature, when you walk away from an IMS edit session, you won’t need to be concerned about the
impact of a TSO session timeout while you're still connected to the database. File Master Plus for IMS will gracefully
terminate the session just moments before the TSO session times out, discarding any uncommitted changes and
preventing any adverse impact on the IMS region that might hinder productivity.

Save Dynamic Selection Criteria

You can now save selection conditions that you specify anywhere in the applications to a new or existing selection criteria
member so that you can use them in the future.

Online Access to Loadinfo Reporting 

You can now display or print members of a load library and map the member structure and attributes online. 
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Generate one of the following reports: 

• A listing of the load module map, selected CSECTs, and module attributes for each of the selected load members.
• A CSECT cross-reference listing that details the selected CSECTs and modules in which the CSECTs reside.

  

NOTE

 More information: Loadinfo Utility 

Online Access to VTOC Extent Mapping

You can now generate reports for your DASD volumes online. Specify a volume serial or unit name to get the extent
mapping and free space information.

  

NOTE

 More information: Volinfo Utility 

Integration with Test Data Manager

The internal API for File Master Plus for IMS is enhanced to allow seamless integration with Test Data Manager. With
a new version of Test Data Manager, users can mask data in a more automated way because most manual steps are
eliminated.

Batch XML Generation Utility

File Master Plus now provides a batch XML generation utility function that enables the export of mainframe data in
XML format to other platforms and applications. Use the batch GENXML command to create well-formed XML output
representing the selected input data. When using this command, you must specify a layout to map individual fields to their
values. You can also use standard selection conditions to filter the data.

NOTE

 GENXML 

Define Segmented Layouts to Browse Segmented Records

File Master Plus has enhanced custom layout processing that allows you to describe a single record using a combination
of copybooks. This type of a custom layout is called a segmented layout. Each copybook describes a part or segment of
the record. You can define conditions to describe when to use a specific copybook and the number of occurrences and
length. A segmented layout can be used to browse a data set.

NOTE
 Apply a Segmented Record Layout 

Release Comparison
This table compares the key features in all active releases of File Master Plus

File Master Plus for MVS

Key Features Version 11.0 Version 10.0 Release 9.1

PDSE v2 Generation
Processing

yes no no
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Secured Change Log
Processing

yes no no

RESTful Web Services API yes no no

DSN-Layout Associations yes no no

Column Freezing yes no no

Single PAX File with Common
Component

yes no no

Single PAX File Installation yes yes no

Single Eclipse UI RCP yes yes no

Eclipse 64-bit Plug-in Support yes yes no

Save Dynamic Selection Criteria yes yes no

Online Access to Loadinfo
Reporting 

yes yes no

Online Access to VTOC Extent
Mapping

yes yes no

Batch XML Generation Utility yes yes no

Define Segmented Layouts to
Browse Segmented Records

yes yes no

Browse and Edit UTF-16 Data yes yes yes

Print/Save Formatted Layouts yes yes yes

Eclipse User Interface yes yes yes

File Master Plus for IMS

Key Features Version 11.0 Version 10.0 Release 9.1

Secured Change Log
Processing

yes no no

Secured Dynamic ACB Library yes no no

Single PAX File with Common
Component

yes no no

Single PAX File Installation yes yes no

Single Eclipse UI RCP yes yes no

Eclipse 64-bit Plug-in Support yes yes no

Integration with Standardware’s
COPE for IMS

yes yes no

IMS Editor Timeout yes yes no

Integration with Test Data
Manager

yes yes no

Print/Save Formatted Layouts yes yes yes

Eclipse User Interface yes yes yes

GSAM Toleration yes yes yes
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File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS

Key Features Version 11.0 Version 10.0 Release 9.1

Single PAX File with Common
Component

yes no no

Single PAX File Installation yes yes no

Single Eclipse UI RCP yes yes no

Eclipse 64-bit Plug-in Support yes yes no

Toleration for Unsupported DB2
Data Types in the Eclipse UI

yes yes no

Eclipse User Interface yes yes yes

SMP/E Internet Service RetrievalMaintenance
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended and Preventive service

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Documentation.
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Installing
Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:

 12
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
To prepare for an installation or upgrade, we recommend that your team use our Installation Checklist or Upgrade
Checklist. Upon completion of the installation, use the Day 1 Task Checklist under Getting Started. Doing so can help you
start using the product and can help you get acclimated to the customer documentation as well.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.
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NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Installation Best Practices
This article provides introductory information and recommendations for the systems programmers and administrators who
install, maintain, deploy, and configure Broadcom mainframe products.

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Broadcom delivers product maintenance through Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) for z/OS. Patterned after the
IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU), CARS is designed to provide more flexibility
and granular application intervals.

CARS provides the option to install scheduled preventive maintenance for most Broadcom z/OS-based products.
Scheduled preventive maintenance runs on a recurrent basis depending on the frequency that you specify during
installation (monthly, quarterly, annually, etc.).

Broadcom periodically releases Service Updates. A Service Update is a product installation file and all PTFs preapplied
up to the last CARS level.

We recommend that you develop and implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy.

 Business Value: 

This practice helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely protecting your systems. When you do
not regularly apply preventative maintenance, you are more likely to encounter preventable problems.

Our mainframe maintenance philosophy is predicated upon granting you the flexibility to maintain your sites and systems
consistent with industry best practices and site-specific requirements. Our philosophy focuses on two maintenance types.
Understanding each type helps you maintain your systems in the most efficient manner.

NOTE

 This philosophy applies to CSM Enabled Products. For legacy products, contact Broadcom Support.

 

Corrective Maintenance
Helps you address a specific and immediate issue. This type of maintenance is necessary after you encounter
a problem. We may provide a test APAR when a new problem is uncovered, and a confirmed PTF when the
problem has been resolved. Your primary goal is to return your system to the same functional state that it was
before you experienced the issue. This type of maintenance is applied on an as-needed basis.

Preventive Maintenance
Lets you bring your system up to a more current level. Doing so helps you avoid problems that others have
reported. This maintenance may also contain compatibility fixes for hardware and software. You may have
experienced the issues that each PTF addresses. CARS provides a way to identify all published maintenance
that has been successfully integration-tested. This maintenance has been tested with other Broadcom products,
current z/OS releases, and IBM subsystems, such as CICS and DB2. CARS levels are published monthly that
include PTFs, HIPERs and PRPs (PE-resolving PTFs). Before you download, apply, and test a new CARS level,
we recommend that you accept the previous CARS level.
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. You can then install the current CARS level of
maintenance (recommended) or an earlier level. Additionally, you can install maintenance to support a new
hardware device, software upgrade, or function using the FIXCAT method.
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Ensure that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA before you initiate any maintenance action, whether preventative
or corrective.

WARNING
 CSM (CSM), formerly known as CSM, is an intuitive web-based tool that automates and simplifies many
Broadcom product installation and maintenance activities. We recommend that you use CSM to maintain your
Broadcom z/OS-based products.

IBM APARs

No IBM APARs are required.

 Business Value: 

There are no known IBM APARs that affect the operation or performance of the product. You can apply the IBM APARs
appropriate for your environment without affecting your File Master Plus products.

Installation in a Test Environment

Perform installation and initial evaluations on a test system.

 Business Value: 

New releases of Broadcom testing tools may co-exist with previous releases. We recommend that, whenever possible,
you evaluate a new release on a test system while running the older version on a production system. This practice the
product in a test environment helps you to detect problems before you start running the product to a production system.

 Additional Considerations: 

Review the migration considerations in the Installing section before you upgrade any Broadcom products.

Product Requirements
This article describes the product requirements for all three File Master Plus products.

Storage Requirements

The storage requirements vary depending on the products, options, and installation method as follows:

• PAX ESD installation requires 130 MB of available space for the download files.
• The installation process uses 665 cylinders of space.
• The SMP/E temporary libraries use 318 cylinders of space.
• The File Master Plus application uses about 1 MB of virtual storage.
• The application requires a region is large enough to support both the the File Master Plus application and other

existing ISPF functions.
• The Eclipse plug-in requires 5MB of disk space on the target computer and 140MB of additional DASD under USS for

web server.

Distribution Libraries

The following table displays estimates of disk space for the distribution libraries that are required to install the application.

Name Blksize Cyls Dir Blks Description
CAI.ADBIDBRM 27920 1 10 DBRM members
CAI.ADBIDATV 32760 250 12 GUI Installation
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CAI.ADBIEXEC 27920 2 17 REXX execs
CAI.ADBIJCL 32720 2 20 Sample JCL
CAI.ADBIMOD 32760 10 145 Load modules
CAI.ADBIMAC 27920 2 12 Assembler macros
CAI.ADBIMSG0 27920 7 62 ISPF messages
CAI.ADBIOPTN 27920 2 12 Option members
CAI.ADBIPARM 2790 1 10 Parameter Files
CAI.ADBIPNL0 27920 44 418 ISPF panels
CAI.ADBIPROC 27920 2 12 PROC members
CAI.ADBISAMP 32720 2 25 Sample source members
CAI.ADBISIDE 27920 1 10 Sidedeck files
CAI.ADBISKL0 27920 2 12 ISPF skeletons
CAI.ADBISRC 27920 2 12 Program source

members
CAI.ADBITBL0 27920 2 12 ISPF tables
CAI.ADBIXML 32760 3 12 XML files

Target Libraries

The following table displays estimates of disk space for the target libraries that are required to install File Master Plus.

Name Blksize Cyls Dir Blks Description
CAI.CDBIAUTH 32760 1 10 Authorized modules
CAI.CDBISKL0 32720 1 12 ISPF skeleton library
CAI.CDBIDATV 32760 244 12 GUI installation
CAI.CDBIDBRM 32720 1 12 Database request

modules
CAI.CDBIEXEC 27920 1 10 REXX execs library
CAI.CDBIJCL 32720 2 24 JCL library
CAI.CDBILOAD 32760 21 12 Load library
CAI.CDBIMSG0 32720 1 15 ISPF message library
CAI.CDBIPNL0 32720 20 196 ISPF panel library
CAI.CDBIMAC 27920 1 10 Macros library
CAI.CDBIOPTN 32720 1 12 Option library
CAI.CDBIPARM 32720 1 12 Parameter library
CAI.CDBIPROC 32720 1 12 PROC library
CAI.CDBISAMP 32720 1 12 Sample REXX exec
CAI.CDBISIDE 32720 1 12 Side Deck library
CAI.CDBISRC 27920 1 10 Program source library
CAI.CDBITBL0 32720 1 12 ISPF table library
CAI.CDBIXML 32760 1 12 XML member library
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Software Requirements

The software requirements for the File Master Plus product vary depending on the products, options, and installation. The
following requirements apply to all products unless otherwise specified:

• CSM facilitation of SMP/E installations requires CSM Release 4.1 or above.

• The z/OS base element that enables time and resource sharing is TSO/ISPF 2.1.0 and above.
• The implementation of the SAA Procedures Language is REXX 1.3.0 or above or a previous version and an installation

of the REXX alternate library with the compiler run-time processor table entry EAGRTPRC included in IRXCMPTM.

NOTE

The alternate library is available for download at www.ibm.com/support.
• The applications operate on systems where a unit type of VIO is generated in the operating system
• File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS operates on systems with IBM DB2 10 or 11.
• File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS requires that the runtime libraries are C++ libraries or a combination of LE and C

libraries.
• The Eclipse plug-in requires a 32-bit version of Eclipse 4.2-4.4.

NOTE

For more information about compatibility, see Mainframe Compatibilities.

Common Components and Services

The application requires version 14.1 of the following Common Components and Services for z/OS components:

• CAI Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM)
• Broadcom License Management Program (LMP)

Compiler Support

Ensure that you have an IBM supported COBOL or PL/I compiler; otherwise, the application cannot display copybooks.

Security Requirements

You can complete the product installations only if you have the following security privileges:

• Update authority for the SMP/E distribution and target libraries
• Read authority for the installation files
• USS access

Authorize Users to Access USS Resources

File Master Plus uses z/OS UNIX System Services (USS).

Access to USS resources is limited to users who have a defined OMVS segment that contains the following options:

• A default shell program specification (PROGRAM or OMVSPGM)
• A numeric z/OS USS user ID (UID)

Note: A policy could exist at your site for assigning OMVS UID numbers. If not, use a unique number.
• A numeric z/OS USS group ID (GID)

Use one of the following commands to determine that the OMVS segment is correct:

ACF2: 

LIST userid profile(all) section(all)
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 Top Secret:

TSS LIST(userid) DATA(ALL) 

 IBM RACF: 

LISTUSER userid OMVS NORACF

Follow these steps:

1. Create a home directory to associate with each user ID (UID). For example, to set up a directory named /u/name for
UIDnnn, issue the following commands in the OMVS UNIX shell:
mkdir /u/name

chown nnn /u/name

chmod 775 /u/name

2. Confirm the owner and access to the directory as follows:
ls -ld /u/name 

3. Verify that a valid record group exists, and then define the OMVS segment as follows:
CA ACF2: 

CHANGE userid UID(uid) HOME(path_name) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) GROUP(ggggg)

CA Top Secret: 

TSS ADD(userid) HOME(path_name) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(uid) GROUP(ggggg) DFLTGRP(ggggg)

IBM RACF: 

ALU userid OMVS(UID(uid) HOME(path_name) PROGRAM(/bin/sh)) GROUP(ggggg) DFLTGRP(ggggg)

The OMVS segment is defined to grant USS access to the specified user.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:
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• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.
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After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
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FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.
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You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.
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Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df - k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
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The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *
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//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:

Use ISPF EDIT Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
Use TSO ISHELL Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.

The job is edited.
3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:
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• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a unique
HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. You use this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro FMPSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type FMPSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the FMPSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
FMPAREAD member, and submit the FMPSEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP00ALL in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FMP00ALL is customized.

3. Submit FMP00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP03ALU in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FMP03ALU is customized.

b. Submit FMP03ALU.
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This job allocates your zFS data sets.
c. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP06MKD in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the

command line.
FMP06MKD is customized.

d. Submit FMP06MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP10CSI in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FMP10CSI is customized.

6. Submit FMP10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP15CSU in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FMP15CSU is customized.

b. Submit FMP15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the FMPSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
FMPAREAD member, and submit the FMPSEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP20RCB in an edit session, and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FMP20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit FMP20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP30APB in an edit session, and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FMP30APB is customized.

4. Submit FMP30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
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c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP40ACB in an edit session, and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FMP40ACB is customized.

6. Submit FMP40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
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and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe-integrated system test environment. Install
CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date
determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.broadcom.com

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address
 

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually. After you complete the
maintenance process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available at Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance, use SMP/
E Receive Order, create a service order request online, or the following procedure during product installation and for
ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy.

We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to submit requests securely for PTFs and HOLDDATA
to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download the PTFs and
HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on
your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.

You can use the Create Service Order request from Broadcom Support to submit requests to download and receive
maintenance from the secure Broadcom download servers.

You can also download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually select PTFs and
build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive
the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a
Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option,
you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements.

1. Select one of the following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
– Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance (see Configure SMP/E Internet

Service Retrieval).
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After your PTFs are downloaded and received, you are ready to apply and accept maintenance. To do so, go to
Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Use the Create Service Order online interface (see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface). To apply and
accept maintenance, go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Select the PTFs manually, and then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. To do so, go to
step 2 and complete the remaining steps in this procedure.

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

6. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

7. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

8. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

9. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

11. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the FMPSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

12. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP60RCH in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update FMP60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

FMP60RCH is customized.
13. Submit FMP60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
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The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP80APM in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FMP80APM is customized.

2. Submit FMP80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FMP90ACM in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FMP90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit FMP90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest RS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP50CAR in an edit session, update FMP50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command line.
FMP50CAR is customized.

2. Submit FMP50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command line.
FMP70RCM is customized.

4. Submit FMP70RCM.
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The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.
5. Open the SAMPJCL member FMP80APM in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the command

line.
FMP80APM is customized.

6. Submit FMP80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FMP90ACM in an edit session and execute the FMPSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FMP90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit FMP90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the

message compiler for each language.
MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.
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External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Configuring
This article describes the post-installation considerations and best practices for configuring your product.

Post-Installation Considerations

Before you configure your product, consider the following points:

• You cannot configure your product until you deploy the product. Product deployment information is specific to each
product, refer to the configuration sections that correspond with the products that you are using.

• The system does not automatically save installation materials. We recommend that you save the materials for future
reference.

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. To continue using a previous release for your production, take the following actions:
– Select different target and distribution zones for the new release. The new zones use different libraries than your

previous release.
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NOTE

 CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment unless you select an existing SMP/E environment
from your working set. For more information, see the online help that is included in CSM. 

– Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they
point to the new release libraries.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of the File Master Plus products and continue to use an older release for your production
environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that
environment.

• For your new release, select different target and distribution zones from where your current release is installed. The
new zones use different libraries than your current release.
Note: CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set. For more information, see the online help that is included in CSM. 

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Configuration Best Practices

We recommend using the following best practices when configuring your product.

Apply Current Maintenance Level

Periodic maintenance levels are published to provide solutions to customer reported problems. Installing a maintenance
level ensures that you never experience these problems.

Business Value:

Maintaining a current product maintenance level is vital to reduce the chance of production interruptions, and to provide
your users with optimum product performance.

Common Online Parameter Files

Common online parameter files are found under the Setup Parm files option. They consist of the following partitioned data
sets:

• DSN lists
• Selection criteria
• Reformat control
• Custom record layouts (CRLs)
• Segment XREF (Cross reference file) (File Master Plus for IMS only)
• IMS Environments (File Master Plus for IMS only)

Common online parameter files consist of partitioned data sets containing stored members that you can reference multiple
times. Being able to reference the same stored member multiple times lets you save time.

Business Value:

Well-organized common parameter files using meaningful member names with succinct descriptions will reduce duplicate
members and minimize mistakes.

Additional Considerations:
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You should entrust someone to create all required parameter files' members into departmental parameter files. These
members can then be copied into individual user parameter files. Users should configure their File Master Plus session to
reference their individual parameter files and not those of the department.

Edit Change Logs

The edit change log data sets store the changes made to a file during a File Master Plus edit session. The efficient
allocation and maintenance of these data sets ensures that you comply with your site's standards. Creating a strategy that
best fits the needs of your environment simplifies the management and control of logged changes across systems.

Minimize Logging

Activate the change log feature only for the files that you are required to log.

Business Value:

Your change log data set will be uncluttered allowing you to locate files quickly. Logging every data set clutters the change
log data set with unnecessary data.

Minimize Allocations

Set reasonable allocations for the change log data set. You can manage this by requiring a small primary allocation and a
larger secondary allocation for the change log data set on the change log allocation parameters.

Business Value:

Correct allocations will minimize the amount of unused disk storage required for each log file.

Use One Change Log Data Set

Use only one change log data set for logging all editor updates. To do this, select K, Keep data set (add to same data set
in next session) from the Change Log Data panel.

Business Value:

Having one change log data set prevents many data sets from cluttering your DASD environment and simplifies any effort
to locate a particular update. You would only have one data set to search instead of many.

Use Concise Descriptions

Use a concise description of the editor changes in the Description of Change field on the Change Log Data panel. The
description should detail the reason for updating the file and should meet your site's requirement guidelines.

Business Value:

Entering a concise description provides clear and concise documentation concerning the updates and makes problem
identification easier.

Eclipse User Interface Servers 

Define Multiple Servers

Define multiple servers on each LPAR where the product is licensed. Publish a list of available servers that end users can
define in their Directory List view.

Business Value:

This high-availability model lets you access data set resources from any available LPAR.
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Define Servers in Directory List View

Define all available servers in your Directory List View, but do not define any subordinate data set resources.

Business Value:

The status of each server to which you have connected is displayed in the Directory List View. When you have all your
servers defined in the Eclipse UI, you are always aware of the status of every server you use. This increases your overall
productivity.

Define Working Servers

Define a "working" server, using another server's host name and port number for the working server. This essentially
creates a clone server. Define all data set resources under the working server, and use the working server for all of your
daily File Master Plus activity. Use the Update Server menu command to change the working server's port and host to
those of another active server.

Business Value:

Using a working server makes it easier to set up and maintain your File Master Plus environment. Instead of defining each
data set and member under each server, you define each resource only once. When you configure the working server to
access any active server, you maintain your complete list of resources. You also maintain a complete list of all the servers
you use and their availability status.

Deployment
This article describes the product deployment process and lists the target libraries for all File Master Plus products.

  

Prepare for Deployment

Apply IBM APARs

The informational APAR or Product Information Bulletin (PIB) is official information relative to a product. Download PIBs
from Broadcom Support Online. 

The naming convention for PIBs is RIxxxxx, where RI identifies an informational APAR and xxxxx is an identification
number.

Program Temporary Fixes

A Program Temporary Fix (PTF) is an official replacement module or modules that fixes one or more problems. The
naming convention for PTFs is ROxxxxx, where xxxxx is a unique identifier. Download PTFs from Broadcom Support.

Deploy Using CSM

CSM helps you automate the deployment process. Use this product to deploy a runtime copy of each application SMP/E-
installed target library to any of the systems at your site.

Ensure that you deploy the runtime copies to at least one of your systems.

You can also use CSM to deploy the application profile libraries, ALIBs, and INCLUDE libraries as custom data sets.

For more information, see How to Install Your Product Using CSM.
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Deploy Without CSM

To complete deployment without using CSM, deploy a runtime copy of each target library. For a list of all of the target
libraries, see Product Requirements.

Deploy Runtime Copies of the Target Libraries

Manually deploy runtime copies of the target libraries. The values for the Eclipse UI and for each product are listed below.

Eclipse UI

You must deploy the following libraries if you are installing the Eclipse UI. Otherwise, you do not need to deploy them.

•  hlq.CDBIDATV

•  hlq.CDBIOPTN

•  hlq.CDBIPROC

File Master Plus

•  hlq.CDBIEXEC

•  hlq.CDBIJCL

•  hlq.CDBILOAD

•  hlq.CDBIMAC

•  hlq.CDBIMSG0

•  hlq.CDBIPNL0

•  hlq.CDBISAMP

•  hlq.CDBISKL0

•  hlq.CDBISRC

•  hlq.CDBITBL0

File Master Plus for IMS

•  hlq.CDBIAUTH

•  hlq.CDBIEXEC

•  hlq.CDBIJCL

•  hlq.CDBILOAD

•  hlq.CDBIMAC

•  hlq.CDBIMSG0

•  hlq.CDBIPNL0

•  hlq.CDBISAMP

•  hlq.CDBISKL0

•  hlq.CDBISRC

•  hlq.CDBITBL0
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File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS

•  hlq.CDBIDBRM

•  hlq.CDBIJCL

•  hlq.CDBILOAD

•  hlq.CDBIMSG0

•  hlq.CDBIPARM

•  hlq.CDBIPNL0

•  hlq.CDBISAMP

•  hlq.CDBISKL0

•  hlq.CDBITBL0

Configure Your Product With CSM
This section describes the manual tasks you perform when configuring your product using CSM. 

Data sets are created by CSM after successfully completing each step, that is the SMP/E installation, deployment, and
configuration procedures.

NOTE
Broadcom strongly advises that you perform the initial installation and configuration of your product and its
components in a test environment as a precaution. This testing will let you detect any possible conflicts with
other vendor products.

Configure the Deployed Product

Configuration is a process of copying the deployed libraries to run-time libraries and customizes the product for your
site to bring it to an executable state. You can configure Broadcom products that you have already acquired, installed,
and deployed using CSM. You cannot use CSM to configure a product unless you have already used CSM to deploy the
product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to configure your products using CSM:

1. Select a configurable deployment on the Deployments tab to view details and products for that deployment.
2. Select a product in the deployment and start the Configuration wizard to create a configuration. Complete each of

the steps in the wizard. The wizard has multiple levels of detailed instructions and guides you through choosing
configuration settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and can come back to it later. Configurations
where you have partially completed the steps in the wizard are listed on the Configurations tab. The steps in the
wizard include the following:
a. Define a configuration name and select a system for the configuration.
b. Select configuration functions and options.
c. Define system preferences.
d. Create target settings.
e. Select and edit resources.

3. Build the configuration. The last step of the Configuration wizard lets you build the configuration. If needed, you can
edit the configuration and can build the configuration again. Building the configuration closes the wizard and creates a
configuration with all your settings.

4. (Optional) Validate the configuration. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used when you
implement the configuration.
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5. Implement the configuration. You implement a configuration to make your deployed software fully functional.
Implementation executes on the destination system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined
in the configuration.
CSM configures the product.

After the configuration process completes, the product is ready for you to use.

File Master Plus for IMS Tasks

This section describes the manual tasks that you perform when configuring File Master Plus for IMS using CSM.

Evaluate the REXX Environment

Member CAWKREXX in the CDBISAMP library is a sample REXX EXEC that evaluates the minimum REXX environment
this product requires.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the INSTPRE variable in the CAWKREXX EXEC to the high level qualifier of the installed product libraries.
2. From an ISPF command line, issue the command:

TSO EXEC 'hlq.CDBISAMP(CAWKREXX)'

The following message should appear if the REXX environment meets the minimum requirements:
********************************************************************

*** File Master requires REXX to be at release level 3.00 or higher.

*** Your current version of REXX is 3.48 release date May 1, 1992.  

*** Your version of REXX meets the minimum requirements             

*** for the File Master product.

If there is a problem with the environment, you will receive messages similar to the following:
********************************************************************

*** File Master requires REXX to be at release level 3.00 or higher.       

*** Your current version of REXX is 3.48 release date May 1, 1992.     

                                                                           

    ******** WARNING ********                                              

*** IBM'S REXX Alternate Library is not available.  Use member             

*** WKrrXALT in the File Master SAMPJCL library to load down the           

*** REXX Alternate Library and/or the IRXCMPTM Compiler Programming        

*** Table module.                                                          

                                                                           

*** There were no entries in the compiler programming table - IRXCMPTM     

                                                                           

*** The EAGRTPRC program in the REXX SEAGALT library is not available      

*** on the system.                                                         

***

3. If these warning messages appear, you must download the current REXX alternate library from IBM:
a. Go to website www.ibm.com/support.
b. Search for REXX Alternate Library under the Search All Support text.

A list of products and packages displays.
c. Select IBM Alternate Library for REXX on zSeries Version x.x.x for use with z/OS from the list.
d. Follow the instructions on the alternate library for REXX downloadable files page.
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Copy CAWKFM to a System CLIST Library

This manual step copies the File Master Plus for IMS CAWKFM REXX EXEC from the runtime sample library to a system
CLIST library.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate a data set to the SYSEXEC or SYSPROC DD statements in your TSO procedure.
2. Copy member CAWKFM from the runtime sample library, &RTPREFIX&.CDBISAMP, to the allocated data set.

Note: Executing this step automatically copies CAWKFM to &PROCLIB&.

Add Option Name to an ISPF Menu Panel (Optional)

Perform this step only if you selected the ISPFMENU option for the configuration in the CSM Configuration Wizard.

Use the following steps to invoke File Master Plus for IMS from an ISPF panel using an option name of FM.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following statement to an ISPF menu panel in the processing section of the panel.
)PROC

   FM,'CMD(%CAWKFM)',

   )END

2. Change the option name to an appropriate name for your environment.

Add ISPF Libraries to TSO Logon Procedure (Optional)

Perform this step only if you selected the TSOLOGON option for the configuration in the CSM Configuration Wizard.
See Customize REXX EXEC.

Follow these steps:

1. If you specified LIBALLOC=N, concatenate the File Master Plus for IMS ISPF libraries to the IBM ISPF libraries in the
TSO logon PROC
The following example shows where to add the libraries:
//ISPLLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBILOAD

//ISPMLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBIMSG0           

//ISPPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBIPNL0           

//ISPSLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBISKL0           

//ISPTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBITBL0

//SYSPROC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBIEXEC

The next step is necessary only if the COBOL runtime library required to run File Master Plus for IMS is not available
in your system library concatenation.

2. Add the COBOL runtime library required to run File Master Plus for IMS to the ISPF load library concatenation
For example.
//ISPLLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............           

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cobol.runtime.library
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Set Up BMP Environment (Optional)

Perform this step only if you will use File Master Plus for IMS in a BMP environment.

This step discusses static and dynamic ACBs, and security concerns in the BMP environment.

Static ACBs

Use static ACBs to access IMS databases in BMP mode. If you plan to use static ACBs, manually generate and define
them to IMS using the IMS System Definition process.

Dynamic ACBs

When accessing IMS databases in BMP mode, if a static ACB is not provided, File Master Plus for IMS generates a
dynamic ACB. Dynamic ACBs are generated with a PROCOPT appropriate for the function being performed and provide
access to all segments defined in the DBD.

The generated name is CAWK#nnn.

nnn
A value from 000 through 099.

Dynamic ACBs are placed in the DOPT ACBLIB specified in the IMS environment member.

Include Dynamic ACBs in the IMS System Definition

Define dynamic ACBs in your IMS system definition with the DOPT option specified. Member CAWKDACB of
cai.CDBISAMP contains the sample APPLCTN macros that must be added to your IMS system definition Stage 1 source
to support dynamic ACBs.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the sample APPLCTN macros in member CAWKDACB of CAI.CDBISAMP to your IMS system definition.
2. Perform an appropriate IMS system definition.

Allocate and Add DOPT ACB Library to IMSACBx Concatenation

Because dynamic ACBs are defined with the DOPT option, IMS requires that the ACBLIB is a concatenation of at least
two data sets. IMS does not allow the dynamic ACB to be placed in the first data set in the concatenation.

Allocate and add DOPT ACB library to IMSACBx concatenation.

When using dynamic ACBs and the IMS system or systems you are accessing have only one data set in the IMSACBx
DD statements, perform the following steps:

1. Allocate a new ACBLIB PDS.
2. Concatenate it to the existing ACB PDS.

Security Considerations

When you access IMS databases with File Master Plus for IMS using dynamic ACBs in BMP mode, you can obtain
access to a database that typically would be prevented.

This access occurs because dynamic ACBs are generated with a PROCOPT appropriate for the function being
performed. For example, your usual method of accessing a database is through a static read-only ACB. You access that
database with the File Master Plus for IMS EDIT function in BMP mode with a dynamic ACB. Because the EDIT function
generates a dynamic ACB with PROCOPT=A, you can update the database.

To close this potential security exposure, File Master Plus for IMS supplies a security exit CAWKSECX. For more
information, see Security Exits.
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Changes to Security Definitions

Using an external security manager (ACF2 or Top Secret) can require security definition changes. Revise the definitions to
let TSO users access databases in BMP mode with File Master Plus for IMS.

When setting up security, consider the following:

• The BMP region
• The version of IMS you are running

Secure Resources in BMP Mode with IMS V9 and Below

When using File Master Plus for IMS in BMP mode with IMS V9 and below, create Application Group Names (AGNs).
AGNs protect resources accessed by the BMP region.

An AGN is a group of logically related IMS resources containing any combination of IMS transactions, PSBs, or terminals.
They are defined using the IMS Security Maintenance Utility (SMU).

Control access to the AGNs using any of the following:

• ACF2 security
• Top Secret security
• IMS Resource Access exit routine

Review the following procedure to use AGN security to protect the dynamic ACBs generated by File Master Plus for IMS.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the dynamic ACB names CAWK#000 through CAWK#099 to an AGN using the IMS security maintenance utility,
DFSISMP0.

2. Use your external security manager to grant access to this AGN to users who need it.
3. Specify the AGN in the IMS environment member. IMS environments are described in the step Define IMS

Environments.

Secure Resources in BMP Mode with IMS V9 and Above

When using File Master Plus for IMS in BMP mode with IMS V9 and above, use IMS Resource Access Security (RAS) to
protect resources accessed by the BMP region. RAS was introduced in IMS V9 to replace AGN security. RAS provides
direct protection of IMS transactions, PSBs, and terminals through an external security manager such as ACF2 or Top
Secret.

Review the following procedure to use RAS security to protect the dynamic ACBs generated by File Master Plus for IMS.

Follow these steps:

1. See the documentation provided with your external security manager.
2. Protect the dynamic ACB names CAWK#000 through CAWK#099 accordingly.
3. Use your external security manager to grant access to these ACBs to those users who need them.

Add ACF2 Security for z/OS User Considerations

If you use ACF2 and the TSO Command Limiting function, add the File Master Plus for IMS commands to the restricted
commands list for any TSO users who use the File Master Plus for IMS ISPF interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Open member CAWKACF2 in cai.CDBISAMP.
2. Add the $TSOCMDS statements to all applicable ACF2 restricted command lists.

ACF2 is added.
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Create Common Components and Services Parameter

File Master Plus for IMS uses CAIRIM Common Services in a BMP environment when dealing with certain database
configurations. You must define a parameter that executes an initialization process each time you IPL your system. The
initialization process will install program CAWKGRBA as a PC routine to provide the necessary functionality. You can also
use CAIRIM JCL to execute the initialization process between IPLs.

Follow these steps:

1. Authorize the hlq.CDBIAUTH target library.
2. Add the new authorized library to the Link List or to the system Steplib so that it can be accessed during the

initialization process.
3. Add the following Resource Initilization Manager (RIM) statement to your CAIRIM PDS:

PRODUCT(CA-FILE MASTER) VERSION(WKA0) INIT(CAWKPCDF)

4. IPL your system or execute the updated CAIRIM JCL to initialize before the next IPL.

File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS Tasks

This section describes the manual tasks that you perform when configuring File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS using CSM.

Copy CFDNFM to a System CLIST Library

This manual step copies File Master Plus for DB2 CFDNFM REXX EXEC from the runtime sample library to a system
CLIST library.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate a data set to the SYSEXEC or SYSPROC DD statements in your TSO procedure.
2. Copy CDBISAMP data set member CFDNFM to the allocated data set.

Note: Executing this step automatically copies CFDNFM to system procedure library.

Add Option Name to an ISPF Menu Panel (Optional)

Perform this step only if you selected the ISPFMENU option for the configuration in the CSM Configuration Wizard.

Use the following steps to invoke File Master Plus for DB2 from an ISPF panel using an option name of FMD.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following statement to an ISPF menu panel in the processing section of the panel. 
)PROC

   FMD,'CMD(%CFDNFM)',

   )END

2. Change the option name to an appropriate name for your environment.

Configure Your Product Without CSM
We recommend that you use CSM to configure your product, but you can configure your product manually. This section
describes the tasks you need to complete to configure your product without CSM. Click on the link for the product that you
are configuring to see the tasks for that product.

File Master Plus Tasks
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before File Master Plus can be started, customized, and
used in your environment.
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Allow Function Commands from ISPF Data Set Lists (Optional)

You can provide function commands to ISPF users on their data set lists even when you are using LIBDEFS through the
LIBALLOC = Y statement in the CAWAFM EXEC.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the SYSEXEC or SYSPROC DD statements in your TSO procedure.
2. Use the sample JCL in member CAWAFUNJ in CAI.CDBIJCL to copy members to your system’s SYSEXEC and

SYSPROC datasets.
3. Use the following REXX EXECs to invoke the commands using an ISPF data set list:

– FM1 - Browse
– FM2 - Edit
– FM31 - Library Utility
– FM310 - Data Set Compare
– FM311 - Data Set Reformat
– FM32 - Data Set Utility
– FM33 - Copy Utility
– FM361 - Locate PDS
– FM362 - Compress PDS
– FM363 - Update PDS Allocation
– FM364 - Recover PDS Deleted Members
– FM37 - VSAM Utility
– FM38 - Search
– FM39 - Update
– FM4 - Print Data Set
– FM6 - Record Layout

Customize Options (Optional)

The CAWAOPT macro can optionally be used to specify the default processing options for File Master Plus batch and
online product components. This section provides a description of the CAWAOPT keywords.

Options that are common to both batch and online processing begin with the characters COM_. Batch processing option
keywords begin with the characters BAT_ and online processing options begin with ONL_.

Member CAWAOPTJ of CAI.CDBIJCL contains JCL to compile and link the CAWAOPT macro. Valid keywords for the
CAWAOPT macro are listed following.

Use the following keywords when you want to change the default:

CAWAOPT BAT_CLOSEIN=Y

    BAT_CLOSEOUT=Y  

    BAT_COMPDIFF=0  

    BAT_COMPRC=4    

    BAT_EMPTYRC=4   

    BAT_INFILE=SYSUT1   

    BAT_LAYOUTRC=4  

    BAT_LINEPAGE=60 

    BAT_LOADLIB=LOADLIB 

    BAT_NEWFILE=SYSUT1N 

    BAT_NOSELRC=4   

    BAT_OLDFILE=SYSUT1  
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    BAT_RDW=N   

    BAT_SYNCLIM=50  

    BAT_TRUNCRC=4   

    COM_CODEPAGE=ENGLISH   

    ONL_CLOGDSN=%USERID.FMMVS.CHANGE.%LOGN  

    ONL_CLOGFOR=N   

    ONL_CLOGSPA=(0,0)   

    ONL_CMDCHAIN=Y  

    ONL_CONFDSND=Y  

    ONL_CONFMEMD=Y  

    ONL_CONFPCD=Y   

    ONL_DASDUNIT=SYSDA

    ONL_IOEXIT=N  

    ONL_MAXCYLS=0

    ONL_STORCLAS=name   

    ONL_SYSOUTCX=1  

    ONL_SYSOUTCL=A  

Parameter Descriptions

For details of CAWOPT parameter keywords, see the following sections:

BAT_CLOSEIN=Y
Controls the closing of the input file among multiple commands in the same execution. Valid values are N or
Y. When N is specified, the input file is not closed at the end of a command. The next command (in the same
batch execution) starts processing the input file from the current record position. When Y is specified, the input
file is closed at the end of each command. The operands INFILE, OLDFILE and NEWFILE specify the input files
affected by this parameter.
The default value is Y. To override this parameter, you can use the CLOSE/NOCLOSE parameter values on the
operands INFILE, OLDFILE, and NEWFILE.

BAT_CLOSEOUT=Y
Controls the closing of the output file among multiple commands in the same execution. Valid values are N or
Y. When N is specified, the output file is not closed at the end of a command, and the next command (in the
same batch execution) starts processing the output file from the current record position. When Y is specified, the
output file is closed at the end of each command. The OUTFILE operand specifies the output files affected by this
parameter.
The default value is Y. To override this parameter, you can use the CLOSE/NOCLOSE parameter values on the
OUTFILE operand.

BAT_COMPDIFF=0
The maximum number of COMPARE command mismatches allowed before the COMPARE command is
prematurely terminated. Valid values are 0 through 99999.
The default value is zero. The value zero indicates there is no limit to the number of compare mismatches
that can occur during a COMPARE command. To override this parameter, use the operand COMPDIFF on a
COMPARE command.

BAT_COMPRC=4
The return code set when, during a COMPARE command, one or more unequal records are encountered. Valid
values are 0 through 4095.
The default value is 4. To override this parameter, use the operand COMPRC on a COMPARE command.

BAT_EMPTYRC=4
When processing a command and an empty input file is encountered, this parameter controls the return code that
is set for the condition/error. Valid values are 0 through 4095.
The default value is 4. To override this parameter, use the operand EMPTYRC on a batch command.
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BAT_INFILE=SYSUT1
The default DDNAME used by the batch commands for the input file. Valid values are any valid DDNAME.
The default is SYSUT1. To override this parameter, use the operand INFILE on a batch command.

BAT_LAYOUTRC=4
When the LAYOUTFILE parameter is specified on any command and the record layout data set or member is not
found, this parameter controls the return code that is set for this error. Valid values are 0 through 4095.
The default value is 4. To override this parameter, use the operand LAYOUTRC operand on a batch command.

BAT_LINEPAGE=60
Controls the number of lines printed per page on the SYSLIST and SYSPRINT data sets. Valid values are 10
through 99.
The default value is 60. To override this parameter, use the operand LINEPAGE on a batch command.

BAT_LOADLIB=LOADLIB
The default DDNAME used by the batch command LOADINFO for the input file. Valid values are any valid
DDNAME.
The default is LOADLIB. To override this parameter, use the operand LOAD on a batch command.

BAT_NEWFILE=SYSUT1N
The default DDNAME used by the COMPARE command for one of the two files to compare. Valid values are any
valid DDNAME.
The default is SYSUT1N. To override this parameter, use the operand NEWFILE on a batch COMPARE
command.

BAT_NOSELRC=4
When record selection criteria is specified on a batch command and no input records are found that match the
selection criteria, this parameter controls the return code that is set for this condition/error. Valid values are 0
through 4095.
The default value is 4. To override this parameter, use the operand NOSELERC on a batch command.

BAT_OLDFILE=SYSUT1
The default DDNAME used by the batch COMPARE command for one of the two files to compare. Valid values
are any valid DDNAME.
The default is SYSUT1. To override this parameter, use the operand OLDFILE on a batch COMPARE command.

BAT_RDW=N
The default RDW keyword used by batch commands. This option controls the inclusion of the 4-byte record
descriptor word of variable-length records in record positions 1 - 4. The first 2 bytes of the RDW contain the
record length + the length of the RDW, which is 4. This value is in hex. Bytes 3 and 4 contain low-values. Valid
values are Y, N.
With RDW(Y), the RDW is made available to the current batch command and its keywords. For example, it is
available to move to a specific position within a record, to query its value, or even compare it to another RDW.
The RDW is made available to the current command and its keywords. For example, it is available to move to a
specific position within a record, to query its value, or even compare it to another RDW.
The default is N. To override this parameter, use the RDW operand on the batch command.

BAT_SYNCLIM=50
When two records are found to be unequal during a COMPARE command, this parameter controls the maximum
number of records that are read from the OLD and NEW files before a true mismatch (unequal) condition is
raised. Valid values are 0 through 999.
The default value is 50. To override this parameter, use the SYNCLIM operand on a COMPARE command.

BAT_TRUNCRC=4
Controls the return code set, when one or more records are truncated during a COPY command, for the COPY
command that encountered the truncation. Valid values are 0 through 4095.
The default value is 4. To override this parameter, use the TRUNCRC operand on a COPY command.
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COM_CODEPAGE=ENGLISH
Specifies the default code page for online and batch. Valid values are ENGLISH, CZECH, FRENCH, GERMAN,
ITALIAN, SPANISH, or THAI.
The default value is ENGLISH.

ONL_CLOGDSN=%USERID.FMMVS.CHANGE.%LOGN
Specifies the name for the Change Log data set used during a File Master Plus MVS Edit session. You can use
any of the following additional variables to create a unique data set name:

• %DATE -- date of edit session in DYYMMDD format
• %LOGN -- represents the nth log file in Lnnnnnnn format
• %PREFIX -- the prefix for the edit session
• %SYSNAME -- LPAR on which the edit session takes place
• %TIME -- time of the edit session in THHMMSS format
• %USERID -- the user ID of the user making the edits

Specify the name of the Change Log DSN using any of these variables with - or instead of - any other valid DSN
node name.
The default value is %USERID.FMMVS.CHANGE.%LOGN. This value cannot be overridden by a File Master
Plus user.

ONL_CLOGFOR=N
Specifies whether the Change Log is activated for each File Master Plus session. Valid values are Y, N.
The default value is N. When set to N, a File Master Plus user can override this value using option 2. When set to
Y, this value cannot be overridden.

ONL_CLOGSPA=(0,0)
Specifies the primary and secondary cylinder allocations for the Change Log data set. Valid values are Y, N.
These values reset any preexisting values each time a user accesses File Master Plus when ONL_CLOGFOR=Y.
The default value is (0,0). To override this parameter, use File Master Plus option 0.5.

ONL_CMDCHAIN=Y
Specifies the default for the online ISPF "Use '=' to jump within Broadcom product?" option. Valid values are Y,N.
When this parameter is set to Y, an ISPF command of =3.6 would jump to File Master Plus option 3.6 to option
(the PDS Utility Submenu) instead of ISPF option 3.6. When this parameter is set to N, an ISPF command of =3.6
would jump to the ISPF option 3.6.
The default value is Y. To override this parameter, use File Master Plus option 0.1.

ONL_CONFDSND=Y
Specifies the default for the online ISPF "Confirm data set deletes?" option. Valid values are Y, N.. When Y is
specified, a confirmation screen is displayed before performing an online delete for any data set. The confirmation
screen gives you the opportunity to either proceed with the data set delete or to bypass the delete. When N is
specified, online deletes of any data set are performed without confirmation.
The default value is Y. To override this parameter, use File Master Plus option 0.1.

ONL_CONFMEMD=Y
Specifies the default for the online ISPF "Confirm member deletes?" option. Valid values are Y, N. When Y
is specified, a confirmation screen is displayed before performing an online delete of any PDS member. The
confirmation screen gives you the opportunity to proceed with the member delete or bypass the delete. When N is
specified, online deletes of any PDS member are performed without confirmation.
The default value is Y. To override this parameter, use File Master Plus option 0.1.

ONL_CONFPCD=Y
Specifies the default for the online ISPF "Confirm print class and destination?" option. Valid values are Y, N. When
Y is specified, a confirmation screen is displayed before requesting print online and before submitting a batch
job that requests print. This confirmation screen presents the SYSOUT class and the destination parameters that
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have been defined using the Print Output Control Parms Screen. When N is specified, print requests are routed to
the SYSOUT class and destination defined to the Print Output Control Parms Screen.
The default value is Y. To override this parameter, use File Master Plus option 0.1.

ONL_DASDUNIT=SYSDA
Defines the DASD Unit Name used to allocate workspace data sets required by the File Master Plus product.
When a DASD Unit Name is specified, these data sets are allocated on volumes associated with the
specified unit. Examples of common DASD Unit Name are SYSDA, DASD, and SYSALLDA. To control the
volumes on which workspace data sets are allocated, specify either the ONL_DASDUNIT parameter or the
ONL_STORCLASS parameter but not both.
The default value is SYSDA. To override this parameter, use File Master Plus option 0.1.

ONL_IOEXIT=N
Specifies if a client I/O exit can be invoked when browsing or editing a data set If N is specified, the use of a client
I/O exit is not allowed. If Y is specified at installation, the use of the IOEXIT command to request calling a client I/
O exit is permitted.
The default value is N.
More information: Using an I/O Exit

ONL_MAXCYLS=0
Specifies the number of cylinders for the maximum size of workspace data sets allocated File Master Plus. Valid
values are 0 through 99999. If 0 is specified, no limit is placed on the size of workspace data sets.
The default is 0. To override this parameter, use the 'Size in Cylinders' field on the File Master Plus option 0.1
screen.

ONL_STORCLAS=name
For SMS-managed workspace data sets, this parameter specifies the SMS Storage Class used to allocate
workspace data sets required by the File Master Plus product. To control the volumes on which workspace data
sets are allocated, specify either the ONL_DASDUNIT parameter or the ONL_STORCLAS parameter but not
both.
When ONL_STORCLAS is specified, there is no default for ONL_DASDUNIT. To override this parameter, use File
Master Plus option 0.1.

ONL_SYSOUTC#=1
Specifies the default for the online ISPF Print Output control parameters COPIES= parameter for online print
requests. Valid values are 1 through 999.
The default value is 1. To override this parameter, use File Master Plus option 0.2.

ONL_SYSOUTCL=A
Specifies the default for the online ISPF Print Output control parameters SYSOUT class to which online print is
routed. Valid values are any valid JES SYSOUT class.
The default value is A. To override this parameter, use File Master Plus option 0.2.

Customize Batch JCL (Optional)

Member CAWABAT in CAI.CDBIJCL contains sample JCL for invoking the File Master Plus batch function. Modify this
JCL and use it to run File Master Plus batch jobs.

Add ACF2 Security for z/OS User Considerations

If you use ACF2 and the TSO Command Limiting function, add the File Master Plus commands to the restricted
commands list for any TSO users who use the File Master Plus ISPF interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Open member CAWAACF2 in CAI.CDBISAMP.
2. Add the $TSOCMDS statements to all applicable ACF2 restricted commands lists.
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Customize Wildcard Exit CAWAWDSN (Optional)

Member CAWAWDSN in CAI.CDBIEXEC contains the default disallowed wildcard mask entries. By default, CAWAWDSN
disallows any mask that begins with either *, *., **. or a first node that contains all percent signs (%).

When the ISPF component of File Master Plus encounters a disallowed wildcard mask, error message CAWA011E
displays and the data sets matching the disallowed wildcard mask do not display. Verify that CAWAWDSN is available to
the ISPF component of File Master Plus.

Valid CAWAWDSN Return Values: NO or YES

NO
(Default) File Master Plus does not process the wildcard mask and displays error message CAWA011E:

YES
File Master Plus processes the wildcard mask and displays the matching data sets.

If the default restrictions meet your site requirements, no action is needed. If the restrictions are not acceptable to your
site, customize CAWAWDSN to your site requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy CAWAWDSN from the target cai.CDBIEXEC.
2. Make your changes.
3. Install it as an SMP USERMOD.

Allocate PARMLIB Partitioned Data Sets

Member CAWAALC1 in CAI.CDBIJCL creates the installation default parmlib PDS files for the online component of File
Master Plus.

Depending on your site requirements, File Master Plus users can update all of these data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the JCL to conform to your installation standards.
2. Submit the job.
3. Review to verify the output.

You successfully allocated the files.

Evaluate the REXX Environment

Member CAWAXREX in the CDBISAMP library is a sample REXX EXEC that evaluates the minimum REXX environment
this product requires.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the INSTPRE variable in the CAWAXREX EXEC to the high-level qualifier of the installed product libraries.
2. From an ISPF command line, issue the command:

TSO EXEC 'hlq.CDBISAMP(CAWAXREX)'

The following message appears when the REXX environment meets the minimum requirements:

********************************************************************

*** File Master requires REXX to be at release level x.xx or higher.

*** Your current version of REXX is release x.xx date mm/dd/yyyy. 

 

*** Your version of REXX meets the minimum requirements
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*** for the File Master product. 

If there is an environment problem, you receive messages similar to the following indicating the problem:

********************************************************************

*** File Master requires REXX to be at release level x.xx or higher.

*** Your current version of REXX is release x.xx date mm/dd/yyyy.

 

******** WARNING ********

*** IBM'S REXX Alternate Library is not available on your system.

*** Follow the instructions in the Installation Guide to load down the

*** REXX Alternate Library.

 

*** There were no entries in the compiler programming table - IRXCMPTM

 

*** The EAGRTPRC program in the REXX SEAGALT library is not available

*** on the system. 

3. If these warning messages appear, download the current REXX alternate library from IBM:
a. Go to website www.ibm.com/support.
b. Search for REXX Alternate Library under the Search All Support text.

A list of products and packages displays.
c. Select IBM Alternate Library for REXX on zSeries Version x.x.x for use with z/OS from the list.
d. Follow the instructions on the alternate library for REXX downloadable files page.

Customize REXX EXEC

Member CAWAFM in CAI.CDBISAMP is a sample REXX EXEC that:

• Invokes the Main Menu
• Optionally allocates the product ISPF data sets for the online component

Follow the instructions in the EXEC to customize it to meet your installation standards.

The CAWAFM REXX EXEC must exist in any data set allocated to SYSEXEC or SYSPROC.

Follow these steps:

• To allocate the required data sets without using LIBDEFs when invoking File Master Plus in TSO:
a. Change the LIBALLOC = Y statement to LIBALLOC = N.
b. Follow the instructions in the step.
c. Add File Master Plus ISPF libraries to the TSO logon procedure.

• Tell the product not to generate a STEPLIB DD statement for any of the online EDIT and SUBMIT JCL options:
– Change the STEPLIB = Y statement to STEPLIB = N.

Add Option Name to an ISPF Menu Panel (Optional)

Use the following steps to invoke File Master Plus from an ISPF panel using an option name of FM.

Follow these steps:

1. Add this statement to an ISPF menu panel in the processing section of the panel. 

)PROC

   FM,'CMD(%CAWAFM)',

)END
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2. Change the option name to an appropriate name for your environment.

Add ISPF Libraries to TSO LOGON Procedure (Optional)

This step is needed only if LIBALLOC in the CAWAFM REXX EXEC was set to LIBALLOC=N. (See Customize REXX
EXEC.)

Follow these steps:

1. If you specified LIBALLOC=N, concatenate the ISPF libraries to the IBM ISPF libraries in the TSO logon PROC.
The following example shows where to add the ISPF libraries:

//ISPLLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDBILOAD

//ISPMLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//             DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDBIMSG0

//ISPPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//             DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDBIPNL0

//ISPSLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//             DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDBISKL0

//ISPTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//             DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDBITBL0

//SYSPROC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//             DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDBIEXEC

The next step is necessary only if the COBOL runtime library required to run File Master Plus is not available in your
system library concatenation.

2. Add the COBOL runtime library required to run File Master Plus to the ISPF load library concatenation. 
For example: 

//ISPLLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//             DISP=SHR,DSN=cobol.runtime.library

Using an I/O Exit

File Master Plus allows you to invoke a user I/O exit when browsing or editing a data set. An I/O exit allows you to invoke
external processes for records that have processing requirements that are not supported directly by File Master Plus. An
example of such processing is compression.

File Master Plus invokes the I/O exit automatically for each of the following requests:

Open
Invoked after the file is opened

Read
Invoked after each record is read

Write
Invoked before each record is written

Close
Invoked before the file is closed

Linkage Specifications

When File Master Plus invokes the I/O exit, it passes the following three parameters to the exit module:
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Address of the Exit Interface Area
More information: see below

Input Record Address
Defines the address of the input record

Return Record Address
Contains the address of a 32760-byte storage area in which the exit program returns the record to File Master
Plus

NOTE

If the input record is a variable length record, the length of the record is read from the beginning of the data, not
the 4 bytes for the RDW. 

Exit Requirements

Ensure that the security exit program has the following characteristics:

• AMODE 31
• RMODE ANY
• Reentrant

Write an Exit Program

CAI.CDBISAMP contains a sample File Master Plus exit program for COBOL (CAWAEXTC) and for Assembler
(CAWAEXTA). These sample programs are templates which you can configure to meet your installation requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the exit program, starting from the sample program which is delivered in the installation library.
2. Write the coding for the four possible requests: open, read, write, and close. The following Input Field parameters can

be used:
IOX-COMMAND

Specifies the OPEN mode for the current data set as either Input, Output or Update
IOX-IO-OP

Specifies if the request is for an Open, Read, Write, or Close
IOX-RECLENI

Specifies the length of the input record being passed
3. For the read and write operations, set the IOX-RECLENC output field to the length of the output being returned.
4. Copy the output record into the area provided by the third input parameter (Return Record Address).
5. Set the following return field values:
IOX-RC

Specifies an exit return code

• 0 
The record continues to process normally. 

• 9 
An error occurred and the edit session should terminate.

IOX-ERROR-MSG
If IOX-RC is set to 9 for an error, this 80-byte area is used to pass back a message for the reason.

IOX-XCALLIND
(Optional) Set this value to 9 to tell File Master Plus to continue processing the file but to stop calling the exit
module.
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IOX-CLIENT-STORAGE
Defines a 100-byte persistent storage area that File Master Plus maintains for the exit module. The exit program
can use this area to store any values to keep between calls.

6. Assemble the Exit Program.
7. Link the Exit Program into a load library which your File Master Plus system can access.

Exit Interface Area

The Interface Area is mapped by the following COBOL layout CAWAIOXC. This layout also resides in the CAWAIOXC
member of the CAI.CDBISAMP library. 

For the Assembler program, the Interface Area is mapped by the CAWAIOXA Assembler DSECT.

***

*** CLIENT IO EXIT INTERFACE AREA

***

 01  IOX-INTERFACE-AREA.

     05  INPUT-FIELDS.

         10  IOX-EYECATCHER           PIC  X(04)   VALUE 'IOIX'.

         10  IOX-USERID               PIC  X(08)   VALUE SPACES.

         10  IOX-JOBNAME              PIC  X(08)   VALUE SPACES.

         10  IOX-DDNAME               PIC  X(08)   VALUE SPACES.

         10  IOX-DSNAME               PIC  X(44)   VALUE SPACES.

         10  IOX-COMMAND              PIC  X(01)   VALUE SPACES.

             88  IOX-INPUT-MODE       VALUE 'I'.

             88  IOX-OUTPUT-MODE      VALUE 'O'.

             88  IOX-UPDATE-MODE      VALUE 'U'.

         10  IOX-ENV                  PIC  X(01)   VALUE SPACES.

             88  IOX-BATCH-ENV        VALUE 'B'.

             88  IOX-ONLINE-ENV       VALUE 'O'.

         10  IOX-LRECL             PIC S9(09) COMP SYNC VALUE +0.

         10  IOX-BLKSIZE           PIC S9(04) COMP SYNC VALUE +0.

         10  IOX-RECFM                PIC  X(01)   VALUE SPACES.

             88  IOX-FIXED-REC        VALUE 'F'.

             88  IOX-VARIABLE-REC     VALUE 'V'.

             88  IOX-UNBLOCKED-REC    VALUE 'U'.

         10  IOX-DSORG                PIC  X(01)   VALUE SPACES.

             88  IOX-SEQ-FILE         VALUE 'S'.

             88  IOX-VSAM-FILE        VALUE 'V'.

         10  IOX-VTYPE                PIC  X(01)   VALUE SPACES.

             88  IOX-SEQ              VALUE 'S'.

             88  IOX-PDS-MEMBER       VALUE 'M'.

             88  IOX-KSDS             VALUE 'K'.

             88  IOX-ESDS             VALUE 'E'.

             88  IOX-RRDS             VALUE 'R'.

             88  IOX-VARIABLE-RRDS    VALUE 'V'.

             88  IOX-LDS              VALUE 'L'.

         10  IOX-IO-OP                PIC  X(01)   VALUE SPACES.

             88  IOX-OPEN-REQUEST     VALUE 'O'.

             88  IOX-READ-REQUEST     VALUE 'R'.
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             88  IOX-WRITE-REQUEST    VALUE 'W'.

             88  IOX-CLOSE-REQUEST    VALUE 'C'.

         10  FILLER                   PIC  X(32)   VALUE SPACES.

         10  IOX-RECLENI           PIC S9(09) COMP SYNC VALUE +0.

         10  FILLER                   PIC  X(32)   VALUE SPACES.

* FIELDS BELOW HERE ARE CONTROLED BY THE CLIENT

     05  RETURN-FIELDS.

         10  IOX-RC                   PIC  X(01)   VALUE SPACES.

             88  IOX-RC-PROCESS       VALUE '0'.

             88  IOX-RC-ERROR         VALUE '9'.

         10  IOX-XCALLIND             PIC  X(01)   VALUE SPACES.

             88  IOX-CONTINUE-EXIT    VALUE '0'.

             88  IOX-STOP-EXIT        VALUE '9'.

         10  FILLER                   PIC  X(32)   VALUE SPACES.

         10  IOX-RECLENC          PIC S9(09) COMP SYNC VALUE +0.

         10  IOX-ERROR-MSG            PIC  X(80)   VALUE SPACES.

*** PERSISTENT STORAGE AREA FOR THE CLIENT TO USE

         10  IOX-CLIENT-STORAGE       PIC  X(100)  VALUE SPACES.

         10  FILLER                   PIC  X(32)   VALUE SPACES.

Invoke an I/O Exit

Follow these steps:

1. Set the ONL_IOEXIT parameter in the customization options to Y.
2. Start a new File Master Plus session.
3. Select the File Master Plus Browse or Edit panel.
4. Run the IOEXIT primary command.

This command has the following syntax:

IOEXIT 'EXITNAME'

– EXITNAME 
Defines the name of the client-written program that is invoked.

5. Complete the Browse or Edit panel with the target Data Set Name and other requested information.
File Master Plus then automatically invokes the I/O exit.

NOTE

• Execute the IOEXIT command separately each time you want to access a file.
• Use the command only when accessing sequential files.

File Master Plus for IMS Tasks
The topics in this section describe the manual tasks you perform if you are not configuring your product using CSM.

Customize REXX EXEC

Member CAWKFM in cai.CDBISAMP is a sample REXX EXEC that:

• Invokes the File Master Plus for IMS main menu panel
• Optionally allocates the product ISPF data sets for the online component

The CAWKFM REXX EXEC must exist in any data set allocated to SYSEXEC or SYSPROC.
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Follow these steps:

1. In member CAWKFM in CAI.CDBISAMP, follow the instructions in the EXEC to customize it to meet your installation
standards.

2. When you do not want to use LIBDEFs to allocate the required data sets when invoking File Master Plus for IMS in
TSO, do the following:
– Change the LIBALLOC = Y statement to LIBALLOC = N, and follow the instructions in Add ISPF Libraries to TSO

Logon Procedure.
3. When you do not want to generate a STEPLIB DD statement for any of the online edit and submit JCL options, do the

following:
– Change the STEPLIB = Y statement to STEPLIB = N.

Evaluate the REXX Environment

Member CAWKREXX in the CDBISAMP library is a sample REXX EXEC that evaluates the minimum REXX environment
this product requires.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the INSTPRE variable in the CAWKREXX EXEC to the high level qualifier of the installed product libraries.
2. From an ISPF command line, issue the command:

TSO EXEC 'hlq.CDBISAMP(CAWKREXX)'

The following message should appear if the REXX environment meets the minimum requirements:
********************************************************************

*** File Master requires REXX to be at release level 3.00 or higher.

*** Your current version of REXX is 3.48 release date May 1, 1992.  

*** Your version of REXX meets the minimum requirements             

*** for the File Master product.

If there is a problem with the environment, you will receive messages similar to the following:
********************************************************************

*** File Master requires REXX to be at release level 3.00 or higher.       

*** Your current version of REXX is 3.48 release date May 1, 1992.     

                                                                           

    ******** WARNING ********                                              

*** IBM'S REXX Alternate Library is not available.  Use member             

*** WKrrXALT in the File Master SAMPJCL library to load down the           

*** REXX Alternate Library and/or the IRXCMPTM Compiler Programming        

*** Table module.                                                          

                                                                           

*** There were no entries in the compiler programming table - IRXCMPTM     

                                                                           

*** The EAGRTPRC program in the REXX SEAGALT library is not available      

*** on the system.                                                         

***

3. If these warning messages appear, you must download the current REXX alternate library from IBM:
a. Go to website www.ibm.com/support.
b. Search for REXX Alternate Library under the Search All Support text.

A list of products and packages displays.
c. Select IBM Alternate Library for REXX on zSeries Version x.x.x for use with z/OS from the list.
d. Follow the instructions on the alternate library for REXX downloadable files page.
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Add ACF2 Security for z/OS User Considerations

If you use ACF2 and the TSO Command Limiting function, add the File Master Plus for IMS commands to the restricted
commands list for any TSO users who use the File Master Plus for IMS ISPF interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Open member CAWKACF2 in cai.CDBISAMP.
2. Add the $TSOCMDS statements to all applicable ACF2 restricted command lists.

ACF2 is added.

Create Common Components and Services Parameter

File Master Plus for IMS uses CAIRIM Common Services in a BMP environment when dealing with certain database
configurations. You must define a parameter that executes an initialization process each time you IPL your system. The
initialization process will install program CAWKGRBA as a PC routine to provide the necessary functionality. You can also
use CAIRIM JCL to execute the initialization process between IPLs.

Follow these steps:

1. Authorize the hlq.CDBIAUTH target library.
2. Add the new authorized library to the Link List or to the system Steplib so that it can be accessed during the

initialization process.
3. Add the following Resource Initilization Manager (RIM) statement to your CAIRIM PDS:

PRODUCT(CA-FILE MASTER) VERSION(WKA0) INIT(CAWKPCDF)

4. IPL your system or execute the updated CAIRIM JCL to initialize before the next IPL.

Add Option Name to an ISPF Menu Panel (Optional)

Perform this step only if you selected the ISPFMENU option for the configuration in the CSM Configuration Wizard.

Use the following steps to invoke File Master Plus for IMS from an ISPF panel using an option name of FM.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following statement to an ISPF menu panel in the processing section of the panel. 
)PROC

   FM,'CMD(%CAWKFM)',

)END

2. Change the option name to an appropriate name for your environment.

Add ISPF Libraries to TSO Logon Procedure (Optional)

Perform this step only if you selected the TSOLOGON option for the configuration in the CSM Configuration Wizard.
See Customize REXX EXEC.

Follow these steps:

1. If you specified LIBALLOC=N, concatenate the File Master Plus for IMS ISPF libraries to the IBM ISPF libraries in the
TSO logon PROC
The following example shows where to add the libraries:
//ISPLLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBILOAD

//ISPMLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBIMSG0           

//ISPPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBIPNL0           
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//ISPSLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBISKL0           

//ISPTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBITBL0

//SYSPROC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CDBIEXEC

The next step is necessary only if the COBOL runtime library required to run File Master Plus for IMS is not available
in your system library concatenation.

2. Add the COBOL runtime library required to run File Master Plus for IMS to the ISPF load library concatenation
For example.
//ISPLLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=............           

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=cobol.runtime.library

Allocate PARMLIB Partitioned Data Sets

Member CAWKALC1 in CAI.CDBIJCL creates the installation default parmlib PDS files for the online component of File
Master Plus for IMS.

Depending on your site requirements, all File Master Plus for IMS users can update these data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the JCL in member CAWKALC1 in CAI.CDBIJCL to conform to your installation standards.
2. Submit the job.
3. Review to verify the output.

You successfully allocated the files.

Customize Default Options (Optional)

To change the default options at your site, member CAWKOPTJ in cai.CDBIJCL contains sample JCL to assemble and
link the File Master Plus for IMS options module, CAWKOPTS.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the sample JCL in member CAWKOPTJ in CAI.CDBIJCL.
2. Run the JCL to assemble and link the module CAWKOPTS.

Set Up BMP Environment (Optional)

Perform this step only if you will use File Master Plus for IMS in a BMP environment.

This step discusses static and dynamic ACBs, and security concerns in the BMP environment.

Static ACBs

Use static ACBs to access IMS databases in BMP mode. If you plan to use static ACBs, manually generate and define
them to IMS using the IMS System Definition process.

Dynamic ACBs

When accessing IMS databases in BMP mode, if a static ACB is not provided, File Master Plus for IMS generates a
dynamic ACB. Dynamic ACBs are generated with a PROCOPT appropriate for the function being performed and provide
access to all segments defined in the DBD.

The generated name is CAWK#nnn.

nnn
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A value from 000 through 099.

Dynamic ACBs are placed in the DOPT ACBLIB specified in the IMS environment member. For more information about
defining IMS environments, see Define IMS Environments.

Include Dynamic ACBs in the IMS System Definition

Define dynamic ACBs in your IMS system definition with the DOPT option specified. Member CAWKDACB of
cai.CDBISAMP contains the sample APPLCTN macros that must be added to your IMS system definition Stage 1 source
to support dynamic ACBs.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the sample APPLCTN macros in member CAWKDACB of CAI.CDBISAMP to your IMS system definition.
2. Perform an appropriate IMS system definition.

Allocate and Add DOPT ACB Library to IMSACBx Concatenation

Because dynamic ACBs are defined with the DOPT option, IMS requires that the ACBLIB is a concatenation of at least
two data sets. IMS does not allow the dynamic ACB to be placed in the first data set in the concatenation.

Allocate and add DOPT ACB library to IMSACBx concatenation.

When using dynamic ACBs and the IMS system or systems you are accessing have only one data set in the IMSACBx
DD statements, perform the following steps:

1. Allocate a new ACBLIB PDS.
2. Concatenate it to the existing ACB PDS.

Security Considerations

When you access IMS databases with File Master Plus for IMS using dynamic ACBs in BMP mode, you can obtain
access to a database that typically would be prevented.

This access occurs because dynamic ACBs are generated with a PROCOPT appropriate for the function being
performed. For example, your usual method of accessing a database is through a static read-only ACB. You access that
database with the File Master Plus for IMS EDIT function in BMP mode with a dynamic ACB. Because the EDIT function
generates a dynamic ACB with PROCOPT=A, you can update the database.

To close this potential security exposure, File Master Plus for IMS supplies a security exit CAWKSECX. For more
information, see Security Exits.

Changes to Security Definitions

Using an external security manager (ACF2 or Top Secret) can require security definition changes. Revise the definitions to
let TSO users access databases in BMP mode with File Master Plus for IMS.

When setting up security, consider the following:

• The BMP region
• The version of IMS you are running

Secure Resources in BMP Mode with IMS V9 and Below

When using File Master Plus for IMS in BMP mode with IMS V9 and below, create Application Group Names (AGNs).
AGNs protect resources accessed by the BMP region.

An AGN is a group of logically related IMS resources containing any combination of IMS transactions, PSBs, or terminals.
They are defined using the IMS Security Maintenance Utility (SMU).
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Control access to the AGNs using any of the following:

• ACF2 security
• Top Secret security
• IMS Resource Access exit routine

Review the following procedure to use AGN security to protect the dynamic ACBs generated by File Master Plus for IMS.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the dynamic ACB names CAWK#000 through CAWK#099 to an AGN using the IMS security maintenance utility,
DFSISMP0.

2. Use your external security manager to grant access to this AGN to users who need it.
3. Specify the AGN in the IMS environment member. IMS environments are described in the step Define IMS

Environments.

Secure Resources in BMP Mode with IMS V9 and Above

When using File Master Plus for IMS in BMP mode with IMS V9 and above, use IMS Resource Access Security (RAS) to
protect resources accessed by the BMP region. RAS was introduced in IMS V9 to replace AGN security. RAS provides
direct protection of IMS transactions, PSBs, and terminals through an external security manager such as ACF2 or Top
Secret.

Review the following procedure to use RAS security to protect the dynamic ACBs generated by File Master Plus for IMS.

Follow these steps:

1. See the documentation provided with your external security manager.
2. Protect the dynamic ACB names CAWK#000 through CAWK#099 accordingly.
3. Use your external security manager to grant access to these ACBs to those users who need them.

Customize Batch JCL (Optional)

You can modify sample JCL to invoke the File Master Plus for IMS batch function, and use it to run batch jobs.

To customize batch JCL, modify the sample JCL in member CAWKBAT in CAI.CDBIJCL.

Create Installation Verification Procedure Database (Optional)

Member CAWKIVPJ in cai.CDBIJCL is a sample job that creates the installation verification procedure (IVP) database.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the instructions in the JCL to customize it to meet your installation standards.
2. Submit the job.
3. Review the output to verify that the database was successfully created.

CAWKOPT Installation Options Macro

You can optionally use the CAWKOPT macro to specify the default processing options for File Master Plus for IMS batch
and online product components.

• COM_ indicates options that are common to both batch and online processing.
• BAT_ indicates batch processing option keywords.
• ONL_ indicates online processing options.

Member CAWKOPTJ of cai.CDBIJCL contains JCL to compile and link the CAWKOPT macro.

Use the following valid CAWKOPT macro keywords when you want to change the default:
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CAWKOPT BAT_EMPTYRC=4

 BAT_INFILE=INFILE

 BAT_LAYOUTRC=4

 BAT_LINEPAGE=60

 BAT_SYNCD=100

 BAT_SYNCI=100

 BAT_SYNCU=100

 BAT_TRUNCRC=4

 ONL_CLOGDSN=%USERID.FMIMS.CHANGE.%LOGN

 ONL_CLOGFOR=N 

 ONL_CLOGSPA=(0,0)

 COM_CODEPAGE=ENGLISH

 COM_IMSENV_BMP=’’

 COM_IMSENV_DLI=’’

 COM_IMSENV_DSN=’’

 COM_SECURITY=Y

 COM_SECURITY_EXIT=CAWKSECX,

 ONL_CMDCHAIN=Y

 ONL_CONFDSND=Y

 ONL_CONFMEMD=Y

 ONL_CONFPCD=Y

 ONL_DASDUNIT=SYSDA

 ONL_MAXCYLS=0

 ONL_STORCLAS=name

 ONL_SYSOUTC#=1

 ONL_SYSOUTCL=A

 COM_COPE=N 

Note: Some restrictive parameters may require File Master DBA authority. Such sites may require a Top Secret, ACF2,
or RACF security class of CACMD and a resource of FMIDBA set up on their system. Users that have File Master DBA
authority must be authorized for the FMIDBA resource in the CACMD class so that they can have update capability to
these restricted functions.

Parameter Descriptions

Review the following CAWKOPT parameter keywords and descriptions:

BAT_EMPTYRC=4

Controls the return code that is set for the condition/error when processing a command and you encounter an empty input
file. 
To override this parameter, use the keyword EMPTYRC on a batch command.
Valid values: 0 - 4095
Default: 4

BAT_INFILE=SYSUT1

Identifies the default ddname used by the batch commands for the input file. 
To override this parameter, use the keyword INFILE on a batch command.
Valid values: Any valid ddname
Default: SYSUT1

BAT_LAYOUTRC=4

Sets the return code when you specify the LAYOUTFILE parameter on any command and the record layout data set or
member is not found.
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To override this parameter, use the operand LAYOUTRC operand on a batch command.
Valid values: 0 - 4095
Default: 4

BAT_LINEPAGE=60

Controls the number of lines printed per page on the SYSLIST and SYSPRINT data sets. 
To override this parameter, use the keyword LINEPAGE on a batch command.
Valid values: 10 - 99
Default: 60

BAT_SYNCD=100

Specifies the default number of deletions before a SYNCPOINT is taken for a batch job running with a BMP environment.
To override this parameter, use the SYNCD parameter on a batch command.
Note: If 0 is specified, no SYNCPOINT is taken.
Valid values: 0 - 999999 
Default: 100

BAT_SYNCI=100

Specifies the default number of insertions before a SYNCPOINT is taken for a batch job running with a BMP environment.
To override this parameter, use the SYNCI parameter on a batch command.
Note: If 0 is specified, no SYNCPOINT is taken.
Valid values: 0 - 999999
Default: 100

BAT_SYNCU=100

Specifies the default number of updates before a SYNCPOINT is taken for a batch job running with a BMP environment.
To override this parameter, use the SYNCU parameter on a batch command.
Note: If 0 is specified, no SYNCPOINT is taken.
Valid values: 0 - 999999
Default: 100

BAT_TRUNCRC=4

Controls the return code set, when one or more records are truncated during a WRITE or EXTRACT command. 
To override this parameter, use the TRUNCRC keyword on a WRITE or EXTRACT command.
Valid values: 0 - 4095
Default: 4

ONL_CLOGDSN=%USERID.FMIMS.CHANGE.%LOGN

Specifies the name for the Change Log data set used during a File Master Plus for IMS Edit session. You can use any of
the following additional variables to create a unique data set name:

%DATE
Date of edit session in DYYMMDD format

%LOGN
Represents the nth log file in Lnnnnnnn format

%PREFIX
The prefix for the edit session

%SYSNAME
LPAR on which the edit session takes place

%TIME
Time of the edit session in THHMMSS format
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%USERID
The user ID of the user making the edits

Default: %UISERID.FMIMS.CHANGE.%LOGN

Note: The default value cannot be overridden by a File Master Plus for IMS user.

Specify the name of the Change Log DSN using any of these variables either with or instead of any other valid DSN node
name.

ONL_CLOGFOR=N

Specifies whether the Change Log is activated for each File Master Plus for IMS session.
When set to N, a File Master Plus for IMS user can activate the Change Log indirectly by setting primary cylinder
allocation to a non-zero value using option 0.5. When set to Y, the Change Log cannot be deactivated.
Valid values: Y, N
Default: N

ONL_CLOGSPA=(0,0)

Specifies the primary and secondary cylinder allocations for the Change Log data set. These values reset any preexisting
values each time a user accesses File Master Plus for IMS when ONL_CLOGFOR=Y.
To override this parameter, use File Master Plus option 0.5.
Valid values: 0 - 9999999
Default: (0,0)

COM_CODEPAGE=ENGLISH

Specifies the default code page for online and batch.
Valid values: ENGLISH, CZECH, or THAI
Default: ENGLISH

COM_IMSENV_BMP=(value1[,value2]…)

Restricts non-DBA users from updating BMP objects on the “BMP Environment Parameters” setup panel. Users given File
Master DBA authority will not be restricted from updating the objects on this panel. 
Valid values: (the following panel objects can be restricted)

• REGION
• RESLIB
• ACBLIB
• DOPTLIB
• DBDLIB
• APPLGN
• NBUF
• OBUF
• CHLOG
• COPE

Default: This parameter has a null default value (no restrictions).

COM_IMSENV_DLI=(value1[,value2]…)

Restricts non-DBA users from updating DLI objects on the “DLI Environment Parameters” setup panels. Users given File
Master DBA authority will not be restricted from updating the objects on these panels. 
Valid values: (the following panel objects can be restricted)
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• RESLIB
• PSBLIB
• DBDLIB
• VSPARM
• IMSLOG
• CHLOG
• DBRC
• RECON

Default: This parameter has a null default value (no restrictions).

COM_IMSENV_DSN=’’

Restricts non-DBA users from changing a specific IMS Environment data set name on the “Define & Update Processing
Parms” panel. Users given File Master DBA authority will not be restricted from updating the data set name on any setup
panel. 
Valid values: Any valid data set name
Default: This parameter has a null default value (no restrictions).

COM_SECURITY=Y

Controls whether File Master Plus for IMS invokes the security exit program name specified in the
COM_SECURITY_EXIT parameter before accessing IMS databases. 
When Y is specified, the security exit is invoked.
Valid values: N or Y
Default: Y

COM_SECURITY_EXIT=CAWKSECX

Specifies the name of the security exit program to be invoked when the COM_SECURITY parameter is set to Y. 
Valid values: 1 to 8 alphanumeric or national (@#$) characters, the first character must be alphabetic or national. 
Default: CAWKSECX
For more information on the security exit, see Security Exits.

ONL_CMDCHAIN=Y

Specifies the default for the online ISPF "Use '=' to jump within Broadcom product?" option. 
To override this parameter, use File Master Plus for IMS option 0.1.
Valid values: Y or N

YWhen this parameter is set to Y, an ISPF command of =3.6 jumps to File Master Plus for IMS option 3.6 instead of ISPF
option 3.6.
The File Master Plus for IMS option 3.6 is the Generate EXTRACT File Layouts screen.

NWhen this parameter is set to N, an ISPF command of =3.6 jumps to the ISPF option 3.6.

 Default: Y

ONL_CONFDSND=Y

Specifies the default for the online ISPF Confirm data set deletes? option. 
To override this parameter, use File Master Plus for IMS option 0.1.
Valid values: Y or N

Y
Displays a confirmation screen before performing an online delete for any data set. The confirmation screen gives you the
opportunity to either proceed with the data set delete or to bypass the delete.

N
Performs online deletes of any data set are performed without confirmation.
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Default: Y

ONL_CONFMEMD=Y

Specifies the default for the online ISPF Confirm member deletes? option. 
To override this parameter, use File Master Plus for IMS option 0.1.
Valid values: Y or N

Y
Displays a confirmation screen before performing an online delete of any PDS member. The confirmation screen gives
you the opportunity to proceed with the member delete or bypass the delete.

N
Performs online deletes of any PDS member without confirmation.

Default: Y

ONL_CONFPCD=Y

Specifies the default for the online ISPF Confirm print class and destination? option. 
To override this parameter, use File Master Plus for IMS option 0.1.
Valid values: Y or N

Y
Displays a confirmation screen before requesting print online and before submitting a batch job that requests print. This
confirmation screen presents the SYSOUT class and the destination parameters that have been defined using the Print
Output Control Parms screen.
For example, File Master Plus for IMS option 0.2.

N
Routes print requests to the SYSOUT class and destination defined to the Print Output Control Parms screen.

Default: Y

ONL_DASDUNIT=SYSDA

Defines the DASD unit name used to allocate workspace data sets required by the File Master Plus for IMS product. 
When a DASD unit name is specified, these data sets are allocated on volumes associated with the specified unit. 
To control the volumes on which workspace data sets are allocated, specify either the ONL_DASDUNIT parameter or the
ONL_STORCLAS parameter. 
To override this parameter, use File Master Plus for IMS option 0.1.
Default: SYSDA
Examples: SYSDA, DASD, and SYSALLDA

ONL_MAXCYLS=0

Specifies the number of cylinders to allocate for the maximum size of workspace data sets. If 0 is specified, no limit is
placed on the size of workspace data sets.
To override this parameter, use the 'Size in Cylinders' field on the File Master Plus for IMS option 0.1 screen.
Valid values: 0 - 99999
Default: 0

ONL_STORCLAS=name

Specifies the SMS Storage Class to use to allocate SMS-managed workspace data sets required by the product. To
control the volumes on which workspace data sets are allocated, specify either the ONL_DASDUNIT parameter or the
ONL_STORCLAS parameter but not both.
When ONL_STORCLAS is specified, there is no default for ONL_DASDUNIT. To override this parameter, use File Master
Plus for IMS option 0.1.
Default: This parameter has no default value.
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ONL_SYSOUTC#=1

Specifies the default for the online ISPF Print Output control parameters COPIES= parameter for online print requests. 
To override this parameter, use File Master Plus for IMS option 0.2.
Valid values: 1 - 999
Default: 1

ONL_SYSOUTCL=A

Specifies the default for the online ISPF Print Output control parameters SYSOUT class to which online print is routed. 
To override this parameter, use File Master Plus for IMS option 0.2.
Valid values: Any valid JES SYSOUT class
Default: A

COM_COPE=N

Specifies whether COPE supports IMS.
Valid values: Y|N
Default: N

Start File Master Plus for IMS

You are ready to start File Master Plus for IMS.

Follow these steps:

1. If configuration added File Master Plus for IMS to the ISPF menu, select the appropriate option from the ISPF menu.
2. Execute the CAWKFM REXX EXEC from either:

• – The ISPF Command Shell
– The command line (like a TSO command)

Define IMS Environments (Optional)

An IMS environment is a PDS member that specifies the IMS system data sets and parameters that File Master Plus for
IMS uses to access a database. Specify an IMS environment for most online ISPF functions and when running a batch
function in BMP mode.

Two types of IMS environments are supported: DLI and BMP. The DLI environment runs as an offline batch processing
region to which the databases are directly allocated. Included in each DLI environment definition are the IMS RESLIBs,
PSBLIBs, and DBDLIBs that are used to access databases.

The BMP environment runs as a batch message processing region that communicates with an IMS control region to
access the databases that are owned by the control region. Information included in the BMP environment definition is the
IMS subsystem identifier, or IMSID, the RESLIBs, and ACBLIBs used in the IMS control region.

To define an IMS environment, select the IMS Env option of the Setup and Processing Parameters (option 0.5 on the File
Master Plus for IMS main menu).
The Update IMS Environment screen opens.

CA File Master Plus for IMS  --  Update IMS Environment --- Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

              Actions: S - Select   I - Insert   R - Repeat   D -Delete 

  IMS       DLI/                                                          

A Env       BMP  Description                                              

_ DLIPROD   DLI  Prod DLI Environment                                     

_ BMPRGNA   BMP  BMP Region A

_ DLITEST   DLI  Test DLI Environment

************************** End OF IMS Environment List ********************
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The IMS environment members are stored in the IMSENV PDS created in Allocate PARMLIB Partitioned Data Sets.

For more information about defining IMS environments, see Setup and Processing Parameters .

Perform the Installation Verification Procedure

The installation verification program (IVP) can be executed when the installation is completed and File Master Plus for
IMS is started. IVP can also be executed any time that you want to verify your installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 0.5 from the File Master Plus for IMS main menu to create an IMS Environment member for the IVP.
-- CA File Master Plus for IMS  --  Update IMS Enviro  No IMS Environment Mems

  COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

               Actions: S - Select   I - Insert   R - Repeat   D -Delete

   IMS       DLI/

 A Env       BMP  Description

 I 

 ************************** End OF IMS Environment List ************************

2. Type I in the action field and press Enter. 
The Specify IMS Environment Type pop-up screen appears.
-- CA File Master Plus for IMS  --  Update IMS Environment -------- Row 1 of 1

  COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

               Actions: S - Select   I - Insert   R - Repeat   D -Delete

   IMS       DLI/ 

 A Env       BMP  Description

 I 

 ************************** End OF IMS Environment List ************************

                  .-------------------------------------.

                  | --- Specify IMS Environment Type -- |

                  |  COMMAND ===>                       |

                  |                                     |

                  | Enter 'DLI' or 'BMP' to specify the |

                  | type of IMS Environment Parm Member |

                  | to be inserted.                     |

                  |                                     |

                  | Environment Type ===> DLI           |

                  '-------------------------------------'

3. Type DLI in the Environment Type and press Enter.
The DLI Environment Parameters screen appears.
---------- CA File Master Plus for IMS -- DLI Environment Parameters ----------

 Command ===> __________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                              

 IMS Environment ===> CAWKIVP                                        Page 1 of 2 

                                                                              

 Description     ===> DLI Environment for IVP                                   

                                                                              

 RESLIB #1       ===> 'ims.SDFSRESL'                                           

        #2       ===>                                                          

        #3       ===>                                                More? ==> N

 PSBLIB #1       ===> 'CAI.CDBILOAD'                                             

        #2       ===>                                                          
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        #3       ===>                                                More? ==> N

 DBDLIB #1       ===> 'CAI.CDBILOAD'                                             

        #2       ===>                                                          

        #3       ===>                                                More? ==> N

                                                                               

 VSAM Parm Mem   ===> 'ims.parmlib(DFSVSAMP)'                                   

 Log DSN         ===> 'ims.DLILOG'                                             

                                                                                

                                                     

                                                                               

 PF1 HELP        PF3 END          PF8 FWD

4. Fill in the highlighted fields with your site-specific information. The minimum DFSVSAMP requirements are as follows:
– VSRBF=4096,4
– VSRBF=2048,4
– IOBF=(2048,8,N,N)

5. Press Enter, correct any errors, then press PF3 twice.
For more information about defining IMS environments, see Setup and Processing Parameters .

6. Select option 3.4 from the File Master Plus for IMS main menu, and press Enter. 
The Database Chart for IMS Database screen appears.
------- CA File Master Plus for IMS  --  Database Chart for IMS Database ------

 COMMAND ===>

 IMS Environment for Database Chart:

   IMS Environment   ===> CAWKIVP         Database Chart will be created using a

                                          DBDLIB from a DLI Environment or an  

                                          ACBLIB from a BMP Environment

 IMS Database:

   DBD or ACB Member ===> CAWKIVD

Execution mode      ===> O              S = Submit JCL

                                        E = Edit JCL

                                        O = Online

7. Type the IMS environment member for the IVP, the IVP DBD name, and an execution mode of O. Press Enter.
The IVP database hierarchy displays with the database SEGMENT names and key field information.

8. To edit the IVP database, select option 2 from the File Master Plus for IMS main menu. 
The Edit IMS Database screen appears.
-------------- CA File Master Plus for IMS  --  Edit IMS Database -------------

 COMMAND ===>

 IMS Database to Edit:

   IMS Environment  ===> CAWKIVP

   PSB or ACB Name  ===> ________      (if static PSB being used)

   DBD Name         ===> CAWKIVD       (optional if PSB Name specified)

   Secondary Index  ===> N             ('Y' for Secondary Index list)

 Record Layout for Formatted Displays:

   Layout dataset ===> cai.CDBISAMP

   CRL dataset    ===>
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 Selection Criteria below  or  Selection Criteria Member ===>

 ===>

 ===>

 ===>

 Display mode  ===> S ( C Character S Single-rec Format M Multi-rec Format )

9. Enter the environment name that you created for the IVP, the IVP DBD name, your cai.CDBISAMP, and display mode
S. Leave the PSB name blank. Press Enter.
The Database DSN Specification pop-up screen appears.
-------------- CA File Master Plus for IMS  --  Edit IMS Database -------------

 COMMAND ===>

 

 IMS Database to Edit:

   IMS Environment  ===> CAWKIVP

   PSB or ACB Name  ===> ________      (if static PSB being used)

   DBD Name         ===> CAWKIVD       (optional if PSB Name specified)

   S .-----------------------------------------------------------------------. 

     |                Database DSN Specification                  Row 1 of 2 | 

 Rec | Command ==> ____________________________________ Scroll ==> CSR       | 

   L |                Specify DSN for each DDNAME                            | 

   C |                                                                       | 

     | IMS Environment                  (Update from DSNs defined to IMS Env | 

 Sel | for changing DSNs ===>            or from RESLIB Dyn Alloc Members)   | 

 === |                                                                       | 

 === | DBD Name  DDNAME    DSN                                               | 

 === | CAWKIVD   CAWKIVD   'your.hlq.CAWKIVD'                                | 

     | CAWKIVDI  CAWKIVDI  'your.hlq.CAWKIVDI'                               | 

 Dis | ********************** End of Dataset List ************************** | 

     |                                                                       | 

     |                                                                       | 

     |                                                                       | 

     |                                                                       | 

     '-----------------------------------------------------------------------'

10. Enter the DSN for the CAWKIVD DBD and the DSN for the CAWKIVDI DBD that were created by the CAWKIVPJ job.
Press Enter.
The first record in the database appears on the edit screen in single format mode as shown in the following screen:
CA File Master Plus for IMS Edit  DBD: CAWKIVD             Columns 00001 00247

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

 Segment Name: STUDENT  Record Length: 247   Record Layout: CAWKXSTU

    Field                             Pos  Format Value

 01 STUDENT-SEGMENT                     1     247

   05 STUDENT-ID                        1 N     5 00001

   05 STUDENT-NAME                      6 C    30 DAVID PERKINS

   05 STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL         36 N     2 12

   05 STUDENT-CURR-SEMESTER            38 N     1 2

   05 STUDENT-ADDR                     39      47

     10 STUDENT-STREET                 39 C    25 1209 W. 75TH ST

     10 STUDENT-CITY                   64 C    15 SMITHVILLE

     10 STUDENT-STATE                  79 C     2 CT

     10 STUDENT-ZIP-CODE               81 C     5 06022

   05 STUDENT-HOME-PHONE               86 C    12 860-555-9823

   05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (1)    98      50
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     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (1)     98 C    30 SALLY PERKINS

     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (1)     128 C    20 860-555-3467 X1234

   05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (2)   148      50

     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (2)    148 C    30 DALE PERKINS

     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (2)     178 C    20 860-555-1392

   05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (3)   198      50

     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (3)    198 C    30

     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (3)     228 C    20

Security Exits

When you install File Master Plus for IMS using the default options:

1. The security exit, CAWKSECX, is automatically enabled. 
File Master Plus for IMS uses the security exit with data set protection provided by your external security manager
to prevent unauthorized access to IMS databases. Use of the security exit is especially beneficial for protecting IMS
databases in BMP mode when dynamic ACBs are used.

2. When enabled, File Master Plus for IMS invokes CAWKSECX prior to performing any function that directly accesses
an IMS database. 
The exit is called for batch and online functions, in both DLI and BMP mode. To control access to IMS databases with
the security exit, protect your IMS database data sets using your external security manager’s data set protection.

3. CAWKSECX issues SAF calls to verify that users have the required SAF authority to access the database data sets
for the function requested.

4. If your external security manager indicates that the user has the necessary authority, access is granted. If not, access
is notallowed and File Master Plus for IMS terminates the function and issues an appropriate return code and error
message.

NOTE
In BMP mode, File Master Plus for IMS obtains the data set names that are associated with an IMS database
from the RECON files that are defined in the RESLIB concatenation in the BMP environment member.

The following list shows the minimum SAF authority that is required to access IMS database data sets for each File
Master Plus for IMS function listed. Functions not listed in the table do not call the security exit. The list is formatted to
show each function as an item in a bulleted list followed by the minimum SAF authority in capitals below the function.

• Browse
READ

• Edit
UPDATE

• ExtractREAD

• Init
UPDATE

• PrintREAD

• ReadREAD

• ReloadUPDATE

• UpdateUPDATE 

If your installation has requirements beyond those that are offered by CAWKSECX, you may write your own security exit.
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Write a Security Exit

File Master Plus for IMS protects IMS databases using the default security exit, CAWKSECX, with the data set protection
provided by your external security manager.

If your installation has requirements beyond those that are offered by CAWKSECX, write your own security exit.

Security Exit Requirements

The requirements of the security exit are as follows:

• Define the exit to File Master Plus for IMS
Use the CAWKOPT macro to define and enable your exit to File Master Plus for IMS using the COM_SECURITY
and COM_SECURITY_EXIT parameters. For more information about the CAWKOPT macro and these options,
see CAWKOPT Installation Options Macro.

• Program Characteristics
The security exit program should have the following characteristics:
– AMODE 31
– RMODE ANY
– Reentrant

• Programming Considerations
The security exit is invoked before accessing IMS database data sets for the following File Master Plus for IMS
functions. Unless otherwise indicated, the exit is called for both batch and online functions:
– Browse (online only)
– Edit (online only)
– Extract
– Init
– Print
– Read
– Reload
– Update

• Entry Specifications
At entry, register contents are as follows:

R0

Not used

R1

Address of input parameter

R2-R12

Not used

R13

Caller’s register save area address

R14

Return address

R15

Entry point address
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The parameter address in R1 points to the Security Communications Area. The Security Communications Area is mapped
by DSECT CAWKSECA, shown following. This DSECT also resides in the member CAWKSECA of CAI.CDBISAMP.

***********************************************************************  

* CAWKSECA describes the data passed by the CAWKSECM master security  *  

* program to the CAWKSECX security exit and referred to as the        *  

* CA-FMIMS security communication area.                               *  

***********************************************************************  

* CA-FMIMS security communication area, header.                       *  

***********************************************************************  

CAWKSECA    DSECT                CA-FMIMS security communication area    

CSECID      DS  CL8              Communication area identifier           

CSECUSER    DS  CL8              User Id                                 

CSECPRFX    DS  CL8              TSO prefix or blanks.                   

CSECENVN    DS  CL8              Environment name (CA-FMIMS Env name)    

CSECENVT    DS  CL3              Environment type (DLI or BMP)           

            DS  C                Space                                   

CSECADSP    DS  C                Address space type (B/O)                

$CSEC_Batch     EQU C'B'             .. Batch                            

$CSEC_Online    EQU C'O'             .. Online                           

CSECENVR    DS  C                DBRC usage (Y/N)                        

            DS  CL2              Spaces                                  

CSECDBD     DS  CL8              DBD name user indicated                 

CSECPSB     DS  CL8              PSB name (static or dynamic)            

CSECACT     DS  CL10             CA-FMIMS action full name               

CSECACTC    DS  CL2              CA-FMIMS action code                    

$CSEC_Print     EQU C'02'            .. Print                            

$CSEC_Read      EQU C'04'            .. Read                             

$CSEC_Bro       EQU C'05'            .. Browse                           

$CSEC_Edt       EQU C'06'            .. Edit                             

$CSEC_U_Init    EQU C'07'            .. Utility Init                     

$CSEC_U_Extract EQU C'08'            .. Utility Extract                  

$CSEC_U_Reload  EQU C'09'            .. Utility Reload                   

$CSEC_Update    EQU C'10'            .. Update 

CSECXNAM    DS  CL8              Security Exit name                      

            DS  CL12              Spaces                          

***********************************************************************  

* CA-FMIMS security communication area, user area.                    *  

***********************************************************************  

CSECMSG1    DS  CL80             Message area #1                        

CSECMSG2    DS  CL80             Message area #2                        

CSECMSG3    DS  CL80             Message area #3                        

CSECMSGS    DS  C                Message severity I,E,W  

$CSECNONE   EQU c' '             .. No message will be issued          

$CSECMSGI   EQU c'I'             .. Message is informational            

$CSECMSGE   EQU c'E'             .. Message about an error              

$CSECMSGW   EQU c'W'             .. Message is a warning                

            DS  CL3              Space                                  

CSECUAREA   DS  CL100            User area                              

*********************************************************************** 

* CA-FMIMS security communication area, Dataset areas (DSNA).         * 

*********************************************************************** 

CSECCNT     DS  F                Cnt of DSNAs that follow               
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CSECDSNA    DS 0C                Dataset area                           

CSECDBDN    DS  CL8              DBDNAME                                

CSECDST     DS  C                Dataset Type N(on-Vsam), V(sam)        

            DS  C                Space                                  

CSECRC      DS  CL2              Return code                        

CSECDSN     DS  CL44             Dataset Name                           

CSECVOL     DS  CL6              Volume                                 

            DS  CL2              Space                                  

CSECDSNAL   EQU *-CSECDSNA       Length of a DSN area                   

CSECFLEN    EQU CSECDSNA-CSECID  Length of Fixed part of area

When you enter the exit, the following sections of the Security Communications Area are supplied:

• • All fields in the security communications area header.
• All fields in the security communications area data set area, except CSECRC. Field CSECCNT contains the

number of data set areas provided.
• Return Specifications

On return, all registers must contain the contents at entry.
Use the security communications data set area to communicate the action File Master Plus for IMS should take after
receiving control from the security exit. File Master Plus for IMS acts as described in the following paragraphs.
The value in CSECMSGS indicates the severity code that is returned from the exit and is used by File Master Plus for
IMS to determine whether processing should continue and if the exit has returned any messages to display. There are
four valid values for this field: space, and upper case characters I, W, and E. An invalid value in this field results in the
function being terminated with a return code 16.
File Master Plus for IMS interprets the value in CSECMSGS as follows:

•CSECMSGS=SPACE
The return code is set to 0 and the File Master Plus for IMS function continues. No message processing occurs.

CSECMSGS=I
The return code is set to 0 and the File Master Plus for IMS function continues. Any informational messages that
are provided by the exit in fields CSECMSG1, CSECMSG2 and CSECMSG3 are prefixed with message number
CAWL819I and displayed.

CSECMSGS=W
The return code is set to 4 and the File Master Plus for IMS function continues. Any warning messages that are
located in fields CSECMSG1, CSECMSG2 and CSECMSG3 are prefixed with message number CAWL818W and
displayed.

CSECMSGS=E
The return code is set to 16 and the File Master Plus for IMS function terminates. Error messages that are
located in fields CSECMSG1, CSECMSG2 and CSECMSG3 are prefixed with message number CAWL817E and
displayed

The exit may also set a return code or other meaningful value in field CSECRC for each DSN passed to it in the data set
area of the security communications area. This field is for developer use only. It is not interrogated by File Master Plus for
IMS and has no effect on product processing.

Note: File Master Plus for IMS ignores any value that is returned in R15.

Sample Exit Program

A sample security exit program is shown following. You can find this sample program in CAI.CDBISAMP member
CAWKSECS:

         TITLE 'CAWKSECS Security Exit example'

         YREGS

CAWKSECS CSECT
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CAWKSECS AMODE 31

CAWKSECS RMODE ANY

         SAVE  (14,12)

         LR    R12,R15                      Point to this program

         USING CAWKSECS,R12                 R12 =  Base register

         LR    R9,R1                        Save Parmlist address

         L     R0,=A(WORKLEN)               GET SIZE OF W.A

         GETMAIN R,LV=(0)                   GET WORKING STORAGE

         LR    R2,R1                        Clear

         L     R3,=A(WORKLEN)                     the

         XR    R4,R4                                  acquired

         XR    R5,R5                                           area 

         MVCL  R2,R4

         ST    R1,8(R13)                    STORE NEW STACK +8(OLD)

         ST    R13,4(R1)                    STORE OLD STACK +4(NEW)

         LR    R13,R1                       POINT R13 TO OUR STACK

         USING WORKAREA,R13  

CHKSECA  DS    0H 

         NI    0(R9),X'FF'-X'80'            Reset Plist high bit

         L     R9,0(R9)                     R9 = Address to Parm #1 

         L     R9,0(R9)                     R9 = SECA address

         USING CAWKSECA,R9                  R9 -> CAWKSECA Dsect

         CLC   CSECID,=CL8'CAWKSECA'        Is it the SECA area?

         BNE   ERROR#1                      no, exit now

         LA    R2,ACTION#                   R2 -> Number of ACTIONS

         LA    R3,ACTIONS                   R3 -> Table of ACTIONS

         XR    R5,R5                        Clear the ATTR register

SRCHTABL DS    0H

         CLC   CSECACT(10),0(R3)            Is this the current ACTION?

         BE    SETLEVEL

         LA    R3,ACTIONL(,R3)              R3 -> Next entry in ACTIONS

         BCT   R2,SRCHTABL

SETLEVEL DS    0H

         ICM   R5,B'0001',10(R3)            Insert ATTR for this level

         LA    R7,CSECDSNA                  Load first DSN area address

         ICM   R8,B'1111',CSECCNT           Load the DSN area count

         BZ    ERROR#2

TESTDSN  DS    0H

         MVC   ARGDSN(L'ARGDSN),CSECDSN-CSECDSNA(R7)     Move DSN

         MVC   ARGVOL(L'ARGVOL),CSECVOL-CSECDSNA(R7)     Move Volser

         MVC   CSECRC-CSECDSNA(2,R7),=C'00'              Assume RC=00

         CLI   CSECDST-CSECDSNA(R7),C'V'

         BNE   COPYSKL

COPYSKLV DS    0H                                        Copy SAF model

         MVC   SAFINPT(RACMODLL),RACMODLV                     for VSAM

         B     CALLSAF

COPYSKL  DS    0H                                        Copy SAF model

         MVC   SAFINPT(RACMODLL),RACMODL                      Non-Vsam 

CALLSAF  RACROUTE REQUEST=AUTH,                                        X 

               class="RACLASS",                                          X 

               ENTITY=ARGDSN,                                          X 

               VOLSER=ARGVOL,                                          X 
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               STATUS=ACCESS,                                          X 

               WORKA=SAFWORK,                                          X 

               RELEASE=(1.8),                                          X 

               ATTR=(5),                                               X 

               MSGSUPP=YES,                 No Security message plz    X 

               MF=(E,SAFINPT)

         LTR   R15,R15                      Access granted?

         BZ    TESTED                          Yes

         MVC   CSECRC-CSECDSNA(2,R7),=C'08'    No, set RC

TESTED   DS    0H

         LA    R7,CSECDSNAL(,R7)            Load next DSN area address

         BCT   R8,TESTDSN                   Go process the next dataset

         LA    R7,CSECDSNA                  R7 -> DSN area #1

         ICM   R8,B'1111',CSECCNT           R8 =  DSN area cnt

WRAPUP   DS 0H

         CLC   CSECRC-CSECDSNA(2,R7),=C'00' RC 0?

         BNE   ERRORXIT                     No, stop now

         LA    R7,CSECDSNAL(,R7)            R7 -> Next DSN Area

         BCT   R8,WRAPUP                    Verify next entry

         B     MAINEXIT                     Done

ERROR#1  DS    0H                           ** Invalid Comm Area

         MVC   CSECMSG1,MSG#1               Move message

         B     ERRORXIT                     Exit now

ERROR#2  DS    0H                           ** No DSN Area

         MVC   CSECMSG1,MSG#2               Move message

         B     ERRORXIT                     Exit now

ERRORXIT DS    0H

         MVI   CSECMSGS,C'E'                Indicate an error

MAINEXIT DS    0H

         LR    R5,R13                       SAVE NEW STACK POINTER

         L     R13,4(R13)                   POINT TO OLD STACK

         L     R0,=A(WORKLEN)               GET BACK ADDR OF SAVE 

         FREEMAIN R,A=(5),LV=(0)            FREE STORAGE

MAINRTRN DS    0H

         RETURN (14,12),,RC=0               Return with RC 0.

         LTORG

RACLASS  DC    AL1(8)                              Class name length

RACLASN  DC    C'DATASET '                         Class name

RACMODLV RACROUTE REQUEST=AUTH,MF=L,WORKA=*-*,DSTYPE=V

RACMODL  RACROUTE REQUEST=AUTH,MF=L,WORKA=*-*

RACMODLL EQU   *-RACMODL

$ALTER   EQU   X'80'

$CONTROL EQU   X'08'

$UPDATE  EQU   X'04'

$READ    EQU   X'02'

ACTIONS  DC    C'PRINT     ',AL1($READ)

         DC    C'READ      ',AL1($READ)

         DC    C'BROWSE    ',AL1($READ)

         DC    C'EDIT      ',AL1($UPDATE)

         DC    C'INIT      ',AL1($UPDATE)

         DC    C'EXTRACT   ',AL1($READ)

         DC    C'RELOAD    ',AL1($UPDATE)

         DC    C'UPDATE    ',AL1($UPDATE)
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ACTIONL  EQU   (*-ACTIONS)/8                    Entry length

ACTION#  EQU   (*-ACTIONS)/ACTIONL              Number of entries

MSG#1    DC    CL80'Invalid Communication area.'

MSG#2    DC    CL80'No DSN area found in Communication area.'

CAWKSECS_LEN  EQU *-CAWKSECS

***********************************************************************    

*   THIS PROGRAM'S DYNAMIC AREA                                       *    

***********************************************************************    

WORKAREA DSECT                              My work area

SAVEAREA DS    18F                          .. Save area

ARGDSN   DS    CL44                         Data set name

ARGVOL   DS    CL6                          Volser

RACAREA  EQU   *                           'RACF' dynamic storage

SAFWORK  DS    CL512                        ..    SAF work

         DS   0D

SAFINPT  DS    CL(RACMODLL)                 ..    SAF input area

SAFINPTL EQU   *-RACAREA

WORKLEN  EQU   *-WORKAREA

         COPY  CAWKSECA

         END CAWKSECS

File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS Tasks
This section describes the necessary manual tasks if you are not configuring your product using CSM.

Customize REXX EXEC

CDBISAMP data set member CFDNFM is a sample REXX EXEC that:

• Invokes the File Master Plus for DB2 main menu panel.
• Allocates the product ISPF data sets.

Modify CDBISAMP data set member CFDNFM as described within the member to your site standards and copy to a
system procedure library.

Customize Bind JCL

CDBIJCL data set member CFDNBIND is a sample JCL that binds the product packages and plans.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify CDBIJCL data set member CFDNBIND as described within the member to your site standards.
2. Run the JCL to bind product packages and plans.

Installing the Eclipse User Interface
You can access File Master Plus applications through an Eclipse-based graphical user interface (Eclipse UI) only when
the Eclipse plug-in or Eclipse rich client platform (RCP) is installed on your system. This article describes how to install
and update the Eclipse UI for File Master Plus products.
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Install Mainframe Support

You must install mainframe support for the File Master Plus products whether you use the Eclipse UI RCP or Eclipse plug-
in.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Install Apache Tomcat
2.  Modify Sample JCL Library

Install Apache Tomcat

You can install the Eclipse UI only in environments where the Apache Tomcat server is installed. This server implements
specific instances for the Testing Tools server. Refer to the Common Components and Services documentation for
Apache Tomcat installation instructions.

Modify the Sample JCL Library

The JCL library contains site specific values. Modify the sample JCL library with your site's values prior to Eclipse
installation.

WARNING

 Ensure that you create a runtime version of the JCL sample library before you modify any of the members
mentioned in this procedure. Do not modify the SMP/E controlled libraries.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Modify CDBIJCL data set member CAWAALOC as described within the JCL and execute to successful completion.
This job allocates, initializes, and mounts a web server instance file system and creates the starting directory within
it. This step does not apply to File Master Plus for IMS web services when you install that product into an existing File
Master Plus web server. In all other cases, ensure that you complete this step.

2. Deploy the server components to the file system allocated by the previous step. Deployment for sites that use
PROGRAM CONTROL on the LOADLIB requires that some programs have the equivalent USS extended attribute
set. In this case, you may need a system administrator to run the CAWADPLY script. If the system generates an error
related to extended attribute set and your site does not use PROGRAM CONTROL, ignore the error. 

3. Set the PRODDIR directory in the CAWADPLY member to the current File Master Plus web server director.
The system may require you to assign a TCP/IP port number. The default port number is 51914.

4. If an HTTPS implementation of Tomcat is required, complete the steps in Configure GUI Server for Secure
Connection.

5. Customize the REXX EXEC statements that start up the CLISTs as follows:
File Master Plus

CAWAFM
File Master Plus for IMS

CAWKFM
6. WARNING

If you are using both products, ensure that you customize both statements.
7. Modify CDBIOPTN data set member CAWAUOPT as described within the member. Ensure that you specify the name

of the data set that contains the REXX EXEC statements that you customized in the previous step.
8. (DB2 only) Specify the File Master Plus for DB2 data set concatenation information for STEPLIB in

the CAWAUOPT member as in the following example:
 
STEPLIB=DB2hlq.SDSNLOAD                                             

STEPLIB=${STEPLIB}:DB2hlq.SDSNEXIT
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NOTE

 This step applies only if you are using the server with File Master Plus for DB2.
9. Modify CDBIOPTN data set member CAWASOPT as described within the member. Ensure that you assign the IBM

DB2 Type 4 JDBC Jars USS path to IBMJDBC_DIR variable as in the following example:
if !(test "$IBMJDBC_DIR") then                         

  IBMJDBC_DIR="/sys/DB2A10/usr/lpp/db2a10/jdbc/classes"

fi                                                                                       

10. Modify CDBIPROC data set member CAWASRVR to your site standards and copy to a system procedure library.
Ensure that you assign ownership of the CAWASRVR only to a user who has read access to the following IBM BPX
facilities: 
– BPX.DAEMON.HFSCTL
– BPX.FILEATTR.APF, BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL
– BPX.SERVER

11. Submit the CAWASRVR procedure.

WARNING

 You can use the web server only if you have authorization to use OMVS (USS) services. When you send
server requests from the Eclipse UI, ensure that you have access authorization for the related data sets.

The server starts.
12. Verify that http://host:port/ims/status produces xml output.

The JCL library contains your site-specific values. 
13. Implement the updates to the web server as follows:

1. a. Run the MVS console STOP command.
b. Wait for the server to stop, and then run the CAWADPLY job.
c. Wait for the job to complete, and then restart the server.
The system updates Mainframe Support and implements the JCL library updates in the web server.

Configure GUI Server for Secure Connection

If you use Apache Tomcat version 7, 8, or 8.5, you can configure Web Services for a secure connection.

TIP

 Use a secure connection if the UI is accessible from outside a secure private network.

 Follow these steps: 

1. To enable secure access to the UI that you use, assign a TCP/IP port number for an HTTPS port. Ensure this port
number is different from the standard HTTP port number.
Values: Port number 1–65535Default: Port number 8443

2. Use the keytool program to create the keystores, truststores, and additional certificates that you require.
For more information, refer to the official product documentation for Apache Tomcat.

3. Edit the Tomcat server.xml configuration file.
a. Modify the Connector element that has port="8443".

This port is the TLS connector. 
b. Specify a keystore file, the keystore type, and the keystore password.

When using client certificate authentication, enable that option and specify the truststore file, type, and password.

WARNING

Restrict the protocols to TLS using the parameter sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2"  in order to be
compliant with PCI DSS 3.2 security standards requirements.
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4. You now have access to your URIs both with TLS and with an unencrypted connection.
To test your TLS connection, specify URIs in the following format: https://host:port/ims/status.
Use the port number that you set in Step 3.a.

5. To automatically redirect the http connection to https, change your web.xml file as shown in Configure HTTPS to
Override HTTP.

Install the Eclipse RCP

You can install the standalone RCP for the File Master Plus only when the web server is running. The install image is
available from the web server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that the web server is running.
2. Navigate to http://hostnameport/  and specify the hostname and port as defined in the CAWADPLY library

member.
3. Follow the instructions to download, unzip, and execute the Windows installation file.
4. Click Next
5. Enter the required information and click Next.
6. Continue entering information and clicking Next until you reach the Destination Folder page.
7. Click Next.
8. Wait for the wizard to display the Ready to Install the Program page, and click Install.
9. Wait for the wizard to display the Install Wizard Completed page, and click Finish.

Your installation is complete. Click the desktop icon or use the start menu to launch the application.
10. (Optional) The generated certificate should be imported into cacerts  located in RCP_installation_folder\jre

\lib\security.
For more information about the keytool command, refer to the Java documentation on the Oracle website.

Install the Eclipse Plug-in

 Follow these steps: 

1. In Eclipse, go to Help, Install New Software.
2. Select Add, and enter http://host:port/software , using the host system name and the port that is defined in

CAWADPLY . If you do not have this information, contact your system administrator.
3. Select File Master Plus, File Master Plus for DB2 for zOS, File Master Plus for IMS and click Next.
4. Accept the license agreement that appears, and click Finish.
5. (Optional) The generated certificate should be imported into cacerts  located in the folder JAVA_HOME/lib/

security.  For more information about the keytool command, refer to the Java documentation on the Oracle
website.

You have installed the File Master Plus plugins.
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Using ISPF
You can use the File Master Plus applications in an ISPF environment, as well as in batch mode and through the Eclipse
user interface. This section documents how to use the application in the ISPF environment.

Help

Screen-level and field-level help provide all of the assistance needed to perform the various screen functions. Use the
help facility to get more information about each screen without referring to the documentation. Screen-level help describes
the concepts and the diversified uses of each screen and its associated fields.

To access screen-level help in ISPF, type HELP or use the PF1 key at the command line.

Field-level help is available for most fields. To access field-level help, position the cursor at the field and type the F1 key.

An extended help message is available for each error or informational message that appears on the top right corner of the
screen. If the action required to correct an error is not apparent, type the F1 key to display the diagnostic information that
you need.

To access the online help for the Eclipse UI, use the Help menu or click the question mark icon on any dialog.

Wildcard Selection

You can use standard ISPF wildcards when specifying data set names and members. Specific DSN wildcard masks can
be disallowed by updating user exit CAWAWDSN. This section describes how to use wildcards in an ISPF environment.

Select DSN to Resolve Wildcarded DSN

The Select DSN to Resolve Wildcarded DSN screen opens when you type a wildcarded DSN in any of the DSN fields.
A list of the DSNs that match the wildcarded specification displays on this screen. Selecting the DSN replaces the
wildcarded DSN.

Follow these steps:

1. Type a wildcarded data set in any of the DSN fields. Use the standard ISPF wildcards: *, **, and %.
The Select DSN for Edit Data Set screen opens. This screen displays the name of each data set that matches the
wildcard criteria, the volume serial that contains each data set, and the file type of each file. The file type values are as
follows:

2. CLUSTER 
VSAM Cluster

3. DATA
VSAM Data Component

4. INDEX
VSAM Index Component

5. NONVSAM
Non-VSAM

6. GDS
Generation data set

7. GDG
Generation data group

8. PATH
VSAM path

9. AIX
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VSAM Alternate Index
10. ALIAS

Alias
11. CAT

User catalog
12. Type S next to the DSN you want to select, and press Enter.

Note: You can optionally browse or edit any of the non-VSAM data sets from the Resolve Wildcarded DSN screen using
the ISPF browse/edit functions. To browse or edit a non-VSAM data set, specify either B (to browse) or E (to edit) next to
a DSN.

Select a Member from the Member Directory

When you type a wildcarded member name in any of the member fields, the Member Directory displays a list of the
members in the library that match the wildcarded entry.

Follow these steps:

1. Type a wildcarded or blank member name. Use an asterisk (*) to represent any number of characters with any value.
Use a percent sign (%) to represent one character of any value.
The Select Member to Process From screen opens.

2. Specify S next to the member you want to select, and press Enter.
The selected member name replaces the blank or wildcarded member name on the screen from which the member
name directory was requested.

Note: You can use the SORT command to locate of the member you want from the Select Member to Process From
list. Sort the directory by any of the columns in the directory by typing SORT XXX or SORT XXX Y where XXX is one of
the column literals and Y is A for ascending or D for descending. For example, SORT CREATED sorts the directory in
descending order of Created, and SORT ID A sorts the directory in ascending order of User ID. The command L or LOC
followed by a value position to the first member directory entry whose sort sequence field is greater than or equal to the
specified value.

Record Layouts

Record layouts are used for those functions where field-level processing is required, such as:

• Browsing and editing of data sets using a formatted view that displays the data for individual fields
• Formatted printing of data records
• Reformatting data records
• Specifying filters (selection criteria) using conditions that evaluate field values

To use a record layout, define either the library and member name of a COBOL or PL/I record layout member or a custom
layout.

Filters

The application supports cataloged and uncataloged filters.

Cataloged Filters
Cataloged filters are defined using Option 5 (Define and Update Selection Criteria) from the File Master Plus Main
Menu. Define filtering using criteria such as record counts, keys, selection limit, search limit, and filter condition.
The cataloged selection criteria are saved to your selection criteria parm PDS. To use a cataloged filter, specify
the member name of the cataloged filter in the selection criteria member field of the processing screen.

Uncataloged Filters
For simple filters that are not to be reused, specify the filter condition in the selection criteria field of the
processing screen. The field-level help provides the syntax information you need to define an improvised filter.
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You can perform many of the application's utility functions in online or batch mode. ISPF screens that you use to request
these functions have an execution mode field at the bottom of the screen. The three choices for execution mode are as
follows:

• O -- Perform the request online
• S -- Generate and submit JCL to perform the request
• E -- Edit the JCL generated to perform the request

Specify a filter or selection criteria when processing involves selected data records from a file or selected members from a
library. The processing screens that support filters include the following:

• Browse
• Edit
• Copy
• Search
• Update
• Compare
• Print

Display DSN Lists

The Display DSN Lists screen is available in ISPF and displays a list of DSN lists that are defined in your default DSN list
data set, option 0.3.

To display the DSN lists

1. Select option D from the Main Menu to request a directory of DSN lists.
The DSN Lists screen displays a directory of DSN lists.

2. Type one of the following characters in the field next to one or more data sets to perform and action.
S

Selects and displays the DSN's contents
U

Updates the DSN list's contents
I

Inserts a new DSN list
Note: The new DSN list is placed within the list in ascending order.

D
Deletes the selected DSN list

The specified action is completed. If you have entered a character in more than one field, the actions take place
starting with the first DSN on the list.

3. Use the F3 to perform the next action when you have when completing more than one action.

Display DSN List Data Sets

You can view the following information about the ISPF User DSN List Dataset screen:

• DSN List PDS
• DSN List
• Description
• A list of the data sets that are in the DSN

Follow these steps:

1. Select option D from the Main Menu or in any DSN field.
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2. Type S next to the DSN list you want to select, and press Enter.
The Use DSN List Dataset screen displays a list of the data sets that are in the selected DSN list and other
information associated with the DSN list.

Rename Data Sets

Use the Data Set Rename ISPF screen to specify a new name for a data set. Over-type the old data set name with
the new data set name. Press Enter to perform the rename. To cancel the rename request, use the CANCEL or END
command.

ISPF User Interface for File Master Plus
Contents

File Master Plus is a full function z/OS and file/data management product that provides enhanced capabilities for
sequential, partitioned, and VSAM (including IAM) files in an online ISPF interface, Eclipse-based user interface, and
through batch commands. The application provides a set of powerful and easy-to-use tools for manipulating z/OS data
files. Many of the functions support specified record filter/selection criteria and allow data to be displayed and modified
using COBOL or PL/I copybooks.

File Master Plus contains online and batch file and data management functions. The online functions include:

• Data set browsing and editing
• Data set, library, and VTOC utility functions
• Printing of data set contents
• Searching data sets for character strings
• Updating data sets, including PDS
• Definition and support of record filter/selection criteria
• Definition and support of record layouts from COBOL or PL/I copybooks and record reformatting control parameters
• Viewing and modification of data records using record layout formats defined by COBOL or PL/I copybooks
• Reformatting data from one format to another
• Comparing files
• Defining/managing/referencing groups/lists of commonly used data set names
• Copying files

For more information about batch file and data management functions, see Batch Reference for File Master Plus.

Click here to download the Quick Reference Guide for File Master Plus.

Product Features

The following features are available for all screens in the online interface:

• Wildcard DSNs with subsequent DSN selection screen
– Specific DSN wildcard masks can be disallowed by updating user exit CAWAWDSN

• Wildcard specification of member name with a subsequent screen of member name directory from which to select
• Specification of data set group/list names in DSN fields
• Sorting member name directory by any column
• Fully qualified or relative GDG data set names
• Extensive screen and field level help

Notation Conventions

The product documentation uses the following conventions:
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• Terms and concepts that appear in italic are being introduced for the first time.
• Text that appears in bold conveys important information.

Command Notations

The following conventions are used to illustrate command syntax:

• Commands that appear in bold should be typed exactly as shown.
• Commands are shown in all CAPITALS.
• Commands, libraries, and syntax displayed on the screen are shown in monospace bold font.
• Lines of code are shown in monospace bold font.
• Commands that appear in bold itali c  require you to supply a value.
• Uppercase, BOLD names are required.
• Parameters in brackets [ ] are optional with selections separated by a vertical bar |.
• Parameters in braces { } are sets of alternatives separated by a vertical bar |. Choose one of the alternatives.

A parameter can be a single word or set of parameters grouped by brackets or parentheses (part of the command syntax).
An example follows:

COMMANDNAME

 [AN OPTIONAL CLAUSE. IF USED, EVERYTHING WITHIN THE BRACKETS IS REQUIRED]

 {YOU MAY USE ANY OR ALL OF THE ITEMS IN THESE BRACKETS IN THIS ORDER}

 |

 {OR YOU MAY USE ANY OF THESE ITEMS IN THESE BRACKETS [WITH AN OPTION] }

 (THE ITEMS IN THESE BRACKETS MAY BE REPEATED MULTIPLE TIMES)

Main Menu

The File Master Plus Main Menu is the first menu displayed when you open the default installation option FM. Use the
Main Menu, to navigate to all application functions.

NOTE
The default option used to launch the application is FM, but this can be changed during installation.

Setup

Use the Setup menu to maintain your personal File Master Plus defaults. You can set the following default values:

• Jobcard information, used when submitting batch jobs from within the application
• Print defaults
• Parameter files, used when referencing DSN lists, selection criteria, reformat controls, and custom record layouts
• DSN list members
• Change log parameters

Browse and Edit

Use the browse and edit functions to manage the content of sequential, VSAM, and partitioned data sets online. The
browse and edit functions display data in character, hex, and record format based on a specified COBOL or PL/I copybook
or a custom layout. You can also use selection criteria to display specific data sets and records. Record filter or selection
criteria can be predefined or specified as needed when you use the browse and edit function. You can also specify
whether you want to browse the data set in view or browse mode.

Utility Functions

The following list describes the File Master Plus utility functions.
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Library Utility
List, browse, edit, delete, rename, and print members of a library

Data Set Utility
Create, list browse, edit, delete, rename, catalog and uncatalog, and print data sets

Copy Utility
Copy data sets and members

VTOC Utility
Display volume serial information and list data sets contained within specified volumes

PDS Utilities
Locate partitioned data sets that contain a specified member name, compress a PDS, update PDS allocations,
and recover overlaid or deleted members

VSAM Utility
Display VSAM data set information, build alternate indexes, define VSAM clusters or indexes based on an
existing model data set

Search Utility
Locate records within a data set or member that match specified selection criteria

Update Utility
Locate and change records within a data set that match specified selection criteria

Data Set Compare Utility
Compare the contents of two data sets or members

Data Set Reformat Utility
Reformat data sets according to your specifications

Environment Utilities
Display the current ISPF environment, the current system hardware and software configuration, and the DASD
unit configuration

Data Set Print

The data set print utility allows online generation and submission of batch JCL to print data sets and members.You can
optionally use selection conditions and criteria to identify the records that you want to print. You can also optionally use a
layout to display the contents of the data set or member in a specified format.

Record Filter and Selection Criteria

The browse, edit, copy, search, update, compare, and print functions support selecting library members and data records
using filters. Filters consist of selection conditions and compound conditions called selection criteria. You define conditions
that compare field values to other field values or literal values. You can also select records based on the maximum
number of records to which selection criteria are evaluated, maximum number of records selected, and record selection
interval (a specified number of records selected and a specified number of records to be skipped). Store and reuse these
selection criteria or dynamically specify conditions on the main screen of any feature or utility that supports filtering.

Store record filter and selection criteria in a product SELECT parameter file for reuse by supported product functions or
between users.

Record Layouts

You can use record layouts to customize how data sets and records are displayed in the browse, edit, search, update, and
reformat utilities. Layouts specify what information to display and the format in which to display it. You can define how data
sets and members are displayed using ordinary layouts and using custom layouts. You can also view record layouts to
show the position, length, and format of each field in the record layout.
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DSN Lists

You can use the DSN List feature to maintain custom lists of data set names and then refer to them by their DSN List
member name in any Data Set Name field in the application. Use this feature to use the application's functions on data
sets that you commonly use. You can share DSN lists or create personal DSN lists.

Optional Line Commands

You can customize File Master Plus at installation to enable line commands that you can use to bypass the Main Menu.
Type one of the following commands at the prompt to launch the specified function from any ISPF data set list.

FM1
Data Set Browse

FM2
Data Set Edit

FM31
Library Utility

FM310
Data Set Compare

FM311
Data Set Reformat

FM32
Data Set Utility

FM33
Copy Utility

FM361
Locate PDSs with Specified Member

FM362
Compress PDS

FM363
Update PDS Allocation

FM364
Recover Overlaid or Deleted Members

FM37
VSAM Utility

FM38
Search Utility

FM39
Update Utility

FM4
Print Data Set

FM6
Record Layout

Setup and Processing Parameters
 Contents 
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Before you use File Master Plus, you must set up the processing parameters. Use the Setup and Processing Parameters
screen to specify these parameters, Option 0. Set default values for each of the five options. The initial defaults are
defined by your system administrator by updating the values in CAWAOPTS during installation.

Default
Defines the processing control parameters and the job statement to use for application jobs and ISPF functions.

Print
Defines the sysout class and the print destination for print output.

Parm Files
Defines and updates the processing parameter PDSs and processing parameter members.

DSN Lists
Defines lists of commonly used data set names to process during data set selection.

Change Log
Defines the parameters of the editor's change log.

Define Processing Defaults and Job Statements

You can customize File Master Plus to define several control parameters and job statements that are used when
submitting batch jobs. The initial defaults are defined by your system administrator by updating the values in CAWAOPTS
during installation.

NOTE
 Broadcom recommends setting the processing default parameters and specifying the job statement before
performing other File Master Plus functions.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Setup and Processing Parameters screen.
2. Select DEFAULT from the menu, Option 0.1 from the main menu.

The Processing Defaults and Jobcard screen opens.
3. Complete the following fields:

Confirm data set deletes?
Set this value to N to process data set deletes without confirmation.
Values: Y, N
Confirm member deletes?
Set this value to N to process member deletes without confirmation.
Values: Y, N
Use '=' to jump within Broadcom product?
Set this value to Y to use = to navigate within File Master Plus. Set this value to N to use = to navigate to ISPF
functions.
Values: Y, N
Example: When this value is Y and the command =3.1 is typed, the application jumps to the Library Utility. When this
value is N, the same command jumps to ISPF's Option 3.1.
Userid prefix for backup PDS?
Set this value to Y to specify that DSNs generated for backup or recovery contain the user's User ID as the first node.
Values: Y, N

NOTE
For more information about the backup and recovery files that are affected by this parameter, see PDS
Utilities.

 Confirm print class & destination?
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Set this value to Y to display a confirmation screen when requesting an online print and before submitting a batch job
that requests a print. The confirmation screen shows the Sysout class and the destination parameters that have been
defined using the Print Output Control Parms screen.
Values: Y, N
Example: With a value of Y, each time a print is requested, the confirmation screen opens allowing you to override the
Sysout class and destination for the current output. With a value of N, all print output is routed to the Sysout class and
destination that is defined in the Print Output Control Parms screen.
DASD Unit Name
Specifies the initial value for the generic unit name when allocating new workspace data sets. These data sets are
allocated on volumes associated with the specified unit.
Default: SYSDA

NOTE
To control the volumes on which work space data sets are allocated, the DASD unit name or the SMS
storage class must be specified (but not both).

 SMS Storage Class
Specifies the initial value for the SMS storage class used for the allocation of new SMS-managed data sets.

NOTE
To control the volumes on which work space data sets are allocated, the DASD unit name or the SMS
storage class must be specified (but not both).

 Size in cylinder
Specifies the number of cylinders for the maximum size of workspace data sets allocated by the application.
Enter a value of zero to specify an unlimited maximum size.
Job information
Specifies one to four lines of JCL control statements that is added to the beginning of any online-generated batch jobs.
Blank lines for lines 2, 3 and 4 of the job statement specification are ignored when generating JCL.

Define Print Output Control Parameters

You can define the default parameters that control print destinations using the Print Output Control Parms screen. When
you print a data set or member, the application uses the default values specified on this screen to process the print
request. You can view and override the defaults specified here on the print confirmation screen.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select Print from the menu, Option 0.2 from the main menu.
The Print Output Control Parms screen displays.

3. Complete the following fields:
SYSOUT class

Specifies the one-position Sysout class to which the print will be routed. This parameter field corresponds to the
SYSOUT= JCL parameter.

Number of copies
Specifies the number of print copies requested. This parameter field corresponds to the COPIES=JCL parameter.
Values: 1 - 255

4. Specify values for one of the following print destination options.
Destination printer

Specifies the printer ID of a local or remote printer to which print will be routed. Printer IDs are usually in one of
the following formats: Rnnnn, RMnnnn, or RMTnnnn, where nnnn is the one-to four-digit remote printer ID. This
parameter field corresponds to the DEST= JCL parameter.
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External JES node & Userid at JES node
Specifies an external JES node and the user ID at the JES node to route print output to a specified user ID within
an external node. These fields operate like the DEST=(nnnnnn,uuuuuu) JCL parameter where nnnn is JES node
ID and uuuuuu is a user ID.

Sysout writer name
Specifies the member name of the writer when you want the print to be processed by a Sysout writer program.
A Sysout writer program is a started task that controls each output record and performs user-defined processing
to manipulate and route the print file. This parameter field corresponds to the SYSOUT=(c,wwwwww) JCL
parameter where c is the Sysout class and wwwwww is the name of the Sysout writer program.

Print data set name
Specifies the data set name to which the print will be routed. The print job is then routed to the specified data set
instead of being written to a Sysout class.

NOTE
If you select this option, you must also specify the Data set disposition value.

Data set disposition
Specifies the destination data set disposition when print job is routed to a specified data set. Specify one of the
following values:

• NEW -- Create a new data set
• SHR -- Overlay an existing data set
• MOD -- Copy to the end of an existing data set

5. Press Enter.
The print defaults are saved with the specified values.

Define and Update Processing Data Sets

Use the Define and Update Processing Data Sets screen to specify the default DSNs fro the following data sets:

• DSN lists
• Selection criteria
• Reformat control
• Custom record layouts

Initial default parameters are specified by the system administrator during installation using values from CAWAOPTS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select PARM FILES from the menu, option 0.3 from the main menu.
The Define & Update Processing Parms screen displays.

3. Type S (select to update) in any of the fields before the data set name.
The following screens display for each of the selected data sets when you press Enter:

DSN Lists
DSN Lists, Option D
For more information about the DSN Lists screen, see DSN List Directory.

Selection Criteria
Selection Criteria
For more information about the Selection Criteria screen, see Filters.

Reformat Control
Data Set Reformat
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For more information about the Data Set Reformat screen, see Data Set Reformat.
Custom Rec Layouts

Record Layout
For more information about the Record Layout screen, see Record Layouts.

4. Type A (allocate new PDS) in any of the fields before the data set name when you press Enter.
The Allocate New Parm PDS screen displays.
For more information about the Allocate New Parm PDS screen, see Allocate New Parm PDS. You can perform one of
these actions on as many of the parm fields as you want. 

5. Press Enter to perform the specified action. Use the F3 to perform the next action when you have when completing
more than one action.
The action is completed as noted in steps 3 and 4.

Allocate New Parm PDS

You can allocate a new parm PDS by selecting A on the Define & Update Processing Parms screen. When you specify A
and press return, the Allocate New Parm PDS screen displays. Specify the name of the data set that you want to allocate,
and select the allocation option.

If you specify option 2 or 3 in the Allocation Options field, you must specify a data set in the Copy From PDS field.

DSN Lists

You can display a list of members in your DSN list PDS using the DSN List Member Directory screen, Option 0.4. Each
member of the DSN list PDS contains a list of DSNs that you can reference by the member name. When select this
option, the application displays the contents of the DSN list identified in the Define and Update Processing Data Sets
screen. You can use this screen to update and delete DSN list members. You can also insert a new data set into the DSN
list. For more information about DSN Lists, see DSN List Directory.

Define Change Log Parameters

Use the Change Log Parameters Screen to define the processing parameters that affect the change log data set within
File Master Plus.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select Change Log from the menu, option 0.5 from the main menu.
The Change Log allocation parameters screen displays.

3. Specify either the volume serial or the generic unit name.
Volume serial

Specifies a new change log file on a specific volume
Generic unit name

Specifies a generic unit name used to allocate a new change log data set
4. Specify the number of cylinders allocated for the primary and secondary change log data sets. The default allocations

are set by your system administrator.
Valid values: 0 through 99999999

NOTE
 You cannot activate the change log feature if this value is zero. 
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Browsing Data Sets
This article describes how to use the application to browse a data set.

Use the Browse function to view the contents of sequential files, VSAM files, and partitioned data sets. You can apply
selection criteria to specify certain records to display. You can view the data set in hexadecimal, character, single-record,
and multi-record format.

When displaying the contents of a data set using the Browse command, use Browse mode to view the data set without
allowing any changes. Use View mode if you want to make changes to the data set during your session. You cannot
save the changes to the open data set, but you can save the changes to a new data set or to an existing one that is not
open. To make changes and save them to the open data set, use the Edit command. For more information about the Edit
command, see Editing Data Sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Select BROWSE from the Main Menu screen, Option 1.
The Browse Data Set screen opens:

2. Specify the data set that you want to browse. Complete the Data set name, member name, and volume fields as
needed. Only specify the volume serial number if the data set you want to browse is uncataloged. You can enter a
fully qualified data set and member name or a wildcarded data set name and member name. If you enter a wildcarded
data set name, the Select DSN panel displays. Select the data set you want to browse and press Enter to return to the
Browse Data Set screen. If you enter a wildcarded member name, or if you leave the member name blank when you
have specified the name of a partitioned data set, the Select Members to Process panel displays. Select the member
that you want to browse and press Enter. The specified member displays using the options specified on the Browse
Data Set screen. 

3. (Optional) Specify the record layout data set and member that you want to use if you want a formatted display. Specify
a layout PDS but leave the member field blank to view a directory of members in the layout data set. You can use the
Selection Criteria Condition screen to build conditions for the layout by the field names defined in the record layout.
To display this screen, specify a data set and member and then use the LAYOUT command. After the data set is
displayed you can use the MAP command to modify selection conditions for the record layout.
Note: You must specify a layout if you want to view records in single-record or multi-record format.

4. (Optional) Specify the selection criteria member or any individual selection conditions that you want to use to identify
the records to display. If you specify a record layout data set and member name, you can use the LAYOUT command
to display the Selection Criteria Condition screen to build selection conditions by the field names defined in the record
layout. After the data set is displayed, you can use the MAP command to modify selection conditions for the record
layout.
You can use the following commands from the Browse Data Set screen to save selection conditions into a member
in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS. These commands work differently than the equivalent primary
commands in the editor. 

CREATE
Creates a new member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS. The selection conditions that you specify
in the Browse Data Set screen are saved to the new member. You must follow the CREATE command with the
member name that you want to create. You cannot specify any other parameters.

REPLACE
Replaces the an existing member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS with selection conditions that
you specify in the Browse Data Set screen. You must follow the REPLACE command with the name of the
member that you want to modify. You cannot specify any other parameters. If the member that you specify does
not exist, the REPLACE command behaves like the CREATE command.

For a complete explanation of the syntaxes, request field-level help. For examples of selection criteria statements,
see Selection Condition Examples. 

5. Specify one of the following browse modes:
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V
View – You can make changes but cannot save them to the open data set

B
Browse – You cannot make any changes

Note: You can switch between browse modes by entering either of these values on the command line once the data
set displays.

TIP
Use Browse mode for browsing very large data sets.

6. Press Enter to process the browse command.
If you specified Single (S) or Multi (M) record formatted mode and the layout member contains multiple layouts, a list of
the available layouts displays. Select the layout that you want to use in the edit session.
The contents of the data set displays.
Note: You can change or add any conditions and update the inclusion or omission of fields when the layout displays.
At any time after the session has started, and in any display mode, the MAP command can be used to display the
current layouts.  

Select Members to Process

To browse a PDS member, enter the name of the PDS and the name of the member that you want to browse. If you enter
a wildcarded member name or if you leave the member name field blank, the Select Member to Process panel displays.
The Select Member to Process panel displays a list of the members in the PDS that meet the wildcard criteria. If the
member name field was left blank, the Select Member to Process panel displays a list of all members in the specified
PDS. Select the member that you want to browse and press Enter to browse the member.

Follow these steps:

1. Select BROWSE from the Main Menu screen, Option 1.
The Browse Data Set screen displays.

2. Specify the name of the PDS that contains the member that you want to browse.
3. Specify a wildcarded member name or leave the member name field blank, and press Enter.

The Select Member To Process screen displays a list of the PDS members that meet the wildcard criteria you
specified. If you left the member name field blank, the Select Member To Process screen displays a list of all members
in the PDS.

4. Use any of the following commands to locate a member:
LOCATE

value
Positions to the first member in the directory whose sort sequence field is greater than or equal to the specified
value.
For example, when the directory list is sorted by the Name column, LOCATE ABC positions the member list to the
first member in the list whose member name is greater than or equal to the name ABC.
Note: You can use the abbreviation L for the LOCATE command.

MEMBER '
value'
Specifies additional member selection criteria. This command reduces the current member list to only those
members that contain records that match the specified value. Use successive MEMBER commands to further
reduce the current member list.
For example, MEMBER 'ABC' reduces the member list to only those members that contain the characters ABC
in one of their records. A subsequent MEMBER 'XYZ' command reduces the member list to only those members
that contain the characters ABC and XYZ.

S
member
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Selects a member from the data set for processing. The member does not have to be in the current member list to
be selected.

SORT
column
Sorts the directory by any of the columns in the directory. You can also specify whether to sort a column in
ascending or descending order by specifying an A or D after the column value.
For example, the command SORT CREATED sorts the directory in descending order of Created date and SORT
ID D sorts the directory in descending order of User ID.

5. Type an S (for select) next to the member that you want to browse and press Enter.
The contents of the member displays on the screen.

Formatting Modes

When you open a Browse or Edit session, you specify one of the following formatting modes:

• C – Character
• S – Single-record format
• M – Multi-record format

You can switch from one formatting mode to another in an open browser or edit session by entering one of the following
values:

• CHAR – Character mode
• SF – Single-record format
• MF – Multi-record format

Character Mode

Use the CHAR command from a browse session to display records in character mode. Character mode displays the
record in character format as it appears in the file. You can also use the HEX ON command to view the record data in hex.

The following example shows a record displayed in character mode:

Browse YOUR.FILE                                             Columns 00001 00072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

****** ****************************** Top of Data *****************************

000001  1234567XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                              ab12345 6789

000002  7654321YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY                                00000 0000

000003  9999999ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ                                00000 0000

****** ****************************** Bottom of Data **************************

Single-Record Format

Use the SF command from a browse session to display records in Single-record format. Single-record format displays one
record at a time, showing the field name on the left of the screen and the data values on the right. You can also use the
HEX ON command to view the record data in hex.

Single-record format displays the following fields:

Record Number
Displays the relative record number within the file

Record Length
Displays the length of the displayed record

Record Layout
Displays the name of the record layout that defines the format of the current view
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Field Name
Contains the field level number and field name with indentation to indicate the hierarchy of the fields
The indentation rules for the field name column are as follows:

• The indention amount is 2 when the entire name of each field fits within the space provided.
• The indention amount is 1 when the previous rule is not true and when the entire name of each field fits within

the space provided.
• The indention amount is 0 when both of the previous rules are not true.
• Table index values will overwrite the rightmost characters of the field name if the field name and table index

values cannot fit in the space provided.

Pos
Displays the starting position of the field within the record

Format
Displays the data-type indicator followed by either the number of digits or characters allowed for the field as
defined by the field definition.
Valid data-type indicators are as follows:
B – Binary
P – Packed
C – Alphanumeric (EBCDIC)
S – Signed
F – Floating point
U – Alphanumeric (UTF-16)
N – Any numeric field (EBCDIC)
D – Any numeric field (UTF-16)

Value
Displays the formatted data as defined by the field definition.

The following rules apply to single-record formatted mode:

• You must specify a layout when opening the Browse session.
• Record data that is not in the proper format as defined by the layout is displayed in X'xxxx' format in the value column.
• Line commands are not available in single-record formatted mode.
• UP and DOWN commands scroll through the fields within a single record.
• LEFT and RIGHT commands scroll through the previous and next records.
• TOP and BOTTOM commands display the first and last data records.
• You can use the MF and CHAR primary commands to switch to multi-record or character mode.

The following example shows a record displayed in single-record format:

Record Number: 1      Record Length: 300   Record Layout: CUSTREC

   Field                             Pos  Format Value           

01 CUST-RECORD                         1     300

  05 CUST-CUSTOMER-NUM                 1 N     9 123456789       

  05 CUST-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE          10 C     2 AA              

  05 CUST-ACCT-OPENED-DATE            12 N     6 10101          

  05 CUST-DOB                         18 N     6 70450          

  05 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-DATE        24       6

    10 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-MM        24 N     2 08              

    10 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-DD        26 N     2 31              

    10 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-YY        28 N     2 1              

  05 CUST-CURRENT-BAL                 30 P   9.2 100000.00         

  05 CUST-ORIG-BAL                    36 P   9.2 90000.00       

  05 CUST-PAYMENT-AMT                 42 P   9.2 0.00          
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  05 CUST-PAYMENT-PERIOD              48 N     2 30              

  05 CUST-NAME                        50 C    25 JANE SMITH      

  05 CUST-ADDR-1                      75 C    30 55 MAIN STREET  

  05 CUST-ADDR-2                     105 C    30                 

  05 CUST-CITY                       135 C    20 SPRINGFIELD     

  05 CUST-STATE                      155 C     2 MA              

  05 CUST-ZIP-CODE                   157 C    10 02345-6789       

  05 CUST-COUNTY-CODE                167 N     3 1             

  05 CUST-DELIQENCY-CODE             170 C     1 A               

  05 CUST-AGENT-ID                   171 N     5 12345           

  05 CUST-PAID-TO-DATE               176 N   9.2 10000.00

Multi-Record Format

Use the MF command from a browse session to display records in Multi-Record format. Multi-Record format displays
multiple records at once in a columnar display. Each column displays the field names at the top followed by a formatted
display of the values in that field. You can also use the HEX ON command to view the record data in hex.

The following rules apply to multi-record formatted mode:

• You must specify a layout when opening the Browse session.
• A page break is inserted when the format changes from layout to another as specified in custom layout rules. Press F8

to display the next set of records.
• Record data that is not in the proper format as defined by the layout is displayed in X'xxxx' format in the value column.
• Numeric data is right justified in the field column.
• Character data is left justified in the field column.
• UP and DOWN commands scroll through the previous or next records.
• LEFT and RIGHT commands scroll through the field names for the record on the current screen.
• TOP and BOTTOM commands display the first and last data records.
• You can use the SF and CHAR primary commands to switch to single-record or character mode.

The following example shows a data set in multi-record format.

 Browse  TEST.CUSTREC                            Columns 00001 00160

 COMMAND ===>                                                       

            CUST     CUST CUSTOMER  CUST ACCT   CUST     CUST 1ST   

        CUSTOMER NUM   TYPE CODE   OPENED DATE  DOB   TRANSACTION MM

        N 9          C 2           N 6         N 6    N 2           

        1----------- 10----------- 12--------- 18---- 24------------

 ****** ****************************** Top of Data *****************

 000001         2000 AA            10101  70450              8

 000002        20002 BB                  20189  20467              3

 000003        20003 CC                  40102  70778              4

 000004        20010 AB                  40101  10166              7

 000005        20029 XX                  50102 120166              2

 000006        20049 YY                  60602  70450              1

 000007        40000 ZZ                  83001  71983              3

 000008        40000 BX                 110199  72816              9

 000007        40000 ZZ                 083001  071983             3

 000008        40000 BX                 110199  072816             9

The field names are displayed as column headings. The field names in this example are CUST-CUSTOMER-NUM,
CUST-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE, CUST-ACCT-OPENED-DATE, CUST-DOB, and CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-MM.
Hyphens in field names are removed in the display.
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The field format and length are displayed below the field name. The CUST-CUSTOMER-NUM field in this example has
a format and length of N 9, indicating a numeric field of up to 9 digits. The CUST-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE field has a
format and length of C 2, indicating a character field of up to 2 characters.

The field position is displayed below the field format and length. The value of CUST-CUSTOMER-NUM field in this
example is at position 1 in the record. The value of CUST-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE is at position 10.

Locate Fields in Formatted Mode

Use the F xxxxx FIELD command to display a specific field in the current record when in single-record or multi-record
formatted mode.

The following example positions the current record to the next field whose field name contains the characters DOB.

F 'DOB' FIELD

Browse Primary and Line Commands

When you look through a data set in browse mode, primary and line commands that modify data are not supported in
Browse mode. Use View mode to enable the commands.

Note: For a description of the primary and line commands available while browsing a data set, see Editing Data Sets.

Editing Data Sets
This article describes how to use the application to edit data sets.

Use the Edit Data Set screen to edit sequential files, VSAM files, and partitioned data sets. You can use selection criteria
to specify certain records to display. You can view the data set in hexadecimal, character, single-record, and multi-record
format.

Follow these steps:

1. Select EDIT from the Main Menu, option 2.
The Edit Data Set screen opens.
Note: For more information about specifying a member name, see Select Member to Process.

2. Specify the data set that you want to edit. Complete the Data set name, Member name, and Volume fields as needed.
Only specify the volume serial number if the data set you want to edit is uncataloged. You can enter a fully qualified
data set and member name or a wildcarded data set name and member name. If you enter a wildcarded data set
name, the Select DSN panel displays. Select the data set you want to edit and press Enter to return to the Edit Data
Set screen.

3. (Optional) Specify the record layout data set and member that you want to use if you want a formatted display. Specify
a layout PDS but leave the member field blank to view a directory of members in the layout data set. You can use the
Selection Criteria Condition screen to build conditions for the layout by the field names defined in the record layout. To
display this screen, specify a data set and member and then use the LAYOUT command. 
Note: You must specify a layout if you want to view records in single-record or multi-record format.

4. (Optional) Specify the selection criteria member or any individual selection conditions that you want to use to identify
the records to display. If you specify a record layout data set and member name, you can use the LAYOUT command
to display the Selection Criteria Condition screen to build selection conditions by the field names defined in the record
layout. After the data set is displayed in an edit session, you can use the MAP command to modify selection conditions
for the record layout.
You can use the following commands from the Edit Data Set screen to save selection conditions into a member in the
Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS. These commands work differently than the equivalent primary commands in
the editor. 
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CREATE
Creates a new member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS. The selection conditions that you specify
in the Edit Data Set screen are saved to the new member. You must follow the CREATE command with the
member name that you want to create. You cannot specify any other parameters.

REPLACE
Replaces an existing member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS with selection conditions that you
specify in the Edit Data Set screen. You must follow the REPLACE command with the name of the member that
you want to modify. You cannot specify any other parameters. If the member that you specify does not exist, the
REPLACE command behaves like the CREATE command.

For a complete explanation of the syntaxes, request field-level help. For examples of selection criteria statements,
see Selection Condition Examples.  

5. Specify one of the following display modes:
C

Character mode
S

Single-record Format
M

Multi-record Format
Note: You can switch between display modes by entering CHAR, SF, or MF on the command line once the data set
displays.

6. Type Y in the Change Log field if you want to activate the change log for the edit session. To activate the change log,
you must have defined the change log parameters in the Setup and Processing Parameters screen, option 0.5
Type N if you do not want to log changes made during the edit session.
Note: This option appears as protected it if your File Master Plus administrator has set the change log feature to
remain activated.

7. Press Enter to process the edit command.
If you specified Single (S) or Multi (M) record formatted mode and the layout member contains multiple layouts, a list of
the available layouts displays. Select the layout that you want to use in the edit session.
The contents of the data set display in edit mode. 
Note: You can change or add any conditions and update the inclusion or omission of fields when the layout displays.
At any time after the session has started, and in any display mode, the MAP command can be used to display the
current layouts. 

Select Members to Process

To edit a PDS member, enter the name of the PDS and the name of the member that you want to edit. If you enter a
wildcarded member name or if you leave the member name field blank, the Select Member to Process panel displays. The
Select Member to Process panel displays a list of the members in the PDS that meet the wildcard criteria. If the member
name field was left blank, the Select Member to Process panel displays a list of all members in the specified PDS. Select
the member that you want to edit and press Enter to edit the member.

Follow these steps:

1. Select EDIT from the Main Menu screen, Option 2.
The Edit Data Set screen displays.

2. Specify the name of the PDS that contains the member that you want to edit.
3. Specify a wildcarded member name or leave the member name field blank, and press Enter.

The Select Member To Process screen displays a list of the PDS members that meet the wildcard criteria you
specified. If you left the member name field blank, the Select Member To Process screen displays a list of all members
in the PDS.

4. Use any of the following commands to locate a member:
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LOCATE
value
Positions to the first member in the directory whose sort sequence field is greater than or equal to the specified
value.
For example, when the directory list is sorted by the Name column, LOCATE ABC positions the member list to the
first member in the list whose member name is greater than or equal to the name ABC.
Note: You can use the abbreviation L for the LOCATE command.

MEMBER '
value'
Specifies additional member selection criteria. This command reduces the current member list to only those
members that contain records that match the specified value. Use successive MEMBER commands to further
reduce the current member list.
For example, MEMBER 'ABC' reduces the member list to only those members that contain the characters ABC
in one of their records. A subsequent MEMBER 'XYZ' command reduces the member list to only those members
that contain the characters ABC and XYZ.

S
member
Selects a member from the data set for processing. The member does not have to be in the current member list to
be selected.

SORT
column
Sorts the directory by any of the columns in the directory. You can also specify whether to sort a column in
ascending or descending order by specifying an A or D after the column value.
For example, the command SORT CREATED sorts the directory in descending order of Created date and SORT
ID D sorts the directory in descending order of User ID.

5. Type an S (for select) next to the member that you want to edit and press Enter.
The contents of the member displays on the screen.

Formatting Modes

When you open a Browse or Edit session, you specify one of the following formatting modes:

• C – Character
• S – Single-record format
• M – Multi-record format

You can switch from one formatting mode to another in an open browser or edit session by entering one of the following
values:

• CHAR – Character mode
• SF – Single-record format
• MF – Multi-record format

Character Mode

Use the CHAR command from an edit session to display records in character mode. Character mode displays the record
in character format as it appears in the file. You can also use the HEX ON command to view the record data in hex.

The following example shows a record displayed in character mode:

Edit YOUR.FILE                                             Columns 00001 00072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

****** ****************************** Top of Data *****************************
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000001  1234567XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                              ab12345 6789

000002  7654321YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY                                00000 0000

000003  9999999ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ                                00000 0000

****** ****************************** Bottom of Data **************************

Single-Record Format

Use the SF command from an edit session to display records in single-record format. Single-record format displays one
record at a time, showing the field name on the left of the screen and the data values on the right. You can also use the
HEX ON command to view the record data in hex.

Single-record format displays the following fields:

Record Number
Displays the relative record number within the file

Record Length
Displays the length of the displayed record

Record Layout
Displays the name of the record layout that defines the format of the current view

Field Name
Contains the field level number and field name with indentation to indicate the hierarchy of the fields
The indentation rules for the field name column are as follows:

• The indention amount is 2 when the entire name of each field fits within the space provided.
• The indention amount is 1 when the previous rule is not true and when the entire name of each field fits within

the space provided.
• The indention amount is 0 when both of the previous rules are not true.
• Table index values will overwrite the rightmost characters of the field name if the field name and table index

values cannot fit in the space provided.

Pos
Displays the starting position of the field within the record

Format
Displays the data-type indicator followed by either the number of digits or characters allowed for the field as
defined by the field definition.
Valid data-type indicators are as follows:
B – Binary
P – Packed
C – Alphanumeric (EBCDIC)
S – Signed
F – Floating point
U – Alphanumeric (UTF-16)
N – Any numeric field (EBCDIC)
D – Any numeric field (UTF-16)

Value
Displays the formatted data as defined by the field definition.

The following rules apply to single-record formatted mode:
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• You must specify a layout when opening the Edit session.
• You can display or modify the data in the Value column using field-level editing rules based on the field format.
• Record data that is not in the proper format as defined by the layout is displayed in X'xxxx' format in the value column.
• Invalid data is allowed only if you type it as X'xxxx'.
• Line commands are not available in single-record formatted mode.
• UP and DOWN commands scroll through the fields within a single record.
• LEFT and RIGHT commands scroll through the previous and next records.
• TOP and BOTTOM commands display the first and last data records.
• You can use the INSERT, DELETE, and REPEAT primary commands to add, delete, and repeat records.
• You can use the MF and CHAR primary commands to switch to multi-record or character mode.

The following example shows a record displayed in single-record format:

Record Number: 1      Record Length: 300   Record Layout: CUSTREC

   Field                             Pos  Format Value           

01 CUST-RECORD                         1     300

  05 CUST-CUSTOMER-NUM                 1 N     9 123456789       

  05 CUST-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE          10 C     2 AA              

  05 CUST-ACCT-OPENED-DATE            12 N     6 10101          

  05 CUST-DOB                         18 N     6 70450          

  05 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-DATE        24       6

    10 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-MM        24 N     2 08              

    10 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-DD        26 N     2 31              

    10 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-YY        28 N     2 1              

  05 CUST-CURRENT-BAL                 30 P   9.2 100000.00         

  05 CUST-ORIG-BAL                    36 P   9.2 90000.00       

  05 CUST-PAYMENT-AMT                 42 P   9.2 0.00          

  05 CUST-PAYMENT-PERIOD              48 N     2 30              

  05 CUST-NAME                        50 C    25 JANE SMITH      

  05 CUST-ADDR-1                      75 C    30 55 MAIN STREET  

  05 CUST-ADDR-2                     105 C    30                 

  05 CUST-CITY                       135 C    20 SPRINGFIELD     

  05 CUST-STATE                      155 C     2 MA              

  05 CUST-ZIP-CODE                   157 C    10 02345-6789       

  05 CUST-COUNTY-CODE                167 N     3 1             

  05 CUST-DELIQENCY-CODE             170 C     1 A               

  05 CUST-AGENT-ID                   171 N     5 12345           

  05 CUST-PAID-TO-DATE               176 N   9.2 10000.00

Multi-Record Format

Use the MF command from an edit session to display records in Multi-Record format. Multi-Record format displays
multiple records at once in a columnar display. Each column displays the field names at the top followed by a formatted
display of the values in that field. You can also use the HEX ON command to view the record data in hex.

The following rules apply to multi-record formatted mode:
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• You must specify a layout when opening the Edit session.
• A page break is inserted when the format changes from layout to another as specified in custom layout rules. Press F8

to display the next set of records.
• You can display or modify the data in field columns using field-level editing rules based on the field format.
• Record data that is not in the proper format as defined by the layout is displayed in X'xxxx' format in the value column.
• Invalid data is allowed only if you type it as X'xxxx'.
• Numeric data is right justified in the field column.
• Character data is left justified in the field column.
• UP and DOWN commands scroll through the previous or next records.
• LEFT and RIGHT commands scroll through the field names for the record on the current screen.
• TOP and BOTTOM commands display the first and last data records.
• You can use the SF and CHAR primary commands to switch to single-record or character mode.

The following example shows a data set in multi-record format.

 Edit  TEST.CUSTREC                              Columns 00001 00055

 COMMAND ===>                                                       

            CUST     CUST CUSTOMER  CUST ACCT   CUST     CUST 1ST   

        CUSTOMER NUM   TYPE CODE   OPENED DATE  DOB   TRANSACTION MM

        N 9          C 2           N 6         N 6    N 2           

        1----------- 10----------- 12--------- 18---- 24------------

 ****** ****************************** Top of Data *****************

 000001         2000 AA            10101  70450              8

 000002        20002 BB                  20189  20467              3

 000003        20003 CC                  40102  70778              4

 000004        20010 AB                  40101  10166              7

 000005        20029 XX                  50102 120166              2

 000006        20049 YY                  60602  70450              1

 000007        40000 ZZ                  83001  71983              3

 000008        40000 BX                 110199  72816              9

 000007        40000 ZZ                 083001  071983             3

 000008        40000 BX                 110199  072816             9

The field names are displayed as column headings. The field names in this example are CUST-CUSTOMER-NUM,
CUST-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE, CUST-ACCT-OPENED-DATE, CUST-DOB, and CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-MM.
Hyphens in field names are removed in the display.

The field format and length are displayed below the field name. The CUST-CUSTOMER-NUM field in this example has
a format and length of N 9, indicating a numeric field of up to 9 digits. The CUST-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE field has a
format and length of C 2, indicating a character field of up to 2 characters.

The field position is displayed below the field format and length. The value of CUST-CUSTOMER-NUM field in this
example is at position 1 in the record. The value of CUST-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE is at position 10.

Locate Fields in Formatted Mode

Use the F xxxxx FIELD command to display a specific field in the current record when in single-record or multi-record
formatted mode.

The following example positions the current record to the next field whose field name contains the characters DOB.

F 'DOB' FIELD
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Primary Commands
This article describes the primary commands that you can use in File Master Plus. Primary commands are applied to an
entire data set. Type a primary command at the command prompt and press enter to execute the command.

AUTOSAVE

Automatically saves a data set when the END command is processed during an edit session. If autosaving is off, you
must specify the SAVE command to save any changes made during an edit session. To retain the value of AUTOSAVE
between edit sessions, use the PROFILE command.

Syntax:

AUTOSAVE   [ON | OFF]

BOTTOM

Jumps to the last line of the data set.

Alias: B

BOUNDS

Sets the left and right boundaries, or margins, for subsequent commands.

Syntax:

BOUNDS [lmargin rmargin]

       [?]

Syntax description:

lmargin
Column number for left boundary.
Default: Position 1

rmargin
Column number for right boundary.
Default: The last record position

?
Displays the current BOUNDS setting.

Note: When you do not specify parameters, the BOUNDS command resets the left and right margins to their default
values.

To view the current BOUNDS setting, type the line command BNDS on any line.

Alias: BNDS, BND

BROWSE

Switches the current edit session to a browse session. If you made any record changes during the edit session, you are
prompted to save or cancel the changes before switching to a browse session.

CANCEL

Terminates an edit session without saving any changes made since the last save command.
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Alias: CAN

CAPS

Turns CAPS on or off in the current edit session. To retain the CAPS value between edit sessions, use the PROFILE
command.

Syntax:

   CAPS    [ON|OFF]

CHANGE

Changes one string to another. For more details on changing to or from strings of different length, see Change Command
"From" and "To" Character Strings of Different Lengths.

Note: If you are editing a PDS member, you can use the PDSCHG command to set the mode for the CHANGE command.

Syntax:

   CHANGE

      fromstr     tostr

      [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV|ALL]

      [WORD|PREFIX|SUFFIX|CHAR]

      [label1 label2]

      [lcol  rcol]

      [X|NX]

Syntax Description:

fromstr
Specifies the from string. Enter a string in one of the following formats:
Character

(C'ccc')
Text

(T'ccc')
Hex

X'xx'
Packed-decimal expression

PLn'vvv' or P'y'
UTF-16 Character

(UC'ccc')
UTF-16 Text

(UT'ccc')
Note: For more information on specifying a packed-decimal expression, see Rules for Finding Packed
Strings on the FIND Command.

tostr
Specifies the to string. Enter a string in one of the following formats:
Character

(C'ccc')
Text

(T'ccc')
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Hex
X'xx'

Packed-decimal expression
PLn'vvv' or P'y'

UTF-16 Character
(UC'ccc')

UTF-16 Text
(UT'ccc')

FIRST
Starts search at the beginning of the data set, and locates and changes the first occurrence of fromstr.

LAST
Starts search at the end of the data set, and locates and changes the last occurrence of fromstr.

NEXT
Starts from the current cursor position, and locates locates and changes the next occurrence of fromstr.

PREV
Starts from the current cursor position, and locates and changes the previous occurrence of fromstr.

ALL
Changes all occurrences of fromstr.

WORD
Changes only complete words in the fromstr.

PREFIX
Changes only words that begin with the fromstr.

SUFFIX
Changes only words that end with the fromstr.

CHAR
Changes the fromstr in any part of a word.

label1
Specifies the start point in a range of lines to which the CHANGE command is applied.

label2
Specifies the end point in a range of lines to which the CHANGE command is applied.

lcol
Specifies the leftmost column in which fromstr can appear. If rcol is not also specified, fromstr must begin in lcol.

rcol
Specifies the rightmost column in which fromstr can appear.

X
The CHANGE command is only applied to excluded lines.

NX
The CHANGE command is note applied to excluded lines.

Alias: C, CHG

Change Command "From" and "To" Character Strings of Different Lengths

The from and to character strings can be different lengths when you use change commands. The change command
functions in one of the following ways, depending on the type of data set and the PDSCHG profile setting for PDS
members.
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For all sequential or VSAM data sets, or PDS members with the PDSCHG value set to DATA
When the to character string is shorter than the from character string, columns to the right of the from string are
shifted left and fill characters are added to the end within the bounded CHANGE area. A pop-up window displays
in which you can specify a different fill character.
When the to character string is longer than the from character string, columns to the right of the to string are
shifted right and excess characters at the end are truncated within the bounded CHANGE area.

For PDS members with PDSCHG value set to ISPF
When the to character string is shorter than the from character string, subsequent bytes until the next two
consecutive blanks are moved to the left by the number of bytes equal to the difference in lengths.
When the to character string is longer than the from character string, multiple consecutive blanks are eliminated
until the number of blanks eliminated equals the difference in lengths.

CHAR

Switches the display mode to character.

COLS

Displays or removes a stationary ruled column header immediately below the command line.

Syntax:

    COLS     [ON|OFF]

Alias: COL

COPY

Copies records from another data set into your EDIT or VIEW session.

The COPY primary command accepts no arguments but must be accompanied by an A or B line command to identify the
target location for the copy. Specify an A on a line to insert records after that line. Specify a B on a line to insert records
before that line.

The COPY command prompts you for the name of the data set (and optionally the member and volume serial number)
that contains the records that you want to copy. You can use section criteria to limit the records to copy.

Copy selected records directly into your EDIT or VIEW session or choose to preview the selected records before
completing the copy operation. If you choose the preview option, the selected records are displayed in a new edit session
for a temporary data set. You can modify, insert, or delete records. Press PF3 to copy the modified record set into your
original edit session.

COUNTS

Displays the number of records currently displayed, total records in the file, and the total records selected if you have
specified selection criteria.

Alias: COUNT

CREATE

Copies the specified records to a new data set or PDS member. If you do not use the C or CC line commands to specify
which records to select during the CREATE function, all records being edited or viewed are copied. If you used a filter or
selection criteria, only those records that match the selection criteria are copied. This command is only available in edit
mode.

Syntax:
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   CREATE  dsn | dsn(member) | member

Syntax Description:

dsn
Specifies the name of the sequential data set into which the selected records are copied. The new data set
allocation panel displays and the sequential data set is created as specified.

dsn(member)
Specifies the name of a member to create in an existing PDS into which the selected records are copied. The
specified member cannot already exist.

member (optional)
Specifies the name of a member into which the selected records are copied. The specified member cannot
already exist. This syntax is only valid when viewing or editing a PDS, and the new member is created in that data
set. Use the REPLACE command to copy to an existing member.

Alias: CRE

DELETE

Deletes records from the top of the edit display. You can delete a single record or a number of records.

You can also delete only excluded or non-excluded lines, specifying ALL lines or a range using labels.

Syntax:

   DELETE

      [number] | [X|NX ALL | label1 label2]

Syntax Description:

number
Specifies the number of records to delete.
Default: 1

ALL
Specifies that all excluded or non-excluded records will be deleted.

label1
Specifies the first end point in a range of records to which the DELETE command is restricted. Use labels only
with X or NX.

label2
Specifies the second end point in a range of records to which the DELETE command is restricted. Use labels only
with X or NX.

X
Specifies that only excluded records will be deleted.

NX
Specifies that only non-excluded records will be deleted.

Alias: DEL

DOWN

Moves the current line position toward the end of the data set when in character or multiple-record display mode. Moves
the current column position toward the end of the record when in single-record display mode.

Syntax:
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DOWN        [number | MAX | PAGE | CSR | HALF | DATA]

Syntax Description:

number
Specifies the number of lines or columns to scroll forward.

MAX
Jumps to the last line in the data set or last column in the record when in single-record format.

PAGE
Scrolls forward one screen length.

CSR
Makes the line containing the cursor the first line displayed on the screen.

HALF
Scrolls forward half of the screen length.

DATA
Scrolls forward so that the last visible line becomes the first visible line.

DSINFO

Displays the following information for the open data set:

• Data set organization
• Data set definition
• Component allocation
• Allocation parameters
• SMS information
• Activity dates

EDIT

Switches current browse session to an edit session.

END

Terminates the edit or browse session.

Alias: RETURN

EXCLUDE

Excludes lines that match a pattern or string. Contiguous excluded lines are displayed as a single line of dashes.

Syntax:

   EXCLUDE 

      fromstr

      [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV|ALL

      [WORD|PREFIX|SUFFIX|CHAR]

      [label1 label2]

      [lcol  rcol]

Syntax Description:

fromstr
Specifies the from string. Enter a string in one of the following formats:
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Character
(C'ccc')

Text
(T'ccc')

Hex
X'xx'

Packed-decimal expression
P'ppp'
PL'vvv'

UTF-16 Character
(UC'ccc')

UTF-16 Text
(UT'ccc')

FIRST
Starts searching at the beginning of the data set and excludes the first occurrence of fromstr.

LAST
Starts searching at the end of the data set and excludes the last occurrence of fromstr.

NEXT
Starts from the current cursor position, and excludes the next occurrence of fromstr.

PREV
Starts from the current cursor position, and excludes the previous occurrence of fromstr.

ALL
Excludes all occurrences of fromstr.

WORD
Excludes only complete words in the fromstr.

PREFIX
Excludes only words that begin with the fromstr.

SUFFIX
Excludes only words that end with the fromstr.

CHAR
Excludes the fromstr in any part of a word.

label1
Specifies the start point in a range of lines to which the EXCLUDE command is applied.

label2
Specifies the end point in a range of lines to which the EXCLUDE command is applied.

lcol
Specifies the leftmost column in which fromstr can appear. If rcol is not also specified, fromstr must begin in lcol.

rcol
Specifies the rightmost column in which fromstr can appear.

Alias: X

FIND

Locates data or fields.

Syntax:
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   FIND

      fromstr

      [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV|ALL]

      [WORD|PREFIX|SUFFIX|CHAR|FIELD]

      [label1 label2]

      [lcol  rcol]

      [X|NX]

Syntax Description:

fromstr
Specifies the from string. Enter a string in one of the following formats:
Character

(C'ccc')
Text

(T'ccc')
Hex

X'xx'
Packed-decimal expression

P'ppp'
PL'vvv'

UTF-16 Character
(UC'ccc')

UTF-16 Text
(UT'ccc')

FIRST
Starts search at the beginning of the data set, and locates the first occurrence of fromstr.

LAST
Starts search at the end of the data set, and locates the last occurrence of fromstr.

NEXT
Starts from the current cursor position, and locates the next occurrence of fromstr.

PREV
Starts from the current cursor position, and locates the previous occurrence of fromstr.

ALL
Locates all occurrences of fromstr.

WORD
Locates only complete words in the fromstr.

PREFIX
Locates only words that begin with the fromstr.

SUFFIX
Locates only words that end with the fromstr.

CHAR
Locates the fromstr in any part of a word.

FIELD
Locates the fromstr in any part of a field name when displaying formatted records.

label1
Specifies the start point in a range of lines to which the FIND command is applied.
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label2
Specifies the end point in a range of lines to which the FIND command is applied.

lcol
Specifies the leftmost column in which fromstr can appear. If rcol is not also specified, fromstr must begin in lcol.

rcol
Specifies the rightmost column in which fromstr can appear.

X
Only excluded lines should be searched.

NX
Excluded lines should not be searched.

Alias: F

Rules for Finding Packed Strings on the FIND Command

Use one of the following formats to find a packed string using the FIND command.

• F P'v' [ss [ee]]
'v'

Specifies a value of 1 to 31 numeric digits.
The following conditions apply:

• When you specify a '+' before a value or when you do not specify a sign, the FIND command searches for a
positive packed string.

• When you specify a '-' before a value, the FIND command searches for a negative packed string.

ss ee (optional)
Specifies the starting and ending columns for the search. The following conditions apply:

• When you do not specify a starting column, the FIND command locates the first occurrence of the v value
in any packed decimal field of valid length in the record. A valid length is 1-16 packed bytes or 1-31 packed
decimal digits.

• When you specify a starting column but not an ending column, the FIND command searches only in the
starting column.

• F PLn['vvvvv'][ss ee]
n

Specifies an integer value in the range 1-16 representing the length of the packed field.
'vvvvv'

Specifies the numeric value to search for. This value must be twice the specified length minus 1, and is limited to
31 digits in length.

ss ee (optional)
Specifies the starting and ending columns for the search. The following conditions apply:

• When you do not specify a starting column, the FIND command locates the first occurrence of the v value
in any packed decimal field of valid length in the record. A valid length is 1-16 packed bytes or 1-31 packed
decimal digits.

• When you specify a starting column but not an ending column, the FIND command searches only in the
starting column.

Examples:

F P'0'21    find packed zero of any valid length at column 21.
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F P'0'      find packed zero of any valid length anywhere in the segment.

F P'00000'  find 5 packed zeros anywhere in the segment.

F P'-1' 30  find packed -1 of any valid length at column 30.

F PL5'0' 10 find 5 packed zeros at column 10.

F PL3'0'    find 3 packed zeros anywhere in the segment.

F PL2 10    find any valid 2-byte packed number at column 10.

F PL16      find any valid 16-byte packed number anywhere in the segment

NOTE

Decimal points are not part of packed data. To find a value that contains a decimal point such as 123.45, omit
the decimal point and specify P'12345'.

FINDLIM

Sets the number of records to search when using the FIND command in the current edit or browse session. Use the
PROFILE command to retain the FINDLIM value between edit sessions.

Syntax:

    FINDLIM [50000 | number ]

Syntax Description:

number
Limits the number of subsequent records searched when using the FIND command. Valid values are 0 -
99999999. A value of 0 means that there is no limit to the number of records that are searched.

FLIP

Flips (or reverses) the EXCLUDE status of all lines in the data set. Lines that were not excluded will be excluded and lines
that were excluded will not be excluded.

HELP

Invokes the HELP processor.

HEX

Turns HEX mode on or off in the current edit or browse session. Use the PROFILE command to retain the HEX value
between edit sessions.

Syntax:

    HEX     [ON|OFF]

HILITE

Turns FIND or CHANGE highlighting on or off in the current edit or browse session when in character mode. The HILITE
command is ignored in single-record and multi-record formats. Use the PROFILE command to retain the HILITE value
between edit sessions.

Syntax:

    HILITE     [ON|OFF]

Alias:  HI, HILIGHT
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INSERT

Inserts a new record immediately after the record at the top of the screen. When in character mode, a record containing
all blanks is inserted. When in single-record or multiple-record formatted mode, the inserted record is initialized using the
field-name data types as defined in the record layout.

Alias: I

IOEXIT

Calls a user-written exit program. Enter the exit program command in the Edit entry panel before the Edit session starts.
IOEXIT is not recognized within an Edit session.

Syntax:

   IOEXIT     'EXITNAME'

Syntax Description:

EXITNAME
Specifies the name of the exit program that the editor will call.

KEY

Unlocks or locks (unprotects or protects) the key of the first VSAM KSDS record at the top of the screen key field. The
key field can be modified when unprotected and cannot be modified when protected. All key fields are initially displayed
protected. Use this command to switch the current protection setting. In single-format mode, the KEY command unlocks
or locks the key of the current record.

Alias: K

LEFT

In character or multi-record mode, the LEFT command scrolls the view one screen to the left toward position 1. In single-
record mode, the LEFT command scrolls the view up one screen toward the beginning of the file.

Syntax:

   LEFT     [number | MAX|PAGE|CSR|HALF|DATA]

Syntax Description:

number
Single-record format - Specifies the number of records to scroll up.
Multi-record and character format - Specifies the number of positions to scroll to the left.
Note: In multi-record format, the view scrolls so that fields remain whole. If the specified value would cause the
view to scroll to a position in the middle of a field, that field will display in full in the view. The only time a field is
split is if it is too long to fit on one screen.
Default:

• In multi-record and character format the default is the number of lines determined by the Scroll value.
• In single-record format the default is 1.

MAX
Sets the column or record position to the beginning of the line or file.

PAGE
Scrolls one full screen or record to the left.

CSR
Makes the column under the cursor the leftmost displayed column when the cursor is on a data line.
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HALF
Scrolls half of the screen width to the left when in character or multi-record display modes. Scrolls one record left
when in single-record formatted mode.

DATA
Scrolls one screen to the left so that the leftmost visible column becomes the rightmost column position.
Note: The LEFT command functions in the same way as the PREV command. The two commands are
interchangeable.

LOCATE

Jumps directly to a record.

Syntax:

   LOCATE     lnum | label  | key-value KEY | kwd

              [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV|KEY]

Syntax Description:

lnum
Displays the numeric line number.

label
Displays a previously defined label.

key value
Displays a full or partial VSAM key field value. Hex values (X'value') and UTF-16 character values (UC'value') are
also supported.

KEY
Jumps to the record with a key value GTEQ the key_value. The KEY parameter is only valid for keyed files.

kwd
Specify one of the following commands:
CHANGE

Jumps to record with line CHANGE attribute
COMMAND

Jumps to record with line COMMAND attribute
ERROR

Jumps to record with ERROR attribute
FIRST

Jumps to the first record with the requested attribute with kwd.
LAST

Jumps to the last record with requested attribute with kwd.
NEXT

Jumps to the next record with the requested attribute with kwd.
PREV

Jumps to the previous record with the requested attribute with kwd.

Alias: L, LOC

MAP

Displays a screen that identifies the current layout or lists the layouts in the custom layout. You can use this command to
change layout conditions.
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You can also use the MAP command to take the following actions:

• Specify a record offset value at the layout level in a custom layout (CRL).
• Designate a layout field as the start of the description for a data record using line action LS.

The results of the MAP command vary based on the type of layout used in the current session.

Copybook containing a single layout
The MAP command displays the layout. You can update the conditions to exclude or apply conditions to the fields.
The updated conditions are applied to the data set when you exit the Layout Entry Field Update screen.

Copybook containing multiple layouts
The MAP command displays a list of the layouts in the copybook. You can update the conditions to exclude
or apply conditions to the fields. The updated conditions are applied to the data set when you exit the Layout
Selection screen.

Custom layout member
The MAP command displays a list of the layouts. Select a layout to display the current exclusions and conditions
and to optionally update the conditions. The updated conditions are applied to the data set when you exit the
Custom Record Layout Member Update screen. You cannot insert or delete a layout from the CRL or save any
changes to the CRL.

Specify Record Offset Value Using MAP Command

You can specify a record offset value at the layout level in CRL using the MAP command.

Follow these steps:

1. Type MAP on the command line from an edit or browse session.
The Custom Record Layout Member Update screen opens.

2. Type the line action S on any layout member.
3. Press Enter.

The Layout Entry Field Update screen opens.
4. Specify a new record offset value in the Record Offset Value field.
5. Press Enter.

A new value is set for this updated layout member only.

Note: Specify a 0 (zero) in the record offset field or leave the field blank to reset the record offset value.

Set Layout Start Using MAP Command

Using the MAP command, you can indicate the field in a layout that the editor considers the start of the data record's
description.

Follow these steps:

1. Type MAP at the command line from an edit or browse session where you have specified a custom layout or a
copybook with multiple layouts.
The results of the MAP command vary based on the type of layout used in the current session.

Copybook containing multiple layouts
The MAP command displays the Layout Selection screen.

Custom layout member
The MAP command displays the Custom Record Layout Member Update screen.

2. Type S on any layout member.
3. Press Enter.

The Layout Entry Field Update screen opens.
4. Type LS in any field.
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5. Press Enter.
The selected field is identified as the layout start, and the editor recognizes this field as the start of the data record's
description.

The following rules and restrictions apply when using the layout start command (LS):

• The LS action at the first field is ignored when there is no layout start defined. Otherwise, the previous layout start
specification is reset.

• The LS action is allowed at the first occurrence only when a layout contains OCCURS definitions.
• S/SS line actions are not allowed above an existing layout start specification.
• The LS action should precede the first field with selection conditions.

MF

Displays records in multi-record formatted mode using the layout data set and member specified when you opened the
session.

NEXT

Moves the current column position toward the record's last position when in character or multi-record formatted mode.
Moves the current file position toward the end of the file when in single-record formatted mode.

Syntax:

     NEXT   [number|PAGE|CSR|DATA|HALF]

Syntax Description:

number
Single-record format - Specifies the number of records to scroll down.
Multi-record and character format - Specifies the number of positions to scroll to the right.
Note: In multi-record format, the view scrolls so that fields remain whole. If the specified value would cause the
view to scroll to a position in the middle of a field, that field will display in full in the view. The only time a field is
split is if it is too long to fit on one screen.
Default:

• In multi-record and character format the default is the number of lines determined by the Scroll value.
• In single-record format the default is 1.

PAGE
Scrolls one screen-width or record to the right.

CSR
Makes the column under the cursor the rightmost displayed column when the cursor is on a data line.

DATA
Scrolls one screen to the right so that the rightmost visible column becomes the leftmost column position.

HALF
Scrolls half of the screen width to the right when in character or multi-record display modes. Scrolls one record
right when in single-record formatted mode.

Alias: N

Note: The NEXT command functions in the same way as the RIGHT command. The two commands are interchangeable.

NULLS

Specifies how to display blanks in data records during the current edit session. Use the PROFILE command to retain the
NULLS value between edit sessions.
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Syntax:

     NULLS  [ON | OFF | STD | FULL]

Syntax Description:

ON
Trailing blanks at the end of the data are written as one blank and nulls.

OFF
Trailing blanks at the end of the data are written to the panel as blanks.

STD
Trailing blanks at the end of data are written as one blank and nulls.

FULL
All trailing blanks at the data are written as nulls.

Default: STD

NUMEXT

Controls the number of digits allowed in a binary or packed field when the physical field size is larger than the number of
digits specified in the COBOL or PL/I picture clause. Use the PROFILE command to retain the NUMEXT value between
edit sessions.

Syntax:

    NUMEXT     [OFF | ON]

PDSCHG

Sets the mode for the CHANGE command in the current edit session when editing a PDS member and changing to and
from strings of different lengths. Use the PROFILE command to retain the PDSCHG value between edit sessions.

Syntax:

   PDSCHG  [D|DATA | I|ISPF]

Syntax Description:

D|DATA
Line data is shifted left or right as needed when the length of the to string differs from the length of the from string.

I|ISPF
Line data is shifted left or right as needed within the regions bounded by multiple blanks when the length of the to
string differs from the length of the from string. The rules for shifting are the same as those for ISPF. When shifting
cannot be completed, the line is marked with ERROR.

PREV

Moves the current column position toward the record's position 1 when in character or multi-record formatted mode, and
moves the current file position toward the beginning of the file when in single-record formatted mode.

Syntax:

   PREV   [number|PAGE|HALF|CSR|DATA]

Syntax Description:

number
Single-record format - Specifies the number of records to scroll up.
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Multi-record and character format - Specifies the number of positions to scroll to the left.
Note: In multi-record format, the view scrolls so that fields remain whole. If the specified value would cause the
view to scroll to a position in the middle of a field, that field will display in full in the view. The only time a field is
split is if it is too long to fit on one screen.
Default:

• In multi-record and character format the default is the number of lines determined by the Scroll value.
• In single-record format the default is 1.

PAGE
Scrolls one full screen or record to the left.

HALF
Scrolls half of the screen width to the left when in character or multi-record display modes. Scrolls one record left
when in single-record formatted mode.

CSR
Makes the column under the cursor the leftmost displayed column when the cursor is on a data line.

DATA
Scrolls one screen to the left so that the leftmost visible column becomes the rightmost column position.
Alias: P

Note: The PREV command functions in the same way as the LEFT command. The two commands are interchangeable.

PROFILE

Displays and updates the current profile settings or switches to a different profile.

Syntax:

   PROFILE   [name]

Syntax Description:

name
Specifies the name of the profile to be loaded and displayed. The DEFAULT profile is used if no profile name is
specified.

Autosave
Controls whether outstanding updates are saved when the END command is specified.

Caps
Controls the upper/lower case of inserted alphabetic data.

Findlim
Controls the maximum number of records searched during a FIND command.

Hex
Controls how data is displayed in CHAR, SF, or MF modes.

Hilite
Controls the highlighting of FIND command target data in character mode only.

Nulls
Controls the value for trailing blanks at the end of data.

Numext
Controls the number of digits allowed in a binary or packed field when the physical field size is larger than the
number of digits specified in the COBOL or PL/I picture clause.

PdsChg
Controls the shifting of data for a CHANGE command when editing a PDS member.
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Stats
Controls whether ISPF statistics are generated for partitioned data set members.

Alias: PRO, PROF

RCHANGE

Repeats the most recent CHANGE command.

REPEAT

Repeats the record that appears at the top of the screen.

Alias: R

REPLACE

Copies records to an existing or new data set or member. If you do not use the C or CC line commands to select records
for the REPLACE function, all records being edited or viewed are copied. If you used a filter or selection criteria, only
those records that match the selection criteria are copied. This command is valid in view and edit mode.

Syntax:

     REPLACE  dsn | dsn(member) | member

Syntax Description:

dsn
Specifies the name of a sequential data set into which the selected records are copied. The new data set
allocation panel displays if the data set does not exist.

dsn(member)
Specifies the name of a PDS member into which the selected records are copied.
Note: The REPLACE command fails if the parameter is dsn(member) and the data set does not exist.

member (optional)
Specifies the name of a new or existing member into which the selected records are copied. This syntax is only
valid when viewing or editing a PDS. Specify the name of a new member to create a new member.

ALIAS: REPL

RESET

Resets selected processing options and status conditions.

Syntax:

   RESET     ALL

             LAB | LABELS

             CMD | COMMAND

             ERR | ERROR

             C | CHG | CHANGE

             X | EX | EXCLUDED

             SPEC | SPECIAL

             F | FIND

             range

Syntax Description:
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ALL
Resets all options.

LAB or LABELS
Removes line labels.

CMD or COMMAND
Clears pending line commands.

ERR or ERROR
Removes ERROR flags.

CHG, C, or CHANGE
Removes CHG flags.

X, EX, or EXCLUDED
Resets exclude status.

SPEC or SPECIAL
Removes all SPECIAL lines (MASK, COLS, TABS, BNDS).

F or FIND
Clears all FIND highlights.

range
A line range specified as a start label and end label. Only lines within the specified range are reset.

Alias: RES

Default: ALL

RFIND

Repeats the most recently entered FIND command or the search part of the most recent CHANGE command.

RIGHT

Moves the current column position toward the record's last position when in character or multi-record formatted mode, and
moves the current file position toward the end of the file when in single-record formatted mode.

Syntax:

   RIGHT     [number | MAX|PAGE|CSR|HALF|DATA]

Syntax Description:

number
Single-record format - Specifies the number of records to scroll down.
Multi-record and character format - Specifies the number of positions to scroll to the right.
Note: In multi-record format, the view scrolls so that fields remain whole. If the specified value would cause the
view to scroll to a position in the middle of a field, that field will display in full in the view. The only time a field is
split is if it is too long to fit on one screen.
Default:

• In multi-record and character format the default is the number of lines determined by the Scroll value.
• In single-record format the default is 1.

MAX
Sets the column or record position to the end of the line or file.

PAGE
Scrolls one screen-width or record to the right.
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CSR
Makes the column under the cursor the rightmost displayed column when the cursor is on a data line.

HALF
Scrolls half of the screen width to the right when in character or multi-record display modes. Scrolls one record
right when in single-record formatted mode.

DATA
Scrolls one screen to the right so that the rightmost visible column becomes the leftmost column position.

Note: The RIGHT command functions in the same way as the NEXT command. The two commands are interchangeable.

SAVE

Saves the current edit changes.

Alias: S

SELECT

Displays record selection criteria used to browse or edit the data set or member.

SF

Displays the record at the top of the display in single-record format mode using the layout data set and member specified
when you opened the session.

SORT

Sorts the records according to your specifications. If you do not specify operands, the records in the data set are sorted
into ascending order. If the data set is VSAM, the default sort key is the key column for a KSDS, the RBA for an ESDS,
and the RRN for an RRDS. Otherwise, the default sort key is the entire record.

Syntax:

   SORT [fcol1 lcol1[A|D]] ...[fcol10 lcol10[A|D]

      [KEY[A|D]] 

      [X|NX|ALL]

      [label1 label2]

Syntax Description:

SORT
Sorts and displays the data according to the sort criteria.
fcol1

Beginning column for the sort area.
lcol1

Ending column for the sort area.
A

Sorts the records in ascending order.
D

Sorts the records in descending order.
Note: If you specify a column range but do not specify a sort order, the previously specified sort order is used.
Default: A

KEY
An alias for the column range that contains the VSAM key.
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Specify up to ten sort keys. Specify each starting (fcolx) and ending (lcolx) column. You can also specify the sort
order direction. When specified, a direction defaults to the most recently specified column range, and to all ranges
that follow.

X
Only sorts excluded lines.

NX
Only sorts non-excluded lines.

label1
Specifies the beginning point in a range of lines to apply the sort.

label2
Specifies the ending point in a range of lines to apply the sort.

Examples:

SORT   KEY D

Sort on VSAM key into descending sequence

SORT   10 20 30 40

Sort on columns 10-20 and 30-40, in ascending sequence

SORT   10 20 D 30 40 50 60 A

Sort on columns 10-20 and 30-40 in descending sequence and columns 50-60 in ascending sequence

STATS

Turns PDS STATS to either ON or OFF in the current edit session. Use the PROFILE command to retain the STATS value
between edit sessions.

Syntax:

    STATS     [ON|OFF]

Default: ON

SUBMIT

Submits the current data set for execution.

Alias: SUB

TOP

Jumps to the first line in the edit or browse session.

Alias: T

UNSORT

Removes a previously applied SORT command. The records are returned to the original sequence in which they
appeared at the start of the session.

UP

Moves the current line position toward the beginning of the data set when in character or multi-record formatted mode.
Moves the current column position toward the beginning of record when in single-record formatted mode.
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Syntax:

   UP        [number | MAX | PAGE | CSR | HALF | DATA]

Syntax Description:

number
Identifies the number of lines or columns to scroll up.

MAX
Jumps to the first line in the data set or first field in the record.

PAGE
Scrolls up one screen length.

CSR
Makes the line containing the cursor the last line displayed on the screen when the cursor is on a data line.

HALF
Scrolls up half of the screen length.

DATA
Scrolls up a full screen length.

V

Use the V command to change the length of an existing variable length record. When you repeat (R), move (M), or copy
(C) a record using a line command, the record length of the original record is used. Use the V command to modify the
length of the repeated, moved, or copied record.

Follow this procedure from the Edit Data Set or Select Data Set to Process screens.

Follow these steps:

1. Type V on the command line or as a line command.
The Edit Length Modification screen displays.

2. Specify the record length and pad character.
The pad character value can be BLANK, NULL, C'c', X'xx', or U'u'.
Note: U'u' is the equivalent of the EBCDIC character 'u'. 

3. Press Enter.
The record length is set as specified. If the new length is shorter than the original length, the record is truncated to the
new length.

Line Commands
Line commands are available in edit character and multi-record formatted modes only. Specify line commands in the six-
position record sequence field, which is on the far left side of the edit screen. The line command can start in any position.
Type only one line command for a single record sequence, but type multiple line commands on different lines on the same
screen. Line commands are checked for validity before they are processed.

Remove line commands by overtyping the line command characters with spaces or by specifying the RESET primary
command.

In each of the following commands, you can replace the asterisk ('*') with a numeric value to specify several lines, blocks
of lines, or columns upon which to perform the line command. For example, entering the line command "D 9" on line 0020
deletes lines 0020-0028, a total of nine lines.

A *
Sets the target for the COPY or MOVE command; lines are inserted after the line containing the command.
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B *
Sets the target for the COPY or MOVE command; lines are inserted before the line containing the command.

BND
Inserts a BNDS line.
For EBCDIC fields in MF mode or for data in CHARACTER mode, the following characters can be displayed on
the BNDS line:
<

Represents the position of the left boundary.
>

Represents the position of the right boundary.
x (small x)

Represents the position of both boundaries when they are identical.
For UTF-16 fields in MF mode (HEX OFF), the following characters can be displayed on the BNDS line:
<

Represents the position of the first byte of the UTF-16 char from the left boundary.
(

Represents the position of the second byte of the UTF-16 char from the left boundary.
>

Represents the position of the second byte of the UTF-16 char from the right boundary.
)

Represents the position of the first byte of the UTF-16 char from the right boundary.
x (small x)

Represents the position of identical boundaries.
X

Represents the position of one logical UTF-16 character.
Use these characters to overwrite the BNDS line.
The "(", ")" and "X" characters can only be used within UTF-16 fields.

BNDS
Same as BND.

BOUNDS
Same as BND.

C *
Sets the source of a COPY command

CC
Sets one end point of the range of lines to be copied.

CHAR
Switches the current line to character mode.

COL
Inserts a COLS line.
For UTF-16 fields in MF mode (HEX OFF), one character in the COLS line represents one logical character (2
bytes). The displayed symbol corresponds to the position of the first of the 2 bytes.
=

Used instead of '-' to represent one UTF-16 logical character.
#

Used instead of '+' to represent UTF-16 logical characters starting at a position that is a multiple of 5.
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0,1,2,...9
Used to represent UTF-16 logical characters starting at a position that is a multiple of 10.

D *
Deletes the line.

DD
Sets one end point of the range of lines to be deleted.

F *
Specifies that the first n lines not be excluded on an excluded line range.

I *
Inserts lines after the current line.

K *
Toggle to unprotect/protect the key field for a VSAM KSDS record so the key field to be modified.

KK
Sets one end point of a range of lines to switch to unprotect/protect the keyfield for a VSAM KSDS record.

L *
Specifies that the last n lines not be excluded on an excluded line range.

LC *
Changes the contents of a record to all lowercase within the boundaries set by the BOUNDS command. If no
BOUNDS command was issued, the default is the entire record.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.

LCC
Sets one endpoint of a range of lines to lowercase.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.

M *
Sets the source of a MOVE command.

MASK
Inserts a MASK line that is used as a model for all inserted lines.

MF
Switches the current line to multi-record format mode.

MM
Sets one endpoint of a range of lines to be moved.

R *
Repeats the line.

RR *
Sets one end point of a range of lines to repeat.

S *
Specifies that the first n lines be unexcluded on an excluded line range.

SF
Switches the line to single-record format mode.

UC *
Changes the contents of a record to all uppercase within the boundaries set by the BOUNDS command. If no
BOUNDS command was issued, the default is the entire record.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.
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UCC
Sets one end point of a range of lines to uppercase. In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either
all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.

V *
Sets the length of the line. This command is only valid for data sets with variable length records.
For more information about the V line command, see V in Primary commands.

VV
Sets one end point of a range of lines to which the length is modified. This command is only valid for data sets
with variable length records.

X *
Excludes the line.

XX
Sets one end point of a range of lines to exclude.

) *
Shift right within the boundaries set by the BOUNDS command. If no BOUNDS command was issued, the default
is the entire record.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.
In MF mode, the repeat counter specifies the number of logical characters that must be shifted to the right or to
the left, that means 1 byte for EBCDIC fields and 2 bytes for UTF-16 fields.

)) *
Sets one end point of a range of lines to be shifted right.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.
In MF mode, the repeat counter specifies the number of logical characters that must be shifted to the right or to
the left, that means 1 byte for EBCDIC fields and 2 bytes for UTF-16 fields.

( *
Shift left.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.
In MF mode, the repeat counter specifies the number of logical characters that must be shifted to the right or to
the left, that means 1 byte for EBCDIC fields and 2 bytes for UTF-16 fields.

(( *
Sets one end point of a range of lines to be shifted left.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.
In MF mode, the repeat counter specifies the number of logical characters that must be shifted to the right or to
the left, that means 1 byte for EBCDIC fields and 2 bytes for UTF-16 fields.

> *
Data shift right within the boundaries set by the BOUNDS command. If no BOUNDS command was issued, the
default is the entire record.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.
In MF mode, the repeat counter specifies the number of logical characters that must be shifted to the right or to
the left, that means 1 byte for EBCDIC fields and 2 bytes for UTF-16 fields.
The field definition determines the binary value of a blank character: EBCDIC blank (X'40') for EBCDIC fields, and
UTF-16 blank (X'0020') for UTF-16 fields.

>> *
Sets one end point of a range of lines to be data shifted right.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.
In MF mode, the repeat counter specifies the number of logical characters that must be shifted to the right or to
the left, that means 1 byte for EBCDIC fields and 2 bytes for UTF-16 fields.
The field definition determines the binary value of a blank character: EBCDIC blank (X'40') for EBCDIC fields, and
UTF-16 blank (X'0020') for UTF-16 fields.
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< *
Data shift left.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.
In MF mode, the repeat counter specifies the number of logical characters that must be shifted to the right or to
the left, that means 1 byte for EBCDIC fields and 2 bytes for UTF-16 fields.
The field definition determines the binary value of a blank character: EBCDIC blank (X'40') for EBCDIC fields, and
UTF-16 blank (X'0020') for UTF-16 fields.

<< *
Sets one end point of a range of lines to be data shifted left.
In MF mode, the fields within the boundaries must be either all EBCDIC or all UTF-16.
In MF mode, the repeat counter specifies the number of logical characters that must be shifted to the right or to
the left, that means 1 byte for EBCDIC fields and 2 bytes for UTF-16 fields.
The field definition determines the binary value of a blank character: EBCDIC blank (X'40') for EBCDIC fields, and
UTF-16 blank (X'0020') for UTF-16 fields.

Replace the asterisk ('*') with a numeric value in the line command to specify the number of lines, blocks of lines, or
columns to which the line command is applied.

Manage Files with the Change Log
The change log records all changes made to a data set or member during an edit session. You can enable the change log
for a session on the Edit Data Set screen.

How to Use the Change Log

Define Change Log Parameters

Use the Change Log Parameters Screen to define the processing parameters that affect the change log data set within
File Master Plus.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select Change Log from the menu, option 0.5 from the main menu.
The Change Log allocation parameters screen displays.

3. Specify either the volume serial or the generic unit name.
Volume serial

Specifies a new change log file on a specific volume.
Generic unit name

Specifies a generic unit name used to allocate a new change log data set.
4. Specify the number of cylinders allocated for the primary and secondary change log data sets. The default allocations

are set by your system administrator.
Valid values: 0 through 99999999
Note: You cannot activate the change log feature if this value is zero. 

Enable the Change Log

Enable the change log for any edit session using the Edit Data Set screen. The change log will record all changes for that
session.

To enable the change log, specify Y in the Change log field on the Edit Data Set panel.

When the data set opens in edit mode, the display shows "Edit - Logging" to indicate that the change log is enabled.
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Process the Change Log

After you have completed an edit session with the change log enabled, the Change Log Data Set Processing panel
displays. Use this panel to specify how to process the current change log and optionally update the settings for the next
edit session.

Follow these steps:

1. Exit the edit session.
The Change Log Data Set Processing panel displays:

2. Specify the following processing dispositions:
Print current log?

Y - The Change Log data set is printed according to the specifications in the Change Log Dataset Print Options
screen.
N - The Change Log data set is not printed.

Delete current log?
Y - The Change Log data set is deleted.
N - The Change Log data set is not deleted.

New log name in next session?
Y - A new Change Log data set is allocated in the next edit session. When the new data set is allocated and the
ONL_CLOGDSN definition contains the %LOGN variable, the LOG number nnnnnnn is incremented by 1 in the
data set name. If the ONL_CLOGDSN definition contains the %TIME variable, then the new data set is allocated
using the new time.
N - The current Change Log data set name is used in the next edit session.
Note: For more information about the ONL_CLOGDSN parameter, see Configure Your Product Without CSM.
Options that are enforced at installation cannot be changed on the Change Log Processing screen.

3. Enter a description of changes made during the edit session in the Description of Change field. You can enter three
lines of up to 60 characters each. Each line displays as a separate line in the change log report.

4. Press Enter.
The change log is processed as specified.
Note: You can also type CANCEL to exit the Change Log Data Set Processing panel. 

Print the Change Log

You can print the contents of the change log data set using one of the following methods:

• Specify Y to Print current log? on the Change Log Data Set Processing panel after logging an Edit session.
• Use the PRINTLOG batch command.

Edit VSAM Files
Contents

Edit VSAM ESDS Files

When editing a VSAM ESDS, you can only update existing records. Records cannot be deleted, inserted, copied, or
moved.

Edit VSAM KSDS Files

In this example of a VSAM KSDS data set Edit session, the key is in position 11 for a length of 9. The key is highlighted
and protected. There is a blank column before and after the key to make room for the attribute byte required to protect the
key. The example shows the COLS line command.
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Edit YOUR.KSDS                                              Columns 00001 00072 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

****** ****************************** Top of Data *****************************

=COLS> ----+----1 ----+---- 2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

000001 AALJIM     000000001 TX1         0010000001000000010000000010000000001  

000002 BALJIM     000000002 TX1         0020000002000000020000000020000000002  

000003 DALJIM     000000008 TX1         0080000008000000080000000080000000008  

000004 DALJIM     000000009 TX1         0090000009000000090000000090000000009  

000005 DALJIM     000000010 TX1         0100000010000000100000000100000000010  

000006 EALJIM     000000011 TX1         0110000011000000110000000110000000011  

000007 EALJIM     000000013 TX1         0130000013000000130000000130000000013  

000008 EALJIM     000000015 TX1¬    ¬   0150000015000000150000000150000000015¬ 

000009 FALJIM     000000016 TX1?    ?   0160000016000000160000000160000000016? 

000010 GALJIM     000000022 TX1         0220000022000000220000000220000000022  

000011 GALJIM     000000023 TX1         0230000023000000230000000230000000023  

000012 GALJIM     000000023 TX1         0230000023000000230000000230000000023 

000013 GALJIM     000000024 TX1|    |   0240000024000000240000000240000000024|

000014 HALJIM     000000034 TX1|    |   0340000034000000340000000340000000034|

000015 HALJIM     000000036 TX1?    ?   0360000036000000360000000360000000036?

000016 IALJIM     000000037 TX1"    "   0370000037000000370000000370000000037"

000017 IALJIM     000000039 TX1         0390000039000000390000000390000000039

Working with VSAM Keys

In addition to deleting records, you can manipulate VSAM records using the following commands:

• Repeat
• Insert
• Copy
• Move
• Key

Locate Records By Key

Use the LOCATE primary command when editing a VSAM KSDS to locate a record with a key that is greater than or equal
to a specified value.

For example:

L 00000001234 KEY

This example positions the browse or edit session to the record that has a key that is equal to or greater than
'00000001234'.

Repeating VSAM Keyed Records

You can create VSAM keyed records using the repeat command.

Follow these steps:

1. Type R on the command line of the Select Member to Process screen.
Note the following:
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– The new line appears below the original line with the same key, data, and length as the original line.
– The key of the line created by the repeat is unprotected.
– The line number contains the message DUP=> to indicate that the repeated line has a duplicate key and an error

message is returned.
2. Update the key value.

Note the following:
– The record with the updated key remains where it is, even if it is now out of sequence.
– If the new key value is a duplicate, DUP=> displays in the line number area.

3. Modify the record length if necessary by using the V line command.

Update VSAM Keys Using the Insert Command

You can add VSAM keyed records using the insert command.

Follow these steps:

1. Type I on the command line of the Edit Data Set screen.
A pop-up window displays requesting the inserted record length.

2. Specify the new record length.
3. Press Enter.

The new record of the specified length is inserted below the original record. When in character display mode, a blank
record is inserted. When in multi-record format mode, the inserted record is pre-initialized to the data types of the fields
specified in the record layout. The new record's key is unprotected.

4. Update the key value.
Note the following:
– The record with the updated key remains where it is, even if it is now out of sequence.
– If the new key value is a duplicate, DUP=> displays in the line number area.

5. Modify the record length if necessary by using the V line command.

Create VSAM Keyed Records Using the Copy Command

You are can create VSAM keyed records using the copy command (C).

Follow these steps:

1. Type C on the command line of the Edit Entry Panel screen.
2. Press Enter.
3. Type A (after) or B (before) on the line where you want the copied line to be located.
4. Press Enter.

The copied record is inserted before or after the record specified in the previous step with the same key, data, and
length as the original line.

5. Update the key value.
6. Modify the record length if necessary by using the V line command.

Update Records Using the Move Command

You can move VSAM keyed records using the move command (M).

Follow these steps:

1. Type M on the line command of the line that you want to copy in the editor.
2. Press Enter.
3. Type A (after) or B (before) on the line where you want the copied line to be located.
4. Press Enter.
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The record is moved before or after the record specified in the previous step with the same key, data, and length as
the original line.

5. Update the key value.
6. Modify the record length if necessary by using the V line command.

Modify the Key of an Existing Record

The line command K (for key) will unprotect or protect the key so that you can update the key of a VSAM KSDS record.
Records that are created by the insert, replace, move, or copy commands default to unprotected.

Any unprotected key remains unprotected until another K command is specified or until the edit session is terminated.

Out of Sequence Keys

When a new record is inserted, repeated, copied, moved or when the key field is modified, a '==SEQ>' may appear in the
line number column. This indicates that the record is being displayed out of sequence due to a recent edit action. When
you save the changes, the records will be sorted before being saved and written in the correct sequence. You can disable
the '==SEQ>' line command warnings using the SORT primary command, which causes all records to be displayed in
their current key sequence.

SAVE Command

When the SAVE command is issued, if there are key sequence errors, the SORT KEY command is performed before
saving the file.

Edit a VSAM Base Cluster in Alternate Key Sequence

When you edit a VSAM base cluster in alternate key sequence, the records are initially displayed in alternate key
sequence for the specified PATH. During the edit session, duplicate key handling, inserting, copying, and repeating
of records are handled the same as when editing a base cluster. However, base cluster key sequence checking is
suspended.

If you execute a SORT KEY command, the base cluster records are displayed in base cluster key sequence. You can
resequence the file in alternate key sequence by specifying the SORT fcol lcol command and specifying the first and last
columns of the alternate key.

Record Layouts
The application provides the option to view record data in different formats (layouts) depending on your requirements and
preferences.

Use record layouts to map record data for any of the following purposes:

• Browsing or editing data
• Printing online or batch data
• Reformatting data (Option 3.11–Reformat)
• Generating filter criteria (Option 5–Filter)
• Defining custom layouts (Option 6–Layout)

Contents
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Ordinary Layouts

Select the option to generate a view that describes a single record type based on the parameters specified in a
single COBOL or PL/I copybook definition. In cases where you cannot describe the record type with a single copybook or
where the file contains multiple record types, use the custom layout option.

NOTE

File Master Plus supports COBOL syntax for layouts, with the following exceptions:

• The use of the UNBOUNDED keyword in arrays definitions.
• The use of the COPY REPLACING with LEADING or TRAILING keywords.
• The use of the VOLATILE keyword in data descriptors.   

An ordinary layout is a member of one of the following types of data sets:

• PDS
• Librarian
• Panvalet

Custom Layouts

Use the custom layout option to customize your view as follows:

• Apply different ordinary layouts to different records based on record data content.
• Hide unwanted fields (such as those that contain sensitive information).
• Describe data from a particular offset in the record.
• Generate a composite view of a record that contains multiple pieces (or segments) where different custom layouts

apply to different segments.

A custom layout definitions references multiple ordinary layouts. 

You can append other custom layouts to the custom layout that you are defining. Use this option to apply different custom
layouts to different segments in a record.

A custom layout is a member of a PDS data set.

WARNING

You cannot define a custom layout within a Librarian or Panvalet data set.

View an Ordinary Layout
The View Layout screen provides the option to view copybook definitions (ordinary layouts).

Use this procedure when you know the name of the layout member that you want to view. Otherwise, follow the
instructions in Find a Layout Member.

Follow these steps:

1. Select LAYOUT from the Main Menu.
The Record Layout screen opens.

2. Specify a data set name and the layout member name.
3. Type V, and press Enter.

The View Layout screen shows a formatted view of the ordinary record layout. You cannot modify the content of this
screen.
-----  Record Layout 'CUSTREC' of 'CUSTOMER.PROJECT.COPYLIB'------- Row 1 of 31

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR 
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    Field Name                          Pos     Format     Len                 

01 CUST-RECORD                              1       163    163                

  05 CUST-CUSTOMER-NUM                      1  N      1      1                 

  05 CUST-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE                2  C     10     10                  

  05 CUST-ACCT-OPENED-DATE                 12  N      8      8                

  05 CUST-DOB                              20  N      8      8                 

  05 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-DATE             28         6      6              

    10 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-MM             28  N      2      2

    10 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-DD             30  N      2      2                

    10 CUST-1ST-TRANSACTION-YY             32  N     30      2                

  05 CUST-CURRENT-BAL                      34  P    4.2      4                 

  05 CUST-ORIG-BAL                         38  P    4.2      4                 

  05 CUST-PAYMENT-AMT                      44  P    4.2      4                 

  05 CUST-PAYMENT-PERIOD                   48  N      2      2                

  05 CUST-NAME                             50  C     25     25                 

  05 CUST-ADDR-1                           75  C     30     30                

  05 CUST-ADDR-2                          105  C     30     30

  05 CUST-PYMT-HISTORY                    135        18     18              

    10 CUST-PYMT-ENTRY                    135         9      9  Occurs 12    

      15 CUST-XYZ                         135  C      5      5  Redefined   

      15 CUST-XYZ-REDEFINED               135  N      5      5  Redefinition

      15 CUST-PYMT-RECEIVED               140  PS   5.2      4

This screen displays the following fields:
Field Name

Identifies the field level number and field name with indentation to indicate the hierarchy of the fields.
The indentation rules for this column are as follows:

• The indentation will be 2 as long as the entire name of each field fits within the space provided.
• The indentation will be 1 if the previous point is not true and the entire name of each field fits within the space

provided.
• The indentation will be 0 if both the previous points are not true.

Pos
Identifies the field's starting position.

Format
Identifies the data-type indicator followed by either the number of digits or characters allowed for the field as
defined by the field definition.
Valid data-type indicators are:

• B -- Binary
• P -- Packed
• C -- Alphanumeric (EBCDIC)
• S -- Signed
• F -- Floating point
• U -- Alphanumeric (UTF-16)
• N -- Any numeric field (EBCDIC)
• D -- Any numeric field (UTF-16)

Len
Identifies the length of the field in bytes. For packed or binary numeric fields, this value is not equal to the number
of digits. For UTF-16 fields, this value represents the physical length of the field.

4. To print the current display or to save it to a data set, enter the FMPRINT command in the View Layout screen.
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– When the Confirm print class & destination option in the defaults (Setup option 1 DEFAULTS) is set to N, print or
save use the destination that is defined in the Print defaults (Setup option 2 PRINT).

– When the Confirm print class & destination option in the defaults (Setup option 1) is set to Y, the Override Print
Output Control panel is displayed. Set one of five possible destinations for the print or save.
Note: For more information about changing the print destination, see Printing Data Sets.

Find a Layout Member

To view a copybook definition (ordinary layout) when you do not know the name of layout member name, use the Select
Member screen to find the member.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Record Layout screen, leave the Member field blank or type a wildcarded member name, and press Enter.
The Select Member to process from screen displays a list of members from the library.

2. Type one of the following valid line action codes for any layout member:
V

(View Formatted Record Layout) -- displays a formatted view of an ordinary COBOL or PL/I record layout. You
cannot view custom record layouts using this option.

B
(ISPF Browse) -- browses a layout file using ISPF BROWSE

E
(ISPF Edit) -- edits a layout file using ISPF EDIT

1
(File Master Browse) -- browses a layout file using File Master Plus

2
(File Master Edit) -- edits a layout file using File Master Plus
Note: You can also type U to update a custom layout. For more information about custom layouts, see Create a
Custom Layout.

You can also use the LOCATE, RESET, and SORT primary commands to find the member you want. For more information
about these commands, see Primary Commands.

Create and Apply a Custom Layout
This article describes how to create and use a custom layout.

Contents

A custom layout defines customized views that are based on ordinary layouts. When you create a custom layout with
multiple views, you define conditions that the application uses to determine which view to apply to which record. You can
define a custom layout to hide fields that an ordinary layout includes or to map only certain portions of a record.

You cannot use custom layouts with the following functions:

Reformat (Option 3.11)
Change the format of data.

Layout (Option 6)
Define another custom layout.

You can use custom layouts to accomplish the following tasks:
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• Define multiple views for a file containing more than one record type.
• Control which view should be used for each record based on content.
• Select which fields to include in or hide from each view.
• Use partial layouts to map only selected portions of your records.
• Use layouts residing within multi-layout copy books or source programs.

Custom layouts must reside in a partitioned data set with 80-byte records. They may coexist with your ordinary layouts.
You typically maintain custom layouts in a separate partitioned data set from your ordinary layouts. The Layout Dataset
always refers to the partitioned data set containing your custom layout definition. The Layout Member refers to the
member name that contains the custom layout.

This process describes how to create and apply custom layouts using the ISPF interface.

Figure 1: Create a Custom Layout in ISPF v10

Follow these steps:

1. Develop a plan
2. Create a custom layout
3. Apply a layout to a data set

Develop a Plan

To format data in a data set using a custom layout, first develop a detailed plan. A good plan identifies the exact results
you are looking for and the components needed to achieve the results. Consider the data you want to see, and the
existing layouts that format the data as you want it shown.

Follow these steps:

1. Clearly define the results you want.
2. Identify the data set that contains the records or members to which you want to apply the layout.
3. Identify the layouts that you want to include in your custom layout.
4. Identify the rules you need in the custom layout to identify which layout to apply to each record.

Create a Custom Layout

Before you create or update a custom record layout, you may need to select a member from the member directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Select LAYOUT from the Main Menu (option 6).
The Record Layout screen opens.

2. Type name of the DSN where you want the new custom layout to reside.
3. Type U and press Enter.
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The Select member to process panel displays.
4. Type I next to the member where you want the new custom layout to reside and press Enter.

The Custom Record Layout Member Update screen displays, showing the DSN that you specified.
5. Type the name of your new custom layout in the Custom Layout Member field. This must be a new member name.
6. Type a description for the new layout.
7. Insert copybooks before you press Enter and the new custom layout is created.

Insert Layouts

After you create a custom layout and enter a description, add copybooks to the custom layout and specify the conditions
under which to use each copybook. Insert copybooks into a custom layout from the Custom Record Layout Member
Update screen.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the name of the member and data set in the Member and Layout DSN fields for the copybook that you want to
add and press Enter.
The Custom Layout Entry Field Update panel displays.
Note: If the specified copybook has more than one 01 level layouts, the Layout Selection panel displays. Type S in the
action field and press Enter to specify the copybook to add to the custom layout.

2. Specify the rules for this copybook.
Note: For more information about specifying the rules for a copybook, see Create Custom Layout Rules.

3. Type I next to a copybook to insert additional layouts.
A new line is inserted above the copybook.

4. Type the name of the member and data set of an additional copybook and press Enter.
The Custom Layout Entry Field Update panel displays.

5. Specify the rules for this copybook.
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until the custom layout contains all the copybooks that you want.
7. Type Y in the Default field for one of the copybooks to specify the default copybook. The default copybook is applied to

records that do not meet any of the criteria that you specify for each copybook.

Create Custom Layout Rules

To define when the application applies a particular ordinary layout to a record, create custom layout rules. The application
uses these rules to determine which ordinary layout to use for each record. When a record does not meet the conditions
of any ordinary layout within the custom layout, the application applies the default ordinary layout to that record.

After you add an ordinary layout to a custom layout and press Enter, the Custom Layout Entry Field Update screen
appears. You can also access this screen by entering an S in the action field to the left of one of the existing ordinary
layouts in the Custom Record Layout Member Update screen. Use this screen to define the rules that determine when to
apply the ordinary layout and which fields to include when using that layout.

Follow these steps:

1. Type S in the action field for a copybook field that you want to use for a rule.
2. Enter one of the following operands in the OP field on that line:
= or EQ

Equals
^= or NE

Not equal
> or GT

Greater than
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< or LT
Less than

>= or GE
Greater than or equal

<= or LE
Less than or equal

CO
Contains

3. Specify the value for the condition in the Compare Value or Field Name field.
The condition is set to display the records that meet the specified criteria using the displayed copybook.
You can specify as many conditions as you want for the copybook on the Custom Layout Entry Field Update screen.
When specifying more than one condition, type A (and) or O (or) in the A field. The default value is A.

4. Type X in the action field of the copybook field name to prevent that field from displaying. You can omit as many fields
as you want.

5. (Optional) Define segment mapping in a record with multiple pieces (or segments).
a. Use the APPEND command to define layouts to append to the current one.

NOTE

The APPEND command scrolls the screen so that the last entry in the current copybook is at the top of
the screen.

b. (Optional) Navigate to the Layout Control section and specify the following information:
• Number of times to repeat the current layout. Use this option to override the default value (1).
• Length of the current layout. Use this option to override the default length of the current layout. The copybook

definition specifies the default length.
c. Create a custom layout for a segment with the Insert line command in the Appended Segments section.

NOTE

To view or update a custom layout that applies to a specific segment, use the Select command.
d. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to append additional custom layouts that apply to other segments.
e. (Optional) Append a custom layout to another appended layout as follows:

a. Use the Select command to view the appended layout that applies to a specific segment.
b. Use the Append command again to append a new custom layout to the selected layout.

6. Repeat this procedure for all copybooks in the custom layout. Include copybooks with specified conditions only.

NOTE

 The application applies the default copybook to records that do not meet any of the conditions specified for
any of the copybooks in the custom layout.

Apply a Layout to a Data Set

To apply the custom layout to a data set or member that you open in the editor, specify the custom layout in the Record
Layout for Formatted Displays section on the Edit Data Set screen.

Follow these steps:

1. Select EDIT from the Main Menu, option 2.
The Edit Data Set screen opens.
Specify the data set that you want to edit. Complete the Data set name, Member name, and Volume fields as needed.
Only specify the volume serial number if the data set you want to edit is uncataloged.
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Note: You can enter a fully qualified data set and member name or a wildcarded data set name and member name.
If you enter a wildcarded data set name, the Select DSN panel displays. Select the data set you want to edit and
press Enter to return to the Edit Data Set screen. For more information about specifying a member name, see Select
Member to Process.

2. Specify the custom layout data set and member that you have created.
3. (Optional) Specify the selection criteria member or any individual selection conditions that you want to use to identify

the records to display.
4. Specify one of the following display modes:
S

Single-record Format
M

Multi-record Format
5. Type Y in the Change Log field if you want to activate the change log for the edit session. To activate the change log,

you must have defined the change log parameters in the Setup and Processing Parameters screen, option 0.5
Type N if you do not want to log changes made during the edit session.
Note: This option appears as protected it if your File Master Plus administrator has set the change log feature to
remain activated.

6. Press Enter to process the edit command.
The contents of the data set display in edit mode formatted as defined by the layout you specified.

Create and Apply a Segmented Record Layout
A segmented record layout defines views of segmented records based on COBOL or PL/I layouts. Segmented records
require more than one ordinary layout to be described. The complete layout is a sequence of ordinary layouts. The
segment that describes the first part of the record is called the base segment. Additional segments are called child
segments. Each segment is described by a Custom Layout.

The following process describes how to create and apply segmented layouts using the ISPF interface:

Figure 2: Create a Segmented Layout

Create a Segmented Record Layout

To display segmented records in a formatted mode in the Editor, create a segmented record layout.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Main Menu, select option 6 - LAYOUT.
The Record Layout screen opens.

2. Specify the name of the data set and the new member name where you want the new segmented layout to reside.
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3. Type U on the command line and press Enter.
The Custom Record Layout Update screen opens.

4. Provide the following information and press Enter:
Description

Describes the newly created custom layout.
Layout DSN

Specifies the data set name of the copybook.
Member

Specifies the layout DSN member.
Note: You can add multiple layout DSNs and members.

5. In the Custom Layout Entry Field Update screen for an ordinary layout, type the APPEND primary command and press
Enter. 
Note: The first time that you type the APPEND command in an ordinary layout, the command opens the Record
Layout dialog again. The Append to Layout field indicates the name of the Custom Layout that a child segment is
appended to.

6. Type U on the command line and press Enter.
The Custom Record Layout Update screen appears. 

7. Repeat steps 3 through 6 to append a child segment to the base segment that you created. Return to the previous
level of appendage to save the newly appended layout.
Note: The Custom Record Layout Member Update screen where you can select ordinary layouts has an extra Append
Level field that indicates the level of appendage. The level of appendage is set to 1 for the child of a base segment. If
a child segment exists, the APPEND command only scrolls to the bottom of the screen to show the Layout Control and
Append Segments sections.

8. To manage segments in the Custom Layout Entry Field Update screen, use one the following line commands:
I (Insert)

Inserts a new segment above an existing segment.
S (Select)

Selects an existing segment for update.
D (Delete)

Deletes a segment from the list.
Note: When you append a new segment to an existing segment or select an appended segment for an update,
the Append level is increased by 1.

9. Press PF3 several times to return to the Custom Layout Entry Field Update screen for the first (base) segment.
10. Press PF3 again until you exit the LAYOUT option.

You created or updated a Custom Layout in the Layout library for each segment.

Set the Layout Controls for a Segment

The Layout Controls section describes the number of occurrences (count) and the length of the current child segment.

A base segment has no Layout Controls. The following information applies to child segments only.

The Layout Control section is at the bottom of the screen before the Appended Segments section. The Layout Control
section is added by the initial APPEND command. The Layout Control section contains the following fields:

Count
Values: A number between 1 and 32760
Default: 1

Length
Values: A number between 1 and 32760
Default: *IMPLICIT
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Note: *IMPLICIT indicates that the length of the data is calculated from the current layout.
You can override the values in the Count and Length fields by referencing a field from the base layout, the
previous layout (layout of the immediate parent of the current segment), or the current layout.

To reference a field from a different layout in the Custom Layout Entry Update Field screen, type one of the following
primary commands and press Enter:

BASE
Displays the layout of the Base segment.

PREV
Displays the layout of the immediate parent of the current segment. If a segment that is a direct child to the base
has no previous segment, the PREV command is not allowed.

CURR
Displays the layout of the current segment.

Fields in the Layout Controls section that reference fields in another segment are identified in the Layout Controls and
Selection Criteria screen:

C
Indicates that a data item is the Count Layout Control for the current segment.

L
Indicates that a data item is the Length Layout Control for the current segment.

The following primary commands are available in the Layout Controls and Selection Criteria screen:

LOCATE COUNT
(LC)
Locates the field that controls the current Count.

LOCATE LENGTH
(LL)
Locates the field that controls the current Length.

FIND
stringFinds the next line where the data item contains the string.

RFIND
Repeats the Find command to find the next line that contains the string.

RESET
Resets the current Count and Length Layout Controls.

RESET COUNT
(RC)
Resets the current Count Layout Control if the control exists.

RESET LENGTH
(RL)
Resets the current Length Count Layout control if the control exists.

INFO
Generates the short message ‘Press PF1 for info’ in the upper right corner of the screen. Press PF1 to display a
long message that shows the original Layout Controls before you entered the BASE, PREV, or CURR command.

To set or change the Layout Controls, use the following line commands :

C
Sets the field as the Count Layout Control.
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L
Sets the field as the Length Layout Control.

Only elementary non-character data items can be selected.

When you exit the Layout Controls and Selection Criteria screen, the following updates are made to Layout Controls:

New Count and Length indications unconditionally update the Layout Controls. 

When you exit the Layout Controls and Selection Criteria screen with no Count Layout Control specified, the value
remains unchanged. If you referenced a field in the segment that was displayed in the Layout Controls and Selection
Criteria screen, the value is reset to 1.

When you exit the Layout Controls and Selection Criteria screen with no Length Layout Control specified, the value
remains unchanged. If you referenced a field in the segment that was displayed in the Layout Controls and Selection
Criteria screen, the value is reset to *IMPLICIT.

Specify Selection Criteria for a Segment

You can specify the selection criteria for a segment in the Layout Controls and Selection Criteria screen. The screen
appears when you type the BASE, PREV, or CURR primary commands in the Custom Layout Entry Update screen.

For more information about the BASE, PREV and CURR commands, see Set the Layout Controls for a Segment. 

The selection criteria for data items in the segment are displayed in the Layout Controls and Selection Criteria screen.

You can specify or update the selection criteria in the right part of the Layout Controls and Selection Criteria screen. Use
the same method that you use to specify or update the selection criteria in the Custom Layout Entry Update Field screen.

When you exit the Layout Controls and Selection Criteria screen the following happens:

• If you entered the CURR command, the selection criteria in the Layout Controls and Selection Criteria screen
unconditionally update or reset the selection criteria in the Custom Layout Entry Update screen. If selection criteria
existed that referenced the base segment or immediate parent of the current segment level (PREV), the selection
criteria are deleted internally.

• If you entered the BASE or PREV command and selection criteria for the current layout existed in the Custom Layout
Entry Update Field screen, the selection criteria are deleted from the Custom Layout Entry Update screen. If selection
criteria existed that referenced fields in either the base segment or the immediate parent of the current segment
(PREV), the new selection criteria internally replace the original selection criteria.

Segmented Record Layout Rules

The rules for selection criteria are the same as the rules for Custom Layouts. For more information, see Create Custom
Layout Rules.

Selection Condition Examples
101 = C'NY'

Position 101 for a length of 2 equals 'NY'
1(3) = C'001 & 101 = C'NY'

Compound condition
C'TEXAS'

Character string 'TEXAS' anywhere in the record
'TEXAS'

Text 'TEXAS' (any case) anywhere in the record. If the character string contains embedded blanks or an
embedded operand, the character string must be within quotes.
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10(4) EQP
Position 10 for a length of 4 is any valid packed value

80 = C'NY'C'NJ'C'MA'
Position 80 for a length of 2 equals 'NY' or 'NY' or 'MA' (case sensitive)

80 = C'NY,NJ,MA'
Position 80 for a length of 2 equals 'NY' or 'NY' or 'MA' (case sensitive)

100(2) = P'0,1,999'
Position 100 contains a two-byte packed value of 0 or 1 or 999

82(2) > 84
Position 82-83 is greater than positions 84-85

101(20) CO C'NEW YORK'
Positions 101-120 contain 'NEW YORK'. (case sensitive and can appear anywhere within positions 101-120)

STARTREC=1001
Select records beginning with record number 1001

STARTKEY='56789'
Select keyed VSAM records beginning with key 56789

STARTRBA=X'1FD8'
Select records starting with the record with RBA x'1FD8'

INLIM=5000
Stop reading/selecting after reading 5000 records.

SELLIM=1000
Only select 1000 records based on selection criteria

STATE-CODE NE 'NY'
Field STATE-CODE not equal 'NY' (requires LAYOUT information)

80 = C'NY' C'TX' AND 100 = C'000'
Position 80 for a length of 2 equals 'NY' or 'TX', AND position 100 for a length of 3 equals '000'

TRAN-DD GT '01' AND TRAN-DD LT '06'
Field TRAN-DD is '02' '03' '04', or '05'

MEMBER criteria
Specifies that 'criteria' (specified after the MEMBER command) applies to PDS member selection only. This
parameter and subsequent selection criteria is ignored if specified for non-PDS data sets.
MEMBER is the default for selection criteria specified for PDS or PDSE data sets when no member or a generic
member name is specified.
Examples:
MEMBER 'texas'

    MEMBER 101 EQ 'NY'

RECORD criteria
Specifies that 'criteria' (specified after the RECORD command) applies to record selection only. When a data set
or member(s) are selected for browse or edit, only selected records will be displayed.RECORD is the default for
VSAM and sequential files or for fully qualified PDS-member names.Examples:
MEMBER 'texas'

    MEMBER 101 EQ 'NY'
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Filters
You can create filters to identify specific records or members using selection criteria. Applying a filter to a data set or
member restricts the data view, making it easier for users to work with large data sets.

Selection conditions are the individual search terms used to identify the specific records or members you seek. A selection
condition consists of a field, an operator, and a literal, or the value to which the field is compared.

Selection criteria are collections of selection conditions and are saved in a selection criteria data set or member for future
reuse. The terms filter and selection criteria are often used interchangeably.

The application supports two types of filters:

• Cataloged filters are selection criteria that are stored in a selection criteria data set or member. Any authorized File
Master Plus user can reuse or modify a cataloged filter at any time.

• Uncataloged filters are used once and are not saved. As a result, uncataloged filters are generally used for simpler
searches. You can use as many selection conditions as needed to locate records or members.

Consider both filter complexity and potential reuse when deciding which type of filter to use.

Create and Use Cataloged Filters
This article describes how to use a cataloged filter to view specific data set members or records using the File Master Plus
ISPF interface.

Figure 3: Create and Use Cataloged Filters

To use a cataloged filter to view specific records or members in a data set, complete the following procedures:

Develop a Plan

To view specific data in a data set, first develop a detailed plan. A good plan identifies the exact results you are looking for
and the components needed to achieve the results. Consider the data you want in your filtered view and the criteria that
best identify that data.
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Follow these steps:

1. Clearly define the results you want.
For example, you are an insurance claims analyst and want to identify all automobile claims made in Boston since
2010.

2. Identify the data set that contains the records or members to which you want to apply the filter.
3. Determine which criteria are required to achieve those results.

For example, claim type=auto; claim year>2010; city=Boston; state=MA.
4. Identify the data set or member that contains the selection criteria you need. If no appropriate selection criteria data

set or member exists, decide where you want to save the selection criteria you create.

Define Selection Conditions

Selection criteria contain selection conditions that identify specific records or members in a data set. Cataloged filters use
selection criteria that are stored in a data set. Consider the selection criteria that currently exist and determine if any of
them meet your needs entirely. If no existing selection criteria meets your needs, you can modify an existing selection
criteria or create a new one. Changes to existing selection criteria are automatically saved. For examples of selection
condition statements, Selection Condition Examples.

Follow these steps:

1. Select FILTER from the Main Menu (option 5).
The Define or Update a Selection Criteria screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields:
DSN

Identifies the data set name of the data set that contains the selection criteria that you want to modify. A
wildcarded DSN retrieves a list of data sets from which you select the data set that you want.
If you are creating a selection criteria, this field defines the selection criteria data set in which you want to store
the new member.

Member name
Defines the member name of the filter you want to modify or create, if the selection criteria is a member in a PDS.
Leave blank or type a wildcarded member name to display a directory of existing members from which you can
select the member that you want to update.

3. Press Enter to validate the entries.
The Update Selection Criteria screen opens. The Selection DSN and Selection Member fields display the information
you entered in the previous step.

4. Complete the following fields:
Description

Describes the purpose of the selection criteria.
Layout data set

Defines the data set name that contains the record layout to use to build condition lines for the selection criteria.
Layout member set

Defines the member name of the record layout to use to build condition lines for the selection criteria.
5. Type LAYOUT at the command prompt.

The Selection Criteria Condition screen opens.
6. Move your cursor to the line containing the selection criteria that you want to use.
7. Complete the following fields:
OP

Defines the condition for the selection condition.
Valid values:
= or EQ -- Equal
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^= or NE -- Not equal
> or GT -- Greater than
< or LT -- Less than
>= or GE -- Greater than or equal
<= or LE -- Less than or equal
CO -- Contains

Compare Value/Field Name
Defines the literals to which the field is compared or the field name of another field to which the field is compared.
Valid values:

• Alphanumeric literals contain a value within quotes. Precede the first quote with one of the following letters:
C -- Compares the exact string within the quotes.
T -- Compares the string within quotes without regard to case.
X -- Compares the hexadecimal values.

• Numeric literals are defined without quotes or within quotes preceded by a designation of the field format (such
as P'0' or N'0').

• Multiple literals evaluate a field against multiple values.

For example, as an insurance claims analyst, you would create the following selection conditions to find all automobile
claims in Boston since 2010:
– Claim_year GT C’2010’
– Claim_type EQ T’auto’
– City EQ T'boston’
– State EQ T'ma’

8. Type End.
The Define or Update a Selection Criteria screen displays.

9. Type End.
The main menu displays.

Update the SETUP Screen

Before you can apply a filter, identify the selection criteria data set or member that contains the selection criteria that you
want to use as your filter.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu (option 0.3).
The Define & Update Processing Parms screen opens.

2. Type the name of the data set that contains the selection criteria you want to use in the Selection Criteria field.
3. Press Enter to validate the entry.
4. Type End.

You are returned to the main menu.

Apply the Filter

With the selection criteria defined and the setup completed, apply the filter to view your results. The application supports
filtering in the Browse, Edit, Copy, Search, Update, Compare, and Print options. This procedure shows how to apply the
filter using the Browse option.

Follow these steps:

1. Select BROWSE from the main menu (option 1).
The Browse Dataset screen opens.

2. Enter the name of the data set that contains the data to which you want to apply the filter in the Dataset name field.
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3. Enter the name of the member that contains your selection conditions in the Selection Criteria Member field, if your
selection criteria is a member in a data set.

4. Press Enter to validate the entry and apply the filter.
A list displays showing the records or members that meet your selection criteria.

Review the Results

You have now successfully applied the cataloged filter and see the list of records that meets the conditions specified in
your selection criteria.

Review the results of your search. If necessary, refine your search by repeating the following procedures:

1. Develop a plan
2. Define Selection Conditions
3. Apply the filter

 

Create and Use Uncataloged Filters
To create an uncataloged filter to view specific data in a data set, first identify the exact results that you are looking for
and the components you need. Consider the data that you want in your filtered view and the criteria that best identify that
data. Use an uncataloged filter if you do not use many selection criteria and if you do not want to save the search criteria
statements.

Enter selection conditions into the Selection Criteria field of the option screen you want to use. The application supports
filtering in the Browse, Edit, Copy, Search, Update, Compare, and Print options. This procedure shows how to apply an
uncataloged filter using the Browse option.

Follow these steps:

1. Select BROWSE from the main menu (option 1).
The Browse Dataset screen opens.

2. Type the name of the data set that contains the data to which you want to apply the filter in the Dataset name field.
3. Type the first selection condition in the first line of the Selection Criteria field. For examples of selection condition

statements, Selection Condition Examples.
4. Type any additional criteria on subsequent lines.

For example: As an insurance claims analyst, you would create the following selection conditions to find all automobile
claims since 2010:
– Claim_year GT C’2010’
– Claim_type EQ T’auto’

5. Press Enter to validate the entry and apply the uncataloged filter.
A list displays showing the records or members that meet your selection criteria. Review the results of your search to
determine if you have achieved the results that you want. Refine you selection conditions if needed.

 

 

Utility Functions
The File Master Plus Utilities support an extensive range of functions related to the creation and management of various
types of data sets. Select option 1 through 14 from this menu to perform the desired function.
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The categories of functions and their corresponding options are as follows:

1. Library Utility  – Browse, edit, delete, rename, and print PDS members.
2. Data Set Utility – Display data set information. Allocate sequential files, PDSs, SMS-controlled data sets, BDAM, and

GDGs. Rename, delete, catalog, uncatalog, and free space for data sets.
3. Copy Utility  – Copy data sets online or in batch. Selection of data to be copied can be according to a filter (selection

criteria) or can be for selected members of a PDS.
4. Catalog Utility  – Request a directory of data sets on the catalog that match a specified wildcarded DSN. For any of

the data sets in the Catalog utility directory, you can browse, edit, display data set information, or perform any of the
functions of the Data Set utilities, Library utilities, VSAM utilities, PDS utilities, Search utility, and the Update utility.

5. VTOC Utility  – Display summary information about all DASD volumes that match a selection criteria based on Unit
Name or wildcarded volume name. Request a directory of data sets based on a wildcarded DSN, Unit Name or
wildcarded volume name. For any of the data sets in the VTOC Utility directory, you can browse, edit, display data
set information, or perform any of the functions of the Data Set utilities, Library utilities, VSAM utilities, PDS utilities,
Search utility, and the Update utility.

6. PDS Utilities – Using the PDS utilities, you can perform any of the following functions:
– Locate PDSs that contain a specified member
– Compress PDSs
– Update PDS allocation parameters to expand directory blocks or space available
– Recover overlaid or deleted members

7. VSAM Utility – Display data set information for VSAM files and perform VSAM utility functions as follows:
– Delete or define VSAM clusters
– Alternate index files and VSAM paths
– Build alternate index VSAM files from the base cluster
– Alter existing VSAM files by changing component DSNs, allocation parameters, and allocated volumes.
VSAM utility functions can be performed either online or in batch.

8. Search Utility – View records that match a specified search criteria. For PDSs, changes can be made to selected
members or to all members.

9. Update Utility – Update records that match a specified search criteria. For PDSs, you can make changes to selected
members or to all members. Preview the updates before they are made.

10. Data Set Compare Utility – Online or batch compare of files of various data set organizations. Comparisons can be
performed on data records filtered according to selection criteria. Individual members, selected members, or entire
PDSs can also be compared.

11. Data Set Reformat – Reformat all data records in a file from one format to another according to old and new record
layouts and matching of the fields to be converted.

12. Environment Utilities Sub-Menu – Display and manipulate current TSO/ISPF data set allocation-ENQ's-loaded
modules, information about the system's hardware and software environment, and volume summary information by
DASD unit type.

13. Loadinfo Utility  - Display or print members of a load library and map the member structure and attributes.
14. Volinfo Utility  - Print a listing of volume information for one or more volumes.
15. CAWAOPT Utility  - Obtain reports on an options table load module.

Library Utility
Contents

Use the Library Utility screen to browse, edit, delete, rename, and print members of a library. You can perform these
functions either on the main Library Utility screen by specifying a function code and a member name or from a member
directory screen by typing a function code to the left of a member name.
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When the function code at the top of the screen is blank, a member directory appears. A member directory appears when
the Member Name field is blank or contains a wildcarded member name.

When a request is made to delete a member, a delete confirmation screen appears if the Processing Defaults indicate that
member deletes are to be confirmed before they are performed. Control the member delete confirmation by going to the
Processing Defaults screen (Option 0.1) and setting the Confirm Member Deletes? field.

When a request is made to print members, these print requests are queued. All queued print requests are performed
together when the user exits the Library Utility screen. If the Processing Defaults indicate that print destination is to be
confirmed before printing occurs, a screen appears that lets you update the print destination control parameters. Control
print destination confirmation by going to the Processing Defaults screen (Option 0.1) and setting the Confirm Print Class
& Destination? field.

The DSN of the data set to be processed by the Library Utility, the Data Set Name field has support for wildcarded DSN
and DSN Lists. You can use any of the following syntaxes to request a list of DSNs from which the desired DSN can be
selected.

• Wildcarded DSN containing an asterisk (*) or a percent sign (%) for unknown characters of the DSN
• D to request a directory of DSN Lists
• D dddddd where 'dddddd' is the name of a DSN list

Field Descriptions
Data set name

Type the DSN of the partitioned data set to be processed by the Library Utility function.
Member name

Perform a function for a specified member within the library by typing the member name in this field. You can
leave this field blank or type a wildcarded member name to receive a directory of the members in the data set.
If an action of S is typed to select a member from a directory, the selected member name is copied to this field.

New member name
For option R (Rename Member), type the new member name. For example, the member name to which the
member is to be renamed.

Volume serial
If an uncataloged data set is to be processed by the Library Utility, type the volume serial number of the volume
where the data set resides.

Library Utility Member Directory

The Library Utility Member Directory screen appears and displays a list of the members in the library. When a wildcarded
member name is present, the directory contains a list of the members that match the member name wildcard.

To perform an action for one of the members in the directory, type an action code to the left of the member name. The
action codes displayed at the top of the screen are:

• B - ISPF Browse
• E - ISPF Edit
• 1 - Browse member
• 2 - Edit member
• R - Rename member
• D - Delete member
• P - Print member

Perform an action for all of the members in the directory that match a wildcard using the syntax:

S www c  
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where 'www' is the wildcard and 'c' is the command (1 2 B E R D or P).

Example

S A* D deletes all members that begin with A. Use the SORT and LOCATE commands to assist in the location of the
desired member. You can sort the directory by any of the columns by typing SORT XXX or SORT XXX Y where 'XXX'
is one of the column literals and 'Y' is 'A' for ascending or 'D' for descending. For example, SORT CREATED sorts the
directory in descending order of Created Date and SORT ID A sorts the directory in ascending order of User ID. The
command L or LOC followed by a value will position to the first member directory entry whose sort sequence field is
greater than or equal to the specified value.

Field Descriptions
Line Item Action Ind

Specify an action to be performed for the member represented by the line item, by typing one of the following
commands:

• B - ISPF Browse member
• E - ISPF Edit member
• 1 - Browse member
• 2 - Edit member
• R - Rename member. When renaming a member, type the new member name in the MSG/RENAME column.
• D - Delete member. If the user Processing Defaults indicate that member deletes are to be confirmed, a delete

confirmation screen is presented.
• P - Print member. Print requests are queued and performed together when the user changes data sets or exits

the Library Utility function.

Msg/Rename
Type the new member name in this column when you need to rename a member.

Load Library Utility Member Directory

The Load Library Utility Member Directory screen appears and shows a list of the members in the load library. When a
wildcarded member name is present, the directory contains a list of the members that match the member name wildcard.
To perform an action for one of the members in the directory, type an action code to the left of the member name.

The action codes displayed at the top of the screen are:

• B - ISPF Browse
• 1 - Browse member
• R - Rename member
• D - Delete member

Perform an action for all of the members in the directory that match a wildcard using the following syntax:

   S www c  

where 'www' is the wildcard and 'c' is the command (B 1 R or D).

Example

S A* D deletes all members that begin with A.

Use the SORT and LOCATE commands to assist in the location of the desired member. You can sort the directory by any
of the columns by typing SORT XXX or SORT XXX Y where 'XXX' is one of the column literals and 'Y' is 'A' for ascending
or 'D' for descending. For example, SORT CREATED sorts the directory in descending order of Created Date and SORT
ID A sorts the directory in ascending order of User ID. The command L or LOC followed by a value will position to the first
member directory entry whose sort sequence field is greater than or equal to the specified value.
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Field Descriptions
Line Item Action Indicator

Specify an action to be performed for the member represented by the line item, by typing one of the following
commands:

• B - Browse the member
• 1 - ISPF Browse
• R - Rename member. When renaming a member, type the new member name in the MSG/RENAME column.
• D - Delete member. If the user Processing Defaults indicate that member deletes are to be confirmed, a delete

confirmation screen appears.

Msg/Rename
When renaming a member, type the new member name in this column.

Data Set Utility
Contents

The Data Set Utility screen lets you perform various functions related to the allocation and maintenance of files. Select
one of the following options from this menu:

• A – Allocate
• C – Catalog data set
• D – Delete data set
• F – Free unused space
• G – Define GDG
• R – Rename data set
• U – Uncatalog data set

For the data set information display, the screens displayed are specialized according to the file type or VSAM access
method.

When a request is made to delete a data set, a delete confirmation screen appears if the Processing Defaults indicate
that data set deletes are to be confirmed before they are performed. Control data set delete confirmation by going to the
Processing Defaults Screen (Option 0.1) and setting the Confirm Data Set Deletes? field.

To assist in the specification of the DSN of the data set to be processed by the Data Set Utility, the Data set name field
and the Model data set field have support for wildcarded DSNs and DSN Lists. You can use any of the following syntaxes
to request a list of DSNs from which the desired DSN may be selected.

• Wildcarded DSN containing an asterisk (*) or a percent sign (%) for unknown characters of the DSN
• D to request a directory of DSN Lists
• D dddddd where 'dddddd' is the name of a DSN list

Field Descriptions
Data set to be Processed

Data set name
Type the DSN of the data set to be processed by the Data Set Utility function.

Volume serial
If the data set to be processed by the Data Set Utility is uncataloged, type the volume serial number of the
volume on which the data set resides.
Note: Volume Serial is a required field when performing the Catalog function.
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Model data set for allocations
Data set name

When allocating a data set using option A, specify a model data set to have the various allocation
parameters default to match the model data set. To use a model data set, type a DSN in this field.

Data Set Information - PDS

The PDS Data Set Information - PDS screen displays information relating to the following:

• PDS allocation parameters
• Use of space, extents, and directory blocks
• SMS Class information
• Activity dates

--------------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Information - PDS  -------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                

                                                                            

Dataset Name:              TECH.WORKPDS                               

Dataset Organization:      Partitioned Dataset                              

                                                                            

Dataset Definition:                      Allocated & Used:                  

  Volume serial            CAI003          Number of members      487       

  Unit device type         3390            Allocated cyls         95        

  Record format            FB              Used cyls              63        

  Record length            80              Allocated extents      16        

  Block size               3120            Used extents           10        

  Allocation unit          CYLINDERS       Max directory blocks   80        

  First extent cyls        20              Used directory blocks  80        

  Secondary extent cyls    5                                                

  Dataset type             PDS                                              

SMS Information:                         Activity Dates:                    

  Storage class            SMSPOOL         Creation date          2006/09/29

  Data class               DCWRKD          Last Referenced date   2012/08/31

  Management class         DEFAULT         Expiration date                  

                                                                              

Data Set Information - Sequential File

The Data Set Information - Sequential File screen displays information relating to the following:

• File allocation parameters
• Use of space and extents
• SMS Class information
• Activity dates

--------------------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Info  --------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                               

Dataset Name:              ABC.TEST33.SEQFB80                           

Dataset Organization:      Sequential                                       

                                                                            

Dataset Definition:                      Allocated & Used:                  

  Volume serial            OSI002          Allocated cyls         1         

  Unit device type         3390            Used cyls              1         

  Record format            FB              Allocated extents      1         
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  Record length            80              Used extents           1         

  Block size               3120                                             

  Allocation unit          CYLINDERS                                        

  First extent cyls        1                                                

  Secondary extent cyls    0                                                

  Dataset type             SEQ                                              

SMS Information:                         Activity Dates:                    

  Storage class            SMSPOOL         Creation date          2006/09/29

  Data class               DCWRKD          Last Referenced date   2012/08/31

  Management class         DEFAULT         Expiration date                     

                                                                              

Data Set Information - VSAM File

The Data Set Information - VSAM File screen displays information relating to the following:

Page 1:

• File associations
• Data set definitions
• Activity dates
• File statistics
• Allocation parameters

-----------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Information - VSAM KSDS  ----------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

Dataset Organization:      VSAM KSDS (Key Sequence Dataset)                   

Cluster Name:              TECH.KSDS.CL                                 Volume

Data:                      TECH.KSDS.DATA                               CAI001

Index:                     TECH.KSDS.INDEX                              CAI001

                                                                              

Dataset Definition:                 Component Allocation:    Data       Index 

   Key Position                 1      CISIZE                3584        3584

   Key Length                   3      Allocation Unit       CYLS        TRKS

   Average record size        110      Primary                  1           5

   Maximum record size        110      Secondary                5           1

   Share options              2,4      Extents used             1           1

   Buffer space             10752   Allocation Parameters:                    

SMS Information:                       Load restartable                    NO

   Storage class                       Write check                         NO

   Data class                          Erase on delete                     NO

   Management class                    Replicated index                    NO

Activity Dates:                        Reuse option                        NO

   Creation date       2012/07/30      Spanned records                     NO

   Expiration date                                                            

                                                                              

          End to exit         ENTER for more information about KSDS file     

Page 2:

• Data and index component information

----------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Info - VSAM KSDS - Page 2  ---------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  
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AD1DEV.MOORO10.KSDS.NEW                                                       

                                                                              

Component Statistics:         Data        Index  Record Statistics:           

  CIs per CA                   195           13     Total                   24

  Control Interval Splits        0            0     Deleted                  4

  Control Area Splits            0            0     Inserted                 2

  Freespace Percent - CI         0            0     Updated                 98

  Freespace Percent - CA         0            0     Retrieved            2,694

  Total Freespace           695296       229376                               

  High Allocated RBA        698880       232960                               

  High Used RBA             698880         3584                               

  Percent Free                99.5         98.5                               

  Physical Record Size        3584         3584                               

  Physical Record / Track       13           13                               

  Tracks / Control Area         15            1                               

                                                                              

          End to exit         ENTER to return to previous screen             

Allocate New Sequential File or PDS

The Data Set Utility screen invokes the Allocate New Sequential File or PDS screen to let you specify the allocation
parameters for a sequential file or a PDS to be allocated.

---------  CA File Master Plus -- Allocate New Sequential File or PDS  --------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                               

New Dataset Name        ===> TECH.WORKPDS9                        

                                                                               

Information for Non-SMS Datasets:                                              

  Volume serial         ===> PK0004      or Generic unit name   ===> 3390      

Information for SMS Datasets:                                                  

  Management Class      ===>                                                   

  Storage Class         ===>                                                   

  Data Class            ===>                                                   

Dataset Allocation:                                                            

  Space allocation unit ===> CYLS        'T' Tracks 'C' Cylinders 'B' Blocks   

  Primary allocation    ===> 1                                                 

  Secondary allocation  ===> 0                                                 

  Directory blocks      ===>             When allocating a PDS                 

  Record format         ===> FB                                                

  Record length         ===> 80                                                

  Block size            ===> 3120                                              

  Expiration date       ===>             optional (YYYY/MM/DD format)          

  Dataset type          ===>             optional (SEQ, PDS, PDSE, LARGE)      

  Specify multi-volume? ===> N           'Y' to specify multiple volume        

                                                                               

The file allocated is a PDS if a non-zero value is typed into the Directory blocks field; otherwise, a sequential file is
allocated.

Type either a Volume Serial Number or a Generic Unit Name to control the DASD volumes on which the file is allocated.

When multiple volumes are to be allocated to the file, set the Specify Multivolume? field to Y.
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Field Descriptions

• Information for Non-SMS Data Sets
• Volume serial or Generic unit name

Update either the Volume serial field or the Generic unit name field to define the volumes for the data set being
allocated.
Type the Volume serial to specify the volume where the data set will reside. If multiple volumes are required, set the
Specify multivolume? field to Y.
Allocate a data set to any volume within a unit type by typing the Unit Name. See the DASD Unit Configuration function
(File Master Plus Option 3.9.3) for a list of the Unit Names available on your system and summary information about
each volume within each unit type. If multiple volumes are required, set the Specify multivolume? field to Y.

• Information for SMS Data Sets
• Management Class

To alter the sequential file or PDS to use the specified management class, update the one- to eight-position name of
the SMS Management Class. You can use the SMS Management Class to control data set characteristics related to
the backup, migration, and retention of the data set.

• Storage Class
To alter the sequential file or PDS to use the specified storage class, update the one- to eight-position name of the
SMS Storage Class. You can use the storage class to control the storage hardware used for the data set.

• Data Class
Type the one- to eight-position name of the SMS Data Class to be used when allocating the sequential file or PDS. You
can use the SMS Data Class to control the attributes of the data set being allocated.

• Data Set Allocation
• Space allocation unit

Specify the Space allocation unit for the sequential file or PDS being allocated. The primary and secondary allocations
are in the specified units.
If you type the first position of one of the valid values, the rest of the Space allocation unit appears in the field. Space
can be allocated as one of the following:
– T - Tracks
– C - Cylinders
– B - Blocks

• Primary allocation
Type the Primary allocation amount for the sequential file or PDS. The amount of space allocated in the primary
allocation is the specified number of tracks, cylinders, or blocks depending on the allocation unit.

• Secondary allocation
Type the secondary allocation amount for the sequential file or PDS. The amount of space allocated in each secondary
allocation is the specified number of tracks, cylinders, or blocks depending on the allocation unit.

• Directory blocks
Type the desired number of directory blocks when defining a partitioned data set. If defining a sequential file, this field
should contain no value or a value of zero.

• Record format
Type the record format for the sequential file or PDS being defined. Record format is a concatenation of up to 3 one-
byte codes that have the following meaning:
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– F - Fixed-length records
– V - Variable-length records
– U - Undefined-length records
– B - Records are blocked
– A - Records contain ASCII printer control characters
– M - Records contain machine code control characters
– S - For variable-length records, records may span blocks
– D - Variable-length ASCII record
– T - Records may be written into overflow tracks
For example, 'FB' would be fixed blocked, 'U' would be undefined length, and 'VBA' would be variable blocked with
ASCII print control characters.

• Record length
Type the Logical Record Length for the records to be written to the sequential file or PDS being allocated.

• Block size
Type the Block size for the sequential file or PDS being allocated.
For variable blocked or fixed blocked files, the Block size field can be empty or contain zero to let the system to
calculate the optimum Block size.

• Expiration date
If the sequential file or PDS can be deleted after a certain date, type an Expiration Date in CCYYMMDD format.

• Dataset type
You can use this optional field to specify whether the data set being allocated is a sequential file, a PDS, a PDS/E, or a
large format data set. If this field is blank, the data set is allocated as a PDS if directory blocks are specified; otherwise,
the data set is allocated as a sequential file. This field is required only when allocating a PDS/E. Valid values are:
SEQ - Sequential file
PDS - PDS
PDSE - PDS/E
LARGE - large format data set

• Specify multivolume?
If the sequential file will be allocated with multiple volumes, set the Specify multivolume? field to Y.
At the top of the screen, you have the option of defining the volumes to be used by Volume serial or by Generic unit
name. If a Volume serial is specified, a screen appears and lets you define the rest of the Volume serials for this data
set. If a Generic unit name is specified, a screen appears that lets you define the number of volumes of that unit type to
be allocated.

Sequential File/Multiple Volumes

The Sequential File Multiple Volumes screen lets you define the volumes to be allocated to a multi-volume sequential file.
This screen is invoked when the Specify Multi Volume? field of the Allocate New Sequential File or PDS screen is set to Y.

Update the screen by typing the volume serials of the volumes to be allocated to the sequential file. You can type up to
fifty volumes.

Sequential File Number of Volumes

The Sequential Number of Volumes screen is used to define the number of volumes that will be allocated to a multivolume
sequential file. This screen is invoked when the Specify multi volume? field of the Allocate New Sequential File or PDS
screen is set to Y and a Generic Unit Name.

CA File Master Plus -- Seq Number of Volumes

COMMAND ===>                                    

                                                

Number of 3390 Volumes     ===> 3               
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Update the screen by typing a number from 1 to 255 to specify the number of volumes to be allocated to the sequential
file.

Define GDG (Generation Data Group)

The Define GDG (Generation Data Group) screen is invoked by the Data Set Utility screen to let you specify the allocation
parameters for a GDG.

-----  CA File Master Plus -- Define GDG (Generation Data Group) -----

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                               

GDG base Data Set Name ===> TECH.WORKPDS9                                      

                                                                               

Generations in GDG    ===> 10          (1 - 255)                               

                                                                               

Expiration            ===>             Optional - Expiration date (YYYY/MM/DD) 

                                               or Number of days to expiration 

Uncatalog all?        ===> N                                                   

                                                                               

Scratch over limit?   ===> Y                                                   

                                                                               

Owner ID              ===> TECH1                                               

                                                                                                              

                                        

Update the fields on this screen to specify the following:

• Number of generations for the GDG
• Expiration period
• Options related to the handling of generation data sets as the maximum number of generations is exceeded
• Owner ID of GDG

Press Enter to invoke IDCAMS to define the GDG.

Field Descriptions
Generations in GDG

Type the maximum number of generation data sets to be associated with the Generation Data Group being
defined.
The value of this field must be in the range of 1 to 255.

Expiration
The value typed into this optional field can be in one of two formats:

• Expiration Date is a date in CCYY/MM/DD format on which the GDG base may be deleted.
• Retention Number of Days is a number of days from 0 to 9998 that tells how many days the GDG must be

retained before it is deleted.

If you do not type an Expiration Date or Retention Number of Days, the GDG base may be deleted at any time.
If you type a value of 9999, the GDG is retained indefinitely.

Uncatalog all?
Type Y or N to indicate whether to uncatalog all generations when the maximum number of generations in the
GDG is exceeded.
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• N - Uncatalog only the oldest generation when the maximum number of generations is exceeded. This is the
option that is applicable to most GDG situations.

• Y - Uncatalog all generations of the GDG when the maximum number of generations is exceeded.

Scratch over limit?
Type Y or N to indicate whether data sets are to be scratched when generations are uncataloged as the maximum
number of generations is exceeded. For example, deleted from the VTOC and the space reused.

• Y - Delete each data set when it is uncataloged. For example, when the maximum number of generations is
exceeded.

• N - Leave data sets on the volume when they are uncataloged as the maximum number of generations is
exceeded.

Owner ID
You can use this optional field to specify an owner associated with the GDG that is being defined.
If the Owner ID is not specified, the TSO User ID is defined as the owner.

Copy Utility
Use the Copy Utility screen to copy data sets and members of various file formats. The FROM and TO data sets for the
copy function can be a sequential file, a PDS, or a VSAM file.

Field Descriptions
Copy "FROM" Data Set

Data set name
Type the DSN of the input file for the copy function. This file can be a sequential file, PDS, or VSAM file.

Member name
If the data set being copied is a PDS, specify the Member name of the member to be copied.
You can leave this field blank to receive a directory of the members in the data set or type a wildcarded
member name to receive a directory of members that match that wildcard. From a member directory,
select the members to be copied.

Volume serial
If input data set to the copy function is uncataloged, type the volume serial of the volume on which the
data set resides.

Copy "TO" Data Set
Data set name

Type the DSN of the output file for the copy function. This file can be a sequential file, PDS, PDS member,
or VSAM file.

Volume serial
If output data set to the copy function is uncataloged, type the volume serial of the volume where the data
set resides.

Disposition
Specify the disposition of the output of the copy function as SHR, OLD, NEW, or MOD. Only the first
position of the disposition field is required.

• SHR - Output data set already exists, can be shared while copying into it
• OLD - Output data set already exists, cannot be shared while copying into it
• NEW - Output data set does not currently exist and will be allocated
• MOD - Output data set already exists and records will be copied and appended to the existing data set

or library members
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Replace Mems
When copying PDS members, use this field to chose whether to replace members that already exist on
the 'TO' PDS with the member from the 'FROM' PDS.

Replace Keys
When copying records to a VSAM KSDS, use this field to chose whether to replace duplicate keys in the
TO data set. When this option is set to N and the TO VSAM KSDS data set was defined with the REUSE
option, the 'TO' data set is opened in load mode. When this option is set to Y and the 'TO' VSAM KSDS
was defined with the REUSE option, the 'TO' data set is opened in update/extend mode.

Execution Mode
The choices for execution mode are:

• O - Perform the function online.
• S - Generate and submit JCL to perform the function.
• E - Generate JCL to perform the function and initiate an edit session on the JCL. Alter the JCL as needed and

submit the JCL or save it to another location.

Record Layout
Layout dataset

Type the DSN of the Record Description Copy Library member that describes the input file. You can also
type a wildcarded DSN to request a list of data sets from which you can select the desired data set. This
field is required when using the LAYOUT primary command.

Layout member
Type the Member Name of the Record Description Copy Member that describes the input file.
Leave this field blank to receive a directory of the members in the Layout data set. You can also type a
wildcarded member name to receive a directory of members that match that wildcard.

Selection criteria below or Selection criteria member
You can specify a selection criteria member or any individual selection conditions to identify the records that you
want to copy. If you specify a record layout data set and member name, you can use the LAYOUT command
to display the Selection Criteria Condition screen to build selection conditions by the field names defined in the
record layout. You can use selection criteria to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:

• Condition that evaluates data values in each record
• Presence of a character string within a record or specified columns or field name from a record layout
• Specification of the first record to be selected based on relative record number, VSAM key, or VSAM RBA
• Limit to the number of records to be selected

You can use the following commands from the Copy Utility screen to save selection conditions into a member in
the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS:
CREATE

Creates a new member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS. The selection conditions that you
specify in the Copy Utility screen are saved to the new member. You must follow the CREATE command
with the member name that you want to create. You cannot specify any other parameters.

REPLACE
Replaces an existing member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS with selection conditions
that you specify in the Copy Utility screen. You must follow the REPLACE command with the name of the
member that you want to modify. You cannot specify any other parameters. If the member that you specify
does not exist, the REPLACE command behaves like the CREATE command.

For a complete explanation of the syntaxes, request field-level help. For examples of selection criteria statements,
see Selection Condition Examples.
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Copy Utility Member Directory

The Copy Utility Member Directory screen presents a list of the members in the Copy FROM Data Set library. When a
wildcarded member name is typed, the directory contains a list of the members that match the member name wildcard.
Additionally, if selection criteria were specified to further filter the members to be copied, the list of members contains only
those members matching the wildcard specification and the selection criteria.

Primary commands supported by the Copy Utility Member Directory are as follows:

CANCEL or CAN
Used to cancel the copy operation. The LOCATE, MEMBER, and SORT commands assist in the location of the
desired members.

L or LOCATE
This command, followed by a value, positions to the first member directory entry whose sort sequence field is
greater than or equal to the specified value. For example, when the directory list is sorted by the Name column,
the L ABC positions the member list to the first member in the list whose member name is greater than or equal to
the name ABC.

MEMBER
This command, followed by valid selection criteria, can be used to specify additional member selection criteria.
Using this command format reduces the current member list to only those members that contain records that
match the specified selection criteria. Successive MEMBER commands can be used to continually reduce the
current member list. For example, MEMBER 'ABC' reduces the member list to only those members that contain
the characters ABC in one of their records. A subsequent MEMBER 'XYZ' command reduces the member list to
only those members that contain the characters ABC and XYZ.

SORT
Sorts the directory by any of the columns in the directory after you type SORT XXX or SORT XXX Y where 'XXX'
is one of the column literals and 'Y' is 'A' for ascending or 'D' for descending. For example, SORT CREATED sorts
the directory in descending order of Created Date and SORT ID A sorts the directory in ascending order of User
ID.

S member
Selects a member from the data set for processing. The member does not have to be in the current member list to
be selected. The member can be a generic member name such as 'A*' which will select all members who's name
starts with the letter 'A', or '*' which will select all members from the directory.

Field Descriptions
Line Item Action Indicator

Specify an action to be performed for the member represented by the line item, by typing one of the following
commands:

• S - Select member to be copied
• B - Browse member with ISPF browse
• E - Edit member with ISPF edit.
• 1 - Browse the member with File Master Plus
• 2 - Edit the member with File Master Plus

Rename/MSG
When a member is to be renamed as it is copied, type the new member name in the column named Rename.
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Catalog Utility
Use the Catalog Utility screen to display a list of data sets that match a specified wildcarded DSN. If you type a volume,
only data sets on that volume are included in the list. For any data set in the list, you can access various File Master Plus
functions.

The data set list is in regular or extended format depending on the value of the Extended data set info field. The regular
format of the Catalog Data Set List requires fewer resources to display and contains the following fields from the catalog:

• DSN
• Volume Serial
• File Type

The extended format of the Catalog Data Set List presents the following information about each data set:

• Data set organization (such as PS for seq, PO for PDS, and VS for VSAM)
• Number of tracks allocated
• Percent of tracks used
• Volume serial number

Page right to view the following fields relating to each data set:

• Record format (such as 'FB', 'VBA', 'U')
• Logical record length
• Block size
• Number of extents allocated
• Created date
• Last referenced date

From the Catalog Utility Data Set List, you can access the following facilities:

1
- Browse

2
- Edit

A
- Update PDS Allocations

B
- ISPF Browse

C
- Catalog

D
- Delete

E
- ISPF Edit

F
- Free Space

M
- Library Member Utility

P
- Print
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R
- Rename

S
- Data Set Information

U
- Uncatalog

V
- VSAM Utility

X
- Search Utility

Y
- Update Utility

Z
- Compress PDS

Print the list of data sets and all the fields on each line item with a primary command of 'P' from the Catalog Utility Data
Set List.

Field Descriptions
Search data set name

Type the wildcarded DSN for the data sets that you want to display. The Catalog Utility Data Set List screen has a
line item for all data sets that match the wildcarded DSN.

Volume
Specify a volume serial to limit data sets displayed to data sets on a particular volume.

Extended data set info
Type Y or N to indicate whether to display the expanded version of the Catalog Utility Data Set List screen. The
request of expanded information increases the response time of the request.

Catalog Utility Data Set List

The Catalog Utility Data Set List screen is presented when you type a request into the Catalog Utility screen. The user
identifies the data sets to be processed by specifying a wildcarded DSN. Specify a volume serial to limit data sets
displayed to data sets on a particular volume. The Catalog Utility Data Set List screen contains a line item for each data
set selected for processing.

CA File Master Plus -- Catalog Utility Data Set List  ---- Row 1 of 13

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                               

  1 - Browse                 E - ISPF Edit              U - Uncatalog     

  2 - Edit                   F - Free Space             V - VSAM Utility  

  A - Update PDS Allocations M - Library Member Utility X - Search Utility

  B - ISPF Browse            P - Print                  Y - Update Utility

  C - Catalog                R - Rename                 Z - Compress PDS  

  D - Delete                 S - Dataset Information                          

                                                                               

A DSN                                          Msg     Org    Trks %Use Volume

_ ABC.TEST33.LOADLIB                                   PO       144 100 CAI003

_ ABC.TEST33.LOADLIB2                                  PO        11 100 CAI003

_ ABC.TEST33.LOADLIB3                                  PO         8 100 CAI003

_ ABC.TEST33.PDS                                       PO      2501  15 CAI009
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_ ABC.TEST33.PDS.COPY                                  PO       333 100 CAI008

_ ABC.TEST33.PDS2                                      PO         7 100 CAI004

_ ABC.TEST33.PDS25                                     PO      2501   1 CAI009

_ ABC.TEST33.PDS3                                      PO       339 100 CAI004

_ ABC.TEST33.SEQFB80                                   PS        15 100 CAI009

_ ABC.TEST33.SEQU                                      PS         7 100 CAI009

_ ABC.TEST33.SEQU84                                    PS         1 100 CAI009

_ ABC.TEST33.SEQVB400                                  PS         1 100 CAI009

_ ABC.TEST33.SEQVB84                                   PS         1 100 CAI009

************************** END OF LIST OF DATA SETS **************************

Type an action code to the left of the DSN to perform functions for the listed data sets.

You can use the SORT primary command to sort the line items by any of the column titles. The syntax of the SORT
command is:

SORT ccc a  

where 'ccc' is two or more positions of the column title and 'a' is 'A' (ascending) or 'D' (descending).

When the second positional parameter (A or D) is omitted, a descending sort is done for the Trks column and an
ascending sort is done for all other columns. If the first positional parameter (column name) is omitted, the line items are
sorted ascending by DSN.

You can use the FIND primary command to locate line items whose DSN contains specified character strings.

The list of data sets and all the fields on each line item can be printed with a primary command of P.

You can use the MEMBER primary command to search catalogued partitioned data sets for members by name. The
syntax of the MEMBER command is:

MEMBER member-name

where 'member-name' is an optional 1-8 character member name or wildcarded member name representing the search
argument.

The MEMBER command displays the Locate PDSs With Specified Member screen from the PDS Utility and populates the
Wildcarded DSN for PDSs field with the Search Dataset Name used to create your catalogued data set list. If a member
name is specified, it is used to populate the Member Name field for the search. The MEMBER command can only be used
to search catalogued partitioned data sets.

Each line item contains the following fields for each data set.

• Data Set Organization (such as 'PS' for seq, 'PO' for PDS, 'VS' for VSAM, and 'PSL' for large format data set)
• Number of Tracks Allocated
• Percent of Tracks Used
• Volume Serial Number

Page RIGHT to view the following fields relating to each data set.

• Record Format (such as FB, VBA, U)
• Logical Record Length
• Block Size
• Number of Extents Allocated

To perform various File Master Plus functions, you can type any of the following line item action codes:

1
- Browse
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2
- Edit

A
- Update PDS Allocations

B
- ISPF Browse

C
- Catalog

D
- Delete

E
- ISPF Edit

F
- Free Space

M
- Library Member Utility

P
- Print

R
- Rename

S
- Data Set Information

U
- Uncatalog

V
- VSAM Utility

X
- Search Utility

Y
- Update Utility

Z
- Compress PDS

 

VTOC Utility
Contents

Use the VTOC Utility screen performs one of the following two functions for a set of selected DASD volumes:

• List volume information – List volume information is displayed for each of the selected volumes.
• List VTOC entries in data set name sequence – List of DSNs within the selected volumes that match the specified

wildcarded DSN. You can access various application functions for any data set in the list.

You can use the Volume Selection Information section of the screen to specify the volumes to be involved in the
processing based on a list of Volume serials or wildcarded volume serials and a list of Unit names or wildcarded unit
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names. Any volume that matches the specification in either the volume serial list or the unit name list is selected for
processing.

Specify I to display the following list volume information for each selected volume:

• Volume Serial Number
• Volume Device Type (such as 3380, 3390, and so forth)
• Percent of Volume Used
• Mount Status (STG=storage volume, PUB=public volume, PRV=private volume)
• Total Free Cylinders
• Max Free Cylinders - largest available contiguous free cylinders
• Total Free Tracks
• Max Free Tracks - largest available contiguous free tracks
• Num Extents - number of free extents
• SMS - indicates if the volume is SMS managed. 'SMS' indicates that the volume is SMS managed.
• EAV - indicates if the volume is an Extended Address Volume, 'EAV' indicates that the volume is an Extended Address

Volume.

The displayed information summarizes the status and free space for each volume within the selected group of volumes.
You can select a volume to receive a VTOC Utility Data Set List that displays all of the data sets within that volume,from
the Volume Summary screen.

Specify E to display the following information for each of the data sets within the selected volumes that match the
wildcarded DSN (if specified):

• Data Set Organization (such as PS for seq, PO for PDS, and VS for VSAM)
• Number of Tracks Allocated
• Percent of Tracks Used
• Volume Serial Number

Page RIGHT to view the following fields relating to each data set:

• Record Format (such as FB, VBA, U, and so forth)
• Logical Record Length
• Block Size
• Number of Extents Allocated
• Created Date
• Last Referenced Date

From the VTOC Utility Data Set List that was accessed using an option of E, you can access the following facilities:

1
- Browse

2
- Edit

B
- ISPF Browse

C
- Catalog

D
- Delete

E
- ISPF Edit
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F
- Free Space

M
- Library Member Utility

P
- Print

R
- Rename

S
- Data Set Information

U
- Uncatalog

V
- VSAM Utility

X
- Search Utility

Y
- Update Utility

From the VTOC Utility Data Set List, you can print the list of data sets and all of the fields on each line item with a primary
command of P.

VTOC Utility Data Set List

The VTOC Utility Data Set List screen appears when an option of blank is selected from the VTOC Utility Screen.

CA File Master Plus -- VTOC Utility Dataset List ------ Row 1 of 1278

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                               

   1 - Browse              E - ISPF Edit              S - Dataset Information

   2 - Edit                F - Free Space             U - Uncatalog          

   B - ISPF Browse         M - Library Member Utility V - VSAM Utility       

   C - Catalog             P - Print                  X - Search Utility     

   D - Delete              R - Rename                 Y - Update Utility       

                                                                               

A DSN                                          Msg      Org    Trks %Use Volume

_ TECH.A                                                PS         1 100 CAI004

_ TECH.AC                                               PS         1 100 CAI004

_ TECH.ASM.D10819                                       PO       100  20 CAI003

_ TECH.ASM.TXT.D10819                                   PS        13 100 CAI002

_ TECH.ASM2COB.PDS                                      PO        20  10 CAI003

_ TECH.AUTHLIB.BIN                                      PS       134 100 CAI003

_ TECH.B                                                PS         1 100 CAI004

_ TECH.BACKUP.D00501                                    PO       424 100 CAI005

_ TECH.BACKUP.D00605                                    PO       615 100 CAI007

_ TECH.BACKUP.D00705                                    PO       617 100 CAI007

_ TECH.BACKUP.D00805                                    PO       498 100 CAI007

_ TECH.BACKUP.D00906                                    PO       535 100 CAI007

_ TECH.BACKUP.D01001                                    PO       657 100 CAI005

_ TECH.BACKUP.D01101                                    PO       653 100 CAI007

_ TECH.BACKUP.D01201                                    PO       562 100 CAI007
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_ TECH.BACKUP.D10101                                    PO       575 100 CAI007

_ TECH.BACKUP.D10201                                    PO       598 100 CAI005

_ TECH.BACKUP.D10301                                    PO       742 100 CAI007

_ TECH.BACKUP.D10401                                    PO       752 100 CAI005

_ TECH.BACKUP.D10501                                    PO       769 100 CAI007

_ TECH.BACKUP.D10601                                    PO       666 100 CAI007

_ TECH.BACKUP.D10621                                    PO       778 100 CAI007

                                                                           

Using the VTOC Utility screen, you can identify the volumes to be involved in the processing according to a list of Volume
serials or wildcarded Volume serials and a list of Unit names or wildcarded Unit names. The VTOC Utility Data Set List
screen contains a line item for each data set that matches the wildcarded DSN, if specified, within any of the selected
volumes.

To perform various File Master Plus functions for any of the listed data sets, type an action code to the left of the DSN.

The SORT primary command can be used to sort the line items by any of the column titles. The syntax of the SORT
command is:

SORT ccc a  

where 'ccc' is three or more positions of the column title and a is 'A' (ascending) or 'D' (descending).

When the second positional parameter (A or D) is omitted, a descending sort is done for the Trks,Created, and
'referenced' columns and an ascending sort is done for all other columns. If the first positional parameter (column name) is
omitted, the line items are sorted ascending by DSN.

To locate line items whose DSN contain specified character strings, you can use the FIND primary command.

The list of data sets and all of the fields on each line item can be printed with a primary command of P

Each line item contains the following fields for each data set.

• Data Set Organization (such as PS for seq, PO for PDS, and VS for VSAM)
• Number of Tracks Allocated
• Percent of Tracks Used
• Volume Serial Number

Page RIGHT to view the following fields relating to each data set:

• Record Format (such as FB, VBA, U, and so forth)
• Logical Record Length
• Block Size
• Number of Extents Allocated
• Created Date
• Last Referenced Date

To perform various File Master Plus functions, you can type the following line item action codes:

1
- Browse

2
- Edit

B
- ISPF Browse

C
- Catalog
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D
- Delete

E
- ISPF Edit

F
- Free Space

M
- Library Member Utility

P
- Print

R
- Rename

S
- Data Set Information

U
- Uncatalog

V
- VSAM Utility

X
- Search Utility

Y
- Update Utility

Field Descriptions

Volume Selection Information:

Volume Serial
Used to identify volume(s) that are to be processed by the VTOC utility. Type a list of 1 to 10 volumes or
wildcarded volume specifications with either commas or spaces separating items in the list..
When typing a wildcarded Volume Serial, you can type an asterisk (*) to represent any number of characters with
any value, and you can type a percent sign (%) to represent one character of any value.
Example:CONV01 means volume 'CONV01'
CONV*,VOL001 means all volumes whose name begins with 'CONV' plus volume 'VOL001'
Either the Volume serial field or the Unit name field must be typed to identify the volumes to be processed. If both
are typed, volumes that match either the Volume serial list or the Unit name list are processed.

Unit Name
Used to identify Unit names that are to be processed by the VTOC utility. Type a list of 1 to 10 Unit Names or
wildcarded Unit name specifications with either commas or spaces separating items in the list.
When typing a wildcarded Unit Name, you can type an asterisk (*) to represent any number of characters with any
value, and you can type a percent sign (%) to represent one character of any value.
Example:
3380 means all volumes matching a Unit Name of '3380'
SYS*, 3390 means all volumes matching a Unit Name beginning with
'SYS' or with a Unit Name of '3390'
Either the Volume serial field or the Unit name field must be typed to identify the volumes to be processed. If both
are typed, volumes that match either the Volume serial list or the Unit name list are processed.

Generic Search Function:
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Search data set name
To limit data sets to be displayed to those data sets that match a wildcarded DSN specification, type the
wildcarded DSN in this field. When typing a wildcarded DSN, you can type an asterisk (*) to represent any number
of characters with any value, and you can type a percent sign (%) to represent one character of any value.

The VTOC Utility Data Set List screen has a line item for all data sets that match the wildcarded DSN that resides on the
volumes selected according to the specified Volume Serial and Unit Name information.

Volume Summary

The Volume Summary screen is presented when an option of 'I' is selected from the VTOC Utility screen. Use the VTOC
Utility screen to identify the volumes involved in the processing according to a list of Volume Serials or wildcarded Volume
serials and a list of Unit names or wildcarded Unit names.

-------------  CA File Master Plus -------------  Volume Sum Row 1 to 11 of 11 

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR  

                             -------------  FREE SPACE  -------------          

  -------  VOLUME  -------   Free     Max     Free     Max      Num            

S VOLSER Type  %used  stat   CYLs    CYLs    Tracks   Tracks  Extents  SMS EAV  

_ CAI001 3390     62   STG    1121     126    19009     1896                  

_ CAI002 3390     91   STG     272      19     4734      298                  

_ CAI003 3390     87   STG     398      31     6676      477                  

_ CAI004 3390     88   STG     317      18     6146      286                  

_ CAI005 3390     36   STG    2118    1813    31915    27195                  

_ CAI006 3390     88   STG     348      55     5835      843                  

_ CAI007 3390     84   STG     487      99     7860     1500                  

_ CAI008 3390     75   STG     825     179    12594     2700           SMS     

_ CAI009 3390     72   STG     917     760    14120    11400                  

_ CAI010 3390     40   STG    2017    2013    30268    30195               EAV 

_ CAI011 3390     50   STG    1667    1667    25017    25015           SMS EAV 

***************************** END OF VOLUME NAMES *****************************

For each volume selected for processing, a line item containing the following information appears:

• Volume Serial Number (VOLSER)
• Volume Device Type (such as 3380, 3390, and so forth)
• Percent of Volume Used
• Mount Status (STG=storage volume, PUB=public volume, PRV=private volume)
• Total Free Cylinders
• Max Free Cylinders - largest available contiguous free cylinders
• Total Free Tracks
• Max Free Tracks - largest available contiguous free tracks
• Num Extents - number of free extents
• SMS - indicates if the volume is SMS managed. 'SMS' indicates that the volume is SMS managed.
• EAV - indicates if the volume is an Extended Address Volume, 'EAV' indicates that the volume is an Extended Address

Volume.

This information summarizes the status and free space for each volume within the selected group of volumes.
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Field Descriptions
S (Select to Process Volume)

Type S to request the VTOC Utility Data Set List for the Volume serial of that line item. The VTOC Utility Data Set
List displays all of the data sets within that volume and provides an opportunity to perform various File Master
Plus functions for any of these data sets.

PDS Utilities Sub-Menu
Contents

The PDS Utilities Sub-Menu provides a list of the PDS Utility functions that you can perform. Type an Option value of 1
thru 4 to select the desired PDS Utilities option. Only the first option can be performed for a PDS/E.

The functions performed by the four options are:

Locate PDSs with Specified Member
- Lets you locate PDSs or PDSEs that contain a specified member. The PDSs that will be searched for the
member are indicated either by specifying a wildcarded DSN or by specifying a data set that contains a list of
PDSs to be searched.

Compress a PDS
- If requested, a backup copy of the PDS is made before initiating the compress.

Update PDS allocation parameters
- Lets you increase the number of directory blocks or the primary space allocation for a PDS.

Recover overlaid or deleted members
- Creates a new PDS that contains the overlaid and deleted members from a specified PDS. Member recovery
can be limited to members with a specified character string.

Locate PDSs with Specified Member

The Locate PDSs with Specified Member screen is used to build a directory of PDSs that contain a specified member. You
can browse or edit members in the various PDSs from the directory.

You can specify the PDSs to be searched in either of the following two ways:

• By a wildcarded DSN to search all PDSs whose DSN matches the wildcard
• By specifying a file that contains a list of the DSNs of the PDSs to be searched

Field Descriptions

Specify member to be located

Member name
Type a member name that is to be located within PDSs. The PDSs to be searched are defined in the Specify
PDSs to be searched section of the screen.
Note: This process returns a directory of all of the PDSs within the bounds of the search that contain the specified
member.

Specify PDSs to be searched

Wildcarded DSN for PDSs
You can identify the list of PDSs to be searched either by a wildcarded DSN or by the DSN of a data set that
contains a list of PDS DSNs. For a wildcard DSN search, type the wildcarded DSN in this field.
Note: Quotes are not allowed in this field and the absence of quotes does not imply a DSN prefixed by the TSO
User ID.
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File with list of PDS's
You can identify the list of PDSs to be searched either by a wildcarded DSN or by the DSN of a data set that
contains a list of PDS DSNs. For a file search, type the DSN of a file that contains a DSN to be searched in each
record. The file may be a sequential file or a PDS member of any record format and the DSN must be the first
non-blank character in each record.

Specify Search Options

Exclude Archived Datasets (Y/N)
Type Y to exclude archived data sets from the member search, or N to include archived data sets. Specify Y to
prevent archived data sets from being recalled during the member search. The member search utility cannot
search an archived data set for members without first restoring the data set to disk.

Directory of PDS Containing Member

The Directory of PDS Containing Member screen contains a directory of all of the PDSs within the bounds of the search
that contain the specified member. The Directory of PDS Containing Wildcarded Members screen contains a directory of
all of the PDSs within the bounds of the search that contain a wildcarded member.

To specify an action to be performed for the DSN and member represented by the line item, type one of the following
commands:

B
- Browse the member within the DSN of this line item

E
- Edit the member within the DSN of this line item

1
- Browse the member within the DSN of this line item using the Browse function

2
- Edit the member within the DSN of this line item using the Edit function

Compress PDS

Use the Compress PDS screen to request a compress of a PDS. If requested, a backup of the PDS is made prior to the
compress. The DSN of the backup PDS can be specified or generated for you.

Field Descriptions
Data set name

Type the fully qualified or wildcarded DSN of the PDS that is to be compressed. You can also type D to request a
directory of DSN Lists or type D dddddd where 'dddddd' is the name of a DSN list.

Create backup?
Type Y or N to indicate whether a copy of the PDS is to be created prior to the start of the compress.

New PDS DSN
To specify the DSN for the backup copy of the PDS being compressed, type the DSN in this field. The DSN
specified must not already be on the catalog because the compress process creates a new backup PDS.
Tip: It is usually simpler to leave this field blank and let the DSN of the Backup PDS be calculated for you.
The calculated DSN contains the DSN of the PDS being compressed. According to your user profile, your user
ID may be appended to the front of the calculated DSN. This option in the user profile is set with the Userid Prefix
for Backup PDSs? field of the Processing Defaults and Job Statement Screen (File Master Plus Option 0.1).
A qualifier is added to the end of the calculated DSN to indicate that it is a backup PDS and this qualifier may
contain a sequence number if the calculated DSN has already been used. The part of the calculated DSN that
contains the DSN of the PDS being compressed can be truncated to make room for the prefix or suffix.
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Note: Since any DSN typed must be for a data set that does not currently exist, wildcard and DSN List support is
not available for this field.

Update PDS Allocation

Use the Update PDS Allocation screen to increase or decrease the number of directory blocks or the primary allocation of
a PDS.

------------  CA File Master Plus -- Update PDS Allocation ----------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

Specify PDS to be Updated                                                      

                                                                               

  Data set name  ===> 'TECH1.JCL.CNTL'                                         

                                                                               

                                                                               

Allocation                                                                     

                     Allocated  Used       New

  Directory blocks   25         1          _____

  Tracks             57         20         ________

                                                                               

PDS is renamed to backup PDS.                                                  

When Backup PDS DSN is blank, a DSN for the backup will be generated.          

                                                                               

  Backup PDS    ===>                                                                                         

                         

Update the number of Directory Blocks or Primary Allocation using this screen. A new PDS is allocated according to
your specifications and all of the members are copied from the original PDS to this new PDS. If the copy operation is
successful, the original PDS is renamed to a Backup PDS DSN and the new PDS is renamed to the DSN of the original
PDS.

TIP
You can type a DSN for the Backup PDS, but it is usually more convenient to let the process calculate this DSN
for you.

This function only works with a PDS and is not necessary for a PDS/E.

Field Descriptions
Data set name

Type the fully qualified or wildcarded DSN of the PDS whose allocation parameters are to be updated. You can
also type D to request a directory of DSN Lists or type D dddddd where 'dddddd' is the name of a DSN list. This
PDS is reallocated with parameters that you specify. The current version of the PDS is renamed to the DSN in the
Backup PDS field.

Directory blocks
To increase or decrease the number of directory blocks allocated to the PDS, type the desired number of directory
blocks.

Tracks
To increase or decrease the primary space allocation of the PDS, type the desired primary allocation amount.
Note: At least one of the parameters in the Allocation section must be updated to request the reallocation of the
PDS.
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Backup PDS
As the PDS is being reallocated, the current version of the PDS is renamed. If you want to specify the DSN to
which the PDS is renamed, type the DSN in this field. The DSN specified must not already be on the catalog
because the Backup PDS is created new by PDS reallocation process.

TIP
It is normally more convenient to leave this field blank and let the DSN for the Backup PDS be
calculated for you. Field-level help contains information about the DSN that is automatically calculated
when you leave this field blank.

Since any DSN typed must be for a data set that does not currently exist, wildcard and DSN List support
is not available for this field.

The Backup PDS is created to preserve the original PDS, but may be deleted once it is no longer needed.

Recover Overlaid or Deleted Members

Use the Recover Overlaid or Deleted Members screen to recover members that have been deleted or overlaid by
updating a new PDS with the recovered versions of the members.

The Recover Overlaid or Deleted Members function only works with a PDS and does not work with a PDS/E. Recovery
is possible only while the overlaid or deleted members are in the PDS. For example, compressing a PDS makes the
members no longer available for recovery.

Type the DSN of the PDS from which members are to be recovered. All recovered members are named #nnnnn where
'nnnnn' is a five digit number starting with '00001'. You can also type a character string to limit recovery to members that
contain that character string.

TIP
You can also type the DSN of the PDS to which the members are to be recovered, but it is usually more
convenient to let the process calculate this DSN for you.

Field Descriptions
Data set name

Type the fully qualified or wildcarded DSN of the PDS that contains members that need to be recovered. You can
also type D to request a directory of DSN Lists or type D dddddd where 'dddddd' is the name of a DSN list. You
can recover members, which have been either deleted or overlaid with a new version. The recovered members
are written to a PDS that is allocated by the recovery process and the PDS with Members to be Recovered will
not be updated.

Char string
Most of the time when recovering overlaid or deleted members, you are looking for one particular member to
recover. To make it easier to locate the desired member, it is helpful to only recover members that have a chance
of being the member for which you are looking. When this field contains a non-blank character string, only
members that contain the character string are restored. When this field is blank, all overlaid and deleted members
are restored.
For example, if you are looking for a program source member and the program name is in the source, you can
limit the restored members by typing the program name in this field.

New PDS DSN
If the deleted and overlaid members need to be recovered to a specified DSN, type the DSN in this field. The DSN
specified must not already be on the catalog because the member recovery process creates the New PDS for
Recovered members.

TIP
It is usually simpler to leave this field blank and let the DSN of the New PDS for Recovered Members be
calculated for you.
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The calculated DSN contains the DSN of the original PDS. According to your user profile, your user ID can be
appended to the front of the calculated DSN. This option in the user profile is set with the Userid Prefix for Backup
PDSs? field of the Processing Defaults and Job Statement Screen (File Master Plus Option 0.1).
A qualifier is added to the end of the calculated DSN to indicate that it is a recovered PDS and this qualifier may
contain a sequence number if the calculated DSN has already been used. The part of the calculated DSN that
contains the original PDS DSN may be truncated to make room for the prefix or suffix being added.
Note: Since any DSN typed must be for a data set that does not currently exist, wildcard and DSN List support is
not available for this field.

VSAM Utility
The VSAM Utility performs many commonly needed functions related to the definition, management, and use of VSAM
files. Each of the functions, except display of data set information, is performed either online or in batch depending on the
Execution Mode.

----------------  CA File Master Plus -- VSAM Utility  --------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                               

BLANK - Display Data Set Information      I - Define Alternate Index           

    A - Define VSAM File                  B - Build Alternate Index             

    D - Delete VSAM File                  P - Define Path                       

   DD - Delete/Define VSAM File           R - Rename Component                  

                                          M - Modify VSAM File                  

                                                                               

Data set to be processed:                                                       

   Data set name  ===> 'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS01'                                     

                                                                               

Model VSAM data set for allocations (optional):                                 

   Data set name  ===> 'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS01'                                     

                                                                               

Saved IDCAMS control statements (optional):                                     

   Data set name  ===> 'TECH.WORKPDS'                                          

   Member name   ===>                                                          

                                                                               

Execution mode   ===> O                  O = Online                            

                                         S = Submit JCL                        

                                         E = Edit JCL                          

                                                                               

                                                                               

For the functions of defining a VSAM cluster or defining an alternate index file, specify a model data set to request that the
various allocation parameters default to match the allocation of the model data set.

All the functions, except Display of Data Set Information, are performed by building IDCAMS control statements and then
executing IDCAMS. The generated control statements are copied to a PDS member specified in the Saved IDCAMS
control statements section of the screen.

Select one of the following options:

BLANK
Displays information related to the VSAM definition, allocation parameters and options, record-level activity
statistics, and parameters. The display of information about the VSAM file is formatted according to the VSAM
access method.
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A
Defines a VSAM file.

D
Deletes a VSAM file.

DD
Deletes and defines a VSAM file.

I
Defines Alternate Index.

B
Builds Alternate Index.

P
Defines a path to be used to access a VSAM cluster.

R
Modifies a VSAM file definition to rename components of a cluster, alternate index, or path.

M
Alters a VSAM file to modify allocation parameters, allocated volumes, SMS class, or Record Level Sharing
parameters.

To help with the specification of DSNs, each of the DSN fields on this screen has support for wildcarded DSN and DSN
Lists. You can use one of the following syntaxes to request a list of DSNs from which you can select the desired DSN:

• A wildcarded DSN that contains an asterisk (*) or a percent sign (%) for unknown characters of the DSN
• D to request a directory of DSN Lists
• D dddddd where 'dddddd' is the name of a DSN list

NOTE
A wildcarded member name can be specified in the Saved IDCAMS control statements member to request a
directory of members that match the wildcard.

Field Descriptions
Data Set to be processed - Data set name

Type the DSN of the VSAM component to receive the processing associated with the specified command.
Model VSAM data set for allocations (optional) - Data set name

When the processing command is A (Define VSAM File), DD (Delete/Define VSAM File), or I (Define Alternate
Index), you can specify a Model VSAM Data Set. When you specify the Model VSAM Data Set, the various
allocation parameters are defaulted to match the allocation of the model data set.

Saved IDCAMS control statements - Data set name
The processing of each of the commands, except Display Data Set Information, is performed by generating
IDCAMS control statements to perform the function and executing IDCAMS with these control statements either
online or in batch.
When a PDS and member name are specified within the Saved IDCAMS control statements area, these control
statements are copied to the specified member.

Saved IDCAMS control statements - Member name
Member name into which generated IDCAMS control statements are saved.

Execution mode
The choices for Execution mode are:
O

Perform the function online.
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S
Generate and submit JCL to perform the function.

E
Generate JCL to perform the function and initiate an edit session on the JCL. Modify the JCL as needed
and submit the JCL or save it to another location.

Define VSAM Files

The Define VSAM File screen enables you to create a VSAM file in response to a command of A (Define VSAM File) or
DD (Delete/Define VSAM File) from the VSAM Utility screen. Use this screen to specify the DSNs for the components of
the VSAM file, the VSAM file type, allocation parameters for the data and if applicable, index component, various VSAM
file definition parameters, VSAM processing options, and if applicable, SMS Class information.

  ------  CA File Master Plus ------- Define VSAM File --------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                               

Component DSNs:                                                                

  Cluster              'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS01'                                     

  Data            ===> 'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS01.DATA'                                

  Index           ===> 'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS01.INDEX'                               

  VSAM file type  ===> KSDS       K=KSDS E=ESDS R=RRDS L=Linear                

Allocation:            Data    Index                                           

  Volume          ===> CAI002  CAI002     Options                              

  CI size         ===> 16384   2048         Multiple volumes? ===> N           

  Unit            ===> CYLS    CYLS         Load Restartable? ===> Y           

  Primary         ===> 1       1            Erase on delete?  ===> N           

  Secondary       ===> 10      1            Write check?      ===> N           

  Key position    ===> 1                    Replicate index?  ===> N           

  Key length      ===> 6                    Reuse option?     ===> N           

  Avg record size ===> 80                   Spanned records?  ===> N                                   

  Max record size ===> 80                                                      

  Expiration date ===>                    SMS Class                            

  Owner ID        ===>                      Storage           ===> SMS1        

  % Free CI & CA  ===> 30  10               Data              ===>             

  Share options   ===> 2 3                  Management        ===>             

  Buffer space    ===> 34816                                                   

                                                                              

                                                                          

The DSN for the data and index component defaults to the DSN for the cluster being defined with '.DATA' and '.INDEX'
appended, but you can update these names. If the VSAM file being defined does not have an index component, the DSN
of the index component is ignored. Only KSDS files and variable-length RRDS files have index components.

IDCAMS control cards are generated according to the parameters typed and then one of the following actions are
performed depending on the Execution mode field in the main VSAM Utility screen.

• Invoke IDCAMS online to define the VSAM file
• Generate and submit JCL to define the VSAM file in batch
• Initiate an edit session with the generated JCL

Field Descriptions

Component DSNs:
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Data
Updates the DSN of the data component of the VSAM file being defined. The DSN defaults to the cluster name
with '.DATA' appended.

Index
Updates the DSN of the index component of the VSAM file being defined. The DSN defaults to the cluster name
with '.INDEX' appended.

VSAM file type
Type one of the following values to indicate the VSAM file type. If the first letter of one of the valid values is typed,
the rest of the VSAM File Type appears in the field.
K - KSDS

Key Sequence Data Set
E - ESDS

Entry Sequence Data Set
R - RRDS

Relative Record Data Set
L - Linear

Linear Data Set

Allocation:

Volume
Specify the volume serial number of the volume that contains the data and index components of the VSAM file
being defined.
If either the data or index component requires multiple volumes, type the first volume in this field and set the
Multiple Volumes? option field to Y.
A screen appears where the remaining volumes can be typed.

CI size
Specify a control interval size for the data component and, if applicable, for the index component.

Unit
Specify the space allocation unit for the VSAM file component. The primary and secondary allocations are in the
specified units.
Type the first position of one of the following valid values. The rest of the Allocation Unit appears in the field.
T - TRKS

Tracks
C - CYLS

Cylinders
R - RECS

Records
K - K

KB (Kilobytes)
M - M

MB (Megabytes)
Primary

Specify the primary allocation amount for the VSAM file component. The amount of space that is allocated in the
primary allocation is the specified number of tracks, cylinders, records, KB, or MB depending on the allocation
unit.
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Secondary
Specify the secondary allocation amount for the VSAM file component. The amount of space that is allocated
in each secondary allocation is the specified number of tracks, cylinders, records, KB, or MB depending on the
allocation unit.

Key position
If the VSAM file being defined is a KSDS file, specify the position of the key. The Key position value is specified as
a position and not as a displacement. For example, if the key begins in the first position of the record, type a value
of 1.

Key length
If the VSAM file being defined is a KSDS file, specify the key length.

Avg record size
Specify the average length of records in the data component.

Max record size
Specify the length of the largest record that can be in the data component. For RRDS data sets, if the Maximum
Record Size is equal to the Average Record Size, the VSAM file is allocated as an RRDS file without an index
component. Otherwise, the VSAM file is allocated as a variable RRDS file, which has an index component.

Expiration Date
If the VSAM cluster can be deleted after a certain date, specify an Expiration Date in CCYYMMDD format.

Owner ID
(Optional) Specify an owner that is to be associated with the VSAM file being allocated. If the Owner ID is not
specified, the TSO User ID is defined as the owner.

% Free CI & CA
CI - Specify the amount of empty space to be left in each Control Interval when the file is initially loaded. The
freespace lets records be inserted or expanded within a Control Interval before requiring a Control Interval split.
CA - Specify the percentage of Control Intervals to be left unused in each Control Area as the file is initially
loaded. The use of Control Area freespace lets some Control Interval splits occur before requiring a Control Area
split.

Share options

Cross Region
Specify a value of one to four to indicate how the file can be shared among regions within the same system or
within multiple systems using GRS (Global Resource Serialization).
1

The data set can be opened for read processing by an unlimited number of users, but the data set
can be accessed by only one user when that user is doing read and write processing.

2
The data set can be opened by only one user at a time for read and write processing, but any number of
users can also be accessing for read processing.

3
The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.

4
The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for
PUTs and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.

Cross-System
Specify a value of 3 or 4 to indicate how the file can be shared among systems. This is the second of the two
numbers displayed. The meaning of each value is:
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3
The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.

4
The data set can be fully shared by any number of users and VSAM refreshes the buffers used for direct
processing before each request.

Buffer space
(Optional) Specify the minimum buffer space to be allocated when this VSAM file is accessed.
If you do not specify this parameter, VSAM uses the default of two times the data CISIZE plus the index CISIZE if
the file is indexed before each request.

Options:

Multiple volumes?
When the data or index component of the VSAM file requires multiple volumes, set the Multiple volumes? field to
Y to open a screen where you can specify the volume serial for additional volumes.

Load Restartable?
Specify Y for the Load Restartable? option to request that the VSAM component definition uses the RECOVERY
parameter causing the data component to be preformatted before the initial load. Using this option causes the
initial load to take longer, but loads that do not complete successfully can be restarted.
Specify N for the Load Restartable? option to request that the VSAM component definition uses the SPEED
parameter causing the data component not to be preformatted before the initial load.

Erase on delete?
Specify Y for the Erase on delete? option to request that the VSAM component definition uses the ERASE
parameter causing all components of the file to be overwritten with binary zeros when the VSAM file is deleted
from the catalog. Specify N to define the VSAM component with the NOERASE parameter

Write check?
Specify Y for the Write check? option to request that the VSAM component definition use the WRITECHECK
parameter requesting each write to the VSAM file to be validated by a read without data transfer. Specify N to
define the VSAM component with the NOWRITECHECK parameter.

Replicate index?
Specify Y for the Replicate Index? option to request that the VSAM component definition use the REPLICATE
parameter requesting that the index records are replicated on a track as many times as it fits. Specify N to define
the VSAM component with the NOREPLICATE parameter. Use of the REPLICATE parameter improves the
time that is required to access index records, but usually causes the index to require more space.

Reuse option?
Specify Y for the Reuse option? field to request that the VSAM component definition use the REUSE parameter
which requests that the data set is set to be empty each time it is opened for update. Specify N to define the
VSAM component with the default NOREUSE parameter.

Spanned records?
Specify Y for the Spanned records? option to request the VSAM file to be allocated with the SPANNED parameter
indicating that data records larger than a control interval are allowed to span multiple control intervals. Specify N
to request the VSAM file to be allocated with the NONSPANNED parameter. If you allocate your data set with the
NONSPANNED parameter and the specified Maximum Record Size is greater than the Data Control Interval Size,
VSAM automatically adjusts the Data Control Interval Size to be greater than or equal to the Maximum Record
Size.

SMS Class:

Storage
Type the one-to-eight-position name of the SMS Storage Class to be used when allocating the VSAM file. The
storage class can be used to control the storage hardware used for the data set.
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Data
Type the one-to-eight-position name of the SMS Data Class to be used when allocating the VSAM file. The SMS
data class can be used to control the attributes of the data set being allocated

Management
Type the one-to-eight-position name of the SMS Management Class to be used when allocating the VSAM file.
The SMS Management Class can be used to control data set characteristics related to the backup, migration, and
retention of the data set.

Define VSAM File Multiple Volumes

The Define VSAM File - Multiple Volumes screen is invoked when you type Y in the Multiple Volumes? field while defining
a VSAM file or an alternate index file. This screen enables you to define the volumes to use for multivolume VSAM
components. If the volumes are SMS-controlled, type the number of volumes to be allocated; otherwise, specify the
volume serial of each volume to be allocated.

-----  CA File Master Plus -- Define VSAM File - Multiple Volumes ----

 COMMAND ===>                                                                 

                                                                                

 For SMS-Controlled Volume Allocation:                                          

                                                                                

   Number of data volumes  ===> __                                              

   Number of index volumes ===> __                                              

                                                                                

                                                                                

 To Allocate to Specified Volumes:                                              

                                                                                

   Data volumes  CAI002 ______ ______ ______ ______                             

                 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______                             

                 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______                             

                 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______                             

                 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______                             

                 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______                             

                                                                                

                 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______                             

   Index volumes CAI002 ______ ______ ______ ______                             

                                                                               

This screen has two different versions. Both versions contain an area that is named "To Allocate to Specified Volumes"
in which you can list the volume serials for the volumes to be allocated to the data and index components. If an SMS
class has been defined for the definition of the VSAM file or alternate index file, the For SMS-Controlled Volume Allocation
screen section is displayed at the top of the screen to let entries of a number of data volumes be allocated.

Field Descriptions
For SMS-Controlled Volume Allocation:

When allocating volumes for VSAM components using SMS, the option to specify the number of volumes and let
SMS manage the selection of volume serials is presented.

Number of data volumes - If SMS-Controlled Volume Allocation is needed, specify the number of data volumes.
Number of index volumes - If SMS-Controlled Volume Allocation is needed, specify the number of index volumes.

To Allocate to Specified Volumes:
Specify the volume serial for each of the volumes to be allocated to the data and index components of the VSAM
file.
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Data volumes - Specify up to 50 volume serials for the data component
Index volumes - Specify up to 5 volume serials for the index component

Define Alternate Index File

The Define Alternate Index File screen lets you create an alternate index VSAM file in response to a command of 'I' from
the VSAM Utility screen. Use this screen to specify the DSNs for the data and index components of the VSAM file, the
base cluster related to the alternate index, allocation parameters for the data and index components, various VSAM file
definition parameters, VSAM processing options, and if applicable, SMS Class information.

-------  CA File Master Plus ---  Define Alternate Index File  -------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                               

Component DSNs:                                                                

  AIX cluster     ===>'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS99'                                     

  AIX data        ===>'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS99.DATA'                                

  AIX index       ===>'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS99.INDEX'                               

  Base cluster    ===> ______________________________________________          

                                                                               

AIX Allocation:         Data    Index    Options                               

  Volume           ===> CAI002  CAI002     Multiple volumes?      ===> N       

  CI size (opt)    ===> 16384   2048       AIX in sync with base? ===> Y       

  Unit             ===> CYLS    CYLS       Unique key in base?    ===> N       

  Primary          ===> 1       1          Load Restartable?      ===> Y       

  Secondary        ===> 10      1          Erase on delete?       ===> N       

  AIX key pos      ===> 1                  Write check?           ===> N       

  AIX key len      ===> 6                  Replicate index?       ===> N       

  Avg AIX rec size ===> 80                                                     

  Max AIX rec size ===> 80                                                     

  Expiration date  ===>                                                        

  OWNER ID         ===>                  SMS                                   

  % Free CI & CA   ===> 30  10             Data Class             ===>         

  Share options    ===> 2 3                                                    

  Buffer space     ===> 34816                                                  

                                                                              

                                                                               

The DSN for the data and index component defaults to the DSN for the cluster being defined with '.DATA' and '.INDEX'
appended, but the names can be updated.

IDCAMs control cards are generated according to the parameters you type, and then one of the following actions is
performed depending on the Execution Mode field in the main VSAM Utility screen:

• Invoke IDCAMS online to define the alternate index VSAM file
• Generate and submit JCL to define the alternate index VSAM file in batch
• Initiate an edit session with the generated JCL

Field Descriptions

Component DSNs:

AIX data
Update the DSN of the data component of the Alternate Index file being defined. The DSN defaults to the cluster
name of the Alternate Index with '.DATA' appended.
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AIX index
Update the DSN of the index component of the Alternate Index file being defined. The DSN defaults to the cluster
name of the Alternate Index with '.INDEX' appended.

Base cluster
Type the DSN of the base cluster to which this Alternate Index file is related. The base cluster must be a KSDS or
ESDS VSAM file.

AIX Allocation:

Volume
Specify the Volume serial of the volumes that contain the data and index components of the Alternate Index file
being defined.
If either the data or index components require multiple volumes, specify the first volume in this field and set the
Multiple Volumes? option field to Y. This selection opens a screen where you can type the remaining volumes.

CI size (opt)
Specify a control interval size for the data component and for the index component of the Alternate Index. If you
do not specify a control interval size, VSAM calculates the optimum control interval size.

Unit
Specify the space allocation unit for the VSAM file component. The primary and secondary allocations are in the
specified units.
Specify the first position of one of the valid values. The rest of the Allocation Unit appears in the field.
T - TRKS

Tracks
C - CYLS

Cylinders
R - RECS

Records
K - K

KB (Kilobytes)
M - M

MB (Megabytes)
Primary

Specify the primary allocation amount for the VSAM file component. The amount of space that is allocated in the
primary allocation is the specified number of tracks, cylinders, records, KB, or MB depending on the allocation unit

Secondary
Type the secondary allocation amount for the VSAM file component. The amount of space that is allocated in
each secondary allocation is the specified number of tracks, cylinders, records, KB, or MB depending on the
allocation unit.

AIX key pos
Specify the position of the alternate key field within the base cluster. The Alternate Key Position value is specified
as a position and not as a displacement. For example, if the alternate key field begins in the first position of the
base cluster data component, type a value of 1.

AIX key len
Specify the length of the alternate key field within the base cluster.

Avg AIX rec size
Specify the average record sizes for the alternate index record or leave the field empty to receive the VSAM
default value of 4086.
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Max AIX rec size
Specify the maximum record size for the alternate index records or leave the field empty to receive the VSAM
default value of 32600.
Each alternate index record contains 5 bytes of VSAM control information followed by the alternate key value, and
by a table of pointers to the records in the base cluster that contain that alternate key value. Therefore, the length
of each alternate record can be calculated as:
5 + AIXKL + (n * BASEKL)

where:

• AIXKL is the alternate index key length, 'n' is the number of the base cluster records that contain the alternate
key value

• BASEKL is the key length of the base cluster (or 4 for ESDS base clusters)

Expiration Date
To allow the Alternate Index VSAM file to be deleted after a certain date, specify an Expiration Date in
CCYYMMDD format.

Owner ID
(Optional) Specify an owner to be associated with the VSAM file that is being allocated. If you do not specify an
Owner ID, the TSO User ID is defined as the owner.

Percent Free CI & CA
CI - Specify the amount of empty space to allocate in each Control Interval when the file is initially loaded. The
free space lets records be inserted or expanded within a Control Interval before requiring a Control Interval split.
CA - Specify the percentage of control intervals to be left unused in each Control Area as the file is initially loaded.
The use of Control Area free space lets some Control Interval splits occur before requiring a Control Area split.

Share options

Cross-Region
- Specify a value from 1 to 4 to indicate how the file can be shared among regions within the same system or
within multiple systems using GRS (Global Resource Serialization). The meaning of each value is as follows:
1. The data set can be opened for read processing by an unlimited number of users, but only one user
can access the data set when that user is doing read and write processing.
2. Only one user at a time can open the data set for read and write processing, but any number of users can also
be accessing for read processing.
3. Any number of users can fully share the data set.
4. Any number of users can fully share the data set. For each PUT request, VSAM immediately updates the data
set. For each GET request, all input buffers are refreshed.

Cross System
- Specify a value of 3 or 4 to indicate how the file can be shared among systems. The meaning of each value is as
follows:
3. Any number of users can fully share the data set.
4. Any number of users can fully share the data set. For each PUT request, VSAM immediately updates the data
set. For each GET request, all input buffers are refreshed.

Buffer space
(Optional) Specify the minimum buffer space allocation when this VSAM Alternate Index file is accessed.
If this parameter is not specified, VSAM uses the default of two times the data CISIZE plus the index CISIZE (if
file is indexed).

Options:

Multiple volumes?
When the data or index component of the VSAM file requires multiple volumes, set the Multiple Volumes? field
to Y to open a screen where you can type the volume serial for additional volumes.
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AIX in sync with base?
Specify Y for Yes or N for No to designate whether the alternate index is created with the UPGRADE parameter
indicating that the alternate index be kept in sync with the base cluster. With the UPGRADE parameter, the
alternate index is updated to reflect changes as they occur to the base cluster.

Unique key in base?
Specify Y for Yes or N for No to indicate whether the alternate index is created with the UNIQUEKEY parameter
indicating that each alternate index record points to only one data record in the base cluster.

Load Restartable?
Specify Y for the Load Restartable? option to request that the VSAM component definition use the RECOVERY
parameter causing the data component to be preformatted before the initial load. Using this option causes the
initial load to take longer, but loads that do not complete successfully can be restarted.
Specify N for the Load Restartable? option to request that the VSAM component definition uses the SPEED
parameter causing the data component to not be preformatted before the initial load.

Erase on delete?
Specify Y for the Erase on Delete? option to request that the VSAM component definition uses the ERASE
parameter to overwrite all components of the file with binary zeros when the VSAM file is deleted from the catalog.
Specify N to define the VSAM component with the NOERASE parameter.

Write check?
Specify Y for the Write check? option to request that the VSAM component definition uses the WRITECHECK
parameter requesting validation of each write to the VSAM file by a read without data transfer.
Specify N to define the VSAM component with the NOWRITECHECK parameter.

Replicate index?
Specify Y for the Replicate Index? option to request that the VSAM component definition uses the REPLICATE
parameter requesting that the index records be replicated on a track.
Specify N to define the VSAM component using the NOREPLICATE parameter. Use of the REPLICATE
parameter improves the time that is required to access index records, but usually causes the index to require
more space.

SMS - Data Class
Specify the one-to-eight position name of the SMS Data Class to use when allocating the Alternate Index VSAM
file. You can use the SMS Data Class to control the attributes of the data set being allocated.

Build Alternate Index

The Build Alternate Index screen is used to build an alternate index file from the related cluster.

To perform the Build Alternate Index function, the parameters that are required are the DSN of the alternate index file,
which is typed on the main VSAM Utility screen, and the DSN of the cluster whose data is extracted to create the alternate
index file typed on this screen.

IDCAMS control cards are generated according to the parameters that you typed, and then one of the following actions
executes depending on the Execution Mode field in the main VSAM Utility screen:

• Invoke IDCAMS online to build the alternate index VSAM file
• Generate and submit JCL to build the alternate index VSAM file in batch
• Initiate an edit session using the generated JCL

Field Descriptions
Base Cluster

Specify the DSN of the base cluster to which this Alternate Index file is related.
To facilitate selection of the desired DSN, you can type any of the following syntaxes:
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• A wildcarded DSN that contains an asterisk (*) or a percent sign (%) for unknown characters of the DSN
• D to request a directory of DSN Lists
• D dddddd where 'dddddd' is the name of a DSN list

Define Path

The Define Path screen lets you define a VSAM path and use it to access a VSAM file through an alternate index or
access a VSAM file using an alias.

To access a VSAM KSDS or VSAM ESDS file through an alternate index, a path must be defined. The DD statement that
is used to access the VSAM file through an alternate index refers to this path name as the DSN. Define a path for each
alternate index through which the base cluster is to be accessed.

When a program opens a path for processing, both the base cluster and the alternate index are opened.

IDCAMS control cards are generated according to the parameters you typed, and then one of the following actions is
performed depending on the Execution Mode field in the main VSAM Utility screen:

• Invoke IDCAMS online to define the VSAM path
• Generate and submit JCL to define the VSAM path in batch
• Initiate an edit session using the generated JCL

Field Descriptions
Alternate Index (or Cluster) Accessed via Path

Specify the DSN of either an alternate index through which this path accesses a cluster or the cluster for which
this path is an alias.

Processing Option - Update AIXs
Specify Y for Yes or N for No to indicate whether the alternate index files for the cluster being accessed through
this path are to be allocated when the path is opened for processing and updated to reflect changes in the data
of the base cluster. This parameter determines whether the path is defined using the UPDATE parameter or the
NOUPDATE parameter.

Rename Component

The Rename Component screen lets you rename VSAM as a specified component name or all components in a cluster.

Three variations of the VSAM Rename Component screen exist depending on the type of component being renamed and
whether all DSNs of a cluster are to be renamed in sync.

• If the component being renamed is a cluster and the DSNs of the data and index components are to be updated in
sync with the cluster, then a screen opens that lets you update the cluster name.

• If the component being renamed is a cluster and the DSNs of the data and index components are not to be updated
in sync with the cluster, then a screen opens that lets you update the cluster name, the data component name, and if
applicable, the index component name.

• If the component being renamed is not a cluster, a screen appears that lets the one component name be updated.

IDCAMS control cards are generated according to the parameters you typed, and then one of the following actions is
performed depending on the Execution Mode field in the main VSAM Utility screen:

• Invoke IDCAMS online to change the component names
• Generate and submit JCL to change the component names in batch
• Initiate an edit session using the generated JCL
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Field Descriptions
Current Component (Cluster Name Update that Applies to All Components)

When the component to be updated is a cluster and the DSNs of the data and index component are equal to
the cluster name with a qualifying node, the assumption is made that you want to change the cluster name and
have the data component and if applicable, the index component change in sync with the cluster name. If that
assumption is correct, update the cluster, press Enter, and the cluster name is updated and the data and index
components receive the corresponding update to the part of the DSN before the appended qualifying node. To
separately specify the updates to the component names, change the Same update to data & index? field to N.

Updated Names (Update VSAM File Component Names Individually)
The DSNs of cluster, data, and index are to be updated independently when either the DSNs of the data and
index component are not equal to the cluster name with an appended qualifying node or the user has updated
the Same update to data & index? field to N. In this case, a screen appears that lets you update the DSNs of the
individual components.
Update Single Component Name -- When the component to be updated is not a cluster, a screen appears that
lets you update that one component.

Modify VSAM File

The Modify VSAM File screen is used to modify the allocation of a VSAM file by altering VSAM allocation parameters
related to free space, share options, buffer space, processing options, expiration date, SMS class, and allocated volumes.

----------CA File Master Plus ------------- Modify VSAM File ------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                               

Component DSNs:                                                                

  Cluster           'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS01'                                        

  Data              'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS01.DATA'                                   

  Index             'ABC.CIRCLE.KSDS01.INDEX'                                  

  Access method     KSDS                                                       

                                                                               

Update Allocation Parameters:          Update Allocated Volumes:               

  % Free CI & CA    ===> 30  10            Data  CAI002 ______ ______ ______   

  Share options     ===> 2 3               Index CAI002 ______ ______ ______   

  Buffer space      ===> 34816                                                 

  Erase on delete?  ===> N                                                     

  Write check?      ===> N                                                     

  Inhibit update?   ===> N

  Reuse option?     ===> N                                                     

  Expiration date   ===>                                                       

                                                                               

SMS Class

  Storage           ===>

  Management        ===>                                                                             

 

IDCAMS control cards are generated according to the parameters you typed, and then one of the following actions is
performed depending on the Execution Mode field in the main VSAM Utility screen:

• Invoke IDCAMS online to modify the VSAM file
• Generate and submit JCL to modify the VSAM file in batch
• Initiate an edit session using the generated JCL
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Field Descriptions

Update Allocation Parameters:

% Free CI & CA
CI - Specify the amount of empty space to be left in each Control Interval when the file is initially loaded. The free
space lets records be inserted or expanded within a Control Interval before requiring a Control Interval split.
CA - Specify the percentage of Control Intervals to be left unused in each Control Area as the file is initially
loaded. The use of control area free space lets some Control Interval splits occur before requiring a Control Area
split.

Share options

Cross-region
- Specify a value of one-through-four to indicate how the file can be shared among regions within the same
system or within multiple systems using GRS. The meaning of each value is as follows:
1. The data set can be opened for read processing by an unlimited number of users, but the data set
can be accessed by only one user when that user is doing read and write processing.
2. The data set can be opened by only one user at a time for read and write processing, but any number of users
can also be accessing for read processing.
3. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4.The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. For each PUT request, VSAM immediately updates
the data set. For each GET request, all input buffers are refreshed.

Cross-system
- Specify a value of 3 or 4 to indicate how the file can be shared among systems. The meaning of each value is as
follows:
3. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. For each PUT request, VSAM immediately updates
the data set. For each GET request, all input buffers are refreshed.

Buffer space

Specify the minimum buffer space that is allocated when this VSAM file is accessed.

Erase on delete?

Specify Y for the Erase on delete? option to request that the VSAM component definition use the ERASE parameter
causing all components of the file to be overwritten with binary zeros when the VSAM file is deleted from the catalog.
Specify N to have the VSAM component use the NOERASE parameter.

Write check?

Specify Y for the Write check? option to request that the VSAM component definition use the WRITECHECK parameter
requesting each write to the VSAM file to be validated by a read without data transfer. Specify N to have the VSAM
component use the NOWRITECHECK parameter.

Inhibit update?

Specify Y for the Inhibit update? option to request that the VSAM component be altered using the INHIBIT parameter
causing the VSAM file to be accessible only for read operations.
Changing the value of this field from Y to N causes the file to be altered using the UNINHIBIT parameter which removes
the restriction placed by a previous INHIBIT parameter.

Reuse option?

Specify Y for the Reuse option? field to request that the VSAM component definition use the REUSE parameter which
requests that the data set is set to be empty each time it is opened for update. Specify N to define the VSAM component
with the default NOREUSE parameter.

Expiration date
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If the VSAM cluster can be deleted after a certain date, specify an Expiration date in CCYYMMDD format.

SMS Class
Storage

Update the one-to eight-position name of the SMS Storage Class to alter the VSAM file to use the specified
storage class. The storage class can be used to control the storage hardware used for the data set.

Management
Update the one-to-eight-position name of the SMS Management Class to alter the VSAM file to use the specified
management class. You can use the SMS Management Class to control data set characteristics related to the
backup, migration, and retention of the data set.

Update Allocated Volumes:
Data and Index

The Update Allocated Volumes section presents a list of the volumes allocated to the data component and
if applicable, the index component. To add more volumes to the data or index component, specify volume
serials in the blank fields at the end of the volume list. To delete or change volume serials that are allocated to a
component, erase or over-key the volume serial in the list. The volume serial of volumes that contains records is
protected and cannot be updated.

VSAM KSDS

The Data Set Information - VSAM KSDS screen displays two pages of information about the VSAM file definition,
allocation parameters, record activity counts, activity dates, statistics about the definition and use of the data and index
components of the file, and Record Level Sharing and Encryption parameters.

-----------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Information - VSAM KSDS  ----------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                               

Dataset Organization:      VSAM KSDS (Key Sequence Dataset)                    

Cluster Name:              USER.KSDS                        Volume 

Data:                      USER.KSDS.DATA                   CAI001 

Index:                     USER.KSDS.INDEX                  CAI001 

                                                                               

Dataset Definition:                 Component Allocation:    Data       Index  

   Key Position                 1      CISIZE                3584        3584  

   Key Length                   3      Allocation Unit       CYLS        TRKS  

   Average record size        110      Primary                  1           5  

   Maximum record size        110      Secondary                5           1  

   Share options              2,4      Extents used             1           1  

   Buffer space             10752   Allocation Parameters:                     

SMS Information:                       Load restartable                    NO  

   Storage class                       Write check                         NO  

   Data class                          Erase on delete                     NO  

   Management class                    Replicated index                    NO  

Activity Dates:                        Reuse option                        NO  

   Creation date       2012/07/30      Spanned records                     NO  

   Expiration date                                                             

                                                                               

          End to exit         ENTER for more information about KSDS file      

The first page of the display has the following six sections:
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• VSAM component DSNS and volumes
• Data set definition parameters
• SMS information
• Activity dates
• Data and index component allocation summary
• Allocation parameters and options

The second page of the display contains the following types of information for the data and index components of the
VSAM KSDS file:

• Component statistics
• Record statistics

Field Descriptions

Data Set Organization: 

• The top section of the Data Set Information - VSAM KSDS screen contains the DSN of the cluster, data, and index
components of the KSDS VSAM file. The volume serial of the first volume for each of the components is to the right
of the DSN of the data and index components. If the component has multiple volumes defined, the volume serial is
followed by a plus sign (+). If the VSAM KSDS file is an alternate index file, it is indicated by a message below the
component DSNs.

 Data Set Definition: 

Key Position
For KSDS VSAM files which are not alternate index files, Key Position contains the position of the prime key
within the base cluster. For alternate index files, Key Position contains the position of the alternate key within the
base cluster. The Key Position field is displayed as a position and not as a displacement. For example, if the key
begins in the first position of the record, the value of Key Position is 1 not 0.

Key Length
For KSDS VSAM files which are not alternate index files, Key Length contains the length of the prime key within
the base cluster. For alternate index files, Key Length contains the length of the alternate key within the base
cluster.

Average record size
The average length of data records.

Maximum record size
The maximum length of data records.

Share options
Cross-Region

- Specify a value of one-through-four to indicate how the file can be shared among regions within the
same system or within multiple systems using GRS (Global Resource Serialization). The meaning of each
value is as follows:

1. The data set can be opened for read processing by an unlimited number of users, but the data set
can be accessed by only one user when that user is doing read and write processing.
2. The data set can be opened by only one user at a time for read and write processing, but any number of users
can also be accessing the data set for read processing.
3. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for PUTs
and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.
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Cross-System
- The second of the two numbers indicates how the file can be shared among systems. The meaning of
each value is as follows:

3. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for PUTs
and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.
Buffer space

Contains the minimum buffer space to be allocated when this VSAM file is accessed.
SMS Information:
Storage Class

When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Storage Class.
Data Class

When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Data Class.
Management Class

When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Management Class.
Activity Dates:
Creation date

Date in CCYY/MM/DD format when the VSAM file was allocated.
Expiration date

If an expiration date was specified to the VSAM allocation, the date is in CCYY/MM/DD after which the
VSAM cluster can be deleted.

Component Allocation:
CISIZE

The size of the Control Interval.
Allocation Unit

TRKS or CYLS to indicate whether the primary and secondary allocations are allocated in tracks or
cylinders.

Primary
The number of tracks or cylinders depending on the allocation units in the primary allocation of each
volume.

Secondary
The number of tracks or cylinders depending on the allocation units in each secondary allocation of each
volume.

Extents used
Total number of extents used for the VSAM file component.

Allocation Parameters:
Specifies whether the VSAM file was allocated with various parameters that affect the functioning of the VSAM
file.
Load restartable

Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the RECOVERY parameter, causing the data
component to be preformatted before the initial load or the SPEED parameter that does not. The use
of the RECOVERY parameter causes the initial load to take longer, but loads that do not complete
successfully can be restarted.

Write check
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the WRITECHECK parameter requesting each write
to the VSAM file to be validated by a read without data transfer.
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Erase on delete
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the ERASE parameter, causing all components of the
file to be overwritten with binary zeros, when the VSAM file is deleted from the catalog.

Replicated index
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the REPLICATE parameter requesting that the index
records are replicated on a track as many times as it fits.

Reuse option
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the REUSE parameter specifying that the cluster can
be opened again and again as a reusable cluster.

Spanned records
Indicates whether VSAM file was allocated with the SPANNED parameter indicating that data records
larger than a control interval are allowed to span multiple control intervals.

The second page of the Data Set Information VSAM KSDS screen contains the following types of information for
the data and index components of the VSAM KSDS file:

• Component statistics
• Record statistics

----------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Info - VSAM KSDS - Page 2  ---------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

USER.KSDS                                                        

                                                                               

Component Statistics:         Data        Index  Record Statistics:            

  CIs per CA                   195           13    Total                    24

  Control Interval Splits        0            0     Deleted                  4

  Control Area Splits            0            0     Inserted                 2

  Freespace Percent - CI         0            0     Updated                111

  Freespace Percent - CA         0            0     Retrieved            3,139

  Total Freespace           695296       229376                                

  High Allocated RBA        698880       798720                                

  High Used RBA             698880            0                                

  Percent Free                99.5         98.5                                

  Physical Record Size        3584         3584                                

  Physical Record / Track       13           13                                

  Tracks / Control Area         15            1  

              End to exit         ENTER to return to previous screen

Field Descriptions
Component Statistics:
CIs per CA

A Control Area is a contiguous area of DASD that ranges in size from one track to one cylinder. Displays
the number of Control Intervals in each Control Area.

Control Interval Splits
Total number of control interval splits occurring when a data record insert occurs and there is not enough
space in the control interval for the inserted record.

Control Area Splits
Total number of control interval splits occurring when a control interval split occurs and there is not
enough space for another control interval in the control area.
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Freespace Percent - CI
Control Interval free space is the percentage of empty space to be left in each control interval when the
file is initially loaded.
The free space lets records be inserted or expanded within a control interval before requiring a control
interval split.

Freespace Percent - CA
Control Area free space is the percentage of control intervals to be left unused in each control area as
the file is initially loaded. The use of control area free space lets some control interval splits occur before
requiring a control area split.

Total Freespace
Amount of space that is allocated to the VSAM file that does not contain a control interval.

High Allocated RBA
The number of bytes of space managed by the VSAM file.

High Used RBA
The highest byte number within a used control interval.

Percent Free
Free space as a percentage of the high used RBA.

Physical Record Size
The minimum amount of data that is transferred together which is at least one control interval.

Physical Record / Track
Number of physical records in each DASD track.

Tracks / Control Area
Number of tracks in each control area.

Record Statistics:
This section contains counts of the number of data records and the number of times data records have been
inserted, deleted, updated, and retrieved since the initial load of the VSAM file. The following counts are
displayed:
Total

The total number of records actually in the data or index component. This statistic is not maintained when
the data set is processed in control interval mode.

Deleted
The number of records that have been deleted from the data or index component.

Inserted
For a key-sequenced data set, the number of records that have been inserted into the data component
before the last record; records originally loaded and records added to the end are not included in this
statistic. For relative record data sets, it is the number of records that are inserted into available slots; the
number of records that are originally loaded are included in this statistic.

Updated
The number of records that have been retrieved for update and rewritten. This value does not reflect
those records that were deleted, but a record that is updated and deleted is counted in the update
statistics.

Retrieved
The number of records that have been retrieved from the data or index component, whether for update or
not for update.
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VSAM ESDS

The VSAM ESDS Data Set Information screen displays two pages of information about the VSAM file definition, allocation
parameters, record activity counts, activity dates, and statistics about the definition and use of the data component of the
file.

 ----- CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Information - VSAM ESDS           -------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

Dataset Organization:      VSAM ESDS (Entry Sequence Dataset)                 

Cluster Name:              ABC.CIRCLE.ESDS01                          Volume

Data:                      ABC.CIRCLE.ESDS01.DATA                     CAI001

                                                                              

Dataset Definition:                    Component Allocation:                  

   Average record size         80         CISIZE                       5632   

   Maximum record size         80         Allocation Unit              TRKS   

   Share options              2,3         Primary                         5   

   Buffer space             16384         Secondary                       1   

SMS Information:                          Extents used                    1   

   Storage class                       Allocation Parameters:                 

   Data class                             Load restartable               NO   

   Management class                       Write check                    NO   

Activity Dates:                           Erase on delete                NO   

   Creation date       2005/09/22         Reuse option                   NO   

   Expiration date                        Spanned records                NO   

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

          

      End to exit         ENTER for more information about ESDS file         

The top section of the Data Set Information - VSAM ESDS screen contains the DSN of the cluster and data components
of the ESDS VSAM file. The volume serial of the first volume is to the right of the DSN of the data component. If the data
component has multiple volumes defined, the volume serial is followed by a plus sign (+).

Field Descriptions

Dataset Definition: 

Average record size
The average length of data records.

Maximum record size
The maximum length of data records.

Share options
Cross-Region - The first of the two numbers that are displayed is the Cross-Region Share Option. The meaning
of each value is:
1

The data set can be opened for read processing by an unlimited number of users, but the data set
can be accessed by only one user when that user is doing read and write processing.

2
The data set can be opened by only one user at a time for read and write processing, but any number of
users can also be accessing for read processing.
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3
The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.

4
The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for
PUTs and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.

The second of the two numbers is the Cross-System Share Option. Values are:
3

The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4

The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for
PUTs and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.

Buffer space
Contains the minimum buffer space to be allocated when this VSAM file is accessed.

 SMS Information: 

Storage Class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Storage Class.

Data Class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Data Class.

Management Class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Management Class.

 Activity Dates
Displays the following date fields related to the VSAM file.

Creation date
Date in CCYY/MM/DD format when the VSAM file was allocated.

Expiration date
If an expiration date was specified to the VSAM allocation, this is the date in CCYY/MM/DD after which the VSAM
cluster can be deleted.

 Component Allocation: 

CISIZE
The size of the control interval.

Allocation Unit
TRKS or CYLS to indicate whether the primary and secondary allocations are allocated in tracks or cylinders.

Primary
The number of tracks or cylinders (depending on the allocation units) in the primary allocation of each volume.

Secondary
Number of tracks or cylinders (depending on the allocation units) in the secondary allocation of each volume.

Extents used
Total number of extents used for the VSAM file component.

 Allocation Parameters: 
This area tells whether the VSAM file was allocated with various parameters that affect the functioning of the VSAM file.

Load restartable
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the RECOVERY parameter, causing the data component
to be preformatted before the initial load, or the SPEED parameter that does not. The use of the RECOVERY
parameter causes the initial load to take longer, but loads that do not complete successfully can be restarted.
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Write check
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the WRITECHECK parameter requesting each write to the
VSAM file to be validated by a read without data transfer.

Erase on delete
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the ERASE parameter causing all components of the file to be
overwritten with binary zeros when the VSAM file is deleted from the catalog.

Reuse option
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the REUSE parameter specifying that the cluster can be
opened again and again as a reusable cluster.

Spanned records
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the SPANNED parameter indicating that data records larger
than a control interval are allowed to span multiple control intervals.

The second page of the Data Set Information - VSAM ESDS screen contains the following types of information for the
data component of the VSAM ESDS file:

• Component statistics
• Record statistics

 ----- CA File Master Plus -- Dataseus -- Dataset Info -VSAM ESDS - Page 2  ---------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

ABC.CIRCLE.ESDS01                                                        

                                                                               

Component Statistics:         Data       Record Statistics:            

  CIs per CA                     9          Total                    0

  Total Freespace           247808          Deleted                  0

  High Allocated RBA        253440          Inserted                 0

  High Used RBA               5632          Updated                  0

  Percent Free                97.8          Retrieved                0

  Physical Record Size        5632                                    

  Physical Record / Track        9                                     

  Tracks / Control Area          1

              End to exit         ENTER to return to previous screen              

Field Descriptions

Component Statistics 

CIs per CA
A Control Area is a contiguous area of DASD that ranges in size from one track to one cylinder. Displays the
number of Control Intervals in each Control Area.

Total Freespace
Amount of space that is allocated to the VSAM file that does not contain a Control Interval.

High Allocated RBA
The number of bytes of space managed by the VSAM file.

High Used RBA
The highest byte number within a used Control Interval.

Percent Free
Free space as a percentage of the high used RB.
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Physical Record Size
The minimum amount of data that is transferred together which is at least one Control Interval.

Physical Record / Track
Number of physical records in each DASD track.

Tracks / Control Area
Number of tracks in each Control Area.

 Record Statistics:
This section contains counts of the number of data records and the number of times data records have been inserted,
deleted, updated, and retrieved since the initial load of the VSAM file. The following counts are displayed:

Total
The total number of records actually in the data or index component. This statistic is not maintained when the data
set is processed in control interval mode.

Deleted
The number of records that have been deleted from the data or index component.

Inserted
For a key-sequenced data set, the number of records that have been inserted into the data component before the
last record; records originally loaded and records added to the end are not included in this statistic. For relative
record data sets, it is the number of records that are inserted into available slots; the number of records that are
originally loaded are included in this statistic.

Updated
The number of records that have been retrieved for update and rewritten. This value does not reflect those
records that were deleted, but a record that is updated and deleted is counted in the update statistics.

Retrieved
The number of records that have been retrieved from the data or index component, whether for update or not for
update.

VSAM RRDS

The Data Set Information - VSAM RRDS screen displays two pages of information about the VSAM file definition,
allocation parameters, record activity counts, activity dates, and statistics about the definition and use of the data
component of the file.

-----------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Information - VSAM RRDS  ----------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                               

Dataset Organization:      VSAM RRDS (Relative Record Dataset)                 

Cluster Name:              ABC.CIRCLE.RRDS01                            Volume 

Data:                      ABC.CIRCLE.RRDS01.DA                         CAI001 

                                                                               

Dataset Definition:                   Component Allocation:                    

   Record size                505        CISIZE                           512  

   Share options              4,3        Allocation Unit                 TRKS  

   Buffer space              1024        Primary                            1  

SMS Information:                         Secondary                          0  

   Storage class                         Extents used                       1  

   Data class                         Allocation Parameters:                   

   Management class                      Load restartable                  NO  

Activity Dates:                          Write check                       NO  

   Creation date       2003/08/21        Erase on delete                   NO  
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   Expiration date                       Reuse option                      NO  

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

          End to exit         ENTER for more information about RRDS file      

The top section of the Data Set Information - VSAM RRDS screen contains the DSN of the cluster and data components
of the RRDS VSAM file. The volume serial of the first volume is to the right of the DSN of the data component. If the
component has multiple volumes defined, the volume serial is followed by a plus sign (+).

Field Descriptions

Data Set Definition: 

Record size
The length of each of the data records.

Share options
Cross-Region - Specify a value of one-through-four to indicate how the file can be shared among regions within
the same system or within multiple systems using GRS (Global Resource Serialization). The meaning of each
value is as follows:
1

The data set can be opened for read processing by an unlimited number of users, but the data set
can be accessed by only one user when that user is doing read and write processing.

2
The data set can be opened by only one user at a time for read and write processing, but any number of
users can also be accessing for read processing.

3
The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.

4
The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for
PUTs and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.

Cross-System - The second of the two numbers displayed. The meaning of each value is:
3

The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4

The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for
PUTs and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.

Buffer space
Contains the minimum buffer space to be allocated when this VSAM file is accessed.

 SMS Information: 

Storage class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Storage Class.

Data class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Data Class.

Management class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Management Class.
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 Activity Dates: 

Creation date
Date in CCYY/MM/DD format when the VSAM file was allocated.

Expiration date
If an expiration date was specified to the VSAM allocation, this is the date in CCYY/MM/DD after which the VSAM
cluster can be deleted.

CISIZE
The size of the Control Interval.

 Allocation Unit
TRKS or CYLS indicating whether the primary and secondary allocations are allocated in tracks or cylinders.

Primary
The number of tracks or cylinders, depending on the allocation units, in the primary allocation of each volume.

Secondary
Number of tracks or cylinders, depending on the allocation units, in each secondary allocation of each volume.

Extents Used
Total number of extents used for the VSAM file component.

 Allocation Parameters:
Specifies whether the VSAM file was allocated with various parameters that affect the functioning of the VSAM file.

Load restartable
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the RECOVERY parameter, causing the data component
to be preformatted before the initial load, or the SPEED parameter which does not. The use of the RECOVERY
parameter causes the initial load to take longer, but loads that do not complete successfully can be restarted.

Write check
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the WRITECHECK parameter requesting each write to the
VSAM file to be validated by a read without data transfer.

Erase on delete
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the ERASE parameter, causing all components of the file to
be overwritten with binary zeros, when the VSAM file is deleted from the catalog.

Reuse option
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the REUSE parameter specifying that the cluster can be
opened again and again as a reusable cluster.

The second page of the Data Set Information - VSAM RRDS screen contains the following types of information for the
data component of the VSAM RRDS file:

• Component statistics
• Record statistics

----------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Info - VSAM RRDS - Page 2  ---------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

ABC.CIRCLE.RRDS01                                                            

                                                                               

Component Statistics:                   Record Statistics:                      

   CIs per CA                    30        Total                    0  

   Total Freespace            25088        Actual                   0  

   High Allocated RBA         25088        Deleted                  0  

   High Used RBA                0.0        Inserted                 0  

   Percent Free               100.0        Updated                  0  

   Physical Record Size         512        Retrieved                0  
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   Physical Record / Track       49                                            

   Tracks / Control Area          1

                                          

                                                                                                              

                                          

          End to exit         ENTER to return to previous screen              

Field Description

Component Statistics: 

CIs per CA
A control area is a contiguous area of DASD that ranges in size from one track to one cylinder. This display tells
the number of Control Intervals in each Control Area.

Total Freespace
Amount of space that is allocated to the VSAM file that does not contain a Control Interval.

High Allocated RBA
The number of bytes of space managed by the VSAM file.

High Used RBA
The highest byte number within a used Control Interval.

Percent Free
Free space as a percentage of the high used RBA.

Physical Record Size
The minimum amount of data that is transferred together which is at least one Control Interval.

Physical Record / Track
Number of physical records in each DASD track.

Tracks / Control Area
Number of tracks in each Control Area.

Record Statistics:
This section contains counts of the number of data records and the number of times data records have been inserted,
deleted, updated, and retrieved since the initial load of the VSAM file. The following counts are displayed:

Total
The total number of records actually in the data component. This statistic is not maintained when the data set is
processed in control interval mode. For RRDS files, this is the count of slots in the data set.

Actual
The actual count of records in the data set.

Deleted
The number of records that have been deleted from the data component.

Inserted
For a key-sequenced data set, the number of records that have been inserted into the data component before the
last record; records originally loaded and records added to the end are not included in this statistic. For relative
record data sets, the number of records that are inserted into available slots; the number of records that are
originally loaded are included in this statistic.

Updated
The number of records that have been retrieved for update and rewritten. This value does not reflect those
records that were deleted, but a record that is updated and deleted is counted in the update statistics.
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Retrieved
The number of records that have been retrieved from the data component, whether for update or not for update.

VSAM Variable-Length RRDS

The Data Set Information - VSAM VRRDS (Variable-Length RRDS) screen displays two pages of information about the
VSAM file definition, allocation parameters, record activity counts, activity dates, and statistics about the definition and use
of the data and index components of the file.

----------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Information - VSAM VRRDS  ----------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                               

Dataset Organization:      VSAM VRRDS (Variable-Length Relative Record Dataset)

Cluster Name:              ABC.TEST.VRRDS03                             Volume 

Data:                      ABC.TEST.VRRDS03.DATA                        CAI001 

Index:                     ABC.TEST.VRRDS03.INDEX                       CAI001 

                                                                               

Dataset Definition:                 Component Allocation:    Data       Index  

   Average record size         58      CISIZE                2048        3072  

   Maximum record size        108      Allocation Unit       CYLS        TRKS  

   Share options              2,3      Primary                  1           1  

   Buffer space              7168      Secondary                1           1  

SMS Information:                       Extents used             1           1  

   Storage class                    Allocation Parameters:                     

   Data class                          Load restartable                    NO  

   Management class                    Write check                         NO  

Activity Dates:                        Erase on delete                     NO  

   Creation date       2012/05/21      Replicated index                    NO  

   Expiration date                     Reuse option                        NO  

                                       Spanned records                     NO  

                                                                               

                                                                               

          End to exit         ENTER for more information about RRDS file      

The top section of the VSAM Variable-Length RRDS Data Set Information Screen contains the DSN of the cluster,
data, and index components of the Variable-Length RRDS VSAM file. The volume serial of the first volume for
each of the components is to the right of the DSN of the data and index components. If the component has multiple
volumes defined, the volume serial is followed by a plus sign (+).

Field Descriptions

Data Set Definition: 

Average record size
The average length of data records.

Maximum record size
The maximum length of data records.

Share options
Cross-Region - The first of the two numbers displayed indicates how the file can be shared among regions within
the same system or within multiple systems using GRS. The meaning of each value is:
1. The data set can be opened for read processing by an unlimited number of users, but the data set
can be accessed by only one user when that user is doing read and write processing.
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2. The data set can be opened by only one user at a time for read and write processing, but any number of users
can also be accessing for read processing.
3. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for PUTs
and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.

Cross-System
- The second of the two numbers indicates how the file can be shared among systems. The meaning of each
value is:
3. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for PUTs
and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.

Buffer space
Contains the minimum buffer space to be allocated when this VSAM file is accessed.

 SMS Information: 

Storage class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Storage Class.

Data class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Data Class.

Management class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Management Class.

 Activity Dates: 

Creation date
Date in CCYY/MM/DD format when the VSAM file was allocated.

Expiration date
If an expiration date was specified to the VSAM allocation, this is the date in CCYY/MM/DD after which the VSAM
cluster can be deleted.

 Component Allocation: 

CISIZE
The size of the control interval.

Allocation Unit
TRKS or CYLS to indicate whether the primary and secondary allocations are allocated in tracks or cylinders.

Primary
The number of tracks or cylinders, depending on the allocation units, in the primary allocation of each volume.

Secondary
Number of tracks or cylinders, depending on the allocation units, in the secondary allocation of each volume.

Extents Used
Total number of extents used for the VSAM file component.

 Allocation Parameters:
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with various parameters that affect the functioning of the VSAM file.

Load restartable
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the RECOVERY parameter causing the data component to be
preformatted before the initial load or the SPEED parameter that does not. The use of the RECOVERY parameter
causes the initial load to take longer, but loads that do not complete successfully can be restarted.
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Write check
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the WRITECHECK parameter that requests each write to the
VSAM file to be validated by a read without data transfer.

Erase on delete
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the ERASE parameter which causes all components of the file
to be overwritten with binary zeros when the VSAM file is deleted from the catalog

Replicated index
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the REPLICATE parameter which requests that the index
records are replicated on a track as many times as it fits.

Reuse option
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the REUSE parameter specifying that the cluster can be
opened again and again as a reusable cluster.

Spanned records
Indicates whether VSAM file was allocated with the SPANNED parameter indicating that data records larger than
a control interval are allowed to span multiple Control Intervals.

The second page of the Data Set Information - VSAM VRRDS (Variable-Length RRDS) screen contains the following
types of information for the data and index components of the VSAM VRRDS file:

• Component statistics
• Record statistics

---------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Info - VSAM VRRDS - Page 2  ---------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

ABC.TEST.VRRDS03                                                           

                                                                               

Component Statistics:         Data        Index  Record Statistics:            

  CIs per CA                   315           15     Total                   40

  Control Interval Splits        0            0     Deleted                  0

  Control Area Splits            0            0     Inserted                 0

  Freespace Percent - CI         0            0     Updated                  0

  Freespace Percent - CA         0            0     Retrieved                0

  Total Freespace           641024        43008                                

  High Allocated RBA        645120        46080                                

  High Used RBA             645120          512                                

  Percent Free                99.4         93.3                                

  Physical Record Size        2048         3072                                

  Physical Record / Track       21           15                                

  Tracks / Control Area         15            1   

                  

                                                                               

          End to exit         ENTER to return to previous screen              

Field Descriptions

 Component Statistics 

CIs per CA
A control area is a contiguous area of DASD that ranges in size from one track to one cylinder. This display shows
the number of Control Intervals in each Control Area.

Control Interval Splits
Total number of control interval splits that occur when a data record insert occurs and there is not enough space
in the Control Interval for the inserted record.
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Control Area Splits
Total number of Control Area splits that occur when a Control Interval split occurs and there is not enough space
for another Control Interval in the Control Area.

Freespace Percent - CI
Control Interval free space is the percentage of empty space to be left in each Control Interval when the file is
initially loaded.
The free space lets records be inserted or expanded within a Control Interval before requiring a Control Interval
split.

Freespace Percent - CA
Control Area free space is the percentage of Control Intervals to be left unused in each Control Area as the file
is initially loaded. The use of Control Area free space lets some Control Interval splits occur before requiring a
Control Area split.

Total Freespace
Amount of space that is allocated to the VSAM file that does not contain a Control Interval.

High Allocated RBA
The number of bytes of space managed by the VSAM file.

High Used RBA
The highest byte number within a used Control Interval.

Percent Free
Freespace as a percentage of the high used RBA.

Physical Record Size
The minimum amount of data that is transferred together (which is at least one Control Interval).

Physical Record / Track
Number of physical records in each DASD track.

Tracks / Control Area
Number of tracks in each Control Area.

 Record Statistics:
This section contains counts of the number of data records and the number of times data records have been inserted,
deleted, updated, and retrieved since the initial load of the VSAM file. The following counts are displayed:

Total
The total number of records actually in the data or index component. This statistic is not maintained when the data
set is processed in control interval mode.

Deleted
The number of records that have been deleted from the data or index component.

Inserted
For a key-sequenced data set, the number of records that have been inserted into the data component before the
last record; records originally loaded and records added to the end are not included in this statistic. For relative
record data sets, it is the number of records inserted into available slots; the number of records originally loaded
are included in this statistic.

Updated
The number of records that have been retrieved for update and rewritten. This value does not reflect those
records that were deleted, but a record that is updated and deleted is counted in the update statistics.

Retrieved
The number of records that have been retrieved from the data or index component, whether for update or not for
update.
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VSAM Linear Data Set

The Data Set Information - VSAM LDS (Linear Data Set) screen displays information about the VSAM file definition,
allocation parameters, record activity counts, activity dates, and statistics about the definition and use of the data
component of the file.

-----------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Information - VSAM LDS  -----------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                               

Dataset Organization:      VSAM LDS (Linear Dataset)                           

Cluster Name:              ABC.TEST.LINEAR                              Volume 

Data:                      ABC.TEST.LINEAR.DATA                         CAI001+

                                                                               

Dataset Definition:                    Component Allocation:                   

   Share options              2,3         CISIZE                       4096    

   Buffer space              8192         Allocation Unit              TRKS    

SMS Information:                          Primary                         5    

   Storage class                          Secondary                      10    

   Data class                             Extents used                    1    

   Management class                    Allocation Parameters:                  

Activity Dates:                           Load restartable            NO       

   Creation date       2012/05/22         Write check                 NO       

   Expiration date                        Erase on delete             NO       

                                          Reuse option                NO       

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

          End to exit         ENTER for more information about LDS file       

The top section of the Data Set Information - VSAM LDS screen contains the DSN of the cluster and data components of
the Linear Data Set VSAM file. The volume serial of the first volume is to the right of the DSN of the data component. If
the component has multiple volumes defined, the volume serial is followed by a plus sign (+).

Field Descriptions

 Data Set Definition: 

Share options
Cross-Region - The first of the two numbers displayed indicates how the file can be shared among regions within
the same system or within multiple systems using GRS. The meaning of each value is:
1. The data set can be opened for read processing by an unlimited number of users, but the data set
can be accessed by only one user when that user is doing read and write processing.
2. The data set can be opened by only one user at a time for read and write processing, but any number of users
can also be accessing for read processing.
3. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for PUTs
and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.
Cross-System - The second of the two numbers indicates how the file can be shared among systems. The
meaning of each value is:
3. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users.
4. The data set can be fully shared by any number of users. VSAM immediately updates the data set for PUTs
and refreshes all input buffers for GETs.
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Buffer space
Contains the minimum buffer space to be allocated when this VSAM file is accessed.

 SMS Information: 

Storage class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Storage Class.

Data class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Data Class.

Management class
When the VSAM file is SMS managed this field displays its SMS Management Class.

 Activity Dates: 

Creation date
Date in CCYY/MM/DD format when the VSAM file was allocated.

Expiration date
If an expiration date was specified to the VSAM allocation, this is the date in CCYY/MM/DD after which the VSAM
cluster can be deleted.

 Component Allocation: 

CISIZE
The size of the Control Interval.

Allocation Unit
'TRKS' or 'CYLS' to indicate whether the primary and secondary allocations are allocated in tracks or cylinders.

Primary
The number of tracks or cylinders, depending on the allocation units, in the primary allocation of each volume.

Secondary
The number of tracks or cylinders, depending on the allocation units, in each secondary allocation of each
volume.

Extents Used
Total number of extents used for the VSAM file component.

 Allocation Parameters:
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with various parameters that affect the functioning of the VSAM file.

Load restartable
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the RECOVERY parameter causing the data component to
be preformatted before the initial load, or the SPEED parameter which does not. The use of the RECOVERY
parameter causes the initial load to take longer, but loads that do not complete successfully can be restarted.

Write check
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the WRITECHECK parameter which requests each write to
the VSAM file to be validated by a read without data transfer.

Erase on delete
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the ERASE parameter which causes all components of the file
to be overwritten with binary zeros when the VSAM file is deleted from the catalog.

Reuse option
Indicates whether the VSAM file was allocated with the REUSE parameter that specifies the cluster can be
reopened as a reusable cluster.

The second page of the Data Set Information - VSAM LDS (Linear Data Set) screen contains the following types of
information for the data component of the Linear Data Set VSAM file:
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• Component statistics
• Record statistics

----  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Info - VSAM LDS - Page 2              ----

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

ABC.TEST.LINEAR                                                          

                                                                               

Component Statistics:                   Record Statistics:                     

   CIs per CA                    60        Total                    0  

   Total Freespace                0        Deleted                  0  

   High Allocated RBA        245760        Inserted                 0  

   High Used RBA                  0        Updated                  0  

   Percent Free               100.0        Retrieved                0  

   Physical Record Size        4096                                            

   Physical Record / Track       12                                            

   Tracks / Control Area          5

                                                              

                                                 

                                                                               

          End to exit         ENTER to return to previous screen              

Field Descriptions

Component Statistics: 

CIs per CA
A control area is a contiguous area of DASD that ranges in size from one track to one cylinder. Displays the
number of Control Intervals in each Control Area.

Total Freespace
Amount of space that is allocated to the VSAM file which does not contain a Control Interval.

High Allocated RBA
The number of bytes of space managed by the VSAM file.

High Used RBA
The highest byte number within a used Control Interval.

Percent Free
Freespace as a percentage of the high used RBA.

Physical Record Size
The minimum amount of data that is transferred together which is at least one control interval.

Physical Record / Track
Number of physical records in each DASD track.

Tracks / Control Area
Number of tracks in each control area.

Record Statistics:
This section contains counts of the number of data records and the number of times data records have been inserted,
deleted, updated, and retrieved since the initial load of the VSAM file. The following counts are displayed:

Total
The total number of records actually in the data component. This statistic is not maintained when the data set is
processed in control interval mode.
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Deleted
The number of records that have been deleted from the data component.

Inserted
For a key-sequenced data set, the number of records that have been inserted into the data component before the
last record; records originally loaded and records added to the end are not included in this statistic. For relative
record data sets, the number of records that are inserted into available slots; the number of records that are
originally loaded are included in this statistic.

Updated
Number of records that have been retrieved for update and rewritten. This value does not reflect those records
that were deleted, but a record that is updated and deleted is counted in the update statistics.

Retrieved
The number of records that have been retrieved from the data component, whether for update or not for update.

Search Utility
Contents

The Search utility is used to search supported data sets for specified selection criteria. The Search utility supports VSAM,
sequential, PDS, and PDSE data sets. The online search and display of records from multiple PDS members makes the
functions particularly helpful for searching partitioned data sets.

Search File/Members

The Search function performs the search online and writes the results to a temporary sequential file or to a sequential file
specified in the Search/Preview data set name field. When the search is complete, a File Master Plus Browse session
displays all records that matched the selection criteria. Records found in each member will be preceded by a member
name heading if multiple members of a PDS are searched. The Search function cannot be executed in batch mode.

Field Descriptions

Dataset to Search

Data set name
Type the data set name of the file to be searched. This file can be a sequential file, partitioned data set, or VSAM
file.

Member name
When the input file is partitioned, one may leave the member name blank or type a wildcarded specification to
get a list of all members that match the wildcard member name plus any additional MEMBER selection criteria
that was specified. Once the member list is displayed, one or more members can be selected for processing or
additional MEMBER selection criteria can be specified.
If an '*' is specified, the member list is not displayed and all members in the data set or members that match any
additional MEMBER selection criteria are immediately searched.

Volume serial
If the input data set to the search function is uncataloged, you must type the volume serial of the volume on which
the data set resides.

Record Layout

Layout dataset
Type the data set name of the Record Description Copy Library member that describes the file to be searched.
You can also type a wildcarded DSN to request a list of data sets from which you can select the desired data set.
This field is required when using the LAYOUT primary command.
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Layout member
Type the Member Name of the Record Description Copy Member that describes the input file.
Leave this field blank to receive a directory of the members in the Layout data set. You can also type a wildcarded
member name to receive a directory of members that match that wildcard.

Dataset name
The Search Preview data set name is optional and when specified is used as an output data set by the search
function.
With Search, this data set will contain all records that matched the specified search criteria.
If a DSN is specified, it will be deleted and re-allocated with the appropriate characteristics required to hold
the records from the "Search data set." Upon completion of the function, a File Master Plus Browse screen is
displayed showing the records that matched the search criteria.
If a DSN is not specified, a temporary data set will be allocated.

Selection criteria below or Selection criteria member
You can specify a selection criteria member or any individual selection conditions to identify the records that you
want to search. If you specify a record layout data set and member name, you can use the LAYOUT command
to display the Selection Criteria Condition screen to build selection conditions by the field names defined in the
record layout. You can use selection criteria to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:

• Condition that evaluates data values in each record
• Presence of a character string within a record or specified columns or field name from a record layout
• Specification of the first record to be selected based on relative record number, VSAM key, or VSAM RBA
• Limit to the number of records to be selected

You can use the following commands from the Search Utility screen to save selection conditions into a member in
the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS:
CREATE

Creates a new member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS. The selection conditions that
you specify in the Search Utility screen are saved to the new member. You must follow the CREATE
command with the member name that you want to create. You cannot specify any other parameters.

REPLACE
Replaces an existing member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS with selection conditions
that you specify in the Search Utility screen. You must follow the REPLACE command with the name of
the member that you want to modify. You cannot specify any other parameters. If the member that you
specify does not exist, the REPLACE command behaves like the CREATE command.

For a complete explanation of the syntaxes, request field-level help. For examples of selection criteria statements,
see Selection Condition Examples.

Search Utility Member Directory

When a blank member name or a wildcarded member name is specified in the Search utility submenu, a partitioned
data set member list displays  in response to a wildcarded or blank member name field. If the member selection criteria
were specified in the Selection Criteria, the list of members reflects only those members that matched any wildcard in the
member name field and contained records that matched the specified selection criteria

CA File Master Plus -- SEARCH 'ABC.WORKPDS3' ----------       ----- Row 1 of 15

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                               

S Member   Msg              Size    Created           Changed          ID      

_ ABCD                         3   2012/01/29   2012/05/04 15:38:09    TECH 

_ ABNAMRO                     55   2003/09/17   2008/05/19 13:54:38    TECH 

_ ABSTRACT                    19   2000/07/05   2004/07/27 17:01:00    TECH 

_ ACCQMOD                     19   2005/10/26   2005/10/26 14:26:59    TECH 
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_ ACCQTHST                    24   2005/10/26   2005/10/26 13:03:09    TECH 

_ ACCQTOTS                    63   2001/12/19   2005/11/11 14:54:41    TECH 

_ ACCUM2                      91   2002/07/22   2002/07/22 13:41:20    TECH 

_ AIX                         29   2003/04/15   2003/04/15 12:02:16    TECH 

_ ALDP0SFB                                                                     

_ ALLOCATE                    39   2001/10/26   2008/05/19 13:55:18    TECH 

_ APFFM                        9   2003/06/03   2004/06/10 16:41:53    TECH 

_ APFTP                        5   2003/05/01   2003/06/02 08:36:35    TECH 

_ ART3                        16   2004/07/27   2012/07/30 15:07:10    TECH 

_ ASM                         32   2002/03/04   2002/08/19 10:27:44    TECH 

_ AXYZ                         3   2004/02/19   2012/07/30 15:07:10    TECH 

***************************** End of Member List ******************************

Each line item contains the following fields for each data set.

• Msg - informative message reflecting the action taken on the member
• Size - number of records within the member
• Created - the date the member was created
• Changed - the date and time of the last update to the member
• ID - the userid associated with the last update or creation of the member

Primary commands supported by the Search Utility Member Directory are as follows:

LOCATE | L
This command, followed by a value, positions to the first member directory entry whose sort sequence field is
greater than or equal to the specified value. For example, when the directory list is sorted by the Name column,
the L ABC positions the member list to the first member in the list whose member name is greater than or equal to
the name ABC.

MEMBER
This command followed by valid selection criteria can be used to specify additional member selection criteria.
Using this command format reduces the current member list to only those members that contain records that
match the specified selection criteria. Successive MEMBER commands can be used to continually reduce the
current member list. For example, MEMBER 'ABC' reduces the member list to only those members that contain
the characters ABC in one of their records. A subsequent MEMBER 'XYZ' command reduces the member list to
only those members that contain the characters ABC and XYZ.

RES | RESET
Clears the selection indicator for all the members of the list.

SORT
Sorts the directory by any of the columns in the directory when you type SORT XXX or SORT XXX Y where 'XXX'
is one of the column literals and 'Y' is 'A' for ascending or 'D' for descending. For example, SORT CREATED sorts
the directory in descending order of Created Date and SORT ID A sorts the directory in ascending order of User
ID.

S member
Selects a member from the data set for processing. The member does not have to be in the current member list to
be selected. The member can be a generic member name such as 'A*' which will select all members whose name
starts with the letter 'A', or '*' which will select all members from the directory.

Field Descriptions
Line Item Action Ind

The valid value for the Line Item Action Indicator is 'S' to select the member to be processed.
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Update Utility
Contents

Use the Update utility to update supported data sets for specified selection criteria. The Update utility supports VSAM,
sequential, PDS and PDSE data sets. The online update and display of records from multiple PDS members makes the
functions particularly helpful updating partitioned data sets.

Update File/Members

The Update function performs the update online or in batch. It displays a pop-up panel where you can specify from 1 to 4
from and to character strings for the update function. The Update function provides the Preview Before Update parameter
that displays the update results without actually making the changes to the Update data set, and the Input Format JCL
parameter maintains JCL syntax integrity when updating partitioned data sets that contain JCL.

You can also specify the updates by field-name. In this case, after pressing Enter, the Update Fields panel is displays. You
may type your from and to data directly from this panel. You must enter a data set and member to use the Update by Field
Name function.

All updates are made directly to the Update data set unless Preview Before Update is set to Y. Record lengths are not
modified nor is data shifted left or right if the from and to strings are unequal in length, unless the Input Format L option is
set to Y. In this case, data may be shifted left or right and if necessary moved to a new (continued) JCL statement.

Field Descriptions

Specify Data Set to Update

Data set name
Type the DSN of the file to be updated. This file can be a sequential file, partitioned data set, or VSAM file.

Member name
When the input file is partitioned, you may leave the member name blank or type a wildcarded specification to get
a list of all members that match the wildcard member name plus any additional MEMBER selection criteria that
was specified. Once the member list is displayed, you can select one or more members for processing or specify
additional MEMBER selection criteria.
If you specify an *, the member list does not display and all members in the data set or members that match any
additional MEMBER selection criteria will be immediately searched or updated.

Volume serial
If the input data set to the updated is uncataloged, you must type the volume serial of the volume on which the
data set resides.

Update / Preview Data Set

Data set name
The Update Preview data set name is optional and when specified is used as an output data set by the update
function when Preview for Update is specified.
When you request an update function and the Preview for Update option is also specified, this data set will
contain the updated records.
If you specify a DSN, it will be deleted and re-allocated with the appropriate characteristics required to hold the
records from the Update data set. Upon completion of the function, a Browse screen displays showing the records
that matched the search or update criteria.
If you do not specify a DSN, a temporary data set will be allocated.

Update Parameters
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Preview Before Update
If you specify Preview Before Update, all updated records are written to the Update/Preview data set instead of
the Update data set. No modifications are made to the Update data set. If Preview Before Update is performed
for multiple members of a partitioned data set, the updated records will be preceded by a display of the member
name. Preview Before Update can only be executed in online mode.
If Preview Before Update is not specified, updates are made directly to the Update data set.

Input Format JCL
This parameter is only valid for partitioned, fixed block, 80 byte records data sets. When you specify Y, the update
function will maintain JCL formatting when making changes to a JCL record. JCL formatting is maintained by
applying appropriate rules when updating from and to strings of unequal lengths so the updates do not cause JCL
errors.
If the to character string is shorter than the from character string, data is shifted to the left until two consecutive
spaces/blanks are found, then padded with spaces/blanks. If the to character string is longer than the from string
and there are not enough consecutive blanks to accommodate the difference, a new (continued) JCL record will
be inserted with one or more JCL parameters from updated JCL statement.

Execution Mode
The execution mode field is for the Update function and indicates whether to perform one of the following:
O -- perform the update function online
S -- create and submit JCL to perform the update function in batch
E -- create and edit JCL to perform the update function in batch.
If you specify Preview before Update, execution mode must be O.

Record Layout

Layout data set
Type the DSN of the Record Description Copy Library member that describes the file to be searched. You can
also type a wildcarded DSN to request a list of data sets from which you can select the desired data set. This
field is required when using the LAYOUT primary command or when you want to use the Update by Field Name
function.

Layout member
Type the Member Name of the Record Description Copy Member that describes the input file.
Leave this field blank to receive a directory of the members in the Layout data set. You can also type a wildcarded
member name to receive a directory of members that match that wildcard.
You must complete this field to perform an Update by Field Name or to use the LAYOUT command.

Selection Criteria

Selection criteria below or Selection criteria member
You can specify a selection criteria member or any individual selection conditions to identify the records that you
want to update. If you specify a record layout data set and member name, you can use the LAYOUT command
to display the Selection Criteria Condition screen to build selection conditions by the field names defined in the
record layout. You can use selection criteria to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:

• Condition that evaluates data values in each record
• Presence of a character string within a record or specified columns or field name from a record layout
• Specification of the first record to be selected based on relative record number, VSAM key, or VSAM RBA
• Limit to the number of records to be selected

You can use the following commands from the Update Utility screen to save selection conditions into a member in
the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS:
CREATE

Creates a new member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS. The selection conditions that
you specify in the Update Utility screen are saved to the new member. You must follow the CREATE
command with the member name that you want to create. You cannot specify any other parameters.
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REPLACE
Replaces an existing member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS with selection conditions
that you specify in the Update Utility screen. You must follow the REPLACE command with the name of
the member that you want to modify. You cannot specify any other parameters. If the member that you
specify does not exist, the REPLACE command behaves like the CREATE command.

For a complete explanation of the syntaxes, request field-level help. For examples of selection criteria statements,
see Selection Condition Examples.

Update Utility Member Directory

When you specify a blank member name or a wildcarded member name in the Update Utility submenu, a partitioned data
set member list displays  in response to a wildcarded or blank member name field. If you specified the member selection
criteria in the Selection Criteria, the list of members reflects only those members that matched any wildcard in the member
name field and contained records that matched the specified selection criteria

Each line item contains the following fields for each data set.

• Msg - informative message reflecting the action taken on the member
• Size - number of records within the member
• Created - the date the member was created
• Changed - the date and time of the last update to the member
• ID - the userid associated with the last update or creation of the member

Primary commands supported by the Update Utility Member Directory are as follows:

LOCATE
| Lvalue
The command L or LOCATE, followed by a value, positions to the first member directory entry whose sort
sequence field is greater than or equal to the specified value. For example, when the directory list is sorted by the
Name column, the L ABC positions the member list to the first member in the list whose member name is greater
than or equal to the name ABC.

MEMBER
selection criteria
Use the MEMBER command followed by valid selection criteria to specify additional member selection criteria.
Using this command format reduces the current member list to only those members that contain records that
match the specified selection criteria. Use successive MEMBER commands to continually reduce the current
member list. For example, MEMBER 'ABC' reduces the member list to only those members that contain the
characters ABC in one of their records. A subsequent MEMBER 'XYZ' command reduces the member list to only
those members that contain the characters ABC and XYZ.

RES | RESET
The command RES or RESET clears the selection indicator for all the members of the list.

S member
The S member command selects a member from the data set for processing. The member does not have to be in
the current member list to be selected. The member can be a generic member name such as 'A*' which will select
all members who's name starts with the letter 'A', or '*' which will select all members from the directory.

SORT
column-name [D | A]
The SORT command sorts the directory by any of the columns in the directory when you type SORT XXX or
SORT XXX Y, where 'XXX' is one of the column literals and 'Y' is 'A' for ascending or 'D' for descending.
For example, SORT CREATED sorts the directory in descending order of Created Date and SORT ID A sorts the
directory in ascending order of User ID.
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Field Descriptions
Line Item Action Ind

The valid value for the Line Item Action Indicator is 'S' to select the member to be processed.

Update Utility From and To Character Strings Submenu

This menu is used by the Update function to specify the from and to character strings to be updated on the Update data
set, and is only displayed if the Layout Dataset and Layout member fields are left blank. If record selection criteria is also
specified, only those records that match the record selection criteria will be evaluated and updated by the From/To string
changes specified on this menu.

Valid commands from this menu are CANCEL or END, which will return to the Utility primary menu without performing the
update.

CA File Master Plus --- Update From & To Character Strings -------

 COMMAND ===>                                                              

                                                                            

           Pos  Len   Op Value                                          All 

                                                                            

 From ===> 1     0     EQ ______________________________________________    

 To                       ______________________________________________  N

                                                                            

 From ===> 1     0     EQ ______________________________________________    

 To                       ______________________________________________  N

                                                                            

 From ===> 1     0     EQ ______________________________________________    

 To                       ______________________________________________  N

                                                                            

 From ===> 1     0     EQ ______________________________________________    

 To                       ______________________________________________  N

                                                                            

  ENTER to proceed with update                                              

  CANCEL or END to return to Search Utility Screen                          

                                                                              

Field Descriptions
Pos

Type the position within the record where the scan is to begin. Valid values are 1 through 32760
Len

Type the length of the scan to perform. A scan-length of zero means to scan the entire record starting at the
position parameter's value. Valid values are 0 - 32760.

Op
Type the operator value to use when scanning. Valid choices are:
EQ

Equal
NE

Not equal
GT

Greater than
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GE
Greater than or equal to

LE
Less than or equal to

LT
Less than

From Value
Type the from string values for the scan to use. If the scan operation is evaluated to be true, the data beginning at
the first byte of the from string value will be REPLACED by the to string value. From string data is replaced for the
length of the to string value with no shifting of data or alteration of the record length, unless the Input Format JCL
option is Y.
When the Input Format JCL option is Y, and the to character string is shorter than the from character string, data
is shifted to the left until two consecutive spaces/blanks are found, then padded with spaces/blanks. If the to
character string is longer than the from string and there are not enough consecutive blanks to accommodate the
difference, a new (continued) JCL card will be inserted with one or more JCL parameters from the updated JCL
record.
Valid syntax is as follows:
'c…'

Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters.
C'c…'

Character - matches specified case
P'n…'

Packed decimal
T'x…'

Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric data is permitted.
X'hh'

Hexadecimal
Apostrophes (') and quotes (") are not interchangeable.
Character data within apostrophes and quotes are always treated as text.
When the text contains an apostrophe, the text needs to be enclosed in quotes.
When the text contains a quote, the text needs to be enclosed in apostrophes.

To Value
Type the to string value to be used as a replacement string for the from string value. If the scan operation is
evaluated to be true, the data beginning at the first byte of the from string value will be REPLACED by the to
string value.
Valid syntax is as follows:
'c…'

Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters.
C'c…'

Character - matches specified case
P'n…'

Packed decimal
T'x…'

Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric data is permitted.
X'hh'

Hexadecimal
Apostrophes (') and quotes (") are not interchangeable.
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Character data within apostrophes and quotes are always treated as character.
When the text contains an apostrophe, the text needs to be enclosed in quotes.
When the text contains a quote, the text needs to be enclosed in apostrophes.

All
Type a Y to replace every occurrence of the from string found in a record within the scan-length. Type N to
replace the first occurrence only of the from string found in a record within the scan-length.

Update Utility Update Fields Submenu

This menu is used by the Update function to specify the from and to character strings to be updated on the Update data
set, and is only displayed if the Layout Dataset and Layout member fields are present. If record selection criteria is also
specified, only those records that match the record selection criteria will be evaluated and updated by the From/To string
changes specified on this menu.

Valid commands from this menu are CANCEL or END, which will return to the Utility primary menu without performing the
update.

CAWAPPFN DSLIST er Plus -- Update Fields -------------------- Row 1 to 9 of 26

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                               

                                                From                           

   Field Name                 Pos    Format  OP To                             

01 FIELD-RECORD                   1 C     53 __ ______________________________

                                                ______________________________

 05 FIELD-ALPHABETIC              1 C      4 __ ______________________________

                                                ______________________________

 05 FIELD-ALPHANUM                5 C      4 __ ______________________________

                                                ______________________________

 05 FIELD-EDITTED-ALPHA           9 C      4 __ ______________________________

                                                ______________________________

 05 FIELD-NUMERIC                13 N    2.2 __ ______________________________

                                                ______________________________

 05 FIELD-PACKED                 17 P    4.3 __ ______________________________

                                                ______________________________

 05 FIELD-PACKED1                21 P      3 __ ______________________________

                                                ______________________________

 05 FIELD-BINARY                 23 BS    18 __ ______________________________

                                                ______________________________

 05 FIELD-EDITTED-NUM            31 N      4 __ ______________________________

                                                ______________________________

                                                                              

Field Descriptions

 

Field Name
The level and name of the field as defined in the Layout data set's member

Pos
The starting position within the record of the field

Format
The data-type indicator followed by either the number of digits or characters allowed for the field as defined by the
field definition.
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Valid data-type indicators are:
B - Binary C - Alphanumeric F - Floating Point
N - zoned numeric P - Packed S - Signed

OP
Type the operator value to be used when updating. Valid choices are:
EQ

Equal
NE

Not equal
GT

Greater than
GE

Greater than or equal to
LE

Less than or equal to
LT

Less than
From Value

Type the from string values to be used by the update. If the update operation is evaluated to be true, the data
beginning at the first byte of the from string value will be REPLACED by the to string value. From string data is
replaced for the length of the to string value with no shifting of data or alteration of the record length, unless the
Input Format JCL option is Y.
When the Input Format JCL option is Y, and the to character string is shorter than the from character string, data
is shifted to the left until two consecutive spaces/blanks are found, then padded with spaces/blanks. If the to
character string is longer than the from string and there are not enough consecutive blanks to accommodate the
difference, a new (continued) JCL card will be inserted with one or more JCL parameters from the updated JCL
record.
The typed value is examined to make sure that it adheres to the field's definition.
Valid syntax is as follows:
'c…'

Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters.
C'c…'

Character - matches specified case
P'n…'

Packed decimal
T'x…'

Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric data is permitted.
X'hh'

Hexadecimal
Apostrophes (') and quotes (") are not interchangeable.
Character data within apostrophes and quotes are always treated as text.
When the text contains an apostrophe, the text needs to be enclosed in quotes.

To Value
Type the to string value to be used as a replace string for the from string value. If the update operation is
evaluated to be true, the data beginning at the first byte of the from string value will be REPLACED by the to
string value.
The typed value is examined to make sure that it adheres to the field's definition.
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Valid syntax is as follows:
'c…'

Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters.
C'c…'

Character - matches specified case
P'n…'

Packed decimal
T'x…'

Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric data is permitted.
X'hh'

Hexadecimal
Apostrophes (') and quotes (") are not interchangeable.
Character data within apostrophes and quotes are always treated as text.
When the text contains an apostrophe, the text needs to be enclosed in quotes.
When the text contains a quote, the text needs to be enclosed in apostrophes.

Data Set Compare Utility
This article describes how to use the Data Set Compare utility.

Contents

The Data Set Compare utility is used to compare data sets and members of various file formats. Depending on the type of
file specified in the "OLD" Data set field, the Data Set Compare or Program Compare screen is displayed.

The Data Set Compare screen compares text files. The "OLD" and "NEW" data sets for a data set compare can be a
sequential file, a PDS, or a VSAM file.

The Program Compare screen compares load modules or program objects. The "OLD" Data set and "NEW" Data set
fields on this screen must point to a loadlib library.
Note: The compare screen updates as needed in response to the file type entered in the "OLD" Data set field. For
example, entering a loadlib into this field on the Data Set Compare screen will cause the screen to switch to the Program
Compare screen. 

Field Descriptions

"OLD" Data set:

Data set name
Type the data set name of the first input file to the compare function. The data set is compared to the data set
specified in the "NEW" data set section of the screen. The Data Set Compare screen displays when you enter a
sequential file, PDS, or VSAM file. The Program Compare screen displays when you enter a loadlib or load library
member.

Member name
The "OLD" Member Name can be used when the "OLD" data set is a PDS. This field can contain the following:

• Member name if the "OLD" data set for the compare is a PDS member.
• Leave this field blank to receive a directory of the members in the data set.
• Type a wildcarded member name to receive a directory of members that match that wildcard.

"NEW" Data set:
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Data set name
Type the data set name of the file you want compared to the "OLD" file. Enter a sequential file, PDS, or VSAM file
on the Data Set Compare screen. Enter a loadlib or load library member on the Program Compare screen.

Member name
The "NEW" Member name can be used when the "NEW" data set is a PDS. Leave this field blank to when
comparing multiple members.

Print Format
Select the print format for any mismatched records that are found during the compare. You can specify character,
or hex formats for both data set and program compares. For the Data Set Compare screen, single record format
is also an option. If you chose single record format, specify a record layout data set and member to use for
formatting the records.

Record Display
Controls which of the records are displayed. Enter one of the following values:
A

All -- all records in the file are displayed, flagging mismatched data.
M

Mismatch -- only mismatched records are displayed. This includes, inserted, deleted and changed
records. Mismatched data in the changed records are flagged.

S
Summary -- only a Summary report is displayed.

Field Display
If you selected Single Record Format for the Print Format option, use this option to specify whether to print all
fields in a mismatched record or only fields that have a mismatch.

Position
To compare only a portion of each record, specify the old-position, length, and new-position in these fields. If
the new-position is not specified, it defaults to the old-position. Enter BUILD in the old position field to execute a
process that builds POSITION and SYNCKEY keywords using record layouts.

Execution mode
Specifies how the function is executed. Specify one of the following values:
O

Perform the function online
S

Generate and submit JCL to perform the function
E

Generate JCL to perform the function and initiate an edit session on the JCL. You can alter the JCL as
needed and then submit the JCL or save it to another location.

Record Layout for Formatted Print:

Layout data set
Type the DSN of the Record Description Copy Library member that describes the file to be searched. You can
also type a wildcarded DSN to request a list of data sets from which you can select the desired data set. This field
is required when using the LAYOUT primary command.

Layout member
Type the Member Name of the Record Description Copy Member that describes the input file.
Leave this field blank to receive a directory of the members in the Layout data set. You can also type a wildcarded
member name to receive a directory of members that match that wildcard.
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Selection criteria below or Selection criteria member
You can specify a selection criteria member or any individual selection conditions to identify the records that you
want to compare. If you specify a record layout data set and member name, you can use the LAYOUT command
to display the Selection Criteria Condition screen to build selection conditions by the field names defined in the
record layout. You can use selection criteria to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:

• Condition that evaluates data values in each record or member
• Presence of a character string within a library member, record, or specified columns
• Specification of the first record to be selected based on relative record number, VSAM key, or VSAM RBA
• Limit to the number of records to be selected

You can use the following commands from the Data Set Compare Utility screen to save selection conditions into a
member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS:
CREATE

Creates a new member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS. The selection conditions that
you specify in the Data Set Compare Utility screen are saved to the new member. You must follow
the CREATE command with the member name that you want to create. You cannot specify any other
parameters.

REPLACE
Replaces an existing member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS with selection conditions
that you specify in the Data Set Compare Utility screen. You must follow the REPLACE command with the
name of the member that you want to modify. You cannot specify any other parameters. If the member
that you specify does not exist, the REPLACE command behaves like the CREATE command.

For a complete explanation of the syntaxes, request field-level help. For examples of selection criteria statements,
see Selection Condition Examples.

Max mismatches
Controls the maximum number of mismatches allowed before the COMPARE command is terminated.
Mismatches are defined as inserted, deleted, or changed records.
Enter an integer value from 0 to 99999.
The default value is zero, which sets no maximum limit. However, the default may have been changed during
product installation by updating the '&BAT_COMPDIFF' option.

Output page size
Controls the maximum number of lines per page for the SYSLIST output file.
Enter an integer value from 1 to 9999.
The default value is 60. However, the default may have been changed during product installation by updating the
'&BAT_LINEPAGE' option.

CSECT Compare
Controls how CSECTs are compared. Enter one of the following values:
N

Name -- CSECTs with identical names are compared. CSECTs that exist only in the old file are reported
as deleted. CSECTs that exist only in the new file are reported as inserted.

O
Order -- CESCTs are compared in the order in which they appear in the program

Properties
Controls how the program properties selected in the Properties options section are used for the comparison of
programs.
I

Include -- the selected program properties are included in the comparison.
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E
Exclude -- the selected program properties are excluded from the comparison.

Properties options
Lists the properties you can specify for a program compare. Enter an S to select an option from the list. Enter a
blank character to clear a previously selected option. Following are possible options:
Attributes

The program link attributes: reentrant, reusable, refreshable, authorization code, amode, rmode and SSI
Content

The actual module text
CSECTDate

The date carried in Binder IDR_B records
CSECTName

The name of the CSECTs
CSECTSize

The size of the CSECTs
EntryPoint

The load module entry point
ESD

External symbol information carried in Binder B_ESD records, such as external references
IDRUSER

Information carried in Binder B_IDRU records added as a result of the Binder IDENTIFY statement or
programmatically by, for example, Endevor

IDRZAP
IDR ZAP information carried in Binder B_IDRZ records

LinkDate
The date and time the program was linked

TotalSize
The size of the load module or program object

Translator
Compiler information

CSECT Selection
Controls which CSECTs are included or excluded from the program comparison.
Specify CSECTs or the range of CSECTs for comparison on the three lines in the CSECT Selection
section of the screen. Each line is composed of two fields.
The first field controls the action that applies to the CSECTs specified in the second field. Enter one of the
following values:
I

Include -- the CSECTs are included in the comparison.
E

Exclude -- the CSECTs are excluded from the comparison.
The second field identifies the CSECTs that are included or excluded from the comparison. Enter a list of
CSECT names or range of CSECTs. The following rules apply to the CSECTs list:
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• Separate each CSECT or range of CSECTs with a comma
• No blank characters are allowed in the list
• A valid CSECT name cannot exceed 63 characters
• A CSECT name can contain wildcard characters
• A range of CSECTs is made of two CSECT names separated by a hyphen. For example, startcsect-

endcsect. The second name must be greater than the first name.

Build Compare Position and Synckey Keywords

Enter BUILD in the OLD POSITION field to initiate the process to build Position and Synckey keywords using record
layouts. This process allows a layout file to be used for each data set so that field names can be matched to build the
keywords. The Dataset Compare Layouts screen is used to specify the layout data set corresponding to the old and new
data set in the compare. The two layouts are initially populated with the layout file and member that was entered on the
Compare screen, if there was one.

The old and new layout files can be the same. To assist in the specification of DSNs, each of the DSN fields on this screen
has support for wildcarded DSNs and DSN Lists.

Use ENTER or END after entering the layout information to access the Generate Position and Synckey Keywords screen.

The top section of the screen presents the record layout of the OLD record. The bottom section of the screen presents the
NEW record layout. This section contains a field on each line for entering either the Field Name or relative field number of
the OLD field to compared to the NEW record.

The fields entered in the Compare To field are used to generate a Position keyword. The screen defaults to compare all
nongroup fields that have the same Field Name in the OLD and NEW records.

Synckey Keywords

To generate a Synckey keyword, type ‘S’ next to the field in the OLD file that you want to synchronize on. This field
must be listed in the COMPARE TO column next to the corresponding field in the NEW file section. The Define Synckey
Parameter screen is then displayed.

Define SYNCKEY Paramenter Field Descriptions
Old Synckey Field

This field on the old record syncs to the NEW Synckey Field.
New Synckey Field

This field on the new record syncs to the OLD Synckey Field.
Synckey Order

This field determines the order in which the Synckey keywords are processed, starting with the number 1. The
number is initialized to the next highest number. You can change this number, but not to one that has already
been entered.

Key
This field specifies the type of compare.
N

Specifies a nonkeyed compare.
A or D

Specifies that it is a keyed compare and the keys are in the order indicated by this parameter.
Print

This field defines whether the Synckey values are printed in the compare report.
The information entered for the Synckey is displayed on the Generate Position and Synckey Keywords screen
when you return.
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Page the sections of the screen for the OLD and NEW records either together or separately. To page both the top
and bottom sections together, position the cursor in the top three lines of the screen when making the forward or
backward paging request. To page the OLD or NEW section only, position the cursor anywhere within the screen
section that you want to page.
The keywords are generated when you exit the Generate Position and Synckey Keywords screen and return to
the Compare screen. A Position keyword is generated for each field on the bottom section of the screen that has
a field entered in the Compare To field. The Synckey keywords are generated based on the order entered in the
Synckey order.

Generate Position and Synckey Keywords Field Descriptions
A

An action field used to generate Synckey keywords.
Following are the valid values for this field:
S

Defines or modifies a Synckey
X

Removes a Synckey that has already been defined
Num

The relative field number of the field
Field Name

The name of the field
Following are the indentation rules for the Field Name column:

• The indention amount is 2 as long as the entire name of each field can fit within the space provided.
• If the condition in the first bullet is not true, and the entire name of each field can fit within the space provided,

then the indention amount is 1.
• If the conditions in both the first and second bullets are not true, then the indention amount is 0.
• If the field name and table index values cannot fit in the space provided, then the table index values overwrite

the rightmost characters of the field name.

Pos
The starting position within the record of the field

Format
The data type indicator followed by either the number of digits or characters allowed for the field as defined by the
field definition.
Valid data type indicators are the following:
B

Binary
C

Alphanumeric
F

Floating-point
N

Zoned numeric
P

Packed
S

Signed
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Compare To
The COMPARE TO column is located in the bottom section of the screen. This section is used to define the field
names from the OLD Record that you want compared to the NEW Record. The screen is initially displayed with
field names from the OLD layout automatically paired with fields of the same name from the NEW layout.
Following are the valid values for this field:
The NUM of a field of the OLD record whose value you want compared.

When a relative field number is typed, the field number is translated to a Field Name.
The Field Name of a field of the OLD record whose value you want compared.

The field name of the old record.

Multiple Layout Support

If your data set contains multiple record layout definitions, you may want to control building position keywords for only
the records you are comparing. The files you are comparing may have multiple record formats that require comparison of
different positions for each one. You can define a CRL position to define the conditions to use each record layout. You can
then use this position as input for the Build Keywords process.

When CRLs are entered into the data set names on the Dataset Compare Layouts screen, the Old and New CRL File
Matching screen appears. This screen allows you to match the old and new record layouts that you want to compare. The
COBOL 01 level names are shown for each to allow you to do the matching.

Field Descriptions
Num

The relative number of the 01 level.
01 Level Field Name

The field name of the 01 level.
Compare To

The COMPARE TO column is used to define the 01 level from the OLD Record that you want compared to the
NEW Record. The screen is initially displayed with the names from the OLD layout automatically paired with those
with the same name from the NEW layout.
Enter one of the following:

• The NUM of a layout from the OLD record whose value you want compared. When a relative field number is
typed, the field number is translated to a Field Name.

• The 01 Level Field Name of a layout from the OLD record whose value you want compared.

When the matching is complete, press the PF3 key to pass control to the Layout Selection screen.

CAWAPCMB --------- CA File Master Plus -- Layout Selection ------ Row 1 of 2

COMMAND ===> SCROLL ===> CSR

"Old" Dataset Record Layout: CUSTOMER.PROJECT.OLD.LAYOUT(CUSTFILE)

Description: this crl maps the old file

"New" Dataset Record Layout: CUSTOMER.PROJECT.NEW.LAYOUT(CUSTFILE)

Description: this crl maps the new file

S - Select Layout

A "Old" 01 Level Field Name "NEW" 01 Level Field Name Positions

S CUSTOMER-RECORD CUST-RECORD Y

_ CUSTOMER-CONTROL CUSTOMER-CONTROL N

****************************** End of 01 Levels *******************************
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Enter an S next to the 01 level combination and press the Enter key to go to the Generate Position and Synckey
Keywords screen for those 01 levels. Press the PF3 key to return to the Layout Selection screen. The Positions
Generated column will be updated with a ‘Y’. To complete the process of building Position keywords, repeat this for each
record layout that will be involved in the compare.

Generate the Keywords

To generate the keywords, exit the Generate Positions and Synckey Keywords screen or the Layout Selection screen to
return to the Dataset Compare screen. To view the batch JCL including the generated keywords in EDIT mode, enter ‘E’ in
the execution mode on the Compare screen. Save the JCL to your own file or PDS if you want to reuse it.

If the BUILD function has been executed and keywords generated, a warning panel displays when you exit the Compare
screen. Press ENTER to delete the generated keywords and return to the previous menu. When you press the END or
PF3 keys, you are returned to the Compare screen. Execute the Compare to generate the keywords.

Compare Utility Member Directory

The Compare Utility Member Directory screen displays a list of the members in the Compare "OLD" Data set library.
When you type a wildcarded member name, the directory contains a list of the members that match the member wildcard.
Additionally, if selection criteria were specified to further filter the members to be compared, the list of members contains
only those members matching the wildcard specification and the selection criteria.

Primary commands supported by the Compare Utility Member Directory are as follows:

CANCEL or CAN
Cancels the compare operation. The LOCATE, MEMBER, and SORT commands assist in the location of the
desired members.

L | LOCATE
This command, followed by a value, positions to the first member directory entry whose sort sequence field is
greater than or equal to the specified value. For example, when the directory list is sorted by the Name column,
the L ABC positions the member list to the first member in the list whose member name is greater than or equal to
the name ABC.

MEMBER
This command, followed by valid selection criteria, specifies additional member selection criteria. Using this
command format reduces the current member list to only those members that contain records that match the
specified selection criteria. Successive MEMBER commands can be used to continually reduce the current
member list. For example, MEMBER 'ABC' reduces the member list to only those members that contain the
characters ABC in one of their records. A subsequent MEMBER 'XYZ' command reduces the member list to only
those members that contain the characters ABC and XYZ.

RES | RESET
Clears the selection indicator for all the members of the list.

SORT
Sorts the directory by any of the columns in the directory when you type SORT XXX or SORT XXX Y where 'XXX'
is one of the column literals and 'Y' is 'A' for ascending or 'D' for descending. For example, SORT CREATED sorts
the directory in descending order of Created Date and SORT ID A sorts the directory in ascending order of User
ID.

S member
Selects a member or group of members from the current member list.
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Field Descriptions
Line item action ind

Type one of the following commands to specify an action to be performed for the member represented by the line
item.

• S - Select the member to be compared
• B - Browse the member using ISPF Browse
• E - Edit the member using ISPF Edit
• 1 - Browse the member using File Master Plus
• 2 - Edit the member using File Master Plus

Compare Two Files Using the ISPF Interface

You can use File Master Plus to compare data sets or members to see what records are inserted, deleted, matched, or
changed.

This article describes how to use the compare feature in the ISPF interface to address the following scenario.

You are a quality assurance engineer responsible for testing business applications. The development team has provided
you with a performance enhancement to a program used to update customer information for the billing and collection
system. The program has been altered for efficiency but is expected to produce the same result as the original program
version. In addition to measuring the performance improvement, verify that the output from the new program is the same
as the output from the old program.

Figure 4: Compare the Contents of Two Files in the ISPF Interface

To compare the contents of two data sets in the ISPF interface, complete the following steps:

Set up the Compare in ISPF

Use the File Master Plus ISPF compare utility to define the details of your compare, whether you plan to run your compare
online or in batch. You can see the results of your compare immediately by running it online. Run the compare online be
sure that the batch process delivers the results that you want.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dataset Compare screen from the main menu (Option 3.10).
The Dataset Compare screen opens.

2. Identify the data sets that you want to compare in the "OLD" Dataset and "NEW" Dataset fields.
3. Set the following options:

Note: These settings produce the best report for this scenario. Use F1 help to learn about the other settings available
that best meet your needs for a specific compare report.

Print Format
S (Single Record)
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Record Display
M (Mismatched records)

Field Display
M (Mismatched fields)

Execution Mode
O (Online)

4. Enter the layout data set and layout member in the Record Layout for Formatted Print section.
Note: Specify a layout data set when the print format is set to single record. If any other print format is specified,
entries in these fields are ignored. 

5. Press Enter to run the compare in online mode.
The report displays.

Review the report and repeat these steps as necessary until you have the output that you want.

Example:

The following screen shows an example of the compare setup as defined in this scenario.

 -------------------  CA File Master Plus -- Dataset Compare  ------------------

 COMMAND ===>

 "OLD" Dataset:

    Dataset name  ===> 'PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE'

    Member name   ===>

 "NEW" Dataset:

    Dataset name  ===> 'PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE.NEW'

    Member name   ===>

 

  Print  Format   ===> S   C = Character   H = Hex  S = Single Record formatted

  Record Display  ===> M   A = All records M = Mismatched records S = Summary

  Field  Display  ===> M   A = All Fields  M = Mismatched fields

  Position        ===> _____ _____ _____   BUILD | (old-pos length new-pos)

  Execution mode  ===> E   O = Online      S = Submit JCL     E = Edit JCL

 

  Record Layout for Formatted Print:

     Layout dataset ===> 'PRDSVR.CLTSVC.COPYLIB'

     Layout member  ===> CUSTLAYO

 

 Selection Criteria below  or  Selection Criteria Member ===>

 ===>

 ===>

 ===>

Save the JCL

After you receive the expected results from the online compare report, save the JCL to a PDS member. You can then run
the compare in batch when you need it.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dataset Compare screen, Option 3.10 from the main menu.
The options that you specified for the previous compare are displayed. 

2. Review all entries and options to be sure that they match the compare you set up previously. Correct any fields as
needed.
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3. Change the Execution mode field to E.
4. Press Enter to edit the JCL.

The JCL for the compare displays. 
5. Use the create command to save the JCL to a new PDS member.

The specified member is created and JCL displayed on the screen is saved to this member. 

Example:

The following example shows the compare JCL and the create command. Both are generated for the compare outlined in
this scenario.

 EDIT       PRDSVR.CA11.SPFTEMP1.CNTL                      Columns 00001 00072

 Command ===> CREATE 'USRHLQ.PRDSVR.JCL(COMPARE)'             Scroll ===> PAGE

 ******  ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

 c99999 //CRE8CUST JOB (129300000),'FM PLUS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,

 000002 //           NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 000003 /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=*

 000004 //*******************************************************************

 000005 //*** CA FILE MASTER PLUS - COMPARE 2 FILES

 000006 //*******************************************************************

 000007 //COMPARE EXEC PGM=CAWABATC,REGION=2M

 000008 //STEPLIB   DD DSN=CAIPROD.FILEMSTR.CDBILOAD,

 000009 //             DISP=SHR

 000010 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 000011 //SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*

 000012 //SYSUT1    DD DSN=PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE,

 000013 //             DISP=SHR

 000014 //SYSUT1N   DD DSN=PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE.NEW,

 000015 //             DISP=SHR

 000016 //SYSIN     DD *

 000017   COMPARE,

 000018     OLDFILE(SYSUT1),

 000019     NEWFILE(SYSUT1N),

 000020     FORMAT(S),

 000021     COMPREPORT(M),

 000022     FIELDDISPLAY(M),

 000023     LAYOUTFILE(PRDSVR.CLTSVC.COPYLIB(CUSTLAYO))

 000024 /*

 ****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

Run the Compare in Batch Mode

You can run a saved compare in batch mode any time you need it. Set up your compare again or modify the compare JCL
if your needs have changed.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Browse Dataset screen, Option 1 from the main menu.
2. Identify the data set and member that contains your compare JCL.
3. Press Enter.

The compare JCL you have stored in the member displays. 
4. Type sub to submit your job for batch processing.

A message confirming your submission displays. 
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View the Compare Report

View the compare job output using your JES Output Management product.  If specified, the report is located in the
SYSLIST ddname. Otherwise it is in SYSPRINT.

Example:

This report shows the results of the compare defined in the examples in this scenario. It displays only the mismatched
fields in mismatched records and formats the results according to the custom layout specified in the ISPF setup.

CA File Master Plus v9.0                                               Page 1

System CA11                                                            2013-08-01 15:35

Input SYSIN parameters to batch process are displayed below

  COMPARE,

    OLDFILE(SYSUT1),

    NEWFILE(SYSUT1N),

    FORMAT(S),

    COMPREPORT(M),

    FIELDDISPLAY(M),

    LAYOUTFILE(PRDSVR.CLTSVC.COPYLIB(CAWACUST))

*** CAWA2100I DDNAME SYSUT1 opened for DSN=PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE

              File is VSAM Type=KSDS

*** CAWA2100I DDNAME SYSUT1N opened for DSN=PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE.NEW

              File is VSAM Type=KSDS

CA File Master Plus v9.0                                               Page 2 

System CA11                                                            2013-08-01 15:35 

Compare Report             Old File PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE        Key pos = 2 Key len = 7 

                           New File PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE.NEW 

Key=0000321 

    FFFFFFF 

    0000321 

Delete                                            Old Rec #18 

                                                  Old Record Length = 160 

Pos *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 

1 03 CUST-REC-TYPE                      C    1 1 

2 03 CUST-ID                            C    7 0000321 

9 03 CUST-NAME                          C   15 DUSTY RHOADES 

24 03 CUST-STREET                       C   18 3232 BUMPY HILL 

42 03 CUST-CITY                         C   12 NEW HAVEN 

54 03 CUST-STATE                        C    2 CT 

56 03 CUST-ZIP-CODE                     C   10 06032-0101 

56 05 CUST-ZIP                          N    5 6032 

61 05 FILLER                            C    1 - 
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62 05 CUST-ZIP-PLUS                     N    4 101 

66 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(1)             PS 3.2 848.67 

69 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(2)             PS 3.2 734.45 

72 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(3)             PS 3.2 68.04 

75 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(4)             PS 3.2 600.45 

78 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(5)             PS 3.2 9.04 

81 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PY MNTS(6)            PS 3.2 915.11 

84 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PY MNTS(7)            PS 3.2 612.58 

87 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(8)             PS 3.2 93.00 

90 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(9)             PS 3.2 891.86 

93 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(10)            PS 3.2 771.17 

96 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(11)            PS 3.2 176.95 

99 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(12)            PS 3.2 197.11 

102 03 CUST-TOTAL-MNTHLY-PYMNTS         PS 5.2 933.03 

106 03 FILLER                           C   55 

146

CA File Master Plus v9.0                                               Page 3 

System CA11                                                            2013-08-01 15:35 

Compare Report              Old File PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE        Key pos = 2 Key len = 7 

                            New File PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE.NEW 

Key=0000334 

    FFFFFFF 

    0000334 

Delete                                         Old Rec #19 

                                               Old Record Length = 160 

Pos *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 

1 03 CUST-REC-TYPE                      C    1 1 

2 03 CUST-ID                            C    7 0000334 

9 03 CUST-NAME                          C   15 SYLVIA BENITEZ 

24 03 CUST-STREET                       C   18 21 HOLLY ST 

42 03 CUST-CITY                         C   12 NEW HAVEN 

54 03 CUST-STATE                        C    2 CT 

56 03 CUST-ZIP-CODE                     C   10 06031-0723 

56 05 CUST-ZIP                          N    5 6031 

61 05 FILLER                            C    1 - 

62 05 CUST-ZIP-PLUS                     N    4 723 

66 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(1)            PS  3.2 276.86 

69 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(2)            PS  3.2 382.85 

72 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(3)            PS  3.2 678.16 

75 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(4)            PS  3.2 56.06 

78 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(5)            PS  3.2 430.15 

81 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(6)            PS  3.2 282.28 

84 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(7)            PS  3.2 697.08 

87 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(8)            PS  3.2 972.93 

90 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(9)            PS  3.2 864.41 

93 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(10)           PS  3.2 400.30 

96 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(11)           PS  3.2 900.45 

99 03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(12)           PS  3.2 875.83 

102 03 CUST-TOTAL-MNTHLY-PYMNTS        PS  5.2 38938.98 

106 03 FILLER                           C   55 
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CA File Master Plus v9.0                                                 Page 4 

System CA11                                                              2013-08-01 15:35 

Compare Report              Old File PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE         Key pos = 2 Key len = 7 

                            New File PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE.NEW 

Key=0000646 

    FFFFFFF 

    0000646 

Change                                         Old Rec #43                              New Rec #41 

                                               Old Record Length = 160                  New Record Length =

 160 

Pos *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----3----+----4 

  9  03 CUST-NAME                       C   15 ANNA SMITS                               ANNA BARRON 

 24  03 CUST-STREET                     C   18 129 HOBOKEN DR #21                       41 FURNACE HILL RD 

                                        S U M M A R Y R E P O R T 

                                        Old Records Processed 61 

                                        New Records Processed 59 

                                        Records Matched 58 

                                        Records Changed 1 

                                        Records Inserted 0 

                                        Records Deleted 2 

The following files are compared: 

                 DDNAME    DSN 

       OLD =>    SYSUT1    PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE 

       NEW =>    SYSUT1N   PRDSVR.CLTSVC.KSDS.CUSTFILE.NEW 

  Mismatched records (inserts, deletes, and changes) are reported. 

  Record display is single record formatted with line(s) for each field. 

  For changed records, only fields which are different are displayed. 

*** CAWA2101I DDNAME SYSUT1 records read: 61, selected 61 

*** CAWA2101I DDNAME SYSUT1N records read: 59, selected 59 

*** CAWA2536I SYSUT1 and SYSUT1N files do not match - Return Code set to 4 

*** CAWA2550I COMPARE completed RC set to 4 High RC = 4 

CAWA2001I SYSLIST output was directed to SYSPRINT 
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CAWA2000I Utility ending, Max CC=4

Data Set Reformat
Contents

The Data Set Reformat screen is used to reformat a data set according to differences between the "FROM" and "TO"
record layouts and according to field-to-field translations rules in the Reformat Control Parameter.

Using this screen, specify the following information for the "FROM" data set (reformat input) and for the "TO" data set
(reformat output).

• DSN (sequential file, PDS, or VSAM)
• Member Name (if library member)
• Layout DSN (PDS)
• Layout DSN member (PDS)

Also specify the DSN and Member name for the Reformat Control Parameters. Before executing the reformat process
(using an option of E), use an option of blank to build or update the parameter member. Option blank presents the Define
Reformat Parameter screen which is used to specify the field-to-field translation to be performed to reformat the "FROM"
record into the "TO" record.

If the "TO" record contains redefined areas and different redefinitions are to be used depending on fields such as a record
type field within the record, define the redefinition control information within your Redefinition Control Parameter PDS with
a member name that matches the "TO" record layout name.

To assist in the specification of DSNs, each of the DSN fields on this screen has support for wildcarded DSNs and DSN
Lists.

Each Member name field is supported by a member directory where you can select the desired member. To request a
member directory, leave the member name field blank or type a wildcarded member name.

When you type a command line Option E (Execute Reformat), the reformat process is performed. If the Execution mode
specified at the bottom of the screen is O (Online), the reformatting process is performed online. When the Execution
mode is S (Submit) or E (Edit), batch JCL to perform the reformat is created and then either submitted or edited.

Field Descriptions

Reformat "FROM"

Data set name
Type the DSN of the input file to the reformat process. This file can be a sequential file, PDS member, or VSAM
file. This data set is reformatted according to the reformat specifications in the Reformat Control Parameter
member.

Member name
If the data set being reformatted is a PDS, type the member name that is to be reformatted.

Layout DSN
Type the DSN of the Record Description Copy Member PDS that describes the input file to the reformat process.

Layout member
Type the Member Name of the Record Description Copy Member that describes the input file to the reformat
process.

Reformat "TO"
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Data set name
Type the DSN of the output file for the reformat process. This file can be a sequential file, PDS member, or VSAM
file. This data set is updated by the reformat process according to the reformat specifications in the Reformat
Control Parameter member.

Member name
If the output data set of the reformat process is a PDS, type the member name that is to be created or updated.

Layout DSN
Type the DSN of the Record Description Copy Member PDS that describes the output file of the reformat process.

Layout member
Type the Member Name of the Record Description Copy Member that describes the output file of the reformat
process.

Reformat Control Parm:

Data set name
Type the DSN of the Reformat Control Parameter PDS. Each member of this parameter PDS is used to define the
field-to-field relationships between the "FROM" record and the "TO" record for the reformat operation.
A Reformat Control Parameter member can be created or updated using the Define Reformat Parm screen that is
accessed for a command value of BLANK.

Member name
Type the member name of the Reformat Control Parameter PDS to be used for the current reformat operation.
This member defines the field-to-field relationships between the "FROM" record and the "TO" record for the
current reformat operation.
A Reformat Control Parameter member can be created or updated using the Define Reformat Parameter screen
that is accessed for a command value of BLANK.

Execution mode
The choices for execution mode are:
O - Perform the function on-line
S - Generate and submit JCL to perform the function
E - Generate JCL to perform the function and initiate an edit session on the JCL. You can alter the JCL as needed
and submit the JCL or save it to another location.

Data Set Reformat Parm

The Reformat Parm screen is used to build and update a member in the Reformat Control Parameter data set. Specify the
field-to-field translations that are to occur in the reformat process by defining which fields in the "FROM" record are to be
copied to the "TO" record. In the process of copying field values, reformatting occurs for fields whose position, length, field
format, or number of decimal places is different between the "FROM" and "TO" records.

CA File Master Plus -- Reformat ---- MYDS.INST.REFORMAT(CUSTVND4)

  COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                                

FROM Record ------------ CUSTVNDR of ABC.PROD.COPYLIB --------------------------

Num Field Name                    Pos    Format                      Row 1 of 28

    1 CV-CUSTOMER-VENDOR-RECORD       1      163                               

    2   CV-RECORD-TYPE-CODE           1 C      1                               

    3   CV-CUSTOMER-DATA              2      162                               

    4     CV-CUSTOMER-NUM             2 N      9                               

    5     CV-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE      11 C      2                              

    6     CV-ACCT-OPENED-DATE        13 N      6                              

    7     CV-DOB                     19 N      6                               

    8     CV-1ST-TRANSACTION-DATE    25 N      6                               
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    9     CV-CURRENT-BAL             31 P    9.2                                

   10     CV-ORIG-BAL                37 P    9.2                                

   11     CV-PAYMENT-AMT             43 P    9.2                                

   12     CV-PAYMENT-PERIOD          49 N      2                               

   13     CV-NAME                    51 C     25                               

   14     CV-ADDR-1                  76 C     30                               

   15     CV-ADDR-2                 106 C     30                               

   16     CV-CITY                   136 C     20                               

   17     CV-STATE                  156 C      2                               

   18     CV-ZIP-CODE               158 P      9                                

 TO Record   ------------ CUSTVND2 of ABC.PROD.COPYLIB -------------------------

 Num Field Name                    Pos    Format  Reformat           Row 1 of 28

    1 CV-CUSTOMER-VENDOR-RECORD        1      163                              

    2   CV-RECORD-TYPE-CODE            1 C      1 CV-RECORD-TYPE-CODE           

    3   CV-CUSTOMER-DATA               2      162                              

    4     CV-CUSTOMER-NUM              2 P   11.2 CV-CUSTOMER-NUM               

    5     CV-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE        9 C      2 CV-CUSTOMER-TYPE-CODE         

    6     CV-ACCT-OPENED-DATE         11 N      6 CV-ACCT-OPENED-DATE           

    7     CV-DOB                      17 N      8 CV-DOB                        

    8     CV-1ST-TRANSACTION-DATE     25 N      6 CV-1ST-TRANSACTION-DATE       

    9     CV-CURRENT-BAL              31 P    9.2 CV-CURRENT-BAL                

   10     CV-ORIG-BAL                 37 P    9.2 CV-ORIG-BAL                   

   11     CV-PAYMENT-AMT              43 P    9.2 CV-PAYMENT-AMT                

   12     CV-PAYMENT-PERIOD           49 N      2 CV-PAYMENT-PERIOD             

   13     CV-NAME                     51 C     25 CV-NAME                       

   14     CV-ADDR-1                   76 C     30 CV-ADDR-1                     

   15     CV-ADDR-2                  106 C     30 CV-ADDR-2                     

   16     CV-CITY                    136 C     20 CV-CITY                       

   17     CV-STATE                   156 C      2 CV-STATE                      

   18     CV-ZIP-CODE                158 P      9 CV-ZIP-CODE                   

                                                                               

The DSN and member name of the parameter member being created or updated appears in the top right corner of the
screen.

The top section of the screen, after the heading, presents the record layout of the FROM Record. The bottom section
of the screen presents the TO Record layout and contains a field on each line for typing the Field Name of the FROM
Record to be copied to the TO Record. For new parameter members, the Reformat Control Parm defaults to copy all non-
group fields that have the same Field Name in the "FROM" and "TO" records.

For each field in the "FROM" and "TO" records, the following screen columns are presented:

Field Descriptions
Num

The field's relative field number
Field Name

The field's name
The indentation rules for the Field Name column are:
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• The indention amount will be 2 as long as the entire name of the each field can fit within the space provided.
• The indention amount will be 1, if point 1 is not true, and the entire name of each field can fit within the space

provided.
• The indention amount will be 0 if both points 1 and 2 are not true
• Table index values will overwrite the rightmost characters of the field name if the field name and table index

values cannot fit in the space provided.

Pos
The starting position within the record of the field

Format
The data-type indicator followed by either the number of digits or characters allowed for the field as defined by the
field definition.
Valid data-type indicators are:
B - Binary C - Alphanumeric F - Floating Point
N - zoned numeric P - Packed S - Signed
Also included is the field's length as described per digit or character.
The TO Record section of the screen has a Reformat column that is used to define the Field Names of fields from
the FROM Record that are to be copied to the TO Record.

Reformat
Valid values for this field are:

• The NUM (Relative field number) of a field of the "FROM" record whose value is to be copied. When a relative
field number is typed, the field number is translated to a Field Name.

• The Field Name of a field of "FROM" record whose value is to be copied.
• A literal that specifies the value to be copied to the output record. Literals for alpha-numeric fields must be in

one of the following formats:
='aaaa' where 'aaaa' is the alpha-numeric value.
=X'xxxx' where 'xxxx' is the hexidecimal value.

• Literals for numeric fields must be in the following format:
=nnn where 'nnn' is a numeric specification that may contain numeric digits, a decimal place, and a leading
minus sign.

• Following are examples of valid literals.
='ABC' =1
=X'FFFFFF' =-33.33

• Fields for which no reformat parameter is specified are set to blanks if alphanumeric and zero if numeric.

Page the sections of the screen for the from and to records either together or separately. To page both the top and
bottom sections together, position the cursor in the top three lines of the screen when the forward or backward
paging request is made. To page the from or the to section only, position the cursor anywhere within the screen
section that you want to page.

Environment Utilities Sub-Menu
The Environment Utilities Sub-Menu provides a list of the Environment Utility functions that can be performed. Type an
option value of 1 thru 3 to select the desired Environment Utilities option.

The functions performed by the three options are:

1. Current ISPF data set allocation - Invokes the ISRDDN TSO command to provide information and modification
functions for the data sets allocated to your TSO User ID. This is a utility for managing data sets that are currently
allocated to your TSO session. We recommend you use the Help facility when you first type this option to review the
line commands that are available.
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2. Hardware and software environment - Provides some miscellaneous information about the hardware and software
configuration of your system.

3. DASD unit configuration - Provides a list of the Unit Names defined to your system and provides you with the ability to
get information about each volume within each Unit Name and each data set within each volume.

Current ISPF Data Set Allocation

The Current ISPF Data Set Allocation screen displays a list of all the data sets currently allocated to your TSO session.

                          Current Data Set Allocations             Row 1 of 72

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

                                                                              

 Volume   Disposition Act DDname   Data Set Name   Actions: B E V M F C I Q   

          NEW,DEL    >    CAOESTOP NULLFILE (Dummy)                           

 ISPFR1   SHR,KEEP   >    CIDTABL  MOORO10.ISPF.ISPPROF                       

 OSI005   SHR,KEEP   >    COMTLIB  AD1DEV.COMMON.TABLES                       

 MVSPP3   SHR,KEEP   >    EDCHKDD  SYSPROG.JCLCHK70.PPOPTION(PROCCA31)        

 MVR1AD   SHR,KEEP   >    ISPLLIB  SYS1.DGTLLIB                               

 OSI002   SHR,KEEP   >    ISPMLIB  AD1DEV.COMMON.MESSAGES                     

 MVSLIB   SHR,KEEP   >             SYS2.ISPMLIB                              

Type any of the following actions:

B
- ISPF Browse

E
- ISPF Edit

V
- ISPF View

M
- Display Enhanced Member List

F
- Free the entire ddname

C
- ISPF Compress a PDS using the existing PDS allocation

I
- Data set Information

Q
- Display list of users or jobs using the data set

S
- Alias for B

Z
- Alias for C

Hardware and Software Environment

The Hardware and Software Environment screen displays a list of the current operating system's levels and softwares.

BROWSE    Environment.Display.for.system=XX01                             XX0

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 
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********************************* Top of Data **********************************

                                                                                

Operating System.............z/OS       IPL Date.....................2012-08-15 

OS Level.....................01.10.00   IPL Time.....................21:13:54   

System Name..................CA31       IPL Type.....................CLPA       

SMFID........................CA31       IPL UCB/Volume...............2D47/MVR1AD

Plex Name....................PLEXC1     IPL Parm.....................24D731M    

Hardware Name................MF01       CVTUSER......................00F96C08   

LPAR Name....................CA31       Security System..............TOPS       

                                                                                

DFP..........................3.3.2      DFSMS........................1.10.0     

TSO..........................3.10.0     ICKDSF.......................1.17      

DASD Unit Configuration

The DASD Unit Configuration screen displays a list of all of the Unit Names (for example, generic device types) that are
defined to your system.

Type S to the left of any Unit Name to receive the Volume Summary screen with the information for that Unit Name. The
Volume Summary screen lists the volume serials related to the selected Unit Name with summary information for each
volume. From within the Volume Summary screen, you can select a volume to receive the VTOC Utility Data Set List for
that volume, which contains a line item for each data set on the volume.

Loadinfo Utility
The Loadinfo utility enables you to display or print members of a load library and map the member structure and
attributes. You can generate the following reports depending on the option that you specify in the Type field:

• A listing of the load module map, selected CSECTs, and module attributes for each of the selected load members.
• A CSECT cross-reference listing that details the selected CSECTs and modules in which the CSECTs reside.

Request and Receive Load Library Information

Online access to information about your load libraries enables you to identify and resolve problems more quickly.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the data set and member names.
Specify Dataset for Loadinfo:

Dataset name
Specifies the data set name of the load library.
Data set types: PDS; PDSE.

NOTE
Ensure that the data set is a LOADLIB type with RECFORM=U (Undefined).

Member name
Specifies the member name to be processed.
Specify one of the following:

• A full member name or an asterisk * to process all members without displaying the member directory.
• A blank for all members or a name that contains * or % to display a member directory.

2. (Optional) Specify the volume serial if the data set that you specified in the previous step is uncataloged.
Volume serial

Specifies the volume where the data set resides.
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NOTE
Specify the volume serial only if the data set for the Loadinfo utility is uncataloged.

3. Specify the Loadinfo parameters.
Loadinfo Parameters:

Type
Specifies the type of the Loadinfo report.Values:
L

Creates a listing of the load module map, selected CSECTs, and module attributes for each load member.
C

Creates a CSECT cross-reference listing that details the CSECTs and each module in which the CSECT
resides.

Output page size
Specifies the maximum number of lines per page.

NOTE
This option is used in all three execution modes. To avoid page breaks, specify a large number.

Execution mode
Specifies how the function is performed.
Values:
O

Performs the function online.
S

Generates and submits a JCL to perform the function.
E

Generates a JCL to perform the function and initiate an edit session on the JCL. Modify and submit the
JCL or save it to another location.

4. (Optional) Specify the inclusion or exclusion parameters.
I/E

Specifies whether to include or exclude load modules or CSECTS from a selection.
Values:
I

Includes a load module or CSECT.
E

Excludes a load module or CSECT.
L/C

Specifies the type of the selection list that appears.
Values:
L

Displays a load module list. 
C

Displays a CSECT list. 
Load module/CSECT selection

Specifies the name of a load module or CSECT to be included or excluded from the selection list. You can specify
a range of load modules or CSECTs.
Example: Specify a Range of Load Modules
For the following fields, enter the indicated values:
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I/E
- I

L/C
- L

Load module/CSECT selection
- I*-L*
This example includes only load modules whose name starts with an I, J, K or L.

Volinfo Utility
The Volinfo utility prints a listing of volume information for one or more volumes. The Volinfo utility report contains the
following information:

• Device type
• Percentage of volume used
• Status
• Free space information (free tracks, max tracks, free cylinders, max cylinders, and number of free extents)
• SMS, EAV and UCB information
• Extent information

Use the Volume Selection Information section to specify the volumes to be processed based on a list of volume
serials, unit names or both. Any volume that matches the specification in the volume serial list and the unit name list is
selected for processing.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Option field, type one of the following option codes to display information about your direct-access storage
device (DASD) volumes: 

I
Displays the volume summary information for each of the selected volumes.

E
Displays the volume summary information and a complete extent map of the selected volumes.

F
Displays the volume summary information and a map of all free extents of the selected volumes.

2. Populate either the Volume serial or the Unit name field to specify the volumes to be processed. If you populate both
fields, volumes which match the volume serial and the unit name list are processed.
Volume Selection Information:

Volume serial
Specifies volumes that are to be processed by the Volinfo utility. You can specify a list of one to ten volumes or
wildcarded volume specifications with either commas or spaces as separators. Specify an asterisk * to represent
any number of characters with any value or a percentage sign % to represent one character of any value. If you
specify a wildcard, select the volume from the list of volumes that matches the request using the S line command
and pressing PF3.
Example:
CONV*,VOL001Selects all volumes whose name begins with CONV and volume VOL001.

Unit name
Specifies unit names that are to be processed by the Volinfo utility. You can specify a list of one to ten unit names
with either commas or spaces to separate items in the list.
Example:
SYSDA,3390Selects volumes that match a unit name of SYSDA or 3390.
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3. Select one of the three types of execution mode.
Execution mode

Specifies how the function is performed.
Values:

• –O
Performs the function online.

S
Generates and submits a JCL to perform the function.

E
Generates a JCL to perform the function and initiate an edit session on the JCL. Modify and submit the JCL or
save it to another location.

Printing Data Sets
You can print sequential, VSAM, and partitioned data set members using the Print Dataset screen.

Follow these steps:

1. Select PRINT from the Main Menu.
The Print Dataset screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields:
Dataset name

Specifies the data set name of the data set to be printed. The data set can be sequential, PDS, or VSAM.
You can use wildcard and DSN list syntaxes in the DSN fields. Do one of the following:

• Type a wildcarded DSN containing an asterisk (*) or a percent sign (%) for unknown characters of the DSN.
• Type D to request a directory of DSN Lists.
• Type D dddddd where 'dddddd' is the name of a DSN list.

Member name
Defines the name of the member you want to print. You can enter a fully qualified or wildcarded member name, or
can leave the field blank to see a list of members in the data set.

Volume
Specifies the volume serial number of the volume on which the data set resides if the data set to be processed is
uncataloged.

Print mode
Specifies the print mode. Type one of the following values:
C -- (Character) - Record that is printed with 100 bytes to a line with unprintable characters displayed as blank.
H -- (Hex) - Three line display with character over hex value.
S -- (Single Record Format) - A display line for each field in the record with each line containing a field name and
the field's value.

Starting Key/Rec #
Defines where to start printing within the input file. The format of the starting location depends on both the file
type. You can specify the starting key by entering a value in one of the following formats:

• Sequential file - starting record number (numeric)
• VSAM KSDS - Key of start position in C'xxx' format or X'hhhh' format (for example, C'0001' or X'40400000')
• VSAM ESDS - RBA of start position in X'hhhh' format (Ex. X'60F0E8')
• VSAM RRDS - Relative Record Number of start position (numeric)
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Print limit
Specifies the maximum number of records to be printed.
Note: If you have not specified a value or if the value in the Print Limit field equals zero, no limit is placed on the
number of records printed.

Execution Mode
Defines the print execution modes. Specify one of the following:
S -- Generate and submit JCL to perform the function.
E -- Generate JCL to perform the function and initiate an edit session on the JCL. You can alter the JCL and either
submit the JCL or save it to another location.

Layout dataset
Specifies the name of the PDS that contains the layout that you want to use.

Layout member
Specifies the name of the layout member that you want to use.
Leave this field blank to receive a directory of the members in the record layout PDS, if the print mode is single
record format.
Type a wildcarded member name to receive a directory of members that match that wildcard.

Selection criteria below or Selection criteria member
You can specify a selection criteria member or any individual selection conditions to identify the records that you
want to print. If you specify a record layout data set and member name, you can use the LAYOUT command
to display the Selection Criteria Condition screen to build selection conditions by the field names defined in the
record layout. You can use selection criteria to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:

• Condition that evaluates data values in each record
• Presence of a character string within a record or specified columns or field name from a record layout
• Specification of the first record to be selected based on relative record number, VSAM key, or VSAM RBA
• Limit to the number of records to be selected

You can use the following commands from the Print Dataset screen to save selection conditions into a member in
the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS:
CREATE

Creates a new member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS. The selection conditions that you
specify in the Print Dataset screen are saved to the new member. You must follow the CREATE command
with the member name that you want to create. You cannot specify any other parameters.

REPLACE
Replaces an existing member in the Selection Criteria Processing Parm PDS with selection conditions
that you specify in the Print Dataset screen. You must follow the REPLACE command with the name of
the member that you want to modify. You cannot specify any other parameters. If the member that you
specify does not exist, the REPLACE command behaves like the CREATE command.

For a complete explanation of the syntaxes, request field-level help. For examples of selection criteria statements,
see Selection Condition Examples.
Note: Selection criteria are ignored if you type a single asterisk in the print member name. If you want to apply
selection criteria to all members, leave the print member name blank.

3. (Optional) To change the print destination in the Override Print Output Control panel, set the Confirm print class &
destination field to Y in the Setup option 1 DEFAULTS.
The Override Print Output Control panel is prepared with the defaults that you set in the Setup option 2 PRINT. If you
did not create a default manually, the panel is prepared with the defaults that were specified in the table of options for
your site.
 ----------  CA File Master Plus –– Override Print Output Control  ----------

  

 COMMAND ==>
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 Sysout class                 ==> A

 Number of Copies             ==> 1

 Enter One of the Following to Control Print Destination (Optional):

       Destination printer    ==>

  

    OR External JES node      ==>

       Userid at JES node     ==>

  

    OR Sysout writer name     ==>

  

    OR Print dataset name     ==>

       Dataset disposition    ==>        (NEW, SHR, or MOD)

  

    ENTER to proceed  END or CANCEL to bypass override 

 

Complete the following fields:
Sysout class

Specify a Sysout class.
Number of Copies

Specify the number of copies to print to a sysout.
Specify one of the following fields:

Destination printer
Specify a printer that you want to use.

External JES node
Specify a JES node where you want the printout to be sent.

Sysout writer
Specify a writer name to let the printout be processed by a specific writer.

Print dataset
Specify a data set name to save the print data to. The data set can be a sequential data set or an existing library.

• Printing to a library requires you to enter the Print data set name in the form dataset-name(member). The
Dataset disposition must be SHR.

• Printing to a sequential data set creates a data set if no data set exists and the Dataset disposition is NEW.
When the Dataset disposition is SHR, the printed data replaces the contents of the Print data set. When the
Dataset disposition is MOD the printed data are appended to the contents of the Print data set.

4. Press Enter to start printing.
Enter CANCEL or END if you want to use your initial settings to print.

Override Print Output Control

You can print a data set to any printer configured for your mainframe environment. Set the default values in the Print
Output Control Parms screen. Use the Override Print Control screen to set different print values for an individual print
command. The Override Print Control screen displays when you submit a request to print a data set or member.

Note: You must have the Confirm Print Class & Destination? parameter field set to Y in the Processing Defaults and
Jobcard screen, Option 0.1. Change the parameter field to N to prevent the Override Print Control screen from displaying.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the name of the data set that you want to print on the Print Data Set screen and press Enter.
The Override Print Control screen displays.

2. Update any of the following fields:
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SYSOUT class
Specifies the one-position Sysout class to which the print will be routed. This parameter field corresponds to the
SYSOUT= JCL parameter.

Number of copies
Specifies the number of print copies requested. This parameter field corresponds to the COPIES=JCL parameter.
Values: 1 - 255

Destination printer
Specifies the printer ID of a local or remote printer to which print will be routed. Printer IDs are usually in one of
the following formats: Rnnnn, RMnnnn, or RMTnnnn, where nnnn is the one-to four-digit remote printer ID.
This parameter field corresponds to the DEST= JCL parameter.

External JES node & Userid at JES node
Specifies an external JES node and the user ID at the JES node to route print output to a specified user ID within
an external node. These fields operate like the DEST=(nnnnnn,uuuuuu) JCL parameter where nnnn is JES node
ID and uuuuuu is a user ID.

Sysout writer name
Specifies the member name of the writer when you want the print to be processed by a Sysout writer program. A
Sysout writer program is a started task that controls each output record and performs user-defined processing to
manipulate and route the print file.
This parameter field corresponds to the SYSOUT=(c,wwwwww) JCL parameter where c is the Sysout class and
wwwwww is the name of the Sysout writer program.

Print data set name
Specifies the data set name to which the print will be routed. The print job is then routed to the specified data set
instead of being written to a Sysout class.
Note: If you select this option, you must also specify the Data set disposition value.

Data set disposition
Specifies the destination data set disposition when print job is routed to a specified data set. Specify one of the
following values:

• NEW -- Create a new data set
• SHR -- Overlay an existing data set
• MOD -- Copy to the end of an existing data set

3. Press Enter.
The print request is processed using the specified values. Your default values remain unchanged.

Set Online Print Defaults
The online print control parms specify defaults for routing, number of copies, and print destinations. Follow any of the
procedures below to set the online print defaults.

Set Print Defaults for Routing and Number of Copies

Two basic print parameters are SYSOUT class and Number of copies. SYSOUT class identifies where you want to route
your print output. Number of copies defines how many copies you want printed each time you submit an online print job.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select PRINT.
The Print Output Control Parms screen opens.
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3. Enter a value for SYSOUT class to specify where to route your print output. Specify *, a letter from A to Z, or a number
from 0 to 9. This field corresponds to the SYSOUT= JCL parameter.
Default: A

4. Enter the number of copies you want printed each time you submit a print job. This field corresponds to the COPIES=
JCL parameters.
Default: 1
Limits: 999

5. Press Enter to save your settings.

Specify Default Print Destination

You can route your print output to one of the following print destinations:

• Remote printer
• User ID at an external node
• SYSOUT writer program
• Data set

If no print destination is specified, the print job is routed to the SYSOUT class location.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select Print.
The Print Output Control Parms screen opens.

3. To specify the destination of your print jobs, complete one of the following fields:
Destination printer

Defines the printer ID of a local or remote printer. The printer name uses one of the following formats where nnnn
is a one-to-four-digit remote printer ID:

• Rnnnn
• RMnnnn
• RMTnnnn

Default: None
This field corresponds to the DEST= JCL parameter.

External JES node and Userid at JES node
Defines the system to receive your print job and the user ID where the print output is placed. These fields operate
like the DEST=(nnnnnn,uuuuuu) JCL parameter. nnnnnn is the JES node ID and uuuuuu is a user ID.
Default: None
Limits: Six-digit alphanumeric value

Sysout writer name
Defines the member name of the writer program that handles your print job. The program gets control for each
output record and performs user-defined processing to manipulate and route the print file. This field corresponds
to the SYSOUT=(c,wwwwww) JCL parameter. The c is the SYSOUT class and wwwwww is the SYSOUT writer
program name.
Default: None

Print data set name and Data set disposition
Identifies which data set to put the print output in and how to handle the data set contents.
Print data set name specifies the name of the data set where you want your print output placed. Entering a data
set name writes the print job to the specified data set instead of to a SYSOUT class.
Data set disposition specifies how to handle the data set contents:
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• Create this data set (NEW)
• Overwrite its contents (SHR)
• Copy the print output to the end of the data set (MOD)

If you print to a data set, a disposition is required.
Default: SHR

4. Press Enter to save your settings.

Review Defaults Before Printing

You can set a confirmation screen to appear each time a print job runs.This screen lets you change your default values for
SYSOUT class, Number of copies, and Print destination for a single print job.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select DEFAULT from the menu.
The Processing Defaults and Job Statement screen opens.

3. Type Y next to Confirm print class & destination to display a confirmation screen.
4. Press Enter to save your settings.

DSN List Directory
Use the DSN List directory to manage the contents of your DSN Lists. Use this screen to perform the following actions:

To access the DSN List directory, select DSN LIST from the Main Menu.

Select a DSN List for Processing

There are various functions that you can use on the DSN lists in your DSN List directory. Access these functions through
the Use DSN List Dataset screen

Follow these steps:

1. Select DSN LIST from the Main Menu.
The DSN Lists screen opens.

2. Type S next to the DSN list you want to process, and press Enter.
The Use DSN List Dataset screen opens.
-----  CA File Master Plus -- Use DSN List Dataset  ----- Row 1 of 6      

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                               

  1   - Browse               3.6  - PDS Utility           3.11 - Reformat   

  2   - Edit                 3.7  - VSAM Utility          4    - Print      

  3.1 - Library Utility      3.8  - Search Utility        B    - ISPF Browse

  3.2 - Dataset Utility      3.9  - Update Utility        E    - ISPF Edit  

  3.3 - Copy Utility         3.10 - Compare               V    - ISPF View      

                                                                               

DSN List PDS ===> FM85.INST.DSNLIST                                             

    DSN List ===> #1                                                           

        Desc ===> desc for #1                                                  

                                                                               

             ACT  DATA SET                                                      

             ____ TECH.WORKPDS                                                  
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             ____ TECH.WORKPDS2                                                 

             ____ TECH.WORKPDS3                                                 

             ____ TECH.WORKPDS4                                                 

             ____ TECH.JCL.CNTL                                                 

             ____ TECH.WORK.MEMLIST                                             

************************** END OF DSNS FOR DSN LIST ***************************

This screen displays the following information:
DSN List PDS

Identifies the name of the DSN list PDS.
DSN List

Identifies the name of the DSN list. This name corresponds to the member name within the DSN list parm PDS in
which the DSN list is stored.

Desc
Identifies a description for the DSN list that is entered when the DSN list is created or updated using the Update
DSN List screen

3. Type a function code into the action field next to the DSN list that you want to use, and press Enter.
The specified function is invoked on the DSN list.

Update DSN Lists

Use the Update DSN List screen to manage the contents of a DSN list. You can access the following functions from this
screen:

• Browse
• Edit
• View
• Insert
• Repeat
• Delete
• Move
• Copy

Follow these steps:

1. Select DSN LIST from the Main Menu.
The DSN Lists screen opens.

2. Select a DSN list, type U on the command line, and press Enter.
The Update DSN List screen opens.
This screen displays the following information:

DSN List PDS
Identifies the name of the DSN list PDS where the DSN lists are stored. This DSN is defined in option 0.3 which is
used to define the DSN of each of the processing parameter data sets.

DSN List
Identifies the name of the DSN list. This name corresponds to the member name within the DSN list parm PDS in
which the DSN list is stored.

Desc
Identifies a description for the DSN list that you created or updated using the Update DSN List screen.

3. Type one of the function codes that are below the command line into the action field next to the DSN list that you want
to update, and press Enter.
The specified function is invoked on the DSN list.
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Insert DSN Lists

To begin a new DSN, use the Update DSN List screen (insert mode).

Follow these steps:

1. Select DSN LIST from the Main Menu.
The DSN Lists screen opens.

2. Select a DSN list, type I on the command line, and press Enter.
The Update DSN List screen opens.
This screen displays the following information:

DSN List PDS
Identifies the name of the PDS that contains the DSN list. This DSN is defined in option 0.3, which is used to
define the DSN of each of the processing parameter data sets.

3. Complete the following fields, and press Enter. These fields will be blank when you first see the screen.
DSN List

Defines the name of the DSN list. This name corresponds to the member name within the DSN list parm PDS in
which the DSN list is stored.

Desc
Describes the DSN list that you created or updated using the Update DSN List screen.

4. Type a data set name under the Dataset heading.
Dataset

Defines the data set name to be included in the DSN list. Type the name without apostrophes.
5. To add more data sets to the DSN list, type I for insert on the command line.

When you type wildcarded data set names, another panel displays with all of the catalogued data sets that match the
wildcard. From this list you can select the ones you want to add or, by using the command line command S *, you can
select all of data sets that appear in the list.

Delete DSN Lists

You can delete a DSN List from the DSN List directory. Type D in the action field, and press Enter. The Confirm Member
Delete screen appears, unless you have the confirm member delete option disabled in your setup options.

ISPF User Interface for File Master Plus for IMS
  

File Master Plus for IMS performs a variety of functions using IMS databases of various organizations. You can use many
of the functions in online or batch mode in the ISPF interface or using the Eclipse UI. The latest documentation for the
application is on this site, and you can access online help through the ISPF interface and the Eclipse UI.

 Click here to download the Quick Reference Guide for File Master Plus for IMS. 

Help

Screen-level, field-level, and Eclipse UI help for File Master Plus for IMS provides information about the various product
features and functions.

Request screen-level help using the 'HELP' PF key or HELP command in the ISPF interface. Screen-level help describes
the concepts and uses of each screen and its associated fields.

Field-level help is available for most fields. Access field-level help using the PF1 help when the cursor is positioned at a
field. The field help pop-up window explains what to enter into the field and lists any code values related to the field.
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Request help at an error or informational message to display diagnostic information at the upper right corner of the
screen.

The dynamic help in the Eclipse UI describes how to use the screens, dialogs, and wizards to complete tasks in the
Eclipse UI. Use the Help menu or click the ? icon in dialogs and wizards to access the dynamic help.

Execution Modes

Many of the File Master Plus for IMS utility functions can be performed either online or in batch. Screens used to request
these functions have an Execution Mode field at the bottom of the screen. The three choices for Execution Mode are:

• O - Perform the request online
• S - Generate and submit JCL to perform the request
• E - Edit the JCL generated to perform the request

Wildcards

File Master Plus for IMS supports the use of standard ISPF wildcards in the selection of DSNs and PDS member names.

Select a DSN to Resolve a Wildcarded DSN

The Select DSN to Resolve Wildcarded DSN screen opens when you type a wildcarded DSN in any of the DSN fields.
A list of the DSNs that match the wildcarded specification displays on this screen. Selecting the DSN replaces the
wildcarded DSN.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Type a wildcarded data set in any of the DSN fields. Use the standard ISPF wildcards: *, **, and %.
The Select DSN for Edit Data Set screen opens. This screen displays the name of each data set that matches the
wildcard criteria, the volume serial that contains each data set, and the file type of each file. The file type values are as
follows:

CLUSTER
VSAM Cluster

DATA
VSAM Data Component

INDEX
VSAM Index Component

NONVSAM
Non-VSAM

GDS
Generation data set

GDG
Generation data group

PATH
VSAM path

AIX
VSAM Alternate Index

ALIAS
Alias

CAT
User catalog
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2. Type S next to the DSN you want to select, and press Enter.
Note: You can optionally browse or edit any of the non-VSAM data sets from the Resolve Wildcarded DSN screen
using the ISPF browse/edit functions. To browse or edit a non-VSAM data set, specify either B (to browse) or E (to
edit) next to a DSN. 

Select Wildcard Member from a PDS Directory

When you type a wildcarded member name in any of the member fields, the Member Directory displays a list of the
members in the library that match the wildcarded entry.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Type a wildcarded or blank member name. Use the standard ISPF wildcards: *, **, and %.
The Select Member to Process From screen opens.

2. Specify S next to the member you want to select, and press Enter.
The selected member name replaces the blank or wildcarded member name on the screen from which the member
name directory was requested.
Note: You can use the SORT and LOCATE commands o assist in the location of the member you want. Sort the
directory by any of the columns in the directory by entering SORT column_heading A/D. A/D is an optional parameter
signifying the sort order sequence, 'A' for ascending and 'D' for descending. For example, SORT CHANGED D sorts
the directory in descending order of Changed. The command L or LOC followed by a value positions the cursor on the
first member directory entry whose sort sequence field is greater than or equal to the specified value. 

Browsing IMS Databases

Browse supports the following database types:

• DEDB (Fast Path)
• HDAM
• HIDAM
• HISAM
• HSAM
• MSDB (Fast Path)
• PHDAM
• PHIDAM
• PSINDEX
• SHISAM
• SHSAM
• Logical Database
• Secondary Index

You can use many primary and line commands in Browse mode. Primary and line commands that modify data are not
supported while browsing a database.

Open an IMS Database in Browse Mode

Follow these steps:

1. Select Browse from the Main Menu.
The Browse IMS Database screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields:
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IMS Environment
Defines the IMS environment used to resolve various processing parameters while browsing an IMS database.
The name of an IMS environment corresponds to a member name within the IMS environment Parm PDS that is
updated using option 0.5.
The IMS environment is defined as a DLI or a BMP environment. The type of IMS environment specifies whether
the browse process is executed in DLI mode or within a BMP region.
This IMS environment can also be a wildcard.

PSB or ACB Name
Defines the PSB or ACB Name. If blank, a dynamic PSB for DLI or a dynamic ACB for BMP is generated.
In a DLI environment, the specified PSB name must be a member in a data set within the PSBLIB concatenation
specified in the current IMS Environment.
In a BMP environment, the specified ACB name must be a member in a data set within the ACBLIB concatenation
specified in the current IMS Environment.
To process a secondary index as a separate database you must provide a PSB or ACB in which the selected
PCB’s DBDNAME parameter specifies the index DBDNAME.
These names can also be a wildcard.

DBD Name
Defines the DBD name to indicate the database for browsing. The DBD name must be a member in a data set
within the DBDLIB concatenation specified in the current IMS Environment.
This name can also be a wildcard.

Secondary Index
Entering a Y lets you view a list of associated secondary indexes for the supplied DBD Name. The PSB or ACB
Name field must be blank. (When the PSB or ACB Name field is omitted, File Master Plus for IMS generates a
dynamic PSB to access the database.)
When this field is Y, you see the Select Secondary Index Database screen that lets you select the desired
secondary index view from a list of secondary index databases for the database specified in the DBD Name field.
After you have selected a secondary index database, the secondary index DBD Name replaces the value in the
DBD Name field.
To use a secondary index with a static PSB, or if no secondary index processing is required, enter N (for no) in
this field.

Layout Dataset
Defines the DSN of the record layout data set that contains layouts for segments in this database.
You can enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.
Enter 'FMCONCAT' to select the DSNList that contains the layout concatenations if the layouts are in different
PDSs.
For more information about creating concatenated PDSs, see Working with the DSN List Directory.

CRL Dataset
Defines the optional value to browse the data base using a CRL. This data set must contain CRLs that match the
segment names defined in the DBD. The segments that share the same-named CRLs are used.
The CRLs are not used for selection; they display the selected segments according to the CRL definition.
You can enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want. Enter an
exclamation mark (!) after the name if you want the wildcarded DSN saved for your next session. If you do not
enter an exclamation mark after the name, the data set you pick from the selection list is saved.

Selection Criteria or Selection Criteria Member
Specifies the selection criteria to filter the IMS database records of the input database. Dynamic Selection is
entered free form. If a Selection Criteria Member is used, then this member must be defined in the Selection
Criteria PDS, defined in option 0.3, Define and Update Processing Parms. You define the actual Selection Criteria
member using option 5, Define or Update a Selection Criteria. The Selection Criteria Member value can also be a
wildcard.
The selection criteria are used to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:
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• Condition that evaluates data values in each segment
• Presence of a character string within a segment or specified columns or field name from a record layout
• Limit to the number of IMS database records to be selected
• Use of a cataloged selection criteria parameter member defined using File Master Plus for IMS Option 0.3,

Define and Update Processing Parms or Option 5 Filter.
• To assist in the entry of the selection, use the LAYOUT[ROOT|segname] command. When this is entered on

the command line, a screen with the ROOT's or segname's copybook is displayed. Enter the selection criteria
on that screen. If the optional parameter is omitted, a screen with the database's segments is displayed, from
which you can select the appropriate segment.

For more information about defining selection conditions, see Update Selection Criteria.
Display Mode

Specifies the display mode.
Values:
C

- (Character Format) -- Displays the segments in character format, as they appear in the database.
S

- (Single Record Format) -- Displays segments in Single Record mode, one segment at a time, with the
segment field names on the left and formatted data values on the right.

M
- (Multi-Record Format) -- Displays multiple same-named segments at the same time, with the segment
field names on the top of each column, and with each column containing a formatted display of the values
of that field. Only same-named consecutive segments are displayed on the same panel.

If the segment's layout cannot be resolved, then File Master Plus for IMS generates a segment layout to display
the segment's data.
You can change the display mode during the edit session by using the primary command that corresponds to the
display mode you want: CHAR for character, SF for single record, or MF for multi-record.

3. Press Enter to validate the entries.

Update DSNs

The Database DSN Specification screen opens under the following conditions:

• When executing in a DLI environment to allow update of the DSNs for the ddnames associated with the browsed
database

• When using a dynamic PSB

• When using a static PSB during PCB selection

If you supply an IMS environment type of BMP on the Browse IMS Database panel, the Database DSN Specification
screen does not appear. The database data sets defined to the BMP are used.

Follow these steps:

1. Select BROWSE from the Main Menu.
The Browse IMS Database screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields and press Enter.
– IMS Environment
– DBD Name
The Database DSN Specification screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
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IMS Environment for changing DSNs
Defines the default DSNs for the data sets associated with a database to a set of DSNs previously associated
with the DBD name.
The DSNs for each ddname related to the main database and any primary and secondary index databases
are used as the default DSNs. If the DSNs for the database are already associated with the IMS Environment
specified in this field, the DSNs associated with the IMS environment are used as the default DSNs. If not, the
dynamic allocation members from the RESLIB of the specified IMS Environment are used as the default DSNs.

DBD Name
Displays the DBD name associated with the database's data sets.
The DBD name displayed on this screen is the DBD name of the main database and any related primary or
secondary index databases.

DDNAME
Displays the ddname for the database's data sets.
The ddnames are determined from the database definitions of the main database and any related primary or
secondary index databases.

DSN
Defines the DSN for the database's data sets. The DSN column contains the latest value for each ddname within
the current IMS environment.

4. Press Enter or F3 to validate the entries.
5. Press Enter or F3 to continue.

Select PCBs

Follow these steps:

1. Select BROWSE from the Main Menu.
The Browse IMS Database screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields, and press Enter.
– IMS Environment
– PSB or ACB name. The PCB Selection screen is only displayed when the PSB contains more than 1 PCB for the

DBD name, if entered.
The PCB Selection screen opens.

3. Specify S (Selects the database PCB and displays the Database DSN Specification screen) for the following fields:
PCB Type

Contains DB for all PCBs listed on the PCB Selection screen.
DBD Name

Identifies the DBD name associated with each PCB. The DBD name identifies the database to be processed if
the PCB is selected. Only PCBs with DBDs that match the DBD Name in the Browse IMS Database screen are
displayed.

Process Options
Indicates the permitted access types for the database. The process options displayed are the same as defined in
the PSB source using the PROCOPT parameter on the PCB statement.
Values: A (All Access), G (Get Access (Read)), I (Insert), R (Replace), D (Delete), L (Load)

Sensitive Segment Count
Indicates how many segments may be accessed using each PCB. The sensitive segment count is the same as
the number of SENSEG statements for the PCB in the PSB source.

Secondary Processing Sequence
Defines the DBD name of the secondary index database for PCBs that access a database using a secondary
index.
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Selecting a PCB requests processing of the physical database specified in the DBD Name column using the
secondary index database specified.

4. Press Enter to validate the entries.

Select a Secondary Index Database View

Follow these steps:

1. Select Browse from the Main Menu.
The Browse IMS Database screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields, and press Enter:
PSB or ACB Name

Leave empty
DBD Name

Type a valid DBD name for a primary DBD that has at least one secondary index view.
Secondary Index

Type Y
The Select Secondary Index Database screen opens.
------------- Select Secondary Index Database ------ Row 1 to 2 of 2

COMMAND ===>                                         SCROLL ===> CSR

         

Primary Database ===> DBDIVP                                         

         

Secondary  Target   Source                                           

S Index     Segment  Segment  Source Fields                         

_ DBDHID1S  MODEL    FACILITY FCLTYNM

_ DBDHID1X  FACILITY SALES    MONTH  

************** End of Secondary Index Database List ****************    

3. Specify S (redisplays the DBD Name field populated with the value of the selected secondary index database
definition and switches the secondary index value from Y to N) to the following fields:

Primary Database
Displays the DBD name of the database whose secondary index databases are listed on the selection screen.
The DBD name in the Primary Database field is the same as the DBD Name field or it is the primary database
related to the DBD name specified on the Browse IMS Database screen.

Secondary Index
Displays the DBD name of each of the secondary index databases related to the primary database.

Target Segment
Displays the segment name of the secondary index target for each secondary index database.
The target segment is a segment in the primary database that is directly accessed using the pointer from each
segment in the secondary index database.
The display of the database on the Browse screen presents the target segment as the level 1 segment (the root
segment) even when the target segment is not the root of the physical database.

Source Segment
Displays IMS source segments as defined in the XDFLD statement in the physical database definition.

Source Fields
Displays the name of the segment in the primary database that contains the source fields for each secondary
index.
The values in the source fields of the source segment contain the key of the secondary index database.
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4. Choose which secondary index you want to use for browse processing by placing an S (redisplays the DBD Name
field populated with the value of the selected secondary index database definition and switches the secondary index
value from Y to N) to the left of the secondary index, and press Enter.

5. Press Enter to validate the entries.
The respective secondary index database view is selected for browsing.

Primary Database Hierarchical Display

The IMS segments appear as defined by the primary database hierarchy. A child segment is indented one character
directly under its parent segment. Each lower hierarchical level is indented one position further than the previous
hierarchical level up to the fifth level. After the fifth level and through the maximum level of 15, the level number appears in
the leftmost segment name position, and the segment name continues being indented only four positions.

 <productname> Browse DBD: DBDIVP              Columns 00001 00063

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

C  Segment      ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6---

__ STUDENT      00002SALLY PETERSON                1223490 W. 73TH AVE.       

__ .SUBJECT     E442SR ENGLISH II       30E441SR ENGLISH I        E432JR ENGLIS

__ ..TEACHER    SYLVIA ANDERSEN               PHD  E09182 MARY ELAINE ST. #6320

__ ...CLASS     0401L15LECTURE   0025                                         

__ .SUBJECT     H316US CIVIL WAR        30                                    

__ ..TEACHER    SAMUAEL SANDERSON             BS   H6B1860 BOOTH ST.          

__ ...CLASS     0201182LECTURE   0025                                         

__ .HISTORY     09120017AB90SMITHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL        860-555-0823

__ ..TRANSCPT   E201B30091                                            

__ ..TRANSCPT   E211B30091                                            

__ ..TRANSCPT   M561A40091                                            

__ ..TRANSCPT   P101A30091                                            

__ ..TRANSCPT   S101A40091                                            

__ ..ATTEND     ..20010323SIYYY1                                      

__ ..ATTEND     ..20010324SIYYY1                                      

__ ..ATTEND     ..20010325SIYYY1                                      

__ ..ATTEND     ..20011005SIYYY1                                      

Secondary Index View

File Master Plus for IMS uses the following rules when displaying the database using a secondary index's view.

• The target segment becomes the database's root segment.
• The parental path segments of the target segment appear as subordinate segments of the target segment.
• Subordinate segments to the target segment remain as subordinate segments of the target segment.
• Subordinate segments to the parental path segments exclude segment names that are displayed for the previous

rules.

For example, if segment TEACHER is made the target segment, then the database displays according to this restructured
hierarchy, as shown in the following panel:

<productname> Browse  DBD: DBDIVP            Columns 00001 00063

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

C  Segment      ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6---

__ TEACHER      SUZANNE PETERSON              BS   A092364 HILL LN. APT A647  

__ .SUBJECT     X003STUDY HALL          00                                    

__ ..STUDENT    00001DAVID PERKINS                 1221209 W. 75TH ST         

__ ...HISTORY   09120017AB90SMITHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL        860-555-0823        

__ ....TRANSCPT E201B30091                                                    
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__ ....TRANSCPT E211B30091                                                    

__ ....TRANSCPT M561A40091                                                    

__ ....TRANSCPT P101A30091                                                    

__ ....TRANSCPT S101A40091                                                    

__ ....ATTEND   ..20010323SIYYY1                                              

__ ....ATTEND   ..20010324SIYYY1                                              

__ ....ATTEND   ..20010325SIYYY1                                              

__ ....ATTEND   ..20011005SIYYY1                                              

__ ...HISTORY   09220027CV14PLATTE CITY HIGH SCHOOL       310-555-1981        

__ ....TRANSCPT E202C30091                                                    

__ ....TRANSCPT E212A30091                                                    

__ ....TRANSCPT M562B40091                                                     .

Editing IMS Databases
You can use the application to edit the following databases types:

• DEDB (Fast Path)
• HDAM
• HIDAM
• HISAM
• MSDB (Fast-path)
• PHDAM
• PHIDAM
• PSINDEX
• SHISAM
• Logical Database
• Secondary Index

The File Master Plus for IMS data editor supports primary commands and line commands to perform data searching and
manipulation during your edit session.

• Primary commands are entered on the (Command ===>) line and are performed against the selected segments.
Primary commands support all format modes.

• Line Commands are specified in the two-position line command field, and support only the character and Multi Record
modes. To enter line commands that exceed two characters, continue typing into the Segment Name field. Line
commands are performed against a single line or a block of lines for which the line command was entered.

Select an IMS Database to Edit

Open a Database for Editing

Follow these steps:

1. Select Edit from the Main Menu.
The Edit IMS Database screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields:
IMS Environment

Defines the IMS environment used to resolve various processing parameters while editing an IMS database.
The name of an IMS environment corresponds to a member name within the IMS environment Parm PDS that is
updated using option 0.5.
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The IMS environment is defined as a DLI or a BMP environment. The type of IMS environment specifies whether
the edit process is executed in DLI mode or within a BMP region.
This IMS environment can also be a wildcard.

PSB or ACB Name
Defines the PSB or ACB Name. If blank, a dynamic PSB for DLI or a dynamic ACB for BMP is generated.
In a DLI environment, the specified PSB name must be a member in a data set within the PSBLIB concatenation
specified in the current IMS Environment.
In a BMP environment, the specified ACB name must be a member in a data set within the ACBLIB concatenation
specified in the current IMS Environment.
To process a secondary index as a separate database you must provide a PSB or ACB in which the selected
PCB’s DBDNAME parameter specifies the index DBDNAME.
These names can also be a wildcard.
Note: You see the No I/O PCB Present Warning screen whenever the Edit Request screen specifies a static ACB
or PSB, and the specified ACB or PCB does not have an I/O PCB. Without an I/O PCB, the editor cannot invoke
IMS to perform a checkpoint or a rollback, so the editor is unable to support the SAVE, ROLLBACK, and CANCEL
primary commands.
------------- WARNING -- No I/O PCB Present ------------

COMMAND ===> 

The PSB specified for this edit session does not include

an I/O PCB. If you proceed to edit without an I/O PCB 

present, commands SAVE, CANCEL, and ROLLBACK will not be

available.

ENTER to continue to edit session 

CANCEL to return to Edit Request Screen

Without the SAVE, ROLLBACK, and CANCEL commands, the following rules apply:

• You cannot reverse an update with the CANCEL or ROLLBACK command.
• All updates are applied when the edit session is exited.
• You cannot use the SAVE command to commit updates and free resource locks during the edit session.

The No I/O PCB Present Warning screen warns of the limitations of an edit session without an I/O PCB. It
provides an opportunity to return to the Edit Request screen to initiate an edit to:

• Use a static ACB or PSB that has an I/O PCB.
• Use a dynamic ACB or PCB (which always has an I/O PCB).

When you do not specify a PSB or ACB name, a dynamic ACB or PSB is generated that has all processing
options for all segments and all fields. Most of the time the dynamic ACB or PSB gives the functionality you want
and is easier to use. The static ACB or PSB should be necessary only for situations in which you want to limit the
processing options or want field-level sensitivity.

DBD Name
Defines the DBD name to indicate the database for editing. The DBD name must be a member in a data set within
the DBDLIB concatenation specified in the current IMS Environment.
This name can also be a wildcard.

Secondary Index
Entering a Y lets you view a list of associated secondary indexes for the supplied DBD Name. The PSB or ACB
Name field must be blank. (When the PSB or ACB Name field is omitted, File Master Plus for IMS generates a
dynamic PSB to access the database.)
When this field is Y, you see the Select Secondary Index Database screen that lets you select the desired
secondary index view from a list of secondary index databases for the database specified in the DBD Name field.
After you have selected a secondary index database, the secondary index DBD Name replaces the value in the
DBD Name field.
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To use a secondary index with a static PSB, or if no secondary index processing is required, enter N (for no) in
this field.

Layout Dataset
Defines the DSN of the record layout data set that contains layouts for segments in this database.
You can enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.
Enter 'FMCONCAT' to select the DSNList that contains the layout concatenations if the layouts are in different
PDSs.
For more information about creating concatenated PDSs, see Working with the DSN List Directory.

CRL Dataset
Defines the optional value to edit the data base using a CRL. This data set must contain CRLs that match the
segment names defined in the DBD. The segments that share the same-named CRLs are used.
The CRLs are not used for selection; they display the selected segments according to the CRL definition.
You can enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want. Enter an
exclamation mark (!) after the name if you want the wildcarded DSN saved for your next session. If you do not
enter an exclamation mark after the name, the data set you pick from the selection list is saved.

Selection Criteria or Selection Criteria Member
Specifies the selection criteria to filter the IMS database records of the input database. Dynamic Selection is
entered free form. If a Selection Criteria Member is used, then this member must be defined in the Selection
Criteria PDS, defined in option 0.3, Define and Update Processing Parms. You define the actual Selection Criteria
member using option 5, Define or Update a Selection Criteria. The Selection Criteria Member value can also be a
wildcard.
The selection criteria are used to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:

• Condition that evaluates data values in each segment
• Presence of a character string within a segment or specified columns or field name from a record layout
• Limit to the number of IMS database records to be selected
• Use of a cataloged selection criteria parameter member defined using File Master Plus for IMS Option 0.3,

Define and Update Processing Parms or Option 5 Filter.
• To assist in the entry of the selection, use the LAYOUT[ROOT|segname] command. When this is entered on

the command line, a screen with the ROOT's or segname's copybook is displayed. Enter the selection criteria
on that screen. If the optional parameter is omitted, a screen with the database's segments is displayed, from
which you can select the appropriate segment.

For more information about defining selection conditions, see Update Selection Criteria.
Display Mode

Specifies the display mode.
Values:
C - (Character Format) -- Displays the segments in character format, as they appear in the database.
S - (Single Record Format) -- Displays segments in Single Record mode, one segment at a time, with the
segment field names on the left and formatted data values on the right.
M - (Multi-Record Format) -- Displays multiple same-named segments at the same time, with the segment field
names on the top of each column, and with each column containing a formatted display of the values of that field.
Only same-named consecutive segments are displayed on the same panel.
If the segment's layout cannot be resolved, then File Master Plus for IMS generates a segment layout to display
the segment's data.
Note: You can change the display mode during the edit session by using the primary command that corresponds
to the display mode you want: CHAR for character, SF for single record, or MF for multi-record.

3. Press Enter to validate the entries.
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Select a PCB

Follow these steps:

1. Select EDIT from the Main Menu.
The Edit IMS Database screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields, and press Enter.
– IMS Environment
– PSB or ACB name. The PCB Selection screen is only displayed when the PSB contains more than 1 PCB for the

DBD name, if entered.
The PCB Selection screen opens.

3. Specify S (Selects the database PCB and displays the Database DSN Specification screen) for the following fields:
PCB Type

Contains DB for all PCBs listed on the PCB Selection screen.
DBD Name

Identifies the DBD name associated with each PCB. The DBD name identifies the database to be processed
if the PCB is selected. Only PCBs with DBDs that match the DBD Name in the Edit IMS Database screen are
displayed.

Process Options
Indicates the permitted access types for the database. The process options displayed are the same as defined in
the PSB source using the PROCOPT parameter on the PCB statement.
Values: A (All Access), G (Get Access (Read)), I (Insert), R (Replace), D (Delete), L (Load)

Sensitive Segment Count
Indicates how many segments may be accessed using each PCB. The sensitive segment count is the same as
the number of SENSEG statements for the PCB in the PSB source.

Secondary Processing Sequence
Defines the DBD name of the secondary index database for PCBs that access a database using a secondary
index.
Selecting a PCB requests processing of the physical database specified in the DBD Name column using the
secondary index database specified.

4. Press Enter to validate the entries.

Update DSNs

Follow these steps:

1. Select EDIT from the Main Menu.
The Edit IMS Database screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields and press Enter.
– IMS Environment
– DBD Name
The Database DSN Specification screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
IMS Environment for changing DSNs

Defines the default DSNs for the data sets associated with a database to a set of DSNs previously associated
with the DBD name.
The DSNs for each ddname related to the main database and any primary and secondary index databases
are used as the default DSNs. If the DSNs for the database are already associated with the IMS Environment
specified in this field, the DSNs associated with the IMS environment are used as the default DSNs. If not, the
dynamic allocation members from the RESLIB of the specified IMS Environment are used as the default DSNs.
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DBD Name
Displays the DBD name associated with the database's data sets.
The DBD name displayed on this screen is the DBD name of the main database and any related primary or
secondary index databases.

DDNAME
Displays the ddname for the database's data sets.
The ddnames are determined from the database definitions of the main database and any related primary or
secondary index databases.

DSN
Defines the DSN for the database's data sets. The DSN column contains the latest value for each ddname within
the current IMS environment.

4. Press Enter to validate the entries.
5. Press Enter to continue.

Select a Secondary Index Database View

Follow these steps:

1. Select EDIT from the Main Menu.
The Edit IMS Database screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields, and press Enter.
PSB or ACB Name

Leave empty
DBD Name

Type a valid DBD name for a primary DBD that has at least one secondary index view.
Secondary Index

Type Y
The Select Secondary Index Database screen opens.

------------- Select Secondary Index Database ------ Row 1 to 2 of 2

COMMAND ===>                                         SCROLL ===> CSR

 

Primary Database ===> DBDIVP                                        

 

Secondary  Target   Source                                          

S Index     Segment  Segment  Source Fields                        

_ DBDHID1S  MODEL    FACILITY FCLTYNM

_ DBDHID1X  FACILITY SALES    MONTH 

************** End of Secondary Index Database List ****************   

3. Specify S (redisplays the DBD Name field populated with the value of the selected secondary index database
definition and switches the secondary index value from Y to N) to the following fields:

Primary Database
Displays the DBD name of the database whose secondary index databases are listed on the selection screen.
The DBD name in the Primary Database field is the same as the DBD Name field or it is the primary database
related to the DBD name specified on the Edit IMS Database screen.

Secondary Index
Displays the DBD name of each of the secondary index databases related to the primary database.
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Target Segment
Displays the segment name of the secondary index target for each secondary index database.
The target segment is a segment in the primary database that is directly accessed using the pointer from each
segment in the secondary index database.
Note: The display of the database on the Edit screen presents the target segment as the level 1 segment (the
root segment) even when the target segment is not the root of the physical database.

Source Segment
Displays IMS source segments as defined in the XDFLD statement in the physical database definition.

Source Fields
Displays the name of the segment in the primary database that contains the source fields for each secondary
index.
The values in the source fields of the source segment contain the key of the secondary index database.

4. Press Enter to validate the entries.
The respective secondary index database view is selected for browsing.

Primary Database Hierarchical Display

The IMS segments appear as defined by the primary database hierarchy. A child segment is indented one character
directly under its parent segment. Each lower hierarchical level is indented one position further than the previous
hierarchical level up to the fifth level. After the fifth level and through the maximum level of 15, the level number appears in
the leftmost segment name position, and the segment name continues being indented only four positions.

<productname> Browse DBD: DBDIVP              Columns 00001 00063

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

C  Segment      ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6---

__ STUDENT      00002SALLY PETERSON                1223490 W. 73TH AVE.      

__ .SUBJECT     E442SR ENGLISH II       30E441SR ENGLISH I        E432JR ENGLIS

__ ..TEACHER    SYLVIA ANDERSEN               PHD  E09182 MARY ELAINE ST. #6320

__ ...CLASS     0401L15LECTURE   0025                                        

__ .SUBJECT     H316US CIVIL WAR        30                                   

__ ..TEACHER    SAMUAEL SANDERSON             BS   H6B1860 BOOTH ST.         

__ ...CLASS     0201182LECTURE   0025                                        

__ .HISTORY     09120017AB90SMITHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL        860-555-0823

__ ..TRANSCPT   E201B30091                                           

__ ..TRANSCPT   E211B30091                                           

__ ..TRANSCPT   M561A40091                                           

__ ..TRANSCPT   P101A30091                                           

__ ..TRANSCPT   S101A40091                                           

__ ..ATTEND     ..20010323SIYYY1                                     

__ ..ATTEND     ..20010324SIYYY1                                     

__ ..ATTEND     ..20010325SIYYY1                                     

__ ..ATTEND     ..20011005SIYYY1                                     

Secondary Index View

File Master Plus for IMS uses the following rules when displaying the database using a secondary index's view.
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• The target segment becomes the database's root segment.
• The parental path segments of the target segment appear as subordinate segments of the target segment.
• Subordinate segments to the target segment remain as subordinate segments of the target segment.
• Subordinate segments to the parental path segments exclude segment names that are displayed for the previous

rules.

For example, if segment TEACHER is made the target segment, then the database displays according to this restructured
hierarchy, as shown in the following panel:

<productname> Browse  DBD: DBDIVP            Columns 00001 00063

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

C  Segment      ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6---

__ TEACHER      SUZANNE PETERSON              BS   A092364 HILL LN. APT A647 

__ .SUBJECT     X003STUDY HALL          00                                   

__ ..STUDENT    00001DAVID PERKINS                 1221209 W. 75TH ST        

__ ...HISTORY   09120017AB90SMITHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL        860-555-0823       

__ ....TRANSCPT E201B30091                                                   

__ ....TRANSCPT E211B30091                                                   

__ ....TRANSCPT M561A40091                                                   

__ ....TRANSCPT P101A30091                                                   

__ ....TRANSCPT S101A40091                                                   

__ ....ATTEND   ..20010323SIYYY1                                             

__ ....ATTEND   ..20010324SIYYY1                                             

__ ....ATTEND   ..20010325SIYYY1                                             

__ ....ATTEND   ..20011005SIYYY1                                             

__ ...HISTORY   09220027CV14PLATTE CITY HIGH SCHOOL       310-555-1981       

__ ....TRANSCPT E202C30091                                                   

__ ....TRANSCPT E212A30091                                                   

__ ....TRANSCPT M562B40091                                                     .

Data Display in Formatted Modes
One of the options on the main edit and browse panels is the initial Display mode. There are three Display, or format,
modes: Single Record (S), Multi Record (M) and Character (C).

Character mode does not require layouts. Layouts for both single and multi-record modes are optional. If the segment's
layout cannot be resolved, then File Master Plus for IMS generates a default layout for that segment. You can specify
COBOL or PL/I copybooks, or you can use custom layouts (CRLs). Either layout must be defined and available to the
application before it can be referenced.

When using a CRL, enter the name of the PDS that contains the CRLs in the CRL data set field of the Browse or Edit
screens.

To display data using traditional layouts, the Layout data set field must reference the library that contains the segments'
layouts. This library can be a PDS, Panvalet, or Librarian data set. If the PDS member names do not match the
database's segment names, then the File Master Plus for IMS Segment Cross-Reference PDS must have an entry that
shares the same name as the DBD. (The Segment Cross-Reference PDS is set under File Master Plus for IMS option
0.3.) The Layout data set field, in this case, must contain the members referenced by the Segment Cross-Reference
member.

You can switch between display modes by using the following commands:
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Char
Character mode

SF
Single record mode

MF
Multi-record mode

Single Record Format

Editing an IMS database in single record formatted mode displays a screen like the one shown in the following example.
While in this display mode, data in the value column can be displayed and modified. Record data that is not in the proper
format, as defined by the record layout, is displayed in hex format, X'xxxx', in the value column. While in this display
mode, line commands are not available.

When modifying data in the value column, field-level editing rules are used based on the field format, and invalid data is
not allowed unless it is in hex format.

In single record mode, the UP and DOWN commands scroll through the fields within a single segment. The LEFT and
RIGHT commands scroll through the previous and next records. The TOP and BOTTOM commands display the first and
last segments.

To insert, delete, or repeat records when in single record mode, use the INSERT, DELETE, and REPEAT primary
commands.

To switch into this display mode from character or multi-record modes, specify the SF primary command, or the SF line
command on the line you want to display in single record mode.

To switch back to character or multi record formatted mode, specify the CHAR or MF primary command.

Single Record Formatted Mode Example:

 <productname> Browse DBD: DBDIVP             Columns 00001 00247

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

Segment Name: STUDENT  Record Length: 247   Record Layout: STUDENT            

   Field                             Pos  Format Value                        

01 STUDENT-SEGMENT                     1     247                              

  05 STUDENT-ID                        1 N     5 00001                        

  05 STUDENT-NAME                      6 C    30 DAVID PERKINS                

  05 STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL         36 N     2 12                           

  05 STUDENT-CURR-SEMESTER            38 N     1 2                            

  05 STUDENT-ADDR                     39      47                              

    10 STUDENT-STREET                 39 C    25 1209 W. 75TH ST              

    10 STUDENT-CITY                   64 C    15 SMITHVILLE                   

    10 STUDENT-STATE                  79 C     2 CT                           

    10 STUDENT-ZIP-CODE               81 C     5 06022                        

  05 STUDENT-HOME-PHONE               86 C    12 860-555-9823                 

  05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (1)    98      50                              

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (1)     98 C    30 SALLY PERKINS                

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (1)     128 C    20 860-555-3467 X1234           

  05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (2)   148      50                              

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (2)    148 C    30 DALE PERKINS                 

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (2)     178 C    20 860-555-1392                 

  05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (3)   198      50                              

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (3)    198 C    30                              

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (3)     228 C    20
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Multi-Record Formatted Mode

When editing an IMS database in multi-record formatted mode with Custom Record Layouts, an automatic screen break
occurs whenever a record layout change occurs for a segment that is to be displayed on the screen. When this occurs,
the PF8 key displays the segments with the different layouts.

When editing an IMS database in multi-record format, only segments of the same segment type and with the same parent
simultaneously display on the screen. A screen displays like the one shown in the following example. While in this display
mode, the data in the field-name columns can be displayed and modified. Field data that is not in the proper format, as
defined by the record layout, is displayed in hex format, X'xxxx', in the field column.

When modifying data in the field columns, field level editing rules are used based on the field format, and invalid data is
not allowed unless it is in hex format.

When in multi-record format, the UP and DOWN commands scroll through the file displaying previous or next records just
like Character and Hex modes. The LEFT and RIGHT commands scroll through the field names for the records on the
current screen. The TOP and BOTTOM commands display the first and last data records.

Multi-Record Formatted Mode Example:

<productname> Browse DBD: DBDIVP             Columns 00001 00038

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

Segment Name: STUDENT   Record Layout: STUDENT                                

       STUDENT                                STUDENT CURR    STUDENT         

         ID             STUDENT NAME          GRADE LEVEL  CURR SEMESTER      

       N 5     C 30                           N 2          N 1                

       1------ 6----------------------------- 36---------- 38-----------      

-      00001   DAVID PERKINS                  12           2                  

______ 00002   SALLY PETERSON                 12           2                  

______ 00003   MAX KEOUGH                     11           2                  

______ 00018   GENE FARLEY                    09           9                  

*************** ************************ Bottom of Data ***********************

The field names that appear in the column headings (such as STUDENT-ID) are centered, with dashes removed to make
it easier to read the field column headings. Under the field names, the field format and length (such as N 9) are displayed.
Under the format is the offset of the field from the beginning of the record (such as 1).

Numeric data is right justified in the field column, and character data is left justified in the field column.

When modifying data in the field column, field level editing rules are used based on the field format. Invalid data is not
allowed unless it is in hex format. If there is not enough room in the column to enter data in hex format, switch into
character or single record formatted mode by specifying the CHAR or SF primary or line command.

When in multi-record format, the UP and DOWN commands scroll through the records in the file, and the LEFT and
RIGHT commands scroll through the formatted fields within the records displayed on the screen.

To insert, delete, or repeat segments while in Multi Record Formatted mode, use the INSERT, DELETE, and REPEAT
primary or line commands.

Display Segments with No Layout in Formatted Mode

When editing an IMS database in either single or multi-record formatted mode, File Master Plus for IMS may be unable to
locate the record layout for one or more segments. In this case, File Master Plus for IMS generates a basic segment, and
displays the segment's data using the generated layout. An example follows.

<productname> Browse DBD: DBDIVP        TEACHER Layout Not Found

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

Segment Name: TEACHER  Record Length: 117   Record Layout: TEACHER            

   Field                             Pos  Format Value                        
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01 TEACHER-RECORD                      1     117                              

  05 TEACHER-DATA-1                    1 C    35 DOROTHY ROPER                

                                                 PHD                          

  05 TEACHER-KEY                      36 C     3 C10                          

  05 TEACHER-DATA-2                   39 C    79 104 FERN CT.             SMITH

                                                 VILLE     CT06029860-555-98108

                                                 60-555-0823 X109             

Note: The generated layout displays the key as segname-KEY, and the other contiguous data fields display as a single
field. Also, Message CAWL713I, SEGNAME Layout Not Found, appears explaining that File Master Plus for IMS
generated the displayed layout.

Primary Commands (IMS)
Use primary commands to perform data searching and manipulation during your edit session. Primary commands are
entered on the (Command ===>) line and are performed against the selected segments. Primary commands support all
format modes.

This section describes the primary commands for File Master Plus for IMS.

AUTOCOMMIT

Sets the EDIT AUTOCOMMIT profile setting to either ON or OFF. To view the current AUTOCOMMIT setting, use the
PROFILE command.

COMMIT requires the presence of an I/O PCB in the PSB selected for use when editing the database. If there is no I/O
PCB present, the COMMIT is rejected, locks continue to be held, and updates are not committed.

The AUTOCOMMIT primary command is still available to users even if they are disallowed changing the AUTOCOMMIT
setting in the PROFILE window in an Edit session. The AUTOCOMMIT setting is then not saved when the user exits the
Edit session.

Syntax:

AUTOCOMMMIT   [ON|OFF]

Syntax Description:

ON
Sets the EDIT AUTOCOMMIT profile setting to ON. All outstanding updates are saved when you press Enter.
Warning: The edit commands, CANCEL and ROLLBACK, are not available when AUTOCOMMIT is set to ON.

OFF
Sets the EDIT AUTOCOMMIT profile setting to OFF. No outstanding updates are saved until you either explicitly
or implicitly enter the SAVE or COMMIT command.
Default: OFF

AUTOSAVE

Sets autosaving of uncommitted database changes when the END command is processed. If autosaving is off, you must
specify the SAVE command to save any uncommitted changes made to the data set during the edit session, or CANCEL
to cancel the edit session without saving uncommitted database changes. You can also view and reset your current
AUTOSAVE value by specifying the PROFILE command.

If AUTOCOMMIT = YES is specified in your edit profile, AUTOSAVE = OFF will not prompt you to enter a SAVE or
CANCEL command when the END command is processed.

Syntax:
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AUTOSAVE   [ON|OFF]

Syntax Description:

ON
Sets the EDIT AUTOSAVE profile setting to ON. When END is entered any outstanding (uncommitted) updates
are saved.

OFF
Sets the EDIT AUTOSAVE profile setting to OFF. When you enter END, you will be prompted to specify SAVE or
CANCEL. This is the default value.

BOTTOM

Jumps to the last segment in the database.

Alias: B

BOUNDS

Sets the left and right boundaries for subsequent commands.

Syntax:

BOUNDS [lmargin [rmargin]] 

Syntax Description:

lmargin
Column number for left boundary/margin.

rmargin
Column number for right boundary/margin.

When no sub-commands are entered, then the BOUNDS command resets the left and right margins to position 1 for the
left margin, and the last position of the largest segment position for the right margin.

 To view the current BOUNDS setting, insert a BOUNDS line by entering the line command BNDS under the column C.

Alias: BNDS, BND

BROWSE

Switches the current Edit session to a Browse session.

CANCEL

Terminates the File Master Plus for IMS Edit session without saving any outstanding updates. CANCEL requires the
presence of an I/O PCB in the PSB selected for use when editing the database. The dynamic PSBs generated by File
Master Plus for IMS always contain an I/O PCB.

If no I/O PCB is present, all changes made during the editing session are retained, and the CANCEL command cannot be
used to exit without saving your changes.

Alias: CAN

CAPS

Sets the EDIT CAPS profile setting to ON or OFF. To view the current CAPS setting, use the PROFILE command.

Syntax:
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CAPS     [ON|OFF]

Syntax Description:

ON
Sets the EDIT CAPS profile setting to ON, which converts all inserted alphabetic characters to uppercase.

OFF
Sets the EDIT CAPS profile setting to OFF, which does not convert inserted alphabetic characters to uppercase.
This is the default value.

The conversion to uppercase characters while overtyping data with CAPS ON will not convert any lowercase characters
that are not currently displayed on the screen, or any lowercase characters that are separated from the overtyped
characters by a non-printable character.

CHANGE

Changes one string to another. The CHANGE command only updates the fromstrs that are currently viewable. Any
segments that contain the fromstr and are excluded from the display will not be changed.

Syntax:

CHANGE

  fromstr     tostr

  [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV|ALL]

  [WORD|PREFIX|SUFFIX|CHAR]

  [label1 label2]

  [lcol  rcol]

  [[SEGMENT]segname]

  [CHILD|CURR|REC]

Syntax Description:

fromstr
Specifies the 'from' string. This can be a simple character string, with or without quotes; a character string
specified as C'ccc'; a text string specified as T'ccc'; a hex string specified as X'xx'; or a packed-decimal
expression specified as P'y' or PL'vvv'. For more information, see Rules for Finding Packed Strings on the FIND
Command.

tostr
Specifies the 'to' string. This can be a simple character string, with or without quotes; a character string specified
as C'ccc', a text string specified as T'ccc', a hex string specified as X'xx', or a packed-decimal expression
specified as P'y' or PLn'vvv'.

FIRST
Starts search at the beginning of the IMS database, and changes only the first occurrence of fromstr.

LAST
Changes the last occurrence of the fromstr in the database.

NEXT
Starts from the current cursor position, and changes the next occurrence of fromstr. This is the default value.

PREV
Starts from the current cursor position, and changes the previous occurrence of fromstr.

ALL
Changes all occurrences of fromstr to tostr.

WORD
Specifies that fromstr should match only complete words.
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PREFIX
Specifies that fromstr should match only strings at the beginning of words.

SUFFIX
Specifies that fromstr should match only strings at the end of words.

CHAR
Specifies that fromstr should match regardless of word status. This is the default value.

label1
Specifies the first end point in a range of lines to which the CHANGE command should be restricted.

label2
Specifies the second end point in a range of lines to which the CHANGE command should be restricted.

lcol
Specifies the leftmost column in which fromstr can appear; if rcol is not specified, then fromstr must begin exactly
in lcol.

rcol
Specifies the rightmost column in which fromstr can appear.

SEGMENT
Identifies the segment that is used in the change.

segname
Limits the change for fromstr to the specified segment name.

CHILD
Limits the change to only those segments which are subordinate to the current segment.

CURR
Limits the change to the current segment.

REC
Limits the change to the current segment's entire IMS database record.

Alias: C, CHG

Note: For more information about the Change command, see Changing Data.

CHAR

Switches the current format mode to character.

CHILD

Positions to the specified child of the current segment

Syntax:

CHILD      [segname|FIRST|LAST|n]

Syntax Description:

segname
Segment name of the subordinate segment that you would like to reposition to.

FIRST
Positions to the first child occurrence of the current segment. This is the default value.

LAST
Positions to the last child occurrence of the current segment.
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n
Positions to the nth child occurrence from the current segment or the current segment’s child_segname when
specified.

CKEY

Displays the current segment’s concatenated key components by segment. Once displayed, you can enter the following
commands:

CANCEL
Return to the Edit session

CHAR
Display the data in character mode.

DOWN
Page DOWN by one page

END
Return to the Edit session

HEX
ON/OFF to display the data in hexadecimal or character mode respectively

SF
Display the key in Single Formatted mode

UP
Page UP by one page

COLS

Inserts a scale line at the current segment location.

COMMIT

Commits all outstanding updates to the IMS database being edited. COMMIT requires the presence of an I/O PCB in the
PSB selected for use when editing the database.

DBCHART

Displays the current DBD's IMS hierarchy in chart form.

DBINFO

Displays the current DBD's information along with its DSNs and their characteristics.

DELETE

Places, and executes a delete line command on the N displayed segments starting with the segment at the top of the
screen.

Syntax:

DELETE [1 | n ]

Syntax Description:
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n
An integer value signifying the N number of segments to delete, starting with the segment displayed at the top of
the screen. If N is provided, then it must include all subordinate segments. If N is omitted, or is 1, then the target
segment and all of its subordinate segments are deleted.

DOWN

Moves the current database position toward the bottom of the IMS database when in Character or Multiple Record display
mode. Moves the current field position toward the end of the segment when in Single Record display mode. The default is
the SCROLL value.

Syntax:

DOWN        [n|MAX|PAGE|CSR|HALF|DATA]

Syntax Description:

n
Defines the number of segments to position downwards.

MAX
Jumps to the last segment in the IMS database or the last field in the segment.

PAGE
Scrolls forward one screen length.

CSR
Makes the line containing the cursor the current line by positioning it to the top of the display.

HALF
Scrolls forward half of the screen length.

DATA
Scrolls forward so that the last visible line becomes the first visible line.

EDIT

Switches the current browse session to an edit session.

END

Terminates the File Master Plus for IMS edit/browse session.

FIND

Locates data, or fields when in formatted mode.

Syntax:

FIND

   fromstr

   [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV|ALL]

   [WORD|PREFIX|SUFFIX|CHAR|FIELD]

   [label1 label2]

   [lcol  rcol]

   [[SEGMENT] segname]

   [CHILD|CURR|REC]

Syntax Description:
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fromstr
Specifies the 'from' string. This value can be a simple character string, with or without quotes; a character
string specified as C'ccc'; a text string specified as T'ccc'; a hex string specified as X'xx'; or a packed-decimal
expression specified as P'v or PLn'vvv'. For more information, see Rules for Finding Packed Strings on the FIND
Command.

FIRST
Starts the search at the beginning of the IMS database, and locates the first occurrence of fromstr.

LAST
Starts the search at the end of the IMS database, and locates the last occurrence of fromstr.

NEXT
Starts from the current cursor position, and locates the next occurrence of fromstr. This is the default value.

PREV
Starts from current cursor position, and locates the previous occurrence of fromstr.

ALL
Locates all occurrences of fromstr.

WORD
Specifies that fromstr should match only complete words.

PREFIX
Specifies that fromstr should match only strings at the beginning of words.

SUFFIX
Specifies that fromstr should match only strings at the end of words.

CHAR
Specifies that fromstr should match regardless of word status. This is the default value.

FIELD
Specifies that fromstr should match a field name when displaying formatted records.

label1
Specifies the first end point in a range of lines to which the FIND keyword should be restricted.

label2
Specifies the second end point in a range of lines to which the FIND keyword should be restricted.

lcol
Specifies the leftmost column in which fromstr can appear; if rcol is not specified, then fromstr must begin exactly
in lcol.

rcol
Specifies the rightmost column in which fromstr can appear.

SEGMENT
Identifies the segment that is used in the search.

segname
Limits the search for fromstr to the specified Segment Name.

CHILD
Limits the search to only those segments which are subordinate to the current segment.

CURR
Limits the search to the current segment.

REC
Limits the search to the current segment's entire IMS database record.
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Alias: F

Rules for Finding Packed Strings on the FIND Command

A packed string can be entered in one of the following formats on the FIND command:

F P'v' [cc]
Where 'v' is a value of 1 to 31 numeric digits (0-9) and 'cc' is the starting column location to be searched for the
packed string.
The search is conducted as follows:

• When a '+' or '-' is not specified before a value, the search is done for a packed string that contains the
specified numeric digits and a sign of 'F', 'A', 'C', 'E', 'B', or 'D'.

• When a '+' is specified before a value, the search is done for a packed string that contains the specified
numeric digits and a sign of 'F', 'A', 'C', or 'E'.

• When a '-' is specified before a value, the search is done for a packed string that contains the specified
numeric digits and a sign of 'B' or 'D'.

• When a starting column is not specified, the find command finds the first occurrence of the 'v' value in any valid
length packed decimal field in the segment. A valid length is 1-16 packed bytes or 1-31 packed decimal digits.

F PL[n]'vvvvv'[ cc]
Where 'n' is an integer value representing the length of the packed field and 'vvvvv' is a value comprised of
numeric digits. The number of digits in the value must be twice the specified length minus 1, and is limited to 31
digits in length.
If 'cc' is not specified, the search looks for the specified packed value and length anywhere in the segment.
Examples:
F P'0' 21   find packed zero of any valid length at column 21

F P'0'     find packed zero of any valid length anywhere in the segment

F P'00000' find 5 packed zeros anywhere in the segment.

F P'-1' 30 find packed -1 of any valid length at column 30

F PL5'0' 10 find 5 packed zeros at column 10

F PL3'0' find 3 packed zeros anywhere in the segment

F PL2 10 find any valid 2-byte packed number at column 10

F PL16      find any valid 16-byte packed number anywhere in the segment

NOTE

Decimal points are not part of packed data. To find a value that contains a decimal point such as 123.45,
omit the decimal point and specify P'12345'.

FINDLIM

Sets the FINDLIM profile setting to the number of segments searched when using the either the FIND or CHANGE
command. To view the current FINDLIM value, use the PROFILE command.

Syntax:

FINDLIM [5000 | n ]

Syntax Description:

n
Sets the FINDLIM profile setting to N. N must be an integer value between 0 and 99,999,999, inclusive. This
number limits the number of subsequent segments searched when using the FIND or CHANGE commands. A
value of 0 means that there is no limit to the number of segments that are searched.
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HELP

Invokes the File Master Plus for IMS HELP processor.

HEX

Sets the hex profile setting to ON or OFF. To view the current hex setting, use the PROFILE command. When set to ON,
the current display is displayed in hex format.

Syntax:

HEX     [ON|OFF]

Syntax Description:

ON
Sets the hex profile setting to ON. This value displays all data in hexadecimal format.

OFF
Sets the hex profile setting to OFF. This value displays data in character format. OFF is the default value.

HILITE

Sets the HILITE profile setting to either ON or OFF. To view the current HILITE setting, use the PROFILE command.

Syntax:

HILITE     [ON|OFF]

Syntax Description:

ON
Sets the HILITE profile setting to ON. This value causes all target strings of the FIND and CHANGE command to
be highlighted. This is the default value.

OFF
Sets the HILITE profile setting to OFF. This value disables highlighting of the FIND and CHANGE target strings.

Alias: HI, HILIGHT

INSERT

Inserts a new segment immediately after the current segment, the segment at the top of the display. When in Character
mode, a line containing all blanks is inserted. When in Single or Multiple Record Formatted mode, the inserted segment is
initialized using the field-name data types as defined in the record layout.

Alias: I

KEY

Toggles the current segment key for protection or no protection.

Alias: K

LEFT

Scrolls the current column position toward the beginning of the segment when in Character or Multiple Record Formatted
mode. The default value is the SCROLL value. This command has no affect when specified in Single Record Formatted
mode.

Syntax:
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LEFT     [n|MAX|PAGE|CSR|HALF|DATA|1]

Syntax Description:

n
Defines the number of columns to scroll.

MAX
Sets the column position to the beginning of the segments.

PAGE
Scrolls one screen to the left. When in Multi Record format mode, the rightmost visible column becomes the
column before the leftmost visible column on the screen.

CSR
Attempts to make the column under the cursor the rightmost displayed column if the cursor is on a data line.

HALF
Scrolls half of the screen width to the left when in Character or Multiple Record display modes.

DATA
Attempts to change the column position so that the leftmost visible column becomes the rightmost column
position.

LOCATE

Jumps directly to a segment.

Syntax:

LOCATE     lnum |label  | {key_value} KEY| kwd_value [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV]

Syntax Description:

Lnum
Specifies the line of the segment relative to the beginning of the current display.

label
Specifies a previously defined label.

key_value
Specifies the root segment key value.

key
When a key_value is provided, it jumps to the root segment whose key value is GTEQ key_value. This is only
valid for keyed databases.
When key_value is omitted, the current segment’s concatenated key is displayed on the Locate Key panel. This
key can be updated with the concatenated key value of the segment you want to position to.

kwd _value
Specifies one of the following commands to jump to the next segment within the line attribute:

• CHANGE
• COMMAND
• ERROR
• SPECIAL (BNDS, COLS, MASK)

FIRST
With 'kwd_value' jumps to the first segment with the requested attribute.

LAST
With 'kwd_value' jumps to the last segment with requested attribute.
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NEXT
With 'kwd_value' jumps to the next segment with the requested attribute.

PREV
With 'kwd_value' jumps to the previous segment with the requested attribute.

Alias: L, LOC

MF

Switches the current Display mode to Multi-Record.

NEXT

When in single record format mode, display the next segment.

Syntax:

NEXT   [n|1]

Syntax Description:

n
Defines the number of segments to scroll downward. Must be an integer value between 1 and 99,999,999. The
default value is 1.

Alias: N

NULLS

Sets the NULLS profile setting to ON, OFF, or FULL. To view the current NULLS setting, use the PROFILE command.

Syntax:

NULLS [ON|OFF|FULL]

Syntax Description:

ON
Sets the NULLS profile setting to ON. Allows you to INSERT data, shifting data to the right.

OFF
Sets the NULLS profile setting to OFF. Trailing blanks at the end of the data are written to the panel as blanks.

FULL
Sets the NULLS profile setting to FULL. All trailing blanks at the end of data are written as nulls.

PARENT

Position to the parent of the current segment, or to the specified segment in the hierarchy of the current segment.

Syntax:

PARENT  [segname]

Syntax Description

segname
Defines the segment name of the segment within the parentage of the current segment. If a segment name is not
entered, the command defaults to the segment one level higher than the current segment in the IMS hierarchy.
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PREV

When in single record format mode, display the previous segment.

Syntax:

PREV   [n | 1]

Syntax Description:

n
Defines the number of segments to scroll up. Must be an integer value between 1 and 99,999,999. The default
value is 1.

Alias: P

PROFILE

Display the current profile settings, or switches to a different profile. The settings available with the PROFILE command
are: AUTOCOMMIT, AUTOSAVE, CAPS, FINDLIMIT, HEX, HILITE, and NULLS. Their values can be updated from the
profile panel. See the specific commands for their values.
Note: If your site prevents modifications to AUTOCOMMIT, you can still use the AUTOCOMMIT primary command to
change this setting the time of the current Edit session. 

Syntax:

PROFILE   [DEFAULT|name]

Syntax Description:

name
Defines the name of the profile to be loaded and displayed. If omitted, the DEFAULT profile is used.

Alias: PRO, PROF

RCHANGE

Used to repeat the most recent CHANGE command.

REPEAT

Repeats the segment that appears at the top of the screen.

Alias: R

RESET

Resets the selected processing options and status conditions.

Syntax:

RESET    [ALL|LABELS|COMMAND|ERROR|CHANGE|SPECIAL|FIND][range|.ZFIRST .ZLAST]

Syntax Description:

ALL
Removes all current processing options and status conditions; this is the default value.

LABELS
Removes line labels.
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COMMAND
Removes pending line commands.

ERROR
Removes ERROR flags.

CHANGE
Removes CHG flags.

SPECIAL
Removes all SPECIAL lines (MASK, COLS, TABS, BNDS).

FIND
Removes all FIND highlights.

range
Defines optional line range specified as a start label and end label. Only lines within the specified range are
affected. If no range is provided, then all segments are reset.

.ZFIRST
Specifies the first displayable segment.

.ZLAST
Specifies the last displayable segment.

Alias: RES

RETURN

Returns to the File Master Plus for IMS Main Menu.

RFIND

Repeats the most recently entered FIND command, or the search part of the most recent CHANGE command.

RIGHT

Scrolls the current column position toward the end of the segment when in Character or Multiple Record Formatted mode.
The default is the SCROLL value. This command has no affect when specified in Single Record Formatted mode.

Syntax:

RIGHT     [n|MAX|PAGE|CSR|HALF|DATA]

Syntax Description:

n
Number of columns to scroll right.

MAX
Sets the column position to the end of the segments.

PAGE
Scrolls one screen-width to the right. When in Multi Record Formatted mode, the leftmost visible column is the
column after the rightmost visible column on the screen.

CSR
If the cursor is on a data line, attempts to make the column under the cursor the rightmost displayed column.

HALF
Scrolls half of the screen width to the right when in Character or Multiple Record Formatted modes. Scrolls one
record right when in Single Record formatted mode.
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DATA
Attempts to change the column position so that the rightmost visible column becomes the leftmost column
position.

ROLLBACK

Discards any outstanding updates. ROLLBACK requires an I/O PCB in the PSB selected for use when editing the
database. If there is no I/O PCB present, changes cannot be backed out. The dynamic PSBs generated by File Master
Plus for IMS always contain an I/O PCB.

ROOT

Reposition to the requested root segment.

Syntax:

ROOT     [FIRST|LAST|NEXT [n]|PREV [n]|CURRENT]

Syntax Description:

FIRST
Positions to the first root of the IMS database.

LAST
Positions to the last root of the IMS database.

NEXT
Positions to the root that follows the root of the current segment.

PREV
Positions to the root that precedes the root of the current segment.

CURRENT
Positions to the root of the current segment. This is the default value.

n
Specifies the number of roots to proceed forward or backward from the current segment. If omitted, the default
value is 1.

SAVE

Saves all outstanding updates to the IMS database being edited. SAVE requires an I/O PCB in the PSB selected for use
when editing the database.

SEGMENT

Displays the listed segnames that are not subordinate to any EXPAND, +, or COLLAPSE, - , line commands.

Syntax:

SEGMENT {[INCLUDE | EXCLUDE] {segname | *}[ ...]}

Syntax Description:

INCLUDE or I
Includes the listed segnames into the current display. This is an optional parameter.

EXCLUDE or X
Exclude the listed segnames from the current display. This is an optional parameter.
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segname
Defines the segment name that is to be processed. A list of segnames may be entered to process multiple
segment names in the same display. Each segname must be separated by a space.

*
Includes all segment types in the display.

Note: When no parameters are provided, the Specify Segment pop-up is displayed. This allows selection of which
segnames to display or omit from the display.

SELECT

Displays record selection criteria used to browse or edit the IMS database.

SF

Switches the current display mode to Single Record.

TOP

Jumps to the first segment in the IMS database.

TWIN

Positions to the same segment name as the current segment, within the same parent.

Syntax:

TWIN [FIRST|LAST|NEXT[n]|PREV[n]] 

Syntax Description:

FIRST
Positions to the first segment of this type within the current parent.

LAST
Positions to the last segment of this type within the current parent.

NEXT
Positions to the next segment of this type within the current parent. This is the default value.

PREV
Positions to the previous segment of this type within the current parent.

n
Specifies the integer value signifying the number of segments to position forward or backward within the current
parent. The default value is 1.

UP

Moves the current line position toward the beginning of the IMS database when in Character or Multiple Record Formatted
mode. Moves the current field position toward the beginning of the segment when in Single Record Formatted mode. The
default is the SCROLL value.

Syntax:

UP        [n|MAX|PAGE|CSR|HALF|DATA]

Syntax Description:
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n
Defines the number of lines to move.

MAX
Jumps to the first line in the IMS database or first field in the record.

PAGE
Scrolls back one screen length.

CSR
If the cursor is on a data line, attempts to make the line containing the cursor the last line to be displayed on the
screen.

HALF
Scrolls backward half of the screen length.

DATA
Scrolls backward so that the first visible line becomes the last visible line.

Line Commands (IMS)
Use line commands to perform data searching and manipulation during your edit session. Line Commands are specified
in the two-position line command field, and support only the character and Multi Record modes. To enter line commands
that exceed two characters, continue typing into the Segment Name field. Line commands are performed against a
single line or a block of lines for which the line command was entered. Only one line command can be entered for a
specific segment sequence, but multiple line commands can be entered on different lines on the same screen. Before
any line commands are processed, all line commands are checked for validity, and if any errors are found, an appropriate
message appears. Line commands can be removed by overtyping the line command characters with spaces or by
specifying the RESET primary command.

A
Sets the target of a copy/move command; the segment is inserted after the segment containing the command.

B
Sets the target of a copy/move command; the segment is inserted before the segment containing the command.

BND
Inserts a 'BNDS' line above the current line.BNDSSame as BND.

BOUNDS
Same as BND.

C[n]
Sets the source segment of a copy command.
The target of the Copy operation is a parent of the segment being copied. Use the After or Before line command
to identify the target parent.
Placing an After or Before on any dependent segment selects that segment's parent as the target. An After placed
on the parent itself, or a Before placed on the segment immediately following the last child of a parent, selects that
parent as the target.
The target pointed to by the After or Before must be a parent with the same segment name as the parent of the
segment being copied. If the source segment key duplicates an existing key in the target parent, the duplicate key
resolution pop-up displays, containing the fully concatenated key of the target parent segment, and the key of the
source segment. Only the key of the source segment can be altered. Select a unique key value and press Enter.

CC
Sets one end point of a range of segments to be copied.
When you use the CC line command, the target of the operation is a parent of the highest level segment being
moved or copied. Use the After or Before line command to identify the target parent.
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Placing an After or Before on any dependent segment selects that segment's parent as the target. Likewise,
an After placed on the parent itself, or a Before placed on the segment immediately following the last child of a
parent, selects that parent as the target.
The target pointed to by the After or Before must be a parent with the same segment name as the parent of the
segment being copied. If any of the source segment keys in the block being copied duplicates an existing key in
the target parent, the duplicate key resolution pop-up displays for that segment, containing the fully concatenated
key of the target parent segment, and the key of the source segment. Only the key of the source segment can be
altered. Select a unique key value and press Enter.

CHAR
Switches the current line to Character mode from Multi-Record mode.

CHILD
Positions to the current segment's first child.

CK
Displays the segment's concatenated key.

COLS
Inserts a column scale line above the current line.

D[n]
Deletes the following n number of displayed segments. If n is provided, then it must include all subordinate
segments. If n is omitted, or is 1, then the target segment and all of its subordinate segments are deleted.
Important! When placed on a parent segment, all subordinate segments to that parent are deleted, regardless of
whether the subordinate segment displays.

DD
Sets one end point of a range of displayed segments to be deleted. The Delete block must contain all subordinate
segments.

I[n]
Inserts a blank segment after the current segment.
When the Insert line command is used, the target of the operation is a parent of the segment being inserted.
Placing an Insert on any dependent segment selects that segment's parent as the target. If the target pointed to
by the Insert is not a parent of the segment being inserted, the Insert operation is rejected.
A new segment is created with the Segment Name field unlocked. Enter a valid segment name for this parent and
press Enter.
The segment name is accepted and the record area is unlocked. Enter the segment's data, including the key, and
press Enter.
If the key entered is not unique, the Duplicate Key Resolution pop-up panel is displayed. Enter the new key's
value and press Enter to accept it.

K[n]
Toggles to unlock or lock (unprotect or protect) the key field for a keyed segment, allowing the key field to be
modified. The key field remains unlocked until it is locked again or the edit session is terminated.

KK
Sets one endpoint to toggle unlock/lock (unprotect/protect) the key field for a keyed segment.

LC[n]
Converts all of the segment's uppercase alphabetic characters to lowercase.

LCC
Sets one endpoint of a range of lines to be lowercased.

LK
Allows you to position to a desired segment.
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M[n]
Moves the following n number of displayed segments. If n is provided, then it must include all subordinate
segments. If n is omitted, or is 1, then the target segment and all of its subordinate segments are moved.
When the Move line command is used, the target of the operation is a parent of the segment being moved. Use
the After or Before line command to identify the target parent.
Placing an After or Before on any dependent segment selects that segment's parent as the target. Likewise,
an After placed on the parent itself, or a Before placed on the segment immediately following the last child of a
parent, selects that parent as the target.
The target pointed to by the After or Before must be a parent with the same segment name as the parent of the
segment being moved. If the source segment key duplicates an existing key in the target parent, the duplicate key
resolution pop-up displays, containing the fully concatenated key of the target parent segment, and the key of the
source segment. Only the key of the source segment can be altered. Select a unique key value and press Enter.
If the Move operation is successful, the source segment and any included subordinate segments are deleted.

MASK
Inserts a 'MASK' line to be used for a model for all inserted segments.

MF
Switches the current display mode to Multi-Record Format mode.

MM
Sets one end point of a range of displayed segments to be moved. The Move block must contain all subordinate
segments.
When the MM line command is used, the target of the operation is the parent of the highest-level segment being
moved or copied. Use the After or Before line command to identify the target parent.
Placing an After or Before on any dependent segment selects that segment's parent as the target. Likewise,
an After placed on the parent itself, or a Before placed on the segment immediately following the last child of a
parent, selects that parent as the target.
The target pointed to by the After or Before must be a parent with the same segment name as the parent of the
segment being moved. If any of the source segment keys in the block being moved duplicates an existing key in
the target parent, the duplicate key resolution pop-up displays for that segment, containing the fully concatenated
key of the target parent segment, and the key of the source segment. Only the key of the source segment can be
altered. Select a unique key value and press Enter.
If the MM operation is successful, all segments within the Move block at the source location will be deleted.

N[n]
Repositions forward by n displayed segments of the same segment name.

P[n]
Repositions backward by n displayed segments of the same segment name.

PARENT
Repositions to the current segment's parent.

R[n]
Repeats the target segment n times.
When using the Repeat Segment line command on a keyed segment, the Key Resolution pop-up panel is always
displayed. All higher level keys are presented but are not modifiable. Type the new key you want over the source
key and press Enter.
The new segment is displayed in key sequence.

ROOT
Repositions to current segment's root.

RR[n]
Sets one end point of a range of segments to be repeated. The end point RR command must be at the same or
lower hierarchical level than the beginning point RR command.
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SF
Switches the current line to Single Record Format mode.

TWIN
Positions to the current segment's subsequent twin.

UC[n]
Converts all of the segment's lowercase alphabetic characters to uppercase.

UCC
Sets one end point of a range of lines to be uppercased.

V[n]
Sets the variable segment's length. This command is valid only for segments with a variable length.

VV
Sets one end point of a range of lines to have their length adjusted. This command is valid only for segments with
a variable length.

+n
Expands the segment’s hierarchy to display all subordinate segments regardless of what segments may have
been excluded by the SEGMENT command.
If n is specified, a maximum of n levels display for the segment.

-n
Collapses the segment’s hierarchy to display only the segment.
If n is specified, a maximum of n levels display for the segment regardless of what segments may have been
excluded by the SEGMENT command.

)[n]
Shifts right.

))[n]
Sets one end point of a range of lines to be shifted right

([n]
Shifts left.

(( [n]
Sets one end point of a range of lines to be shifted left.

>[n]
Shifts the data to the right.

>>[n]
Sets one end point of a range of lines to be data shifted right.

<[n]
Shifts the data to the left.

<<[n]
Sets one end point of a range of lines to be data shifted left.

n is the integer value of the number of times the operation is to be repeated.

Changing Data
Contents
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Strategies for Managing Edit Change Logs

Use the following best practices for managing edit change logs:

• The edit change log data sets store the changes made to a database during an edit session. The efficient allocation
and maintenance of these data sets helps you comply with standards for your site. The default product settings provide
specific change log data set naming conventions.
Business Value:
Creating a strategy that best fits the needs of your environment simplifies the management and control of logged
changes across systems.

• Activate only the change log feature for the databases that must be logged.
Business Value:
Logging every change clutters your change log data set with unnecessary data.

• Do not set excessive allocations for the change log data set. Require a small primary allocation and a larger secondary
allocation for the change log data set on the change log allocation parameters.
Business Value:
These allocations minimize the amount of unused disk storage required for each log file.

• Use only one change log data set for logging all editor updates. From the Change Log Data panel, select K, Keep data
set (add to same data set in next session).
Business Value:
This practice prevents many data sets from cluttering your DASD environment and simplifies any effort to locate a
particular update. You will have only one data set to search instead of many.

• Enter a succinct description of the editor changes in the Description of Change field on the Change Log Data panel. In
the description, detail the reason for updating the database and meet the guidelines of your site requirements.
Business Value:
This practice provides clear and concise documentation concerning the updates and easier problem identification.

CHANGE Command

The CHANGE command only updates the fromstrs that are currently viewable. Any segments that contain the fromstr and
are excluded from the display will not be changed.

Change Command "From" and "To" Character Strings of Different Lengths

File Master Plus for IMS allows changing commands with from and to character strings of different lengths.

When the tostr is shorter than the fromstr, columns to the right of the fromstr are shifted left, and fill characters are added
at the end, within the bounded CHANGE area. The pop-up window, Change Confirmation, is displayed, and explains how
the change command works and how it allows you to specify a different pad character and proceed with or cancel the
change command.

When the tostr is longer than the fromstr, columns to the right of the tostr are shifted right, and excess characters at
the end are truncated, within the bounded CHANGE area. The pop-up window, Change Confirmation, is displayed and
explains how the change command works and lets you proceed with or cancel the change command.

Modify the Key of an Existing Segment

The key line commands, K and KK, toggle key protection. When protection is toggled off, the key can be updated. When
protection is toggled on, the key cannot be updated. Any lines whose keys are unprotected (because they were created by
the insert, replace, move, or copy commands, or because the key was made available for update by the key command),
have the key unprotected until another key line command is specified, or until the edit session is terminated.
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Modify and Control Record Length of New Segments

When editing a variable length segment, some situations require a segment length to be changed or assigned. The
following conditions may cause this to occur:

• Increasing or decreasing the segment length of an existing segment
• Assigning the segment length of a repeated, moved, or copied segment
• Assigning the segment length of an inserted segment

Increase/Decrease the Length of an Existing Segment

To change the segment length of an existing segment, a line command of V (for variable length) is supported that causes
the Edit Length Modification
pop-up to appear. You can enter both the segment length you want and the pad character for the segment.

                       Segment Length Modification

  COMMAND ===>

         

Segment length may be updated to any value within

the range of the minimum and maximum values below.

     Segment Name   ===> QTYPEHST

     Minimum Length ===> 128

     Maximum Length ===> 5187

     Current Length ===> 128

     Pad Character  ===> X'40'

ENTER to perform Segment Length update.

END or CANCEL to cancel Segment Length update request.

When a record is repeated, moved, or copied using the Repeat, Move or Copy line commands, the segment length of
the repeated, moved, or copied segment is used. You can then use the V line command to modify the length of these
segments.

Editing Keyed IMS Databases

Keyed IMS Database Types

Following is the File Master Plus for IMS Edit screen as it appears for a keyed IMS database. The key is highlighted and is
protected. The COLS scale line is displayed automatically on this panel.

<productname> Edit DBD: DBDIVP               Columns 00001 00063

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

C  Segment      ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6---

__ STUDENT      00001DAVID PERKINS                 1221209 W. 75TH ST         

__ .SUBJECT     C315INTRO TO BIOCHEM    40C210CHEMISTRY I         B220BIOLOGY I

__ ..TEACHER    DOROTHY ROPER                 PHD  C10104 FERN CT.            

__ ...CLASS     0401L98LECTURE   0050                                         

__ .SUBJECT     H316US CIVIL WAR        30                                    

__ ..TEACHER    SAM SANDERSON                 BS   H6B1860 BOOTH ST.          

__ ...CLASS     0201182LECTURE   0025                                         

__ .SUBJECT     L304SHAKESPEARE         30E321JR ENGLISH I        E322JR ENGLIS
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__ ..TEACHER    ANGELINA ORTEGA               BS   L412091 PLEASANT HILL RD.  

__ ...CLASS     0501222LECTURE   0025                                         

__ .SUBJECT     M301CALCULUS II         40M300CALCULUS I                      

__ ..TEACHER    MICHAEL ALDERMAN              BS   M9A37 S. PLIMPTON ST. APT P5

__ ...CLASS     0101L15LECTURE   0025                                         

__ .SUBJECT     P104SR. MENS PHYS ED    30                                    

__ ..TEACHER    DOUG EVANSON                  BS   P48101 N. MAIN ST. APT 6321

__ ...CLASS     0601100GYM       0050                                         

__ .SUBJECT     X003STUDY HALL          00                                    

__ ..TEACHER    SUZANNE PETERSON              BS   A092364 HILL LN. APT A647  

__ ...CLASS     0301G18LECTURE   0300                                         

__ .HISTORY     09120017AB90SMITHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL        860-555-0823        

Validate New Segment Key

When a new segment's key requires validation, the Key Resolution pop-up opens with the key value. The lowest
segment's key value can be updated. The higher segments' keys values are protected and cannot be updated here.

Confirm the new segment's key by pressing Enter. The operation can be terminated by entering cancel or end, F12 or F3
respectively.

Modify the Key of an Existing Segment

The key line commands, K and KK, toggle key protection. When protection is toggled off, the key can be updated. When
protection is toggled on, the key cannot be updated. Any lines whose keys are unprotected (because they were created by
the insert, replace, move, or copy commands, or because the key was made available for update by the key command),
have the key unprotected until another key line command is specified, or until the edit session is terminated.

Locate Records By Key

When editing or browsing a keyed IMS database, you can use the LOCATE primary command, or LK line command, to
locate a segment whose key value is equal to the key_value specified by the locate command. For example, use the L
00000001234 KEY command to position the browse or edit session to the root segment that has a key that is equal to or
greater than 00000001234.

However, omitting the key_value displays the Locate Key panel. On this panel, overtype the current segment’s key with
the concatenated key of the segment you want to position to.

For key ordered databases, the following rules apply:

• If the segment exists, then you will be positioned to it.
• If the root of the requested key is greater than the last root on the database, you will be positioned to the last root on

the database.
• If the requested root’s key does not exist, you will be positioned to the next greater than root.
• If the requested root’s key exists, but the segment does not exist on the database, you will be positioned on the lowest

level segment whose concatenated key matches your request.

For random ordered databases, the following rules apply:

• If the segment exists, then you will be positioned to it.
• If the requested root’s key does not exist, there is no change to your current position.
• If the requested root’s key exists, but the segment does not exist on the database, you will be positioned on the lowest

level segment whose concatenated key matches your request.

The following commands are available on the Locate Key panel:
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CANCEL
Return to the Edit session, without repositioning to the concatenated key’s segment.

CHAR
Display the data in character mode.

DOWN
Position by one page towards the end of the database.

END
Return to the Edit session, repositioned to the concatenated key’s segment.

HEX
ON/OFF to display the data in hexadecimal or character mode respectively.

SF
Display the key in Single Formatted mode.

UP
Position by one page towards the top of the database

Out of Sequence Keys

When a new segment is added by using either insert, repeat, copy, or move, or when the key field is modified, pressing
Enter causes all segments to be redisplayed in their correct hierarchical key sequence.

Creating New Segments
The INSERT, REPEAT, COPY, and MOVE line commands allow you to create new segments. The target segments for
each of these commands must adhere to the database's hierarchy. This article describes how to create a new segment
using each command.

Insert

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the I line command on any segment that is at or below the parent of the segment to be inserted.
2. Enter the segment name you want, and press Enter. The segment name is accepted, if it meets the requirement stated

in point 1, and the record area is unlocked.
3. Enter the segment's data, including the key, and press Enter. If the key entered is not unique, the Duplicate Key

Resolution pop-up panel is displayed. Enter the new key's value and press Enter to accept it.

Repeat

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the R line command on the segment in which you would like to repeat. Or, enter the repeat line command while
the repeat position is at the topmost segment of the display.
The source segment is repeated, and the Key Resolution pop-up panel is displayed.

2. Enter the new key's value and press Enter to accept it.
Note:  If the segment's new key is out of order, the new key is displayed in its appropriate position. 

Copy and Move

Unlike the Insert and Repeat commands, the Copy and Move commands require both a source and a target. Because
the source segment must fit into the hierarchy of the target location, the target of a Copy or Move must be a parent of the
source segment.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the source segments to be copied or moved, by placing C or M next to it.
2. Select the parent that is the target of the operation using one of the following methods:

– Use a Before or After command on any dependent segment in the target parent.
– Use an After command on the target parent.
– Use a Before command on the segment following the last dependent child in the target parent.
If the selected target does not fit the hierarchy for the source segment, the operation is rejected.
The Key Resolution pop-up panel displays if the key is duplicated.

3. Enter the new key's value and press Enter to accept it, or press Enter to keep the original key.
Note: If the segment's new key is out of order, the new key is displayed in its hierarchical appropriate position.

Save Data when the Change Log Function is Active
The Change Log is activated for an edit session when the IMS Environment member used for the edit session specifies
a number of primary cylinders for the Change Log file that is greater than 0. For a description of setting the Change Log
parameters, see IMS Environments.

When the edit Change Log function is active, the Change Log Dataset Processing screen displays at the end of an edit
session. With this screen you can select various options, including options for printing the file.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose one of the following options to determine what you would like to do with the data set:
P

Indicates that the Change Log data set is printed according to the specifications in the Change Log Dataset Print
Options screen which is displayed next. The Change Log data set is opened as DISP=MOD for the next edit
session and all Change Log recording is added to the existing data set for any future edit session.

PD
Indicates that the Change Log data set is printed according to the specifications in the Change Log Dataset Print
Options screen which is displayed next. After printing has completed, the Change Log data set is deleted and
a new Change Log data set is allocated in the next edit session using the same data set name. The action is
unavailable when Change Log is activated by your File Master Plus for IMS administrator.

D
Indicates that the Change Log data set is deleted and a new Change Log data set with the same name is
allocated in the next edit session. The Change Log Print Options screen is not displayed and no printing is done.
The action is unavailable when Change Log is activated by your File Master Plus for IMS administrator.

K
Indicates that the Change Log data set is saved and opened as DISP=MOD for the next edit session and all
Change Log recording is added to the existing data set. The Change Log Print Options screen is not displayed
and no printing is done.

KN
Indicates that the Change Log data set is kept and a new Change Log data set is allocated in the next edit
session. When the new data set is allocated and the CAWKOPTONL_CLOGDSN definition contains the %LOGN
variable the LOG number nnnnnnn is incremented by 1 in the data set name. The Change Log Print Options
screen is not displayed and no printing is done.
For more information about the CAWKOPTONL_CLOGDSN parameter, see CAWKOPT Installation Options
Macro in File Master Plus for IMS Tasks.

Log dataset
Identifies the Change Log data set name that is currently in use. The format of the name is defined by
CAWKOPT_ONL_CLOGDSN.
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For more information about the CAWKOPTONL_CLOGDSN parameter, see CAWKOPT Installation Options
Macro in File Master Plus for IMS Tasks.

Description of Change
Identifies three optional description lines supplied by you to describe the activity for this session. This three-line
description is displayed on all printed reports for this data set.
If you select Print data set (options P or PD), the Change Log Dataset Print Options screen opens.

2. Override any of the following fields which were defined in the Print Output Control parms in Setup option 0.2:
Sysout Class

Defines the one-position sysout class where the print output is routed. This field corresponds to the SYSOUT=
JCL parameter.
Values: *, A to Z, and 0 to 9

Number of copies
Defines the number of printed copies. This field corresponds to the COPIES= JCL parameter.
Values: 1 to 255

Destination printer
Defines the printer ID of a local or remote printer where print output will be routed. This field corresponds to the
JCL parameter DEST=.
Values: One of the following formats: Rnnnn, RMnnnn, or RMTnnnn (where nnnn is the one- to four-digit remote
printer ID).

External JES node and Userid at JES node
Defines the external JES node and user ID at the JES node to route print output to a specified user ID within an
external node.
These fields operate like the DEST=(nnnnnn,uuuuuu) JCL parameter (where nnnnnn is JES Node ID and uuuuuu
is a user ID).

Sysout writer name
Defines the member name of the writer program when you want print handled by a sysout writer program. This
program is a started task that gets control for each output record and performs user-defined processing to
manipulate and route the print file.
This field corresponds to the SYSOUT=(c,wwwwww) JCL parameter (where c is the Sysout Class and wwwwww
is the name of the Sysout Writer Program).

Print dataset name
Defines the data set name where the print is to be routed.
Note: Use of this parameter causes the print to be written to the specified data set instead of being written to a
Sysout class.

Dataset disposition
Specifies the data set disposition.
Values: NEW (Create a new data set), SHR (Overlay existing data), MOD (Append print to the data set's current
data)

3. Specify the print format and the type of field display using the following fields:
Print Format

Controls the formatting of the segment's data.
HEX or H

Hex print of the selected segments in Vertical Hex Format
SINGLE or S

Single print of the selected segments in layout format
Field Display

Controls the amount of fields or 100 byte areas of a segment to display.
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A
Displays all of the mismatched segment's fields or areas in the segment.

M
Displays only the segment's changed fields in formatted mode or each 100 byte area of a segment that was
changed in character or hex modes.

Printing Data from an IMS Database
You can use File Master Plus for IMS to print the following databases types:

• (S)HSAM
• (S)HISAM
• HDAM
• HIDAM
• Fast-path (DEDB and MSDB)
• HALDB (PHDAM, PHIDAM, and PSINDEX)
• Secondary index

Print an IMS Database

Follow these steps:

1. Select PRINT from the Main Menu.
The Print IMS Database screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields:
IMS Database to Print

IMS Environment
Defines the IMS environment to resolve various processing parameters related to printing an IMS
database. The name of an IMS environment corresponds to a member name within the IMS environment
Parm PDS that is updated using option 0.5.
The IMS environment is defined as a DLI or a BMP environment. The type of IMS environment specifies
whether the extract process is executed in DLI mode or within a BMP region.
A wildcarded IMS environment name retrieves a directory of IMS environments matching that wildcard.

PSB or ACB Name
Defines the PSB or ACB Name. If blank, a dynamic PSB for DLI or a dynamic ACB for BMP is generated.
In a DLI environment, the specified PSB name must be a member in a data set within the PSBLIB
concatenation specified in the current IMS Environment.
In a BMP environment, the specified ACB name must be a member in a data set within the ACBLIB
concatenation specified in the current IMS Environment
These names can also be a wildcard.

DBD Name
Defines the DBD name to indicate the database for printing. The DBD name must be a member in a data
set within the DBDLIB concatenation specified in the current IMS Environment.
This name can also be a wildcard.

Print mode
Specifies the print mode.
C - Character
H - Hex
S - Single Record Format
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Print all Seg Names
Specifies whether to print selected segment names or all segment names.
Y - All segments are printed.
N - The Select Segment screen opens. Select the segments names that you want to print.

Print limit
Defines the maximum number of segments to be printed. When the Print Limit field is not entered or equals zero,
no limit is placed on the number of segments printed.

Execution mode
Specifies the execution mode.
S - Submit JCL
E - Edit JCL
O - Online JCL

Record Layout for Selection
Layout dataset

Defines the DSN of the record layout data set that contains layouts for segments in this database. This is
required only when selection references data by its field name and no CRL defines the layout.
You may enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.
Enter 'FMCONCAT' to select the DSNList that contains the layout concatenations if the layouts are in
different PDSs.
For more information about creating concatenated PDSs, see Working with the DSN List Directory.

CRL Dataset
Defines the CRL data set to extract the data set using a Custom Record Layout. This data set must
contain same-named CRLs as the segment names defined in the DBD. The segments that share same-
named CRLs are used. This is required only when selection references data by its field name and no
ordinary layout describes the data.
You can enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.

Selection Criteria or Selection Criteria Member
Specifies the selection criteria to filter the IMS database records of the input database. Dynamic Selection is
entered free form. If a Selection Criteria Member is used, then this member must be defined in the Selection
Criteria PDS, defined in option 0.3, Define and Update Processing Parms. The Selection criteria member value
can also be a wildcard.
The selection criteria are used to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:

• Condition that evaluates data values in each segment
• Presence of a character string within a segment or specified columns or field name from a record layout
• Limit to the number of IMS database records to be selected
• Use of a cataloged selection criteria parameter member defined using File Master Plus for IMS Option 0.3,

Define and Update Processing Parms or Option 5 Filter.
• To assist in the entry of the selection, use the LAYOUT[ROOT|segname] command. When this is entered on

the command line, a screen with the ROOT's or segname's copybook is displayed. Enter the selection criteria
on that screen. If the optional parameter is omitted, a screen with the database's segments is displayed, from
which you can select the appropriate segment.

For more information about defining selection conditions, see Update Selection Criteria.
3. Press Enter to validate the entries and print the data.
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Override Print Output Control

You can print a database to any printer configured for your mainframe environment. Set the default values in the Print
Output Control Parms screen. Use the Override Print Control screen to set different print values for an individual print
command. The Override Print Control screen displays when you submit a request to print a database.

Note: You must have the Confirm Print Class & Destination? parameter field set to Y in the Processing Defaults and
Jobcard screen, Option 0.1. Change the parameter field to N to prevent the Override Print Control screen from displaying.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the name of the data set that you want to print on the Print Data Set screen and press Enter.
The Override Print Control screen displays.

2. Update any of the following fields:
SYSOUT class

Specifies the one-position Sysout class to which the print will be routed. This parameter field corresponds to the
SYSOUT= JCL parameter.

Number of copies
Specifies the number of print copies requested. This parameter field corresponds to the COPIES=JCL parameter.
Values: 1 - 255

Destination printer
Specifies the printer ID of a local or remote printer to which print will be routed. Printer IDs are usually in one of
the following formats: Rnnnn, RMnnnn, or RMTnnnn, where nnnn is the one-to four-digit remote printer ID.
This parameter field corresponds to the DEST= JCL parameter.

External JES node & Userid at JES node
Specifies an external JES node and the user ID at the JES node to route print output to a specified user ID within
an external node. These fields operate like the DEST=(nnnnnn,uuuuuu) JCL parameter where nnnn is JES node
ID and uuuuuu is a user ID.

Sysout writer name
Specifies the member name of the writer when you want the print to be processed by a Sysout writer program.
A Sysout writer program is a started task that controls each output record and performs user-defined processing
to manipulate and route the print file. This parameter field corresponds to the SYSOUT=(c,wwwwww) JCL
parameter where c is the Sysout class and wwwwww is the name of the Sysout writer program.

Print data set name
Specifies the data set name to which the print will be routed. The print job is then routed to the specified data set
instead of being written to a Sysout class. If you select this option, you must also specify the Data set disposition
value.

Data set disposition
Specifies the destination data set disposition when print job is routed to a specified data set. Specify one of the
following values:
NEW - Create a new data set
SHR - Overlay an existing data set
MOD - Copy to the end of an existing data set

3. Press Enter.
The print request is processed using the specified values. Your default values remain unchanged.

Setting Environmental Parameters for Processing
Before you use File Master Plus for IMS, you need to set up the processing parameters. Use the Setup and Processing
Parameters screen to specify these parameters.
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Select each of the five options from the Setup and Processing Parameters screen and set up the parameters for each
option.

Default
Defines the processing control parameters and the job statement to use for batch jobs and online functions.

Print
Defines the sysout class and the print destination for print output.

Parm Files
Defines and updates the processing parameter PDSes and processing parameter members.

XREF
Maintains the Segment Cross Reference file.

IMS ENV
Defines the DLI and BMP IMS environments that are available for the session.

Define Processing Defaults and Jobcard Parameters

You can customize File Master Plus for IMS to define control parameters related to screen and batch job operations. The
first time you access the screen, you will see the most commonly used values.

TIP

: Broadcom recommends setting the processing default parameters and the jobcard parameters before
performing any other function.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select DEFAULT from the menu.
The Processing Defaults and Jobcard screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
Confirm member deletes?

Specifies whether you want a confirmation screen before deleting a member from a library. The confirmation
screen gives you the opportunity to either proceed with the member deletion or bypass it. You can set an indicator
to bypass member delete confirmations until you exit the current screen, when the member delete confirmation
screen opens.
Values:Y (Yes), N (No).

Use '=' to jump within Broadcom product?
Specifies whether you want to jump from one function to another within File Master Plus for IMS (Y), or jump to
the ISPF function (N).
Values:Y (Yes), N (No)
Example: With a value of Y, when the command =3.1 is entered, File Master Plus for IMS would jump to File
Master Plus for IMS Option 3.1, Extract IMS Database. With a value of N, the same command would jump to
ISPF's Option 3.1.

Confirm print class & destination?
Specifies whether you want a confirmation screen displayed before requesting an online print and before
submitting a batch job that requests print. This confirmation screen shows the Sysout class and the destination
parameters that have been defined using the Print Output Control Parms screen.
Values:Y (Yes), N (No)
Example: With a value of Y, each time a print is requested, the Override Print Output Control panel is displayed,
allowing you to change the current print settings for the print request. With a value of N, you are not given the
opportunity of updating the current print settings before the print request.
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DASD Unit Name
Specifies the initial value used for the generic unit name when new datasets are allocated in File Master Plus for
IMS. To control the volumes on which new data sets are allocated, the DASD unit name or the SMS storage class
must be specified (but not both).
Default: SYSDA

SMS Storage Class
Defines the initial value for the SMS storage class used for the allocation of new data sets if the data sets are to
be SMS-managed.
To control the volumes on which new data sets are allocated, the DASD unit name or the SMS data class must be
specified (but not both).

Job Information:
Defines one to four lines of JCL control statements, usually jobcard information. These four lines are added to the
beginning of any online generated batch jobs.

The control parameters are defined.

Define Print Output Control Parameters

To define the default parameters that control print destinations, use the Print Output Control Parms screen. You can
display the default print control parameters from the Processing Defaults and Jobcard screen. Select Y in the Confirm
print class & destination field to display these defaults.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select Print from the menu.
The Print Output Control Parms screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
Sysout Class

Defines the one-position sysout class where the print output is routed. This field corresponds to the SYSOUT=
JCL parameter.
Values: *, A to Z, and 0 to 9

Number of copies
Defines the number of printed copies. This field corresponds to the COPIES= JCL parameter.
Values: 1 to 255

4. Complete one of the following selections, and press Enter.
Destination printer

Defines the printer ID of a local or remote printer where print output will be routed. This field corresponds to the
JCL parameter DEST=.
Values: One of the following formats: Rnnnn, RMnnnn, or RMTnnnn (where nnnn is the one- to four-digit remote
printer ID).

External JES node and Userid at JES node
Defines the external JES node and user ID at the JES node to route print output to a specified user ID within an
external node.
These fields operate like the DEST=(nnnnnn,uuuuuu) JCL parameter (where nnnnnn is JES Node ID
and uuuuuu is a user ID).

Sysout writer name
Defines the member name of the writer program when you want print handled by a sysout writer program. This
program is a started task that gets control for each output record and performs user-defined processing to
manipulate and route the print file.
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This field corresponds to the SYSOUT=(c,wwwwww) JCL parameter (where c is the Sysout Class
and wwwwww is the name of the Sysout Writer Program).

Print dataset name
Defines the data set name where the print is to be routed. This parameter causes the print to be written to the
specified data set instead of being written to a Sysout class.

Dataset disposition
Specifies the data set disposition.
Values: NEW (Create a new data set), SHR (Overlay existing data), MOD (Append print to the data set's current
data)

Define and Update Processing Parameters

Use the Define & Update Processing Parms screen to define the DSNs of the following processing parameter files and
members:

• DSN lists
• Selection criteria
• Custom rec layouts
• Segment XREF
• IMS environments

For each of these parameter files there is a selection field preceding the DSN that provides access to the facility for
maintaining that type of parameter.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select PARM FILES from the menu.
The Define & Update Processing Parms screen opens.
Note: To make it easier to specify DSNs, each of the DSN fields on this screen supports wildcarded DSN and DSN
Lists. Each PDS can be a personal parm PDS, a parm PDS shared with others in the organization, or a parm PDS that
is shared company-wide. 

3. Specify S (select to update) or A (allocate new PDS) for the following fields:
DSN Lists

Defines the DSN list PDS.
Selection Criteria

Defines the selection criteria PDS.
Custom Rec Layouts

Defines the Custom Record Layout's PDS.
Segment XREF

Defines the segment cross-reference PDS.
IMS Environments

Defines the IMS Environment PDS
Note: This PDS may be restricted by the CAWKOPT COM_IMSENV_DSN installation option. If this is the case,
the user must have File Master DBA authority to update this protected field.

NOTE

• For more information on DSN lists, see Working with the DSN List Directory.
• For more information on selection criteria, see Using Filters.
• For more information on record layouts, see Working with Record Layouts.
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Define Segment Layout Cross-Reference Members

File Master Plus for IMS uses the segment cross-reference file to determine which layout to use. The application resolves
layouts by performing the following actions:

• Searches the segment cross-reference file for a member that matches the DBD Name.
• If no DBD name match is found, then it attempts to resolve the layout by matching the segment name with the member

names in the layout data set library. If no member name is found in the layout data set library, then it generates and
displays a default COBOL layout.

• If a DBD name match is found, then it reads that member,and searches the layout data set library for the segment
name's cross-referenced layout name. If no member name is found in the layout data set library, then it generates and
displays a default COBOL layout.

Use the Specify Database for Segment XREF Parm Update screen to access the segment layout cross-reference data set
to create new segment layout cross-reference members, or update current members.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select XREF from the menu.
The Segment XREF Parm Update screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields, and press Enter:
DSN

Defines the segment cross reference PDS that is defined in option 0.3, Define and Update Processing Parms.
Member Name

Defines the DBD for which the segment cross reference member is to be created.
The Update Segment XREF Parm Member pop-up opens.
------ Update Segment XREF Parm Member ----- Row 1 of 7

COMMAND ===>            SCROLL ===> CSR                                       

                 

   Database   ===> DBDIVP                                                   

                   

   DBDLIB DSN ===> 'YOUR.DBDLIB'                                            

                                 

   Segment       Layout                

   Name          Name                  

   STUDENT                             

   SUBJECT                             

   TEACHER                             

   CLASS                               

   HISTORY                             

   TRANSCPT                            

   ATTEND                              

********** End of Segments ****************************  

4. Complete the following fields, and press Enter:
Database

Defines the database definition (DBD name) whose segments will be cross-referenced. The DBD member name
must exist in the DBDLIB DSN to create a segment layout cross-reference member.

DBDLIB DSN
Defines the library that contains the DBD the cross-reference member redefines.

5. Enter the actual layout member name for the segments in the Layout Name field.
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6. Press F3.
Your changes are saved.

IMS Environments

An IMS environment is a PDS member that specifies the IMS system data sets and parameters that File Master Plus for
IMS uses to access a database. You must specify an IMS environment for most of the online ISPF functions, and when
running a batch function in BMP mode.

Two types of IMS environments are supported: DLI and BMP. The DLI environment runs as an offline batch processing
region to which the databases are directly allocated. Included in each DLI environment definition are the IMS RESLIBs,
PSBLIBs, and DBDLIBs used to access databases.

The BMP environment runs as a batch message processing region that communicates with an IMS control region to
access the databases owned by the control region. Information included in the BMP environment definition is the IMS
subsystem identifier, or IMSID, the RESLIBs, and ACBLIBs used in the IMS control region.

The information for each IMS environment parm member is often defined during product installation. Users may share the
same IMS environment parm members. However, users may create new members in this parm PDS, or may create new
versions of this parm PDS.

Display IMS Environment Members

Use the Update IMS Environment screen to display a list of the defined IMS Environment members. This screen has one
line for each IMS environment member in the IMS environment parm PDS.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select IMS ENV from the menu.
The Update IMS Environment screen opens, listing the IMS Environments currently defined.
 <productname>  --  Update IMS Environment --- Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

              Actions: S - Select   I - Insert   R - Repeat   D -Delete      

                                                                        

IMS       DLI/                                                          

A Env       BMP  Description                                              

_ DLIPROD   DLI  Prod DLI Environment                                     

_ BMPRGNA   BMP  BMP Region A

_ DLITEST   DLI  Test DLI Environment

************************** End OF IMS Environment List ********************

Insert a New IMS Environment Member

Use the Specify IMS Environment Type pop-up to define the IMS Environment member type you want to insert.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select IMS ENV from the menu.
The Update IMS Environment screen opens.

3. Type I (insert) next to any environment, and press Enter.
The Specify IMS Environment Type pop-up opens.

4. Specify the IMS environment type in the Environment Type field.
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Values: DLI and BMP
5. Press Enter.

Continue with step 4 of the section Select/Repeat a DLI Environment Member. If you entered a BMP member, continue
with step 4 of the Select/Repeat a BMP Environment section.

Select/Repeat a DLI Environment Member

To define, maintain, or update a DLI environment, and to save this environment definition into a member of the IMS
Environment Parm PDS, you can use the DLI Environment Parameters screen. A DLI environment is required for each set
of data sets used to invoke an IMS process in DLI mode.

For example, various QA and test systems that require different DBDLIB, PSBLIB, or RESLIB data sets require separate
DLI environments.

Each batch or on-line process that performs functions such as browsing, editing, printing, unloading, reloading, or
updating an IMS database, needs to know the IMS data sets to use when invoking IMS in DLI mode to perform the
function. The use of DLI environments allows a set of IMS data sets to be catalogued and referenced by the DLI
Environment Name.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select IMS ENV from the menu.
The Update IMS Environment screen opens.

3. Type S (select) or R (repeat) next to the environment whose definition you want to select or repeat.
The DLI Environment Parameters screen opens with the DLI Environment parameters populated with their current
values.
--------<productname> -- DLI Environment Parameters ----------

Command ===> __________________________________________________________________

                                                                          

IMS Environment ===> DLIPROD                                              

Description     ===> Production DLI Environment                            

                                                        

RESLIB #1       ===> 'YOUR.PROD.IMS.RESLIB'        

       #2       ===>                                                       

       #3       ===>                                             More? ==> N

PSBLIB #1       ===> 'YOUR.PROD.IMS.PSBLIB'         

       #2       ===>                                                       

       #3       ===>                                             More? ==> N

DBDLIB #1       ===> 'YOUR.PROD.IMS.DBDLIB'         

       #2       ===>                                                       

       #3       ===>                                             More? ==> N 

                                                                         

VSAM Parm Mem   ===> 'YOUR.PROD.IMS.PARMLIB(DFSVSAMP'

Log DSN         ===> 'YOUR.PROD.IMS.IEFREDR'       

Change Log Parameters:                                          

 Volume Serial  ===> ______  or Generic Unit Name ===> ________

 Primary Cyls   ===> 0      (0 = No Logging)                    

 Secondary Cyls ===> 0                                            
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PF1 HELP        PF3 END          PF8 FWD                                 

4. Complete the following fields, and press F8.
Note: Many of these fields described in this procedure can be restricted by the CAWKOPT COM_IMSENV_DLI
installation option. If the field is restricted, you must have File Master DBA authority to make any updates.

IMS Environment
Displays the IMS environment member name that identifies the DLI environment that is defined by this screen.
The IMS environment name is the member name of the IMS environment parm PDS that will be updated when
you exit this screen.

Description
Defines the use of this IMS DLI environment and differentiates it from other IMS environments.
Limits: 42 characters.

RESLIB *
Defines up to 3 RESLIB DSNs. The More field to the right of the IMS RESLIB #3 field is used to enter more than
3 RESLIB DSNs. When more than 3 RESLIB DSNs are defined for the DLI environment, this field contains the
protected literal + More DSNs.

PSBLIB *
Defines up to 3 PSBLIB DSNs. The More field to the right of the IMS PSBLIB #3 field is used to enter more than
3 PSBLIB DSNs. When more than 3 PSBLIB DSNs are defined for the DLI environment, this field contains the
protected literal + More DSNs.

DBDLIB *
Defines up to 3 DBDLIB DSNs. The More field to the right of the IMS DBDLIB #3 field is used to enter more than
3 DBDLIB DSNs. When more than 3 DBDLIB DSNs are defined for the DLI environment, this field contains the
protected literal + More DSNs.

More?
Defines whether you want to add more data sets to these library concatenations. Contains up to a total of 99
DSNs for each library concatenation.
Values: Y (Yes), N (No)

+ More DSNs
Defines whether the library concatenations contain more data sets than the three displayed on this panel. Placing
the cursor anywhere on this character string, and pressing Enter, displays the entire library's concatenation.

VSAM Parm Mem *
Defines the DSN and member name for the VSAM/OSAM Buffer Information Parm. IMS batch jobs created by the
user interface will have this parm member allocated to the DFSVSAMP DDNAME.

Log DSN *
Defines the DSN for the IMS log data set. Required for any online or batch IMS process in which there is update
intent on a database. This file is required for recovery and restart of any IMS job. If the DSN already exists, it must
be allocated with RECFM=VB LRECL=4092 BLKSIZE=4096.
The DSN entered can be a valid DSN or may contain any of the following variable specifications to support the
use of multiple log files for a DLI environment:

• &USERID -- TSO User ID
• &DATE -- Dyymmdd where yymmdd is the date in YYMMDD format
• &TIME -- Thhmmss where hhmmss is the time in hours, minutes, and seconds
• &DBDNAME -- DBD name of the database being processed

For example, a value of &USERID.&DATE.FMIMS.LOG would request an IMS log data set with the TSO User ID
in the first node and the date in the second node. If USER01 does an update on Dec. 25, 2006, it will be written to
the log USER01.D061225.FMIMS.LOG.
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If the IMS log data set does not exist when the online process or online creation of JCL occurs, an IMS log data
set will be created.

Change Log Parameters:
Volume Serial

Specifies the 6 digit volume serial of the volume that the Change Log file should be created on.
Generic Unit Name

Defines the DASD unit name used to allocate the Change Log file. Common DASD unit names are
SYSDA and SYSALLDA.

Primary Cyls
Defines the primary number of cylinders to allocate to a new Change Log file. Specifiy the estimated
number of cylinders to contain the before and after images of all changed segments, plus any inserted or
deleted segments during an EDIT session or sessions.
If this value is 0, no Change Log records are written and no Change Log file is allocated to the EDIT
session. Any value greater than zero allocates the Change Log file and causes the EDIT function to
record Change Log records for any segment changes during and EDIT session.
Default: Zero
Values: Numeric, between 0 and 9999999.
This field value cannot be set to 0 when Change Log is activated by your File Master Plus for IMS
administrator.

Secondary Cyls
Defines the number of secondary cylinders to allocate to a new Change Log file if the primary cylinder
allocation is exceeded.
Default: Zero
Values: Numeric, between 0 and 9999999.

5. Press PF8 to go to the second DLI Environment Parameter screen.
 The DLI Environment Parameters screen opens.

6. Complete the following fields, and press End to save the DLI member.
IMS Environment

Displays the IMS environment member name that identifies the DLI environment that is defined by this screen.
The IMS environment name is the member name of the IMS environment parm PDS that is updated when you
exit this screen.

Description
Defines the use of this IMS DLI environment and differentiates it from other IMS environments.
Limits: 42 characters.

DBRC Usage
Defines the DBRC value when File Master Plus for IMS calls IMS either through its online or batch functions.
Values: Blank (IMS's current DBRC value), Y (Yes), N (No)

RECON1
Defines the RECON1 dataset that overrides the RECON1 dataset that would have been otherwise dynamically
allocated by IMS

RECON2
Defines the RECON2 dataset that overrides the RECON2 dataset that would have been otherwise dynamically
allocated by IMS.

RECON3
Defines the RECON3 dataset that overrides the RECON3 dataset that would have been otherwise dynamically
allocated by IMS.

The DL1 member is saved.
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Select/Repeat a BMP Environment Member

To define, maintain, or update a BMP environment member, and to save it to the IMS Environment Parm PDS, use the
BMP Environment Parameters screen.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Setup from the Main Menu.
The SETUP and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Select IMS ENV from the menu.
The Update IMS Environment screen opens.

3. Type S (select) or R (repeat) next to the environment whose definition you want to select or repeat.
The BMP Environment Parameters screen opens with the BMP Environment parameters populated with their current
values.
---------- <productname> -- BMP Environment Parameters -------

 COMMAND ===>                                                               

IMS Environment ===> BMPRGMA                                             

BMP Region      ===> RGNA                                                  

Description     ===> BMP Region A                                           

RESLIB #1       ===> 'YOUR.IMS.RGNA.RESLIB'         

       #2       ===>                                                       

       #3       ===>                                             More? ==> N

ACBLIB #1       ===> 'YOUR.IMS.REGNA.ACBLIB'         

       #2       ===>                                                       

       #3       ===>                                             More? ==> N

DOPT ACBLIB     ===> 'YOUR.IMS.RGNA.DBC.DOPT.ACBLIB'        

DBDLIB #1       ===> 'YOUR.IMS.REGNA.DBDLIB'         

       #2       ===>                                                       

       #3       ===>                                             More? ==> N

Appl Group Name ===> ________                                

Normal Buf      ===> 35                Overflow Buf  ===> 10 

Change Log Parameters:                                   

 Volume Serial  ===> _____  or Generic Unit Name ===> ________

 Primary Cyls   ===> 0      (0 = No Logging)                 

 Secondary Cyls ===> 0      

4. Complete the following fields, and press Enter.
Note: Many of these fields described in this procedure can be restricted by the CAWKOPT COM_IMSENV_DLI
installation option. If the field is restricted, you must have File Master DBA authority to make any updates.

IMS Environment
Displays the IMS environment member name that identifies the BMP environment that is defined by this screen.
The IMS environment name is the member name of the IMS environment parm member that will be updated when
you exit this screen.

BMP Region
Defines the BMP Region ID (or IMSID) of the IMS control region where batch and on-line processes that use this
BMP environment execute.

Description
Defines the use of this IMS environment member and differentiates it from other members.
Limit: 42 characters
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RESLIB
Defines the RESLIB data sets that are used when accessing databases with this environment member. These
must match the RESLIB data sets defined to the IMS control region. Specify up to 3 RESLIB DSNs. The More
field to the right of the IMS RESLIB #3 field is used to enter more than 3 RESLIB DSNs. When there are currently
more than 3 RESLIB DSNs defined for the BMP environment, this field contains the protected literal + More
DSNs.

ACBLIB
Defines the ACBLIB data sets that are used when accessing databases with this environment member. These
must match the ACBLIB data sets defined to the IMS control region. Specify up to 3 ACBLIB DSNs. The More
field to the right of the IMS ACBLIB #3 field is used to enter more than 3 ACBLIB DSNs. When there are currently
more than 3 ACBLIB DSNs defined for the BMP environment, this field contains the protected literal + More
DSNs.

DOPT ACBLIB
Defines the DSN of the Dynamic Option ACBLIB data set where File Master Plus for IMS will place dynamic
ACBS. This library must be in the IMSACBx concatenation defined to the BMP region controller job for this BMP
region. This data set must not be the first data set in the concatenation.

DBDLIB
Defines up to 3 DBDLIB DSNs. The More field to the right of the IMS DBDLIB #3 field is used to enter more than 3
DBDLIB DSNs. When there are currently more than 3 DBDLIB DSNs defined for the BMP environment, this field
contains the protected literal + More DSNs.
The DBDLIB is required for the INITIALIZE function, the RELOAD function when the reload mode option is set to
Load, and for building dynamic ACBs.

APPL Group Name
Defines the application group name (AGN) used when invoking IMS within this BMP environment member.

Normal Buf
Defines the normal buffer allocation used when processing fast path databases within this BMP environment
member.
Default: Zero
Values: Numeric, between 0 and 99999999

Overflow Buf
Defines the overflow buffer allocation used when processing fast path databases within this BMP environment
member.|
Default: Zero
Values: Numeric, between 0 and 99999999

Change Log Parameters:
Volume Serial

Specifies the 6 digit volume serial of the volume that the Change Log file should be created on.
Generic Unit Name

Defines the DASD unit name used to allocate the Change Log file. Common DASD unit names are
SYSDA and SYSALLDA.

Primary Cyls
Defines the primary number of cylinders to allocate to a new Change Log file. Specifiy the estimated
number of cylinders to contain the before and after images of all changed segments, plus any inserted or
deleted segments during an EDIT session or sessions.
If this value is 0, no Change Log records are written and no Change Log file is allocated to the EDIT
session. Any value greater than zero allocates the Change Log file and causes the EDIT function to
record Change Log records for any segment changes during and EDIT session.
Default: Zero
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Values: Numeric, between 0 and 9999999
This value cannot be set to 0 when Change Log is activated by your File Master Plus for IMS
administrator.

Secondary Cyls
Defines the number of secondary cylinders to allocate to a new Change Log file if the primary cylinder
allocation is exceeded.
Default: Zero
Values: Numeric, between 0 and 9999999

COPE Parameters

NOTE
Note: The panel displays this section only on COPE support enabled systems.

Logical
SystemSpecifies the name of the COPE logical system

Runtime Lib
Specifies which COPE runtime library dataset the program product loads the COPETRA load module
from.
Values: DSN of relevant library

COPESTEP Lib
Specifies which COPESTEP library dataset the product loads the COPEXREF1 and COPEXREF2 load
modules from.
Values: DSN of relevant library

Delete an IMS Environment Member

To delete an IMS environment member from an IMS Environment PDS, use the Update IMS Environment screen.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup and Processing Parameters screen opens.

2. Type D (delete) next to the IMS ENV you want to delete.
The Confirm Member Delete screen opens only if the Confirm Member Deletes value is set to Y on the Processing
Defaults and Jobcard panel. If this value is set to N, the IMS Environment is deleted without asking for confirmation.
<productname>  --  Update IMS Environment --- Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> CSR 

              Actions: S - Select   I - Insert   R - Repeat   D -Delete     

  IMS       DLI/                                                           

A Env       BMP  Description                                               

_ DLIPROD   DLI  Prod DLI Environment                                     

D_BMPRGNA   BMP  BMP Region A

  DLITEST   DLI  Test DLI Environment

                 -----------------------------------------------------------

**************** | <productname>  --  Confirm Member Delete -

                 | COMMAND ===>                                             

                 |                                                         

                 |   Data Set Name:                                        

                 |   FM.INST.IMSENV                         

                 |                                                         

                 |   Member to be Deleted:                                 

                 |   BMPRGNA                                               
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                 |                                                         

                 |   Y  Confirm subsequent member deletes?                 

                 |                                                         

                 |   ENTER to confirm delete.                              

                 |   CANCEL or END to cancel delete.                       

                 |                                                         

                 -----------------------------------------------------------

3. Press Enter to proceed with the delete, or press CANCEL or END to prevent the member delete from occurring.
The environment member is deleted.

Using Filters
You can create filters to identify specific database segments using selection criteria. Applying a filter to a database
restricts the data view, making it easier for users to work with large databases.

Selection conditions are the individual search terms used to identify the specific segments you seek. A selection condition
consists of a field, an operator, and a literal, or the value to which the field is compared.

Selection criteria are collections of selection conditions and are saved in a selection member for future reuse. The terms
filter andselection criteria are often used interchangeably.

The application supports two types of filters:

• Cataloged filters are selection criteria that are stored in a selection criteria member. Any authorized File Master Plus for
IMS user can reuse or modify a cataloged filter at any time.

• Uncataloged filters are used once and are not saved. As a result, uncatalogued filters are generally used for simpler
searches. You can use as many selection conditions as needed to filter segments.

Consider both filter complexity and potential reuse when deciding which type of filter to use.

Cataloged Filters

To use a cataloged filter to view specific segments in a database, identify the selection criteria member that contains the
selection criteria you need. If no appropriate selection criteria member exists, decide where you want to save the selection
criteria you create. Update the selection criteria member as needed and specify the member on the function screen that
supports selection criteria.

For more information on how to create and update selection criteria members, see Update Selection Criteria.

Uncataloged Filters

When a function supports the use of selection criteria, you can either specify a selection criteria member (a cataloged
filter) or you can specify individual selection conditions (apply an uncataloged filter). Individual selection conditions are
intended for one-time use.

Note: For information about building individual selection conditions and for examples of valid condition values, see Update
Selection Criteria.

Update Selection Criteria

Specify Selection Criteria Member

Selection criteria contain selection conditions that identify specific segments in a database. Cataloged filters use selection
criteria that are stored in a partitioned data set. Consider the selection criteria that currently exist and determine if any of
them meet your needs entirely. If no existing selection criteria member meets your needs, you can modify an existing one
or create a new one.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select FILTER from the Main Menu (option 5).
The Define or Update a Selection Criteria screen opens.

2. Complete the following fields:
DSN

Identifies the partitioned data set that contains the selection criteria member that you want to modify. A wildcarded
DSN retrieves a list of data sets from which you select the partitioned data set that you want.
If you are creating a selection criteria member, this field defines the partitioned data set in which you want to store
the new member.

Member name
Identifies the name of the selection criteria member that you want to modify or create.
Leave this field blank or enter a wildcarded member name to display the Select Member to Process From screen.
Use the S line command to specify the member that you want to update. Press PF3 to return to the Define or
Update a Selection Criteria screen.

3. Press Enter to validate the entries.
The Update Selection Criteria screen opens. The Name, Description, IMS Environment, and DBD Name fields display
the information associated with the selection criteria member that you specified.

Define Selection Conditions

To define the parameters that are used to build a member in the Selection Criteria Parm, use the Update Selection Criteria
screen. You can also update existing selection criteria or add a new selection criteria using this screen. Changes you
make to the selection criteria member are automatically saved.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Specify selection by root or segment count values. Complete the following fields:
Start root key value

Defines the value of the root key where you want processing to begin.
Input limit

Defines the number of IMS database records to read from the IMS database.
Selection limit

Defines the maximum number of IMS database records to select.
2. Type Y in the Build condition lines? field and press enter to add new selection conditions.

The Select Segment to Build Condition screen opens.
3. Type S in the action field of the segment that contains the fields that you want to use in your condition statement.

The Selection Criteria screen opens.
4. On the line containing the segment field that you want to use, specify values in the following fields: 
OP

Defines the operand for the selection condition.
Valid values:
= or EQ -- Equal
^= or NE -- Not equal
> or GT -- Greater than
< or LT -- Less than
>= or GE -- Greater than or equal
<= or LE -- Less than or equal
CO -- Contains

Compare Value/Field Name
Defines the literals to which the field is compared or the field name of another field to which the field is compared.
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Valid values:

• Alphanumeric literals contain a value within quotes. Precede the first quote with one of the following letters:
C -- Compares the exact string within the quotes.
T -- Compares the string within quotes without regard to case.
X -- Compares the hexadecimal values.

• Numeric literals are defined without quotes or within quotes preceded by a designation of the field format (such
as P'0' or N'0').

Multiple literals evaluate a field against multiple values.
For example, as an insurance claims analyst, you would create the following selection conditions to find all automobile
claims in Boston since 2010:
– Claim_year GT C’2010’
– Claim_type EQ T’auto’
– City EQ T'boston’
– State EQ T'ma’
For example, as an insurance claims analyst, you would specify the following statement to search for claims in Boston,
MA:
IFSEG(CLAIMS) CLAIMS-CITY EQ C'BOSTON'

AND CLAIM-STATE EQ C'MA'

Note: You can also specify selection conditions at the bottom of the Update Selection Criteria screen.
5. Type End.

The Define or Update a Selection Criteria screen displays.
6. Type End.

The main menu displays.

Update the SETUP Screen

Before you can apply a filter, identify the selection criteria data set that contains the selection criteria that you want to use
as your filter.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu (option 0.3).
The Define & Update Processing Parms screen opens.

2. Type the name of the data set that contains the selection criteria you want to use in the Selection Criteria field.
3. Press Enter to validate the entry.
4. Type End.

You are returned to the main menu.

Selection Condition Examples

•IFREC(segname)
Qualified subsequent selection criteria to a specific IMS database record. If no IFREC or IFSEG is specified,
dynamic selection criteria applies to the ROOT segment. The selected segment along with its entire IMS database
record is returned.

IFSEG(segname)
Qualifies subsequent selection criteria to a specific database segment. If no IFREC or IFSEG is specified,
dynamic selection criteria applies to the ROOT segment.When the segment matches the selection criteria,
the segment is selected, along with its children, and all of the segments in its parental path. All children of the
segments in the parental path are also selected. No twins of the selected segment or twins of any of the segments
in the parental path will be selected, or any of their children. (Twins have the same segment name and exact
same parent segment). In addition, the rest of the IMS database record will be selected.
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101 = C'NY'
Position 101 for a length of 2 equals 'NY'

1(3) = C'001'
Position 1 for a length of 3 equals '001'

C'TEXAS'
Character string 'TEXAS' anywhere in the record

'TEXAS'
Character string 'TEXAS' anywhere in the record

1(3) = C'001' & 101 = C'NY'
Compound condition

10(4) EQP
Pos 10 for a length of 4 is a valid packed value

80 = C'NY' C'NJ' C'MA'
Position 80 equals one of the three values

80 = C'NY,NJ,MA'
Position 80 equals one of the same three values

100(2) = P'0,1,999'
Two-byte packed field equals one of three values

100 = C"100,00"
Position 100 for a length of 7 equals '100,000'
Note: Quotes are required when the search string contains a comma.

82(2) > 84
Compare position 82 to position 84 for length of 2

101(20) CO C'NEW YORK'
Looks for the character string in columns 101-120

INLIM(5000)
Stop reading/selecting after reading 5000 records.

SELLIM(1000)
Only select 1000 records based on selection criteria
Note: If SELLIM is greater than INLIM, processing stops after the INLIM value has been reached. If SELLIM is
less than INLIM, processing stops when either the SELLIM or INLIM value is reached.

STARTKEY='56789'
Select keyed VSAM records starting with key '56789'

Using the Main Menu
The File Master Plus for IMS Main Menu is the first menu displayed when default installation option FMIMS is invoked.
From the Main Menu, you can easily navigate all functions.

NOTE

File Master Plus IMS for Test Data Manager does not support the edit or print functions or any of the following
utility functions:

• Database initialization
• MS DBD hierarchical display from DBD
• Generation of ACB, DBD, MDA, and PSB Source.
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The application generates an error message when you execute any of these functions in File Master Plus IMS
for Test Data Manager.

 

Setup

This function is used to maintain the following personal defaults:

• Processing defaults and jobcard, used when submitting batch jobs from within File Master Plus for IMS
• Print defaults
• Default parameter files for DSN Lists, Selection Criteria Custom Record Layouts, Segment cross reference, and IMS

Environments
• Segment layout cross reference members
• Online DLI and BMP IMS environment members

For more information about setting up processing parameters, see Setting Environmental Parameters for Processing.

Browse

Select the Browse option to browse supported IMS databases in character, hex, and record format, based on a specified
COBOL or PL/I layout. You can also use selection of records to display specific data. Record filter/selection criteria can be
predefined or specified when you use the browse function.

For more information about browsing IMS databases, see Browsing IMS Databases. For more information about selection
criteria, see Using Filters.

Edit

Select the Edit option to edit supported IMS databases in character, hex, and record format, based on a specified COBOL
or PL/I layout. You can also use selection of records to display specific data. Record filter/selection criteria can be
predefined or specified when you use the browse function.

For more information about browsing IMS databases, see Browsing IMS Databases. For more information about selection
criteria, see Using Filters.

Utilities

The Utilities option launches a submenu that you use to launch the following utility functions:

• Database Extract/Reload
• Database initialization
• IMS DBD hierarchical display from DBD
• Generation of ACB, DBD, MDA, and PSB Source
• Generation of extract file record layouts

For more information about using the utility functions, see Using Utility Functions.

Print

The print utility allows online generation and submission of Batch JCL to print IMS Databases. It supports printing
segments based on optional segment filter and selection criteria, printing segments in single record layout format from
COBOL or PL/I layouts, and in character or hex formats.

For more information about printing IMS databases, see Printing Data from an IMS Database.
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Filter

The Browse, Edit, Extract, Print, and Reload functions support the ability to select IMS database records by the
specification of a filter/selection criteria. The filter and selection criteria support a condition or compound conditions
that compare field values to other field values or literals. These conditions can be specified using segment names, field
names, or position. IMS segments can be selected based on a key or field value. IMS segments can also be selected
based on a maximum number of IMS segments to which selection criteria will be evaluated, maximum number of IMS
segments to be selected, or with a selection interval (specified number of segments selected, then a specified number of
segments skipped). These selection criteria can be stored and reused in multiple functions, or they can be dynamically
specified on the main screen for all supported functions.

For more information about using filters and selection criteria, see Using Filters.

Layouts

The application supports ordinary layouts and custom layouts. Use this menu option to set up and apply a layout.

For more information about using layouts, see Working with Record Layouts.

DSN List

The online DSN list feature maintains lists of data set names that can be referred to by their DSN List member name,
or by special syntax in all Data Set Name fields in File Master Plus for IMS menus. This feature provides the ability to
maintain these custom lists of data sets, and allows easy execution of related functions against the data sets defined in
their DSN Lists.

For more information about using DSN Lists, see Working with the DSN List Directory.

Using Utility Functions
Use the Utilities Menu to select the utilities that you can perform in the IMS database. It supports the following functions:

• Extract Utility - Extract segments from an IMS database
• Reload Utility - Load segments from a previous Extract into an IMS database
• INIT Utility - Initialize a newly allocated IMS database
• DBCHART Utility - Present a graphical representation of the hierarchy of an IMS database
• Source Utility - Generate source of an ACB, DBD, MDA or PSB from the load module
• Extract Layout Utility - Generate Extract file record layouts

Extract Utility
The Extract utility lets you extract segments from an IMS database and write them to a sequential data set. You can
reload the extracted segments into an IMS database using the Reload utility. The database types supported are: Fast
Path (DEDB and MSDB), HDAM, HIDAM, (S)HISAM, (S)HSAM and logical databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select UTILITIES from the Main Menu screen.
The Utilities Menu screen opens.

2. Select EXTRACT from the menu.
The Extract IMS Database screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
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IMS Database for Extract Layout
IMS Environment

Defines the IMS environment to resolve various processing parameters related to the extraction of an IMS
database. The name of an IMS environment corresponds to a member name within the IMS environment
Parm PDS that is updated using option 0.5.
The IMS environment is defined as a DLI or a BMP environment. The type of IMS environment specifies
whether the extract process is executed in DLI mode or within a BMP region.
A wildcarded IMS environment name retrieves a directory of IMS environments matching that wildcard.

PSB or ACB Name
Defines the PSB or ACB Name. If blank, a dynamic PSB for DLI or a dynamic ACB for BMP is generated.
In a DLI environment, the specified PSB name must be a member in a data set within the PSBLIB
concatenation specified in the current IMS Environment.
In a BMP environment, the specified ACB name must be a member in a data set within the ACBLIB
concatenation specified in the current IMS Environment
These names can also be a wildcard.

DBD Name
Defines the DBD name to indicate the database for extraction. The DBD name must be a member in a
data set within the DBDLIB concatenation specified in the current IMS Environment.
This name can also be a wildcard.

Output Extract File
Dataset Name

Defines the sequential data set that receives the segments.
Disposition

Specifies the sequential data set's current disposition.
Values: NEW, SHR, OLD

Extract all Seg Names
Specifies whether to extract all or only a subset of the segment names.
N - You will see the Select Segment Screen that allows selection of the segments names that are to be
processed.
Y - The extract process is performed on all segment names in the database.

Execution mode
Specifies the execution mode.
S - Submit JCL
E - Edit JCL
O - Online JCL

Record Layout for Selection
Layout dataset

Defines the DSN of the record layout data set that contains layouts for segments in this database. This is
required only when selection references data by its field name and no CRL defines the layout.
You may enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.
Enter 'FMCONCAT' to select the DSNList that contains the layout concatenations if the layouts are in
different PDSs.
For more information about creating concatenated PDSs, see the Working with the DSN List Directory.

CRL Dataset
Defines the CRL data set to extract the data set using a Custom Record Layout. This data set must
contain same-named CRLs as the segment names defined in the DBD. The segments that share same-
named CRLs are used. This is required only when selection references data by its field name and no
ordinary layout describes the data.
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You may enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.
Selection Criteria or Selection Criteria Member

Specifies the selection criteria to filter the IMS database records of the input database. Dynamic Selection is
entered free form. If a Selection Criteria Member is used, then this member must be defined in the Selection
Criteria PDS, defined in option 0.3, Define and Update Processing Parms. The Selection criteria member value
can also be a wildcard.
The selection criteria are used to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:

– • Condition that evaluates data values in each segment
• Presence of a character string within a segment or specified columns or field name from a record layout
• Limit to the number of IMS database records to be selected
• Use of a cataloged selection criteria parameter member defined using File Master Plus for IMS Option 0.3,

Define and Update Processing Parms or Option 5 Filter.
• To assist in the entry of the selection, use the LAYOUT[ROOT|segname] command. When this is entered on the

command line, a screen with the ROOT's or segname's copybook is displayed. Enter the selection criteria on
that screen. If the optional parameter is omitted, a screen with the database's segments is displayed, from which
you can select the appropriate segment.

– For more information about defining selection conditions, see Update Selection Criteria.

Reload Utility
The Reload utility lets you reload segments from an extracted sequential file into a new or existing IMS database. The
following database types are supported: Fast Path(DEDB and MSDB), HDAM, HIDAM, (S)HISAM, (S)HSAM, and logical
databases.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select UTILITIES from the Main Menu.
The Utilities Menu screen opens.

2. Select RELOAD from the menu.
The Reload IMS Database screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
IMS Environment

Defines the IMS environment to resolve various processing parameters related to the reloading of an IMS
database. The name of an IMS environment corresponds to a member name within the IMS environment Parm
PDS that is updated using option 0.5.
The IMS environment is defined as a DLI or a BMP environment. The type of IMS environment determines
whether the reload process is executed in DLI mode or within a BMP region.
A wildcarded IMS environment name retrieves a directory of IMS environments matching that wildcard.

PSB or ACB Name
Defines the PSB or ACB Name. If blank, a dynamic PSB for DLI or a dynamic ACB for BMP is generated.
In a DLI environment, the specified PSB name must be a member in a data set within the PSBLIB concatenation
specified in the current IMS Environment.
In a BMP environment, the specified ACB name must be a member in a data set within the ACBLIB concatenation
specified in the current IMS Environment.
These names can also be a wildcard.

DBD Name
Defines the DBD name to indicate the database that will be reloaded. The DBD name must be a member in a
data set within the DBDLIB concatenation specified in the current IMS Environment.
This name can also be a wildcard.
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Dataset name
Defines the sequential data set name that contains the segments to be reloaded.

Reload All Seg Names
Specifies whether to reload all or only a subset of the segment names.
N - you will see the Select Segment Screen that allows selection of the segment names that are to be processed.
Y - the reload process is performed on all segment names in the database.

Reload mode
Specifies whether to perform the database reload in either load or update mode.
Values: L (load), U (update)
When this field contains L, the uninitialized database is reloaded using the load mode. Load is not valid when
using a BMP environment. When this field contains U, the initialized database is reloaded using the update mode.
When the update mode is selected, the Select Replacekey option screen opens.
Replacekey

Specifies how identically keyed segments are handled.
N - do not replace
Y - replace without deleting subordinate segments
D - replace and delete all subordinate segments

NOTE
Specify REPLACEKEY(D) if the database that you want to reload with MODE(UPDATE) has
unkeyed or non-uniquely keyed segments.

Execution mode
Specifies the execution mode.
S - Submit JCL
E - Edit JCL
O - Online JCL

Layout dataset
Defines the DSN of the record layout data set that contains layouts for segments in this database. This is required
only when selection references data by its field name and no CRL defines the layout.
You may enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.
Enter 'FMCONCAT' to select the DSNList that contains the layout concatenations if the layouts are in different
PDSs.
For more information about creating concatenated PDSs, see the Working with the DSN List Directory.

CRL dataset
Defines the CRL data set to reload the data set using a ustom Record Layout. This data set must contain same-
named CRLs as the segment names defined in the DBD. The segments that share same-named CRLs are used.
This is required only when selection references data by its field name and no ordinary layout describes the data.
You may enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.

Selection Criteria or Selection Criteria Member
Specifies the selection criteria to filter the IMS database records of the input database. Dynamic Selection is
entered free form. If a Selection Criteria Member is used, then this member must be defined in the Selection
Criteria PDS, defined in option 0.3, Define and Update Processing Parms.
The selection criteria are used to specify a filter based on the following types of parameters:

• Condition that evaluates data values in the root segment
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• Presence of a character string within a root segment or specified columns or field name from a record layout
• Limit to the number of root segments to be selected
• Use of a cataloged selection criteria parameter member defined using File Master Plus for IMS Option 0.3,

Define and Update Processing Parms or Option 5 Filter
• To assist in the entry of the selection, use the LAYOUT[ROOT|segname] command. When this is entered on

the command line, a screen with the ROOT's copybook is displayed. Enter the selection criteria on that screen.
If the optional parameter is omitted, a screen with the database's segments is displayed, from which you can
select the root-segname.

• The RELOAD operation requires that all selection be applied only against the root segment

For more information about defining selection conditions, see Update Selection Criteria.

INIT Utility
The INIT utility lets you initialize an uninitialized IMS database. The database types that are supported are: Fast Path
(DEDB), HDAM, HIDAM, (S)HISAM, and logical databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select UTILITIES from the Main Menu.
The Utilities Menu screen opens.

2. Select INIT from the menu.
The Initialize IMS Database screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
IMS Environment

Defines the name of an IMS DLI environment member that contains the IMS system data sets and parameters
used for initialization. BMP environments cannot be referenced when using initialization. A wildcarded IMS
environment name retrieves a directory of IMS environments matching that wildcard.

DBD Name
Defines the member name of a DBDLIB for the IMS database that is to be initialized.
A wildcarded member name retrieves a directory of members matching that wildcard. Since the IMS environment
is a DLI environment, the member selection list contains the members in the DBDLIB concatenation defined
during DLI environment setup.

Execution mode
Specifies the execution mode.
S - Submit JCL
E - Edit JCL
O - Online JCL

4. Press Enter to validate the entries.

DBCHART Utility
The DBCHART utility lets you display an IMS database in its hierarchical form as a tree diagram. The database types
supported are: Fast Path (DEDB and MSDB), HDAM, HIDAM, (S)HISAM, (S)HSAM, HALDB (PHDAM, PHIDAM and
PSINDEX), and logical databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select UTILITIES from the Main Menu.
The Utilities Menu screen opens.

2. Select DBCHART from the menu.
The Database Chart for IMS Database screen opens.
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3. Complete the following fields:
IMS Environment

The IMS environment specified is used to determine which DBDLIB or ACBLIB member to use as input to the
charting of an IMS database. The name of an IMS environment corresponds to a member name within the IMS
Environment Parm PDS (which is updated using option 0.5).
Each IMS environment is defined as either a DLI environment or a BMP environment. If a DLI environment
is specified, that DLI environment's DBDLIB data set is used as input to the DBCHART function. If a BMP
environment is specified, that BMP environment's ACBLIB data set is used.

DBD Name
Defines the member name of a DBDLIB or ACBLIB database description member for the IMS database's for
which a hierarchy is to be drawn.
A wildcarded member name retrieves a directory of members matching that wildcard. If the IMS environment
is defined as DLI, the member list will contain the members in the DBDLIB concatenation defined during DLI
environment setup. Otherwise, the member list will contain members in the ACBLIB concatenation of the specified
BMP region.

Execution mode
Specifies the execution mode.
S - Submit JCL
E - Edit JCL
O - Online JCL

4. Press Enter to validate the entries.

Source Utility
The source utility lets you generate source code members from ACBs, DBDs, PSBs and MDAs.

Generate Source Members

Follow these steps:

1. Select UTILITIES from the Main Menu.
The Utilities Menu screen opens.

2. Select SOURCE from the Menu.
The Source Generation screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
Input ACBLIB, DBDLIB, PSBLIB or MDALIB:

Dataset name
Defines the PDS that contains the members that will be used to create their source.

Member name
Defines the members that will be used to create their source.
If you enter an asterisk, all members are processed. Leaving the field blank presents a display of all
members, from which you can select the members you want to process.
Entering a wildcard presents a display of members matching the wildcard from which you can select the
ones you want to process.

Volume serial
Defines the volume serial of the data set. This field is mandatory if the data set is uncataloged.

Output Dataset:
Dataset name

Defines the PDS that contains the source members for the processed members.
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Disposition
Defines the disposition of the output PDS.
NEW - New
SHR  - Share
OLD - Old
MOD - Mod

Volume serial
Defines the volume serial of the data set. This field is mandatory if the data set is uncataloged.

Execution parameters:
Replace Members

Defines if current same-named members in the output PDS should be replaced by the new same-named
members.
Y - Replace same-named members
N - Do not replace same-named members

Execution mode
Specifies the execution mode.
S - Submit JCL
E - Edit JCL
O - Online JCL

4. Press Enter to validate the entries.

Allocate New PDS

To allocate a new PDS, use the Allocate New PDS screen. This screen opens on entering NEW in the Disposition field for
the Output data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select UTILITIES from the Main Menu screen.
The Utilities Menu screen opens.

2. Select SOURCE from the menu.
The Generate Source screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields, and press Enter.
Input ACBLIB, DBDLIB, PSBLIB or MDALIB:

Dataset name
Defines the PDS that contains the members that will be used to create their source.

Member name
Defines the members that will be used to create their source.
If you enter an asterisk, all members are processed. Leaving the field blank presents a display of all
members, from which you can select the members you want to process.
Entering a wildcard presents a display of members matching the wildcard from which you can select the
ones you want to process.

Output Dataset:
Dataset name

Defines the PDS that contains the source members for the processed members.
Disposition

Enter NEW.
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Execution parameters:
Replace Members

Defines if current same-named members in the output PDS should be replaced by the new same-named
members.
Y - Replace same-named members
N - Do not replace same-named members

Execution mode
Specifies the execution mode.
S - Submit JCL
E - Edit JCL
O - Online JCL

The Allocate New PDS screen opens.
4. Complete the following fields:
New Dataset Name

Identifies the new data set name. This value is populated with the value from the Output's Dataset Name field.
Volume serial or Generic unit name

Defines the volume where the data set resides. You can specify either the Volume serial field or the Generic unit
name field.
If multiple volumes are required, set the Specify multi-volume? field to Y.
If both fields are left blank, then a generic unit name of SYSDA is used.

SMS Info:
Management Class

Controls dataset characteristics related to the backup, migration, and retention of the dataset. Updates
the 1-to-8-position name of the SMS management class used when allocating the dataset.

Storage Class
Controls the storage hardware used for the dataset. Updates the 1-to-8-position name of the SMS storage
class used when allocating the dataset.

Data Class
Controls the attributes of the dataset being allocated. Updates the 1-to-8-position name of the SMS data
class used when allocating the dataset.

Dataset Allocation:
Space allocation unit

Specifies the space allocation unit for the PDS being allocated.
If you enter the first position of one of the valid values, the rest of the space allocation unit opens in the
field.
T - Tracks
C - Cylinders
B - Blocks

Primary allocation
Defines the primary allocation amount for the PDS. The amount of space allocated in the primary
allocation is the specified number of tracks, cylinders, or blocks depending on the allocation unit.

Secondary allocation
Defines the secondary allocation amount for the PDS. The amount of space allocated in each secondary
allocation is the specified number of tracks, cylinders, or blocks depending on the allocation unit.

Directory blocks
Defines the number of directory blocks you want. The GENSOURCE output file must be a PDS, so a
value of zero is invalid.
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Record format
Identifies the system-generated record format of fixed block. This is a protected field and cannot be
updated.

Record length
Identifies the system-generated record length of 80. This is a protected field and cannot be updated.

Block size
Defines the block size for the PDS being allocated.

Expiration date
Defines the expiration date in YYYYMMDD format if the PDS can be deleted after a certain date.

5. Press Enter to validate the entries and allocate a new PDS.

Extract Layout Utility
The extract layout utility creates record layouts that the product uses to view or modify the File Master Plus for IMS extract
file data in formatted mode. The File Master Plus for IMS EXTRACT command creates the extract file.

A unique record layout is created in a PDS for each segment that is defined in the DBD. Each layout is created under the
segment name unless a cross-reference member specifies a different layout name. An additional layout CAWK@HDR
layout member is created for the extract file's header record, and a Custom Record Layout member is created in the PDS
under the DBDname.

Each segment in the extract file is preceded by control information that is used by File Master Plus for IMS for processing.
The beginning of each layout member created in the PDS has the record format for this control information. This will be
followed by the user's layout for the specific segment, which is obtained from the user's layout file.

For detailed information as to when and how to use record layouts and CRLs, see Working with Record Layouts .

Follow these steps:

1. Select UTILITIES from the Main Menu.
The Utilities Menu screen opens.

2. Select Ext Layout from the menu.
The Generate EXTRACT File Layouts screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
IMS Database for Extract Layout

IMS Environment
The name of the IMS environment corresponds to a member name within the IMS Environment Parm
PDS (which is updated using option 0.5).
The IMS environment specified is used to determine the DSN(s) of the DBDLIB or ACBLIB to be used
when generating extract file record layouts for a data set. The DBDLIB or ACBLIB is accessed to
determine the segment names within a database.
Each IMS environment is defined as either a DLI environment or a BMP environment. If a DLI
environment is specified, that DLI environment's DBDLIB data set is used as input to the extract layout
generation process. If a BMP environment is specified, that BMP environment's ACBLIB data set is used
as input to the extract layout generation process.
You can enter a wildcarded IMS environment value to request a selection list of the IMS environments
that match the wildcard.

DBD or ACB Member
Defines the member name of a DBDLIB or ACBLIB database description member for the IMS database's
extract layouts to be generated.
A wildcarded member name retrieves a directory of members matching that wildcard. If the IMS
environment is defined as DLI, the member list will contain the members in the DBDLIB concatenation
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defined during DLI environment setup. Otherwise, the member list will contain members in the ACBLIB
concatenation of the specified BMP region.

Input Record Layouts
Layout dataset

Defines the DSN of the record layout data set that contains layouts for segments in this database.
You can enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.
Enter 'FMCONCAT' to select the DSNList that contains the layout concatenations if the layouts are in
different PDSs.
For more information about creating concatenated PDSs, see the Working with the DSN List Directory.

CRL Dataset
Defines the CRL data set to extract the data set using a Custom Record Layout. This data set must
contain same-named CRLs as the segment names defined in the DBD. The segments that share same-
named CRLs are used.
You can enter a wildcarded DSN or a DSN list specification to help locate the DSN you want.

Output Extract Layout PDS File
Dataset Name

Defines the DSN of the output extract layout PDS that the process that generates record layouts for the
extract file will update.
A member is created in this PDS for each segment in the database. For segments defined by a CRL, a
member is created for each layout defined to the segment's CRL.
A wildcarded DSN retrieves a list of DSNs that match the wildcard.

Disposition
Specifies the output extract layout disposition.
NEW - New
SHR - Share
OLD - Old

Execution parameters:
Replace Members

Defines if current same-named members in the output PDS should be replaced by the new same-named
members.
Y - Replace same-named members
N - Do not replace same-named members

Execution mode
Specifies the execution mode.
S - Submit JCL
E - Edit JCL
O - Online JCL

4. Press Enter to validate the entries.

Working with Record Layouts
Record layouts provide a powerful symbolic view of the database's data for both segment selection and formatted data
display. For segment selection, record layouts provide a simple symbolic method for entering selection conditions using
field definitions instead of offsets and data types. For displaying data, they add context and clarity by separating data into
individual fields, and formatting the value of each field based on its definition.

File Master Plus for IMS supports two basic types of record layouts, ordinary layouts and Custom Record Layouts.
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Ordinary Layouts

An ordinary layout is a COBOL or PL/I record definition, the kind defined in a copy member compiled in a COBOL or PL/I
application program. Use an ordinary record layout wherever File Master Plus for IMS supports the use of record layouts
to map your segment's data, including the following activities:

• Browsing or editing a database using single-record or multi-record formatted display mode
• Printing data from any online or batch function
• Generating segment selection criteria using the Filter (Option 5) function
• Using dynamic selection criteria for use with any online or batch function
• Defining a Custom Record Layout using the Layout (Option 6) function

When using an ordinary COBOL or PL/I record layout with any File Master Plus for IMS function, the layout data
set always refers to the library in which the copy member containing the COBOL or PL/I record layout resides. The library
can be a partitioned data set or a Librarian or Panvalet library. The layout member always refers to the copy member
containing your COBOL or PL/I record layout.

An ordinary layout member must contain only one COBOL or PL/I record layout. It cannot contain multiple record layouts,
procedural statements, or other program source statements. To map data using a record layout embedded in a multi-
layout copy member or source program, define a Custom Record Layout.

Because each segment name in a database probably has a unique layout, a database may have several different layouts
to map all segments correctly. If any segment name has many different segment types, define a Custom Record Layout
for that segment name.

Custom Record Layouts

A Custom Record Layout (CRL) defines one or more customized views of the database's data based on one or more
ordinary layouts. To create a Custom Record Layout member, use the File Master Plus for IMS Layout function. You can
use a Custom Record Layout in place of an ordinary layout when running a batch job and in conjunction with an ordinary
layout online. The following examples show where a Custom Record Layout is useful:

• Browsing or editing a file using single-record or multi-record formatted display mode
• Printing data from any online or batch function
• Generating record selection criteria using the Filter function
• Using dynamic selection criteria with any online or batch function

You cannot use a Custom Record Layout when defining a Custom Record Layout using the Layout function.

While an ordinary layout provides a single view of a segment name in the database based on a single COBOL or PL/
I copy member, a Custom Record Layout supports many different views for each segment. Each view is based on an
ordinary COBOL or PL/I segment layout, and each can be customized to meet individual needs. A Custom Record Layout
with multiple views can also define the exact data-specific conditions for which each view should be used. The Custom
Record Layout defines which fields should be included in formatted displays and which portion of each segment name
should be mapped by the layout.

You can use Custom record layouts to accomplish the following tasks:

• Define multiple views for a segment containing more than one segment type
• Control which view should be used for the segment based on content
• Select which fields should be included or excluded from each view
• Use partial record layouts to map only selected portions of records
• Use record layouts residing within multi-layout copy books or source programs

Custom Record Layouts must reside in a partitioned data set with 80-byte records. They may coexist with ordinary
COBOL or PL/I record layouts; however, Custom Record Layouts are typically maintained in a separate partitioned data
set defined in the File Master Plus for IMS Parm Files (Option 0.3) screen.
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Because a Custom Record Layout may contain multiple views, it is common for a segment name with different segment
types to be displayed using different field definitions. When each view is defined within the Layout function, the selection
conditions for which the view should be used are also defined. Selection conditions compare one or more layout fields to
other layout fields, within the same segment, or to literal values. Before any segment is formatted, the selection conditions
for each view are evaluated. When the conditions for a view are satisfied, that view is used to format the segment's data,
showing only the fields included when the view was created.

Segment Layout Cross-Reference

The segment layout cross-reference file is a PDS that is used to define which layout to apply to a segment. The DBD
name specifies the member name in the segment layout cross-reference file that contains the mapping between a
segment name and the layout to apply to the segment. If the member does not exist in the segment layout cross-reference
file, or if there is no layout specified in the member, then a layout member of the same name as the segment is applied.

For more information on setting up the segment layout cross-reference file, see Define Segment Layout Cross-Reference
Members.

Layout Functions

Use the layout function to perform the following tasks:

• Browse, edit, or display the field definitions for an ordinary COBOL or PL/I record layout
• Create, delete, or update a Custom Record Layout member

Follow these steps:

1. Select LAYOUT from the Main Menu.
The Record Layout screen opens.

2. Select V (View formatted record layout) or U (Update Custom Record Layout) for the following fields, and press Enter:
Record Layout DSN

To view an ordinary COBOL or PL/I record layout, enter the name of the library containing the layout's member.
The library can be a partitioned data set, a Librarian, or a Panvalet library.
To create, delete, or update a Custom Record Layout, enter the name of the partitioned data set containing your
Custom Record Layout definitions.
You can also use a wildcard to display a list of data set names.

Member
For a formatted record layout (option V), this is the copy member name containing an ordinary COBOL or PL/I
record layout.
For a Custom Record Layout (option U), this is the name of the Custom Record Layout member. This name must
match the segment name that it will be applied against, unless a segment cross reference member is being used.
If a segment cross reference file is being used, this will be the layout name that is defined for the corresponding
segment.
If a wildcarded member name is used, then the SELECT MEMBER TO PROCESS FROM screen opens.

View a Record Layout Member Directory

You can display a list of layout members from the library specifying a PDS name but leaving the member field blank or by
entering a wildcard value.

You can use the LOCATE and SORT commands to find specific members.

The command L or LOCATE, followed by a value, positions to the first member directory entry whose sort sequence field
is greater than or equal to the specified value. For example, when the directory list is sorted by the Name column, the L
ABC positions the member list to the first member in the list whose member name is greater than or equal to the name
ABC.
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The SORT command sorts the directory by any of the columns in the directory by entering SORT XXX or SORT XXX Y
where 'XXX' is one of the column literals and 'Y' is 'A' for ascending or 'D' for descending. For example, SORT CREATED
sorts the directory in descending order of Created Date and SORT ID A sorts the directory in ascending order of User ID.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Layout from the Main Menu.
The Record Layout screen opens.

2. Enter Option V in the Record Layout DSN field.
3. Enter a blank or wildcard in the Member field, and press Enter.

The Select member to process from screen opens. This screen displays a list of members in the PDS that meet the
wildcard criteria that you specified. If you left the member name field blank, the screen displays all of the members in
the PDS. 

4. Enter one of the following valid line action codes for any layout member:
V

- View formatted record layout
Displays a formatted view of an ordinary COBOL or PL/I record layout. You cannot view Custom Record Layouts
using this option.

P
- Print a formatted record layout
Print a formatted display of an ordinary COBOL or PL/I layout member.

B
- ISPF browseBrowses a layout file using ISPF BROWSE

U
- Update custom record layout
Updates a Custom Record Layout. You cannot update ordinary layouts using this option.

View Record Layout Screen

After the layout member is resolved, the ordinary COBOL or PL/I record layout is formatted, showing the individual field
definitions within the layout. You can use the primary command FMPRINT from the View Layout screen to print the layout
or save it to a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select LAYOUT from the Main Menu.
The Record Layout screen opens.

2. Enter option V.
3. Enter the Record Layout DSN field.
4. Enter the member name, and press Enter.

The View Layout screen opens.
---  View Layout 'STUDENT' of 'YOUR.IMS.COPYLIB'------------------ Row 1 of 14

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                             

    Field                               Fmt   Pos    Len                      

01 STUDENT-SEGMENT                              1    247                      

  05 STUDENT-ID                          N      1      5                      

  05 STUDENT-NAME                        A      6     30                      

  05 STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL            N     36      2                      

  05 STUDENT-CURR-SEMESTER               N     38      1                      

  05 STUDENT-ADDR                              39     47                      

    10 STUDENT-STREET                    A     39     25                      

    10 STUDENT-CITY                      A     64     15                      
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    10 STUDENT-STATE                     A     79      2                      

    10 STUDENT-ZIP-CODE                  A     81      5                      

  05 STUDENT-HOME-PHONE                  A     86     12                      

  05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT                 98     50  Occurs 3            

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON            A     98     30                      

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE             A    128     20                      

*************************** BOTTOM OF RECORD LAYOUT ***************************

This screen displays the following fields:
The screen displays the format (Fmt) of the data in the field, the field's starting position (Pos) in the segment, and
the length (Len) of the field in bytes.
The format field contains the following values:

A
- Alphanumeric

B
- Binary Numeric

N
- Numeric Display

P
- Packed Numbers

Note: For packed or binary numeric fields, the length value is not equal to the number of digits.

Create or Update a Custom Record Layout

You can perform any of the following tasks when creating or updating a Custom Record Layout (CRL):

• Select a member from the directory to process
• Define layout descriptions
• Create a new Custom Record Layout
• Select a layout
• Update a Custom Record Layout

Insert, Delete, or Select a CRL Member from the Directory

Before you create or update a Custom Record Layout, you may need to select a member from the member directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Select LAYOUT from the Main Menu.
The Record Layout screen opens.

2. Enter option U.
3. Enter the Record Layout DSN field
4. Enter a wildcard in the Member field, and press Enter.

The Select member to process from screen opens.
Select member to process from. 'CUSTOMER.PROJECT.COPYLIB'----- Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR  

                                                                            

  I - Insert Custom Record Layout         D - Delete Custom Record Layout Mem 

  S - Update Custom record Layout                                             

                                                                              

   Name    Description                                Changed     Size   ID  

__ATTEND   Attend CRL                       2005/03/18 10:25:00     26 TECH1
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_ STUDENT  Student CRL                      2005/03/19 11:22:19     53 TECH1  

_ SUBJECT  Subject CRL                      2005/03/18 10:25:00     26 TECH1 

******************* End of Custom Record Layout Member List *******************

5. Enter one of the following valid line action codes on any layout member, and press Enter:
I

- Insert - creates a new Custom Record Layout member in the library
D

- Delete - removes an existing member from the library
S

- Update - selects an existing Custom Record Layout for update, and the Custom Record Layout Member Update
screen opens.

The corresponding action is performed.

Define CRL Descriptions

After you have chosen the member name, you may want to define the layout description, define the record offset, or
create the views for the Custom Record Layout.

Follow these steps:

1. Select LAYOUT from the Main Menu.
The Record Layout screen opens.

2. Enter option U.
3. Enter the Record Layout DSN field.
4. Enter the Custom Record Layout Member name, and press Enter.

The Custom Record Layout Member name must match the segment name that it will be applied against, unless a
segment cross reference member is being used. If a segment cross reference file is being used, this will be the layout
name that is defined for the corresponding segment.
The Custom Record Layout Member Update screen opens.
If you are creating a new layout, there are initially no views defined, so the bottom of this screen will contain only one
empty line. When updating an existing layout, all existing views are listed on the bottom portion of this screen.

5. Complete the following fields, and press Enter:
Custom Layout DSN

Identifies the DSN of the library in which the Custom Record Layout will be created. This value is retrieved from
the Record Layout DSN field.
Enter 'FMCONCAT' to select the DSNList that contains the layout concatenations if the layouts are in different
PDSs.
For more information about creating concatenated PDSs, see Working with the DSN List Directory.

Custom Layout Member
Identifies the member name of the CRL. This is retrieved from the Member field.

Description
Defines the Custom Record Layout. This can be used for identification. This is a required field.

Record Offset
Defines the offset within the file record data corresponding to the first field in the record layout. The offset value
applies to every view defined within the Custom Record Layout.
If the first field in the COBOL or PL/I record layout does not correspond to the start of the record data, enter the
record offset that corresponds to the start of the first field in the layout.
The value in this field must be numeric but may contain a leading "+" or "-" sign. If the record layouts contain a
record descriptor word for variable-length records, enter '-4' in this field to indicate that the layout begins mapping
the record data four bytes before the start of the record.
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A
Enter one of the following values in this action field to apply an action to a layout member:
I

- Insert -- Creates a new view within the Custom Record Layout.
D

- Delete -- Removes an existing view from the layout. Once deleted, a view cannot be restored.
S

- Select -- Selects an existing view for update.
Member

Defines the name of a source or copy member containing the ordinary COBOL or PL/I record layout that will be
used as the base for the view when inserting a new view into the Custom Record Layout.
Member can also be a wildcard. The member can contain a single COBOL or PL/I record layout, multiple COBOL
or PL/I record layouts, or an entire COBOL or PL/I source program with embedded record layouts. If the member
contains more than one record layout, a list of record layouts is displayed. Select a single record layout to be used
for the view.
After you enter a view, this field becomes protected and cannot be changed.

Layout DSN
Defines the name of the library containing the ordinary COBOL or PL/I layout member when inserting a new view
into the Custom Record Layout. The library may be a partitioned data set or a Librarian or Panvalet library.
The value can also be a wildcard, which displays a list of data set names, or can be resolved from a DSN list.
After you add a view, this field becomes protected and cannot be changed.

Default
Defines the default view if you enter Y in this column. The default view is used for formatting file data when none
of the selection conditions established for any of the views is matched.

Create a View

Follow these steps:

1. Select LAYOUT from the Main Menu.
The Record Layout screen opens.

2. Enter option U.
3. Enter the Record Layout DSN field.
4. Enter the Custom Record Layout Member name, and press Enter.

The Custom Record Layout member name must match the segment name that it will be applied against, unless a
segment cross reference member is being used. If a segment cross reference file is being used, this will be the layout
name that is defined for the corresponding segment.
The Custom Record Layout Member Update screen opens.

5. Complete the following fields as described in the Define Layout Descriptions procedure.
– Custom Layout DSN
– Custom Layout Member
– Description
– Record Offset, if applicable.

6. Insert a new entry in the list using the I (for insert) line action in the A field. If no views are defined to this Custom
Record Layout, a blank entry is displayed. Type in the values.

7. Select an ordinary COBOL or PL/I record layout to be used as the base for this view. This must be a separate member
residing in any source or copy library. It can exist by itself as a standalone copy member, or as part of a larger copy
member containing multiple record layouts, or even as an embedded layout within an entire COBOL or PL/I program.

8. Enter the library and member names for the record layout selected in the Layout DSN and Member fields.
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9. Press Enter to view the layout.

Select a Layout

If the member selected contains more than one record layout, the Layout Selection screen is displayed. Select only one
layout to be used from the list provided as the base layout for the new view.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a layout member that contains more than one record layout.
The Layout Selection screen opens. 

2. Select the base layout for the new view by typing S in the line action column next to the wanted record.
3. Press Enter to select that record layout.

Update a Custom Record Layout

After the layout record has been resolved, you can perform the following tasks to update the layout:

• Define the data-specific selection conditions under which this layout view should be used to format file data
• Identify which fields should be included in formatted displays

Follow these steps:

1. Select a layout from the Layout Selection screen by typing S in the line action column and pressing Enter.
The Custom Layout Entry Field Update screen opens.
The screen displays identifying information for the layout record. For each field name in the layout, this screen also
displays the format (FMT) and length of the field in bytes (LEN).
The format field contains the following values:
A - Alphanumeric
B - Binary Numeric
N - Numeric Display
P - Packed Numeric
Note: For packed or binary numeric fields, the length value is not equal to the number of digits.

2. Complete the following fields, and press Enter:
A
Defines the action for the screen.
S - Select Field - Selects a field to be included in the view
SS - Select Block - Selects a block of fields. Enter SS in this column on the first and last rows of the block.
X - Unselect Field - Excludes a field from the view. Excluding a field does not remove the field from the layout file, nor
does it affect the position or size of any other fields. It simply prevents the excluded field from being displayed when
the file data is formatted using this view.
XX - Unselect Block - Excludes a block of fields. Enter XX in this column on the first and last rows of the block.
Note: When creating a view, the default is to include all fields. Use the Select and Unselect line action to include
and excludes fields from the layout. Excluding a field does not remove the field from the layout definition or affect
the record position or length of any other field in the layout. It simply prevents a field from being displayed when the
segment data is formatted. Field-level selection is not required for any view. 
A/O
Defines multiple selection conditions using an AND or an OR relationship when more than one condition is defined.
The AND or OR joins a condition to the previous condition.
Blank - When more than one condition is defined, then the default value of AND is used. Otherwise, it defines a single
condition for a view.
AND or OR - Joins a condition to the previous condition.
AND - Specifies that both the conditions must be true.
OR - Specifies that either one of both the conditions must be true.
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OP
Defines a selection condition for this view.
= or EQ - Equal
^= or NE - Not Equal
> or GT - Greater than
< or LT - Less than
>= or GE - Greater than or Equal
<= or LE - Less than or Equal
CO - Contains the specified literal is anywhere in the field
Compare Value or Field Name
Defines a selection condition. The condition can be either a field name or one or more literal values to which the field is
compared using the operator defined in the OP column.
A literal value may be enclosed in apostrophes or quotes, and it may contain a leading type indicator. If the literal
contains an apostrophe, then it must be enclosed in quotes. If the literal contains a quote, then it must be enclosed in
apostrophes. If the literal contains a comma, then it must be enclosed in either apostrophes or quotes.
C - Case-sensitive character data
P - Packed numeric data
T - Not case-sensitive character data
X - Hexadecimal data
If no type indicator is specified, the type of the field with which the literal is being compared will be assumed.
Literals are padded to match the size of the field to which they are being compared. Numeric literals are padded on the
left with zeros, while all other literals are padded on the right with blanks.
To specify multiple literal values, separate them by commas or spaces.

Creating Selection Conditions

For each view, you define the selection conditions for which the view will be used. When database segments are
formatted using either single-record or multi-record formatting mode, the selection conditions are evaluated for each
segment to determine, based on the segment data, which view should be used. Selection conditions are evaluated in the
order in which the views are defined to the Custom Record Layout. When the selection conditions are met for any view,
that view is used to format the data, showing only those fields included in the view. You can specify selection conditions to
compare any field in a record layout to another field or to one or more literal values.

Condition Examples

Simple Condition

For a simple condition involving only one field, enter a valid operator in the OP column and one or more comparison
values in the Compare Value column.

For example, if you want to use this view when STUDENT segments whose STUDENT-GRADE-LEVEL is 12, then enter
EQ in the OP column next to STUDENT-GRADE-LEVEL and 12 in the Compare Value column., to create the following IF
condition:

IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-GRADE-LEVEL EQ 12)

Complex Condition

For complex conditions involving more than one field, fill in the same condition columns for each of the fields, then join the
conditions by entering AND or OR in the A/O column.

For example, if you want to limit the use of this view to include STUDENT segments that contain a STUDENT-CITY value
of C'ELLINGTON', then you would enter AND in the A/O column for STUDENT-CITY and C'ELLINGTON' for its value.
This results in the following IF condition.

IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,12),
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 AND(STUDENT,STUDENT-CITY,EQ,C'ELLINGTON')

The resulting CRL looks like the following screen:

------- <productname> -- Custom Layout Entry Field Update -------

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR  

                                                                            

Custom Layout DSN    ===> 'FM.INST.CRL'                           

Custom Layout Member ===> STUDENT                                             

Description          ===> Seniors living in Ellington                          

Custom Layout Entry  ===> 'YOUR.COPYLIB'(STUDENT)                             

                                                               

 Line Actions:  S/SS - Select Field/Block       X/XX - Unselect Field/Block   

                                                                              

A      FIELD                  FMT   LEN A/O OP Compare Value or Field Name    

__ 01 STUDENT-SEGMENT          A    247 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-ID             N      5 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-NAME           A     30 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEV N      2 ___ EQ 12                             

__   05 STUDENT-CURR-SEMESTER  N      1 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-ADDR           A     47 ___ __ ________________________________

__     10 STUDENT-STREET       A     25 ___ __ ________________________________ 

__     10 STUDENT-CITY         A     15 AND EQ C'ELLINGTON'

__     10 STUDENT-STATE        A      2 ___ __ ________________________________

__     10 STUDENT-ZIP-CODE     A      5 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-HOME-PHONE     A     12 ___ __ ________________________________

The number of conditions or literal values that can be entered has no limits.

Multiple Values

You can also enter multiple values for a single field. In this case these values are ORed. For example, enter EQ in the OP
column next to STUDENT-STATE, and NY,CT in the Compare Value column to create the following IF condition:

IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-STATE,EQ,C'NY')

OR(STUDENT,STUDENT-STATE,EQ,C'CT')

The resulting CRL looks like the following screen:

------- <productname> -- Custom Layout Entry Field Update -------

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR  

                                                                            

Custom Layout DSN    ===> 'FM.INST.CRL'                           

Custom Layout Member ===> STUDENT                                             

Description          ===>  STUDENTS in NY or CT                               

Custom Layout Entry  ===> 'YOUR.COPYLIB'(STUDENT)                             

                                                               

 Line Actions:  S/SS - Select Field/Block       X/XX - Unselect Field/Block   

                                                                              

A      FIELD                  FMT   LEN A/O OP Compare Value or Field Name    

__ 01 STUDENT-SEGMENT          A    247 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-ID             N      5 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-NAME           A     30 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEV N      2 ___ ___________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-CURR-SEMESTER  N      1 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-ADDR           A     47 ___ __ ________________________________
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__     10 STUDENT-STREET       A     25  ______________________________________

__     10 STUDENT-CITY         A     15 ___ __ __ _____________________________

__     10 STUDENT-STATE        A      2 ___ EQ NY,CT___________________________

__     10 STUDENT-ZIP-CODE     A      5 ___ __ ________________________________

__   05 STUDENT-HOME-PHONE     A     12 ___ __ ________________________________

For more information about defining selection conditions and examples of other literal values, see Update Selection
Criteria.

If none of the selection conditions defined for any of the views is met for any file record, the default view will be used for
formatting. If no default view has been established, the data will be formatted using the File Master Plus for IMS generated
layout.

Working with the DSN List Directory
The online DSN list feature maintains lists of data set names that can be referred to by their DSN List member name, or
by special syntax in all Data Set Name fields in File Master Plus for IMS menus. Use the DSN List feature to maintain
these custom lists of data sets, so that you can easily execute related functions against the data sets defined in their DSN
Lists.

Select a DSN

Use the DSN List Directory screen to view a list of the DSNs defined to the DSN list Parm PDS, and to select a DSN for
processing.

Follow these steps:

1. Select DSN LIST from the Main Menu.
This directory can also be displayed by any of the following methods: 
– Select option D from the main menu to access the DSN List facility, and then navigate to other functions for any of

the data sets in any of the DSN Lists.
– Enter D into any panel field where a data set name is specified, to use the DSN List facility to locate the DSN you

want for the panel.
The DSN Lists screen opens and displays the contents of the PDS that is identified in the DSN List Parm PDS in
option 0.3, Define and Update Processing Parms. 

2. Specify S (Select) next to the DSN list you want to process, and press Enter.
Maintenance functions are performed on the selected DSN list.

Use DSN List for Processing

Use the Use DSN List Dataset screen to invoke various functions for any of the data sets in a DSN list.

Follow these steps:

1. Select DSN List from the Main Menu.
The DSN Lists screen opens.

2. Specify S (Select) next to the DSN list you want to process, and press Enter.
The Use DSN List Dataset screen opens.

3. Specify B (Browse), E (Edit to), or V (View) for the data set, and press Enter.
The screen that corresponds to the action that you specified opens.

Update a DSN List

Use the Update DSN List screen to update and maintain the DSN list. You can also browse, edit, view, insert, repeat,
delete, move and copy the data sets found within the DSN list using this screen.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select DSN List from the Main Menu.
The DSN Lists screen opens.

2. Specify U next to the DSN list you want to process, and press Enter.
The Update DSN List screen opens.

3. Optionally, specify any of the following ACTs for a data set, and press Enter.
E

- Uses ISPF Edit to edit the selected data set.
V

- Uses ISPF View to view the selected data set.
I

- Inserts a blank entry below the selected data set. Enter the data set name on this blank line. When you enter a
wildcarded data set name, another panel opens with all of the cataloged data sets that match the wildcard. From
this list, select the ones to add, or by using the command line command S *, select all of the data sets that appear
in the list.

R
- Repeats the selected data set.

D
- Deletes the selected data set.

M
- Moves the selected data set to another position within the DSN List.

C
- Copies the selected data set to another position within the DSN List.

B
- Uses the previous line item to position the placement of the moved or copied data set to the line above the
selected line.

A
- Uses the next line item to position the placement of the moved or copied data set to the line below the selected
line.

The respective action is performed on the selected data set. 

Insert a DSN List

Use the Update DSN List screen to insert a new DSN.

Follow these steps:

1. Select DSN List from the Main Menu.
The DSN Lists screen opens.

2. Specify I next to the DSN list you want to process, and press Enter.
The Update DSN List screen opens.

3. Complete the following fields and press Enter:
DSN List

Defines the name of the DSN List. This name corresponds to the member name within the DSN List Parm PDS in
which the DSN List is stored.
Begin the DSN List name with a dollar sign ($) to create a concatenated DSNList in which all PDSs listed are
searched to resolve member names.
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Desc
Defines a description for the DSN list that you created or updated using the Update DSN List screen.

Dataset
Defines the data set name to be included in the DSN list.

4. Optionally, specify any of the following ACTs for a data set, and press Enter:
E

- Uses ISPF Edit to edit the selected data set.
V

- Uses ISPF View to view the selected data set.
I

- Inserts a blank entry below the selected data set. Enter the data set name on this blank line. When you enter a
wildcarded data set name, another panel opens with all of the cataloged data sets that match the wildcard. From
this list, select the ones to add, or by using the command line command S *, select all of the data sets that appear
in the list.

R
- Repeats the selected data set.

D
- Deletes the selected data set.

M
- Moves the selected data set to another position within the DSN List.

C
- Copies the selected data set to another position within the DSN List.

B
- Uses the previous line item to position the placement of the moved or copied data set to the line above the
selected line.

A
- Uses the next line item to position the placement of the moved or copied data set to the line below the selected
line.

The respective action is performed on the selected data set.

Delete a DSN List

Use the DSN Lists screen to delete a DSN List. You are prompted to confirm the deletion of the DSN list member from
the DSNLIST data set only if the Confirm Member Deletes value is set to Y in setup option 0.3. If this value is N, then the
member is deleted without asking for confirmation.

Follow these steps:

1. Select DSN LIST from the Main Menu.
The DSN Lists screen opens.

2. Specify D next to the DSN list you want to process, and press Enter.
The Confirm Member Delete pop-up screen opens if the Confirm Member Deletes field is set to Y in option 0.1,
Processing Defaults and Jobcard.

3. Press Enter to confirm the deletion.
The respective member is deleted from the list.
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ISPF User Interface for File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS
File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS is a data management and testing tool to speed up DB2 test data creation and editing.
You can do the following activities:

• View and edit data.
• Make quick changes to production or test DB2 data.
• Migrate DB2 data to different environments.
• Use filter criteria to refine search results on DB2 objects.

You can work on DB2 data through a graphical Eclipse-based interface or through the traditional ISPF interface. 

Use the application to edit or view sample IBM DB2 tables. For more information, see IBM DB2 for z/OS, Introduction
to DB2 for z/OS documentation. To update the records, the application uses the Searched Update method of
DB2. When you use Searched Update to change data in a row, the application changes the data in all identical rows. The
application supports ASCII and EBCDIC. Using synchronous fetching, the application fetches all the rows of a table before
displaying any rows. Global product authorization is implemented through DB2 security. Users must be granted execute
authority on the security plans for all DB2 subsystem that the application uses.

Supported Data Types

File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS enables you to access and update objects from DB2 V10 and V11 databases.

The following data types are supported:

DATE
Current DB2 date

TIME
Current DB2 time

TIMESTAMP
Current timestamp

CLOB
A string length of 0

VARCHAR
A string length of 0

CHAR
A blank string of the specified column length

FLOAT
0

DECIMAL
0

BIGINT
0

INTEGER
0

SMALLINT
0

TIMESTAMP WITH TIMEZONE
Current timestamp with time zone.
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ROWID
Generated by DB2

 

Getting Started with File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS

File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS is a data management and testing tool to speed up DB2 test data creation and editing.
You can do the following activities:

• View and edit data.
• Make quick changes to production or test DB2 data.
• Migrate DB2 data to different environments.
• Use filter criteria to refine search results on DB2 objects.

You can work on DB2 data through a graphical Eclipse-based interface or through the traditional ISPF interface. 

Supported Data Types

File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS enables you to access and update objects from DB2 V10 and V11 databases.

The following data types are supported:

DATE
Current DB2 date

TIME
Current DB2 time

TIMESTAMP
Current timestamp

CLOB
A string length of 0

VARCHAR
A string length of 0

CHAR
A blank string of the specified column length

FLOAT
0

DECIMAL
0

BIGINT
0

INTEGER
0

SMALLINT
0

TIMESTAMP WITH TIMEZONE
Current timestamp with time zone.

ROWID
Generated by DB2
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Configure Setup Parameters

Use the setup parameters to define default execution parameter values for File Master Plus for DB2. You can change
these values on an individual basis when using the application. Use the PROFILE primary command from view, edit, or
utilities sessions to view the Setup Menu panel.

DB2 Access Parameters

Use the DB2 Access Parameters panel to define the parameters that are used for processing queries.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup Menu panel appears.

2. Select DB2 ACCESS.
3. Complete the following fields:
SSID:

Specifies SSID that identifies the DB2 subsystem you want to access. You
can override this option by specifying a different SSID for a View, Edit, or a Utilities session.
Default: *

Location:
Specifies the location of the DB2 subsystem. You can access remote objects data by specifying a remote location.
Default:  LOCAL

Retry Count:
Specifies the maximum number of times the application attempts to process a DB2 query when a retryable error
occurs.
Default: 0
Range: 0 through 9

Retry Interval:
Specifies the time (in seconds) to resume the next consecutive attempts. The retry interval is valid only when a
nonzero retry count is specified.
Default: 0
Range: 0 through 60 seconds

Current SQLID:
Specifies the SQL authorization ID that is used to process DB2 queries.
Default: None

4. Press PF3 (End).

The DB2 Access Parameters are saved to your profile.

Edit or View Parameters

The Edit or View parameters manage various configuration settings of a view or edit session. For example, the maximum
number of characters to be displayed for a column. After you configure the Edit/View parameters for the first time, they are
saved and used for your next session.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup Menu panel appears.

2. Select EDIT or VIEW.
The Setup Edit or View Parameters panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:   
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Maximum Column Width:
Specifies the number of characters to be displayed for each character column of a DB2 object. Reducing width
lets you display more columns on the screen. This option is valid only for character-based columns. Increasing
width lets you see more data in each of the character columns. For example, if you specify 1, only one character
is displayed for each character column of the object. Optionally, use the primary command EXPLODE to view the
complete column value.
Default:  32767
Range: 1 through 32767

Maximum Rows Returned:
Specifies the maximum number of rows to fetch from a DB2 object through a SELECT statement.
Range:  1 through 99999, or ALL (all rows)
Default:  ALL

Null Character:
Specifies the character to be used for displaying a null value in a table. For example, if you specify # as the null
character, all the null values in a table are displayed as #.
Default: - (Hyphen)

Show Null Indicator:
Specifies a null value indicator before each nullable column. For example, if a field has a null value in it, that field
is marked with a Y. In an edit session, you can convert a value of a field to null by changing the null indicator to Y.
Default:  Y

Lock Table:
Specifies whether to lock a table exclusively during an edit session. An SQL error message appears when a user
tries to edit a locked table.
Default:  N

Auto Commit:
Specifies whether to commit all the unsaved changes automatically at the end of an edit session. When you
specify NO, you are prompted to save or discard the changes.
Default:  Y

Trim Trailing Blanks:
Specifies whether to remove (trim) the trailing blanks of the character-based columns in a table.
Default:  Y

Show DB2 Types:
Specifies whether to display the actual DB2 types of the object.
Default: Y

Date Format:
Specifies the date format to use for date data type columns. The following formats are supported:
Default:  ISO
ISO

YYYY-MM-DD
USA

MM/DD/YYYY
EUR

DD.MM.YYYY
JIS

YYYY-MM-DD
Time Format:

Specifies the time format to use for time data type columns. The following formats are supported:
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Default:  ISO
ISO

HH-MM-SS
USA

HH/MM AM/PM
EUR

HH:MM.SS
JIS

HH:MM.SS
Isolation Level:

Specifies the extent to which rows that are read or updated during a transaction are available to the other
concurrently executing transactions. The following isolation levels are supported:
Default:  None

• CS - Cursor stability. Locks a row or page only if the cursor is positioned on that row or page.
• UR - Uncommitted read. Ignores all locks and allows read access to the locked data.
• RR - Repeatable read. Locks all rows or pages opened during a transaction until a commit is issued.
• RS - Read stability. Locks all rows or pages that are qualified by stage 1 until a commit is issued.

Case Sensitive:
Specifies whether to apply a case-sensitive filter on the search criteria for the object name and creator. If you
specify N, the search criteria case is converted to upper case and processed.
Default:  N

Continue on Errors:
Specifies whether to process subsequent DML queries (insert, update, and delete), when an error occurs while
processing a current DML statement.
Default:  Y

Exclude rows on switch:
Specifies whether to display the excluded rows when you switch from multi-record mode to single-record mode.
If you specify Y the excluded rows in multi-record mode remain excluded in single-record mode. If you specify N,
all the excluded rows in multi-record mode are displayed in single-record mode.
Default:  N

4. Press PF3 (End).
The Edit or View parameters are saved to your profile

 Filter Data Set Allocation Specification

You can allocate an SMS or a non-SMS VSAM data set from the FILTER SPECIFICATION screen. When you specify filter
criteria while editing or viewing an object, use this data set to save the filter criteria.

 Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup Menu screen appears.

2. Select FILTER SPECIFICATION from the Setup Menu.
The Allocate Filter VSAM Dataset dialog appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
New Dataset Name:

Specifies the name of the data set.
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Volume Serial:
Specifies a volume serial for the filter data set. If you specify a volume serial for the data set, the Generic unit
name must be blank.

Generic unit name:
Specifies a generic unit name for the new filter data set. If you specify a valid generic unit, the Volume serial field
must be blank. Default: SYSDA

Management Class:
Specifies a management class name for the data set.

Storage Class:
Specifies a storage class name for the SMS-managed data set.

Data Class:
Specifies a data class name for the SMS-managed data set.

Space allocation unit:
Specifies the space allocation units for the data set. Enter the first character of a valid space allocation unit in the
field, the rest of the characters are auto-filled. The valid space allocation units are:

• T - Tracks
• C - Cylinders
• B - Blocks

Primary allocation
: Specifies the size in allocation units to obtain as the initial space allocation for the data set.

Secondary allocation:
Specifies the size in allocation units to obtain extra DASD space, if necessary.

4. Press PF3 (End).

Logging Parameters

Use the logging parameters to save the diagnostic information to a remote printer. The diagnostic information consists of
errors, warnings, and information depending on the logging level and is used for troubleshooting. 

 Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup Menu appears.

2. Select LOGGING from the Setup Menu.
The Logging Parameters screen appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Logging Level:

Specifies the log level. Values are:
0: Logging is disabled.
1: Only errors are logged.
2: Errors and warnings are logged.
3: Errors, warnings, and information are logged.
Default: 0

Sysout class:
Specifies the name of the SYSOUT class where the diagnostic information is saved.
Default: Class from your TSO segment.

4. Press PF3 (End).
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Jobcard Information

Use the Jobcard Information screen to save your JOB statement information. The extract and reload utilities use this
information in batch mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Select SETUP from the Main Menu.
The Setup Menu screen appears.

2. Select JOBCARD INFORMATION from the Setup Menu
The Jobcard Information screen appears.

3. Enter your JOB statement information and type PF3 (END).
The specified JOB statement information is saved to your profile.

Configure PARMLIB Parameters

Modify CFDNPARM data set member FDNPARM to configure the following parameters to suit your requirements.

• When you set Lock Table to Y in Setup > Edit/View Parameters, the specified  <plan>  in
the FDN_DB2_PLAN_RELEASE_DEALLOCATE (<plan>) parameter is used to access the database.

• When you set Lock Table to N in Setup > Edit/View Parameters,  the specified  <plan>  in
the FDN_DB2_PLAN_RELEASE_COMMIT (<plan>) parameter is used to access the database. 

• When an SQL query fails with the specified SQLCODE  <error 1>   as in FDN_RETRY_SQLCODE(<error 1>), the
failed SQL query is re-issued to the database. 
Examples of retry SQLCODEs:
– -911 (Deadlock or Timeout) 
– -904 (Unavailable Resource) 

Note: To reissue the query, a non-zero Retry Count and Retry Interval (optional) must be specified in Setup > DB2 Access
Parameters.

Viewing Objects
View mode displays DB2 object data in read-only mode.

Note: You can change data in View or Edit sessions, but you cannot save changes in View mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Select VIEW from the Main Menu.
The View Object screen appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
DB2 Subsystem

Specify SSID that identifies the DB2 subsystem. Use wildcard characters to get a list of active subsystems and
select one from the list.

Location
Specify the location of the DB2 subsystem where the object to view resides.

Name
Specify the name of the object. Use wildcard characters to get a list of available objects.

Creator
Specify the creator of the object. Use wildcard characters to get a list of available creators.

Type
Specify the type of the object.
Values: T(table), V(view), and A(alias).
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Use Filter
Determine whether to apply a filter on the object.
Values: Y and N. Specify Y to apply a filter to the object.

Create/Update Filter
Specify whether to create a new filter or update an existing filter.
Values: Y and N. Specify Y to create a filter or update an existing filter for the object.
When you use an existing filter, ensure that the filter is related to the object. If you specify N, the existing filter is
applied directly.

Dataset
Specify the data set name where the filter is located. The filter data set can be created from the Setup, Filter
Specification profile option. Enter the wildcard character * to get a list of available data sets.

Name
Specify the filter name. Enter the wildcard character *  to get a list of available filters from a data set. For more
information, see Filters.

Display Mode
Specify the display mode of the session.
Values: S (single-record mode) and M (multi-record mode).

The object data is displayed in the view session. Perform all the tasks that are described in the Editing Objects except
saving data changes. 

3. Enter END(PF3), EXIT, or CANCEL to end a view session.

Editing Objects

Editing Objects

Start an edit session to fetch and edit the object data.

Follow these steps:

1. Select EDIT from the Main Menu.
The Edit Object screen appears.

2. Complete the following fields:

DB2 Subsystem
Specify SSID that identifies the DB2 subsystem. You can use wildcard characters to get a list of active
subsystems and select one from the list.

Location
Specify the location of the DB2 subsystem where the object to edit resides.

Name
Specify the name of the object. You can use wildcard characters to get a list of available objects.

Creator
Specify the creator of the object. You can use wildcard characters to get a list of available creators.

Type
Specify the type of the object.
Values: T(table), V(view), and A(alias)

Use Filter
Determine whether to apply a filter on the object.
Values: Y and N. Specify Y to apply a filter to the object.
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Create/Update Filter
Specify whether to create a new filter or update an existing filter.
Values: Y and N. Specify Y to create a filter or update an existing filter for the object.
When you use an existing filter, ensure that the filter used is related to the object. If you specify N, the existing
filter is applied directly.

Dataset
Specify the data set name where the filter is located. The filter data set can be created from the Setup, Filter
Specification profile option. You can enter the wildcard character * to get a list of available data sets.

Name
Specify the filter name. You can enter the wildcard character *  to get a list of available filters from a data set. For
more information, see Using Filters.

Display Mode
Specify the display mode of the session.
Values: S (single-record mode) and M (multi-record mode)

The object data is displayed in the edit session.

Filters

Use filters to limit the number of rows that are fetched, which optimizes memory use. Save a filter to a data set for future
use. You can also use and update an existing filter.

Note: A filter that is created for one object cannot be applied for another object.

Apply a Filter

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following filter parameters from a view or edit session:
– Use Filter: Y
– Create/Update Filter: Y
– Data set name
– Filter name
The Filter Manager screen appears.

2. Specify the following filter criteria from the Filter Manager Screen. 
– Columns to Display
– Data Order Criteria
– Query Filter Criteria
– Query Statement

3. Press PF3(End) to end the Filter manager session.
A filter save confirmation panel appears.
– Press ENTER to apply and save the filter to the specified data set.
– Press PF3(END) to apply and discard the filter.

The filtered object data is displayed in a view or edit session.

Columns to Display

Select the columns and specify the display sequence for a view or edit session. The display sequence defines the order
in which the columns of an object are displayed. Use the ALL primary command to select all the columns. Use the RESET
command to clear all the selected columns.
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 Follow these steps:

1. Type 1 in the command area of the Filter Manager screen.
The SELECT COLUMNS section displays all the columns of the object.

2. Type S to select the columns.
3. (Optional) Type a sequence number for one or more selected columns. The sequence number determines the display

order for a column.

Example:

S SEQ COLUMN NAME       TYPE

S 002 COL1              INTEGER          

_ ___ COL2              CHAR(10)

S 001 COL3              VARCHAR(50)

S ___ COL4              SHORT

Data Order Criteria

The Data Order criteria sorts the data in ascending or descending order. When more than one column is identified in
an ORDER BY clause, the result data set is sorted by the first column specified (the primary sort) and then by the next
column specified, until the data has been sorted by each column specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 2 in the command area of the Filter Manager screen.
The Order By Clause section displays all columns of an object.

2. Type the order number immediately followed by A (Ascending) or D (Descending). The range of order numbers is 1
through 9. 
Example: 1A, 2D

Query Filter Criteria

The search condition that you specify in the WHERE clause sets a criteria against which each data row is evaluated. 

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 in the command area of the Filter Manager screen.
The Where Clause section appears.

2. Complete the following fields:

S
Type the row line commands to expand a where clause. Insert, delete, and copy rows to join WHERE clauses.

COLUMN NAME
Displays the selected column. Select one or more columns using the insert line command.

(( ))
Use the left and right parenthesis to group conditions.

OPERATOR
Specify the DB2 where clause operators. The supported operators are: =, !=, >, >=, <, <=, IS NULL, IS NOT
NULL, LIKE, NOT LIKE, IN, NOT IN, BETWEEN, and NOT BETWEEN.

WHERE VALUE
Specify the value of the search condition. Use the EXPLODE primary command to enter the condition in a pop-up
panel.
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CON
Specify a conjunction AND or OR to join WHERE clauses.

Query Statement

Use the query statement section to verify the final SQL statement of a filter criteria. You cannot edit the final SQL
statement from the SHOW SQL section. To show the final SQL statement, type 4 in the command area of the Filter
Manager screen. The SHOW SQL section displays the final SQL statement of a filter criteria.

Formatting Modes

Before you start a view or edit session, select single-record or multi-record as the display mode.

Multi-record Mode

Multi-record format mode displays multiple records at once in a grid orientation. Each record is a row of the display and
each field value is a column. 

Example:

Edit:    SSID/T/USER01/EMPLOYEE 

Command ===>

       

         N:FIRSTNAME                   N:LASTNAME                      N:SSN   

 ******    VARCHAR(30)                   VARCHAR(30)                     CHAR(4)

 

  000001 Y JANE                        Y SMITH                         Y 1324

  000002 N Sue                         Y Sponsor                       Y 2341

  000003 N Sanna                       Y Richardson                    Y 5456

  000004 N Paul                        Y Martin                        Y 7654

  000005 N Mary                        Y Newburg                       Y 6745

 ****** **************************** Bottom Of Data ****************************

Switch to multi-record mode by specifying the MF primary command. 

Single-Record Mode

Single-record format mode displays one record at a time with the field names on the left and formatted data values on the
right.

Note: Line commands are not supported in single-record mode.

Example: 

Edit:    SSID/T/USER01/EMPLOYEE                                    Row 1 of 1000

Command ===>                                                                    

                                                                                

COLUMN-NAME        COLUMN-TYPE     NULL DATA                                    

FIRSTNAME          VARCHAR(30)     N    JANE                                    

LASTNAME           VARCHAR(30)     N    SMITH                                 

SSN                CHAR(10)        N    132456827390                       
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STREET             VARCHAR(30)     N    55 Main Street                          

HOUSENUMBER        CHAR(10)        N    4567                                  

CITY               CHAR(20)        N    MA                                     

ZIP                CHAR(6)         N    123456

Switch to single-record mode by specifying the SF primary command or line command.

Note: The excluded rows in multi-record mode may appear in single-record mode. To hide rows, set the Exclude rows on
the switch option to Y from the Setup -> Edit/View parameters panel.

The current record in the single record mode is the first visible row on the multi-record mode.

Expand a Field Value

Use the primary command EXPLODE to expand the field value when it is longer than the display area. Update the
expanded field value on the EXPLODE panel. Execute all primary and line commands wherein the results are limited to
this field value.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the EXPLODE primary command in the command area.
2. Place the cursor on the field that you want to expand and press Enter.

Example:

In the following example, the column-display width of the object is restricted to 2 characters. Only the first two characters
of the columns value are displayed. 

 Edit:    SSID/T/USER01/TABEL                                           

 Command ===>  EXPLODE                                         Scroll ===> DATA

                                                                    More:     +

        N:FIRSTNAME   N:LASTNAME    N:SSN      N:STREET      N:HOUSENUMBER      

 ******   VARCHAR(30)   VARCHAR(30)   CHAR(10)   VARCHAR(30)   CHAR(10)        

 000001 N JA          N 

R

I          Y --       Y --          Y --                     

 ****** **************************** Bottom Of Data ****************************

 Expanded view of the LASTNAME column field value:

Edit:    LASTNAME / VARCHAR             CHARS: 10/30    

Command ===>                            Scroll ===> DATA

****** ****************** Top Of Data *******************

000001 RICHARDSON                                       

****** ***************** Bottom Of Data *****************

Change Data

Modify the object data by typing over the field values. The data that you enter must be compatible with the data type of the
column being updated.

Manage Table Rows

Using line commands, you can insert, copy, repeat, delete, exclude, and redisplay the rows of a table.
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Insert Rows

In multi-record mode, the I and In line commands insert one or more rows in a table.
Type I or In  over the line number of the row where you want to insert rows. For example, I10 inserts ten rows in a table.

n is the number of rows to be inserted. The inserted rows are populated with default values based on the column data
type. The inserted rows can be saved to the database after they are updated. The inserted lines that are not updated are
automatically deleted when you press ENTER for the second time.

In the single-record mode, use the primary command I to insert only one row in a table. The inserted row is populated with
the default value based on the column definition.

Copy Rows

The C and CC line commands copy a single row or a block of rows in a table. The Cn line command copies n number of
rows.

Follow these steps:

1. Type C over the line number of the row to be copied.
2. Type A (After) or B (Before) over the line number of the target row.

The copied row is inserted after or before the target row. 
If you type An or Bn over the row number of the target row, the copied row is inserted n times after or before the target
row.

Repeat Rows

The R and Rn line commands repeats one or more rows in a table. The RR and RRn block command repeats a block of
rows.
Type the repeat line commands over the row number of the row to be repeated. For example, R2 repeats a row two times.

Delete Rows

The D and Dn line commands delete one or more rows from a table. The DD block command deletes a block of rows.

Type D or Dn over the row number of the row to be deleted. For example, D4 deletes four rows from the table where the
command is entered.

To delete the rows, use the DELETE primary command. The DELETE primary command allows you to delete:

• All the rows
• A range of rows
• A specific number of rows

Exclude Rows

The Xn or XX commands exclude a single row or a block of rows from being displayed. 
Type Xn over the line number of the row to be excluded. For example, X10 excludes ten rows of a table from being
displayed.

Redisplay Rows

Fn, Sn, and Ln line commands redisplay the first and last n rows that were excluded from the object. 
Type the redisplay line commands in the line number area of the excluded rows.
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Labels

A label is an alphabetic character string that is used to name one row or a range of rows for reference. Labels are useful
in tracking rows, because line numbers vary when a row is inserted or deleted. They are assigned to specify a range of
rows for indicating starting and ending rows.

To assign a label to a row, type over the line number of the row on the left side of the panel.

To specify a range of rows, use two labels to define the first and last row.

A valid label satisfies the following requirements:

• Starts with a period.
• Consists of 1-5 alphabetic characters.
• Does not start with the letter Z.
• Does not contain numbers or special characters.

Overtype a label with spaces to remove the label. Use the RESET LABEL command to remove all the labels in a session.

Note: The labels starting with Z are editor-assigned labels and are used for representing logical positions on the display. 

•.ZFIRST
Specifies the first row. The abbreviated form is .ZF.

.ZLAST
Specifies the last row. The abbreviated form is .ZL.

Change Using the CHANGE Primary Command

Use the CHANGE primary command to change a character string or a numeric fromstr to a character string or a
numeric tostr within an object. The search for fromstr starts at the first column of the first visible row on the screen. The
first occurrence of fromstr is replaced with the tostr. Specify fromstr and tostr strings of different lengths for any data type
columns.

When tostr is longer than fromstr for a column, the change is made only if there are enough unused characters in the field.
If the tostr cannot be accommodated in the field, the rows are labeled with ==ERR> flag.

Use the RCHANGE command or PF6 key to search and replace the next occurrence of fromstr to tostr. The search for the
next occurrence starts from the current cursor position. Use the RFIND function key (PF5) and the RCHANGE function
key (PF6) to search for or replace the next occurrence of the fromstr.

Change a Character String

To change the first occurrence of the string TEST to NAME once, enter the following command:

CHANGE TEST NAME FIRST

To change all the occurrences of the string VALUE1 to VALUE2, enter the following command:

CHANGE VALUE1 VALUE2 ALL

Change a numeric string

To change the occurrence of the numeric string 400 to 500 once, enter the following command:

CHANGE 400 500

Change Data in a Specific Column or within a Column Range

You can change a character string or numeric value in a specified column or within a range of columns. The column
names in a change string are case-sensitive. If the column name has spaces, enclose the column name in quotes.
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Example:

To search for the string JOEY and replace it with JOHN in the FIRST NAME column of the object, enter the following
command:

CHANGE JOEY JOHN "FIRST NAME"

Change Data in Excluded or Non-Excluded rows

You can limit your change to only excluded or nonexcluded rows in an object.

To change the string JOEY to JOHN in the next nonexcluded row in the column range of FIRSTNAME and LASTNAME,
enter the following command:

CHANGE JOEY JOHN FIRSTNAME LASTNAME NX

To change the value 1234567 to 1234568 in the next excluded row of the SSN column, enter the following command:

CHANGE 1234567 1234568 SSN X

Change Data within a Label Range

Use labels to limit the change command for a character string or a numeric value within a row or for a range of rows.
Labels are used as identifiers for rows as the row number varies when a row is added or deleted.

Example:

To limit the change only to the range of rows that are defined between .HERE and .THERE containing the string JOEY to
JOHN, enter the following command:

CHANGE JOEY JOHN .HERE .THERE ALL

Change Specific Portions of the Column Data

Limit the change of fromstr to only where it appears in specific portions of the column data. The specific portions are
suffix, prefix, or complete word.

To change only the suffix portion of the column data containing the string LESS to NESS, enter the following command:

CHANGE SUFFIX LESS NESS

Manage Changes

Use the SETUNDO primary command to record any changes that you make to an object. By default, SETUNDO is off.
Use the primary command SETUNDO to enable this feature. The SETUNDO option remains enabled for all sessions until
you disable it using the primary command SETUNDO OFF.

Manage the changes of a session with the following commands:

UNDO
Type UNDO in the command area of an edit session to undo an uncommitted change.

REDO
Type REDO in the command area of an edit session to redo an uncommitted change that is undone.

The scope of the UNDO and REDO commands is within an edit session. Use the SAVE command or END command to
save the data changes of an object to the database.

Note: You cannot undo or redo the changes after a SAVE command is issued.
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End an Edit Session

Use the END (PF3), EXIT, or CANCEL commands to end an edit session.

END or EXIT
When you end an edit session using the END or EXIT primary commands, changes are saved automatically if you
have Auto Commit set to YES in Setup Edit/View Parameters.
Use the AUTOSAVE primary command to save changes automatically when you exit an edit session. When
AUTOSAVE is enabled, uncommitted changes are saved regardless of the Auto Commit value in Setup Edit/View
Parameters.

CANCEL
Discards all the uncommitted changes.

Primary Commands (DB2)
The primary commands affect a DB2 object which you are editing with File Master Plus.

Enter primary commands on the command line area of a panel.

AUTOSAVE

Saves the data changes of an object automatically when the END command is processed during an edit session. During
an edit session, the AUTOSAVE primary command has precedence over the Auto Commit option from Setup Edit/View
parameters. The AUTOSAVE command is valid only for a specific edit session.

AUTOSAVE

        ON

        PROMPT

        OFF[PROMPT|NOPROMPT]

ON
: Enables autosave mode. When you end an edit session, all the data changes are saved.

PROMPT:
Disables autosave mode and displays a prompt to save or discard the changes. The use of the AUTOSAVE
PROMPT implies the AUTOSAVE OFF PROMPT command.

OFF
PROMPT: Disables autosave mode and displays a prompt that changes are not saved. Use the SAVE primary
command to save the changes or CANCEL primary command to discard the changes of an object.

OFF NOPROMPT:
Disables autosave mode without a prompt. When you end an edit session, the data changes are discarded.

For more information about how to end the session, see End an Edit Session.

BOTTOM

Displays the last rows of the object in multi-record mode.

Displays the last columns of the object in single-record mode.

BOTTOM
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CANCEL 

Ends a view or edit session without committing any unsaved changes. You cannot cancel the changes that are saved to
the database. Returns to the previous screen when you are not in a view or edit session.

CANCEL

Alias: CAN

CHANGE

Searches and replaces one or more occurrences of a character or numeric string in the object data.

CHANGE

      fromstr  tostr

      [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV|ALL]

      [WORD|PREFIX|SUFFIX|CHAR]

      [label1 label2]

      [col|lcol rcol]

      [X|NX]

fromstr  : Specifies the from string.

tostr  :    Specifies the to string.

Use the following formats for specifying fromstr and tostr strings.

Simple string: Any series of characters not starting or ending with a quote (' or ") and not containing any embedded
blanks, commas, or asterisks.Delimited string: Any string that is enclosed (delimited) by either single quotes ( ’ ) or
double quotes ( ″ ). The beginning and ending delimiters must be the same character.Hexadecimal string: Any delimited
string of valid hexadecimal characters, which precedes or follows the character X, such as X'C27B'.Character string: Any
delimited string of characters, which precedes or follows the character C, such as C'conditions for'.

FIRST
Starts search at the first row of the object, and replaces the first occurrence of fromstr to tostr.

LAST
Starts search at the last row of the object, and replaces the last occurrence of fromstr to tostr.

NEXT
Starts search from the current cursor position, and replaces the next occurrence of fromstr to tostr.

PREV
Starts search from the current cursor position, and replaces the previous occurrence of fromstr to tostr.

ALL
Searches and replaces all occurrences of fromstr to tostr.

WORD
Searches and replaces only complete words of fromstr to tostr.

PREFIX
Searches and replaces only words that begin with the fromstr to tostr.

SUFFIX
Searches and replaces only words that end with the fromstr to tostr.

CHAR
Searches and replaces the fromstr in any part of a word.

label1
Specifies the starting point in a range of rows to which the CHANGE command is applied.
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label2
Specifies the ending point in a range of rows to which the CHANGE command is applied.

col
Specifies to search and replace only in the specified column.

lcol
Specifies the leftmost column in which fromstr can appear.

rcol
Specifies the rightmost column in which fromstr can appear.

X
Specifies to search and replace only in excluded rows.

NX
Specifies to search and replace only in nonexcluded rows.

Alias: C, CHG, CHA

DELETE

Deletes rows from the object being edited.

DELETE

     [n]

     [[ALL | label1 label2] [X | NX]]  | [All label1 label2]

n
Specifies the number of rows to be deleted from the top of the screen. You cannot specify other parameters when
you specify the n parameter.

ALL
Specifies selected rows to be deleted. Specify ALL with X or NX or a range of rows.

label1
Specifies the starting point for a range of rows to be deleted.

label2
Specifies the ending point for a range of rows to be deleted.
Note: Specify a label range with ALL or X or NX.

X
: Specifies to delete only excluded rows. Specify X with ALL or a range of rows.

NX
: Delete only nonexcluded rows. Specify NX with ALL or a range of rows.

Alias: DEL

DOWN

Displays the next set of records depending on the SCROLL value in multi-record mode.

Note: When in single-record mode, scrolls the columns down by the scroll amount specified. 

DOWN [number | MAX | PAGE | CSR | HALF | DATA]

number
Identifies the number of rows to scroll down.

MAX
Scrolls to the last row of the object.
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PAGE
Scrolls down one screen length.

CSR
Positions the row that has the cursor as the first row on the screen.

HALF
Scrolls down half of the screen length.

DATA
Scrolls down so that the last visible row becomes the first visible row.

END

Ends an edit or view session and displays the previous panel. Returns to the previous screen when you are not in a view
or edit session. For more information, see End an Edit Session.

END

Alias: EXIT

EXCLUDE 

Excludes the rows that contain the search string from the display. The contiguous excluded lines are displayed as a single
line of dashes.

EXCLUDE 

      string      

      [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV|ALL]

      [WORD|PREFIX|SUFFIX|CHAR]

      [label1 label2]

      [col|lcol  rcol]     

string: Specifies the search string to be excluded. Enter a string in one of the following formats:

Simple string: Any series of characters not starting or ending with a quote (' or ") and not containing any embedded
blanks, commas, or asterisks.Delimited string: Any string that is enclosed (delimited) by either single quotes ( ’ ) or
double quotes ( ″ ). The beginning and ending delimiters must be the same character.Hexadecimal string: Any delimited
string of valid hexadecimal characters, which precedes or follows the character X, such as X'C27B'.Character string: Any
delimited string of characters, which precedes or follows the character C, such as C'conditions for'.

FIRST
Starts the search at the beginning of the object and excludes the row with the first occurrence of string.

LAST
Starts the search at the end of the object and excludes the row with the last occurrence of string.

NEXT
Starts the search from the current cursor position, and excludes the row with the next occurrences of string.

PREV
Starts the search from the current cursor position, and excludes the row with the previous occurrence of string.

ALL
Excludes the rows which contain all the occurrences of string.

WORD
Excludes the rows which contain the complete word of string.

PREFIX
Excludes the rows which contain only the words that begin with the string.
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SUFFIX
Excludes the rows which contain only the words that end with the string.

CHAR
Excludes the rows which contain the string in any part of the word.

label1
Specifies the starting point in a range of rows to which EXCLUDE command is applied.

label2
Specifies the ending point in a range of rows to which EXCLUDE command is applied.

col
Excludes the rows which contain the string in the specified column.

lcol
Specifies the leftmost column in which string can appear to which EXCLUDE command is applied.

rcol
Specifies the rightmost column in which string can appear to which EXCLUDE command is applied.

Alias: EXCLUDED, EXC, EX, X.

EXPLODE

Displays the complete field value in a pop-up panel when the column value is longer than the display area. For more
information, see Expand a Field Value.

EXPLODE

FIND 

Searches for one or more occurrences of a string.

FIND string

     [label1, label2]

     [NEXT | ALL | FIRST | LAST | PREV]

     [CHARS | PREFIX | SUFFIX | WORD]

     [X | NX]

     [col|lcol rcol]

string: Specifies the string that you want to search.

Use the following formats for specifying string.

 Simple string: Any series of characters not starting or ending with a quote (' or ") and not containing any embedded
blanks, commas, or asterisks.  Delimited string: Any string that is enclosed (delimited) by either single quotes ( ’ )
or double quotes ( ″ ). The beginning and ending delimiters must be the same character. Hexadecimal string: Any
delimited string of valid hexadecimal characters, which precedes or follows the character X, such as X'C27B'. Character
string: Any delimited string of characters, which precedes or follows the character C, such as C'conditions for'.

label1
Specifies the starting point in a range of rows.

label2
Specifies the ending point in a range of rows.

NEXT
Starts from the current cursor position, and locates the next occurrence of string.
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ALL
Starts from the beginning of the data, and locates all occurrences of string.

FIRST
Starts search at the beginning of the data, and locates the first occurrence of string.

LAST
Starts search at the end of the data, and locates the last occurrence of string.

PREV
Starts from the current cursor position, and locates the previous occurrence of string.

CHARS
Locates the string in any part of the word.

PREFIX
Locates only words that begin with string.

SUFFIX
Locates only words that end with string.

WORD
Locates only complete words of the string.

X
Searches only excluded rows.

NX
Searches only nonexcluded rows.

col
Specifies to search only in this column.

lcol
Specifies the leftmost column name of the DB2 object in which string can appear.

rcol
Specifies the rightmost column name of the DB2 object in which string can appear.

Alias: F

Find a String

To search for a character string or a numeric value within a DB2 object, use the Find primary command.

Example:

F TEST

The search starts at the first column of the first visible row on the screen. The cursor is placed at the first occurrence of
the search string. To find the next occurrence of the search string, use the RFIND command or press the RFIND function
key (F5). The search starts after the current cursor position. When there is a successful match that is not already on the
screen, that column is automatically displayed.

Finding Data in a Specific Column or within a Column Range:

You can search for a character string or numeric value in a column or within a range of columns. For example, to search
for the string JOHN in the FIRST NAME and LAST NAME columns of the object, enter the following command:

FIND JOHN "FIRST NAME", "LAST NAME"
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Note: The column names in a find string are case-sensitive. If the column name has spaces, specify the column name in
quotes.

Finding Data in Excluded or Non-excluded Rows:

You can limit your search to excluded or nonexcluded rows in an object.

The following command finds the nonexcluded row containing the string JOHN in the column range FIRST NAME and
LAST NAME.

FIND JOHN "FIRST NAME","LAST NAME" NX

The following command finds the excluded row containing the value 1234567 in the SSN column:

FIND 1234567 SSN X

Finding Data within a Label Range:

Using labels, you can limit your search for a character string or a numeric value within a row or for a range of rows. Labels
are used as identifiers for rows as the row number varies when a row is added or deleted.

Examples:

The following command finds only in the range of rows that are defined between .HERE and .THERE containing the string
JOHN.

FIND JOHN .HERE .THERE

The following command finds only the suffix portion of the column data containing the string LESS.

FIND SUFFIX LESS

HEX 

Displays the object data in hexadecimal format in an edit or view session. For numeric columns, raw-data is displayed as
saved in database. HEX mode is preserved when you switch the display modes and for the Explode panel.

HEX 

 ON|VERT OFF

ON
Enables HEX mode. ON is the default parameter.

VERT
Displays hexadecimal representation of the data vertically. VERT is synonymous to ON, you can use both the
parameters interchangeably.

OFF
Disables HEX mode.

INSERT

Inserts a row in single-record mode. You cannot insert more than one row at a time. If you do not update the inserted row,
the inserted blank row is automatically deleted when you press enter.

INSERT
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Alias: INS, I

Note: The INSERT primary command is valid only for single-record mode.

LEFT

Moves left toward the previous set of columns that are based on the SCROLL value in multi-record mode.

TIP
Info: When in single-record mode, scrolls to the previous set of rows.

LEFT [number | MAX | PAGE | CSR | HALF | DATA]

number
Specifies the number of records to scroll up when in single-record mode. Specifies the number of positions to
scroll to the left when in multi-record mode.
Default: 1

MAX
Scrolls to the leftmost column or first record.

PAGE
Scrolls one screen-width to the left.

CSR
Positions the column that has the cursor as the rightmost column on the screen.

HALF
Scrolls half of the screen width to the left when in multi-record display mode.

DATA
Scrolls left until the first column on the current panel becomes the last column.

LOCATE

Multi-record Mode:

Displays the specified row as the first row on the screen. Locate command has two forms: specific and generic. The
specific and generic locate commands are only valid for multi-record mode.

The specific form of the LOCATE command positions a particular row at the top of the panel. Specify either a row number
or a label.

LOCATE lnum | label

lnum
Specifies the row number of the row.

label
Specifies an existing label.

The generic LOCATE command positions the panel to the first, last, next, or previous occurrence of a particular kind of
row.

LOCATE

     [NEXT|FIRST|LAST|PREV]

     [CHANGE|COMMAND|DBERROR|ERROR|EXCLUDED|LABEL]

     [.ZFIRST .ZLAST|label1 label2]

NEXT
Searches from the first row of the panel, proceeding forward.
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FIRST
Searches from the first row, proceeding forward.

LAST
Searches from the last row, proceeding backward.

PREV
Searches from the first row of the panel, proceeding backward.

CHANGE
Searches for a row with a change flag (==CHG>). Alias: CHG, CHA, C.

COMMAND
Searches for a row with a pending line command. Alias: CMD.

DBERROR
Searches for a row with a DB2 error flag (==DBERR>).

ERROR
Searches for a row with an error flag (==ERR>). Alias: ERR.

EXCLUDED
Searches for an excluded line. Alias: X, EXCLUDE, EXC, EX.

LABEL
Searches for a row with a label. Alias: LAB, LABELS.

label1
Specifies the starting point in a range of rows.

label2
Specifies the ending point in a range of rows.

Single-record Mode:

Displays the specified column as the first column on the screen.

LOCATE column name| column number

column name
Specifies the column name.

column number
Specifies the column number.

Alias: LOC, L.

Locate a Row

In the multi-record mode, use the locate primary command to locate a row in a DB2 object. The located row is positioned
at the top of the screen. In a view or edit session, rows are numbered from 1 and in increments of 1. The row numbers are
displayed in the prefix area of the edit session.

To locate the 42nd row, enter the following command:

LOCATE 42

Use the locate command to move to a row that has a label assigned to it. To move the display to the row which has a label
".HERE", enter the following command:

LOCATE .HERE
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In the single record format mode, the LOCATE command locates a column. To locate the 35th column, enter the following
command:

LOCATE 35

To locate the SSN column, enter the following command:

LOCATE SSN

MF

Switches the display to multi-record mode when in single-record mode. The current record in single-record mode is
displayed as the first row in multi-record mode.

MF

PRESERVE

Saves or trims the trailing blanks of a column during an edit session. The PRESERVE command has precedence over the
Trim trailing blanks Edit/View parameter.

TIP
Info: The PRESERVE command is only valid for character, varchar, and clob data type columns.

PRESERVE ON|OFF [COL1,COL2...COLN]

ON
Saves the trailing blanks for all character columns when column names are not specified.

OFF
Trims the trailing blanks for all character columns when column names are not specified.

COL1,COL2...COLN: Specify the column names.

PROFILE

Displays the Setup Menu panel.

PROFILE

Alias: PROF

If you enter the PROFILE command:

• While editing or viewing an object, Setup Edit/View parameters panel appears.
• From other screens, Setup Menu panel appears.

RCHANGE

Repeats the change that is requested by the recent CHANGE command.

RCHANGE

REDO

Redo the most recent set of data changes that you have undone.
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REDO

RESET

Resets selected processing options and status conditions.

RESET  

      [ALL | LABELS | COMMAND | ERROR | CHANGE | EXCLUDED | FIND]

RESET
Resets all options except labels.

ALL
Resets all options except find highlights.

LABELS
Removes row labels. Alias: LAB, LABEL.

COMMAND
Clears pending line commands from the line command area. Alias: CMD

ERROR
Removes ERROR flags from the line command area. Alias: ERR

CHANGE
Removes CHG flags from the line command area. Alias: C, CHG, CHA

EXCLUDED
Redisplays the excluded rows. Alias: X, EX, EXCLUDE

FIND
Clears all FIND highlights. Alias: F

Alias: RES

RETURN

Returns immediately to an ISPF main menu. The RETURN simulates repeated END commands until it reaches the
ISPF main menu. For more information, see End an Edit Session.

RETURN

Alias: RET

RFIND

Repeats the search that is requested by the recent FIND, CHANGE, or excludes a row containing the search string that is
defined by the recent EXCLUDE command.

RFIND

RIGHT

Moves right toward the next set of columns based on the SCROLL value in multi-record mode.

TIP
Info: When in single-record mode, scrolls to the next set of rows.

RIGHT [number | MAX | PAGE | CSR | HALF | DATA]
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number
Specifies the number of records to scroll right when in single-record mode. Specifies the number of characters to
scroll to the right when in multi-record mode.
Default: 1

MAX
Scrolls to the rightmost column or last record.

PAGE
Scrolls one screen-width to the right.

CSR
Positions the column in which the cursor is positioned as the leftmost column on the screen.

HALF
Scrolls half of the screen width to the right when in multi-record display mode. Scrolls one record right when in
single-record mode.

DATA
Scrolls until the last column on the current panel becomes the first column on the next panel.

SAVE

Saves any uncommitted changes without ending the edit session. 

SAVE

When an SQL error is encountered in saving the changes of a row to the database, you get DBERR labels on the row
number area. Use the SE line command to view error details on DBERR.

SETUNDO

Records the uncommitted changes made to an object during a view or edit session. The recorded changes are used by
the UNDO and REDO primary commands.

SETUNDO ON|OFF

ON
Starts recording the changes of an object.

OFF
Stops recording the changes of an object and the previously recorded changes are discarded.

Alias: SETU

SF

Switches the display to single-record format mode when in multi-record mode display. The first visible row in multi-record
mode is displayed as the current record in single-record mode. For more information, see Formatting Modes.

SF

TOP

Displays the first set of rows when in multi-record mode.                                                                

Displays the first set of columns when in single-record mode.

TOP
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UNDO

Reverts the last set of data changes of an object.

UNDO

UP

Displays the previous set of records based on the SCROLL value in multi-record mode.

TIP
Info: When in single-record mode, scrolls up the columns by the scroll amount specified.

UP [number | MAX | PAGE | CSR | HALF | DATA]

number
Identifies the number of rows to scroll up.

MAX
Scrolls to the first row or first column of the object.

PAGE
Scrolls up one screen length.

CSR
Positions the row that has the cursor as the last row on the screen.

HALF
Scrolls up half of the screen length.

DATA
Scrolls up so that the first visible row becomes the last visible row.

Line Commands (DB2)
Line Commands are specified in the two-position line command field, and support only the character and multi-record
modes. To enter line commands that exceed two characters, continue typing into the Segment Name field. Line
commands are performed against a single line or a block of lines for which the line command was entered. Only one line
command can be entered for a specific segment sequence, but multiple line commands can be entered on different lines
on the same screen. Before any line commands are processed, all line commands are checked for validity. If any errors
are found, an appropriate message appears. Line commands can be removed by overtyping the line command characters
with spaces or by specifying the RESET primary command.

A[n]
Specifies the target row for a COPY command. The copied rows are inserted n times after the row containing the
command.

B[n]
Specifies the target row for a COPY command. The copied rows are inserted n times before the row containing
the command.

C/C[n]
Copies one or n rows from one location to another within a DB2 object. Specify the target row to copy by using
either A (after) or B (before).

CC
Specifies the start and end points for a range of rows to be copied. Use the A (after) or B (before) command to
place the copied rows.

D/D[n]
Deletes one or n rows from the display. When you save the changes, the rows are deleted from the DB2 object.
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DD
Specifies the start and end points for a range of rows to be deleted.

F/F[n]
Redisplays the first rows from a block of excluded rows.

I/I[n]
Inserts one or n rows with column default values after the specified row.

• When you insert a row into the database, the value is assigned in the following ways:
• When an identity column is GENERATED ALWAYS, DB2 generates the value.

• When an identity column is GENERATED BY DEFAULT wherein you specify a value, DB2 assigns the same
value. Otherwise DB2 generates the value.

Valid Values: 1-99999
L/L[n]

Redisplays the last one or n rows from a block of excluded rows.
R[n]

Repeats the specified number of rows once or n times after the row on which R/Rn is specified.
Valid Values: 1-99999

RR[n]
Specifies the start and end points for a range of rows to be repeated.

S/S[n]
Redisplays the first rows from a block of excluded rows.

SE
Displays the SQL error description in a pop-up panel. SE line command is only valid on erroneous rows that are
labeled with DBERR>.

SF
Displays the current record in single-record format mode.

X/X[n]
Excludes the specified number of rows from the display.
Valid Values: 1-99999

XX
Specifies the start and end points for a range of rows to be hidden from display.

Utilities
Use the Extract and Reload utilities to extract data from an object in a production environment and reload the extracted
data to an object in a test environment. You can run the extract and reload utilities in online and batch modes. Use a filter
to restrict the sensitive data of production environment from unauthorized usage in a testing environment. Filters help you
create effective test data without compromising the security of production data.

When you perform an extract operation, data is extracted from a source object and saved to a sequential data set. Apply
a filter on a source object to extract a full table or a subset of rows from the source object. During a reload, the extracted
data from the sequential data set is reloaded to a target object.

When you perform the extract and reload processes in batch mode, a separate JCL is generated for both processes. Use
this JCL and the sequential data set to perform extract and reload processes separately in different LPARs by different
authorized users.

For example, the application developers may not be authorized to perform the extract or reload processes directly in a
production environment. Instead, the application developers can generate the extraction JCL in a test environment. Then
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they can share it with the database administrators. The database administrators can modify and then run the extraction
JCL in the production environment to extract the data to a sequential data set. Then another application developer or a
database administrator can perform the reload process in batch mode in test environment or production environment.

Figure 5: Utilities

 

Extract Data from an Object

Use the Extract utility to extract data from a source object to a sequential data set. Extract data from a table, view, or alias
in online and batch modes. Apply a filter on the source object to get only selected data from the object. Before you initiate
the extract process, ensure that the target data set has enough space.

Follow these steps:

1. Select UTILITIES from the Main Menu.
The Utilities Menu screen appears.

2. Select Extract from the Utilities Menu.
The Extract screen appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
DB2 Subsystem

Specify the subsystem identifier (SSID) of the source DB2 subsystem.
Location

Specify the location of the source object.
Name

Specify the name of the source object.
Creator

Specify the creator of the source object.
Note: You can use the wildcard character * in many of these fields. The Name and Creator fields also support the
wildcard characters _ and ? to replace a single character. For example, AA_ or AA? would return AAX, AAY, and
AAZ.
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Type
Specify the type of the source object.
Values: T (table), V (view), and A (alias)

Dataset Name
Specify the name of the target sequential data set. The data from the source object is extracted to this sequential
data set.

Disposition
Specify the current disposition of the sequential data set.
Values: NEW, SHR, or OLD

Use Filter
Determine whether to apply a filter on the object.
Values: Y and N

Create/Update Filter
Specify whether to create a new filter or update an existing filter.
Values: Y and N
Note: When you use an existing filter, ensure that the filter used is related to the object. If you specify N, the
existing filter is  applied directly.

Dataset
Specify the data set name where the filter is located. The filter data set can be created from the Setup -> Filter
Specification profile option.

Name
Specify the filter name. For more information, see Filters.

Execution Mode
Specify the execution mode for the extract process.
Values: O (Online), S (Submit JCL), and E (Edit JCL)

Isolation Level
Specify the extent to which rows that are read or updated during a transaction are available to the other
concurrently executing transactions.
Values: CS (Cursor Stability), RR (Repeatable Read), RS(Read Stability), and UR (Uncommitted Read)

4. Press Enter
In the batch mode, an extraction JCL is generated.
When you specify S (Submit JCL) as the execution mode, the JCL is generated and submitted.
When you specify E (Edit JCL) as the execution mode, you can preview, modify, and save the JCL. Authorized
persons can use the JCL to perform the extraction process on the same LPAR or on a different LPAR. This process is
helpful to extract data from a production or test environment.
In online and batch modes, the extract utility unloads the data from the source object to the sequential data set. An
Extract summary report is generated.

Reload Data to an Object

After you extract data from a source object, you can reload the extracted data to the target object in the online or batch
mode. During a reload, the extracted data from the sequential data set is reloaded into a target object.

Note: For a reload operation to be successful, the target object must satisfy the following conditions:

• The column names in the source object and target object must be same.
• The number of columns in the source object and target object must be equal.

Follow these steps:

1. Select UTILITIES from the Main Menu.
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The Utilities Menu screen appears.
2. Select Reload from the Utilities Menu.

The Reload screen appears.
3. Complete the following fields:
Dataset Name

Specify the name of the source sequential data set to which the extracted data is saved.
DB2 Subsystem

Specify the subsystem identifier (SSID) of the target DB2 subsystem.
Location

Specify the location of the target object.
Execution Mode

Specify the execution mode for the extract process.
Values: O (Online), S (Submit JCL), and E (Edit JCL)

Commit Frequency
Specify how often to commit the changes to the database. For example, if you set the commit frequency to 500,
the changes are committed to the database after inserting or updating every 500 records in the target object.
However, if fewer than 500 records are inserted or updated, the changes are still committed to the database after
all the changes are processed.

Reload Options
Specify whether to clear the data in the target object or to update the rows in the target object with the existing
data in the source sequential data set.
Values: C (Clear rows)–all rows in the target object are deleted and the extracted data from the source sequential
data set is reloaded to the target object.
U (Update rows)–every row from the sequential data set is compared with the rows from the target object. Only
the rows that differ are reloaded from the sequential data set to the target object.
Note: You can use the wildcard character * in many of these fields.

4. Press Enter.

In the batch mode, a reload JCL is generated.

When you specify S (Submit JCL) as the execution mode, the JCL is generated and submitted.

When you specify E (Edit JCL) as the execution mode, you can preview, modify, and save the JCL. Authorized persons
use the JCL to perform the reload process on the same LPAR or on a different LPAR. This process is helpful to reload
data from a production or test environment.

In both online and batch modes, the reload utility loads the data from the sequential to the target object. An Extract
summary report is generated.

Note: Before you submit the reload JCL, verify the data set information and reload process parameters in the JCL.
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Using Batch
This section provides information about using File Master Plus and File Master Plus for IMS products in a batch
environment. File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS supports batch processing in the extract and reload utilities. For more
information, see Utilities.

• Batch Reference for File Master Plus
• Batch Reference for File Master Plus for IMS

Batch Reference for File Master Plus
File Master Plus is a full-function z/OS file and data management solution. The application provides enhanced data
manipulation processing of sequential, partitioned, and VSAM (and IAM) files through batch processing. Many product
functions support filter and selection criteria and allow data to be printed using COBOL or PL/I copybooks.

File Master Plus for batch provides the following data manipulation functions:

Data sets supported are:

• VSAM data sets: KSDS, ESDS, and RRDS (fixed and variable)
• Sequential and partitioned data sets

Use COMPARE to identify differences between two files as follows:

• Restrict your comparison to between one byte and the entire record
• Compare different locations between the two files
• Exclude or include records from the compare using selection criteria, IF, SELRECIF, and SKIPRECIF
• Print a formatted view of your data and differences using the LAYOUTFILE keyword
• Write the CHANGED, DELETED, INSERTED, and MATCHED records of both the old or new files to their separate

files.

Use COPY to duplicate, extract, reformat, and update your data. Use this function to do the following:

• Copy data to and from differing file formats, including copying a VSAM or PDS file to a sequential file
• Pinpoint and extract data using selection criteria with the MOVE and WRITE command keywords
• Use the REFFILE keyword to rearrange or delete existing fields and insert new ones
• Use the keywords REPLACE, EDIT, and CHANGE to update data while you copy it

The LOADINFO function produces a detailed load module report listing each load module's attributes. You can also
generate a CSECT cross-reference report.

Use the PRINT function to perform the following functions:

• Print formatted data according to your COBOL, PL/I, or custom copybook
• Minimize the data that are printed by excluding data using the COMPREPORT and FIELDDISPLAY keywords, or by

using your selection criteria
• Specify the format of the printed data (for example, in hexadecimal or character formats) using the FORMAT keyword

The PRINTLOG utility formats and prints the information that is contained in the editor's change log file. The change log
file tracks the changes that are made to a file during an edit session.

Use the READ command with selection criteria and the MOVE and WRITE keywords to write specific records to a new
file. Advantages of using the READ command with selection criteria are as follows:
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• You can create many output files while only reading the input file once
• Create a file with only specific data from the input record
• Add one or more numeric fields to all records or to selected records using the ACCUM keyword. You can then print the

totals at the end of the report.

Use UPDATE to make changes that are immediately applied to the input file. Use selection criteria to update specific
records.

You can display DSN and VOLSER VTOC information as follows:

• Use DSNINFO to examine DSN entries on one or more volumes
• Use VOLINFO to view a volume summary data about one or more volumes or unit types. This information includes

how much free space is on the volumes, the device type, and the largest contiguous space available.
• Use the MAP keyword to generate a detailed extent map for the VOLSER or UNIT keyword values.

View and print formatted data using COBOL and PL/I copybooks or custom layouts.

Use scan mode to verify the validity of control statements. Turn scan mode on or off by including or excluding the PARM
JCL parameter. Control statements are not executed when in scan mode.

Batch Functionality
File Master Plus for batch is a command-driven utility that performs data manipulation, comparison, and printing of data
sets. Data manipulation includes changing, extracting, deleting, inserting, and updating data, with formatting data using
record layouts. It is used for data manipulation and to generate detailed VTOC extents maps and a load library's load
module, and CSECT cross-reference listings.

Batch JCL

Use JCL to execute the program CAWABATC to use File Master Plus for batch. Following are the required and optional
ddnames for the application. Some values may have been changed during installation, but the product documentation
refers to the values here.

Note: The ddnames for SYSUT1, SYSUT1O, and SYSUT1N may have been changed during installation. These default
values are used throughout the user documentation.

Required:

SYSIN
Controls statements (for example, commands).

SYSPRINT
File Master Plus messages. Optional output from SYSLIST and SYSTOTAL.

Optional:

SYSLIST
Output from the COMPARE and PRINT commands. If SYSLIST is not allocated, the output goes to SYSPRINT.

SYSTOTAL
Output totals.

SYSUT1
Default input file if the INFILE or OUTFILE keywords are not supplied.

SYSUT1O
Default output file when the OUTFILE keyword is not supplied.

SYSUT1N
Default compares file when the NEWFILE keyword is not supplied.
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LAYOUT
Default ddname for the file containing layout members that are used for field name support and record formatting.

LAYOUTN
Default ddname for the file containing layout members that are used in COMPARE for field name support and
record formatting of the New record.

LOADLIB
Default ddname that references the load library that is used as input for LOADINFO.

LOGFILE
Default ddname that references the sequential file that is created by the change log function and used as input for
PRINTLOG.

ddname1-n
Override default ddnames by using optional ddnames in the command keywords that require them.

Example

The following is a JCL example that is used by the CAWABATC program:

//JOBCARD INFORMATION

//FMBATCH   EXEC PGM=CAWABATC,REGION=2M

//**********************************************************

//*  COPY SYSUT1 to SYSUT1O.  If positions 25 and 26 equal *

//*  CT then change it to MA                               *

//**********************************************************

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=CAI.CDBILOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIST   DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSTOTAL  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1    DD   DSN=MY.INPUT,FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1O   DD   DSN=MY.OUTPUT,FILE,DISP=SHR

//LAYOUT    DD   DSN=MY.LAYOUTS(MEMBER)DISP=SHR

//SYSIN     DD   *

  COPY ,

    CHANGE(25,2,EQ,C'CT',C'MA')

/*

Enhanced Concatenation Support

The enhanced concatenation support in File Master Plus extends the concatenations that are supported by the operating
system. Both VSAM and sequential data sets can be placed within the same concatenation. These data sets can also be
of different record formats; for example, fixed or variable blocked, or even different record lengths. Partitioned data sets
can also be concatenated, but they cannot be concatenated with either VSAM or sequential data sets.

Examples:

    //SYSUT1    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.INPUT,SEQ.FILEONE  

    //          DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.INPUT,SEQ.FILETWO  

    //          DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY INPUT.KSDS.FILEONE 

    //          DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.INPUT.SEQ.FILTHREE 

 

    //SYSUT1    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.INPUT.PDSONE   

    //          DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.INPUT.PDSTWO   
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    //SYSUT1    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.INPUT.PDSONE(MBRONE)   

    //          DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.INPUT.KSDS.FILEONE 

The command is processed separately for each data set within the concatenation. Keywords that set limits are not
reinitialized as each concatenated data set is processed; for example, OUTLIM, PRINTLIM, and SELLIM. Keywords that
stop command processing such as COMPDIFF, INLIM, and STOP, will stop processing when their criteria are met, and
will proceed to execute any subsequent commands.

Concatenation is supported for all commands except UPDATE.

Batch JCL PARM Parameter

Use the JCL PARM parameter to run the application in scan mode to verify command syntax before executing the
commands.

The following example scans the SYSIN control cards reporting any invalid command syntax.

//FMBATCH   EXEC PGM=CAWABATC,PARM='SCAN'

Batch Return Codes

Return codes appear in File Master Plus for batch messages. A description of the valid return codes follows:

0
Successful completion of the job step. No errors or warnings were detected.

4
The step completed successfully, but warning messages were issued.

16
A severe error occurred and the command could not continue processing. The command is terminated.

0 - 4095
Keyword return code value. This is supplied by the following keywords: COMPRC, EMPTYRC, LAYOUTRC,
NOSELRC, SETRC, and TRUNCRC. Examine the control statements and SYSPRINT messages for the
reason associated with the specific return code.

The following list describes the return codes customizable in options member CAWAOPT and their installed default
values.

&BAT_COMPRC
Return code when mismatches are identified during COMPARE processing.
Default: 4

&BAT_EMPTYRC
Return code when the input file is empty.
Default: 4

&BAT_LAYOUTRC
Return code when the dsname for keyword LAYOUTFILE is not found.
Default: 4

&BAT_NOSELRC
Return code when no records meet any of the selection criteria.
Default: 4

&BAT_TRUNCRC
Return code when output records are truncated.
Default: 4
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Command Syntax Rules

Use commands and keywords to perform the various functions available in File Master Plus batch. Each command can
contain multiple keywords, and each keyword can support multiple parameters. See the description of a command or
keyword for an example of the syntax.

Following are the general command syntax rules and the notation conventions that are used in the product
documentation.

Command [keyword1(parameter1,…,parameterN),…,keywordN(parameter1,…,parameterN)]

• Commands must precede keywords and can begin in any column.
• Commands and their associated keywords are terminated by a space.
• Keywords are delimited by a comma with no space.
• Parameters in lowercase are variables requiring a value.
• Multiple parameters are separated by a comma.
• Parameters in brackets [ ] are optional with selections separated by a vertical bar |.
• Parameters in braces {} are sets of alternatives that are separated by a vertical bar |. One of these sets must be

chosen.
• Three periods (…) indicate that the parameter sequence can be repeated.

Comment and Continuation Rules

You can use comments and line continuations within the SYSIN control statements.

• Comment cards are characterized by an asterisk in column one and can be inserted anywhere within the control
statements.

• Comments can be placed after any command or keyword if they are followed by at least one space.
• Command continuation is designated by a comma followed by at least one space.
• Keywords can be continued on the next card by using a comma and a space following any parameter.

Example

 

//SYSIN  DD   *

* COMPARE MASTER FILE FOR PRODUCTION COMMENT

  COMPARE,

    OLDFILE(OLDMSTR),            THIS IS THE OLD MASTER FILE DDNAME

    NEWFILE(NEWMSTR),            THIS IS THE NEW MASTER FILE DDNAME

    IF(10,2,EQ,                  Select record if CT…

        C'CT')                   is found at position 10    

 

Copybook Support

Use copybooks to view and print formatted data according to criteria that you specify in the layout. The application
supports COBOL and PL/I ordinary layouts and custom layouts. Layout can be a member of a PDS or a member in a
Panvalet or a Librarian library.

COBOL

File Master Plus supports the following COBOL data description entries:
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• Field name lengths up to a maximum of 30 characters.
• PIC characters. The following are supported:

– B
– 0
– /
– ,
– .
– +
– -
– CR
– DB
– Z
– *
– $
– 9
– A
– X
– S
– V
– P
– N

• OCCURS clauses. The following are supported:
– Maximum allowable elements for a one-dimensional array are 32,760
– Maximum of a 99-dimensional table
– OCCURS DEPENDING ON

• REDEFINES clauses up to a maximum of 99 levels
• SIGN clause support for both LEADING and TRAILING

The following usage formats are supported with their maximum PIC clause value:

Usage Format Max PIC Clause Value
BINARY PIC 9(18)

PIC S9(18)
COMPUTATIONAL
COMP

PIC 9(18)
PIC S9(18)

COMPUTATIONAL-1
COMP-1

No PIC clause allowed

COMPUTATIONAL-2
COMP-2

No PIC clause allowed

COMPUTATIONAL-3
COMP-3

PIC 9(31)
PIC S9(31)

COMPUTATIONAL-4
COMP-4

PIC 9(18)
PIC S9(18)

COMPUTATIONAL-5
COMP-5

PIC 9(18)
PIC S9(18)

DISPLAY PIC 9(18)
PIC S9(18)
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PACKED-DECIMAL PIC 9(31)
PIC S9(31)

PL/I

Following are the supported PL/I data description entries:

• Field name lengths up to a maximum of 35 characters
• Arrays. Maximum of a three-dimensional
• Data types. The following are supported:

– BIN
– BIN FLOAT
– BINARY FIXED
– BIT
– CHAR
– DEC
– DEC FIXED
– DEC FLOAT
– FIXED
– FIXED BINARY
– FIXED DEC
– FLOAT
– FLOAT BIN
– FLOAT DEC
– PICTURE

Batch Installation Defaults

Customize File Master Plus for Batch to fit the requirements for your site. The following list shows the values that you can
customize during the installation process. All these values can be overridden during command execution by using their
corresponding keyword. See File Master Plus Tasks for modifying these parameters.

&BAT_CLOSEINClose the input file between the executions of File Master Plus for Batch commands
Default: Y

&BAT_CLOSEOUT
Close the output file between the executions of File Master Plus for Batch commands
Default: Y

&BAT_COMPDIFF
Allows for unlimited mismatches during a COMPARE command
Default: 0

&BAT_COMPRC
Return code when mismatches are identified during COMPARE processing
Default: 4

&BAT_EMPTYRC
Return code when the input file is empty
Default: 4

&BAT_INFILE
ddname that references the input file
Default: SYSUT1
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&BAT_LAYOUTRC
Return code when the dsname for keyword LAYOUTFILE is not found
Default: 4

&BAT_LINEPAGE
Number of lines to print per page
Default: 60

&BAT_NEWFILE
ddname that references the NEWFILE
Default: SYSUT1N

&BAT_NOSELRC
Return code when no records meet any of the selection criteria
Default: 4

&BAT_OLDFILE
ddname that references the OLDFILE
Default: SYSUT1

&BAT_RDW
Do not include the record description word as the first 4 bytes of the input record
Default: N

&BAT_SYNCLIM
Number of records to look ahead, looking for a match during COMPARE processing
Default: 50

&BAT_TRUNCRC
Return code when output records are truncated
Default: 4

Commands
Use commands and keywords to run any of the batch functions available in File Master Plus. Keywords specific to a
command are described with the command description. For more information about all the keywords that you can use,
see Keywords.

• COMPARE
• COPY
• DSNINFO
• GENOPTS
• GENXML
• LOADINFO
• PRINT
• PRINTLOG
• READ
• UPDATE
• VOLINFO

COMPARE

Use the COMPARE command to identify differences between two sequential, VSAM, or partitioned data sets. If the data
set is partitioned, use the MEMBER keyword to specify the members to compare. If you do not specify members, all
members are compared. Use COMPARE PROGRAM to compare load modules or program objects.
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Use keywords to exclude records based on selection criteria, compare part of a record or the entire record, or compare
records in a sequential file based on an implied key.

Use the OLDFILE and NEWFILE keywords to specify the ddnames of the files to be compared. If you omit these
keywords, the installation defaults for OLDFILE and NEWFILE are SYSUT1 and SYSUT1N. These defaults may have
been changed by the &BAT_OLDFILE and &BAT_NEWFILE installation options.

The default compare report prints the mismatched records from both the OLDFILE and the NEWFILE. Use keywords to
format reports by using copybooks to map the data and to print records in character or hex mode. You can customize the
report to print all records compared, only mismatched records, or a compare summary report. The compare report writes
to the SYSLIST DD statement. If a SYSLIST statement is omitted, then the report is written to SYSPRINT.

Use the POSITION keyword to include specific record positions in the comparison

You can write records identified as CHANGED, DELETED, INSERTED, and MATCHED to their own output file. For
example, you can generate a file that contains only the DELETED records.

Compare Program

Specify FORMAT(INSTRUCTION) to compare the content of a program at the machine instruction (or disassembled)
level.

The following rules apply to the COMPARE PROGRAM command:

• The compare input must be PDS members.
• Only a subset of the keywords is valid. For more information on the valid keywords, see COMPARE Command

Keyword Summary.
• By default, comparison is done on a CSECT basis to handle programs that are re-linked with objects in a different

sequence.
• Pseudorecords are internally generated, depending on the program properties to compare. By default, all program

properties are included in the comparison.

Syntax

The following example syntax shows the COMPARE command and the keywords that are exclusive to COMPARE.
Additional keywords are shown in the next section.

COMPARE [compare_keywords]

 [,ADDCNTL(N|Y|S)]

 [,CHANGED(ddname[,ALL|,NEW|,OLD])]

 [,COMPDIFF({number_of_mismatches} | {0})]

 [,COMPRC({return-code} | {4})]

 [,COMPREPORT(A|M|S)]

 [,DELETED(ddname)]

 [,DIRREPORT(A|M|S)]

 [,INSERTED(ddname)]

 [,MATCHED(ddname)]

 [,MEMBER({member | pattern | startmember-endmember}[,…])]

 [,NEWFILE({ddname} | dsname(member) |{SYSUT1N} [,CLOSE|NOCLOSE])

 [,NEWRID(record key or number to position to)]

 [,OLDFILE({ddname} | dsname(member) |{SYSUT1O} [,CLOSE|NOCLOSE])

 [,OLDRID(record key or number to position to)]

 [,POSITION({old-fieldname|oldfile-position,length}[,new-field-name|,newfile-position])

 [,RID(record key or number to position to)]

 [,SYNCKEY({old-field-name|oldfile-position,length}[,newfile-position]
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 [,NOKEY|,ASCENDING|,DESCENDING][,NOPRINT|,PRINT])]

 [,SYNCLIM({number of records} | {50})]

 

COMPARE PROGRAM [compare_keywords]

 [,ADDCNTL(N|Y|S)]

 [,CHANGED(ddname[,ALL|,NEW|,OLD])]

 [,COMPDIFF({number_of_mismatches} | {0})]

 [,COMPRC({return-code} | {4})]

 [,COMPREPORT(A|M|S)]

 [,DELETED(ddname)]

 [,DIRREPORT(A|M|S)]

 [,INSERTED(ddname)]

 [,MATCHED(ddname)]

 [,MEMBER({member | pattern | startmember-endmember}[,…])] 

 [,NEWFILE({ddname} | dsname(member) |{SYSUT1N} [,CLOSE|NOCLOSE])

 [,OLDFILE({ddname} | dsname(member) |{SYSUT1O} [,CLOSE|NOCLOSE])

 [,CSECTINCLUDE(csect, ..., csect)]

 [,CSECTEXCLUDE(csect, ..., csect)]

 [,CSECTCOMPARE(BYNAME|BYORDER)]

 [,PROPERTIESINCLUDE([ATTRIBUTES][,CONTENT][,CSECTDATE][,CSECTNAME][,CSECTSIZE]

        [,ESD][,IDRUSER][,IDRZAP][,ENTRYPOINT][,LINKDATE][,TOTALSIZE]

        [,TRANSLATOR])|

   PROPERTIESEXCLUDE([ATTRIBUTES][,CONTENT][,CSECTDATE][,CSECTNAME][,CSECTSIZE]

        [,ESD][,IDRUSER][,IDRZAP][,ENTRYPOINT][,LINKDATE][,TOTALSIZE]

        [,TRANSLATOR])]

COMPARE Command Keywords Summary

The following list provides the valid keywords for the COMPARE command.

•ADDCNTL
Includes or omits a member separator when comparing PDS members and writing compared records to a
sequential file.

CHANGED
The sequential output file to which the changed records are written.

COMPDIFF
Maximum number of mismatches before the compare is terminated. The command terminates when this value is
exceeded.
Default: 0*

COMPRC
Job step return code if mismatches are found. Default value is 4*.

COMPREPORT
A -- All records in the file are displayed noting differences.
M -- Only mismatched records are displayed.
S -- Only a summary report is displayed.
Default: M

DELETED
The sequential output file to which the deleted records are written.

DIRREPORT
Controls the directory report when comparing PDS members.
A -- All records in the file are displayed noting differences.
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M -- Only mismatched records are displayed.
S -- Only a summary report is displayed.
Default: M

INSERTED
The sequential output file to which the inserted records are written.

MATCHED
The sequential output file to which the matched records are written.

MEMBER
Specifies which PDS members to process.

NEWFILE
ddname of the new file to be compared. Default value is SYSUT1N*.
dsname(member) data set name and optional member.

NEWRID
Record key or record number to position the new file.

OLDFILE
ddname of the old file to be compared. Default value is SYSUT1O*.
dsname(member) data set name and optional member.

OLDRID
Record key or record number to position the old file.

POSITION
Compares only these specific positions in the NEWFILE to the OLDFILE. This keyword can be specified multiple
times.

PROGRAM
Indicates the comparison is made between load modules.
CSECTCOMPARE

Controls how CSECTs are compared. Possible values are BYNAME and BYORDER.
BYNAME

CSECTs with identical names are compared. CSECTs that exist only in the old file are reported as
deleted. CSECTs that exist only in the new file are reported as inserted.

BYORDER
CSECTs are compared in the order in which they appear in the program.
Default: BYNAME is the default value.

• –CSECTEXCLUDE
Identifies CSECTs excluded from the comparison.

CSECTINCLUDE
Identifies CSECTs included in the comparison.
Default: All CSECTs are compared.
Note: CSECTINCLUDE and CSECTEXCLUDE keywords are allowed for the COMPARE PROGRAM only.

PROPERTIESEXCLUDE
Identifies the properties excluded from the comparison.
Parameters for PROPERTIESEXCLUDE and PROPERTIESINCLUDE include the following:
ATTRIBUTES

The program link attributes: reentrant, reusable, refreshable, authorization, code, amode, rmode, and SSI.
CONTENT

The module text.
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CSECTDATE
The date carried in Binder IDR-B records.

CSECTNAME
The name of the CSECTs.

CSECTSIZE
The size of the CSECTs.

ESD
External Symbol Information carried in Binder B_ESD records; for example, external references.

ENTRYPOINT
The load module entrypoint location.

IDRUSER
Information carried in Binder B_IDRU records added as a result of the Binder IDENTIFY statement or
programmatically by, for example, Endevor.

IDRZAP
IDRZAP information carried in BINDER B_IDRZ records.

LINKDATE
The date and time the program was linked.

TOTALSIZE
The size of the load module or program object.

TRANSLATOR
Identifies compiler information.

Default: All program properties are compared.
– PROPERTIESINCLUDE

Identifies the properties included in the comparison.
• RID

Record key or record number to position both the new file and old file.
• SYNCKEY

Specify fields used to synchronize records for sequential files or PDS members.
• SYNCLIM

Number of records to read ahead in the opposite file before a mismatch is declared.
Default: 50*

Note: The default values may have been changed during product installation.

For detailed information about these keywords, see Keywords.

Keywords

The following list provides the valid keywords for the COMPARE command. For detailed information regarding these
keywords, see Keywords.

Exclusive keywords
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• CHANGED
• COMPDIFF
• COMPRC
• COMPREPORT
• CSECTCOMPARE **
• DELETED
• DIRREPORT
• INSERTED
• MATCHED
• NEWFILE
• NEWRID *
• OLDFILE
• OLDRID *
• POSITION
• PROGRAM **
• PROPERTIESINCLUDE **
• PROPERTIESEXCLUDE **
• RID *
• SYNCKEY *
• SYNCLIM *

Additional keywords:

• ACCUM
• ADDCNTL
• CSECTINCLUDE **
• CSECTEXCLUDE **
• EMPTYRC *
• FIELDDISPLAY
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR *
• INLIM *
• LAYOUTFILE *
• LAYOUTRC *
• LINEPAGE
• MEMBER
• NOSELRC *
• RDW *
• SELECT *
• SELRECIF, AND, OR *
• SETRC *
• SKIP *
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR *
• STOP *

* Keyword is not allowed when the PROGRAM keyword is present

** Keyword is only allowed when the PROGRAM keyword is present
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COMPARE PDS Directory Report

The report generated when comparing two partitioned data sets consists of the following two parts:

• A member table listing member name, compare result, and record counts
• Summary information containing global statistics on the member that were compared

Member Table

The member table displays members compared based on the DIRREPORT value. If you specified DIRREPORT(A), then
one line for each member processed is shown. If you specified DIRREPORT(M), then lines for matching members are
suppressed.

The member table shows general statistics about the compare. Specific information about the compare is displayed in the
Compare Result column. Compare Results values are as follows:

Compare Result
Match - The member exists in both the old and the new data sets, and no changes were detected.
Change - The member exists in both the old and the new data sets and at least one change was detected.
Delete - The member exists in the old data set, but not in the new data set.
Insert - The member exists in the new data set, but not in the old data set.
Not Found - The member does not exist in either the old or the new data set.
Error - The member exists in at least one data set, but run time processing encountered an error. Messages
identifying the error are written to SYSPRINT.
Note: In the table, a record count of zero is represented by a blank.

Summary Information

The summary information shows the number of members processed, matched, changed, inserted, deleted, not found, and
in error.

COMPARE PROGRAM Report

The report generated by COMPARE PROGRAM consists of the following three parts:

• Global program information -- information that applies to the entire program
• Section information -- information specific to each section
• Summary information -- global compare statistics

For more information on Binder, how it structures programs and the meaning of the reported fields, refer to IBM
publication “MVS Program Management: Advanced Facilities.”

Global Program Information

The global program information at the beginning of the report shows the results of the comparison of the global program
properties.

Program information
Identifies the program's total size and link date as follows:
TOTALSIZE - Identifies the report size as an 8-byte hexadecimal value
LINKDATE - Identifies the report date in YYYY.DDD format and the time in 24-hour hh:mm:ss format
Note: The time may not be available for old load modules.

ENTRYPOINT
Identifies the entry point name, the section in which it is located, and the hexadecimal offset within that section.
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Note: With CSECTCOMPARE(BYNAME), the section name is reported. With CSECTCOMPARE(BYORDER),
the section number is reported. For more information about the CSECTCOMPARE keyword, see COMPARE
Command Keywords Summary.

Attributes
Identifies the following program attributes:
RENT or NORENT - Reentrancy
REUS or NOREUS - Usability
REFR or NOREFR - Refreshability
AMODE - Addressing mode
RMODE - Residence mode
AC - Authorization code
SSI - System status index

Section Information

The section information contains details about the compare results for each section in the program. The following list
describes the sample text from the compare report.

+++++++++ Section <name>
Marks the start of the section

CSECTNAME <name>
Identifies the section name

CSECTSIZE <size>
Shows the section size as an 8-byte hexadecimal value

TRANSLATOR <id>
Shows the identification of the translator or compiler

CSECTDATE <date>
Shows the date on which the section was generated in YYYY.DDD format

Binder class <class_name>
Identifies the name of the binder class
Note: Each of the binder classes that contain data has a section in the report identifying the name of the binder
class followed by the results of the comparison of the binder class data.

Summary Information

The summary information provides the following global statistics on the compare:

• Number of records compared
• Number of sections compared
• Compare results

COMPARE Examples

Example 1

Demonstrates how COMPARE produces a report formatting the data as defined by the copybook member, CUSTNAME,
in the LAYOUTFILE keyword. All fields are printed and fields that mismatch are flagged. Each record is formatted
separately.

COMPARE,

  LAYOUTFILE(CUSTOMER.COPYBOOK(CUSTNAME)),
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  FORMAT(S),

  COMPREPORT(A),

  FIELDDISPLAY(A)

Compare Report             Old File  CUSTOMER.OLDFILE               Rec Length = 80

                           New File  CUSTOMER.NEWFILE               Rec Length = 80

                                                                               

Match                                             Old Rec #1                              New Rec #1    

Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----3----+----4

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                          80                              

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                   C    20 Intl Widget                  

   21   03 COMPANY-ADDRESS                C    30 534 Commerce Way             

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                   C    10 Denver                       

   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE             C     2 CO                           

   63   03 FILLER                         C    18                              

                                                                               

Change                                            Old Rec #2                              New Rec #2    

Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----3----+----4

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                          80                              

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                   C    20 Acme Widgets                 

   21>  03 COMPANY-

ADDRESS                C    30 974 EZ Street              1627 Helen Ave.                    

   51>  03 COMPANY-CITY                   C    10 Miami                                      Jupiter    

   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE             C     2 FL                           

   63   03 FILLER                         C    18                              

                                                                               

Delete                                            Old Rec #3                  

Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                          80                             

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                   C    20 Best Widgets                

   21   03 COMPANY-ADDRESS                C    30 2424 Highland Dr.           

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                   C    10 Boise                       

   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE             C     2 ID                          

   63   03 FILLER                         C    18                             

                                                                              

Match                                             Old Rec #4                           New Rec #3   

Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----3----+----4

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                          80                             

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                   C    20 CT Widgets                  

   21   03 COMPANY-ADDRESS                C    30 8021 Hartford Blvd          

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                   C    10 Farmington                  

   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE             C     2 CT                          

   63   03 FILLER                         C    18                             

                                                                               

Insert                                            New Rec #4                   

Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                          80                              

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                   C    20 MA Widgets Co.               

   21   03 COMPANY-ADDRESS                C    30 981 Springfield Blvd         

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                   C    10 Chicopee                     
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   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE             C     2 MA                           

   63   03 FILLER                         C    18                              

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                           S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T

                Old Records Read  4 

                           New Records Read  4

                           Records Matched   2

                           Records Changed   1

                           Records Inserted  1

                           Records Deleted   1   

                      

The following files are compared:                                         

                                                                          

           DDNAME    DSN                                                  

    OLD => SYSUT1    CUSTOMER.OLDFILE         

    NEW => SYSUT1C   CUSTOMER.NEWFILE

                                                                          

  All records on OLD and NEW files are reported with mismatches identified.

  Record display is single record formatted with line(s) for each field.  

  All fields in the record are displayed.                          

Example 2

The ability to define an implied key for a sequential file is demonstrated in the following example syntax. The implied key
is treated like an actual key by the COMPARE command. COMPARE will treat columns 72 through 80 as a key field for
both the old and new file.

COMPARE,

  OLDFILE(OLDSRC),

  NEWFILE(NEWSRC),                        

  SYNCKEY(72,8,72,ASCENDING)                   

Example 3

The ability to compare certain record positions to either the record position of the NEWFILE or a particular data type is
demonstrated in this example. In this case, record positions 23 - 27 of the OLDFILE are compared to the record positions
35 - 39 of the NEWFILE. Also, record positions 54 and 55 of the OLDFILE are compared to the character string, 'CT'.
These POSITION keywords alone determine the outcome of the COMPARE command.

COMPARE,

  OLDFILE(OLDMSTR),

  NEWFILE(NEWMSTR),                        

  POSITION(23,5,35),

  POSITION(54,C'CT')                   
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Example 4

This example illustrates how to use the POSITION keyword with the COMPARE command to eliminate specific record
positions from the comparison, by excluding them from the comparison.

No record positions greater than 72 are compared in this example. Setting an end position eliminates any erroneous
mismatches from being reported, caused by any line numbering differences in those positions. This can be used with JCL
and Assembler members.

COMPARE,

  OLDFILE(OJCL),

  NEWFILE(NJCL),

  POSITION(1,72)

Use the next example when comparing COBOL members. It only compares positions 7 to the end of the record.

COMPARE,

  OLDFILE(OCOBOL),

  NEWFILE(NCOBOL),

  POSITION(7,0)

Example 5

Using the SELRECIF keyword in the following example lets you select or eliminate records for processing. Any record
that contains either the character string 'DATE:' or 'TIME:' in the first five positions of OLDFILE is not selected for further
processing.

COMPARE,

  OLDFILE(OLDRPT),

  NEWFILE(NEWRPT),  

  SELRECIF(1,5,NE,C'DATE:'), 

  AND(1,5,NE,C'TIME:')

Example 6

The ability to compare specific record positions depending on the data found at a NEWFILE's record location is
demonstrated in the following example. If record positions 65 and 66 are equal to the character string 'CT', then only the
OLDFILE's record positions 76 - 78 are compared to the same record positions in the NEWFILE. Otherwise, the entire
record is compared.

COMPARE,

  OLDFILE(OLDMSTR),

  NEWFILE(NEWMSTR), 

  IF(65,2,EQ,C'CT'),

    POSITION(76,3)     

Example 7

The ability to write compared records to a sequential file based on their COMPARE results follows. Records that are
identified as being INSERTED are written to the sequential file referenced by the ddname DDINSERT; DELETED records
are written to DDDELETE, and MATCHED records are written to DDMATCH. For records identified as being CHANGED,
only the newfile's changed records are written to the ddname DDCHANGE.
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COMPARE,

  OLDFILE(OLDSRC),

  NEWFILE(NEWSRC), 

  INSERTED(DDINSERT),

  DELETED(DDDELETE),

  CHANGED(DDCHANGE,NEW),

  MATCHED(DDMATCH)

Example 8

This example illustrates how to compare multiple members of a partitioned data set. The members with names in the
range IEAF* through IEAS* are compared in two different SYS1.PARMLIB data sets, pointed to by DD names OLDDATA
and NEWDATA. A full directory report is requested.

   COMPARE ,

     MEMBER(IEAF-IEAS),

     OLDFILE(OLDDATA),NEWFILE(NEWDATA),

     COMPDIFF(0),

     FORMAT(C),

     DIRREPORT(A),

     COMPREPORT(S)

 Input SYSIN parameters to batch process are displayed below

   COMPARE ,

     MEMBER(IEAF-IEAS),

     OLDFILE(OLDDATA),NEWFILE(NEWDATA),

     COMPDIFF(0),

     FORMAT(C),

     DIRREPORT(A),

     COMPREPORT(S)

 *** CAWA2100I  DDNAME OLDDATA  opened for DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB

                File is NonVSAM LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB,Mode=PS

 *** CAWA2100I  DDNAME NEWDATA  opened for DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB

                File is NonVSAM LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB,Mode=PS

1CA File Master Plus V9.0                                                                                Page 1

 System CA11                                                                                             2012-01-23 10:14

 Compare Report             Old File  SYS1.PARMLIB             Rec Length = 80

                            New File  SYS1.PARMLIB             Rec Length = 80

 D I R E C T O R Y   S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T

 Compare     Member                  Old            New        Records        Records        Records        Records
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 Result      Name                Records        Records        Matched        Changed       Inserted        Deleted

 Match       IEAFIX00                 14             14             14

 Insert      IEAFIX01                                 6                                            6

 Match       IEAICS00                 96             96             96

 Match       IEAIPCSP                 80             80             80

 Match       IEAIPS00                 95             95             95

 Change      IEALPA0N                 61             55             16             35              4             10

 Change      IEALPA00                 59             53             16             35              2              8

 Change      IEALPA01                 59             53             15             38                             6

 Change      IEALPA1C                 59             53             16             35              2              8

 Match       IEAOPT00                 36             36             36

 Match       IEAOPT01                 35             35             35

 Match       IEAPAK00                  1              1              1

 Match       IEAPAK01                  1              1              1

                           -------------  -------------  -------------  -------------  -------------  -------------

 Sum of records                      596            578            421            143             14             32

 Members Processed    13

 Members Matched       8

 Members Changed       4

 Members Inserted      1

 Members Deleted       0

 The following files are compared:

            DDNAME    DSN

     OLD => OLDDATA   SYS1.PARMLIB

     NEW => NEWDATA   SYS1.PARMLIB

   Only the summary report is written.

 *** CAWA2101I  DDNAME OLDDATA  records read:    596, selected 596 from 12 members

 *** CAWA2101I  DDNAME NEWDATA  records read:    578, selected 578 from 13 members

 *** CAWA2536I  OLDDATA and NEWDATA files do not match - Return Code set to 11

 *** CAWA2550I  COMPARE completed   RC set to 11   High RC = 11

 CAWA2001I SYSLIST output was directed to SYSPRINT

 CAWA2000I Utility ending, Max CC=11

Example 9

This example illustrates how to compare programs.

All parameters use default values, so all program properties are included in the comparison.
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COMPARE PROGRAM,

  OLDFILE(OLDPROG),

  NEWFILE(NEWPROG)

Example 10

This example illustrates how to use the CSECTINCLUDE and CSECTEXCLUDE parameters when comparing programs.

Only CSECTs that match the specifications in CSECTINCLUDE and do not match the specifications in CSECTEXCLUDE
are compared.

COMPARE PROGRAM,

  OLDFILE(OLDPROG),

  NEWFILE(NEWPROG),

  CSECTINCLUDE(CAWAC*,I*-R*),

  CSECTEXCLUDE(ISPDCOD*,L*,PP-P9)

Example 11

This example illustrates how to use the PROPERTIESINCLUDE and PROPERTIESEXCLUDE parameters when
comparing programs.

To compare all program properties except selected ones, use the PROPERTIESEXCLUDE parameter.

COMPARE PROGRAM,

  CSECTCOMPARE(BYNAME),

  CSECTINCLUDE(CAWAUR-CAWAUZT),

  PROPEXC(CONTENT,IDRUSER,IDRZAP),

  OLDFILE(OLDPROG),

  NEWFILE(NEWPROG),

  LINEPAGE(9999),

  FORMAT(C),

  COMPREPORT(A)

 Input SYSIN parameters to batch process are displayed below 

   COMPARE PROGRAM,

     CSECTCOMPARE(BYNAME),

     CSECTINCLUDE(CAWAUR-CAWAUZT),

     PROPEXC(CONTENT,IDRUSER,IDRZAP),

     OLDFILE(OLDPROG),

     NEWFILE(NEWPROG),

     LINEPAGE(9999),

     FORMAT(C),

     COMPREPORT(A)

 *** CAWA2100I  DDNAME OLDPROG  opened for DSN=CAIPROD.FILEMSTR.R85S0A.CDBILOAD(CAWABATC)

                File is NonVSAM LRECL=0,BLKSIZE=6144,RECFM=U,Mode=PS

 *** CAWA2100I  DDNAME NEWPROG  opened for DSN=TFM.MOTM.FMMVS.BASE.P2.LOADLIB(CAWABATC)

                File is NonVSAM LRECL=0,BLKSIZE=27998,RECFM=U,Mode=PS

 Compare Report             Old File  CAIPROD.FILEMSTR.R85S0A.CDBILOAD(CAWABATC)
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                            New File  TFM.MOTM.FMMVS.BASE.P2.LOADLIB(CAWABATC)

 Change    Program Info: TOTALSIZE 00002248  LINKDATE 2010.179 at 14:08:38

           Program Info: TOTALSIZE 00002248  LINKDATE 2011.293 at 21:50:36

                                                         * ***    ** **  *

 Match     ENTRYPOINT CAWABATC in section CAWABATC + 00000000

 Match     Attributes: RENT   REUS   NOREFR AMODE(31)  RMODE(31) AC(0)   SSI(0120302F)

 +++++++++ Section CAWAURPT

 Match     CSECTNAME CAWAURPT

 Change    CSECTSIZE 000002A0  TRANSLATOR 569623400   CSECTDATE 2010.006

           CSECTSIZE 000002A0  TRANSLATOR 569623400   CSECTDATE 2011.293

                                                                   * ***

           ... Binder class B_ESD

 Match     Symbol: CAWAURPT

           Type:    SD(SD)        Name_space:  00        Scope:                 Signature:                 Class:

           Align:       00        Symbol_attr: 00        Load_flags:  00        Record_format: 0000        Elem_offset:   00000000

           Autocall:    00        Fill:        00        Bind_flags:  00        Segment:       0001        Length:        00000000

           Amode:       31        Usability:   00        Bind_cntl:   00        Region:        0001        Priority:      00000000

           Rmode:                 LE_attr:     00        Status:      00

 Match     Symbol: B_TEXT

           Type:        ED        Name_space:  01        Scope:                 Signature:                 Class:           B_TEXT

           Align:       03        Symbol_attr: 00        Load_flags:  00        Record_format: 0001        Elem_offset:   00000000

           Autocall:    00        Fill:        00        Bind_flags:  00        Segment:       0000        Length:        000002A0

           Amode:                 Usability:   00        Bind_cntl:   00        Region:        0000        Priority:      00000000

           Rmode:      ANY        LE_attr:     00        Status:      00

 Match     Symbol: CAWAURPT

           Type:    LD(LD)        Name_space:  01        Scope:        M        Signature:                 Class:           B_TEXT

           Align:       00        Symbol_attr: 80        Load_flags:  00        Record_format: 0000        Elem_offset:   00000000

           Autocall:    00        Fill:        00        Bind_flags:  80        Segment:       0000        Length:        00000000

           Amode:       31        Usability:   00        Bind_cntl:   00        Region:        0000        Priority:      00000000

           Rmode:                 LE_attr:     00        Status:      00

 +++++++++ Section CAWAUTOT

 Match     CSECTNAME CAWAUTOT

 Change    CSECTSIZE 000002B0  TRANSLATOR 569623400   CSECTDATE 2010.006

           CSECTSIZE 000002B0  TRANSLATOR 569623400   CSECTDATE 2011.293

                                                                   * ***

           ... Binder class B_ESD

 Match     Symbol: CAWAUTOT

           Type:    SD(SD)        Name_space:  00        Scope:                 Signature:                 Class:

           Align:       00        Symbol_attr: 00        Load_flags:  00        Record_format: 0000        Elem_offset:   00000000

           Autocall:    00        Fill:        00        Bind_flags:  00        Segment:       0001        Length:        00000000
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           Amode:       31        Usability:   00        Bind_cntl:   00        Region:        0001        Priority:      00000000

           Rmode:                 LE_attr:     00        Status:      00

 Match     Symbol: B_TEXT

           Type:        ED        Name_space:  01        Scope:                 Signature:                 Class:           B_TEXT

           Align:       03        Symbol_attr: 00        Load_flags:  00        Record_format: 0001        Elem_offset:   00000000

           Autocall:    00        Fill:        00        Bind_flags:  00        Segment:       0000        Length:        000002B0

           Amode:                 Usability:   00        Bind_cntl:   00        Region:        0000        Priority:      00000000

           Rmode:      ANY        LE_attr:     00        Status:      00

 Match     Symbol: CAWAUTOT

           Type:    LD(LD)        Name_space:  01        Scope:        M        Signature:                 Class:           B_TEXT

           Align:       00        Symbol_attr: 80        Load_flags:  00        Record_format: 0000        Elem_offset:   00000000

           Autocall:    00        Fill:        00        Bind_flags:  80        Segment:       0000        Length:        00000000

           Amode:       31        Usability:   00        Bind_cntl:   00        Region:        0000        Priority:      00000000

           Rmode:                 LE_attr:     00        Status:      00

                         S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T

                         Old Records Processed    13        Old Sections Processed    2

                         New Records Processed    13        New Sections Processed    2

                         Records Matched          10        Sections Matched          0

                         Records Changed           3        Sections Changed          2

                         Records Inserted          0        Sections Inserted         0

                         Records Deleted           0        Sections Deleted          0

 The following files are compared:

            DDNAME    DSN

     OLD => OLDPROG   CAIPROD.FILEMSTR.R85S0A.CDBILOAD(CAWABATC)

    NEW => NEWPROG   TFM.MOTM.FMMVS.BASE.P2.LOADLIB(CAWABATC)

   All records on OLD and NEW files are reported with mismatches identified.

   Records are displayed in character format.

   For changed records, only lines that contain differences are displayed.

 *** CAWA2536I  OLDPROG and NEWPROG files do not match - Return Code set to 4

 *** CAWA2550I  COMPARE completed   RC set to 4   High RC = 4

 CAWA2001I SYSLIST output was directed to SYSPRINT

 CAWA2000I Utility ending, Max CC=4
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To compare only selected program properties, use the PROPERTIESINCLUDE parameter.

COMPARE PROGRAM,

  CSECTCOMPARE(BYNAME),

  PROPINC(CONTENT,IDRUSER,IDRZAP),

  OLDFILE(OLDPROG),

  NEWFILE(NEWPROG),

  LINEPAGE(9999),

  FORMAT(C),

  COMPREPORT(M)

 Input SYSIN parameters to batch process are displayed below

   COMPARE PROGRAM,

     CSECTCOMPARE(BYNAME),

     PROPINC(CONTENT,IDRUSER,IDRZAP),

     OLDFILE(OLDPROG),

     NEWFILE(NEWPROG),

     LINEPAGE(9999),

     FORMAT(C),

     COMPREPORT(M)

 *** CAWA2100I  DDNAME OLDPROG  opened for DSN=AD1DEV.FMMVS.CHLOG.FORCE.LOADLIB(CAWAOPTS)

                File is NonVSAM LRECL=0,BLKSIZE=27998,RECFM=U,Mode=PS

 *** CAWA2100I  DDNAME NEWPROG  opened for DSN=TFM.MOTM.FMMVS.BASE.P2.LOADLIB(CAWAOPTS)

                File is NonVSAM LRECL=0,BLKSIZE=27998,RECFM=U,Mode=PS

 Compare Report             Old File  AD1DEV.FMMVS.CHLOG.FORCE.LOADLIB(CAWAOPTS)

                            New File  TFM.MOTM.FMMVS.BASE.P2.LOADLIB(CAWAOPTS)

 +++++++++ Section CAWAOPTS

           ... Binder class B_TEXT

 Change    +000000: 0000009B D4D6C47E 40404040 40404040  40D9C5D3 7EF94BF0 404040F0 F861F0F4  *....MOD=         REL=9.0   08/04*

           +000000: 0000009B D4D6C47E 40404040 40404040  40D9C5D3 7EF94BF0 404040F1 F061F2F1  *....MOD=         REL=9.0   10/21*

                                                                                  *  *   * *                              ** **

 Change    +000020: 61F1F140 F0F84BF1 F940C3C1 40C68993  8540D481 A2A38599 40D793A4 A2404040  */11 08.19 CA File Master Plus   *

           +000020: 61F1F140 F1F54BF5 F840C3C1 40C68993  8540D481 A2A38599 40D793A4 A2404040  */11 15.58 CA File Master Plus   *

                              * *   *  *                                                           ** **

 Change    +0001E0: 40404040 00000000 00000001 00000001  E86CE4C9 C4D7D9C5 C64BC6D4 D4E5E24B  *    ............Y

%UIDPREF.FMMVS.*

           +0001E0: 40404040 00000000 00000000 00000000  D56CE4C9 C4D7D9C5 C64BC6D4 D4E5E24B  *    ............N

%UIDPREF.FMMVS.*

                                             *        *  **                                                    *

           ... Binder class B_IDRU

 Change    +000000: F2F0F1F1 F2F1F600 0028F065 14962000  01459665 6C700030 660565E3 88000189  *2011216...0..o....o.

%......Th..i*

           +000000: F2F0F1F1 F2F9F400 0028F065 14962000  00206214 00000030 660565E3 88000189  *2011294...0..o.............Th..i*

                                * *                       ******* ***                               **           * *
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 Change    +000020: 45C75000 04165000 00003101 06C33316  D8F04040 40404040 40404040 40404040  *.G&...&......C..Q0              *

           +000020: 45C75000 17644000 00003201 02C61717  26F04040 40404040 40404040 40404040  *.G&... ......F...0              *

                             *****         *    * *** *  **                                          *      *  *

           ... Binder class B_IDRZ

 Delete    IDRZAP data RO123456  Date applied 2011.224

                         S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T

                         Old Records Processed    22        Old Sections Processed    1

                         New Records Processed    21        New Sections Processed    1

                         Records Matched          16        Sections Matched          0

                         Records Changed           5        Sections Changed          1

                         Records Inserted          0        Sections Inserted         0

                         Records Deleted           1        Sections Deleted          0

 The following files are compared:

            DDNAME    DSN

     OLD => OLDPROG   AD1DEV.FMMVS.CHLOG.FORCE.LOADLIB(CAWAOPTS)

     NEW => NEWPROG   TFM.MOTM.FMMVS.BASE.P2.LOADLIB(CAWAOPTS)

   Mismatched records (inserts, deletes, and changes) are reported.

   Records are displayed in character format.

   For changed records, only lines that contain differences are displayed.

 *** CAWA2536I  OLDPROG and NEWPROG files do not match - Return Code set to 4

 *** CAWA2550I  COMPARE completed   RC set to 4   High RC = 4

 CAWA2001I SYSLIST output was directed to SYSPRINT

 CAWA2000I Utility ending, Max CC=4

COPY

Use the COPY command to copy sequential, partitioned, or VSAM data sets. Tailor the copy function with keywords to
create one or more copies of data in the format that you specify.

To exclude records from the copy use selection criteria or modify the output data through data manipulation keywords.
You can also use the CHANGE keyword to change a record's length. Format copied records using a copybook and print
records in character, hex, or formatted mode.
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To specify the ddname of the file to be copied, use the INFILE keyword, and the ddname of the output data set in the
OUTFILE keyword.

You cannot use the COPY command to copy load modules.

Syntax

The following syntax shows the COPY command and the keywords that are exclusive to COPY. Additional keywords are
shown in the next section.

 COPY [copy_keywords]

 

Keywords

The following is a list of the valid keywords for the COPY command. For detailed information regarding these keywords,
see Keywords.
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• ACCUM
• ADDCNTL
• CHANGE
• DIRECTION
• EDIT
• EMPTYRC
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INFORMAT
• INLIM
• INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LINEPAGE
• MEMBER
• MOVE
• NEWMEMBER
• NOSELRC
• OUTFILE
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PDSSTATS
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• RDW
• REFFILE
• REPLACE
• REPLACEKEY
• REPLACEMEM
• RID
• SELECT
• SELMEMIF, AND, OR
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE

COPY Examples

Example 1

COPY can restrict the number of records copied in several ways. The following example syntax demonstrates how to
filter out records from the copy process by using selection criteria. Only records that have the character string DENVER
starting in position 23 are copied to the output file.
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 COPY,

   SELRECIF(23,EQ,C'DENVER')

 

Example 2

You can also use COPY to copy selected members from a PDS to another PDS or a sequential file. This example syntax
copies member IDCAMS, any members that match the member pattern IEB*, and all members that begin with A, B or C to
the PDS referenced by the ddname OUTMBRS, replacing duplicate members.

 COPY,

   MEMBER(IDCAMS,IEB*,A*-C*),

   OUTFILE(OUTMBRS),

   REPLACEMEM(YES)

 

Example 3

Displayed in the following example syntax is the output file created when copying PDS members to a sequential file.

 COPY,

   MEMBER(TEST*)

 

The output file created in this case is:

 CA File Master Plus      AD1DEV.ABCRO10.MEMBERS                         Column

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

****** ****************************** Top of Data ******************

000001 ./ ADD MEMBER=TEST                  . .      ABCRO10                    

000002 *                                                                       

000003 THIS IS MEMBER TEST                                                     

000004 *                                                                       

000005 ./ ADD MEMBER=TEST1             .   . .      ABCRO10                    

000006 *                                                                       

000007 THIS IS MEMBER TEST1                                                    

000008 *                                                                       

000009 ./ ADD MEMBER=TEST2         .   ?   . .      ABCRO10                    

000010 *                                                                       

000011 THIS IS MEMBER TEST2                                                    

000012 *                                                                       

****** ****************************** Bottom of Data ***************

 

DSNINFO
Use the DSNINFO command to print a listing of data set information for specific volumes. This is the same information
that is displayed using File Master Plus ISPF Option 3.5, and includes the following:
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• Data set organization
• Record length
• Record format
• Block size
• Percentage of allocated space that is used
• Number of extents
• Last changed by userid
• Last reference date

This report is printed to the SYSLIST DD statement. If SYSLIST is not allocated, the output is directed to the SYSPRINT
DD statement.

Syntax
 DSNINFO [dsninfo_keywords]

 

The following keyword is exclusive to the DSNINFO command, and by no means is an exhaustive list of all valid keywords
for DSNINFO.

 [,DSN([dsname]|[pattern][,…])]

 

Keywords

The following is a list of the valid keywords for the DSNINFO command. For detailed information regarding these
keywords, see Keywords.

Exclusive to DSNINFO

DSN
dsname - data set name
Pattern - data set name mask

Additional keywords

• SETRC
• VOLSER

DSNINFO Example

The following example syntax prints a listing of all data sets that begin with the high level qualifier CUSTOMER.

 DSNINFO,

   DSN(CUSTOMER*)

 

 DSNINFO listing for DSN=CUSTOMER*,VOLSER=PK9001                           

 

Data Set Name                                Volume Org  Lrecl Blksz Recfm  Tracks %Used Ext Created   

 Referenced

-------------------------------------------- ------ ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- --- ----------

 ----------

CUSTOMER.CHANGE.SYSUT1.VB.OUT                PK9001 PS     100  8000  VB       2      50   1 2002/05/20

 2012/07/23

CUSTOMER.COPYBOOK                            PK9001 PS      80  3120  FB       1       0   1 2002/07/09

 2012/07/09
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CUSTOMER.INFO.D                              PK9001 VSAM     0  4096  U        1     100   1 2002/07/17

 2012/07/17

CUSTOMER.INFO.I                              PK9001 VSAM     0  4096  U        1     100   1 2002/07/17     

CUSTOMER.INFO.V                     

CUSTOMER.JCL                                 PK9001 PDS     80  3120  FB      15      20   1 2002/06/18

 2012/07/22

CUSTOMER.JCL.BKUP.JUL0802                    PK9001 PDS     80  3120  FB      15      46   1 2002/07/08

 2012/07/15

CUSTOMER.JCL.OUT                             PK9001 PDS     80  3120  FB      15       6   1 2002/07/09

 

GENXML

Use the GENXML command to convert data in sequential files, VSAM data sets, or PDS members to XML. Use the
INFILE keyword to specify the location of the data to convert to XML. Use the OUTFILE keyword to specify the location
of the resulting XML document. You must provide a layout to use the GENXML command. GENXML creates one line per
field as defined in the layout. The GENXML command fails if that line is longer than the logical record length of the output
file.

Syntax

GENXML [genxml_keywords]

Keywords

Following is a list of the valid keywords for the PRINT command. For detailed information regarding these keywords, see
Keywords.
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• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DIRECTION
• EDIT
• EMPTYRC
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INLIM
• INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LAYOUTRC
• LINEPAGE
• MEMBER
• NOSELRC
• OUTFILE
• OUTLIM
• RDW
• REPLACE
• RID
• SELECT
• SELMEMIF, AND, OR
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SETRC
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• STOP

GENXML Examples

Example 1

//CAWABATC EXEC PGM=CAWABATC,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB DD DSN=NODE1.FMMVS.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD DSN=NODE1.FMMVS.MARYS.MYXML.PRINT,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=&INPDATF,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1O DD DSN=&OUTXMLF,DISP=SHR

//LAYOUT DD DSN=&LAYOUTF,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

 GENXML

/*

Example 2

//LAYOUT1 DD DSN=&LAYOUTF1,DISP=SHR

//LAYOUT2 DD DSN=&LAYOUTF2,DISP=SHR

//INPUT1 DD DSN=&INPDATF1,DISP=SHR

//INPUT2 DD DSN=&INPDATF2,DISP=SHR

//ORANGE DD DSN=&OUTXMLF1,DISP=SHR

//RED DD DSN=&OUTXMLF2,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *
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 GENXML,

  INFILE(INPUT1),

  OUTFILE(ORANGE),

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT1)

 GENXML,

  INFILE(INPUT2),

  OUTFILE(RED),

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT2),

  SELRECIF(CUST-TOTAL-MNTHLY-PYMNTS,GT,P'50000')

/*

LOADINFO
  

Use the LOADINFO command to print a listing of load library members and map their structure and attributes. This
command produces two reports:

• Use the LOAD keyword for a listing of the load module map, selected CSECTS, and module attributes for each load
member.

• Use the CSECT keyword for a CSECT cross-reference listing that details the CSECTS and each module in which the
CSECT resides.

Use LOADINCLUDE, LOADEXCLUDE, CSECTINCLUDE, and CSECTEXCLUDE to process only specific objects.

Use the LOADLIB keyword to specify the ddname of the load library to be printed. If you omit the LOADLIB keyword, the
default ddname of LOADLIB is used.

This report is printed to the SYSLIST DD statement. If SYSLIST is not allocated, the output is directed to the SYSPRINT
DD statement.

Syntax

The following example syntax shows the LOADINFO command and the keywords that are exclusive to LOADINFO.
Additional keywords are shown in the next section.

LOADINFO [loadinfo keywords]

  {,LOAD|,CSECT}

  [,LOADLIB(ddname|dataset name)] 

  [,LOADINCLUDE(member,…,member) | ,LOADEXCLUDE(member,…,member)]

  [,CSECTINCLUDE(csect,…,csect) | ,CSECTEXCLUDE(csect,…,csect)]

LOADINFO Command Keywords Summary

The following keywords for the are valid only for the LOADINFO command.

LOAD
A load module map for each member in a load library

CSECT
A cross-reference listing of CSECTs in a load library, listing the load modules that include them

LOADLIB
ddname or data set name of the load library to be processed

LOADINCLUDE
Load module members to be included
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LOADEXCLUDE
Load module members to be excluded

CSECTINCLUDE
CSECTs to be included

CSECTEXCLUDE
CSECTs to be excluded

The LOADINFO command also allows the use of the following general keywords:

• LINEPAGE
• PRINTLIM
• SETRC

LOADINFO Examples

Example 1

This example demonstrates the information provided by using the LOAD keyword, and lists the CSECTS and attributes of
each load member in a user library.

LOADINFO,

     LOAD,

     LOADLIB(USER.LOADLIB)

Loadmodule report          DSN = AD1DEV.USER002.LOAD

Module    Alias of      Size    EPoint   A/Rmode  Link-date  Link-time  Attributes----------  AC  SSI----- 

 Linker/Binder VV.LL 

ASMBATCH              001080    000000   31   24  31/05/2005  10:16:23  RN RU                 00           

 IEWL          01.06    

     CSECT                     Lmod loc    Length  Type  Translator    VV.LL  IDR high nbr date and data    

     ASMBATCH                    000000    000188   SD   HLASM         01.05    

     REXXMVS                     000188    00029C   SD   Asm H V2      02.01      29/09/2002  UN93567    

     $REXXMVS                    000428    000C58   SD   REXX          01.03

Module    Alias of      Size    EPoint   A/Rmode  Link-date  Link-time  Attributes----------  AC  SSI----- 

 Linker/Binder VV.LL 

ASMCOPY               001080    000000   31   24  18/12/2003  12:16:44  RN RU                 00           

 IEWL          01.03

     CSECT                     Lmod loc    Length  Type  Translator    VV.LL  IDR high nbr date and data    

     XXXBATCH                    000000    000188   SD   HLASM         01.04    

     REXXMVS                     000188    00029C   SD   Asm H V2      02.01      29/09/2002  UN93567    

     $REXXMVS                    000428    000C58   SD   REXX          01.03

Module    Alias of      Size    EPoint   A/Rmode  Link-date  Link-time  Attributes----------  AC  SSI----- 

 Linker/Binder VV.LL 

ASMLOADS              000130    000000   31   24  10/11/2008  15:16:23  RN RU                 00           

 IEWL          01.09

     CSECT                     Lmod loc    Length  Type  Translator    VV.LL  IDR high nbr date and data    

     ASMBATCH                    000000    000130   SD   HLASM         01.05

Module    Alias of      Size    EPoint   A/Rmode  Link-date  Link-time  Attributes----------  AC  SSI----- 

 Linker/Binder VV.LL 

ASMPROG0              000408    000000   31   24  29/08/2002  16:56:06                        00           

 IEWL          02.10
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     CSECT                     Lmod loc    Length  Type  Translator    VV.LL  IDR high nbr date and data    

     DFHEAI                      000000    000026   SD   HLASM         01.01      11/03/2000  UQ31684    

     XXXPROG1                    000028    0003C2   SD   HLASM         01.04    

     DFHEAI0                     0003F0    000016   SD   HLASM         01.02

Example 2

This example demonstrates the information provided by using the CSECT keyword, and lists each CSECT in a load library
and the load members they are contained in.
Note: If a CSECT of the same name has different attributes or lengths, then it will be listed separately, therefore making
identification of differing CSECTS fast and accurate. 

LOADINFO,

    CSECT,

    LOADLIB(USER.LOADLIB)

CSECT report               DSN = AD1DEV.USER002.LOAD

CSECT                        Length  Type  Translator    VV.LL  IDR high nbr date and data

$REXXMVS                     000C58   SD   REXX          01.0

     Module    Alias of      Size    EPoint   A/Rmode  Link-date  Link-time  Attributes----------  AC 

 SSI-----  Linker/Binder VV.LL

     ASMBATCH              001080    000000   31   24  31/05/2005  10:16:23  RN RU                 00        

    IEWL          01.03

     ASMCOPY               001080    000000   31   24  18/12/2003  12:16:44  RN RU                 00        

    IEWL          01.06

CSECT                        Length  Type  Translator    VV.LL  IDR high nbr date and dat

$REXXMVS                     0004AF   SD   REXX          01.0

     Module    Alias of      Size    EPoint   A/Rmode  Link-date  Link-time  Attributes----------  AC 

 SSI-----  Linker/Binder VV.LL

     REXXMVS               000900    000000   31  ANY  13/03/2006  13:47:49  RN RU                 00        

    IEWL          01.07

CSECT                        Length  Type  Translator    VV.LL  IDR high nbr date and dat

ASMBATCH                     000130   SD   HLASM         01.0

     Module    Alias of      Size    EPoint   A/Rmode  Link-date  Link-time  Attributes----------  AC 

 SSI-----  Linker/Binder VV.LL

     ASMLOADS              000130    000000   31   24  10/11/2008  15:16:23  RN RU                 00        

    IEWL          01.10

CSECT                        Length  Type  Translator    VV.LL  IDR high nbr date and dat

ASMBATCH                     000188   SD   HLASM         01.0

     Module    Alias of      Size    EPoint   A/Rmode  Link-date  Link-time  Attributes----------  AC 

 SSI-----  Linker/Binder VV.LL

     ASMBATCH              001080    000000   31   24  31/05/2005  10:16:23  RN RU                 00        

    IEWL          01.09

CSECT                        Length  Type  Translator    VV.LL  IDR high nbr date and dat

CAESDR                       004838   SD   HLASM         01.0
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     Module    Alias of      Size    EPoint   A/Rmode  Link-date  Link-time  Attributes----------  AC 

 SSI-----  Linker/Binder VV.LL

     CAESDR                004838    000000   31   24  27/10/2006  12:27:50  RU                    00        

    IEWL          01.06

     CAESDRX               004838    000000   31   24  31/10/2006  10:40:19  RU                    00        

    IEWL          01.03

PRINT

Use the PRINT command to perform print functions on sequential, VSAM data sets and PDS members. Use keywords to
customize print reports. The following list displays some of the tasks you can complete using the PRINT command and
keywords:

• Format printed records using copybooks
• Print the total of specified fields
• Print data in character or hex format
• Print only selected records or PDS members.

Use the INFILE keyword to specify the ddname of the file that you want to print.

The report is printed to the SYSLIST DD statement. If SYSLIST is not allocated, the output is directed to the SYSPRINT
DD statement.

Syntax
 PRINT [print_keywords]

 

Keywords

Following is a list of the valid keywords for the PRINT command. For detailed information regarding these keywords, see
Keywords.
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• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DIRECTION
• EDIT
• EMPTYRC
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INFORMAT
• INLIM
• INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LAYOUTRC
• LINEPAGE
• MEMBER
• MOVE
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• RDW
• REPLACE
• RID
• SELECT
• SELMEMIF, AND, OR
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE

PRINT Examples

Example 1

This example demonstrates the formatting capabilities of the PRINT command and its keywords. In the following report,
the data is formatted using a COBOL copybook and then printed. Each field definition is printed separately.

 PRINT,

   FORMAT(SINGLE),

   LAYOUTFILE(CUSTOMER.COPYLIB(COPYBOOK))

 

 Print Report                 DSN = CUSTOMER.KSDS.V   Key = 1  Key len = 20

 

Rec #1                                                                         

                                                    Record Length =     80     
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Pos   *-----------FIELD NAME--------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----

+----6----+----7----+----8

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                            80                            

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                     C    20 Acme Widgets               

   21   03 COMPANY-ADDRESS                  C    30 974 EZ Street              

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                     C    10 Miami                      

   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE               C     2 FL                         

   63   03 FILLER                           C    18                            

 

Rec #2                                                                         

                                                    Record Length =     80     

Pos   *-----------FIELD NAME--------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----

+----6----+----7----+----8

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                            80                            

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                     C    20 Best Widgets               

   21   03 COMPANY-ADDRESS                  C    30 2424 Highland Dr.          

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                     C    10 Boise                      

   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE               C     2 ID                         

   63   03 FILLER                           C    18                            

 

Rec #3                                                                         

                                                    Record Length =     80     

Pos   *-----------FIELD NAME--------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----

+----6----+----7----+----8

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                            80                            

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                     C    20 CT Widgets                 

   21   03 COMPANY-ADDRESS                  C    30 8021 Hartford Blvd         

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                     C    10 Farmington                 

   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE               C     2 CT                         

   63   03 FILLER                           C    18                            

 

 

Example 2

Using an H with the FORMAT keyword, the data is printed in hexadecimal format as shown in the following sample report.

 PRINT,

   FORMAT(HEX)

 

 Print Report                 DSN = CUSTOMER.KSDS.V   Key pos = 1  Key len = 20

 

Print  Record Length =  80                                                      

       Key=Acme Widgets                                                         

           C8984E8888AA44444444                                                 

           13450694753200000000                                                 

Rec #1                                                                          

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9----+----0

     1 Acme Widgets        974 EZ Street                 Miami     FL           

       C8984E8888AA44444444FFF4CE4EA988A44444444444444444D889844444CD444444444444444444

       13450694753200000000974059023955300000000000000000491490000063000000000000000000

 

Print  Record Length =  80                                                      
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       Key=Best Widgets                                                         

           C8AA4E8888AA44444444                                                 

           25230694753200000000                                                 

Rec #2                                                                          

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9----+----0

     1 Best Widgets        2424 Highland Dr.             Boise     ID           

       C8AA4E8888AA44444444FFFF4C88898984C944444444444444C98A844444CC444444444444444444

       252306947532000000002424089783154049B0000000000000269250000094000000000000000000

 

Print  Record Length =  80                                                      

       Key=CT Widgets                                                           

           CE4E8888AA4444444444                                                 

           33069475320000000000                                                 

Rec #3                                                                          

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9----+----0  

          

     1 CT Widgets          8021 Hartford Blvd            FarmingtonCT          

       CE4E8888AA4444444444FFFF4C89A89984C9A8444444444444C899898A99CE444444444444444444

       33069475320000000000802108193669402354000000000000619495736533000000000000000000

 

 

Example 3

Using a C with the FORMAT keyword, the data is printed in character format, as shown in the following sample report.

 PRINT,

   FORMAT(CHARACTER)

 

  Print Report                 DSN = CUSTOMER.KSDS.V   Key pos = 1  Key len = 20

 

Print  Record Length =  80                                                      

       Key=Acme Widgets                                                         

Rec #1                                                                          

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9----+----0

     1 Acme Widgets        974 EZ Street                 Miami     FL           

 

Print  Record Length =  80                                                      

       Key=Best Widgets                                                         

Rec #2                                                                          

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9----+----0

     1 Best Widgets        2424 Highland Dr.             Boise     ID           

 

Print  Record Length =  80                                                      

       Key=CT Widgets                                                           

Rec #3                                                                          

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9----+----0

     1 CT Widgets          8021 Hartford Blvd            FarmingtonCT           

 

PRINTLOG
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Use the PRINTLOG command to print the change log. The following list displays some of the tasks you can complete
using the PRINTLOG command and keywords:

• Format of the edit change log records
• Format changes to records using copybooks
• Print record changes in character or hex format

Each changed, inserted, or deleted record is printed and is identified with either an asterisk (*) or a greater-than sign (>).
If the edited file is a VSAM file, the key displays above the changes. In character and multi-record format, changes are
underlined with an asterisk. In single-record format the changed record is prefaced by a greater-than sign.

The report is printed to the SYSLIST DD statement. If SYSLIST is not allocated, the output is directed to the SYSPRINT
DD statement.

Syntax

PRINTLOG [printlog_keywords]

Keywords

The following is a list of the valid keywords for the PRINTLOG command. For detailed information regarding these
keywords, see Keywords:

• FIELDDISPLAY
• FORMAT
• LAYOUTFILE
• LINEPAGE
• LOGFILE
• PRINTLIM
• SETRC

PRINTLOG Examples

Example 1

This is an example of the full change log report including the header and summary information. This example prints EDIT
changes to the customer file that were recorded in the change log file in CHARACTER format. The report that follows
shows a record that was changed, inserted, and deleted. Changed characters are underlined with an asterisk (*).

PRINTLOG,

  LOGFILE(USER.LOGFILE)

Change Log Report                                   File: USER.CUSTFILE

                                                                                

                                                                                

    FILE:        USER.CUSTFILE                                    

    LAYOUT DSN:  USER.COPYLIB                                         

    FILE TYPE:   Sequential                                                     

    DATE:        2008/10/16                                                     

    TIME:        11:22:58.45 AM                                                 

    Description: THIS TEST HAD A CHANGE, THEN AN INSERT, THEN A DELETE          

                                                                                

Changed Record                                      Date: 2008/10/16 Time: 11:23:28.91 AM
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Change                   Old & New Record Length = 135                          

                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  Old Record           1 10000100JACK FROST     ETHEL DR.         NEW HAVEN   CT06032-1234 B   <H %     @      jl a @ k   @  

  New Record           1 10000100JACK FROST     ETHEL DR.         OLD HAVEN   CT06032-1934 B   @H %     @      jl a @ k   @  

                                                                  ***                  *       *          *             

                                                                                

                     101 @ o *                                                  |

                     101 @ o *                                                  

                                                                                

Deleted Record                                      Date: 2008/10/16 Time: 11:23:40.92 AM

                                                                                

Delete                   Old Record Length = 135                                

                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+ ----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  Old Record           1 10000100JACK FROST     ETHEL DR.         NEW HAVEN   CT06032-1234 B   <H %     @      jl a @ k   @  

                     101 @ o *                                                  

                                                                                

Change Log Summary                                  File: USER.CUSTFILE

                                                                                

                                                                                

                        S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T                             

                                                                                

                        Records Changed                   1                     

                        Records Inserted                  1                     

                        Records Deleted                   1                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

*** CAWA2101I  DDNAME LOGFILE  records read:    10, selected=10                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

*** CAWA2550I  PRINTLOG completed   RC = 0   High RC = 0                        

                                                                                

CAWA2001I SYSLIST output was directed to SYSPRINT                               

                                                                                

CAWA2000I Utility ending, Max CC=0                                                                          

Example 2

This example of the PRINTLOG command shows the hex format equivalent of example 1. Changed characters are
underlined with an asterisk.

PRINTLOG,

  FORMAT(HEX)

Change Log Report                                   File: USER.CUSTFILE

                                                                                

Changed Record                                      Date: 2008/10/16 Time: 11:23:28.91 AM

                                                                                

Change                   Old & New Record Length = 135                          
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                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  Old Record           1 10000100JACK FROST     ETHEL DR.         NEW HAVEN   CT06032-1234 B   <H %     @      jl a @ k   @  

                         FFFFFFFFDCCD4CDDEE44444CECCD4CD4444444444DCE4CCECD444CEFFFFF6FFFF5C1714C5645122740932299286769876721

                         1000010011320696230000053853049B00000000055608155500033060320093422C73C82C01C57C02C45C13C17C62C74C63

  New Record           1 10000100JACK FROST     ETHEL DR.         OLD HAVEN   CT06032-1934 B   @H %     @      jl a @ k   @  

                         FFFFFFFFDCCD4CDDEE44444CECCD4CD4444444444DDC4CCECD444CEFFFFF6FFFF5C1717C5645122740932299286769876721

                         1000010011320696230000053853049B00000000063408155500033060320193422C73C82C01C57C08C45C13C17C62C74C63

                                                                  ***                  *       *          *                  

                                                                                

                     101 @ o *                                                  

                         75915444444444444444444444444444444                    

                         C963C000000000000000000000000000000                    

                     101 @ o *                                                  

                         75915444444444444444444444444444444                    

                         C963C000000000000000000000000000000                    

                                                                                

Change Log Report                                   File: USER.CUSTFILE

                                                                                

Inserted Record                                     Date: 2008/10/16 Time: 11:23:28.91 AM

                                                                                

Insert                   New Record Length = 135                                

                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  New Record           1 10000647LUCKY LINDY    OVERLOOK DRIVE    MYSTIC      CT06032-1934 B   @H %     @      JL A @ K   @  

                         FFFFFFFFDECDE4DCDCE4444DECDDDDD4CDCEC4444DEEECC444444CEFFFFF6FFFF5C1717C56451227409322DD2C676D876721

                         1000064734328039548000065593662049955000048239300000033060320193422C73C82C01C57C08C45C13C17C62C74C63

                     101 @ o *                                                  

                         75915444444444444444444444444444444                    

                         C963C000000000000000000000000000000                    

                                                                                

Change Log Report                                   File: USER.SEQ.CUSTFILE

                                                                                

Deleted Record                                      Date: 2008/10/16 Time: 11:23:40.92 AM

                                                                                

Delete                   Old Record Length = 135                                

                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  Old Record           1 10000100JACK FROST     ETHEL DR.         NEW HAVEN   CT06032-1234 B   <H %     @      jl a @ k   @  

                         FFFFFFFFDCCD4CDDEE44444CECCD4CD4444444444DCE4CCECD444CEFFFFF6FFFF5C1714C5645122740932299286769876721

                         1000010011320696230000053853049B00000000055608155500033060320093422C73C82C01C57C02C45C13C17C62C74C63

                     101 @ o *                                                  

                         75915444444444444444444444444444444                    

                         C963C000000000000000000000000000000                   

Example 3

This example of the PRINTLOG command shows how the records in the previous example would be displayed in single
record format mode. The ddname LAYOUTDD references a PDS that contains the COBOL record layout definitions. The
report that follows shows only changes to the first record. Changed records are prefaced by a greater-than sign (>).

PRINTLOG,
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  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUTDD),

  FORMAT(SINGLE)

Change Log Report                                   File: USER.CUSTFILE

                                                                                

Changed Record                                      Date: 2008/10/16 Time: 11:23:28.91 AM

                                                                                

Change                                            Old Record                               New Record

                                                  Old Record Length = 135                  New Record Length = 135     

Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----3----+----4

    1 01 CUSTOMER-RECORD                      160                               

    1   03 CUST-REC-TYPE                  C     1 1                             

    2   03 CUST-ID                        C     7 0000100                       

    9   03 CUST-NAME                      C    15 JACK FROST                    

   24   03 CUST-STREET                    C    18 ETHEL DR.                     

   42>  03 CUST-

CITY                      C    12 NEW HAVEN                                 OLD HAVEN                

   54   03 CUST-STATE                     C     2 CT                            

   56>  03 CUST-ZIP-CODE                  C    10 06032-1234                                06032-1934

   56   03 CUST-ZIP-CODE2                      10                               

   56     05 CUST-ZIP                     N     5 06032                         

   61     05 FILLER                       C     1 -                             

   62>    05 CUST-ZIP-PLUS                N     4 1234                                      1934 

   66   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (1)         PS  3.2 55.23                     

   69>  03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (2)         PS  3.2 771.34                                    771.37

   72   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (3)         PS  3.2 981.01                     

   75   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (4)         PS  3.2 405.11                        

   78   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (5)         PS  3.2 252.77                        

   81>  03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (6)         PS  3.2 400.29                                    400.89          

   84   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (7)         PS  3.2 342.52                        

   87   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (8)         PS  3.2 919.32                        

   90   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (9)         PS  3.2 816.77                        

   93   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (10)        PS  3.2 669.28                        

   96   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (11)        PS  3.2 776.47                        

   99   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS (12)        PS  3.2 261.37                        

  102   03 CUST-TOTAL-MNTHLY-PYMNTS       PS  5.2 59961.35                      

  106   03 FILLER                         C    30 X'404040404040404040404040404040404040'

  124                                             X'404040404040404040404040'

   

READ

Use the READ command for data and report generation tasks. You can reformat and manipulate data and write it to a new
data set. The data sets can be sequential, partitioned, or VSAM.

To specify the ddname of the file to be read, use the INFILE keyword.

Syntax
 READ [read_keywords]
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Keywords

The following is a list of the valid keywords for the READ command. For detailed information regarding these keywords,
see Keywords.

• ACCUM
• ADDCNTL
• CHANGE
• DIRECTION
• EDIT
• EMPTYRC
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INFORMAT
• INLIM
• INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LAYOUTRC
• LINEPAGE
• MEMBER
• MOVE
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• RDW
• REPLACE
• RID
• SELECT
• SELMEMIF, AND, OR
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE

READ Examples

Example 1

The READ command and MOVE keyword used in this example initialize the output buffer with the default PADCHAR
value and move the input records positions 50 - 149 to the first position of the output buffer. The WRITE keyword writes
the output buffer to the ddname NEWMSTR. You can create a new record and format using multiple MOVE keywords.

 READ,

   MOVE(CLEAR),

   MOVE(1,100,50),
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   WRITE(NEWMSTR)

 

Example 2

The READ command and ACCUM keyword used in this example, total the packed field found in positions 5, 6, and 7 of
the input file. It prints the total line header, Number of Dependents, and the total to the ddname SYSTOTAL. If SYSTOTAL
is not allocated, the report is printed to SYSPRINT.

 READ,

   ACCUM(5,3,P,'Number of Dependents')

 

Example 3

The READ command and the SELRECIF keywords used in this example extract the required data and write it to the files
referenced by the WRITE keyword's ddname. The first SELRECIF moves the entire input record to the output buffer if
it finds the string CT beginning at record position 63, and then writes the record to the data set that is referenced by the
ddname CTMASTER. The second SELRECIF writes a record to the ddname MAMASTER if character 63 and 64 equal
the string MA.

 READ,

   MOVE(CLEAR),

 SELRECIF(63,2,EQ,C'CT'),

     MOVE(1,0,1),

     WRITE(CTMASTER),

   SELRECIF(63,2,EQ,C'MA'),

     MOVE(1,0,1),

     WRITE(MAMASTER)

 

UPDATE
Use the UPDATE command to change data in a sequential, partitioned, or VSAM data set Use the keywords to specify
which records to update and to limit updates to certain positions within the record.

To specify the ddname of the file to be updated, use the INFILE keyword.

The UPDATE command does not support load libraries.

Syntax
 UPDATE [update-keywords]

 

Keywords

The following is a list of the valid keywords for the UPDATE command. For detailed information regarding these keywords,
see Keywords.
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• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DIRECTION
• EDIT
• EMPTYRC
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LAYOUTRC
• LINEPAGE
• MEMBER
• MOVE
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PDSSTATS
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• RDW
• REPLACE
• RID
• SELECT
• SELMEMIF, AND, OR
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE

UPDATE Example

This example demonstrates how you use UPDATE to limit updates to particular record positions. It changes all
occurrences in the file of the string '913' to '417' starting at position 54 of the input record to position 83.

 UPDATE,

   CHANGE(54,30,EQ,C'913',C'417',ALL)

 

VOLINFO
This article describes how to use the VOLINFO command to print a listing of volume information for one or more volumes.

The VOLINFO command produces output like what is displayed using File Master Plus ISPF Option 3.5, and includes the
following:
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• Device type
• Percent used
• Status
• Free space information (for example, free tracks, max tracks, free cylinders, max cylinders, and number of free

extents)
• SMS and UCB information
• Optionally,extent information

This report is printed to the SYSLIST DD statement. If SYSLIST is not allocated, the output is directed to the SYSPRINT
DD statement.

Syntax
 VOLINFO [volinfo_keywords]

 

Keywords

The following is a list of the valid keywords for the VOLINFO command. For detailed information about these keywords,
see Keywords.

• MAP
• SETRC
• UNIT
• VOLSER

VOLINFO Examples

Example 1

The following example syntax prints a listing of the volume's informational data for volume serial numbers that begin with
PK000, as shown in the following example report.

 VOLINFO,

   VOLSER(PK000*)

 

 VOLINFO listing for VOLSER=PK000*

 

                              -----------------  FREE SPACE  ----------------   

--------  VOLUME  --------      Free      Max       Free      Max       Num     

VOLSER Type     %Used Stat      CYLs      CYLs     Tracks    Tracks   Extents SMS EAV  UCB

------ -------- ----- ----    -------   -------   -------   -------   ------- --- --- ----

PK0001 3390       82   PRV        512        74      9052      1110       328       2A2B    

PK0002 3390       95   PRV        126         7      2504       105       141 SMS      2A2D

PK0003 3390       82   PRV        539       133      8885      1995       141     EAV  2A1B

 

Example 2

The following example extends the VOLINFO listing by printing a detailed extent map for PK0001.

 VOLINFO,

   VOLSER(PK0001),

   MAP(EXTENTS)
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 VOLINFO listing for VOLSER=PK0001

 

                              -----------------  FREE SPACE  ----------------   

--------  VOLUME  --------      Free      Max       Free      Max       Num     

VOLSER Type     %Used Stat      CYLs      CYLs     Tracks    Tracks   Extents SMS EAV  UCB

------ -------- ----- ----    -------   -------   -------   -------   ------- --- --- ----

PK0001 3390       82   PRV        512        74      9052      1110       328        2A2B   

 

Extents listing for VOLSER: PK0001                                           

 

Volume cccccc-hh Data Set Name                                 Org     Tracks    Extents

------ --------- --------------------------------------------  ----    ------   ----------

PK0001 000000-00 ...Volume Label and VTOC pointer...                        1

PK0001 000000-01 SYS1.VVDS.VOSI001                             VSAM        10     1 of   2

PK0001 000001-07 AD1QA.FMMVS41.VJEBF01.IVPSFL.TEST01           PS           1    10 of  12

PK0001 000001-08 ...Free Space...                           1   

PK0001 000001-09 ...No Extent Information...

 

Keywords
Specify keywords after the command to further control processes, like record selection, data manipulation, and report
outputs. Keywords immediately follow the command and are processed in the order specified. Specify certain keywords
only once, while others may be specified multiple times.

Data Specification

The data specification rules for the parameters from-data, to-data, and data are described in this section.

Duplication factor
Specifies the number of times the following data is to be repeated. Specify a value between 1 and 32,760
that is less than the record's length. This value precedes the from-data, to-data, and data portion of the data
specification.

Data, from-data, and to-data
C'c…

'
Character -- matches specified case

N'n…
'
Numeric

N'+n…
' and N'-n...'
Signed numeric

P'n…
'
Positive packed decimal

P'+n…
' and P'-n...'
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Signed packed decimal
T'c…

'
Text -- matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric data is permitted.

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

• Character data within quotes is always treated as text.
• When the text contains an apostrophe, the text needs to be enclosed in quotes.
• When the text contains a quote, the text needs to be enclosed in apostrophes.

Examples

Scans the data from position 132 to the end of the record looking for the character string, or data value, "JAN,FEB,MAR".

SELRECIF(132,0,EQ,C"JAN,FEB,MAR")

Scans the data from position 132 to the end of the record looking for any of the character strings, or data value of, 'JAN' or
'FEB' or 'MAR'.

SELRECIF(132,0,EQ,C'JAN,FEB,MAR')

The next example changes all instances of 'SHR' and 'MOD' to '(NEW,CATLG,DELETE)'

CHANGE(1,0,EQ,C'SHR,MOD',C"(NEW,CATLG,DELETE)",ALL)

Position Specification

The position specification rules are as follows:

Actual position
0 - 32760, where 0 signifies all record positions and 1 - 32760 is the actual position in the input or output record in
which the keyword is operating.
You cannot reference an actual position that is greater than the defined maximum record's length.

Relative position
-nnn or +nnn
There are two separate relative positions: the scan relative position, and the move relative position. Both relative
positions are maintained separately and are either added to (+) or subtracted from (-) when a scan-length is
specified or a MOVE action is performed.
The scan relative position references the input record, and is set to position 1 after each record READ. The scan
relative position remains at position 1 until an IF, AND, OR, SELMEMIF, SELRECIF, SKIPRECIF, ACCUM,
CHANGE, EDIT, MOVE, or REPLACE keyword specifically selects a position using the scan-length parameter.
When that happens, the scan relative position resets to the leftmost byte of the data selected by the scan. If
the scan-length parameter is the same size of the data or from-data value, no scanning is done and the scan
relative position remains unchanged.
The move relative position references the move output record buffer and is set to record position 1 after the
first input record is read and after each WRITE. The move relative position remains at position 1 until a MOVE
action is performed. Once a MOVE action is performed the new move relative position is computed by adding the
current move relative position to the to-position relative value plus the length value. If the to-position is an actual
position and not a relative position, the new move relative position is the actual position.
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You cannot use relative positioning to select an input record location or move output record location that
computes to less than 1 or greater than the defined maximum record length for the file.

Field Name Support

In addition to requesting a certain position within a record, many keywords can reference a particular field by its name.
The field name must be defined in the record layout, which must be available through the use of the LAYOUTFILE
keyword or through the default ddname LAYOUT. Referencing the field name makes it easier when selecting or
manipulating the record's data.

If the keyword specifies a value to compare to the field name that is less than the field-name's length, the compare
value is padded to the field-name's length. If the compare value is defined as character or text, the value is left justified
and padded with spaces. All numeric compare values are right justified and filled with leading zeros. If the length of the
compare field is shorter than the field-name, we recommend that you use a data type that matches the field-name. If the
compare uses the contains operator (CO), no padding takes place.

This example locates all records that have a CUST-TOTAL-MNTHLY-PYMNTS field whose value is greater than 1000.
(By using the N, numeric, data-type, you do not have to know how the field is defined. File Master Plus makes the correct
selections.)

SELRECIF(CUST-TOTAL-MNTHLY-PYMNTS,GT,N'1000')

The next example changes all records whose CUST-ID field's value is C'ABC ' from C'ABC ' to C'9ABC ':

CHANGE(CUST-ID,EQ,C'ABC',C'9ABC')

You may reference specific indexed fields, those fields defined by the OCCURS clause, by supplying the field's indexed
value. For example, the following example references the CUST-MONTHLY-PYMT's third occurrence:

CHANGE(CUST-MONTHLY-PYMT(3),GT,N'50.00')

Abbreviated Keywords

Abbreviated keywords are shortened versions of the keyword. The following list shows each keyword followed by its
shortest abbreviation.
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• ACCUM - ACC
• ADDCNTL - ADDCNTL
• CHANGE - CHA
• CHANGED - CHANGED
• COMPDIFF - COMPD, CD
• COMPRC - COMPRC
• COMPREPORT - COMPRE, CR
• CSECT - CSECT
• CSECTCOMPARE - CSECTC
• CSECTEXCLUDE - CSECTEXCL
• CSECTINCLUDE - CSECTINCL
• DELETED - DELETED
• DIRECTION - DIR
• DIRREPORT - DIRREP
• DSN - DSN
• EDIT - ED
• EMPTYRC - EMPTYRC
• FIELDDISPLAY - FIELDD, FD
• FORMAT - FOR
• IF, AND, OR - IF, AND, OR
• INFILE - INFI
• INFORMAT - INFO
• INLIM - INL
• INSERTED - INSERTED
• INTERVAL - INT
• LAYOUTFILE - LAYOUTF, LF
• LAYOUTFILEN - LAYOUTFILEN
• LAYOUTRC - LAYOUTRC
• LINEPAGE - LINEP
• LOAD - LOAD
• LOADEXCLUDE - LOADEXCL
• LOADINCLUDE - LOADINCL
• LOADLIB - LOADLIB
• LOGFILE - LOGF
• MAP - MAP
• MATCHED - MATCHED
• MEMBER - MEM
• MOVE - MOV
• NEWFILE - NEWF
• NEWMEMBER - NEWM
• NEWRID - NEWR
• NEXTREC - NEXTR
• NOSELRC - NOSELRC
• OLDFILE - OLDF
• OLDRID - OLDR
• OUTFILE - OUTF
• OUTLIM - OUTL
• PADCHAR - PAD
• PDSSTATS - PDS
• POSITION - POS
• PRINTLIM - PRINTL
• PRINTREC - PRINTR
• PROGRAM - PROG
• PROPERTIESINCLUDE - PROPERTIESIN, PROPINCL
• PROPINCL - PROPIN
• PROPERTIESEXCLUDE - PROPERTIESEX, PROPEXCL
• PROPEXCL - PROPEX
• RDW - RDW
• REFFILE - REFF
• REPLACE - REP
• REPLACEKEY - RK
• REPLACEMEM - RM
• RID - RID
• SELECT - SELE
• SELLIM - SELL*
• SELMEMIF, AND, OR - SELM
• SELRECIF, AND, OR - SELR
• SETRC - SETRC
• SKIP - SKIP
• SKIPRECIF - SKIPR
• STOP - STOP
• SYNCKEY - SYNCK
• SYNCLIM - SYNCL
• TRUNCRC - TRUNCRC
• UNIT - UNIT
• VOLSER - VOL
• WRITE - WR
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Keyword Descriptions
This section provides a description of each keyword that is listed in the Keyword Abbreviation Table, syntax, examples of
the keywords, and a list of the available parameters.

ACCUM

Use the ACCUM keyword to add single or multiple numeric fields of various types. Each numeric field is totaled separately
and each total is printed with the description that you provide. Different numeric fields cannot be added within the same
record. For example, all Field-As can be added together, but Field-A cannot be added to Field-B. ACCUM fields with
invalid numeric data are not processed. The total number of records in which invalid numeric data was detected is printed.
The output, or totals, is printed to ddname SYSTOTAL. If SYSTOTAL is not allocated, the print is directed to SYSPRINT.
This keyword can be specified multiple times in a command. The length and data-type parameters are not required, but
If you do not specify either or both, the field is assumed to be in packed format. The ACCUM command scans for a valid
packed field up to 16 bytes long.

Syntax

ACCUM({field-name|position[,length

,[,decimal-positions],data-type]}[,'

description

'])

Parameters

ACCUM supports the following parameters:

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the layout of the record. The record's layout must
be available to the application's job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available,
see the keyword LAYOUTFILE. When this parameter is specified, the keyword's position, length, decimal-
positions, and data type are all retrieved from the field-name definition.

position
Specifies the position in a record. Specify one of the following values:
1 - 32760 -- The actual position location
+nnn or - nnn -- The relative position to the record's current location

length
Specifies the length of the field to accumulate. If this parameter is set to 0 or if the parameter is not specified, the
data-type must be packed or omitted. If you specify 0, the first valid packed field that is located is used. Valid byte
lengths depend on the data-type.

decimal-positions
Specifies the number of positions to the right of the decimal point. If this parameter is not specified or is set to 0,
no decimal points are used. Valid values depend on the data-type and length.
Numeric characters - must be equal to or less than the length of the numeric field.
Binary - must be equal to or less than the size of the number that can be contained in the binary field.
1 byte - maximum of three decimal positions
2 bytes - maximum of five decimal positions
3 bytes - maximum of eight decimal positions
4 bytes - maximum of ten decimal positions
Packed - (2N - 1) where N is the number of digits

data-type
Specify one of the following values:
B -- Binary unsigned (length value 1 - 8 bytes)
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N -- Numeric characters (length value 1 - 31 bytes)
P -- Packed decimal (length value 1 - 16 bytes)
R -- Report (length value 1 - 31 numeric characters, plus appropriate commas and optional decimal place)
S -- Signed binary (length value 1 - 8 bytes)
Note: When this parameter is not specified, the data-type is assumed to be in packed decimal format.

description
Specifies a text description (maximum length of 40 characters)

Example 1

This keyword accumulates the 4-byte packed field starting in position 10. The description field is used for the total line title.

READ,

  ACCUM(10,4,P,'POSITION 10')

 A C C U M   S U M M A R Y   

                             

Description   Total   Records

                             

POSITION 10      -6         3

Example 2

This next example shows the previous example when invalid data is detected.

          A C C U M   S U M M A R Y           

                                              

Description   Total   Records   Invalid Values

                                              

POSITION 10      -4         2                1

Example 3

This example accumulates separately the two packed fields, Field-One and Field-Two. The description fields are used for
the total line titles.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  ACCUM(FIELD-ONE,'TOTAL FIRST-FIELD'),

  ACCUM(FIELD-TWO,'TOTAL-SECOND-FIELD')

       A C C U M   S U M M A R Y         

                                         

Description              Total   Records 

                                         

Total First-Field      -6.9865         3 

Total Second-Field          15         3

Example 4

The default TOTAL serves as the total line title when the description field is omitted. Since the data-type parameter is
omitted, the data beginning at position for length of 5 is assumed to be valid packed numeric.
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READ,

  ACCUM(76,5),

  ACCUM(81,5)

 A C C U M   S U M M A R Y    

                              

Description   Total   Records 

 

TOTAL            -6         3 

TOTAL            15         3

Example 5

This example sets the number of decimal positions to the right of the decimal point for a binary halfword field.

READ,

  ACCUM(5,2,2,B,C'BINARY DECIMAL')

You could obtain the same results by simply referencing the field-name that is described by the position, length, and
decimal-positions parameters

READ,

  ACCUM(FIELD-ONE,C'BINARY DECIMAL')

    A C C U M   S U M M A R Y      

                                   

Description        Total   Records 

                                   

BINARY DECIMAL   1.31070         2  

Example 6

The record is scanned for the value TOTALS. When it is found at record location 45, the numeric values at locations 52,
55, and 59 respectively are accumulated.

READ,

  IF(1,80,EQ,C'TOTALS'),

    ACCUM(+7,3,N,'CUSTOMER SALES'),

    ACCUM(+11,3,N,'CUSTOMER RETURNS'),

    ACCUM(+14,3,N,'CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS')

ADDCNTL

Use the ADDCNTL keyword to include or omit a member separator. This keyword is only valid with the COMPARE, COPY,
and READ commands under the following conditions:

• When comparing PDS members and writing compared records to a sequential file
• When copying PDS members to a sequential file
• When reading PDS members and writing records to a sequential file

Syntax

ADDCNTL(N | Y | S)
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Parameters

ADDCNTL supports the following parameter values:

N
Do not insert the member separator between PDS members' data in a sequential file.
./ ADD NAME=mbrname

Y
Insert the member separator between PDS members' data in a sequential file. This is the default value.
./ ADD NAME=mbrname

S
Insert a line that identifies the PDS member, with the first 72 characters that are filled in as follows:

• An asterisk in the first character position
• A variable number of > characters
• One blank space
• DSN= followed by the full name of the PDS member
• One blank space
• A variable number of < characters
• An asterisk in the last character position

The DSN name is centered in the 72 character line. The number of > and < characters varies to fill the line
dependent on the length of the DSN name.

Example

This example does not insert any member separator between members in the sequential output file.

COPY,

  MEMBER(*),

  ADDCNTL(N),

  INFILE(PDSFILE),

  OUTFILE(PSFILE)

CHANGE

Use the CHANGE keyword to change the value of consecutive bytes in a data-type file.

The length of the to-data and from-data lengths can be different. The data to the right of the from-data is shifted left or
right to account for the difference in length. These changes can impact the data structure and can result in lost data. Use
the REPLACE command to maintain record field integrity, because REPLACE does not shift data. When the field-name
parameter is specified, both to-data and from-data are padded to the field-name's defined length, and no shifting of data
occurs.

When used with the COPY or GENXML command, the record's final variable length can be different from its original
length if the to-data is greater or less than the from-data, and the record's defined length allows for the different record
length.

When used with the UPDATE command, the record's final variable length remains unchanged.

If the new record's length is valid for the file, the new record is written with the new length. If the new length is less than
the minimum allowable record length, the new record's rightmost bytes are padded with a character as specified by the
PADCHAR keyword. The default value is x'00'. If the new length is greater than the maximum allowable record length, the
data past the maximum record length is lost.
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For fixed record lengths, the record is padded as described for variable lengths when the new record length is less than
the required record length. The data is lost if the new length is greater than the record length.

When the data is truncated, the command returns a condition code equal to the value of the keyword TRUNCRC. You can
specify the TRUNCRC or can use the &BAT_TRUNCRC default value.
Note: When changing pack data, the sign code is maintained. 

Syntax

CHANGE({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,from-data,to-data[,ALL]

Parameters

CHANGE supports the following parameters:

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be available to
the application's job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE. When this parameter is specified, the keyword's position, length, decimal positions, and data type
are retrieved from the field-name definition and are used to validate the from-data and to-data's formats.

position
Specifies the starting field position in a record. Valid choices are:
1 - 32760 -- The actual position number
+nnn or  - nnn -- The relative position to the record's current location

scan-length
Specifies the amount of data to scan. When scan-length of set to 0, the entire record starting at the position value
is scanned. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning is done.

operator
Specify one of the following values:
CO -- Contains - If a field-name is specified, the position and scan-length values are retrieved from the field-
name's defined starting position and physical length. If position and scan-length are specified, the record is
scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.
EQ -- Equal
NE -- Not equal
GT -- Greater than
GE -- Greater than or equal
LE -- Less than or equal to
LT -- Less than

from-data
Specify one of the following values:
C'c…' -- Character - matches specified case
N'n…' -- Numeric - processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter. The field-name parameter must
be defined as a numeric field, and is only valid when a field-name parameter is supplied.
P'n…' -- Packed
T'c…' -- Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are permitted.
X'hh…' -- Hexadecimal

to-data
Specify one of the following values:
C'c…' -- Character - matches specified case
N'n…' -- Numeric - processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter. This parameter is only valid
when a field-name parameter is supplied.
P'n…' -- Packed
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T'c…' -- Text - upper case letters are substituted for their lower case counterparts. Alphanumeric data is
permitted.
X'hh…' -- Hexadecimal

ALL
Changes every occurrence in the record within the scan-length. Otherwise only the first occurrence of the from-
data is changed. The scan-length parameter must be present if this parameter is specified.

Example 1

This example syntax changes the character string '706' starting at position 62 to '859'.

CHANGE(62,EQ,C'706',C'859')

Example 2

This example syntax changes the halfword field-name field values of X'0010' to X'00A0'.

CHANGE(FIELD-NAME,EQ,X'0010',X'00A0')

If field-name was defined as a packed field of any length, up to 31 digits, only values of a P'16' would be changed to a
P'160'. No data shifting would take place.

UPDATE,

  CHANGE(FIELD-NAME,EQ,P'16',P'160')

Example 3

This example syntax changes the first occurrence of the string '706' to '859' starting at position 62 and ending at position
112.

UPDATE,

  CHANGE(62,50,EQ,C'706',C'859')

Example 4

This example syntax changes all occurrences of the string 'STREET' to the string 'ST'. For each CHANGE, the data to the
right of the from-data is shifted left 4 bytes. If the record length allows for the new record length, the length is adjusted so,
and the record is written with the shorter length. If the record length does not allow for a smaller record, the PADCHAR
keyword value, in this example, space, initializes the four uninitialized bytes.

UPDATE,

  CHANGE(1,0,EQ,C'STREET',C'ST',ALL),PADCHAR(C' ')

Example 5

When changing packed data to signed packed data, the current sign of the packed data is maintained. In the following
example, both packed values, x'1C' and x'1F' are changed to x'5C' and x'5F' respectively.

UPDATE,

  CHANGE(62,EQ,P'1',P'+5')

The same results could be obtained by using the signed 1-byte packed field, field-name, at position 62.

UPDATE,
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  CHANGE(SIGNED-PACKED-FIELD,EQ,N'1',N'+5')

Example 6

In the next example, each record is scanned for the value 'TOTALS'. When it is located, at record position 45, it is
changed to 'COUNTS' in the output file and the values at record position 52, 63 and 77 change to '110', '120' and '130'
respectively.

COPY,

 IF(1,0,C'TOTALS'),                  

  CHANGE(+0,EQ,C'TOTALS',C'COUNTS'),

  CHANGE(+7,3,NE,C'110',C'110'),   

  CHANGE(+11,3,NE,C'120',C'120'),  

  CHANGE(+14,3,NE,C'130',C'130')

CHANGED

The CHANGED keyword specifies the output file to which the changed records are written. It is only valid with the
COMPARE command and can be used twice in a command.

With COMPARE PROGRAM, the file must have a variable blocked record format with a maximum record length of at least
2048 bytes.

Syntax

CHANGED(ddname[,ALL|,NEW|,OLD])

Parameters

CHANGED supports the following parameters:

ddname
The one to eight-character ddname of the sequential file in which the changed records are written.

ALL
All changed records in both the old and new file are written the ddname. This is the default value.

NEW
Only changed records from the new file are written the ddname.

OLD
Only changed records from the old file are written the ddname.

Example

This example syntax writes both the old file's and new file's records that have been identified as being changed to the
sequential file referenced by ddname CHGRECS.

COMPARE

   CHANGED(CHGRECS,ALL)

COMPDIFF

The COMDIFF keyword sets the maximum number of mismatches that are allowed before the COMPARE command
is terminated. (Mismatches are defined as inserted, deleted, and changed records.) COMPDIFF is only valid with the
COMPARE command. When the COMPDIFF limit is reached, that record's processing is completed, and the command
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terminates. The shipped default value for COMPDIFF is 0, which sets no maximum limit, but the default value may have
been changed during product installation by updating the &BAT_COMPDIFF option.

Syntax

COMPDIFF(0 | number)

Parameters

COMPDIFF supports the following parameter:

number
Any integer value from 0 through 99999. The default value is 0 and means that there is no limit to mismatches
before terminating the COMPARE command.

Example

This example syntax allows for 10,000 mismatches before the COMPARE is terminated. The command is terminated after
processing the 10,000th mismatched record.

COMPARE COMPDIFF(10000)

COMPRC

The COMPRC keyword sets the return code for the COMPARE command if all records do not match. This keyword is
only valid with the COMPARE command. The shipped default value for COMPRC is 4, but it may have been changed by
updating the &BAT_COMPRC installation option.

Syntax

COMPRC(4 | return-code)

Parameters

COMPRC supports the following parameter:

return-code
Any integer value from 0 through 4095. The default value is 4, but it may have been changed by updating the
&BAT_COMPRC installation option.

Example

Returns a job-step return code of 40 if one or more mismatches are found.

COMPARE,

COMPRC(40)

COMPREPORT

The COMPREPORT keyword controls which records get printed, if any, for the COMPARE command.

Syntax

COMPREPORT(A | M | S)

Parameters
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COMPREPORT supports the following values:

A
All records in the file are printed, flagging mismatched data.

M
Mismatched records only are printed. This includes inserted, deleted, and changed records. Mismatched data in
the changed records are flagged.

S
Summary report only is printed.

Default: M

Example 1

This example syntax produces the following report, in which all records processed are printed.

COMPARE,

  COMPREPORT(A)

Compare Report             Old File  CUSTOMER.OLDFILE                       Rec Length = 80

                           New File  CUSTOMER.NEWFILE                       Rec Length = 80

                                                                               

Match                pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  Old Rec #1           1 Intl Widget         534 Commerce Way              Denver    CO

  New Rec #1                                                                    

                                                                                

Change               pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  Old Rec #2           1 Acme Widgets        974 EZ Street                 Miami     FL

  New Rec #2           1 Acme Widgets        1627 Helen Ave.               Jupiter   FL

                                             ***************               *******

                                                                                

Delete               pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  Old Rec #3           1 CT Widgets          8021 Hartford Blvd            FarmingtonCT

                                                                                                                 

                           S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T                          

                                                                                

                           Old Records Read  3                                  

                           New Records Read  2                                  

                                                                                

                           Records Matched   1                                  

                           Records Changed   1                                  

                           Records Inserted  0                                  

                           Records Deleted   1                                  |

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

The following files are compared:                                               

                                                                                

          DDNAME    DSN                                                 
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   OLD => SYSUT1    CUSTOMER.OLDFILE

   NEW => SYSUT1C   CUSTOMER.NEWFILE

                                                                        

All records on OLD and NEW files are reported with mismatches identified.        

Records are displayed in character format.                             

For changed records, only lines that contain differences are displayed.

Example 2

This example syntax produces the following report, in which only mismatched, inserted, and deleted records are printed.

COMPARE,

COMPREPORT(M)

Compare Report             Old File  CUSTOMER.OLDFILE   Rec Length = 80

                           New File  CUSTOMER.NEWFILE   Rec Length = 80

                                                                               

                                                                               

Change                   Old & New Record Length = 62                           

                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  Old Rec #2           1 Acme Widgets        974 EZ Street                 Miami     FL

  New Rec #2           1 Acme Widgets        1627 Helen Ave.               Jupiter   FL

                                             ***************               *******

                                                                                

Insert                   New Record Length = 62                                 

                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+----0

  New Rec #3           1 MA Widgets Co.      981 Springfield Blvd          Chicopee  MA

                                                                                                                              

                                                                                

                           S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T                          

                                                                                

                           Old Records Read  2                                  

                           New Records Read  3                                  

                                                                                

                           Records Matched   1                                  

                           Records Changed   1                                  

                           Records Inserted  1                                  

                           Records Deleted   0                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

The following files are compared:                                               

                                                                                

          DDNAME    DSN                                                 

   OLD => SYSUT1    CUSTOMER.OLDFILE        

   NEW => SYSUT1C   CUSTOMER.NEWFILE        

                                                                        

 Mismatched records (inserts, deletes, and changes) are reported.       

 Records are displayed in character format.                             

 For changed records, only lines that contain differences are displayed.                                     
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Example 3

This example syntax produces the following report, in which only a summary report is printed.

COMPARE,

  COMPPREPORT(S)

Compare Report             Old File  CUSTOMER.OLDFILE   Rec Length = 80

                           New File  CUSTOMER.NEWFILE   Rec Length = 80

                                                                               

                                                                               

                           S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T                         

                                                                               

                           Old Records Read  2                                 

                           New Records Read  2                                 

                                                                               

                           Records Matched   1                                 

                           Records Changed   1                                 

                           Records Inserted  0                                 

                           Records Deleted   0                                 

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

The following files are compared:                                              

                                                                               

           DDNAME    DSN                                                       

    OLD => SYSUT1    CUSTOMER.OLDFILE                       

    NEW => SYSUT1C   CUSTOMER.NEWFILE                       

                                                                                

  Only the summary report is written.                                                                

CSECT

The CSECT keyword specifies a CSECT cross-reference report for the LOADINFO command. This keyword is only valid
with the LOADINFO command and can only be used once per command. This keyword produces a cross-reference report
of each CSECT in a load library, listing all the load modules in which the CSECT is included.

Syntax

CSECT

Example

This example creates a CSECT cross-reference report for all CSECTS in a load library, listing all the load modules in
which the CSECT is included. The load library that is referenced by the ddname LOADLIB is used.

LOADINFO,

     CSECT

CSECTCOMPARE

The CSECTCOMPARE keyword controls how CSECTs are compared. Possible values are BYNAME and BYORDER.

Syntax
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CSECTCOMPARE(BYNAME|BYORDER)

Parameters

CSECTCOMPARE supports the following parameters:

BYNAME
CSECTs with identical names are compared. CSECTs that only exist in the old file are reported as deleted.
CSECTs that only exist in the new file are reported as inserted. This is the default value.

BYORDER
CSECTs are compared in the order in which they appear in the program.

Example

This example compares the CSECTs of two programs by name, not by the order in which they appear in the program.

COMPARE PROGRAM,

  CSECTCOMPARE(BYNAME)

CSECTEXCLUDE

The CSECTEXCLUDE keyword specifies which CSECTs should be excluded from command processing. This keyword
is only valid with the LOADINFO and COMPARE PROGRAM commands. It can only be used once per command. For
LOADINFO, it is mutually exclusive with the CSECTINCLUDE keyword.

By default, no CSECTs are excluded form command processing.

Syntax

CSECTEXCLUDE({csect | pattern | startcsect-endcsect }[,…])

Parameters

CSECTEXCLUDE supports the following parameters:

csect
CSECT name that is excluded from processing

pattern
Specifies a pattern. CSECT names that match this pattern are excluded from processing.
* -- An asterisk signifies any number of characters starting in this position.
% -- A percent sign is a placeholder for a character in the specific position.

startcsect
Specifies the starting CSECT name when identifying a range of CSECTs to exclude from processing. Specify an
asterisk (*) to exclude all CSECTs less than the endcsect. Startcsect can be any valid pattern name.

endcsect
Specifies the ending CSECT name when identifying a range of CSECTs to exclude from processing. Specify an
asterisk (*) to exclude all CSECTs greater than the startcsect. Endcsect can be any valid pattern name.

Example

This example creates a CSECT cross-reference report of all CSECTs in a load library excluding all CSECTs beginning
with CEE.

LOADINFO,
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  CSECTEXCLUDE(CEE*), 

  CSECT

CSECTINCLUDE

The CSECTINCLUDE keyword specifies which CSECTs should be included in command processing. The keyword is
only valid with the LOADINFO and COMPARE PROGRAM commands. It can only be used once per command. For
LOADINFO, it is mutually exclusive with the CSECTEXCLUDE keyword.

By default, all CSECTs are included in command processing.

Syntax

CSECTINCLUDE({csect | pattern | startcsect-endcsect}[,…])

Parameters

CSECTINCLUDE supports the following parameters:

csect
CSECT name that is selected for processing

pattern
Specifies a pattern. CSECT names that match this pattern are selected for processing.
* -- An asterisk signifies any number of characters starting in this position.
% -- A percent sign is a placeholder for a character in the specific position.

startcsect
Specifies the starting CSECT name when identifying a range of CSECTs to select for processing. Specify an
asterisk (*) to select all CSECTs less than the endcsect. Startcsect can be any valid pattern name.

endcsect
Specifies the ending CSECT name when identifying a range of CSECTs to select for processing. Specify an
asterisk (*) to select all CSECTs greater than the startcsect. Endcsect can be any valid pattern name.

Example

This example creates a CSECT cross-reference report for the DATERTN and TIMERTN CSECTs, listing, by CSECT, all
the programs using each CSECT.

LOADINFO,

  CSECTINCLUDE(DATERTN,TIMERTN), 

  CSECT

DELETED

The DELETED keyword specifies the output file to which deleted records are written. It is only valid with the COMPARE
command and can only be used once per command.

With COMPARE PROGRAM, the file must have a variable blocked record format with a maximum record length of at least
2048 bytes.

Syntax

DELETED(ddname)

Parameters
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DELETED supports the following parameters:

ddname
The one to eight-character ddname of the sequential file in which all the DELETED records will be written.

Example

This example syntax writes the old file's records that do not exist in the new file to the sequential file referenced by
ddname DELTRECS.

COMPARE

    DELETED(DELTRECS)

DIRECTION

The DIRECTION keyword identifies the direction in which the data set is read. The DIRECTION keyword can only be used
once per command and is only valid with the commands COPY, GENXML, PRINT, READ, and UPDATE.

Syntax

DIRECTION(FORWARD | BACKWARD)

Parameters

DIRECTION supports the following parameter:

directional-value
Direction in which the file is to be processed. The valid values are as follows:
FORWARD or F

Reads the file in a forward direction. For a KSDS, this is in an ascending key sequence. This is the default
value.

BACKWARD or B
Reads the file in a backward direction. For a KSDS, this is in a descending key sequence. No input file
concatenation is permitted when using this parameter value.

When processing a PDS and using the BACKWARD directional-value, the members are processed in ascending order,
but the member's records are processed from the last physical record to the first.

Example 1

In the following example for a KSDS, processing starts at the record with a key, or partial key value, of C'01234', and the
KSDS is processed in descending keys from that point. If key C'01234' does not exist, processing starts from the next
highest record key.

COPY, 

  DIRECTION(BACKWARD),

  RID(C'01234')

DIRREPORT

The DIRREPORT keyword controls the directory report when comparing PDS members. This keyword is valid only with
the COMPARE command.

Syntax
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DIRREPORT(A|M|S)

Parameters

DIRREPORT supports the following parameters:

A
All sections of the directory report are displayed.

M
Only those sections of the directory report that identify mismatched members are displayed.

S
Only a directory summary report is displayed.

Default: M

Example

This example syntax requests a summary directory report.

COMPARE,

  DIRREPORT(S),

  OLDFILE(MY.OLD.PDS),

  NEWFILE(MY.NEW.PDS)

DSN

The DSN keyword identifies the data set name or pattern that is used during DSNINFO processing. This keyword is valid
only with the DSNINFO command.

Syntax

DSN([dsname] | [pattern])

Parameters

DSN supports the following parameters:

dsname
A high level qualifier that identifies the data sets to be selected. This is dynamically allocated. No JCL is needed
to reference this dsname.

pattern
A mask that is used to select the data sets for display. Any data set names that match this pattern is selected.
* - An asterisk signifies any number of characters starting in this position.
% - A percent sign is a placeholder for a character in the specific position.

Example

This example syntax lists DSN information for all files with the high level qualifier of CA.FMMVS41.EXECS.

DSNINFO,

  DSN(CA.FMMVS90.EXECS)

EDIT

The EDIT keyword changes data in a text-type record.
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From-data and to-data can be unequal in length.

When the length of the to -data is longer than the length of the from-data, the non-blank characters to the right of the from-
data are shifted right. Repeating space characters, x'40', anywhere to the right of the from-data are removed to make
room for the longer length. Shifted data may be lost if the record length does not allow for expansion.

When the length of the to-data is shorter than the length of the from-data, no shifting takes place. Blank characters, x'40',
are inserted after the changed data to make up the difference in length between the to-data and from-data.

Syntax

EDIT({field-name|position[scan-length]},

operator,from-data,to-data[,ALL])

Parameters

EDIT supports the following parameters:

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be available to
the application's job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE. When this parameter is specified, the keyword's position, length, decimal-positions, and data type
are retrieved from the field-name definition and are used to validate the from-data and to-data's formats.

position
The position in a record. Valid choices are the following:
1 - 32760

Specifies the actual position number.
+nnn or -nnn

Specifies the relative position to the record's current location
scan-length

Specifies the amount of data to scan. When scan-length is set to 0 means, the entire record starting at the
position parameter's value is scanned. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning is
done.

operator
Specify one of the following values:
CO

Contains -- If a field-name is supplied, the position and scan-length values are retrieved from the field-
name's defined starting position and physical length. If position and scan-length are supplied, the record
is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ
Equal

NE
Not equal

GT
Greater than

GE
Greater than or equal to

LE
Less than or equal to
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LT
Less than

from-data
Specify one of the following values:
C'c…

'
Character -- matches specified case

N'n…
'
Numeric -- processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter. The field-name parameter must
be defined as a numeric field, and it is only valid when a field-name parameter is supplied.

P'n…
'
Packed

T'c…
'
Text -- matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are permitted.

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

to-data
Specify one of the following values:
C'c…

'
Character -- matches specified case

N'n…
'
Numeric -- processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter. The field-name parameter must
be defined as a numeric field, and it is only valid when a field-name parameter is supplied.

P'n…
'
Packed

T'c…
'
Text -- upper case letters are substituted for their lower case counterparts. Alphanumeric data is
permitted.

X'hh…'
Hexadecimal

ALL
Changes every occurrence in the record within the scan-length. Otherwise only the first occurrence of the from-
data is edited. The scan-length parameter must be present if the ALL parameter is specified.

Example 1

Replaces all occurrences of the value 'DSNAME=' with the value 'DSN=.'. Because EDIT is used to change text type data,
data is shifted to the left until a double space is found and padded with the PADCHAR value spaces.

UPDATE,
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  EDIT(1,0,C'DSNAME=',C'DSN=',ALL),PADCHAR(C' ')

Example 2

This example changes replaces all occurrences of C'John X     ' with C'Jonathan X' in a field with a fixed length of 10 that
is padded with blanks. The non-blank characters to the right of the from-data are shifted right.

UPDATE,

  EDIT(1,0,C'John',C'Jonathan',ALL)

EMPTYRC

The EMPTYRC keyword sets the command's return code if an empty input file is detected. The shipped default value is 4,
but this may have been changed during installation by updating the &BAT_EMPTYRC option.

Syntax

EMPTYRC(4 | return-code)

Parameters

EMPTYRC supports the following parameter:

return-code
An integer value from 0 through 4095

Example

This command combination identifies whether there are any new customers and returns a condition code of 8 if there are
none. This is accomplished by comparing the key values of the two files, POS(CUST-KEY). The EMPTYRC sets a return
code of 8 when there are no new, inserted, records into the NEWCUSTS file, otherwise the return code is set to 0.

COMPARE,

  OLDFILE(OLDMSTR),

  NEWFILE(NEWMSTR),

  LAYOUTFILE(USER.COPYLIB(CUSTMSTR)),

  POS(CUST-KEY),            

  COMPRC(0),                

  INSERTED(NEWCUSTS)

READ,

  INFILE(NEWCUSTS).

  INLIM(1),

  EMPTYRC(8)

FIELDDISPLAY

The FIELDDISPLAY keyword controls which of the mismatched record's fields or POSITION parameters are printed.
FIELDDISPLAY is only valid with the COMPARE and PRINTLOG commands.

Syntax

FIELDDISPLAY(A | M)

Parameters

FIELDDISPLAY supports the following values:
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A
Displays all fields or POSITION parameters in mismatched records.

M
Displays only those fields or POSITION parameters that contain mismatches in mismatched records.

Default: M

Example

In this example, FIELDDISPLAY prints only the mismatched fields of that record. For matching records all fields are
printed.

COMPARE,

  COMPREPORT(A),

  FIELDDISPLAY(M), 

  FORMAT(SINGLE),

  LAYOUTFILE(CUSTOMER.COPYBOOK(CUSTREC))

Compare Report             Old File  CUSTOMER.OLDFILE               Rec Length = 80

                           New File  CUSTOMER.NEWFILE               Rec Length = 80

                                                                                

Match                                             Old Rec #1                              New Rec #1    

Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----3----+----4

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                          80                               

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                   C    20 Intl Widget                   

   21   03 COMPANY-ADDRESS                C    30 534 Commerce Way              

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                   C    10 Denver                        

   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE             C     2 CO                            

   63   03 FILLER                         C    18                               

                                                                                

Compare Report             Old File  CUSTOMER.OLDFILE               Rec Length = 80

                           New File  CUSTOMER.NEWFILE               Rec Length = 80 

                                                                                

Change                                            Old Rec #2                              New Rec #2    

Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----3----+----4

   21   03 COMPANY-

ADDRESS                C    30 974 EZ Street               1627 Helen Ave.                   

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                   C    10 Miami                                   Jupiter   

 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                           S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T                          

                                                                                

                           Old Records Read  2                                  

                           New Records Read  2                                  

                                                                                

                           Records Matched   1                                  

                           Records Changed   1                                  
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                           Records Inserted  0                                  

                           Records Deleted   0                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

The following files are compared:                                               

                                                                                

           DDNAME    DSN                                                        

    OLD => SYSUT1    CUSTOMER.OLDFILE               

    NEW => SYSUT1C   CUSTOMER.NEWFILE               

                                                                                

  All records on OLD and NEW files are reported with mismatches identified.     

  Record display is single record formatted with line(s) for each field.        

  For changed records, only fields which are different are displayed.                                         

                                

FORMAT

The FORMAT keyword controls the formatting of the record's data. Use the FORMAT keyword to print the data in
character, hex, list, or single record formats. Character is the default format. The list format is only valid with the PRINT
command.

Syntax

FORMAT(CHARACTER | HEX | LIST | SINGLE | INSTRUCTION)

Parameters

FORMAT supports the following parameter:

Format-value
Specify one of the following valid:

• CHARACTER or C
Prints the selected records in character format with scale and record numbers.

• HEX or H
Prints the selected records in vertical hex format.
Note: This option is not available when using the COMPARE command with the PROGRAM keyword.

• INSTRUCTION or I
Prints the compared records in machine instruction format.
Note: This option is only available when using the COMPARE command with the PROGRAM keyword and
applies only to records related to the CONTENT property.

• LIST or L
Prints the selected records in character format without scale and record numbers. This option is only available
with the PRINT command.

• SINGLE or S
Prints the selected records in single record format according to the copybook that you specified. Except for the
PRINTLOG command, the copybook must be supplied through either the LAYOUTFILE keyword or the default
LAYOUT ddname.

Default: C

Example 1

This example syntax prints the data in vertical hex format, as shown in the following sample report.
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PRINT,

  FORMAT(HEX)

Print Report                 DSN =CUSTOMER.FILE                Rec Length = 80  

                                                                                

Rec #1                                                                          

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

     1 Intl Widget         534 Commerce Way              Denver    CO           

       C9A94E8888A444444444FFF4C99989884E8A44444444444444C89A894444CD444444444444444444           

       95330694753000000000534036445935061800000000000000455559000036000000000000000000

                                                                                

Rec #2                                                                          

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

     1 Acme Widgets        974 EZ Street                 Miami     FL           

       C8984E8888AA44444444FFF4CE4EA988A44444444444444444D889844444CD444444444444444444

       13450694753200000000974059023955300000000000000000491490000063000000000000000000                      

         

Example 2

This example syntax prints the data in list format, as shown in the following sample report.

PRINT,

  FORMAT(LIST)

Print Report                 DSN =CUSTOMER.FILE                Rec Length = 80  

                                                                                

Intl Widget         534 Commerce Way              Denver    CO

Acme Widgets   974 EZ Street                        Miami     FL                    

IF, AND, OR

Use the IF keyword to identify when to take further actions or processing. IF is different from SELRECIF and SELMEMIF
in that IF defines a condition that requires further processing. SELRECIF and SELMEMIF select records or PDS members
for processing by a specified command.

The AND/OR keywords are only valid immediately following the IF, SKIPRECIF, SELRECIF, and SELMEMIF keywords.

When an IF keyword immediately follows another IF/AND/OR keyword, the second IF is treated like an AND statement.

When IFs are separated by actions, subsequent IFs are not subordinate to the previous IF. The last action and the STOP
keyword are subordinate to an IF/AND/OR ends the IF/AND/ORs actions.

Syntax

IF({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

       ({   field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

IF({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

AND({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

   ({field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

AND({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

OR({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

  ({field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])
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OR({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

Also use the data definition to imply an OR condition. If the data and position are the same, but the values different,
change the data. This example looks for either character string LEAWOOD or MERRIAM' at record locations 40 - 54.

IF(40,14,EQ,C'LEAWOOD,MERRIAM')

When the data are not the same, you can still use an implied OR by simply listing the different data values.

IF(40,14,EQ,C'LEAWOOD',T'Merriam')

Or, you can append other criteria directly after the current criteria. This format ORs the two conditions.

IF(40,14,EQ,C'LEAWOOD',60,14,T'Merriam')

Parameters

IF supports the following parameters:

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be available to
the application's job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE. When this parameter is specified, the keyword's position, length, decimal-positions, and data type
are all retrieved from the field-name definition, and are used to validate the from-data and to-data's formats.

position
Specifies the starting field positioning the record. Valid values are the following:
1 - 32760

The actual position number.
+nnn

or  - nnn
The relative position to the record's current location

scan-length
Specifies the amount of data to compare. If you specify 0, scanning starts at the position value to the record
length. Valid values are 0 - 32760. No scanning is done if the scan-length is omitted.

operator
Specify one of the following values:
CO

Contains -- If a field-name is supplied, the position and scan-length values are retrieved from the field-
name's defined starting position and physical length. If position and scan-length are supplied, the record
is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ
Equal

NE
Not equal

GT
Greater than

GE
Greater than or equal to
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LE
Less than or equal to

LT
Less than

data
C'c…'

Character -- matches the specified case
N'n…'

Numeric -- Processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter. The field-name parameter must
be defined as a numeric field, and it is only valid when a field-name parameter is supplied.

P'n…'
Packed

T'x…'
Text -- matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are permitted.

X'hh…'
Hexadecimal

data - type
EQP

Valid packed decimal data
NEP

Not valid packed decimal data
EQN

Valid numeric data
NEN

Not valid numeric data

Keywords

The following is a complete list of the valid keywords that you can use with the IF, AND, OR keywords.

• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• EDIT
• IF, AND, OR
• INLIM
• MOVE
• OUTFILE
• PADCHAR
• POSITION
• PRINTREC
• REPLACE
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SKIP
• STOP
• WRITE

The following list shows examples of conditional processing:
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IF(1,GT,C'123')
Position 1 > '123'

IF(1,EQ,C'12',C'234',C'5')
Position 1 = '12' or '234' or '5'

IF(1,NE,C'A',C'B')
Position 1 not = either literal

IF(1,1,NE,C'A',C'B')
Position 1 not = either literal

IF(1,5,NE,C'A',C'B')
Neither literal found in scan of position1 - 5

IF(1,EQ,C'ABCD',T'Efg')
Comparison against mixed format of character string

IF(1,20,EQ,C'ABC')
Scan for 'ABC' starting in position 1 for a length of 20

IF(1,20,GT,C'123')
Scan for any 3-byte character string > '123' in position 1-20

IF(1,0,EQ,C'ABC')
Scan for 'ABC' starting in position 1 to end of record

IF(1,EQ,C'A')
Position 1 = 'A'

IF(1,EQ,T'ABC,DEFG,HIJKL')
Literals within single quotes that are compared to position 1

IF(1,50,EQ,C"2,000,000.00")
Literal containing ',' within double quotes

IF(1,EQ,C'AA,BB,CC')
Position 1= 'AA' or 'BB' or 'CC'

IF(1,50,EQ,C'ABC',P'00001',T'Abc')
Scan for any of these character strings in position 1 for a length of 50

IF(21,0,EQ,C'ABC',P'00001',T'Def')
Scan for any of these character strings in position 21 to the end of the record

IF(1,0,EQ,P'0001')
Packed field of any length with value of 1 starting in position 1

IF(1,3,GT,P'00001')
Compare of position 1 for a length of 3 to packed 3-byte literal

IF(1,5,EQ,P'00001')
Scan of position 1 for a length of 5 for packed 3-byte literal

IF(1,5,LT,C' ')
Compare position 1 for a length of 5 to < blanks

IF(1,5,LT,3C' ')
Scan position 1 for a length of five for three positions < blanks

IF(20,0,EQP)
Packed field of any length starting in position 20

IF(20,3,EQP)
Packed field of length 3 at position 20
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IF(20,4,NEP)
Position 20 for a length of 4 is not a valid packed field

IF(20,0,NEP)
The field starting at position 20 is not a valid packed field

IF(20,0,5NEP)
Not true that there are 5 contiguous packed fields of any length starting in position 20

IF(20,3,10EQP)
Ten 3-byte packed fields starting in position 20

IF(20,3,10EQP)
Not true that there are ten 3-byte packed fields starting in position 20

IF(20,0,EQP)
Packed field of any length starting in position 20

IF(10,5,EQN)
10 (5) is valid numeric

IF(10,5,3EQN)
Three consecutive 5-byte numeric fields starting in position 10

Example 1

These examples show two implied OR formats, by changing the data parameter. The first example means that only the
records where the STATE-CODE either contains the character string CT or MA are printed.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'CT,MA'),

    PRINTREC

The second example means that only the records where the STATE-CODE either contains the character string "CT", "Ct",
"cT", "ct" or "MA" are printed.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,T'CT,C'MA'),

    PRINTREC

Example 2

Only records that contain characters from 00 through 10 are printed to SYSLIST. All records are copied to SYSUT1O.

COPY,

  IF(5,GE,C'00'),

    OR(5,LE,C'10'),

      PRINTREC  

Example 3

Normally single quotes are used to enclose character strings. However, if the character string contains a comma, double
quotes are required. This example looks for the character string ABC,DEF,GHI beginning on position 5, and prints them to
SYSLIST, if found.

COPY,
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  IF(5,EQ,C"ABC,DEF,GHI"),

    PRINTREC

Example 4

If STATE-CODE contains AZ, the entire record is written to AZFILE. If those same positions have the characters IL, the
entire record is written to the ILFILE. The WRITE(AZFILE) terminates the first IFs subordinate actions.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(1,0,1),

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'AZ'),

    WRITE(AZFILE),  

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'IL'),

    WRITE(ILFILE)   

INFILE

Use the INFILE keyword to specify the input sequential, VSAM, or PDS data set. INFILE is not valid with the COMPARE
command. Use the keyword OLDFILE with the COMPARE command.

The keyword can be specified once per command. The shipped default value of SYSUT1 may have been changed during
installation.

Syntax

INFILE({[SYSUT1 | dsname[(member)] | ddname] [,CLOSE | ,NOCLOSE] [,ENHANCED | ,STANDARD]})

Parameters

INFILE supports the following parameters:

dsname
Identifies the data set name and optional member that contains the input records. This data set is dynamically
allocated. No JCL is needed to reference this dsname.

ddname
The input file's ddname. One to seven characters if OUTFILE is not provided. Otherwise, the length can be the
standard eight characters.

CLOSE
This parameter value closes the INFILE after the command has completed processing. This is the default value,
but it may have been changed by updating the &BAT_CLOSEIN installation option.

NOCLOSE
This parameter value does not close the INFILE after the command has completed processing. However, all data
sets are closed before executing subsequent job steps.
When the NOCLOSE parameter is used, the current job step's subsequent command begins processing with the
next record from the INFILE.

ENHANCED
Each file in the concatenation is processed by the command individually. Enhanced concatenation supports the
following:
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• Concatenating sequential files with VSAM files, or PDSs with other PDS file, but not sequential or VSAM files
with PDSs.

• Concatenating files with different attributes; for example, concatenating files containing fixed-length records
with files containing variable length records, or concatenating files with different record lengths.

STANDARD
The files in the concatenation are processed as a single file. This parameter supports any valid concatenation that
is supported by the operating system.

Note: If a ddname is chosen for the INFILE's value and there is no OUTFILE keyword, the output file's ddname will be the
INFILE's ddname with the character O appended to it. See example 1.Both dsname(member) and ddname are optional. If
both are omitted, either the CLOSE or NOCLOSE option must be supplied.

Example

This example syntax specifies CUSTREC as the ddname of the primary input file, and will not close CUSTREC before
starting the execution of the PRINT command. PRINT begins processing with CUSTREC's 501st record. The output file's
ddname is CUSTRECO.

COPY,

  INFILE(CUSTREC,NOCLOSE),

  INLIM(500),

PRINT

INFORMAT

Use the INFORMAT keyword to maintain JCL formatting when changing JCL.The application defines a JCL statement
to be a single record with a '//' in positions 1 and 2. Each JCL statement is evaluated and operated on individually. If a
change increases the length of the JCL statement past position 71, it is broken and continued on the next line. Other
records are operated on according to standard keyword behavior without INFORMAT (JCL) rules. JCL comment cards,
statements that begin with "//*" in the positions 1 through 3, are not processed by the INFORMAT parameter.

Use the IF keyword with INFORMAT to instruct the application to evaluate and operate on a complete JCL statement
instead of a single JCL statement. A complete JCL statement is a group of successive JCL statements that continue until
one is encountered that does not end in a comma. With IF you can query for a value on one JCL statement and can make
a change on any other JCL statement within the same complete JCL statement.

We do not recommend using SELRECIF with INFORMAT(JCL) as this processes only the individual JCL statements that
meet its selection criteria, and no others.

Note: INFORMAT(JCL) is not supported with the UPDATE command. When updating a JCL member or members, use
the COPY command and specify the same data set name on the input and output PDS. The following example shows the
COPY syntax.

COPY INFILE(MBRIN),

     OUTFILE(MBROUT),

     INFORMAT(JCL),

       CHANGE(1,0,EQ,C'DSN=XXXXXXXX',C'DSN=YYYYYYYY')

Syntax

INFORMAT(JCL)

Parameters

INFORMAT only requires the character string 'JCL'.
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Example 1

This is an example of how JCL statements are broken and continued on a new line when the change causes the
statement to go beyond column 71. When DSN=CUSTOMER is changed to DSN=CUSTOMER.UPDATE, the
UNIT=SYSDA parameter is continued on the next line.

COPY,

  INFORMAT(JCL),

  CHANGE(1,0,EQ,C'DSN=CUSTOMER.',C'DSN=CUSTOMER.UPDATE.MSTR.')

from

//DATAOUT  DD  DSN=CUSTOMER.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),                                   

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=110,BLKSIZE=11400)

to

//DATAOUT  DD  DSN=CUSTOMER.UPDATE.MSTR.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE), 

//             UNIT=SYSDA,                                       

//             SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),                                

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=110,BLKSIZE=11400)

Example 2

This is an example of how the IF statement lets you evaluate a complete JCL statement. In this example, when a field
on the first JCL statement is evaluated to a true condition, data is changed on a subsequent JCL statement within the
complete JCL statement. When DSN=CUSTOMER.FILE is found, the CHANGE command is applied to UNIT=SYSDA
parameter on the 2nd JCL statement and UNIT=SYSDA is changed to UNIT=VIO.

COPY,

  INFORMAT(JCL),

  IF(1,0,EQ,C'DSN=CUSTOMER.FILE'),  

    CHANGE(1,0,EQ,C'UNIT=SYSDA',C'UNIT=VIO')

from

//DATAOUT  DD  DSN=CUSTOMER.FILE,DISP=(,DELETE),  

//             UNIT=SYSDA,                                 

//             SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),                          

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=110,BLKSIZE=11400)      

to

//DATAOUT  DD  DSN=CUSTOMER.FILE,DISP=(,DELETE),        

//             UNIT=VIO,                                         

//             SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),                                

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=110,BLKSIZE=11400)            
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INLIM

The INLIM keyword sets the maximum number of records that are read from the primary input file, usually SYSUT1. INLIM
is not reinitialized to 0 with each PDS member that it processes. Once the INLIM is reached, the record is processed and
the command is terminated. Use INLIM only once per command.

Syntax

INLIM(0 | number)

Parameters

INLIM supports the following parameter:

number
Any integer value from 0 through 999,999,999. The default value, 0, sets no limit on how many records are read
before terminating the command.

Example

This example syntax terminates the COPY command after it processes the 99th record. Out of the first 99 records, only
the records whose RECORD-TYPE fields contain a C'Z' is copied. PRINT processing begins with the 100th record of
SYSUT1.

COPY,

  INLIM(99),

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  INFILE(,NOCLOSE),

  SELRECIF(RECORD-TYPE,EQ,C'Z')

PRINT

INSERTED

The INSERTED keyword specifies to which output file the new file's inserted records is written. It is only valid with the
COMPARE command and can only be used once per command.

With COMPARE PROGRAM, the file must have a variable blocked record format with a maximum record length of at least
2048 bytes.

Syntax

INSERTED(ddname)

Parameters

INSERTED supports the following parameters:

ddname
The one to eight-character ddname of the sequential file to which INSERTED records are written.

Example

This example syntax writes the new file's records that do not exist in the old file to the sequential file referenced by
ddname INSTRECS.

COMPARE

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),
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  SYNCKEY(RECORD-KEY),

     INSERTED(INSTRECS)

INTERVAL

The INTERVAL keyword is used to select a specified number of records at regular intervals. The two positional
parameters specify the number of records to select and to skip in each interval. Records are first selected before any
records are skipped. It is not subordinate to any SEL* or IF keywords.

Syntax

INTERVAL(number_to_select,number_to_skip)

Parameters

INTERVAL supports the following two parameters:

number_to_select
Any integer value from 1 through 999,999,999. Specifies the number of records to select before any records are
skipped.

number_to_skip
Any integer value from 1 through 999,999,999. Specifies he number of records to skip between each interval of
selected records.

Example 1

This example selects the first two records for printing and skips the next three records. It continues with this interval
selection until the EOF.

PRINT ,

  FORMAT(LIST)

  INTERVAL(2,3),

You would expect output similar to this:

Print Report                 DSN = USER010.CAWABAT2.JOB04334.D0000101.?   Rec Length = 80

                                                                                

111111  APPLE                                                           

222222  APPLE                                                           

666666  APPLE                                                           

777777  ORANGE                                                          

BBBBBB  APPLE                                                           

CCCCCC  APPLE                                                           

*** CAWA2101I  DDNAME SYSUT1   records read:    15, selected 6                  

                                                                                

*** CAWA2550I  PRINT completed   RC = 0   High RC = 0 

CAWA2001I SYSLIST output was directed to SYSPRINT

                                                 

CAWA2000I Utility ending, Max CC=0                                         
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LAYOUTFILE

The LAYOUTFILE keyword points to the copybook used during processing. Copybooks must be defined before
referencing them with this keyword. The default value for this keyword is the ddname LAYOUT.

Syntax

LAYOUTFILE({LAYOUT|dsname(member)|ddname})

Parameters

LAYOUTFILE supports the following parameters:

dsname(member)
Identifies the data set name and required member that contains the copybook. This data set is dynamically
allocated. No JCL is needed to reference this dsname.

ddname
Functions like the dsname except the ddname refer to the job step's JCL ddname that contains the data set name
and member.

Example 1

The copybook that is used during the execution of the PRINT command is in CUSTOMER.COPYLIB(CPYBOOK). The
file's data is overlaid with the copybook found in the member CPYBOOK.

PRINT,

  LAYOUTFILE(CUSTOMER.COPYLIB(CPYBOOK)),

  FORMAT(SINGLE) 

Print Report                 DSN = CUSTOMER.FILE  

                                                                                

Rec #1                                                                          

Pos   *-----------FIELD NAME--------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----

+----6----+----7----+----8

    1 01 COMPANY-DATA                            80                             

    1   03 COMPANY-NAME                     C    20 Intl Widget                 

   21   03 COMPANY-ADDRESS                  C    30 534 Commerce Way            

   51   03 COMPANY-CITY                     C    10 Denver                      

   61   03 COMPANY-STATE-CODE               C     2 CO                          

   63   03 FILLER                           C    18                                                 

Example 2

The copybook that is used during the execution of the COPY command is referenced by the ddname of DDLAYOUT.
All records whose FIELD-A value is 55 are copied to the output file. You must provide a layout member because the
SELRECIF keyword references a field name. This layout must map the input file's data. If LAYOUTFILE is omitted, the
default ddname LAYOUT is used.

COPY,

  LAYOUTFILE(DDLAYOUT),

  SELRECIF(FIELD-A,EQ,N'55')
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LAYOUTFILEN

The LAYOUTFILEN keyword points to the COBOL or PL/I copybook used to resolve field names on the NEW file during
COMPARE processing. Copybooks must already be defined before referencing them with this keyword. The default value
for this keyword is the ddname LAYOUTN. You can use this keyword once per command. If LAYOUTFILEN is not present
and no LAYOUTN DD statement is coded in the JCL, the old file layout is used.

Syntax

LAYOUTFILEN({LAYOUTN|dsname(member)|ddname})

Parameters

LAYOUTFILEN supports the following parameters:

dsname(member)
Identifies the data set name and required member that contains the copybook. This data set is dynamically
allocated. No JCL is needed to reference this dsname.

ddname
Functions like the dsname except the ddname refer to the job step's JCL ddname that contains the data set name
and member.

Example

The copybook that is used for the OLD file during the execution of the COMPARE command is in
CUSTOMER.COPYLIB(CPYBOOK). The copybook that is used for the NEW file during the execution of the COMPARE
command is in CUSTOMER.NEW.COPYLIB(CPYBOOK). OLD_KEY_FIELD and OLD_FIELD_NAME are resolved by
looking in the LAYOUTFILE copybook, and NEW_KEY_FIELD and NEW_FIELD_NAME are resolved by looking in the
LAYOUTFILEN copybook. The compare report uses both copybooks to map the data.

COMPARE,

  LAYOUTFILE(CUSTOMER.COPYLIB(CPYBOOK)),

  LAYOUTFILEN(CUSTOMER.NEW.COPYLIB(CPYBOOK)),

  FORMAT(SINGLE),

  SYNCKEY(OLD_KEY_FIELD,NEW_KEY_FIELD),

  POSITION(OLD_FIELD_NAME,NEW_FIELD_NAME)

LAYOUTRC

Use the LAYOUTRC keyword to set the step's return code if the dsname in the LAYOUTFILE keyword is uncataloged. The
default value is 4, but this may have been changed during the installation.

Syntax

LAYOUTRC(4 | return-code)

Parameters

LAYOUTRC supports the following parameter:

return-code
An integer value from 0 through 4095
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LINEPAGE

Use the LINEPAGE keyword to set the maximum number of lines per page for SYSLIST. The default value is 60, but this
may have been changed during the installation. A large number prevents page breaks from occurring.

Syntax

LINEPAGE(60 | number)

Parameters

LINEPAGE supports the following parameter:

number
An integer value from 1 through 9999

LOAD

Use the LOAD keyword to specify a load module report for the LOADINFO command. This keyword is only valid with the
LOADINFO command and can only be used once per command. This keyword produces a load module report listing all
the load modules' attributes plus all their CSECTs.

Syntax

LOAD

Example

This example creates a load module report for all load modules in the load library that is referenced by the ddname
LOADLIB.

LOADINFO,

     LOAD

LOADEXCLUDE

Use the LOADEXCLUDE keyword to specify which load modules should be excluded from the LOADINFO report. This
keyword is only valid with the LOADINFO command and can only be used once per command. This keyword cannot be
used with the LOADINCLUDE keyword.

Syntax

LOADEXCLUDE({member | pattern | startmember-endmember}[,…])

Parameters

LOADEXCLUDE supports the following parameters:

member
Specifies a load module name to exclude from processing.

pattern
Specifies a pattern. Load module names that match this pattern are excluded from processing.
* - An asterisk signifies any number of characters starting in this position.
% - A percent sign is a placeholder for a character in the specific position.
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startmember
Specifies the starting load module name when identifying a range of load modules to exclude from processing.
Specify asterisk (*) to exclude all load modules less than the endmember. Startmember can be any valid pattern
name.

endmember
Specifies the ending load module name when identifying a range of load modules to exclude from processing.
Specify asterisk (*) to exclude all load modules greater than the startmember. Endmember can be any valid
pattern name.

Example

This example creates a load module report for all load modules in a load library, except any load module names starting
with PAY.

LOADINFO,

  LOADEXCLUDE(PAY*), 

  LOAD

LOADINCLUDE

The LOADINCLUDE keyword specifies which load modules to include in the LOADINFO report. This keyword is only
valid with the LOADINFO command and can only be used once per command. This keyword cannot be used with the
LOADEXCLUDE keyword.

Syntax

LOADINCLUDE({member | pattern | startmember-endmember}[,…])

Parameters

LOADINCLUDE supports the following parameters:

member
Specifies a load module name to select for processing.

pattern
Specifies a pattern. Load module names that match this pattern are selected for processing.
* - An asterisk signifies any number of characters starting in this position.
% - A percent sign is a placeholder for a character in the specific position.

startmember
Specifies the starting load module name when identifying a range of load modules to select for processing.
Specify asterisk (*) to select all load modules less than the endmember. Startmember can be any valid pattern
name.

endmember
Specifies the ending load module name when identifying a range of load modules to select for processing. Specify
asterisk (*) to select all load modules greater than the startmember. Endmember can be any valid pattern name.

Example

This example creates a load module report that lists the DATERTN and TIMERTN load modules in addition to all load
modules starting with CUST.

LOADINFO,  

  LOADINCLUDE(DATERTN,TIMERTN,CUST*), 
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LOADLIB

The LOADLIB keyword points to a module load library used during processing of the LOADINFO command. The default
value is the ddname LOADLIB.

Syntax

LOADLIB({LOADLIB | dsname | ddname})

Parameters

LOADLIB supports the following parameters:

dsname
Identifies the data set name of the module load library. This data set is dynamically allocated. No JCL is needed to
reference this dsname.

ddname
Functions like the dsname except the ddname refer to the job step's JCL ddname that contains the data set name
of the load library.

LOGFILE

The LOGFILE keyword points to the sequential data set that contains the change log records captured during a File
Master Plus EDIT session, which is used by the PRINTLOG command. The default value is the ddname LOGFILE.

Syntax

LOGFILE({LOGFILE|dsname | ddname})

Parameters

LOGFILE supports the following parameters:

dsname
Identifies the data set name of the change log file. This data set is dynamically allocated. No JCL is needed to
reference this dsname

ddname
Functions like the dsname except the ddname refer to the job step's JCL ddname that contains the data set name
of the editor's change log file.

Example

This example prints the editor's change log records in single record format for all changed, inserted, or deleted
records recorded during the change log file referenced by the MYLOG ddname. LAYOUTFILE needs to reference the
layout member that was used during the edit session.

PRINTLOG,

  LOGFILE(MYLOG),

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  FORMAT(SINGLE)

MAP

The MAP keyword controls the printing of an extent map of the VOLSER or UNIT parameter values, following the
VOLINFO report. The MAP keyword is valid only with the VOLINFO command, and you must specify the UNIT
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and VOLSER keywords. When MAP is omitted, the extent map report is not generated. Only one MAP keyword is allowed
per VOLINFO command.

Syntax

MAP({EXTENTS | FREESPACE})

Parameters

MAP supports the following parameters:

EXTENTS
Generates a report documenting the complete extent map of the volume.

FREESPACE
Generates a report documenting a map of the free extents on the volume.

Example 1

This example generates an extent listing for the VOLSER PAK001:

VOLINFO,

  VOLSER(PAK001),

  MAP(EXTENTS)

Extents listing for VOLSER: PAK001

Volume cccccc-hh Data Set Name                                 Org    Tracks     Extents

------ --------- --------------------------------------------  ----   ------    ----------

PAK001 000000-00 ...Volume Label and VTOC pointer...                       1

PAK001 000000-01 SYS1.VVDS.VOSI001                             VSAM       10      1 of   2

PAK001 000000-11 ICF.OSI.USERCAT.CATINDEX                      VSAM        1      1 of   1

PAK001 000000-12 AD1QA.FMMVS41.VJEBF01.IVPSFL.TEST01           PS          1      1 of   1

PAK001 000000-13 AD1QA.FMMVS41.RI00168.TEST.VB137              PS          1      1 of   1

PAK001 000000-14 ...Free Space...                                          1

PAK001 000001-00 AD1QA.FMMVS41.TEST.PDS                        PDS         5      1 of  10

PAK001 000001-05 AD1QA.FMMVS80.TEST.PDS                        PDS         5      2 of  10

Example 2

This example generates a free space listing for the VOLSER PAK001:

VOLINFO,

  VOLSER(PAK001),

  MAP(FREESPACE)

Free Space listing for VOLSER: PAK001

Volume cccccc-hh Data Set Name                                 Org    Tracks     Extents

------ --------- --------------------------------------------  ----   ------    ----------

PAK001 000000-14 ...Free Space...                                          1

PK0001 000026-09 ...Free Space...                                          1

PK0001 000031-00 ...Free Space...                                          5

PK0001 000051-10 ...Free Space...                                          2

PK0001 000056-13 ...Free Space...                                          2
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PK0001 000065-07 ...Free Space...                                          3

PK0001 000080-11 ...Free Space...                                          2

PK0001 000093-14 ...Free Space...                                          5

PK0001 000100-10 ...Free Space...                                          5

PK0001 000121-12 ...Free Space...                                          5

PK0001 000133-05 ...Free Space...                                          5

PK0001 000133-12 ...Free Space...                                          3

MATCHED

The MATCHED keyword specifies the output file to which the matched records are written. It is only valid with the
COMPARE command and can be used twice per command.

With COMPARE PROGRAM, the file must have a variable blocked record format with a maximum record length of at least
2048 bytes.

Because a COMPARE can be done for only a portion of the record by using the POSITION keyword, it is possible that
records that are considered matched in the COMPARE are different somewhere else on the record. In this case, the old
and new record can be written to separate files using the OLD and NEW parameters. Both records are written to the file if
ALL is specified.

Syntax

MATCHED(ddname[,ALL|,NEW|,OLD])

Parameters

MATCHED supports the following parameters:

ddname
The one to eight-character ddname of the sequential file in which all of the MATCHED records are written.

ALL
Specifies that all matched records in the old and new files are written to the ddname.

NEW
Specifies that only matched records from the new file are written to the ddname. This is the default value.

OLD
Specifies that only matched records from the old file are written to the ddname.

Example

This example syntax writes matched records from the new file to the sequential file referenced by ddname MTCHRECS.

COMPARE

MATCHED(MTCHRECS)

MEMBER

Use the member keyword to select the PDS members that you want processed. You can specify a single member name,
a pattern, or a range of members. If SELMEMIF is also present, MEMBER and SELMEMIF are ANDed together. A
member is selected if it meets the selection criteria for both keywords.

Syntax

MEMBER({member | pattern | startmember-endmember}[,…])
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Parameters

MEMBER supports the following parameters:

member
Specifies the PDS member name selected for processing.

pattern
Specifies a pattern. PDS member names that match this pattern are selected for processing.
* - An asterisk signifies any number of characters starting in this position.
% - A percent sign is a placeholder for a character in the specific position.

startmember
Specifies the starting PDS member name when identifying a range of members to select for processing. Specify
asterisk (*) to select all members from the beginning of the PDS. Startmember can be any valid pattern name.

endmember
Specifies the ending PDS member name when identifying a range of members to select for processing. Specify
asterisk (*) to select all members to the end of the PDS. Endmember can be any valid pattern name.

Example

This syntax example only copies the member IEBCOMPR, any member that begins with ZAP, and all members beginning
with an A or B

COPY,

  MEMBER(IEBCOMPR,ZAP*,A*-B*)

MOVE

The MOVE keyword moves data from the work buffer to the move buffer.

The move buffer is created and initialized with the first MOVE keyword encountered. It is initialized with the PADCHAR
value, if a PADCHAR value is supplied. If a PADCHAR value is not specified, the move buffer is initialized with low values.
You use multiple MOVE statements to populate the move buffer. The rightmost position moved to determine the length of
the move buffer.

If the move buffer is greater than the output's maximum allowable record length, the move buffer is truncated to that value
and the TRUNCRC value is returned.

If the move buffer is less than the output's maximum allowable record length, the following statements apply:

For variable record lengths, the move buffer length determines the length of the output record.

For fixed record lengths, the move buffer is padded with the current PADCHAR value to the defined record length.

The WRITE keyword must be used to write the move buffer to the output file(s). Use the CLEAR parameter value to reset
all bytes in the current move buffer to the current PADCHAR value, and for variable output files, to reset the move buffer
length to 0. The move buffer length is also set to 0 for variable output files with each input record read.

Syntax

MOVE({to-position,{to-data | length,from-position|from-field-name} | CLEAR})

MOVE(to-field-name{,to-data|,from-field-name})

MOVE(to-position,0,to-data)

Parameters

MOVE supports the following parameters:
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to-field-name
Use to-field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be
available to the job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE.
Note: When this parameter is supplied, the keyword's position is retrieved from the to-field-name definition, and is
used to validate the to-data format.

to-position
Specifies the position to store data. Valid choices are as follows:
1 - 32760

The actual position number
+nnn or - nnn

The relative position to the record's current location
to-data

Specify one of the following:
C'c…

'
Character -- matches specified case

N'n…
'
Numeric -- processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter. The field-name parameter must
be defined as a numeric field, and it is only valid when a field-name parameter is supplied.

P'n…
'
Packed

T'c…
'
Text -- upper case letters are substituted for their lower case counterparts. Alphanumeric data is
permitted.

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

length
Specifies the amount of data to move. A value of 0 indicates that the data to move begins at the from-position and
goes to the length of the input record. Valid values are 0 - 32760.

from-field-name
Use from-field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The record's layout
must be available to the job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the
keyword LAYOUTFILE.
Note: When this parameter is supplied, the keyword's from-position and length are both retrieved from the from-
field-name definition.

from-position
Starting position in the record. This value cannot reference data that is greater than the record's length. Valid
choices are as follows:
1 - 32760

The actual position number
+nnn or - nnn

The relative position to the record's current location
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CLEAR
This parameter value initializes the move buffer to the current PADCHAR value and resets the move buffer length
for variable output records to 0.
0

Repeat the data literal, starting at the to-position, for the length of the output record. For variable record
output files, this length is the input record's length.

Example 1

This example syntax moves the character string 'CT' to position 5 of the output buffer, and writes the output buffer.

READ,

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(5,C'CT'),

  WRITE(CTFILE)

To obtain the same results, use the to-field-name parameter with the LAYOUTFILE keyword, which would reference the
layout member that maps the input file's data.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(STATE-CODE,C'CT'),

  WRITE(CTFILE)

Example 2

Input record positions 1-10 are moved to output record positions 1-10. Input record positions 21 - 30 are moved to output
record positions 11-20, and input record positions 11-20 are moved to output record position 21-30. The WRITE command
resets the relational position back to 1.

READ,

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(+0,10,1),

  MOVE(+0,10,21),

  MOVE(+0,10,11),

  WRITE(OUTPUT)

Example 3

This next example moves the entire record to the move buffer. It examines the STATE-CODE field. If it is equal to KS, it
appends 6.0 to the end of the record, whatever that position is. If it finds MO, it appends 6.5 to the end of the record. Once
the characters are appended, the records are written to the appropriate file and processing continues with the next record.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(1,0,1),  

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'KS'),

    MOVE(+0,C'6.0'),    

    WRITE(KSFILE),  

    NEXTREC,    

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'MO'),
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    MOVE(+0,C'6.5'),    

    WRITE(MOFILE)   

Example 4

The following example shows how you can easily move one field to another field's location in the output file NEWFILE.
The length of the MOVE is decided on by the physical length of the from-field-name's defined physical length, in this case
the CC-ADDRESS and CC-NAME fields. Both fields must be defined in the same layout file.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(SHIPPING-ADDRESS,CC-ADDRESS),

  MOVE(SHIPPING-NAME,CC-NAME),

  WRITE(NEWFILE)

NEWFILE

The NEWFILE keyword points to the file that is compared against a baseline, or old file. This keyword is allowed once per
command, can only reference a VSAM or a sequential file or a member of a PDS, and is only valid with the COMPARE
command. The default value is SYSUT1N, but this value may have been changed during installation.

Syntax

NEWFILE({SYSUT1N | dsname[(member)] | ddname})

Parameters

NEWFILE supports the following parameters:

dsname
Identifies the data set name and optional member name of the new file, which is dynamically allocated. No JCL is
needed to reference this dsname.

ddname
Specifies the 1 - 8 character ddname of the new file.

Example

This example syntax reads file ddname NEWMSTR as the file in which to compare.

COMPARE,

  NEWFILE(NEWMSTR)

NEWMEMBER

The NEWMEMBER keyword is used to rename a PDS member while using the COPY command. NEWMEMBER only
accepts a single name. This keyword can only be used once per command.
 Note: It is possible to generate identical names. Replacing identically named members can be controlled using the
REPLACEMEM keyword.

Syntax

NEWMEMBER(member | pattern)

Parameters
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NEWMEMBER supports the following parameters:

member
Specifies the name of the new PDS member.

pattern
Specifies a pattern. Member names that match this pattern are used when copying more than one PDS member.
You can use a percent sign to retain in the new member name the character found at the percent sign's location in
the old name.

Example 1

This example overwrites CAWA with RRMX, for all member names that begin with CAWA.

COPY,

  MEMBER(CAWA*),

  NEWMEMBER(RRMX%%%%)

Example 2

This example appends RRM to all member names beginning with A and which have only five characters in their name.

COPY,

  MEMBER(A%%%%),

  NEWMEMBER(%%%%%RRM)

NEWRID

The NEWRID keyword positions the data set specified by the NEWFILE keyword to a specific record before starting
processing. If this keyword is not supplied, record processing begins with the first record. NEWRID is only valid with
the COMPARE command, and can only be used once per COMPARE. This keyword is mutually exclusive with the RID
keyword.

For KSDS processing, if the record key does not exist, processing begins with the next record that is greater than the rid
value. If NEWFILE is not supplied, the default file's SYSUT1N is positioned accordingly.

Syntax

NEWRID(rid)

Parameters

Valid rid values for each supported file format are as follows:

ESDS
Specifies a relative byte address (RBA) in a four-byte hexadecimal format:
X'hh…

'
Hexadecimal

KSDS
Specifies the record key in one of the following formats:
C'c…

'
Character -- matches specified case
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X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

RRDS
Specifies the relative record number (RRN)

Sequential
Specifies the actual record number, valid values are 1 - 999,999,999

Note: When using a hexadecimal value, you must supply an even number of hexadecimal characters.

Example 1

This example syntax is for a KSDS file. Record processing begins with the record that has the key value X'1000', or if
that key does not exist, the next higher key. If there is no NEWFILE keyword, the default value SYSUT1N is positioned
accordingly.

COMPARE,

  NEWRID(X'1000')

Example 2

This example syntax is for RRDS and sequential files. Processing begins with the 32nd record of the data set specified by
the NEWFILE keyword, or if NEWFILE is not supplied, the data set specified by the default value SYSUT1N is positioned
accordingly.

COMPARE,

  NEWRID(32)

NEXTREC

The NEXTREC keyword causes current record processing to halt and the next record to be read. Any keywords after
the NEXTREC command are not executed before reading the next record. This keyword is only valid as a subordinate
keyword to SELMEMIF, SELRECIF, AND and OR.

Syntax

NEXTREC

Parameters

NEXTREC supports no parameters

Example

This example syntax writes records with a STATE-CODE value of C'KS' to ddname KSOUT, of C'OK' to OKOUT, of 'TX' to
TXOUT and all other STATE-CODE values to 'OTHEROUT'.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT), 

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(1,0,1),

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'KS'),

    WRITE(KSOUT),

    NEXTREC,

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'OK'),
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    WRITE(OKOUT),

    NEXTREC,

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'TX'),

    WRITE(TXOUT),

    NEXTREC,

  IF(STATE-CODE,NE.C'TX'),

    WRITE(OTHEROUT)

NOSELRC

The NOSELRC keyword sets the command's return code if no selection criteria are matched. The default value is 4, but
this may have been changed during installation.

Syntax

NOSELRC(4 | return-code)

Parameters

NOSELRC supports the following parameter:

return-code
Specifies an integer value from 0 through 4095.

OLDFILE

The OLDFILE keyword points to the baseline file when using the COMPARE command. This keyword is allowed only
once per command and can reference a VSAM file, a sequential file, a PDS, or a PDS member, and it is only valid with the
COMPARE command. The default value for OLDFILE is SYSUT1, but this may have been changed during installation.

Syntax

OLDFILE({SYSUT1 | dsname[(member)] | ddname})

Parameters

OLDFILE supports the following parameters:

dsname
Identifies the baseline file's data set name and optional member name for a COMPARE command. This data set
is dynamically allocated. No JCL is needed to reference this dsname. If the data set is a PDS, the member name
is required.

ddname
Specifies the one- to eight-character ddname of the original file to be compared. SYSUT1 is the default.

Example:

In this example syntax the ddname OLDMSTR references the original or baseline file that is to be compared.

COMPARE,

OLDFILE(OLDMSTR)

OLDRID

The OLDRID keyword positions the data set specified by the OLDFILE keyword to a specific record before starting
processing. If this keyword is not supplied, record processing begins with the first record. OLDRID is only valid with
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the COMPARE command and can only be used once per COMPARE. This keyword is mutually exclusive with the RID
keyword.

For KSDS processing, if the record key does not exist, processing begins with the next record that is greater than the rid
value. If OLDFILE is not supplied, the default file's SYSUT1 is positioned accordingly.

Syntax

OLDRID(rid)

Parameters

Valid rid values for each supported file format are as follows:

ESDS
Specifies the relative byte address (RBA) in a four-byte hexadecimal format:
X'hh…'

Hexadecimal
KSDS

Specifies the record key in one of the following formats:
C'c…'

Character -- matches specified case
X'hh…'

Hexadecimal
RRDS

Specifies the relative record number (RRN)
Sequential

Actual record number. Valid values are 1 - 999,999,999

Note: When using a hexadecimal value, you must supply an even number of hexadecimal characters.

Example 1

This example syntax is for a KSDS file. Record processing begins for the data set referenced by the OLDFILE keyword
and starts with the record that has the key value X'1000', or if that key does not exist, the next key higher. If keyword
OLDFILE is not used, the default value SYSUT1's file is positioned accordingly.

COMPARE,

  OLDRID(X'1000')

Example 2

This example syntax is for RRDS and sequential files. Processing begins with the 32nd record of the data set specified by
the OLDFILE keyword, or with the default value of SYSUT1.

COMPARE,

OLDRID(32)

OUTFILE

The OUTFILE keyword points to the output file. The default value is SYSUT1O, but this may have been changed during
installation. The OUTFILE and INFILE can have different file organizations. OUTFILE is only valid with the COPY and
GENXML commands. For the GENXML command, the output file must be a sequential file or a PDS member.
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When the INFILE ddname is specified, the OUTFILE ddname is built from the first seven characters of the INFILE ddname
with an O appended to it.

When the INFILE ddname is not specified, the OUTFILE ddname is built from the installation option &BAT_INFILE with an
O appended to it.

Syntax

OUTFILE({[SYSUT1O | dsname[(member)] | ddname][,CLOSE|,NOCLOSE]})

Parameters

OUTFILE supports the following parameters:

dsname
Identifies the data set name and optional member that contain the output records. This data set is dynamically
allocated. No JCL is needed to reference this dsname.

ddname
Specifies the one- to eight-character ddname of the output file. SYSUT1O is the default value.

CLOSE
This parameter value closes the OUTFILE after the command has completed processing. Subsequent commands
write over any previously written data. CLOSE does not work on SYSOUT=* allocations. Output of these types
remains open during the entire job. CLOSE is the default value, but it may have been changed during installation.

NOCLOSE
This parameter value does not close the OUTFILE after the command has completed processing. However, all
data sets are closed before executing subsequent job steps.
When the NOCLOSE parameter is used, the current job step's subsequent command appends any additional
records to the OUTFILE.

Note: Both dsname(member) and ddname are optional. If both are omitted, either the CLOSE or NOCLOSE option must
be selected.

Example 1

This example syntax directs all output to the data set referenced by ddname NEWMSTR. The file is closed after the
command completes

COPY, 

  OUTFILE(NEWMSTR)

Example 2

This example syntax directs any output to the data set referenced by the default ddname for OUTFILE. The shipped
default value for this option is SYSUT1O, but may have been changed during installation. The default OUTFILE ddname
is generated by first using the INFILE value, if supplied, and if not supplied, the installation default value, and appending
an O to the end of the value. The file is not closed after the command completes. The execution of the current job step's
next command appends any new output to the end of the OUTFILE.

COPY,

  OUTFILE(,NOCLOSE)

Example 3

This example copies the records referenced by the ddname OLDMSTR to the data set referenced by the ddname
OLDMSTRO. Although the ddname OLDMSTRO is not supplied by the use of the OUTFILE keyword, the name is
generated because of the use of the INFILE value.
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COPY,

  INFILE(OLDMSTR)

OUTLIM

The OUTLIM keyword sets the maximum number of records that are written to one of the following:

The default output file, usually SYSUT1O.

• The overridden default output file used with the OUTFILE keyword.
• The output file referenced by the WRITE keyword.

You can use multiple OUTLIM keywords within one command. OUTLIMs that are used outside of a SELRECIF statement
are considered a global limit. OUTLIMs that are subordinate to the SELRECIF keyword are considered conditional
limits. Each conditional limit is particular to the SELRECIF or IF in which it is subordinate. Global limits refer to the entire
command.

OUTLIM is not reinitialized to 0 with each PDS member that it processes. As each OUTLIM conditional limit is reached,
no more records are written to the associated output file for that particular OUTLIM conditional limit. When all OUTLIM
conditional limits are reached, no more records are written to any output file, except for any output file associated with the
global limit. When the OUTLIM global limit is reached, the command is terminated.

Syntax

OUTLIM(0 | number)

Parameters

OUTLIM supports the following parameter:

number
An integer value from 0 through 999,999,999. The default is 0, which means there is no limit to the number of
records that are written to the associated output file.

Example 1

This example syntax limits the number of output records written to the file referenced by the ddname MSTROUT to 10,000
records.

COPY,

  OUTFILE(MSTROUT),

  OUTLIM(10000)

Example 2

This example writes a maximum of 500 records to the associated output files, either NHFILE, NJFILE, NMFILE, or
NYFILE, and matching records to the default output file, usually SYSUT1O.

COPY,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SELRECIF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'NH'),

    OUTLIM(500),    

    WRITE(NHFILE),  

  SELRECIF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'NJ'),

    OUTLIM(500),    

    WRITE(NJFILE),  
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  SELRECIF(STATE-CODE ,EQ,C'NM'),

    OUTLIM(500),    

    WRITE(NMFILE),  

  SELRECIF(STATE-CODE ,EQ,C'NY'),

    OUTLIM(500),    

    WRITE(NYFILE)   

PADCHAR

The PADCHAR keyword defines the pad character that is used to fill any uninitialized record bytes. Uninitialized record
bytes may be created using commands such as COPY or with keywords like CHANGE. With COPY, uninitialized record
bytes are created when copying to a larger record without specifically initializing the extra bytes in the larger record. The
default value is low-values, x'00'. Supplying the PADCHAR keyword is the only way to override the default value.

Syntax

PADCHAR(char-data | X'00')

Parameters

PADCHAR supports the following parameter:

char-data
Specify one of the following values:
C'x'
Designate a printable character value
X'hh'
Hexadecimal value. The default value is x'00'

Example

These syntax examples pads the uninitialized output record with spaces.

COPY,

  PADCHAR(x'40')

PDSSTATS

Use the PDSSTATS keyword to turn off the updating of the PDS member's statistics after a member had been updated
through either the CHANGE, EDIT, or REPLACE keywords.

The following rules apply to the PDSSTATS keyword:

It is only valid with the UPDATE and COPY commands.

• It can only be issued once per command.
• It cannot be subordinate to any selection statements including IF.

If you omit this keyword, the member's statistics are updated if the member had been changed.

Syntax

PDSSTATS(Y| N)

Parameters

PDSSTATS supports the following values:
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Y
Update the PDS member's statistics when the member had been updated. This is the default value.

N
Do not change the PDS member's statistics when the PDS member had been changed.

Example 1

This example will not update the PDS member's statistics, regardless of whether the members are changed or not.

COPY,

  OUTFILE(MSTRCOPY),

  REPLACEMEM(Y),

  PDSSTATS(N),

  IF(1,0,EQ,C'PGM=RATE4A'),

    REPLACE(1,0,C'REGION=',C'REGION=6M)

Example 2

This example will not UPDATE the member PRDCOPY statistics if the member is changed.

UPDATE,

  PDSSTATS(N),

  MEMBER(PRDCOPY),

  REPLACE(1,0,C'REGION=',C'REGION=6M)

Note: Use the MEMBER keyword to reference members directly.

POSITION

The POSITION keyword is used with the COMPARE command to limit what record positions will be compared in the
OLD and NEW files. If you omit this keyword, the entire record is compared. If you use POSITION multiple times within a
COMPARE command, only those positions are used to determine if a record is changed or matched.

Syntax

POSITION({old-field-name|oldfile-position,length}[,new-field-name|,newfile-position])

POSITION(old-field-name,length{,new-field-name|,newfile-position})

Parameters

POSITION supports the following parameters:

old-field-name
Use old-field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be
available to the job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE. When this parameter is supplied, the keyword's oldfile-position and length are retrieved from the
old-field-name's definition.

oldfile-position
Specifies the starting field position in the OLDFILE record. Valid choices are as follows:
1 - 32760

The actual position number.
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length
Specifies the number of record positions to be compared. If you specify 0, the positions scanned start at the
position parameters to the end of the records. Valid integer values are 0 - 32760.

new-field-name
Use new-field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the NEW file’s record layout. The layout must
be available to the job step. For more information about how to make the NEW record's layout available, see the
keyword LAYOUTFILEN.
Note: When this parameter is supplied, the keyword's new-position and length are retrieved from the new-field-
name's definition. If the old-field-name and new-field-name lengths are different, the length used will be the
shorter of the two lengths.

newfile-position
Specifies the starting field position in the NEWFILE record to be compared. When this parameter is omitted its
value is the same as the oldfile-position, or, if supplied, the old-field-name's starting position. Valid numeric values
are as follows:
1 - 32760

The actual position number.

Example 1

This example syntax compares the field COMPARE-FIELD in the old and new files. Both the oldfile-position and the
newfile-position are retrieved from the field's defined starting position.

COMPARE,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  POSITION(COMPARE-FIELD)

Example 2

This example syntax compares positions 32, 33, 34, and 35 of the OLDFILE to positions 65, 66, 67 and 68 of the
NEWFILE.

COMPARE,

  POSITION(32,4,65)

You can obtain the same results using the old-field-name parameter.

COMPARE,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  POSITION(COMPARE-FIELD,65)

Example 3

This example syntax compares only positions 32, 33, 34, and 70, 71, 72 of both the NEWFILE and OLDFILE.

COMPARE,

  POSITION(32,3,32),

  POSITION(70,3,70)

Example 4

This example syntax compares the field COMPARE-FIELD in the old file to NEW_COMPARE_FIELD in the new file. The
oldfile-position is retrieved from the field's defined starting position in the file referenced by LAYOUT. The newfile-position
is retrieved from the field's defined starting position in the file that is referenced by LAYOUTN.
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COMPARE,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  LAYOUTFILEN(LAYOUTN),

  POSITION(COMPARE-FIELD,NEW_COMPARE_FIELD)

PRINTLIM

The PRINTLIM keyword sets the maximum number of records that are written to the primary listing ddname, usually
SYSLIST. You can use multiple PRINTLIM keywords within one command. PRINTLIMs that are used outside of the
SELRECIF statement are considered a global limit. PRINTLIMs that are subordinate to a SELRECIF keyword are
considered conditional limits. Each conditional limit is particular to the SELRECIF in which it is subordinate. Global limits
pertain to the entire command.

As each PRINTLIM conditional limit is reached, no more records are written to SYSLIST for that PRINTLIM conditional
limit. When all PRINTLIM conditional limits are reached, no more records are written to any listing ddname, except for any
listing ddname associated with the global limit. When the PRINTLIM global limit is reached, the command is terminated.

Syntax

PRINTLIM(0 | number)

Parameters

PRINTLIM supports the following parameter:

number
An integer value from 0 through 999,999,999. The default value is 0, which means there is no limit to the number
or records that are written to SYSLIST.

Example 1

This example limits the number of records that are printed to SYSLIST, if allocated, otherwise to SYSPRINT, to 10,000
records. The PRINT command is terminated once the PRINTLIM value is reached, and the input file is closed. The COPY
command starts processing with the first record from the input file.

PRINT,

  PRINTLIM(10000)

COPY

Example 2

This example prints the first 50 records that contain a packed value of 002, or 003 for field CUST-TOTAL-AUTOS. Once
the PRINTLIM is reached, processing continues but writing more records to SYSLIST ceases. Therefore, the accumulated
total reflects the file's total and not only the first 50 records that meet the IF criteria.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  ACCUM(CUST-TOTAL-AUTOS,'Total Autos'),

  IF(CUST-TOTAL-AUTOS,GT,N'1'),

    AND(CUST-TOTAL-AUTOS,LT,N'4'),

      PRINTREC, 

      PRINTLIM(50)  
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PRINTREC

The PRINTREC keyword provides printing capability of specific records to commands that typically do not contain an
inherent print function, such as COPY. Include any of the print format keywords with PRINTREC to format the printed
record by record.

Syntax

PRINTREC

Parameters

PRINTREC accepts no parameters.

Example 1

This READ example prints every record that is read. It uses the default formatting values. The shipped default values are;
FORMAT(CHARACTER), LAYOUTRC(4), and PRINTLIM(0).

READ 

  PRINTREC

Example 2

This COPY example prints every record that contains the state code for California, CA, at position 10 of the input record,
with the copybook that is associated with ddname CA. It also prints each record that contains a CO in position 10 with the
copybook that is associated with the ddname CO. All records are copied to the output file SYSUT1O.

COPY,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  FORMAT(S),

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'CA'),

    PRINTREC,   

    LAYOUTFILE(CA), 

  IF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'CO'),

    PRINTREC,   

    LAYOUTFILE(CO)  

Keywords

Following is a complete list of the keywords that you can use with the PRINTREC keyword.

• FORMAT
• LAYOUTFILE
• LAYOUTRC
• PRINTLIM

PROPERTIESEXCLUDE

The PROPERTIESEXCLUDE keyword specifies which program properties to exclude from the COMPARE PROGRAM
command processing. This keyword is only valid with the COMPARE PROGRAM command. It can only be used once per
command and is mutually exclusive with the PROPERTIESINCLUDE keyword. At least one keyword must be specified.

By default, no program properties are excluded from the comparison.

Syntax
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PROPERTIESEXCLUDE([ATTRIBUTES][,CONTENT][,CSECTDATE][,CSECTNAME][,CSECTSIZE]

        [,ENTRYPOINT][,ESD][,IDRUSER][,IDRZAP][,LINKDATE][,TOTALSIZE]

        [,TRANSLATOR])

Parameters

PROPERTIESEXCLUDE supports the following parameters:

ATTRIBUTES
Specifies the program link attributes: reentrant, reusable, refreshable, authorization code, amode, rmode, and SSI
Alias: ATTR

CONTENT
Specifies the actual module text
Alias: CONT

CSECTDATE
Specifies the date carried in Binder IDR-B records
Alias: CSECTD

CSECTNAME
Specifies the name of the CSECTs
Alias: CSECTN

CSECTSIZE
Specifies the size of the CSECTs
Alias: CSECTS

ENTRYPOINT
Specifies the load module entrypoint
Alias: ENTRYP

ESD
Identifies the external symbol information that is carried in Binder B_ESD records (for example, external
references)

IDRUSER
Information that is carried in Binder B_IDRU records (added as a result of the Binder IDENTIFY statement or
programmatically by, for example, Endevor)
Alias: IDRU

IDRZAP
IDR ZAP information carried in Binder B_IDRZ records
Alias: IDRZ

LINKDATE
Identifies the data and time the program was linked
Alias: LINKD

TOTALSIZE
Identifies the size of the load module or program object
Alias: TOTALS

TRANSLATOR
Specifies the compiler information
Alias: TRANSL

Example

This example excludes the CONTENT and IDRZAP program properties.
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PROPERTIESEXCLUDE(CONTENT,IDRZAP)

PROPERTIESINCLUDE

The PROPERTIESINCLUDE keyword specifies which program properties to include in the COMPARE PROGRAM
command processing. This keyword is only valid with the COMPARE PROGRAM command. It can only be used once per
command and is mutually exclusive with the PROPERTIESEXCLUDE keyword. At least one keyword must be specified.

By default, all program properties are included in the comparison.

Syntax

PROPERTIESINCLUDE([ATTRIBUTES][,CONTENT][,CSECTDATE][,CSECTNAME][,CSECTSIZE]

        [,ENTRYPOINT][,ESD][,IDRUSER][,IDRZAP][,LINKDATE][,TOTALSIZE]

        [,TRANSLATOR])

Parameters

PROPERTIESINCLUDE supports same parameters as PROPERTIESEXCLUDE.

Example

This example selects the ATTRIBUTES, CONTENT and LINKDATE program properties.

PROPERTIESINCLUDE(ATTRIBUTES,CONTENT,LINKDATE)

RDW

The RDW keyword controls the inclusion of the four-byte record descriptor word of variable length records in record
positions 1 - 4. The first 2 bytes of the RDW contain the record's length plus the length of the RDW, which is 4. This value
is in hex. Bytes three and four contain low-values.

Syntax

RDW(N | Y)

Parameters

RDW supports the following parameters:

N
For variable length records, the four-byte record descriptor word does not display and is not considered in
positional parameters. The first data byte of the record is position 1. N is the default value, but it may have been
changed during installation.

Y
For variable length records, the four-byte record descriptor word displays in the output of the PRINT command or
is considered in the input positional parameter of any keyword. The first data byte of the input record is position
5 and the RDW is in position 1. With RDW(Y), the RDW is made available to the current command and its
keywords. For example, it is available to move to a specific position within a record, to query its value, or to
compare it to another RDW.

Example 1

This example copies a variable length record file to a fixed-length record file and includes the RDW in the fixed-length file.
The MOVE keyword moves the RDW starting at position 1 of the input record to data position 1 of the output record.
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READ,

  INFILE(VBFILE),

  RDW(Y),

  MOVE(1,0,1),

  WRITE(FBFILE)

Example 2

This example identifies any records with a length of 80. (54 is the hex value of the record length (80) + the RDW(4)). Only
the record's data are moved to the output buffer, before being written to the ddname LRECL80. The first four bytes of the
from-position are not referenced. This is because the RDW value places the RDW in these first four bytes of the from-
data.

READ,

  RDW(Y),

  IF(1,EQ,X'0054'),

    MOVE(1,0,5),    

    WRITE(LRECL80)  

REFFILE

The REFFILE keyword references the record reformatting data set. The reformatting data set contains the control
statements that reformat an input file to another file's record layout. This includes deleting and inserting new fields,
increasing or reducing field lengths, or rearranging the current field locations. The data set must be created previously
to execute the command. Use Option 3.11 in the ISPF interface to create this file. REFFILE is only valid with the COPY
command.

Syntax

REFFILE(dsname[(member)]|ddname)

Parameters

REFFILE supports the following parameters:

dsname
Identifies the data set name and optional member that contains the record reformatting criteria. This data set is
dynamically allocated. No JCL is needed to reference this dsname.

ddname
Identifies the ddname that references the reformat data set name and optional member.

Example

This ddname, REFORMAT, references the JCL statement that contains the data set name and member of the reformat
member. The output file is formatted according to the reformat member.

COPY , 

  INFILE(SYSUT1), 

  OUTFILE(SYSUT1O), 

  REFFILE(REFORMAT),

  REPLACEKEYS(N)
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REPLACE

The REPLACE keyword overwrites the data that are found at a particular record position according to the selection
criteria. You can use REPLACE more than once during a command.

The to-data and from-data may be unequal in length. Unlike the CHANGE keyword, REPLACE makes no attempt to
shift data to accommodate for the unequal lengths. If the to-data is less than the from-data, only that portion of the
from-data is overwritten. If the to-data is greater than the from-data, the data immediately to the right of the from-data is
overwritten, but only up to the current record length. REPLACE makes no attempt to change the record size for variable
record lengths. With either field-name or to-field-name only the data that are defined by these fields are replaced. No data
outside of these fields are changed.

Syntax

REPLACE({field-name|position},to-data)

REPLACE({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,from-data,{to-field-name|to-position},to-data[,ALL])

Parameters

REPLACE supports the following parameters:

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be available
to the job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE.
Note: When this parameter is supplied, the keyword's position, length, decimal-positions, and data type are all
retrieved from the field-name definition, and are used to validate the from-data and to-data's formats.

position
Specifies the position to begin scanning. Valid choices are as follows:
1 - 32760

The actual position number.
+nnn or - nnn

The relative position to the record's current location.
scan-length

Specifies the amount of data to scan. A scan-length of 0 means that the entire record is scanned, starting at the
position parameter's value. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning is done.

operator
Specify one of the following values:
CO

Contains -- If a field-name is supplied, the position and scan-length values are retrieved from the field-
name's defined starting position and physical length. If position and scan-length are supplied, the record
is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ
Equal

NE
Not equal

GT
Greater than

GE
Greater than or equal to
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LE
Less than or equal to

LT
Less than

from-data
Specify one of the following values:
C'c…

'
Character -- matches specified case

N'n…
'
Numeric -- processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter when field-name is defined as a
numeric field.

P'n…
'
Packed

T'c…
'
Text -- matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are permitted.

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

to-field-name
Use to-field-name to update a field other than the field-name's value. The layout must be available to the job step.
For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword LAYOUTFILE.
Note: When this parameter is supplied, the keyword's position, length, decimal-positions, and data type are all
retrieved from the to-field-name definition, and are used to validate the to-data.

to-position
The starting field position in the record. If to-position and ALL are both supplied, the keyword receives a syntax
error. Valid values are as follows:
1 - 32760

The actual position number
+nnn or - nnn

The relative position to the record's current location
to-data

Specify one of the following values:
C'c…

'
Character -- matches specified case.

N'n…
'
Numeric -- processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter when field-name is defined as a
numeric field.

P'n…
'
Packed
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T'c…
'
Text -- upper case letters are substituted for their lower case counterparts. Alphanumeric data is
permitted.

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

ALL
Replaces every occurrence in the record within the scan-length. If to-position is also supplied, the command
receives a syntax error. When ALL is specified, the scan-length parameter must be also supplied.

Example 1

This example syntax replaces every occurrence of the letter Y found in positions 40 through 59 with the letter X.

UPDATE,

  REPLACE(40,20,EQ,C'Y',C'X',ALL)

You can obtain the same results by using the field-name parameter:

UPDATE,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  REPLACE(FIELD-NAME,CO,C'Y',C'X',ALL)

Example 2

This example syntax replaces the CUST-MONTH-SALES values with zero in the format as defined by the layout.

UPDATE,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  REPLACE(CUST-MONTH-SALES,N'0')

Example 3

This example syntax replaces the 3 bytes at position 95 with XYZ if position 16 of the INFILE does not equal the string
ABC.

UPDATE,

  REPLACE(16,NE,C'ABC',95,C'XYZ')

You can obtain the same results by using the field-name and the to-field-name parameters.

UPDATE,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  REPLACE(FIELD-ONE,NE,C'ABC',FIELD-TWO,C'XYZ')

REPLACEKEY

The REPLACEKEY keyword is used to either replace or not replace records with identical keys in populated KSDS
data sets, and is only valid with the COPY command. The default value is N. This keyword can only be used once per
command.

Syntax
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REPLACEKEY(N | Y)

Parameters

REPLACEKEY supports the following values:

N
This option replaces existing duplicate keys in the target file. Otherwise it inserts the source record into the target
file. N is the default value.

Y
This option replaces any duplicate keys in the target file with those from the source file. Otherwise, the source
record is inserted.

Example

This example syntax copies KSDS to KSDSO. If any duplicate keys are found, the record is not copied but the processing
continues, and the command returns a condition code of four.

COPY,

  INFILE(KSDS),

  REPLACEKEY(N)

REPLACEMEM

The REPLACEMEM keyword is used to either replace or not replace identically named members in a target PDS. The
default value is N. This keyword is only valid with the COPY command, and can only be used once per command.
REPLACEMEM is ignored when the OUTFILE keyword references a sequential file.

Syntax

REPLACEMEM(N | Y)

Parameters

REPLACEMEM supports the following values:

N
Identically named members in the target PDS are not overwritten by the source member. This is the default value.

Y
Identically named members in the target PDS are overwritten by the source member.

Example

In this example any duplicate named members in the output file SYSUT1O are not overwritten with SYSUT1's duplicate
named member. Processing still continues and the command returns a condition code of 4.

COPY,

  REPLACEMEM(N)

RID

The RID keyword positions the input data set to a specific record before processing begins. For KSDS processing, that
specific record is the record key. If the KSDS record key does not exist, processing begins with the subsequent record.
This keyword is mutually exclusive with the keywords NEWRID and OLDRID. For other file types the RID value is the
record number.
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Syntax

RID(rid)

Parameters

RID supports the following parameters:

ESDS
Specifies the relative byte address (RBA), expressed in a 4-byte hexadecimal format.

KSDS
The record key, expressed in either of the following ways:
C'c…

'
Character -- matches specified case

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

RRDS
Specifies the relative record number (RRN)

Sequential
Specifies the actual record number. Valid values are 1 - 999,999,999

Note: When using a hexadecimal value, supply an even number of hexadecimal characters.

Example 1

These example syntaxes for a KSDS file begin with the record that has the key value of character 1000. If that key does
not exist, processing begins with the subsequent record.

In this example if the record key C'1000' did not exist, the next record greater than C'1000' is where printing would begin.

PRINT,

  RID(C'1000'),

  DIRECTION(FORWARD)

In this example if the record key C'1000' did not exist, the next record less than C'1000' is where printing would begin.

PRINT,

  RID(C'1000'),

  DIRECTION(BACKWARD)

Example 2

For RRDS and sequential files, copying begins with the 32nd record of the input data set, default value SYSUT1.

COPY,

  RID(32)
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SELECT

Use the SELECT keyword to select the nth record for processing. When used with selection criteria, every nth record
occurrence that meets the selection criteria is selected. SELECT is subordinate to IF, SELMEMIF, SELRECIF, and
SKIPRECIF.

Syntax

SELECT(0 | number)

Parameters

SELECT supports the following parameter:

number
Specifies an integer from 0 through 999,999,999. 0 is the default and is used to select every record.

Example

This example syntax copies every tenth record that contains a DOB-YEAR field value of N'1945'.

COPY,

  LAYOUFILE(LAYOUT),

  SELRECIF(DOB-YEAR,EQ,N'1945'),

    SELECT(10)

SELLIM

The SELLIM keyword sets the maximum number of times a selection's criteria's subordinate action can be executed.
SELLIM is only valid with the COMPARE, COPY, PRINT, READ, and UPDATE commands. You can use multiple SELLIM
keywords within one command. SELLIMs that are used outside of the SELRECIF statement are considered a global
limit. SELLIMs that are subordinate to a SELRECIF keyword are considered conditional limits. Each conditional limit is
particular to the SELRECIF in which it is subordinate. Global limits pertain to the entire command.

SELLIM is not reinitialized to 0 with each PDS member that it processes. As each SELLIM conditional limit is reached, the
associated IF keyword and its subordinate actions are excluded from further processing.

When all SELLIM conditional limits are reached, no more subordinate actions are processed. When the SELLIM global
limit is reached, the command is terminated.

Syntax

SELLIM(0 | number)

Parameters

SELLIM supports the following parameter:

number
Any integer value from 0 through 999,999,999. The default value is 0, which means there is no limit to the number
of times a subordinate action can be executed.

Example 1

The SELLIM is set to 50. Each time a SELRECIF selection condition is met, the record is written to the appropriate file.
No more records are written to either CTFILE or TNFILE once a total of 50 records have been written to both of them
combined.
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READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SELLIM(50),

  SELRECIF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'CT'),

    MOVE(1,0,1),    

    WRITE(CTFILE),  

  SELRECIF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'TN'),

    MOVE(1,0,1),    

    WRITE(TNFILE)   

Example 2

Each time a SELRECIF's subordinate actions are processed, the SELLIM for that particular SELRECIF is incremented. In
this particular case, each SELRECIF's actions are processed 50 times, thus limiting the number of records that are written
to both the CTFILE and TNFILE to 50, for a total of 100.

READ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT), 

  MOVE(CLEAR),   

  SELRECIF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'CT'),

    SELLIM(50), 

    MOVE(1,0,1),    

    WRITE(CTFILE),  

  SELRECIF(STATE-CODE,EQ,C'TN'),

    SELLIM(50), 

    MOVE(1,0,1),    

    WRITE(TNFILE)   

SELMEMIF, AND, OR

The SELMEMIF keyword lets you select specific members, depending on the selection criteria. Once the member meets
the selection criteria, the member is acted on by the command, for example COPY and PRINT, and any subordinate
keywords are processed. If the keyword MEMBER is also supplied, the two keywords are ANDed together. A member is
only selected if it meets both of the MEMBER and SELMEMIF conditions.

The AND/OR keywords are only valid immediately following the SELMEMIF keyword, and the IF, SKIPRECIF and
SELRECIF keywords.

When a SELMEMIF keyword immediately follows another SELMEMIF/AND/OR keyword, the second SELMEMIF is
treated like an AND statement.

When SELMEMIFs are separated by actions, subsequent SELMEMIFs are not subordinate to the previous SELMEMIF.
The last action and the STOP keyword subordinate to a SELMEMIF/AND/OR ends the SELMEMIF/AND/ORs actions.

Syntax

SELMEMIF({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

       ({   field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

SELMEMIF({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

 

AND({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

   ({field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

AND({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

 

OR({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])
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  ({field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

OR({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

You can repeat the parameter sequence for each of these commands: this is noted by the [,…]. Each repetition is an
implied OR. For example, the following SELMEMIF keyword looks for the characters 'MY.TEST.FILE' or 'MY.PROD.FILE'
anywhere within the record.

SELMEMIF(1,0,EQ,C'MY.TEST.FILE',1,0,EQ,C'MY.PROD.FILE')

You can also use the data definition to imply an OR condition. If data and position are the same, but the values different,
you can change the data. This example is a different way of writing the example.

SELMEMIF(1,0,EQ,C'MY.TEST.FILE,MY.PROD.FILE')

When the data is different, but the position is the same, you can still use an implied OR by listing the different data values.

SELMEMIF(1,0,EQ,C'++INCLUDE COPYBOOK',T'copybook')

Parameters

SELMEMIF supports the following parameters:

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be available
to the job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE. When this parameter is supplied, the keyword's position, length, decimal-positions, and data type
(when supplied), are all retrieved from the field-name definition, and are used to validate the data's format.

position
Specifies the starting field positioning the record. Valid values are the following:
1 - 32760

The actual position number
+nnn or - nnn

The relative position to the record's current location
scan-length

Specifies the amount of data to compare. If 0, the scanning starts at the position parameter value to the record
length. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning is done.

operator
Specify one of the following values:
CO

Contains -- If a field-name is supplied, the position and scan-length values are retrieved from the field-
name's defined starting position and physical length. If position and scan-length are supplied, the record
is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ
Equal

NE
Not equal

GT
Greater than

GE
Greater than or equal to
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LE
Less than or equal to

LT
Less than

data
Specify one of the following values:
C'c…'

Character -- matches specified case
N'n…

'
Numeric -- processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter. Define the field-name parameter
as a numeric field, which is only valid when you supply a field-name parameter.

P'n…
'
Packed

T'x…
'
Text -- matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are permitted.

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

data - type
Valid choices are as follows:
EQP

Valid packed decimal data
NEP

Not valid packed decimal data
EQN

Valid numeric data
NEN

Not valid numeric data

Example

This example command and keyword syntax copies the member if the first nine characters of any of the member's records
begin with either the character string '//FMMVS31' or '//FMMVS41'. No other members are copied:

COPY,

  REPLACEMEM(Y),

  SELMEMIF(1,EQ,C'//FMMVS31'),

    OR(1,EQ,C'//FMMVS41')

An equivalent command follows:

COPY,

  REPLACEMEM(Y),

  SELMEMIF(1,EQ,C'//FMMVS31,//FMMVS41')
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Keywords

The following is a complete list of valid keywords that can be subordinate to the SELMEMIF, AND, OR keywords.

• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• EDIT
• IF, AND, OR
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• PADCHAR
• POSITION
• REPLACE
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SELMEMIF, AND, OR
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SKIP
• STOP
• WRITE

SELRECIF, AND, OR

Use the SELRECIF keyword to select specific records according to selection criteria. Once the record meets the selection
criteria, the record is acted on by the command, and subordinate keywords are processed.

The AND/OR keywords are only valid immediately following the SELRECIF keyword, and the IF, SKIPRECIF, and
SELMEMIF keywords.

When a SELRECIF keyword immediately follows another SELRECIF/AND/OR keyword, the second SELRECIF is treated
like an AND statement.

When SELRECIFs are separated by actions, subsequent SELRECIFs are not subordinate to the previous SELRECIF. The
last action and the STOP keyword subordinate to a SELRECIF/AND/OR ends the SELRECIF/AND/ORs actions.

Syntax

SELRECIF({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

       ({   field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

SELRECIF({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

 

AND({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

   ({field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

AND({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

 

OR({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

  ({field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

OR({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

Use the data definition to imply an OR condition. If the data and position are identical, but the values different, simply
change the data.

SELRECIF(105,15,EQ,C'A+ Widgets,A Widgets')
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When the data is different, but the position is identical, use an implied OR by listing the different data values.

SELRECIF(105,15,EQ,C'A+ Widgets',T'A WIDGETS')

Parameters

SELRECIF supports the following parameters:

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be available
to the job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE.
Note: When this parameter is supplied, the keyword's position, length, decimal-positions, and data type (when
supplied), are all retrieved from the field-name definition, and are used to validate the data's format.

position
Specifies the starting field positioning the record. Valid values are as follows:
1 - 32760

The actual position number
+nnn or - nnn

The relative position to the record's current location
scan-length

The amount of data to scan. If 0, scanning starts at the position parameter value to the record length. Valid values
are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning is done.

operator
Specify one of the following values:
CO

Contains -- If a field-name is supplied, the position and scan-length values are retrieved from the field-
name's defined starting position and physical length. If position and scan-length are supplied, the record
is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ
Equal

NE
Not equal

GT
Greater than

GE
Greater than or equal to

LE
Less than or equal to

LT
Less than

data
Specify one of the following values:
C'c…'

Character -- matches specified case
N'n…

'
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Numeric -- processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter. You must define the field-name
parameter as a numeric field, and it is only valid when you supply a field-name parameter.

P'n…
'
Packed

T'x…
'
Text -- matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are permitted.

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

data - type
Specify one of the following values:
EQP

Valid packed decimal data
NEP

Not valid packed decimal data
EQN

Valid numeric data
NEN

Not valid numeric data

Keywords

The following is a complete list of the valid keywords that are subordinate to the SELRECIF, AND, OR keywords.

• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• EDIT
• IF, AND, OR
• MOVE
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• POSITION
• PRINTLIM
• REPLACE
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SKIP
• STOP
• WRITE

Example 1

This example syntax overwrites record positions 8 and 9 with 03 if record field DOB-MONTH equals one of the character
strings 'JAN', 'FEB', 'MAR', 'APR', 'MAY', 'JUN', 'JUL', 'AUG', 'SEP', 'OCT', 'NOV' or 'DEC'. No other records are updated.

UPDATE,
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  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SELRECIF(DOB-MONTH,EQ,C'JAN,FEB,MAR,APR,MAY,JUN,JUL,AUG,SEP,OCT,NOV,DEC'),

    REPLACE(8,C'03')    

Example 2

This example syntax examines the packed-field for non-packed data, and copies those records to the outfile.

COPY,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SELRECIF(PACKED-FIELD,NEP)

SETRC

Use SETRC to set the command's return code after processing. The last SETRC found in the control statement is
returned.

Syntax

SETRC(return-code)

Parameters

SETRC supports the following parameter:

return-code
An integer value from 0 through 4095.

Example

This example syntax stops processing, and returns a condition code of 8, once a non-packed value is detected in the field
PACKED-FIELD.

COPY,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SETRC(0),

  IF(PACKED-FIELD,NEP),

    SETRC(8),

    STOP

SKIP

When SKIP is specified before any conditional keywords such as SELRECIF or IF, the SKIP keyword specifies the
number of records at the beginning of the file that is bypassed before one is chosen for processing. When SKIP is used
with the SELRECIF keyword, the records matching the selection criteria are bypassed. When used with the IF keyword,
actions that are subordinate to the IF are bypassed. Do not use SKIP to position the input file for its initial read. Use RID,
NEWRID, or OLDRID to position the file.

Syntax

SKIP(number)

Parameters

SKIP supports one parameter.
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number
An integer from 0 through 999,999,999. If 0 is used, no records are skipped.

Example 1

Select the 21st and subsequent records for processing.

COPY,

  SKIP(20)

Example 2

Copy a file and bypass all records for which the CUST-PURCHASE-CODE does not equal an A and also bypass the first
20 records that do match the SELRECIF criteria. Only the 21st and subsequent records matching the SELRECIF are
copied.

COPY,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SELRECIF(CUST-PURCHASE-CODE,EQ,C'A'),

    SKIP(20)    

Example 3

Copy all records in the file, and CHANGE the CUST-REWARD-LEVEL from 706 to 859 in the 21st and subsequent
records whose CUST-PURCHASE-CODE equal an A.

COPY,

  IF(1,5,EQ,C'A'),

    SKIP(20),   

    CHANGE(62,EQ,C'706',C'859') 

SKIPRECIF

Use the SKIPRECIF keyword to eliminate specific records from the default output file, SYSUT1O. When the record
matches the selection criteria, the record is not written to the default output file, but any subordinate keywords to the
selection criteria are executed.

The AND/OR keywords are only valid immediately following the SKIPRECIF keyword, and the IF, SELMEMIF, and
SELRECIF keywords.

When a SKIPRECIF keyword immediately follows another SKIPRECIF/AND/OR keyword, the second SKIPRECIF is
treated like an AND statement.

When SKIPRECIFs are separated by actions, subsequent SKIPRECIFs are not subordinate to the previous SKIPRECIF.
The last action and the STOP keyword subordinate to a SKIPRECIF/AND/OR ends the SKIPRECIF/AND/ORs actions.

Syntax

SKIPRECIF({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

       ({   field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

SKIPRECIF({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

AND({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

   ({field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

AND({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})
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OR({field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,data[,…])

  ({field-name|position,scan-length},data-type[,…])

OR({field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

Use the data definition to imply an OR condition. If the data and record position are the same, you can change the data
value. This example does not process records that contain either a 5-byte packed value of 0 or 50000 starting at record
position 93. However, the ACCUM keyword executes when the conditional is met.

SKIPRECIF(93,5,EQ,P'00000,50000'),

  ACCUM(93,5,P,'TOTAL:')

When the data is different, but the position is the same, you can still use an implied OR by listing the different data values.

SKIPRECIF(105,15,EQ,C'A+ Widgets',T'A WIDGETS')

Parameters

SKIPRECIF supports the following parameters:

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be available
to the job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE.
Note: When you supply this parameter, the keyword's position, length, decimal-positions, and data type (when
supplied), are all retrieved from the field-name definition, and are used to validate the data's format.

position
Specifies the starting field positioning the record. Valid values are as follows:
1 - 32760

The actual position number
+nnn or - nnn

The relative position to the record's current location
scan-length

Specifies the amount of data to scan. If 0, scanning is done starting at the position parameter value to the record
length. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If you omit the scan-length, no scanning is done.

operator
Specify one of the following values:
CO

Contains -- If a field-name is supplied, the position and scan-length values are retrieved from the field-
name's defined starting position and physical length. If position and scan-length are supplied, the record
is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ
Equal

NE
Not equal

GT
Greater than

GE
Greater than or equal to
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LE
Less than or equal to

LT
Less than

data
Specify one of the following values:
C'c…'

Character -- matches specified case
N'n…

'
Numeric -- processes the literal as defined by the field-name parameter. You must define the field-name
parameter as a numeric field, and it is only valid when you supply a field-name parameter.

P'n…
'
Packed

T'x…
'
Text -- matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are permitted.

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

data - type
Specify one of the following values:
EQP

Valid packed decimal data
NEP

Not valid packed decimal data
EQN

Valid numeric data
NEN

Not valid numeric data

Keywords

The following is a complete list of the valid keywords that are subordinate to the SKIPRECIF, AND, OR keywords.

• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• EDIT
• IF, AND, OR
• MOVE
• PADCHAR
• REPLACE
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SKIP
• STOP
• WRITE
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Example

This example copies all records whose CUST-PURCHASE-CODE value is not equal to an 'A', to the output file
NONADATA, but it writes all records whose CUST-PURCHASE-CODE value is equal to an 'A', to the output file ADATA.

COPY,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  OUTFILE(NONADATA),

  SKIPRECIF(CUST-PURCHASE-CODE,EQ,C'A'),

    WRITE(ADATA)    

STOP

The STOP keyword halts processing of the current command and starts processing any subsequent commands. If there
are no subsequent commands, the job step is stopped. STOP is also considered the last action when subordinate to an
IF/AND/OR.

Syntax

STOP[({CLOSE | NOCLOSE})]

Parameters

STOP supports the following parameters:

CLOSE
This parameter value closes the INFILE when the STOP keyword is processed. This is the default value, but it
may have been changed during installation.

NOCLOSE
This parameter value does not close the INFILE when the STOP keyword is processed. However, all data sets
are closed before executing subsequent job steps.
When the NOCLOSE parameter is used, the current job step's subsequent command begins processing with the
record that matched the STOP selection criteria.

Note: If the INFILE keyword is present, and CLOSE/NOCLOSE is not specified with the STOP keyword, STOP sets its
CLOSE/NOCLOSE option to that of the INFILE.

Example 1

This example stops command processing when invalid packed data is found in the CUST-BALANCE field. Once detected,
the record is printed using the layout file that is referenced by ddname LAYOUT, the condition code is set to 8, and the
command stops. The record on which the invalid packed data was found is available to any subsequent commands within
the particular job step.

PRINT,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  FORMAT(S),  

  SELRECIF(CUST-BALANCE,NEP),

     SETRC(8),

    STOP(NOCLOSE)   

Example 2

In this example when a C'400' is found for field CUST-REWARD-LEVEL, the record is written to the file referenced
by the ddname REC400, and the READ command is immediately terminated. For all other records that do not meet
this selection, they are written to the file referenced by ddname OLDRECS. (Usually the action previous to an IF
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statement ends the previous IF's actions, in this case WRITE(OLDRECS). However, when STOP is used, it ends the
subordinate actions to the previous IF/AND/OR.) Any records with a CUST-REWARD-LEVEL of C'500' are written to the
file referenced to by REC500.

READ,

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(1,0,1),

  IF(CUST-REWARD-LEVEL,EQ,C'400'),

    WRITE(REC400),  

    STOP,   

  WRITE(OLDRECS),

  IF(CUST-REWARD-LEVEL,EQ,C'500),

    WRITE(REC500)   

     

SYNCKEY

Use the SYNCKEY keyword with the COMPARE command to identify positions within the OLD and NEW files that are
used to synchronize records. Synchronizing records entails finding the newfile record's key that shares the same oldfile
key as defined by the SYNCKEY keywords. Matching SYNCKEYs are flagged as either MATCHED or CHANGED. Non-
matching SYNCKEY records are flagged as either INSERTED or DELETED. Use SYNCKEY when comparing sequential
files or PDS members.

When you specify the NOKEY parameter, the data identified by the SYNCKEY position is used to synchronize records
within the old and new files. This is named a non-keyed compare. NOKEY is the default. The print parameter defaults to
NOPRINT for this type of compare.

When you specify the ASCENDING or DESCENDING parameter, SYNCKEY is used to identify positions that are
considered keys in ordered OLD and NEW files. This is named a keyed compare. The files must be sorted in ascending
or descending order on the part of the record that is identified by the SYNCKEY keyword. PRINT is the default for a keyed
compare.

You can specify multiple SYNCKEY keywords on the COMPARE command. The following rules apply for multiple
SYNCKEY keywords:

• Using multiple SYNCKEY keywords supports using the ASCENDING parameter on one or more SYNCKEY keywords
with the DESCENDING parameter on another.

• When you specify multiple SYNCKEY keywords, the NOKEY parameter cannot be specified when other SYNCKEY
keywords contain the ASCENDING or DESCENDING parameter.

• SYNCKEY keywords are processed in the order they are coded.

Syntax

SYNCKEY({old-field-name|oldfile-position,length}[,newfile-position] 

[,NOKEY|,ASCENDING|,DESCENDING][,NOPRINT|PRINT])

SYNCKEY(old-field-name,length{,new-field-name|,newfile-position}[,NOKEY|,ASCENDING|,DESCENDING][,NOPRINT|

PRINT])

 

Parameters

SYNCKEY supports the following parameters:
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old-field-name
Use old-field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the record's layout. The layout must be
available to the job step. For more information about how to make the record's layout available, see the keyword
LAYOUTFILE.
Note: When this parameter is supplied, the keyword's oldfile-position and length, are retrieved from the old-field-
name definition.

oldfile-position
Specifies the starting field position in the OLDFILE record to compare. Valid choices are the following:
1 - 32760

The actual position number
length

Specifies the length of the data to compare. If 0, the SYNCKEY is from the position parameters to the end of the
records. Valid values are 0 - 32760.

new-field-name
Use new-field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the NEW file’s record layout. The layout must
be available to the job step. For more information about how to make the NEW record's layout available, see the
keyword LAYOUTFILEN.

newfile-position
Specifies the optional starting position in the NEWFILE record to compare. If this is omitted, the oldfile-position is
used for the newfile-postion. Valid choices are the following:
1 - 32760

The actual position number
NOKEY

Specifies a non-keyed compare. The data identified by the SYNCKEY positions is used to synchronize records
within the old and new files. NOKEY is the default.

ASCENDING
Specifies a keyed compare. The positions specified are treated as keys in ascending order to synchronize
records.

DESCENDING
Specifies a keyed compare. The positions specified are treated as keys in descending order to synchronize
records.

NOPRINT
SYNCKEY values are not printed in the COMPARE report. NOPRINT is the default with the NOKEY parameter.

PRINT
SYNCKEY values are printed for each record in the COMPARE report. PRINT is the default when the
ASCENDING or DESCENDING parameter is used.

Example 1

This example syntax uses the first five positions of the old file and the positions 20 - 24 of the new files as the SYNCKEY
value for the COMPARE command. These bytes are used to synchronize the two files. The POSITION keywords are used
to compare only the positions that are defined by them.

COMPARE,

  SYNCKEY(1,5,20),

  POS(6,15,6),

  POS(25,0,25)
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The same results can be obtained using the old-field-name parameter. In this case the position of the CUST-KEY must be
the same in both the old and new files.

COMPARE ,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SYNCKEY(CUST-KEY),

  POS(6,15,6),

  POS(25,0,25)

Example 2

In this example a keyed comparison of the old and new files is performed using the data found in field CUST-KEY of both
files as an ascending key, and the data in positions 20 through 22 of the old file with positions 26 through 28 of the newfile
as a descending key. The keys are printed for each record in the report.

COMPARE,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SYNCKEY(CUST-KEY,ASC,PRINT),

  SYNCKEY(20,03,26,DESC,PRINT)

Example 3

In this example a descending key comparison of the old and new files is performed. The position for CUST_KEY in the
OLD file is found in the copybook that is referenced by LAYOUT. The position for NEW_CUST_KEY in the NEW file is
found in the copybook that is referenced by LAYOUTN. The length is determined by CUST_KEY in the OLD file.

COMPARE,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  LAYOUTFILEN(LAYOUTN),

  SYNCKEY(CUST-KEY,NEW_CUST_KEY,DESC,PRINT)

 

SYNCLIM

The SYNCLIM keyword controls the number of records to read ahead in the OLD and NEW files while looking for a
match. If SYNCLIM is set too low, the compare fails to find the matching record and flags a true match as an INSERT
and DELETE. If SYNCLIM is set too high, processing speed suffers. If a match, as defined by the SYNCKEY keyword,
is not found within these records, a mismatch, INSERT or DELETE, is declared. You can only use this keyword with
the COMPARE command. The shipped default value for SYNCLIM is 50, but this value may have been changed during
installation.

Syntax

SYNCLIM(50 | number)

Parameters

SYNCLIM supports the following parameter:

number
An integer value from 0 through 99999. The default value is 50, but this may have been changed during
installation.

Example
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This example syntax limits the number of input records to search for a match to 100 before flagging the current records as
inserted or deleted.

COMPARE,

  SYNCLIM(100)

TRUNCRC

The TRUNCRC keyword sets the command's return code if an output record's data is truncated and data was written past
the allowable record's length. The default value is 4, but this may have been changed during installation.

Syntax

TRUNCRC(4 | return-code)

Parameters

TRUNCRC supports the following parameter:

return-code
An integer value from 0 through 4095.

Example

This example syntax returns a condition code of 12 when the input record's length is greater than the defined maximum
output record's length.

COPY,

  TRUNCRC(12)

UNIT

The UNIT keyword identifies which DASD unit name or generic name to select for processing. This keyword is only valid
with the DSNINFO and VOLINFO commands.

Syntax

UNIT=([unitname][,…])

Parameters

UNIT supports the following parameter:

unitname
Any valid DASD unit or generic name

Example

This example syntax lists all data sets on all DASD with the generic name of 3390.

DSNINFO 

  UNIT(3390)
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VOLSER

The VOLSER keyword provides a way for selecting DASD by using its volume serial numbers. This command is only valid
with the DSNINFO and VOLINFO commands.

Syntax

VOLSER({volume-serial-number | pattern}[,…])

Parameters

VOLSER supports the following parameters:

volume-serial-number
Any valid DASD volume serial number.

pattern
The volume serial number pattern mask:
*

An asterisk signifies any number of characters starting in this position.
%

A percent sign serves as a placeholder for any character in this specific position.

Example

This example syntax lists volume information for all VOLSERs that begin with PAK9 with the VOLSERs PAK001 and
PAK002.

VOLINFO,

  VOLSER(PAK001,PAK002,PAK9*)

WRITE

The WRITE keyword specifies to which output files the move or work buffer is to be written. The output files are
referenced by ddnames. The move buffer is created and populated by a series of MOVE keywords. The work buffer is
created by the COPY, PRINT, READ and UPDATE commands, and populated with the current input record.

You can specify multiple WRITE keywords per command and multiple output files per WRITE keyword. If the move buffer
has not been written from, the WRITE keyword takes its output from there. Once the move buffer has been written,
subsequent WRITEs take its output from the work buffer, if, and only if, a new move buffer has not been created and
initialized by a subsequent MOVE keyword. Otherwise it again takes its output from the move buffer.

If the move or work buffer is longer than the maximum allowable record length for the output file, the buffer beyond this
length will not be written, and the command terminates with the value of TRUNCRC, if supplied, otherwise it uses the
&BAT_TRUNCRC installed value.

If the move or work buffer is shorter than the minimum allowable record length for the output file, the buffer is increased
to this length. These bytes are initialized with the PADCHAR value, if supplied, otherwise it uses the &BAT_PADCHAR
installed value.

Syntax

WRITE(ddname[,…])

Parameters

WRITE supports the following parameter:
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ddname
The one to eight-character ddname of the output file.

Example 1

This example syntax writes the current output buffer to the data set name referenced by ddname CUSTREC.

READ,

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(1,0,1),

  WRITE(CUSTREC)

Example 2

This example syntax writes the current move buffer, the CUST-KEY value of the input record, to the data set names
referenced by ddnames CUSTREC and NEWCUST, when CUST-TYPE equals 'NEW'. It also copies these matching
records in their entirety to the default outfile SYSUT1O.

COPY,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SELRECIF(CUST-TYPE,EQ,C'NEW'),

    MOVE(1,CUST-KEY),   

    WRITE(CUSTREC,NEWCUST)  

Example 3

This example syntax writes the current work buffer, the entire input record, to the data set names referenced by ddnames
CUSTREC, MSTRREC ,and the default outfile SYSUT1O, when CUST-TYPE is equal to 'NEW'.

COPY,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUT),

  SELRECIF(CUST-TYPE,EQ,C'NEW'),

    WRITE(CUSTREC,MSTRREC)  

Note: It is possible to generate identical names. Replacing identically named members can be controlled using the
REPLACEMEM keyword.

Batch Reference for File Master Plus for IMS

Data Manipulation Functions

File Master Plus for IMS batch provides the following data manipulation functions:

• IMS database types supported include the following types:
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– DEDB (Fast Path)
– HDAM
– HIDAM
– HISAM
– HSAM
– MSDB (Fast Path)
– PHDAM
– PHIDAM
– PSINDEX
– SHISAM
– SHSAM
– Logical Database
– Secondary Index

• DBCHART prints the hierarchal chart of an IMS database.
• GENSOURCE generates source code for an ACB, DBD, PSB, or MDA from a corresponding load member.
• INIT provides the ability to initialize a database's newly allocated files to prepare it for updating.
• PRINT is a powerful utility that formats and prints data in easily readable formats. This command performs the

following functions:
– Formats data according to a COBOL, PL/I, or custom copybook, including the ability to select different copybooks

when processing the same file based on a segment-name.
– Formats and displays printed data right next to the corresponding segment and field name. Custom Record Layouts

can eliminate all but the required fields from the printout.
– Specifies the format of the data's printed output (for example, in hexadecimal or character formats).

• EXTRACT provides a versatile utility which copies only targeted segments to a sequential extract file. It includes the
following advantages:
– The ability to use a combination of selection and limits to identify and copy only the required segments.
– Easy population of a new or existing database using extracted segments.

• RELOAD provides the ability to update or load an existing or newly defined database with the segments that were
extracted using the EXTRACT command.
– Selection criteria allows only certain segments to be reloaded from the extract file

• READ is a versatile function that facilitates processing a database in input only mode. Examples of processing include
the following actions:
– Creating numerous sequential output files
– Creating a new file with only specific segments or data from the input database
– Creating a new file with all, or part of each database segment
– Accumulating numeric fields for all or selected segments. The totals are printed in a summary at the end of the

report.
• UPDATE is a versatile function that facilitates updates to a database. Examples of updating include the following

actions:
– Modifying existing data according to specific requirements
– Inserting or deleting segments based on a wide range of selection criteria
– Generating or retrieving inserted segments from a sequential input file
– Bypassing updates based on selection criteria
– Making updates immediately to the database

• File Master Plus for IMS batch provides selection keywords to help easily identify and process segments. You can
make selections based on segments' field-names, making the command syntax portable across many different
databases that share the same field name. Selection can be based on the following criteria:
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– The existence or non-existence of segments
– Segments' field data
– Variable or constant data
– Number of segments skipped or selected
– Any valid combination of these

• All commands provide a summary report itemizing the details of the command's actions.
• COBOL and PL/I copybooks support the following formatting:

– The data is printed or displayed in the format as defined by the copybook. If the data is invalid for the defined
format, the field's data is printed in hex.

– Single record formatting places the field name on the left side of the display.
– Multiple record formatting places the data in columns, with the field name at the top of the display.

• Scan mode is used for verifying the validity of control statements.

Commands

Use commands to direct File Master Plus for IMS batch to perform major processes (for example, DBCHART, EXTRACT,
PRINT, RELOAD, and UPDATE).

Keywords

Keywords are used to further define the scope and function of a command, such as performing segment selection for the
EXTRACT process.

Parameters

Parameters are used to further define the keyword processes, for example, selecting segments based on the contents of
a data field. For a detailed explanation of each keyword's parameters, see Keywords (IMS).

Rules

Command Syntax Rules

Each File Master Plus for IMS batch command contains multiple keywords. Each keyword's parameters are enclosed in
parentheses. A comma separates multiple parameters.

Command syntax:

Command,[keyword1(parameter1,...,parameterN),...,keywordN(parameter1,...,parameterN)]

• Commands must precede keywords and can begin in any column.
• Commands and their associated keywords are terminated by a space.
• A comma delimits keywords with no space.

Command Syntax Notation

The following conventions are used to illustrate command syntax:
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• Commands that appear in bold should be typed exactly as shown.
• Commands are shown in all CAPITALS.
• Commands, libraries, and syntax displayed on the screen are shown in monospace bold font.
• Lines of code are shown in monospace bold font.
• Commands that appear in italic require you to supply a value.
• UPPERCASE BOLD names are required.
• Parameters in brackets [ ] are optional with selections separated by a vertical bar |.
• Parameters in braces { } are sets of alternatives separated by a vertical bar |. You must choose one of these sets.

A parameter can be a single word or set of parameters grouped by brackets or parentheses (part of the command syntax).

Example:

COMMANDNAME 

 [AN OPTIONAL CLAUSE. IF USED, EVERYTHING WITHIN THE BRACKETS IS REQUIRED] 

 {YOU MAY USE ANY OR ALL OF THE ITEMS IN THESE BRACES IN THIS ORDER} 

 | 

 {OR YOU MAY USE ANY OF THESE ITEMS IN THESE BRACES [WITH AN OPTION] }

 (THE ITEMS IN THESE BRACKETS MAY BE REPEATED MULTIPLE TIMES)

Comment and Continuation Rules

You may use comments and line continuations within the SYSIN control statements.

• Comment cards are characterized by an asterisk in column one and can be inserted anywhere within the control
statements.

• You can place comments after any command or keyword if they are followed by at least one space.
• A comma followed by at least one space designates command continuation.
• You can continue keywords on the next card by using a comma and a space following any parameter.

Example

//SYSIN    DD *                            <- BATCH COMMANDS 

* This Example will show how comments and

* continuation can be used in File Master IMS.        

  UPDATE,                                                            

    DBD(DBDIVP),                               THIS IS THE DBD MEMBER     

    ROOTKEY(1),                                KEY POSITION IN INFILE

    INFILE(NEWATTN),                           THIS DD CONTAINS THE INPUT DATA  

    IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-ID,               THIS LINE...... 

            EQ,INFILE(1,5)),                   IS CONTINUED ON THIS LINE   

      AND(HISTORY,HISTORY-KEY,EQ,INFILE(6,12)),                      

        MOVE(CLEAR),                           CLEAR THE MOVE BUFFER    

        MOVE(1,INFILE(18,29)),     

* NOW THAT THE MOVE BUFFER HAS BEEN POPULATED, WE CAN INSERT THE SEGMENT 

        INSERT(ATTEND)                                               

/*                

Copybook Support

Copybook support enhances the readability of printed and displayed data by using record layouts to display field names,
attributes, and associated data. Using copybook support allows for the quick and accurate identification of a field's data.

Many keywords make use of field names in record layouts rather than referring to offsets in the segment. This is useful
when selecting segments for processing or when manipulating field data.
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COBOL

File Master Plus for IMS supports the following COBOL data description entries:

• Field name lengths up to a maximum of 30 characters.
• PIC characters:

-- B 0 / , . + - CR DB
Z * $ 9 A X S V P

• OCCURS clauses:
– Maximum allowable elements for a one-dimensional array is 32,760
– Maximum of a 99-dimensional table
– OCCURS DEPENDING ON

• REDEFINES clauses up to a maximum of 99 levels
• SIGN clauses for both LEADING and TRAILING

The following table shows supported usage formats along with their maximum PIC clause value:

Usage Format Max PIC Clause Value
BINARY PIC 9(18)

PIC S9(18)
COMPUTATIONAL
COMP

PIC 9(18)
PIC S9(18)

COMPUTATIONAL-1
COMP-1

No PIC clause allowed

COMPUTATIONAL-2
COMP-2

No PIC clause allowed

COMPUTATIONAL-3
COMP-3

PIC 9(31)
PIC S9(31)

COMPUTATIONAL-4
COMP-4

PIC 9(18)
PIC S9(18)

DISPLAY PIC 9(18)
PIC S9(18)

PACKED-DECIMAL PIC 9(31)
PIC S9(31)

PL/I

File Master Plus for IMS supports the following PL/I data description entries:

• Field name lengths up to a maximum of 35 characters
• Maximum of a three-dimensional array
• Data types:

BIN 
BIN FLOAT
BINARY FIXED
BIT
CHAR
DEC
DEC FIXED
DEC FLOAT
FIXED
FIXED BINARY
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FIXED DEC
FLOAT
FLOAT BIN
FLOAT DEC
PICTURE

Batch Functionality (IMS)

Batch JCL

The following table lists the required and optional ddnames for File Master Plus for IMS batch program CAWKBATC:

 DDName  Description  RequiredDL/I BMP 

ACBLIB Required when mapping DBDs
in an ACBLIB

No Yes*

DBDLIB Default ddname that references
the DBDLIB

Yes* No

ddname1-n DBD ddnames when not using
MDAs

Yes No

DFSRESLB IMS Reslib Yes* No

DFSVSAMP VSAM parameters Yes* No

EXTRACT Default ddname that references
the sequential file used as
EXTRACT's output and
RELOAD's input. File Master
Plus for IMS determines the
correct DCB. If DCB information
is specified, only the BLKSIZE
parameter is honored when
it does not conflict with the
parameters determined by the
product.

No No

ENVLIB Default ddname that references
the PDS that contains the
IMS environment specification
member.

No No

IEFRDER IMS logging file No No

INFILE Default ddname that references
the sequential file of the keys
and other infile data

No No

LAYOUT Default ddname that references
the PDSs that contain the
database segment's ordinary
copybook members or Custom
Record Layouts.

No No

LOGFILE Default ddname that references
the sequential file created bv the
EDIT Change Log function and
used as PRINTLOG's input.

No No
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OUTFILE Optional output ddname for
source generation commands.

No No

PSBLIB Default ddname that references
the PSBLIB

No No

SYSIN Control statements Yes Yes

SYSPRINT File Master Plus for IMS
messages. Optional output from
SYSLIST and SYSTOTAL.

Yes Yes

SYSLIST Output from PRINT functions.
If SYSLIST is not allocated, the
output goes to SYSPRINT.

No No

SYSTOTAL Output from the ACCUM
keyword. If SYSTOTAL is not
allocated, the output is directed
to SYSPRINT.

No No

XREF Default ddname that references
the Segment Cross-reference
PDS.

No No

* You can use the ENV keyword to resolve this ddname. For a complete description of the ENV keyword, see Keywords
(IMS) .

 Example 

The following example is JCL used by the CAWKBATC program:

//JOBCARD INFORMATION

//********************************************************************

//*  THIS WILL CHANGE THE SCHOOL PHONE NUMBER FOR SCHOOL 7AB90 FOR   *

//*  EVERY HISTORY SEGMENT IN THE DATABASE                           *

//********************************************************************

//FMIMS    EXEC PGM=CAWKBATC,REGION=2M                                

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.CDBILOAD,DISP=SHR                                 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSLIST  DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSTOTAL DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD *                            <- BATCH COMMANDS          

  UPDATE,                                                             

    DBD(DBDIVP),                                                      

    IF(HISTORY,HISTORY-SCHOOL-ID,EQ,C'7AB90'),            

      CHANGE(HISTORY,HISTORY-SCHOOL-PHONE,EQ,C'860-555-0823',

          C'860-555-9356')                                  

/*                                                                    

//********************************************************************

//*  IMS DLI REQUIRED FILES                                          *

//********************************************************************

//DFSRESLB DD DSN=ims.SDFSRESL,DISP=SHR                              

//DFSVSAMP DD DSN=hlq.PARMLIB(DFSVSAMP),DISP=SHR                     

//DBDLIB   DD DSN=hlq.DBDLIB,DISP=SHR                                

//IEFRDER  DD DSN=hlq.DLILOG,DISP=SHR                                

//********************************************************************

//*  IMS USER                                                        *
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//********************************************************************

//LAYOUT   DD DSN=MY.LAYOUT.PDS,DISP=SHR                              

//DBDIVP   DD DSN=hlq.DBDIVP,DISP=SHR 

//DBDIVPI  DD DSN=hlq.DBDIVPI,DISP=SHR 

Batch JCL PARM Parameter

Use the JCL PARM='SCAN' parameter on the EXEC statement to perform the following actions:

• A scan of the input commands and keywords for valid syntax before actually executing the commands
• A verify of the required libraries and members to ensure they exist before successfully processing the command

 Example 

The following example scans the SYSIN control cards reporting any invalid command syntax. It verifies that MY.COPYLIB
exists, the member DBDIVP is in the DBDLIB, and the STUDENT segment exists in the DBDIVP DBD. It also validates
that all the IMS libraries are defined. No processing of the control cards is done whether the command syntax is found to
be valid or not.

//JOBCARD INFORMATION

//********************************************************************

//*  THIS WILL PRINT AND FORMAT ALL STUDENT SEGMENTS USING THE       *

//*  COPYBOOK RECORD LAYOUT.                                         *

//********************************************************************

//FMIMS    EXEC PGM=CAWKBATC,REGION=2M,PARM='SCAN'                    

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CDBILOAD,DISP=SHR                                 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSLIST  DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSTOTAL DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD *                            <- BATCH COMMANDS          

  PRINT,                                    

    DBD(DBDIVP),                            

    LAYOUTFILE(MY.COPYLIB),

    FORMAT(S),                              

    SEGMENT(STUDENT)                        

/*                                                                    

//********************************************************************

//*  IMS DLI REQUIRED FILES                                          *

//********************************************************************

//DFSRESLB DD DSN=IMS..SDFSRESL,DISP=SHR                              

//DFSVSAMP DD DSN=HLQ..PARMLIB(DFSVSAMP),DISP=SHR                     

//DBDLIB   DD DSN=HLQ..DBDLIB,DISP=SHR                                

//IEFRDER  DD DSN=HLQ..DLILOG,DISP=SHR                                

//********************************************************************

//*  IMS USER                                                        *

//********************************************************************

//DBDIVP   DD DSN=HLQ..DBDIVP,DISP=SHR 

//DBDIVPI  DD DSN=HLQ..DBDIVPI,DISP=SHR

Batch Summary Reports

Most commands produce a summary report detailing the activity that occurred for that command. A separate summary
report will be included for each command in the job. The following example summary report describes how the command
activity is tallied:
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UPDATE,                                                                      

    DBD(DBDIVP),                                                               

    IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-ID,EQ,C'00001'),                                        

      AND(SUBJECT,SUBJECT-CODE,EQ,C'H316'),                                    

         DELETE(SUBJECT)                                                       

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                    

                                                                               

Update Summary                                           Database: DBDIVP      

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM  

                                                                               

                                                                                                Keyword 

Segment Name                 Read      Selected       Updated      Inserted      Deleted        Actions

                                                                           

STUDENT                         4             4             0             0            0              0

 SUBJECT                       18            18             0             0            1              1

  TEACHER                      17            17             0             0            1              0

   CLASS                       17            17             0             0            1              0

 HISTORY              *         0             0             0             0            0              0 

  TRANSCPT            *         0             0             0             0            0              0

  ATTEND              *         0             0             0             0            0              0

Total:                         56            56             0             0            3              1

*** CAWK2523I Segments marked with an asterisk are not sensitive in the dynamic PCB and were not processed.

 Note: Notice that one SUBJECT segment was deleted, reflecting a keyword action, and its two children were deleted as a
result of the same action.

 The summary report includes an asterisk next to each segment that the PCB was not sensitive to. If a static PSB is not
specified using the PSB keyword, a dynamic PCB is created.

The following list shows the column named followed by the count rules.

READ
Count of each time DB segment read.

Selected
Count of every "true" for each segment for any SELRECIF, SELSEGIF, or root selected by ROOTKEY. If there are
no SELRECIF's, SELSEGIF's or ROOTKEY keywords, this column contains the count of all the segments read,
UNLESS there are segments specifically skipped using NEXTREC, SKIPRECIF, SKIPSEGIF. These will not be
counted as selected.

Updated
Count of each time a segment is updated.

Inserted
Count of each time a segment is inserted.

Deleted
Count of each time a segment is deleted and counts for any children that may be deleted.

Keyword Actions
Count of each time an action is executed for a segment. Keyword actions are: ACCUM, CHANGE, EDIT,
PRINTREC, REPLACE, INSERT, DELETE, PRINTREC, PRINTSEG.

Batch Return Codes

Return codes appear in File Master Plus for IMS batch messages. The following list describes the valid return codes.
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0
Successful completion of the job's step. No errors or warnings were detected.

4
The step completed successfully, but warning messages were issued.

16
A severe error occurred and the command could not continue processing. The command is terminated.

0 - 4095
Keyword return code value. This is supplied by the following keywords: EMPTYRC, LAYOUTRC, NOSELRC,
SETRC, and TRUNCRC. Examine the control statements and SYSPRINT messages for the reason associated
with the specific return code.

Batch Installation Defaults

You can customize File Master Plus for IMS Batch to fit the requirements for your site. The following list identifies the
values that you can customize during the installation process. You can override all of these values during command
execution by using their corresponding keyword. See Installing File Master Plus for IMS for information about modifying
these parameters.

&BAT_EMPTYRC
Return code when the input file is empty
Default: 4

&BAT_INFILE
ddname that references the input file
Default: SYSUT1

&BAT_LAYOUTRC
Return code when the dsname for keyword LAYOUTFILE is not found
Default: 4

&BAT_LINEPAGE
Number of lines to print per page
Default: 60

&BAT_NOSELRC
Return code when no records meet any of the selection criteria
Default: 4

&BAT_TRUNCRC
Return code when output records are truncated
Default: 4

Commands (IMS)
This article describes the commands and functions that you can perform using File Master Plus for IMS batch.

NOTE

File Master Plus IMS for Test Data Manager only supports the EXTLAYOUT, EXTRACT, and RELOAD
commands. The application generates an error message when you execute other commands in File Master Plus
IMS for Test Data Manager.
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DBCHART

Use the DBCHART command to print the hierarchal chart of an IMS database. This command prints the database
definition in an organizational chart format. DBCHART displays the hierarchical relationships between the segments in a
clear and easily understood format.

The DBCHART report is printed to SYSLIST. If it is not allocated, it prints to SYSPRINT.

Syntax
DBCHART DBD(dbdname)[,dbchart_keywords]

Keywords

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords for the DBCHART command. For detailed information about these
keywords, see Keywords.

• DBD
• LIB
• LINEPAGE
• ENV
• ENVLIB

DBCHART Examples

Example 1

This example shows the command and corresponding output for the DBCHART of the IVP primary database.

DBCHART,

  DBD(DBDIVP)

...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60...+....70...+....80.. ...+....90...+....100..

+....110..+....1|0..+....130..+....140..+....150..+....

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                                   Page 1 

System CA31                                                                              2005-02-25 08:36

                                                                                

                          DBMAP for DBDNAME = DBDIVP                            

                                                                                

                 __________                        Access Method: HIDAM OSAM    

                |          |                                                    

                | STUDENT  |                                                    

                |          |                                                    

                |__________|                                                    

                     |                                                          

                     |                                                          

              _______|_______________                                           

             |                       |                                          

             |                       |                                          

         __________              __________                                     

        |          |            |          |                                   

        | SUBJECT  |            | HISTORY  |                                   

        |          |            |          |                                   

        |__________|            |__________|                                   

             |                       |                                         

             |                       |                                         

             |                _______|_______                                  
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             |               |               |                                 

             |               |               |                                 

         __________      __________      __________                            

        |          |    |          |    |          |                           

        | TEACHER  |    | TRANSCPT |    |  ATTEND  |                           

        |          |    |          |    |          |                           

        |__________|    |__________|    |__________|                           

             |                                                                 

             |                                                                 

             |                                                                 

             |                                                                 

             |                                                                 

         __________                                                            

        |          |                                                           

        |  CLASS   |                                                           

        |          |                                                           

        |__________|                                                           

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                                 Page 2  

System CA31                                                                                  5 08:36

                                                                               

                          DBMAP for DBDNAME = DBDIVP                           

                                                                               

Seg  Segment                      Key   Key                                    

Num  Name                Length   Pos   Len                                    

---  --------------      ------   ---   ---                                    

  1  STUDENT                247     1     5                                     

  2    SUBJECT              661     1     4                                     

  3      TEACHER            117    36     3                                     

  4        CLASS             21     1     7                                     

  5    HISTORY               54     1    12                                     

  6      TRANSCPT            10     1     4                                     

  7      ATTEND           16-29     3     8                                     

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                                   Page 3  

System CA31                                                                         2005-02-25 08:36

                                                                                

                          DBMAP for DBDNAME = DBDIVP                            

                                                                                

Segment   Field                             Field       Field     Data          

Name      Name            Field  type         Pos      Length     Type          

--------  --------        -------------      ----        ----     ----          

                                                                                

STUDENT   STUDID          Key, Unique           1           5     Char         

                                                                               

SUBJECT   SUBJCODE        Key, Unique           1           4     Char         

                                                                               

TEACHER   TEACHKEY        Key, Unique          36           3     Char         

                                                                               

CLASS     CLASSKY1        Key, Unique           1           7     Char         

                                                                               

HISTORY   SHKEY           Key, Unique           1          12     Char         

                                                                               

TRANSCPT  TSKEY           Key, Unique           1           4     Char         
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ATTEND    ATTNDKEY        Key, Unique           3           8     Char        

EXTLAYOUT

The Extract Layout utility creates record layouts that you can use with File Master Plus to view or modify File Master Plus
for IMS extract file data in formatted mode. The File Master Plus plus for IMS EXTRACT command creates the extract file.

The EXTLAYOUT command creates a unique record layout in a PDS for each segment that is defined in the DBD. Each
layout is created under the segment name. An additional layout CAWK@HDR layout member is created for the extract
file's header record, and a Custom Record Layout member is created in the PDS under the dbdname.

If a Custom Record Layout is being used, or a cross-reference member specifies a different layout name, the layouts in
the PDS are created using these names rather than the segment name.

Each segment in the extract file is preceded by control information that is used by File Master Plus for IMS for processing.
The beginning of each layout member created in the PDS has the record format for this control information. This is
followed by the user's layout for the specific segment, which is obtained from the user's layout file.

Syntax
EXTLAYOUT [extlayout_keywords]

Keywords

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords for the EXTLAYOUT command:

• DBD
• LAYOUTFILE
• LIB
• OUTFILE
• REPLACEMEM
• XREFFILE
• ENV
• ENVLIB

For detailed information about these keywords, see Keywords.

EXTLAYOUT Example

This example generates segment layouts and a CRL named DBDIVP, for the DBD DBDIVP whose DBD is found in
the PDS referenced by ddname MYDBDLIB. It generates one segment layout for each of the segments found in DBD
DBDIVP, and places these new segment layouts, as well as the CRL, in the PDS referenced by ddname MYPDS. The
current DBD's layout members must exist in the PDS referenced by ddname MYLAYOUT and share the same names
as the segments. These new PDS members overwrite members if they already exist in the PDS referenced by ddname
MYPDS.

EXTLAYOUT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LAYOUTFILE(MYLAYOUT),

  LIB(MYDBDLIB),

  OUTFILE(MYPDS),

  REPLACEMEM(Y)
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EXTRACT

Use the EXTRACT command to extract segments from a database and write these segments to a sequential file. Use
EXTRACT to copy particular segments from a database to a sequential file, and use the RELOAD command to insert
them into a new or existing database.

The sequential file is referenced using the EXTRACT DD statement, or the EXTRACTFILE keyword. File Master Plus for
IMS determines the correct DCB for the sequential file. If DCB information is specified, only the BLKSIZE parameter is
honored when it does not conflict with the parameters determined by the product.

Note: Use the EXTLAYOUT command to generate a layout file to use with the extract file created by the EXTRACT
command.

Syntax
EXTRACT {DBD(....)|PSB(...)}[,extract_keywords]

Keywords

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords for the EXTRACT command. For detailed information about these
keywords, see Keywords.
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• ACB
• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DBD
• DBDLIB
• DBRC
• EDIT
• EMPTYRC
• ENV
• ENVLIB
• EXTRACTFILE
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INLIM
• INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LINEPAGE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• PRINTSEG
• PSB
• PSBLIB
• REPLACE
• SEGLIM
• SEGMENT
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SELSEGIF, AND , OR
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• SKIPSEGIF, AND, OR
• STARTKEY
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE
• XREFFILE
• EXTRACT Examples

Example 1
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This example extracts all segments from the DBDIVP database and writes those segments to a sequential EXTRACT file
referenced by ddname TESTEXT.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  EXTRACTFILE(TESTEXT) 

Example 2

This example extracts all STUDENT segments from the DBDIVP database and writes those segments to a sequential
EXTRACT file referenced by the ddname EXTRACT in the JCL.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SEGMENT(STUDENT)

GENSOURCE

Use the GENSOURCE command to generate source code for an ACB, DBD, PSB, or MDA from a corresponding load
member. The command input can be a single member or an entire load library. Use the LIB keyword to define the input
load library. If the LIB keyword is omitted, the DBDLIB keyword is used. A source member is generated with the same
name as the load member, and placed in the PDS defined by OUTFILE.

GENSOURCE attempts to generate source code to match the original as closely as possible. In some instances, an ACB
member does not have all of the information to completely reconstruct the source code. GENSOURCE creates as much of
the code as possible, and includes comments describing what parameters may be missing or incomplete.

Syntax
GENSOURCE [,gensource_keywords]

Keywords

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords for the GENSOURCE command. For detailed information about these
keywords, see Keywords.

• LIB
• MEMBER
• OUTFILE
• REPLACEMEM

GENSOURCE Examples

Example 1

This example generates the source code for the DBD member DBDIVP, which is found in the DBDLIB in the JCL. The
generated source is placed in a member named DBDIVP in the PDS referenced by ddname MYPDS.

GENSOURCE,

  MEMBER(DBDIVP),

  OUTFILE(MYPDS)

Example 2

This example generates the source code for every member in MYPSBLIB that begins with the prefix PSB. The generated
source members are placed in the PDS referenced by ddname MYPDS, using the same name as the corresponding load
members.

GENSOURCE,
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  LIB(MYPSBLIB),

  MEMBER(PSB*),

  OUTFILE(MYPDS)

Example 3

This example generates the source code for every member in the library MYLOAD in the JCL that is a DBD, PSB, ACB, or
MDA. The absence of the MEMBER keyword means that every member in MYLOAD should be processed. The generated
source members are placed in the PDS referenced by ddname MYPDS, using the same name as their corresponding load
members. Any member that already exists in MYPDS with that name is replaced with the new source.

GENSOURCE,

  LIB(MYLOAD),

  OUTFILE(MYPDS),

  REPLACEMEM(Y)

INIT

Use the INIT command to initialize uninitialized files associated with a primary database. This command is not available
for HSAM, HISAM, or MSDB databases.

Syntax
INIT DBD(dbdname)[,init_keywords]

Keywords

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords for the INIT command. For detailed information about these keywords,
see Keywords.

• DBD
• DBDLIB
• DBRC
• ENV
• ENVLIB

INIT Example

This example syntax initializes the uninitialized DBDIVP database.

INIT,

  DBD(DBDIVP)

PRINT

Use the PRINT command to perform print functions, which include report and record formatting options. Report
capabilities include, but are not limited to, formatting printed segments using copybooks, printing the total of specified
fields, printing data in character or hex format, and printing only selected segments. This report is printed to the SYSLIST
DD statement. If SYSLIST is not allocated, the output is directed to SYSPRINT.

When printing a primary database, the segments are printed in their hierarchical sequence. Each segment is printed
individually, and its fully concatenated key is displayed above it.

Syntax
PRINT {DBD(....)|PSB(...)}[,print_keywords]
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Keywords

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords for the PRINT command. For detailed information about these keywords,
see Keywords.

• ACB
• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DBD
• DBDLIB
• DBRC
• EDIT
• EMPTYRC
• ENV
• ENVLIB
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INLIM
• INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LINEPAGE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PSB
• PSBLIB
• REPLACE
• SEGLIM
• SEGMENT
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SELSEGIF, AND, OR
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• SKIPSEGIF, AND, OR
• STARTKEY
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE
• XREFFILE
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PRINT Examples

Example 1

This example prints the entire DBDIVP database.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP)

The report that follows shows only the first root segment and its first child:

                        CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                  

System CA31                                                                     

                                                                                

Print Report                  Database: DBDIVP                                  

                         Access Method: HIDAM OSAM                              

                                                                                

Rec #1          Concatenated Key                    Record Length =  247        

       STUDENT  00001                                                           

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9----+----0

     1 00001DAVID PERKINS                 1221209 W. 75TH ST          SMITHVILLE     CT06022860-555-9823SAL

   101 LY PERKINS                 860-555-3467 X1234  DALE PERKINS                  860-555-1392

   201                                                                          

                                                                                

Rec #2          Concatenated Key                    Record Length =  661        

       STUDENT  00001                                                           

       SUBJECT  C315          

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9----+----0

     1 C315INTRO TO BIOCHEM    40C210CHEMISTRY I         B220BIOLOGY I           P201PHYSICS I

   101                                               C289827N838R3INTRODUCTON TO BIOCHEMISTRY

   201                                                                          

   301                                                                          

   401            IN DEPTH STUDY OF THE BASIC BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES AND CONCEPTS

   501                                                                          

   601                                                                                              

Example 2

This example PRINT command prints the entire DBDIVP database in HEX format.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  FORMAT(HEX)

The report that follows shows only the first root segment:

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                      

System CA31                                                                     

                                                                                

Print Report                  Database: DBDIVP                                  

                         Access Method: HIDAM OSAM                              

                                                                                

Rec #1          Concatenated Key                    Record Length =  247        

       STUDENT  00001                                                           

                FFFFF                                                           

                00001                                                           

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9----+----0
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     1 00001DAVID PERKINS                 1221209 W. 75TH ST          SMITHVILLE     CT06022860-555-9823SAL

       FFFFFCCECC4DCDDCDE44444444444444444FFFFFFF4E44FFEC4EE4444444444EDCECECDDC44444CEFFFFFFFF6FFF6FFFFECD

       00001415940759295200000000000000000122120906B0753802300000000002493859335000003306022860055509823213

   101 LY PERKINS                 860-555-3467 X1234  DALE PERKINS                  860-555-1392

       DE4DCDDCDE44444444444444444FFF6FFF6FFFF4EFFFF44CCDC4DCDDCDE444444444444444444FFF6FFF6FFFF44444444444

       3807592952000000000000000008600555034670712340041350759295200000000000000000086005550139200000000000

   201                                                                          

       44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444                          

       00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000                         

Example 3

This example PRINT command prints the entire DBDIVP database in single record format. The ddname LAYOUTDD
references a PDS that contains the COBOL record layout definitions.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUTDD),

  FORMAT(S)

The report that follows shows only the first root segment:

           CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                      

System CA31                                                                     

                                                                                

Print Report                  Database: DBDIVP                                  

                         Access Method: HIDAM OSAM                              

                                                                                

Rec #1          Concatenated Key                    Record Length =  247        

       STUDENT  00001                                                           

                                                                                

Pos   *-----------FIELD NAME--------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----+----3----+----4----

+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

    1 01 STUDENT-SEGMENT                        247                             

    1   05 STUDENT-ID                       N     5 00001                       

    6   05 STUDENT-NAME                     C    30 DAVID PERKINS               

   36   05 STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL         N     2 12                          

   38   05 STUDENT-CURR-SEMESTER            N     1 2                           

   39   05 STUDENT-ADDR                          47                             

   39     10 STUDENT-STREET                 C    25 1209 W. 75TH ST   

   64     10 STUDENT-CITY                   C    15 SMITHVILLE        

   79     10 STUDENT-STATE                  C     2 CT                

   81     10 STUDENT-ZIP-CODE               C     5 06022             

   86   05 STUDENT-HOME-PHONE               C    12 860-555-9823      

   98   05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (1)         50                   

   98     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (1)     C    30 SALLY PERKINS     

  128     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (1)      C    20 860-555-3467 X1234

  148   05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (2)         50                   

  148     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (2)     C    30 DALE PERKINS      

  178     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (2)      C    20 860-555-1392      

  198   05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (3)         50                   

  198     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (3)     C    30                   

  228     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (3)      C    20        
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PRINTLOG

Use the PRINTLOG command to perform print of the EDIT Change Log, which includes report and record formatting
options. Report capabilities include, but are not limited to, formatting printed segments, showing changes to segments
using copybooks, and printing changed segments in character or hex format. This report is printed to the SYSLIST DD
statement. If SYSLIST is not allocated, the output is directed to SYSPRINT. Each changed, inserted, or deleted segment
is printed individually, and its fully concatenated key is displayed above it.

Syntax
PRINTLOG [,printlog_keywords]

Keywords

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords for the PRINTLOG command. For detailed information about these
keywords, see Keywords.

• FIELDDISPLAY
• FORMAT
• LAYOUTFILE
• LINEPAGE
• LOGFILE
• PRINTLIM
• SETRC
• XREFFILE

PRINTLOG Examples

Example 1

This is an example of the full Change Log report including the header and summary information. This example prints EDIT
changes to the entire DBDIVP database that were recorded in the Change Log file in CHARACTER format.

PRINTLOG

The report that follows shows the TEACHER segment that was changed and a TEACHER segment that was deleted:

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                        Page 1  

System CA31                                                     2007-10-17 11:00

                                                                                

Input SYSIN parameters to batch process are displayed below                     

                                                                                

  PRINTLOG

*** CAWK2100I  DDNAME LOGFILE  opened for DSN=STERI02.FMIMS.CHANGE.LOG001  

*** CAWK2100I  File is NonVSAM LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760,RECFM=VB,Mode=PS       

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                        Page 2  

System CA31                                                             2007-08-30 10:22

Change Log Report                                             Database: DBDIVP     

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM  
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Environment: DLI 

DBD Name:    DBDIVP

PSB Name:    CAKK#PSB

PCB:         00000002 

LAYOUT DSN:  FM.INSTALL.COPYLIB 

CRL DSN:     FM.INSTALL.LAYOUT 

SEGXREF DSN: FM.INSTALL.SEGXREF 

Date:        2007/10/22

Time:        11:32.00 AM

Description: Correct a Teacher segment name and address.  Delete 

             an obsolete teacher segment and inserT a new one. 

DDname       Dataset Name 

DBDIVP       MY.INSTALL.DBDIVP

DBDIVPI      MY.INSTALL.DBDIVPI

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                        Page 3  

System CA31                                                             2007-08-30 10:22

Change Log Report                                             Database: DBDIVP     

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM  

Changed Segment                   Concatenated Key    Segment=TEACHER     

                         STUDENT  00001 

                         SUBJECT  C315  

                         TEACHER  C10   

Change                   Old & New Segment Length = 117

                        

                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+

  Old Segment          1 DOROTHY ROPER                 PHD  C10104 FERN CT.             SMITHVILLE    

 CT06029860-555-98

  New Segment          1 DOROTHY ROPER                 PHD  C1025 MAIN STREET           SIMSPORT      

 CT06070860-444-10

                                                               **************            *********          **

    *** **

                     101 -555-0823 X109

                     101 -555-0823 X109

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                        Page 4  

System CA31                                                             2007-08-30 10:22

Change Log Report                                             Database: DBDIVP     

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM  
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Deleted Segment                   Concatenated Key    Segment=TEACHER     Segment Length=117

                         STUDENT  00001                                                     

                         SUBJECT  L304                                                      

                         TEACHER  L41                                                       

Delete                   Old Segment Length = 117  

                         

                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+

  Old Segment          1 ANGELINA ORTEGA               BS   L412091 PLEASANT HILL RD.   CONNER        

 CT06098860-555-10

                     101 -555-0823 X521

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                        Page 6  

System CA31                                                             2007-08-30 10:22

Change Log Summary                                       Database: DBDIVP      

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM   

                                                                                

                                                                                

Segment Name                      Changed       Inserted       Deleted

              

STUDENT                                 0              0             0        

 SUBJECT                                0              0             0        

   TEACHER                              1              0             1      

   CLASS                                0              0             0        

 HISTORY                                0              0             0     

  TRANSCPT                              0              0             0  

  ATTEND                                0              0             0    

Total:                                  1              0             1   

                                                                                

                                                                               

*** CAWA2101I  DDNAME LOGFILE   records read:    5, selected=5

*** CAWK2550I  PRINTLOG completed   RC = 0   High RC = 0        

                                                                

*** CAWK2001I SYSLIST output was directed to SYSPRINT           

                                                                

*** CAWK2000I Utility ending, Max CC=0  

Example 2

This example of the PRINTLOG command prints EDIT changes to the entire DBDIVP database that were recorded in the
Change Log file in hex format.

PRINTLOG,

  FORMAT(HEX)

The report that follows shows only the first TEACHER segment that was changed:
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CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                          Page 3  

System CA31                                                             2007-08-30 10:22

Change Log Report                                             Database: DBDIVP     

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM  

Changed Segment                   Concatenated Key    Segment=TEACHER  

                         STUDENT  00001   

                                  FFFFF   

                                  00001   

                         SUBJECT  C315    

                                  CFFF    

                                  3315    

                         TEACHER  C10     

                                  CFF     

                                  310     

Change                   Old & New Segment Length = 117

                     pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----

+----9----+

  Old Segment          1 DOROTHY ROPER                 PHD  C10104 FERN CT.             SMITHVILLE    

 CT06029860-555-98

                        

 CDDDECE4DDDCD44444444444444444DCC44CFFFFF4CCDD4CE44444444444444EDCECECDDC44444CEFFFFFFFF6FFF6FF

                        

 4696388096759000000000000000007840031010406595033B000000000000024938593350000033060298600555098

  New Segment         1 DOROTHY ROPER                 PHD  C1025 MAIN STREET           SIMSPORT      

 CT06070860-444-10

                        

 CDDDECE4DDDCD44444444444444444DCC44CFFFF4DCCD4EEDCCE44444444444ECDEDDDE4444444CEFFFFFFFF6FFF6FF

                        

 46963880967590000000000000000078400310250419502395530000000000029427693000000033060708600444010

                                                               **************            *********          **

    *** **

                     101 -555-0823 X109

                         6FFF6FFFF4EFFF444

                         05550082307109000

                     101 -555-0823 X109

                         6FFF6FFFF4EFFF444

                         05550082307109000

Example 3

This example of the PRINTLOG command prints EDIT changes to the entire DBDIVP database that were recorded in
the Change Log file in single record format. The ddname LAYOUTDD references a PDS that contains the COBOL record
layout definitions.

PRINTLOG,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUTDD),

  FORMAT(S)
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The report that follows shows only changes to the first TEACHER segment:

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                        Page 3  

System CA31                                                             2007-08-30 10:22

Change Log Report                                             Database: DBDIVP     

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM  

Changed Segment                   Concatenated Key    Segment=TEACHER     

                         STUDENT  00001 

                         SUBJECT  C315  

                         TEACHER  C10   

 Change                                            Old Segment                              New Segment

                                                   Old Segment Length = 117                 New Segment Length

 = 117

 Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----

     1 01 TEACHER-SEGMENT                      117

     1   05 TEACHER-NAME                   C    30 DOROTHY ROPER

    31   05 TEACHER-DEGREE                 C     5 PHD

    36   05 TEACHER-ID                     C     3 C10

    39   05 TEACHER-ADDR                        47

    39>    10 TEACHER-STREET               C    25 104 FERN CT.                             25 MAIN STREET

    64>    10 TEACHER-CITY                 C    15 SMITHVILLE                               SIMSPORT

    79     10 TEACHER-STATE                C     2 CT

    81>    10 TEACHER-ZIP-CODE             C     5 06029                                    06070

    86>  05 TEACHER-HOME-PHONE             C    12 860-555-9810                             860-444-1010

    98   05 TEACHER-SCHOOL-PHONE           C    20 860-555-0823 X109

READ

The READ command reads segments in a sequential manner and acts on these segments as directed by the keywords.
The READ command and its keywords combine to make a powerful tool for data generation. You can read databases,
reformat and manipulate the data, then write the data to a sequential data set.

Syntax
READ {DBD(....)|PSB(...)}[,read_keywords]

Keywords

The following table provides a complete list of the valid keywords for the READ command. For detailed information about
these keywords, see Keywords.
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• ACB
• ACCUM
• DBD
• DBDLIB
• EMPTYRC
• ENV
• ENVLIB
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INLIM
• INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LINEPAGE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• PRINTSEG
• PSB
• PSBLIB
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPRECIF
• SKIPSEGIF
• STARTKEY
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE
• XREFFILE

READ Examples

Example 1

This READ command reads every segment in the database, and accumulates the sophomore year's first semester hours
for student 'David Perkins'. A summary report with these totals appears at the end of the job.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-NAME,EQ,T'David Perkins'),

    IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'10'),

      IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-SEMESTER,EQ,C'1'),

        ACCUM(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-CREDIT-HOURS,'David Perkins Sophomore: ')

Example 2
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This READ command writes to a sequential file defined by the DD statement KEYFILE. The output file contains
STUDENT segment keys found at segment position one, for a length of five. Only students with a STUDENT-STATE equal
to CT will be written to the file. Use this sequential file as input to another command or process.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-STATE,EQ,C'CT'),

    PADCHAR(C' '),

    MOVE(CLEAR),

    MOVE(1,STUDENT,5,1),

    WRITE(KEYFILE)

RELOAD

Use the RELOAD command to populate a database with segments from a File Master Plus for IMS batch extract file.
These segments can either load an empty database, or be inserted into an existing database.

When populating a database that already contains data, use the REPLACEKEY keyword to either replace or not replace
segments with identical keys. Use the MODE keyword with the UPDATE parameter to indicate that segments are inserted
into an existing database.

Syntax
RELOAD {DBD(....)|PSB(...)}[,reload-keywords]

Keywords

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords for the RELOAD command. For detailed information about these
keywords, see Keywords.
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• ACB
• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DBD
• DBDLIB
• DBRC
• EDIT
• EMPTYRC
• ENV
• ENVLIB
• EXTRACTFILE
• FORMAT
• ** IF, AND, OR
• INLIM
• * INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LAYOUTRC
• LINEPAGE
• MODE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• PRINTSEG
• PSB
• PSBLIB
• REPLACE
• REPLACEKEY
• SEGMENT
• * SELECT
• * SELRECIF, AND, OR
• * SELSEGIF, AND OR
• SETRC
• SKIP
• * SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• * SKIPSEGIF, AND OR
• * STARTKEY
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE
• XREFFILE

* This keyword can only apply to ROOT segments for the RELOAD command.

** When IF is used on the RELOAD command, all subsequent actions must act on the same segment name as the IF.
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NOTE

The reload process for certain database types (for example logical or with a secondary index) also makes use
of IMS utility programs. These IMS utility programs need work files pointed to by the DFSURCDS, DSFURWF1,
DSFURWF2, DSFURWF3 and DSFURIDX DD names. File Master Plus for IMS dynamically allocates these
data sets when needed. However, when you reload a large database, the default size of the data sets can be
insufficient, leading to an SE37 abend. To avoid this problem, specify each of the above-mentioned DD names in
JCL and make the associated file big enough.

Example:

//DFSURWF1 DD DSN=&&WF1,DISP=NEW,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(100,100),

// LRECL=900,RECFM=VB

RELOAD Examples

Example 1

This example loads the uninitialized DBDIVP database from an extracted sequential file, referenced by the ddname
EXTRACT in the JCL.

RELOAD,

  DBD(DBDIVP)

Example 2

This example updates the existing DBDIVP database from the extracted sequential file, referenced by ddname EXTRACT
in the JCL.

RELOAD,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  MODE(UPDATE)

Example 3

This example includes two commands. The first is an UPDATE command that deletes every segment in the database.
The second is a RELOAD command that repopulates the DBDIVP database from the extracted sequential file, referenced
by ddname EXTRACT in the JCL. This technique would be useful for rebuilding a small database in a testing environment
without having to delete, redefine, and initialize a database beforehand.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(ROOT),

    DELETE(ROOT) 

RELOAD,          

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  MODE(UPDATE)

UPDATE

The UPDATE command is used to change, insert, or delete segments in a database. This command is not available for
HSAM and SHSAM databases.

The UPDATE keywords provide the ability to update some or all of the segments in a database by specifying selection
criteria with the UPDATE command. Other keywords can limit updates to certain positions within the segments, a specific
number of segments or a specific segment.

When updating a database using a secondary index view you cannot insert or delete any of the target segment's parental
path segments.
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Syntax
UPDATE {DBD(....)|PSB(...)}[,update_keywords]

Keywords

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords for the UPDATE command. For detailed information about these
keywords, see Keywords.
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• ACB
• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DBD
• DBDLIB
• DBRC
• DELETE
• EDIT
• EMPTYRC
• ENV
• ENVLIB
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INLIM
• INSERT
• INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE
• LINEPAGE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• PRINTSEG
• PSB
• PSBLIB
• REPLACE
• ROOTKEY
• SEGLIM
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• SKIPSEGIF, AND OR
• STARTKEY
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE
• XREFFILE

UPDATE Examples

Example 1
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This example changes the CLASS CAPACITY of CLASS ROOM '01L98' from 50 to 55 students each time that room is
found in the DBDIVP database.

UPDATE,                                        

  DBD(DBDIVP),                                 

  IF(CLASS,CLASS-ROOM,EQ,C'01L98'),            

    CHANGE(CLASS,CLASS-CAPACITY,EQ,N'50',N'55')

Example 2

The file referred to by the ddname INFILE in the JCL contains new students who will be added to the DBDIVP database.

UPDATE,                                       

  DBD(DBDIVP),                                

  ROOTKEY(1),                            

  MOVE(CLEAR),                            

  MOVE(1,INFILE(1,200)),                  

  INSERT(STUDENT)                          

 

 

IVP Database
File Master Plus for IMS provides an IVP database. The examples in this appendix make use of this database to give
them real world relevance. The information is intended to help users understand the examples while they are examining
them.

DBDIVP is a STUDENT database. The STUDENT segment is the root segment; its subordinate segments are SUBJECT,
TEACHER, CLASS, HISTORY, TRANSCPT, and ATTEND. Each subordinate segment contains segment-specific data.

DBDIVP Definitions

The DBDIVP database is defined as a HIDAM database. Its DBDIVP definition follows:

         PRINT NOGEN                                                   

         DBD   NAME=(DBDIVP),                                          X

               ACCESS=(HIDAM,OSAM)                                     

*                                                                      

         DATASET DD1=DBDIVP                                            

*                                                                      

         SEGM  NAME=STUDENT,PARENT=0,BYTES=(247),POINTER=(TWIN),       X

               RULES=(PPP,LAST)                                        

         FIELD NAME=(STUDID,SEQ,U),BYTES=5,START=1,TYPE=C              

         LCHILD NAME=(STUDIDX,DBDIVPI),PTR=INDX                        

*                                                                      

         SEGM  NAME=SUBJECT,PARENT=((STUDENT,SNGL)),BYTES=(661),       X

               POINTER=(TWIN)                                          

         FIELD NAME=(SUBJCODE,SEQ,U),BYTES=4,START=1,TYPE=C            

*                                                                      

         SEGM  NAME=TEACHER,PARENT=((SUBJECT,SNGL)),BYTES=117,         X

               POINTER=(TWIN)                                          

         FIELD NAME=(TEACHKEY,SEQ,U),BYTES=3,START=36,TYPE=C           

*                                                                      

         SEGM  NAME=CLASS,PARENT=((TEACHER,SNGL)),BYTES=(21),          X
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               POINTER=(TWIN)                                          

         FIELD NAME=(CLASSKY1,SEQ,U),BYTES=7,START=1,TYPE=C            

*                                                                      

         SEGM  NAME=HISTORY,PARENT=((STUDENT,SNGL)),BYTES=(54),        X

               POINTER=(TWIN)                                          

         FIELD NAME=(SHKEY,SEQ,U),BYTES=12,START=1,TYPE=C              

*                                                                      

         SEGM  NAME=TRANSCPT,PARENT=((HISTORY,SNGL)),BYTES=10,         X

               POINTER=(TWIN)                                          

         FIELD NAME=(TSKEY,SEQ,U),BYTES=4,START=1,TYPE=C               

*                                                                      

         SEGM  NAME=ATTEND,PARENT=((HISTORY,SNGL)),BYTES=(29,16),      X

               POINTER=(TWIN)                                          

         FIELD NAME=(ATTNDKEY,SEQ,U),BYTES=8,START=3,TYPE=C            

*                                                                      

         DBDGEN                                                        

         FINISH                                                        

         END                                                           

The DBDIVPI definition follows:

          DBD    NAME=DBDIVPI,ACCESS=(INDEX,VSAM,PROT)                

          DATASET DD1=DBDIVPI                                         

          SEGM   NAME=STUDIDX,PARENT=0,BYTES=5                        

          FIELD  NAME=(STUDIDX,SEQ,U),BYTES=005,START=0001,TYPE=C     

          LCHILD NAME=(STUDENT,DBDIVP),INDEX=STUDID                   

          DBDGEN                                                      

          FINISH                                                        

          END                                                         

DBDIVP Hierarchy

A diagram of the DBDIVP hierarchy follows:
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Figure 6: IVP Hierarchy

Segment layouts

The layouts for each segment follow.

STUDENT Layout

The following panel shows a student layout:
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       ---  View Layout 'STUDENT' of 'FM.COPYLIB'  --------------- Row 1 of 14

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR 

    Field                               Fmt   Pos    Len                      

01 STUDENT-SEGMENT                              1    247                      

  05 STUDENT-ID                          N      1      5                      

  05 STUDENT-NAME                        A      6     30                      

  05 STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL            N     36      2                      

  05 STUDENT-CURR-SEMESTER               N     38      1                      

  05 STUDENT-ADDR                              39     47                      

    10 STUDENT-STREET                    A     39     25                      

    10 STUDENT-CITY                      A     64     15                      

    10 STUDENT-STATE                     A     79      2                      

    10 STUDENT-ZIP-CODE                  A     81      5                      

  05 STUDENT-HOME-PHONE                  A     86     12                      

  05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT                 98     50  Occurs 3            

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON            A     98     30                      

    10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE             A    128     20                      

*************************** BOTTOM OF RECORD LAYOUT ***************************

SUBJECT Layout

The following panel shows a subject layout:

---  View Layout 'SUBJECT' of 'FM.COPYLIB'  ------------------------ Row 1 of 11

  COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

     Field                               Fmt   Pos    Len                      

 01 SUBJECT-SEGMENT                              1    661                      

   05 SUBJECT-CODE                        A      1      4                      

   05 SUBJECT-NAME                        A      5     20                      

   05 SUBJECT-CREDIT-HOURS                N     25      2                      

   05 SUBJECT-PREREQS                           27     24  Occurs 5            

     10 SUBJECT-PREREQ-CODE               A     27      4                      

     10 SUBJECT-PREREQ-NAME               A     31     20                      

   05 SUBJECT-BOOK                             147     53  Occurs 5            

     10 SUBJECT-BOOK-ISBN                 A    147     13                      

     10 SUBJECT-BOOK-TITLE                A    160     40                      

   05 SUBJECT-DESCRIPTION                 A    412    250                      

 *************************** BOTTOM OF RECORD LAYOUT ***************************

TEACHER Layout

The following panel shows a teacher layout:

---  View Layout 'TEACHER' of 'FM.COPYLIB'  ---------------------- Row 1 of 11

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR 

    Field                               Fmt   Pos    Len                      

01 TEACHER-SEGMENT                              1    117                      

  05 TEACHER-NAME                        A      1     30                      

  05 TEACHER-DEGREE                      A     31      5                      

  05 TEACHER-ID                          A     36      3                      

  05 TEACHER-ADDR                              39     47                      

    10 TEACHER-STREET                    A     39     25                      

    10 TEACHER-CITY                      A     64     15                      

    10 TEACHER-STATE                     A     79      2                      
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    10 TEACHER-ZIP-CODE                  A     81      5                      

  05 TEACHER-HOME-PHONE                  A     86     12                      

  05 TEACHER-SCHOOL-PHONE                A     98     20                      

*************************** BOTTOM OF RECORD LAYOUT ***************************

CLASS Layout

The following panel shows a class layout:

-----  View Layout 'CLASS' of 'FM.COPYLIB'                   ------- Row 1 of 5

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR     

    Field                               Fmt   Pos    Len                      

01 CLASS-SEGMENT                                1     21                      

  05 CLASS-PERIOD                        A      1      2                      

  05 CLASS-ROOM                          A      3      5                      

  05 CLASS-ROOM-TYPE                     A      8     10                      

  05 CLASS-CAPACITY                      N     18      4                      

*************************** BOTTOM OF RECORD LAYOUT ***************************

HISTORY Layout

The following panel shows a history layout:

----  View Layout 'HISTORY' of 'FMM.COPYLIB'                  ------ Row 1 of 8

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR          

    Field                               Fmt   Pos    Len                      

01 HISTORY-SEGMENT                              1     54                      

  05 HISTORY-KEY                                1     12                      

    10 HISTORY-GRADE-LVL                 A      1      2                      

    10 HISTORY-SEMESTER                  A      3      1                      

    10 HISTORY-CAL-YEAR                  A      4      4                      

    10 HISTORY-SCHOOL-ID                 A      8      5                      

  05 HISTORY-SCHOOL-NAME                 A     13     30                      

  05 HISTORY-SCHOOL-PHONE                A     43     12                      

*************************** BOTTOM OF RECORD LAYOUT ***************************

TRANSCPT Layout

The following panel shows a transcpt layout:

----  View Layout 'TRANSCPT' of 'FM.COPYLIB'                   ----- Row 1 of 6

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR   

    Field                               Fmt   Pos    Len                      

01 TRANSCPT-SEGMENT                             1     10                      

  05 TRANSCPT-SUBJECT-CODE               A      1      4                      

  05 TRANSCPT-GRADE                      A      5      1                      

  05 TRANSCPT-CREDIT-HOURS               N      6      2                      

  05 TRANSCPT-GRADE-LEVEL                A      8      2                      

  05 TRANSCPT-SEMESTER                   A     10      1                      

*************************** BOTTOM OF RECORD LAYOUT ***************************

ATTEND Layout

The following panel shows an attend layout:
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----  View Layout 'ATTEND' of 'FM.COPYLIB'                    ------ Row 1 of 15

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR  

    Field                               Fmt   Pos    Len                      

01 ATTEND-SEGMENT                               1     29                      

  05 ATTEND-LENGTH                       B      1      2                      

  05 ATTEND-DATE                                3      8                      

    15 ATTEND-YEAR                       N      3      4                      

    15 ATTEND-MONTH                      N      7      2                      

    15 ATTEND-DAY                        N      9      2                      

  05 ATTEND-CODE                         A     11      2                      

  05 ATTEND-PARENT-NOTE                  A     13      1                      

  05 ATTEND-VACATION-REC                       14     16  Redefined           

    10 ATTEND-VACATION-START-DATE        N     14      8                      

    10 ATTEND-VACATION-RETURN-DATE       N     22      8                      

  05 ATTEND-SICK-RECORD                        14      3  Redefinition        

    10 ATTEND-SICK-DR-APPROVAL-REQD      A     14      1                      

    10 ATTEND-SICK-DR-APPROVAL-RCVD      A     15      1                      

    10 ATTEND-SICK-STATUS                A     16      1                      

*************************** BOTTOM OF RECORD LAYOUT ***************************

Keywords (IMS)
Specify keywords after the command to further control processes, like segment selection and manipulation. The keywords
immediately follow the command and are processed in the order specified.

Using Abbreviated Keywords

You will be able to recognize some keywords by an abbreviated value. The following code shows examples of a command
and its abbreviated version:

PRINT,

  DBDLIB(MY_DBDLIB),

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SEGMENT(TEACHER),

  LAYOUTFILE(MYCOPYBK),

  SELSEGIF(TEACHER,TEACHER-DEGREE,EQ,C'PHD')

Abbreviated example:

PRINT,

  DBDLIB(MY_DBDLIB),

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SEG(TEACHER),

  LF(MYCOPYBK),

  SELS(TEACHER,TEACHER-DEGREE,EQ,C'PHD')

Keyword Abbreviations

The following list shows all of the valid keywords followed by the accepted abbreviation.
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• ACB - ACB
• ACCUM - ACCUM
• CHANGE - CHA
• DBD - DBD
• DBDLIB - DBDLIB
• DBRC - DBRC
• DELETE - DEL
• EDIT - EDIT
• EMPTYRC - EMPTYRC
• ENV - ENV
• ENVLIB - ENVLIB
• EXTRACTFILE - EF
• FIELDDISPLAY - FD
• FORMAT - FORMAT
• IF,AND,OR - IF,AND, OR
• INFILE - INFILE
• INLIM - INLIM
• INSERT - INSERT
• INTERVAL - INTERVAL
• LAYOUTFILE - LF
• LAYOUTRC - LAYOUTRC
• LIB - LIB
• LINEPAGE - LP
• LOGFILE - LOGFILE
• MEMBER - MEM
• MODE - MODE
• MOVE - MOVE
• NEXTREC - NEXTREC
• NOSELRC - NOSELRC
• OUTFILE - OUTFILE
• OUTLIM - OUTLIM
• PADCHAR - PADC
• PRINTLIM - PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC - PR
• PRINTSEG - PS
• PSB - PSB
• PSBLIB - PSBLIB
• REPLACE - REP
• REPLACEKEY - RK
• REPLACEMEM - RM
• ROOTKEY - ROOTKEY
• SEGLIM - SEGLIM
• SEGMENT - SEG
• SELECT - SELECT
• SELLIM - SELLIM
• SELRECIF - SELR
• SELSEGIF - SELS
• SETRC - SETRC
• SKIP - SKIP
• SKIPRECIF - SKIPR
• SKIPSEGIF - SKIPS
• STARTKEY - STARTK
• STOP - STOP
• SYNCD - SYNCD
• SYNCI - SYNCI
• SYNCU - SYNCU
• TRUNCRC - TRUNCRC
• WRITE - WRITE
• XREFFILE - XF
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Conditional Keywords

Use a conditional keyword to make decisions related to command processing. These decisions may relate to what
is selected for processing, or when subsequent keywords should be processed. The conditional keywords are: IF,
SELSEGIF, SELRECIF, SKIPSEGIF, and SKIPRECIF.

Data Specification

Many of the keywords require that different types of data be defined as part of the command. The keywords CHANGE,
EDIT, IF, AND, OR, MOVE, and REPLACE usually require data parameters to be defined. The data specification rules for
the parameters from-data, to-data, and data are described in this section.

Duplication-factor
The number of times the following data is repeated (value 1-32760). This must be less than the segment's length.
This value precedes the from-data, to-data, and data portion of the data specification.

Data, from-data, and to-data
C'c…

'
Character -- matches specified case

N'n…
'
Numeric

N'+n…
' and N'-n...'
Signed numeric

P'n…
'
Positive packed decimal

P'+n…
' and P'-n...'
Signed packed decimal

T'c…
'
Text -- matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric data is permitted.

X'hh…
'
Hexadecimal

• Character data within quotes is always treated as text.
• When the text contains an apostrophe, the text needs to be enclosed in quotes.
• When the text contains a quote, the text needs to be enclosed in apostrophes.

Examples:

This example searches the SUBJECT-DESCRIPTION field on the SUBJECT segment for the character string, or data
value, "DISCUSSION OF CULTURAL, ECONOMIC":

SELRECIF(SUBJECT,SUBJECT-DESCRIPTION,CO,C"DISCUSSION OF CULTURAL, ECONOMIC")

This example scans the data from position 132 to the end of the STUDENT segment looking for any of the character
strings or data value of 'JAN' or 'FEB' or 'MAR':

SELRECIF(STUDENT,132,0,EQ,C'JAN,FEB,MAR')
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The next example changes all instances of 'ROB' and 'BOB' to 'ROBERT':

CHANGE(STUDENT,1,0,EQ,T'ROB,BOB',C'ROBERT',ALL)

Position Specification

Many commands require defining a certain position or an entire segment. The position specification rules are as follows:

Actual position
0 - 32760
1 - 32760 is the actual position in the input or output segment in which the keyword is operating.
Zero, 0, signifies all segment positions.
You cannot reference an actual position that is greater than the defined maximum segment's length, or less than
zero.

Relative position
-nnn or +nnn
File Master Plus for IMS maintains two separate relative positions -- the scan relative position and the move
relative position. Both relative positions are maintained separately and are either added to, (+), or subtracted
from, (-), when a scan-length is specified or a MOVE action is performed.
The scan relative position references the input segment, and is set to position 1 after each segment READ.
The scan relative position remains at position 1 until an IF, AND, OR, SELSEGIF, SELRECIF, SKIPSEGIF,
SKIPRECIF, EDIT, CHANGE, MOVE, or REPLACE keyword specifically selects a position using the scan-
length parameter, at which time it resets to the leftmost byte of the data selected by the scan. If the scan-
length parameter is the same size as the data or from-data value, no scanning occurs, and the scan relative
position remains unchanged.
The move relative position references the move output segment buffer and is set to segment position 1 after the
first input segment is read and after each WRITE. The move relative position remains at position 1 until a MOVE
action is performed. Once a MOVE action is performed, the new move relative position is computed by adding the
current move relative position to the to-position relative value plus the length value. If the to-position is an actual
position and not a relative position, the new move relative position is simply the actual position.
You cannot use relative positioning to select an input segment location or move output segment location that
computes to less than 1 or greater than the defined maximum segment length for the file.

Field Name Support

In addition to requesting a certain position within a segment, many keywords can reference a particular field name. The
field name is defined in the segment layout, which must be made available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. The
field name makes it easy to select segments for processing or to manipulate field data. For indexed field names, index
value must be specified as part of the name.

If the keyword specifies a value to compare to the field name that is less than the field-name's length, the compare
value is padded to the field-name's length. If the compare value is defined as character or text, the value is left justified
and padded with spaces. All numeric compare values are right justified and filled with leading zeros. If the length of the
compare field is shorter than the field-name, it is advisable to use a data type that matches the field-name. If the compare
uses the contains operator (CO), no padding takes place.

This example adds four leading zeros to the compare field creating a '00001' to compare to the STUDENT-ID:

SELRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-ID,EQ,N'1')

The next example changes only the first occurrence of STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON to 'SALLY SMITH' if it is equal to
'SALLY PERKINS'. Her name is padded with spaces at the end in order to make the compare lengths equal:

CHANGE(STUDENT,STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON(1),EQ,C'SALLY PERKINS',C'SALLY SMITH')
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Keyword Descriptions (IMS)
This section provides a description of each keyword presented in the Keyword Abbreviation Table, including syntax,
examples of the keywords, and a list of the available parameters.

ACB

ACB specifies the member name of the desired static ACB. This keyword is used only for BMP processing. Therefore, the
ENV keyword must also be present. See the keyword ENV documentation for its complete requirements.

If the ENV keyword specifies an IMS environment Type of BMP and no ACB keyword is included in the command, a
dynamic ACB is created.

Syntax:

ACB(acbname[,pcb_sequence_number])

Parameters:

acbname
The member name of the static ACB that is used for the command's processing.

pcb_sequence_number
For PSBs and ACBs with multiple PCBs, this integer value references the pcb_sequence_number PCB
occurrence. When this parameter is omitted, the first database PCB is selected.

Example 1

This example extracts the database that is defined by the static ACB ACBIVP. The ACBLIB is resolved by using the
ACBLIB values found in the IMS environment PDS member BMPIVPP.

EXTRACT ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  ENV(BMPIVPP),

  ACB(ACBIVP)

Example 2

This example extracts the database defined in member DBDIVP, accessing it by the static ACB member ACBIVPG. The
second PCB, excluding the io-pcb, in ACB ACBIVPG is used.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  ENV(BMPIVPP),

  ACB(ACBIVPG,2)

ACCUM

ACCUM lets you add single or multiple numeric fields of various types. Each numeric field is totaled separately and each
total is printed with the description provided. Different numeric fields cannot be added within the same segment. For
example, all Field-A's can be added together, but Field-A cannot be added to Field-B. ACCUM fields with invalid numeric
data are not processed, and the total number of segments in which invalid numeric data was detected is printed. The
output, or totals, is printed to ddname SYSTOTAL. If SYSTOTAL is not allocated, the print is directed to SYSPRINT.

You can specify ACCUM multiple times in a command. You may omit the length and data type parameters. If either or
both are omitted, the field is assumed to be in packed decimal format. The ACCUM command scans for a valid packed
field up to 16 bytes long.

Syntax:
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ACCUM({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position[,length[,decimal-positions],data-type]] }[,'description'])

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword will be applied.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name's layout. The use of field-name
requires that the segment's layout be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. For more information on
how to make the segment's layout available, see the keywords LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE. When this
parameter is supplied, the keyword's position, length, decimal-positions, and data type are all retrieved from the
field-name definition.

position
The position in a segment. Valid choices are:
1 - 32760 -- The actual position location.
+nnn or  - nnn -- The relative position to the segment's current location.

length
The length of the field to accumulate. If you omit this parameter, or if it is a zero, the data type must be packed
or omitted. If a zero is supplied, the first valid packed field located is used. Valid byte lengths depend on the data
type. See the following data type definitions for a list of their valid lengths.

decimal-positions
The number of positions to the right of the decimal point. If you omit this parameter, or zero, no decimal points are
used. Valid values depend on the data type and length.

Numeric characters
Must be equal to or less than the length of the numeric field.

Binary
Must be equal to or less than the size of the number that can be contained in the binary field.
1 byte

- maximum of three decimal positions
2 bytes

- maximum of five decimal positions
3 bytes

- maximum of eight decimal positions
4 bytes

- maximum of ten decimal positions
Packed

(2N - 1) where N is the number of digits
data-type

Valid data types include the following:
B

-- Binary unsigned (length value 1 - 8 bytes)
N

-- Numeric characters (length value 1 - 31 bytes)
P

-- Packed decimal (length value 1 - 16 bytes)
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R --
Report (length value 1 - 31 numeric characters, plus appropriate commas and optional decimal place)

S --
Signed binary (length value 1 - 8 bytes)

Note: When you omit this parameter, packed decimal format is used.
description

Text description (maximum length of 40 characters)

Example 1

This example adds student David Perkins' current semester's hours.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-ID,EQ,T'00001'),

    IF(SUBJECT),

      ACCUM(SUBJECT,SUBJECT-CREDIT-HOURS,'David Perkins: ')

Example 2

This example accumulates the student's, David Perkins, semester hours for his Freshman (09), Sophomore (10), Junior
(11), and Senior (12) grade levels.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,6,13,T'David Perkins'),

    IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'09'),

      ACCUM(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-CREDIT-HOURS,'David Perkins Freshman: '),

  IF(STUDENT,6,13,T'David Perkins'),

    IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'10'),

      ACCUM(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-CREDIT-HOURS,'David Perkins Sophomore: '),

  IF(STUDENT,6,13,T'David Perkins'),

    IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'11'),

      ACCUM(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-CREDIT-HOURS,'David Perkins Junior: '),

  IF(STUDENT,6,13,T'David Perkins'),

    IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'12'),

      ACCUM(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-CREDIT-HOURS,'David Perkins Senior: ')

The report includes a summary shown in the following illustration:

                 A C C U M   S U M M A R Y                 

                                                           

Description                 Total   Records   Invalid Values

                                                           

DAVID PERKINS FRESHMAN:      34.0        10                0

DAVID PERKINS SOPHOMORE:     32.0        10                0

DAVID PERKINS JUNIOR:        30.0         8                0

DAVID PERKINS SENIOR:        23.0         6                0

CHANGE

The CHANGE keyword lets you change consecutive bytes in a segment from one value to another. CHANGE is only
valid with the EXTRACT, PRINT, RELOAD, and UPDATE commands. For PRINT, the printed output is changed, while
EXTRACT changes the EXTRACTFILE's data. For UPDATE and RELOAD, the database's data is changed.
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When the from-data and to-data are the same length, the CHANGE, EDIT, and REPLACE keywords all produce the same
results. If the data has different lengths, the keywords affect the segment in different ways.

With the CHANGE keyword, the data to the right of the from-data is shifted left or right to account for the difference in
lengths between the from-data and to-data. Thus these types of changes may impact the data structure and may result in
lost data. Use the REPLACE command to maintain segment field integrity, as REPLACE does not shift data.

The final segment length may be different from the original segment length if the to-data is greater or less than the from-
data, and the defined segment length allows for the different length.

For variable length segments, if the new segment's length is valid for the file, the new segment is written with the new
length. However, if the new length is less than the minimum allowable segment length, the new segment's rightmost bytes
are padded with a PADCHAR keyword's value. The default PADCHAR value is x'00'. If the new length is greater than the
maximum allowable segment length, the data past the maximum segment length is lost.

For fixed segment lengths, the segment is padded as described for variable lengths when the new segment length is less
than the required segment length. The data is lost if the new length is greater than the segment length.

When the data is truncated, the command returns a condition code equal to the value of the keyword TRUNCRC, if
present. If the TRUNCRC keyword is not included, it uses the system defined default value for &BAT_TRUNCRC.

Note: When changing packed data, the sign code is maintained.

Syntax:

CHANGE({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,from-data,{to-data|INFILE(infile-

position,length)}[,ALL])

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is applied.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name's layout. The use of field-name
requires that the segment's layout be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. For more information on
how to make the segment's layout available, see the keywords LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE.

position
Use position to define the starting position in a segment. Valid choices are:1 - 32760 -- The actual position
number+nnn or  - nnn -- The relative position to the segment's current location

scan-length
Use scan-length to define the amount of data to compare or scan. Scanning will occur if the length of the data
is less than the scan-length. A scan-length of zero means to scan the entire segment starting at the position
parameter's value. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning occurs.

operator
The operator works on the from-data to determine whether the condition has been met. If the condition is met, the
value in the from-data is changed to the value in the to-data.
Valid choices include the following:
CO

-- Contains -- If a field-name is supplied, then it is scanned for the data. If position and scan-length are
supplied, then the segment is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ
-- Equal
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NE
-- Not equal

GT
-- Greater than

GE
-- Greater than or equal

LE
-- Less than or equal

LT
-- Less than

from-data
Valid data types for from-data are:
C'c…'

-- Character - matches specified case
N'n…'

-- Numeric - valid when field-name is used
P'n…'

-- Packed
T'c…'

-- Text - matches both lowercase and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are
permitted.

X'hh…'
-- Hexadecimal

to-data
Valid data types for to-data are:
C'c…'

-- Character - matches specified case
N'n…'

-- Numeric - valid when field-name is used
P'n…'

-- Packed
T'c…'

-- Text - uppercase letters are substituted for their lowercase counterparts. Alphanumeric data is
permitted.

X'hh…'
-- Hexadecimal

INFILE
Use the file referenced by the INFILE keyword or DD statement as the source of the to-data. INFILE is invalid
when the DBD keyword's dbdname references a secondary index.infile-position -- The starting record position
of the INFILE in which the to-data is to be retrieved.length -- The length of the to-data that is to be retrieved. Valid
values are 0 - 32670. If this value is 0, all data is used, beginning at the infile-position, through the end of the
record.
Note: If INFILE is used on the CHANGE keyword, the ROOTKEY keyword is required to specify the root key
position on the INFILE. For a full description of INFILE processing, see the ROOTKEY keyword.
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ALL
Changes every occurrence in the segment within the scan-length. Otherwise only the first occurrence of the from-
data is changed. The scan-length parameter must be present if this parameter is specified.

Example 1

This example changes the TEACHER-NAME on the TEACHER segment from 'DOROTHY ROPER' to 'DOROTHY
SMITH' for every TEACHER segment on the DBDIVP database.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP), 

  CHANGE(TEACHER,TEACHER-NAME,EQ,C'DOROTHY ROPER',C'DOROTHY SMITH')

Example 2

This example changes ALL of the occurrences of the text field '860-' on the TEACHER segment to have the new value
'203-' for every TEACHER segment on the DBDIVP database. The entire segment is searched, since the position is '1'
and the scan-length is '0' (search entire segment).

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(TEACHER), 

    CHANGE(TEACHER,1,0,CO,T'860-',T'203-',ALL)

Example 3

This example changes the specific zip code '01617' on the TEACHER segment to have the expanded zip code
'01617-1455' for every TEACHER segment on the DBDIVP database. The TEACHER-ZIP-CODE field begins in position
81 on the segment. Since the new value is longer, the segment is shifted to the right by five bytes to accommodate for
the increased length. Since the segment does not accommodate the longer length, data is truncated at the end of the
segment, and a condition code of four is returned.

UPDATE, 

  DBD(DBDIVP), 

  CHANGE(TEACHER,81,5,EQ,T'06017',T'06017-1455')

Example 4

In this example, the STUDENT segment is scanned beginning in position 98 for 'MAXINE KEOUGH'. This is the beginning
of the STUDENT-CONTACT-TABLE, which contains multiple occurrences of the STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON and
their corresponding STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE numbers. When a match is found, we CHANGE the STUDENT-
CONTACT-PHONE value of C'860-555-0990' to C'860-555-0791'. The number to be changed is positioned 30 bytes after
the pointer to the requested contact.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,98,130,CO,T'MAXINE KEOUGH'),

    CHANGE(STUDENT,+30,12,EQ,C'860-555-0990',C'860-555-0791')

DBD

Use the DBD keyword to identify the DBDLIB member that contains the database's definition. This value is used during
the command's processing. Only use DBD once per command.

The DBD keyword is not required when processing a database with a static PSB. If it is included, the dbdname must
match the PCB's DBDNAME.

Syntax:

DBD(dbdname)
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Parameter:

dbdname
The database definition to be used during the command's processing.

Example 1

The DBD member DBDIVP is retrieved from the PDS referenced by the ddname DBDLIB in the JCL.

RELOAD,

    DBD(DBDIVP)

Example 2

The static PCB's dbdname value is used to process this command.

PRINT,

    DBD(DBDIVP),

    PSB(DBDIVPXA)

DBDLIB

Use the DBDLIB keyword to identify the PDS that contains the DBD definitions. This PDS must contain the member that
is named by the DBD keyword.

If this optional keyword is not specified, the PDS referenced by the DBDLIB DD statement is used.

Syntax:

DBDLIB(DBDLIB | dsname | ddname)

Parameters:

DBDLIB
Default ddname

dsname
Identifies the PDS that contains the DBD members. This is dynamically allocated. No JCL is needed to reference
this dsname.

ddname
A one- to eight-character ddname that references the PDS that contains the dbdname parameter of the DBD
keyword.

Example

In the following example, the database DBDIVP that is defined in MY.DBDLIB, is extracted to the sequential data set
defined by ddname EXTRACT in the JCL.

EXTRACT,

  DBDLIB(MY.DBDLIB),

  DBD(DBDIVP)

DBRC

Use the DBRC keyword to specify DBRC usage when running in DLI mode.

The DBRC keyword overrides the value specified for the batch environment during the IMS system definition. If this
keyword is omitted, the value in the IMS system definition is used.

When used in conjunction with the ENV keyword, the DBRC keyword overrides the DBRC Usage parameter specified in
the IMS environment member.
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You can only use DBRC once per command.

Syntax:

DBRC(Y | N)

Parameters:

Y
Use DBRC.

N
Do not use DBRC.

Note: DBRC(N) will result in a non-zero return code if DBRC=FORCE was specified in the IMS system definition.

Example 1

DBRC usage is not requested when the UPDATE command is processed.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  DBRC(N),

  REPLACE(ATTEND,ATTEND-CODE,EQ,C'SI',C'VA')

Example 2

This example overrides the value of the DBRC Usage = N parameter specified in the ENV member and requests that
DBRC be used when the UPDATE command is processed.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  DBRC(Y),

  ENV(DLIDEMO),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-NAME,EQ,C'SALLY PETERSON'),

    IF(SUBJECT),

      REPLACE(SUBJECT,1,0,CO,C'ENGLISH',C'SPANISH',ALL)

Example 3

This example uses the DBRC value specified in the IMS system definition.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  REPLACE(CLASS,CLASS-ROOM-TYPE,EQ,C'GYM',C'GYMNASIUM')

DELETE

Use the DELETE keyword to identify the segment to delete from the database. DELETE is only valid on the UPDATE
command and when it is subordinate to a conditional keyword.

Note: DELETE deletes all subordinate children belonging to the targeted segment.

Syntax:

DELETE({segment-name|ROOT})

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name, and its subordinate children to which the keyword is to be applied.
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ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment and its subordinate children.

Example 1

This example deletes all the ATTEND segments that have an ATTEND-YEAR of '2002'.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(ATTEND,ATTEND-YEAR,EQ,C'2002'),

      DELETE(ATTEND)

Example 2

This example deletes the SUBJECT with SUBJECT-CODE C'H316' from the STUDENT segment with a STUDENT-ID of
C'0001'.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-ID,EQ,C'00001'),

     AND(SUBJECT,SUBJECT-CODE,EQ,C'H316'),

       DELETE(SUBJECT)

Note: Since TEACHER and CLASS are children of SUBJECT, they are also deleted.

EDIT

The EDIT keyword changes text-type data. EDIT is only valid with the EXTRACT, PRINT, RELOAD, and UPDATE
commands. For PRINT, the printed output is changed, while EXTRACT changes the EXTRACT file's data. For UPDATE
and RELOAD the database's data is changed.

When the from-data and to-data are the same length, the CHANGE, EDIT, and REPLACE keywords all produce the
same results. If the data has different lengths, the keywords affect the segment differently. Specifically, EDIT affects the
positioning of blanks, X'40', in the segment.

When the length of the to-data is longer than the length of the from-data, the non-blank characters to the right of the from-
data are shifted right. Repeating space characters, x'40', anywhere to the right of the from-data, are removed, to make
room for the longer length. Shifted data may be lost if the segment length does not allow for expansion.

When the length of the to-data is shorter than the length of the from-data, the non-blank characters to the right of the from-
data are shifted left. Blank characters, x'40', are inserted where the first blank character is found to make up for the length
difference.

Syntax:

EDIT({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,from-data,{to-data|INFILE(infile-

position,length}[,ALL])

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is to be applied.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name's layout. The use of field-name
requires that the segment's layout be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. For more information
about how to make the segment's layout available, see the keywords LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE.
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position
Use position to define the starting position in a segment. Valid choices are:
1 - 32760 -- The actual position number
+nnn or  - nnn -- The relative position to the segment's current location

scan-length
Use scan-length to define the amount of data to compare or scan. Scanning will occur if the length of the data
is less than the scan-length. A scan-length of zero means to scan the entire segment starting at the position
parameter's value. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning occurs.

operator
The operator works on the from-data to determine if the condition has been met. If the condition is met, the value
in the from-data is EDITed to the value in the to-data.
Valid choices include the following:
CO

-- Contains - If a field-name is supplied, then it is scanned for the data. If position and scan-length are
supplied, then the segment is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ
-- Equal

NE
-- Not equal

GT
-- Greater than

GE
-- Greater than or equal

LE
-- Less than or equal

LT
-- Less than

from-data
Valid data type choices include:
C'c…'

-- Character - matches specified case
N'n…'

-- Numeric - valid when field-name is used
P'n…'

-- Packed
T'c…'

-- Text - matches both lowercase and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are
permitted.

X'hh…'
-- Hexadecimal

to-data
Valid data type choices include:
C'c…'

-- Character - matches specified case
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N'n…'
-- Numeric - valid when field-name is used

P'n…'
-- Packed

T'c…'
-- Text - uppercase letters are substituted for their lowercase counterparts. Alphanumeric data is permitted

X'hh…'
-- Hexadecimal

INFILE
Use the file referenced by the INFILE keyword or ddname as the source of the to-data. INFILE is invalid when the
DBD keyword's dbdname references a secondary index.
infile-position

-- The starting record position of the INFILE in which the to-data is to be retrieved.
Length

-- The length of the to-data that is to be retrieved. Valid values are 0 - 32670. If this value is 0, all data is
used, beginning at the infile-position, through the end of the record.

Note: If INFILE is used on the EDIT keyword, the ROOTKEY keyword is required to specify the root key position
on the INFILE. For a full description of INFILE processing, see the ROOTKEY keyword.

ALL
Changes every occurrence in the segment within the scan-length. Otherwise only the first occurrence of the from-
data is edited. The scan-length parameter must be present if this parameter is specified.

Example

This example replaces the word 'STUDY' with the word 'STUDIES' in the SUBJECT-DESCRIPTION field on the
SUBJECT segment. Position 421 corresponds to the beginning of the word 'study' in the SUBJECT-DESCRIPTION field.
Since the to-data is longer than the from-data, the rest of the segment is shifted to the right. The two spaces between the
words 'biochemical' and 'process' are compressed to one to help account for the increased length (see the before and
after images of the field).

UPDATE, 

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  EDIT(SUBJECT,421,EQ,C'STUDY',C'STUDIES') 

Data in segment before the command:

     IN DEPTH STUDY OF THE BASIC BIOCHEMICAL  PROCESSES AND CONCEPTS 

Data in segment after the command:

     IN DEPTH STUDIES OF THE BASIC BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES AND CONCEPTS

EMPTYRC

The EMPTYRC keyword sets the command's return code if the primary input file is empty. For most commands, the
primary input file is the database referenced by the DBD keyword. For RELOAD, the primary input file is the sequential
input file used to load the database.

Syntax:

EMPTYRC(4 | return-code)

Parameters:

return-code
An integer value between 0 and 4095.

Example 1
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This example returns a condition code of 99 if the DBDIVP database is empty.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  EMPTYRC(99)

Note: An uninitialized database is not an empty database. Thus, if an uninitialized database is encountered, the condition
code is set to 16. The EMPTYRC keyword does not override the condition code when an uninitialized database is
detected.

Example 2

This example returns a condition code of 54 if the sequential input file referenced by ddname IVPEXT contains no
segments.

RELOAD,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  EXTRACTFILE(IVPEXT),

  EMPTYRC(54)

Note: The EXTRACT command always places a header record into the created sequential file. The EXTRACTFILE is
considered empty if the sequential file only contains this header record.

ENV

ENV specifies a PDS member that contains the IMS environment specifications built by the online setup function for
various DLI and BMP environments.

If the ENV keyword is omitted, a DLI environment is assumed and all IMS environment requirements must be supplied
in the JCL, that is, using the DBDLIB, PSBLIB, DFSRESLB, DFSVSAMP, and IEFRDR ddnames. When a DLI
environment envname is specified, any of the DBDLIB, PSBLIB, and so on, DSN's that are either specified in the JCL,
or through the use of a keyword, are used in place of the corresponding ddname DSNs specified in the IMS environment
parm member. ENV is ignored if all required dsnames are supplied using JCL or keywords for IMS environment types of
DLI.

Ensure that you include the ENV keyword you process a DBCHART or EXTLAYOUT command in a COPE
environment. In other environments, this keyword is optional with these commands.

Note: If the ENV envname references a BMP environment, all environment specifications are taken from the envname.
Keywords DBDLIB and PSBLIB, if supplied, generate an appropriate error message.

Syntax:

ENV(envname)

Parameters:

envname
The member located in the IMS environment parm PDS referenced by the ddname or keyword of ENVLIB.

Example 1

This example shows a PRINT command without using the ENV keyword. It prints the entire DBDIVP database and
retrieves all of the environment information from the ddnames defined in the job.

//FMIMS    EXEC PGM=CAWKBATC,REGION=2M                                

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.CDBILOAD,DISP=SHR                                 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD *                            

  PRINT,
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   DBD(DBDIVP)

 /*                                                                    

//********************************************************************

//*  IMS DLI REQUIRED FILES                                          *

//********************************************************************

//DFSRESLB DD DSN=ims.SDFSRESL,DISP=SHR                              

//DFSVSAMP DD DSN=hlq.PARMLIB(DFSVSAMP),DISP=SHR                     

//DBDLIB   DD DSN=hlq.DBDLIB,DISP=SHR                                

//IEFRDER  DD DSN=hlq.DLILOG,DISP=SHR                                

//********************************************************************

//*   USER FILES                                                 *

//********************************************************************

//DBDIVPT  DD DSN=my.extract.file,DISP=SHR

//DBDIVP   DD DSN=hlq.DBDIVP,DISP=SHR 

//DBDIVPI  DD DSN=hlq.DBDIVPI,DISP=SHR 

Example 2

This example is the same as Example 1, but the ENV keyword is used to define the execution environment. It retrieves
all of the environment information from the IMS environment PDS member DLIDEMO in the PDS referenced by the
ddname ENVLIB. You may override individual libraries by including them in the JCL, or by coding the appropriate keyword
in the command.

//FMIMS    EXEC PGM=CAWKBATC,REGION=2M                                

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.CDBILOAD,DISP=SHR                                 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD *                            

  PRINT, 

   DBD(DBDIVP),

   ENV(DLIDEMO)

 /*                                                                    

//********************************************************************

//*  IMS DLI REQUIRED FILES                                          *

//********************************************************************

//ENVLIB   DD DSN=hlq.ENVLIB,DISP=SHR                                

//********************************************************************

//*  USER FILES                                                  *

//********************************************************************

//DBDIVPT  DD DSN=my.extract.file,DISP=SHR

//DBDIVP   DD DSN=hlq.DBDIVP,DISP=SHR 

//DBDIVPI  DD DSN=hlq.DBDIVPI,DISP=SHR 

Example 3

This example is the same as the first two examples, with the exception that the BMPDEMO IMS environment type is BMP.
All environment specifications are taken from BMPDEMO. Notice that the database names are not included since they are
defined to the BMP environment.

//FMIMS    EXEC PGM=CAWKBATC,REGION=2M                                

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.CDBILOAD,DISP=SHR                                 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD *                            

  PRINT, 

   DBD(DBDIVP),

   ENV(BMPDEMO)
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 /*                                                                    

//********************************************************************

//*  IMS ENVIRONMENT LIBRARY                                         *

//********************************************************************

//ENVLIB   DD DSN=hlq.ENVLIB,DISP=SHR                               

ENVLIB

Use the ENVLIB keyword to identify the PDS that contains the IMS environment definitions. This PDS must contain the
member that is named by the ENV keyword.

Ensure that you include the ENV keyword when you process a DBCHART or EXTLAYOUT command in a COPE
environment. In other environments, this keyword is optional with these commands.

If you do not specify this keyword, the application uses the PDS that is referenced in the ENVLIB DD statement.

Syntax:

ENVLIB(ENVLIB | dsname | ddname)

Parameters:

ENVLIB
Default ddname

dsname
Identifies the sequential data set name that contains the IMS environment members.

ddname
Identifies the sequential data set's ddname that contains the IMS environment members.

Example

This RELOAD example uses the ENV keyword to define the execution environment. It retrieves the environment
information from the IMS environment PDS member DLIDEMO in the hlq.my.envlib PDS referenced by the ENVLIB
keyword. As long as the mode is DLI, you may override individual libraries by including them in the JCL, or by coding the
appropriate keyword in the command.

RELOAD,

 DBD(DBDIVP),

 ENV(DLIDEMO),

 ENVLIB(hlq.my.envlib)

EXTRACTFILE

EXTRACTFILE references the sequential data set that 1) receives the output from the EXTRACT command, and 2)
serves as the input file for the RELOAD process. It is only valid with the EXTRACT and RELOAD commands. RELOAD
requires the same sequential file that was created from the EXTRACT command. If this optional keyword is not specified,
the file referenced by the EXTRACT DD statement is used. Multiple EXTRACTFILE keywords are valid with the
EXTRACT command, but are not allowed with RELOAD.

Syntax:

EXTRACTFILE({[EXTRACT | dsname |ddname]})

Parameters:

EXTRACT
Default ddname
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dsname
Identifies the sequential data set name that contains the EXTRACT command's output, or the RELOAD
command's input.

ddname
Identifies the sequential data set's ddname that contains the EXTRACT command's output, or the RELOAD
command's input.

Example 1

This example extracts the entire DBDIVP database to the sequential file referenced by the ddname EXTRFILE.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  EXTRACTFILE(EXTRFILE)

Example 2

This example reloads the entire DBDIVP database from the sequential file referenced by the ddname EXTRFILE to an
uninitialized database.

RELOAD,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  EXTRACTFILE(EXTRFILE)

Example 3

This example extracts all IMS database records with a STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL value of 09 to DDNAME
EXTFR, value of 10 to DDNAME EXTSO, value of 11 to DDNAME EXTJR, and a value of 12 to DDNAME EXTSR.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT, STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'09'),

    EXTRACTFILE(EXTFR),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT, STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'10'),

    EXTRACTFILE(EXTSO),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT, STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'11'),

    EXTRACTFILE(EXTJR),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT, STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'12'),

    EXTRACTFILE(EXTSR)

FIELDDISPLAY

The FIELDDISPLAY keyword controls which of the changed segment's fields in single format mode or 100 byte areas in
character or hex modes are printed. FIELDDISPLAY is only valid with the PRINTLOG command.

Syntax:

FIELDDISPLAY (A | M) 

Parameters:

A
Displays all of the segment's fields or areas, identifying the changes.

M
Displays only the segment's changed fields or 100 byte areas, identifying the changes. M is the default value.

Example 1

This FIELDDISPLAY example only prints the mismatched fields of the changed segment.
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PRINTLOG,

  FIELDDISPLAY(M), 

  FORMAT(S),

  LAYOUTFILE(CUSTOMER.COPYBOOK)

Resulting report:

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                        Page 3 

System CA31                                                             2007-08-30 10:22

Change Log Report                                             Database: DBDIVP    

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM 

Changed Segment                   Concatenated Key    Segment=TEACHER    

                         STUDENT  00001

                         SUBJECT  C315 

                         TEACHER  C10  

 Change                                            Old Segment                              New Segment

                                                   Old Segment Length = 117                 New Segment Length

 = 117

 Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+--

 39     10 TEACHER-STREET               C    25 104 FERN CT.                             25 MAIN STREET

 64     10 TEACHER-CITY                 C    15 SMITHVILLE                               SIMSPORT

 81     10 TEACHER-ZIP-CODE             C     5 06029                                    06070

 86   05 TEACHER-HOME-PHONE             C    12 860-555-9810                             860-444-1010

Example 2

This FIELDDISPLAY example prints all the fields in a changed segment identifying the fields that were changed with an >
symbol to the left of the field-name.

PRINTLOG,

  FIELDDISPLAY(A), 

  FORMAT(S),

  LAYOUTFILE(CUSTOMER.COPYBOOK)

Resulting report:

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                        Page 3 

System CA31                                                             2007-08-30 10:22

Change Log Report                                             Database: DBDIVP    

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM 

Changed Segment                   Concatenated Key    Segment=TEACHER    

                         STUDENT  00001

                         SUBJECT  C315 

                         TEACHER  C10 

 Change                                            Old Segment                              New Segment

                                                   Old Segment Length = 117                 New Segment Length

 = 117

Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----

     1 01 TEACHER-SEGMENT                      117

     1   05 TEACHER-NAME                   C    30 DOROTHY ROPER

    31   05 TEACHER-DEGREE                 C     5 PHD

    36   05 TEACHER-ID                     C     3 C10

    39   05 TEACHER-ADDR                        47

    39>    10 TEACHER-STREET               C    25 104 FERN CT.                             25 MAIN STREET
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    64>    10 TEACHER-CITY                 C    15 SMITHVILLE                               SIMSPORT

    79     10 TEACHER-STATE                C     2 CT

    81>    10 TEACHER-ZIP-CODE             C     5 06029                                    06070

    86>  05 TEACHER-HOME-PHONE             C    12 860-555-9810                             860-444-1010

    98   05 TEACHER-SCHOOL-PHONE           C    20 860-555-0823 X109

FORMAT

The FORMAT keyword controls the formatting of the segment's data. Use the FORMAT keyword to print data in character
(C), hex (H), or single record (S) formats. 'Character' is the default value. FORMAT (Single) requires that the segments'
layouts be available. (Reference the keywords LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE for information about how to make available
the segments' layouts.) If the requested layout is not found, or it is not parsed successfully, File Master Plus for IMS
generates a temporary layout, which is used to format the data.

Syntax:

FORMAT({CHARACTER | HEX | SINGLE})

Parameters:

CHARACTER or C
Character print of the selected segments, with scale and segment numbers. C is the default value.

HEX or H
Hex print of the selected segments in Vertical Hex Format

SINGLE or S
Single print of the selected segments in layout format

Example 1

This example prints all of the DBDIVP database's STUDENT segments using the layout member STUDENT found in the
PDS referenced by ddname LAYOUT. One STUDENT segment in single-record format is shown in the illustration that
follows.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  FORMAT(S),

  SEGMENT(STUDENT)

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                     

System CA31                                                                

Print Report                 Database: DBDIVP                                  

                        Access Method: HIDAM OSAM                               

                                                                              

Rec #1          Concatenated Key                    Record Length =  247       

       STUDENT  00001                                                           

                                                                              

Pos   *-----------FIELD NAME--------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+--

    1 01 STUDENT-SEGMENT                        247                            

    1   05 STUDENT-ID                       N     5 00001                      

    6   05 STUDENT-NAME                     C    30 DAVID PERKINS              

   36   05 STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL         N     2 12                         

   38   05 STUDENT-CURR-SEMESTER            N     1 2                          

   39   05 STUDENT-ADDR                          47                            

   39     10 STUDENT-STREET                 C    25 1209 W. 75TH ST       

   64     10 STUDENT-CITY                   C    15 SMITHVILLE            

   79     10 STUDENT-STATE                  C     2 CT                    
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   81     10 STUDENT-ZIP-CODE               C     5 06022                 

   86   05 STUDENT-HOME-PHONE               C    12 860-555-9823          

   98   05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (1)         50                       

   98     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (1)     C    30 SALLY PERKINS         

  128     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (1)      C    20 860-555-3467 X1234    

  148   05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (2)         50                       

  148     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (2)     C    30 DALE PERKINS          

  178     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (2)      C    20 860-555-1392          

  198   05 STUDENT-EMERGENCY-CONTACT (3)         50                       

  198     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PERSON (3)     C    30

  228     10 STUDENT-CONTACT-PHONE (3)      C    20 Example 2

Example 2

This example prints the DBDIVP database's STUDENT segment in hex format. One STUDENT segment in hex format is
shown in the illustration that follows.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  FORMAT(HEX),

  SEGMENT(STUDENT)

Resulting report:

...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60...+....70...+....

CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                      

System CA31                                                                     

                                                                                

Print Report                 Database: DBDIVP                                   

                        Access Method: HIDAM OSAM                               

                                                                                

Rec #1          Concatenated Key                    Record Length =  247        

       STUDENT  00001                                                           

                FFFFF                                                           

                00001                                                           

   pos ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

     1 00001DAVID PERKINS                 1221209 W. 75TH ST          SMITHVILLE

       FFFFFCCECC4DCDDCDE44444444444444444FFFFFFF4E44FFEC4EE4444444444EDCECECDDC

       00001415940759295200000000000000000122120906B0753802300000000002493859335

   101 LY PERKINS                 860-555-3467 X1234  DALE PERKINS              

       DE4DCDDCDE44444444444444444FFF6FFF6FFFF4EFFFF44CCDC4DCDDCDE44444444444444

       3807592952000000000000000008600555034670712340041350759295200000000000000

   201                                                                          

       44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444                          

       00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000                       

Example 3

This example prints EDIT changes to the entire DBDIVP database that were recorded in the Change Log file in
single record format. The ddname LAYOUTDD references a PDS that contains the COBOL record layout definitions.

PRINTLOG,

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUTDD),

  FORMAT(S)

The report that follows shows only changes to the first TEACHER segment:
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CA File Master Plus for IMS r8.5                                        Page 3  

System CA31                                                             2007-08-30 10:22

Change Log Report                                             Database: DBDIVP     

                                                    Access Method: HIDAM OSAM  

Changed Segment                   Concatenated Key    Segment=TEACHER     

                         STUDENT  00001 

                         SUBJECT  C315  

                         TEACHER  C10   

 Change                                            Old Segment                              New Segment

                                                   Old Segment Length = 117                 New Segment Length

 = 117

 Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4 *---+----1----

+----2----+----

     1 01 TEACHER-SEGMENT                      117

     1   05 TEACHER-NAME                   C    30 DOROTHY ROPER

    31   05 TEACHER-DEGREE                 C     5 PHD

    36   05 TEACHER-ID                     C     3 C10

    39   05 TEACHER-ADDR                        47

    39>    10 TEACHER-STREET               C    25 104 FERN CT.                             25 MAIN STREET

    64>    10 TEACHER-CITY                 C    15 SMITHVILLE                               SIMSPORT

    79     10 TEACHER-STATE                C     2 CT

    81>    10 TEACHER-ZIP-CODE             C     5 06029                                    06070

    86>  05 TEACHER-HOME-PHONE             C    12 860-555-9810                             860-444-1010

    98   05 TEACHER-SCHOOL-PHONE           C    20 860-555-0823 X109

IF, AND, OR

Use the IF keyword to identify situations in which subsequent actions or processes will be taken. IF is different from other
conditional keywords in that IF defines when subsequent actions should be performed. When a segment is selected with
another conditional keyword, the command processes that segment, but no subsequent actions are required.

The AND/OR keywords are only valid immediately following the IF keyword or other conditional keywords, and use the
same syntax as IF.

When an IF keyword immediately follows another IF/AND/OR keyword, the second IF is treated like an AND statement.
When processing a RELOAD, multiple IF keywords must all reference the same segment-name.

IF is a conditional keyword. When conditional keywords are separated by non-conditional keywords, they are no longer
ANDed with each other.

Syntax:

IF({segment-name|ROOT[,PRESENT|,NOTPRESENT]})

IF({segment-name|ROOT},field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,

{data|INFILE(infile-position,length)}[INANY|INALL|INNONE])

IF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

IF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position,scan-length},operator-type)

Parameters:
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segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is to be applied. If the segment name is used alone, subordinate
keywords are only executed for that segment.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

PRESENT
Use PRESENT to determine if the parent of segment-name has at least one segment-name child segments. The
IF is acted upon if a child exists with the specified segment-name.

NOTPRESENT
Use NOTPRESENT to determine if the parent of segment-name does not have any segment-name child
segments. The IF is acted upon if a child does not exist with the specified segment-name.

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name's layout. The use of field-name
requires that the segment's layout be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. For more information
about how to make the segment's layout available, see the keywords LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE.

Position
Use position to define the starting position in the segment. Valid values are:
1 - 32760 -- The actual position number
+nnn or  - nnn -- The relative position to the segment's current location

scan-length
Use scan-length to define the amount of data to compare or scan. Scanning occurs if the length of the data is less
than the scan-length. If you use a zero (0), scanning occurs from the position parameter value to the segment
length. Valid values are 0 - 32760. No scanning occurs if the scan-length is omitted.

operator
Valid choices include the following:
CO

-- Contains - If a field-name is supplied, then it is scanned for the data. If position and scan-length are
supplied, then the segment is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ --
Equal

NE --
Not equal

GT --
Greater than

GE --
Greater than or equal

LE --
Less than or equal

LT --
Less than

Data
Enter data using the following data types:
C'c…'

-- Character - matches specified case
N'n…'

-- Numeric - Valid when field-name is being used.
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P'n…'
-- Packed

T'x…'
-- Text - matches both lowercase and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are
permitted.

X'hh…'
-- Hexadecimal

INFILE
Use the file referenced by the INFILE keyword or DD statement as the source of the query. INFILE is invalid when
the DBD keyword's dbdname references a secondary index.
infile-position

-- The starting record position of the INFILE in which the data is to be queried.
Length

-- The length of the data that is to be queried. Valid values are 0 - 32670. If this value is 0, all data is used
beginning at the infile-position through the end of the segment.

Note: If INFILE is used on the IF keyword, the ROOTKEY keyword is required to specify the root key position on
the INFILE. For a full description of INFILE processing, see the ROOTKEY keyword.

INANY
Use INANY to determine if the parent of segment-name has at least one child segment that meets the specified
condition. The IF is acted upon if any child exists that meets the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the IF will not be acted on.

INALL
Use INALL to determine if the parent of segment-name has every child segment that meets the specified
condition. The IF is acted upon if all child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child segments,
the IF will not be acted on.

INNONE
Use INNONE to determine if the parent of segment-name has no child segments that meet the specified
condition. The IF is acted upon if no child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child segments,
the IF will be acted on.

Operator - type:
EQP

-- Valid packed decimal data
NEP

-- Not valid packed decimal data
EQN

-- Valid numeric data
NEN

-- Not valid numeric data

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords that you can use with the IF, AND, OR keywords.
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• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DELETE
• EDIT
• EXTRACTFILE
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INFILE
• INSERT
• INTERVAL
• LINEPAGE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• PRINTSEG
• REPLACE
• SEGLIM
• SEGMENT
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SETRC
• SKIP
• STARTKEY
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE

Examples of conditional processing that apply only to the root segment follow:

IF(ROOT,1,GT,C'123')
Position 1 > '123'

IF(ROOT,1,EQ,C'12',C'234',C'5')
Position 1 = '12' or '234' or '5'

IF(ROOT,1,NE,C'A',C'B')
Position 1 not = either literal

IF(ROOT,1,1,NE,C'A',C'B')
Position 1 not = either literal

IF(ROOT,1,5,NE,C'A',C'B')
Neither literal found in scan of positions 1 - 5

IF(ROOT,1,EQ,C'ABCD',T'Efg')
Comparison against mixed format of character string

IF(ROOT,1,20,CO,C'ABC')
Scan for 'ABC' starting in position 1 for a length of 20
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IF(ROOT,1,20,GT,C'123')
Scan for any 3-byte character string > '123' in position 1-20

IF(ROOT,1,0,CO,C'ABC')
Scan for 'ABC' starting in position 1 to end of segment

IF(ROOT,1,EQ,C'A')
Position 1 = 'A'

IF(ROOT,1,EQ,T'ABC,DEFG,HIJKL')
Literals within single quotes compared to position 1

IF(ROOT,1,50,CO,C"2,000,000.00")
Literal containing ',' within double quotes

IF(ROOT,1,EQ,C'AA,BB,CC')
Position 1= 'AA' or 'BB' or 'CC'

IF(ROOT,1,50,CO,C'ABC',P'00001',T'Abc')
Scan for any of these character strings in position 1 for a length of 50

IF(ROOT,21,0,CO,C'ABC',P'00001',T'Def')
Scan for any of these character strings in position 21 to the end of the segment

IF(ROOT,1,0,CO,P'00001')
Packed field of any length with value of 1 starting in position 1

IF(ROOT,1,3,GT,P'00001')
Compare of position 1 for a length of 3 to packed 3-byte literal

IF(ROOT,1,5,CO,P'00001')
Scan of position 1 for a length of 5 for packed 3-byte literal

IF(ROOT,1,5,LT,C' ')
Compare position 1 for a length of 5 to < blanks

IF(ROOT,1,5,LT,3C' ')
Scan position 1 for a length of 5 for 3 positions < blanks

IF(ROOT,20,0,EQP)
Packed field of any length starting in position 20

IF(ROOT,20,3,EQP)
Packed field of length 3 at position 20

IF(ROOT,20,4,NEP)
Position 20 for a length of 4 is not a valid packed field

IF(ROOT,20,0,NEP)
The field starting at position 20 is not a valid packed field

IF(ROOT,20,0,EQP)
Packed field of any length starting in position 20

IF(ROOT,10,5,EQN)
Position 10 for a length of 5 is valid numeric

The following example reads the entire DBDIVP database and if the root segment, STUDENT, STUDENT-ID's value of
C'00002' is found, all of its SUBJECT segments' SUBJECT-CREDIT-HOURS are accumulated. The IF for the SUBJECT
segment does not have a condition, so all of this student’s SUBJECT segments will be accumulated.Example 1

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-ID,EQ,C'00002'),
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    IF(SUBJECT),

      ACCUM(SUBJECT,SUBJECT-CREDIT-HOURS,'CURRENT CREDIT HOURS: ')

Example 2

This example prints the STUDENT segment for all students with C315' as the first four bytes of the segment, and has a
TEACHER-NAME equal to 'DOROTHY ROPER'.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(SUBJECT,1,EQ,T'C315'), 

  IF(TEACHER,TEACHER-NAME,EQ,C'DOROTHY ROPER'), 

     PRINTSEG(STUDENT)

Example 3

This example extracts all IMS database records and writes all of the STUDENT segments to a file STUDLIST.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP), 

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  IF(STUDENT),

 MOVE(1,STUDENT,0,1),

 WRITE(STUDLIST)

Example 4

This example prints all STUDENT segments that have no SUBJECT children segments.

 READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(SUBJECT,NOTPRESENT),

    PRINTSEG(STUDENT)

Example 5

This example prints all ROOT segments that have a TRANSCPT-GRADE of 'C' 'D' or 'F', and extracts all segments.

 EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE,EQ,'C,D,F'),

    PRINTSEG(ROOT)

Example 6

This example reads the DBDIVP database and writes a report to the file defined by the HONORS DD statement. The
report includes the STUDENT-NAME, HISTORY-SEMESTER, and HISTORY-CAL-YEAR each time a student received
all A's in a semester. The HISTORY segment is the parent of the TRANSCRIPT segment, so the INALL condition will only
be satisfied when all TRANSCRIPT segments satisfy the condition.

 READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE,EQ,'A',INALL),

    MOVE(CLEAR),

    MOVE(1,STUDENT,STUDENT-NAME),

    MOVE(31,HISTORY,HISTORY-SEMESTER),

    MOVE(32,HISTORY,HISTORY-CAL-YEAR),

    WRITE(HONORS)
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INFILE

Use the INFILE keyword to identify the sequential data set the command uses for INFILE processing. This data
set needs to be created and populated with the necessary data before referencing it. The ROOTKEY keyword
must also be included for INFILE processing. For a full description of how the INFILE directs the database processing, see
the ROOTKEY keyword.

If this optional keyword is not specified, the sequential data set referenced by the INFILE DD statement is used

Syntax:

INFILE({[INFILE| dsname[(member)]|ddname][,RESET|,RETAIN]})

Parameters:

INFILE
Default ddname

dsname
Identifies the sequential data set name that contains the keys and data required for processing.

ddname
Identifies the sequential data set's ddname that contains the keys and data required for processing.

RESET
This parameter value closes the INFILE after the command has completed processing.

RETAIN
When the RETAIN parameter is used, the current job step's subsequent command begins processing with the
next record from the INFILE.

Example 1

The following syntax inserts the ATTEND segment for the STUDENT and HISTORY segments' keys located in the INFILE
data set. The INFILE data set is defined by the DD NEWATTN and contains the key information as well as the data to be
inserted.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  INFILE(NEWATTN),

  ROOTKEY(1),

  IF(HISTORY,HISTORY-KEY,EQ,INFILE(6,12)),

     MOVE(CLEAR),

     MOVE(1,INFILE(18,29)),

     INSERT(ATTEND)

Example 2

This example deletes all the SUBJECT segments, and all of their subordinate children that match the SUBJECT-CODE
values found in locations 6 - 9 of the sequential file's records referenced by ddname INDD. The STUDENT (ROOT)
segments are read directly from the root key found in the first five bytes of the INFILE record.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  INFILE(INDD),

  ROOTKEY(1),

  IF(SUBJECT,SUBJECT-CODE,EQ,INFILE(6,4)),

     DELETE(SUBJECT)
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INLIM

The INLIM keyword sets the maximum number of IMS database records that are read from the primary input source.
For the RELOAD command, this limit is placed on the sequential input file. For all other commands the limit is on the
database. Once the INLIM is reached, the IMS database record is processed and the command is terminated. INLIM
should only be used once per command. INLIM has a default value of zero, which means there is no maximum number of
IMS database records to process before terminating.

Syntax:

INLIM(0 | number)

Parameters:

number
Any integer value between 0 and 999,999,999. Zero is the default and sets no limit on how many IMS database
records are processed before terminating the command.

Example 1

This example terminates the RELOAD process after reloading the first 100 IMS database records.

RELOAD,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  INLIM(100)

INSERT

Use the INSERT keyword to add a segment to the database. INSERT must be subordinate to a conditional keyword
to define the parent where the new child segment should be inserted. If the INSERT is not subordinate to a conditional
keyword, the segment being inserted must be a root segment.

INSERT takes its data from the move buffer. The MOVE command must be used to populate the move buffer prior to
issuing the INSERT command. INSERT is only valid on the UPDATE command.

Syntax:

INSERT({segment-name|ROOT})

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is to be applied.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

Example 1

This example, for each STUDENT segment, builds and inserts a HISTORY segment for the first semester of the
2005-2006 school year. The move buffer is populated with the appropriate constant data prior to the INSERT of the new
HISTORY segment.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(3,C'1'),              

  MOVE(4,C'2005'),           

  MOVE(8,C' 7AB90'),         

  MOVE(13,C' SMITHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL        '),

  MOVE(43,C' 860-555-0823'),
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  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'09'),

    MOVE(1,C'09'),           

    INSERT(HISTORY),NEXTREC,

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'10'),

    MOVE(1,C'10'),           

    INSERT(HISTORY),NEXTREC,

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'11'),

    MOVE(1,C'11'),           

    INSERT(HISTORY),NEXTREC,

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'12'),

    MOVE(1,C'12'),           

    INSERT(HISTORY)

Example 2

This example inserts a new SUBJECT segment for the STUDENT segments found in the sequential file referenced by
INFILE in the JCL. The INFILE passes information to the command, with the student key in the first five positions, and
the subject segment to insert in the following 661 bytes. The INFILE process only selects the requested students. The IF
makes the INSERT only take place when the STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL is equal to '09'.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  ROOTKEY(1),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'09'),

    MOVE(CLEAR),MOVE(1,INFILE(6,661)),INSERT(SUBJECT)

INTERVAL

Use INTERVAL to process groups of a particular segment name. It processes every number_in_group segments and
bypasses the next number_to_skip segments within the current hierarchical position. If a child segment is being used, the
count is reset for each new parent.

Syntax:

INTERVAL({segment-name|ROOT},number_in_group,number_to_skip)

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is to be applied.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

Number_in_group
Identifies the number of segment-name segments that are grouped together and processed. Valid values are 1 -
999,999,999.

Number_to_skip
Identifies the number of segment-name segments that are skipped before processing the next group of segment-
name segments. Valid values are 0 - 999,999,999. If zero is entered, no segment-name segments are skipped.

Example

This example extracts the first four STUDENT segments and all of their children. The following two STUDENT segments
are bypassed, before the next four STUDENT segments are extracted. This pattern continues until the end of the
database.

EXTRACT,
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  DBD(DBDIVP),

  INTERVAL(STUDENT,4,2)

LAYOUTFILE

The LAYOUTFILE keyword points to the libraries that contain the layouts that are used during processing. File Master
Plus for IMS accepts COBOL, PL/I, and Custom Record Layouts. Custom Record Layouts are created using ISPF Option
6 of File Master Plus for IMS. These layouts must already be defined before referencing them with this keyword. The
layouts can be a member in a PDS, or a member in either a Panvalet or Librarian library. If this optional keyword is not
specified, the file referenced by the LAYOUT DD statement is used.

If the segment names do not match the LAYOUTFILE library member names, the keyword XREFFILE, or the ddname
XREF must also be supplied. See keyword XREFFILE for its specific requirements.

If no layout member is found, a temporary layout is generated for formatting.

Syntax:

LAYOUTFILE({LAYOUT|dsname | ddname})

Parameters:

LAYOUT
Default ddname

dsname
Identifies the library that contains the layouts that define the segment formatting criteria. This is dynamically
allocated. No JCL is needed to reference this dsname.

ddname
A one- to eight-character ddname that references the PDSs that contains the layouts. The ddname can reference
concatenated PDSs.

Example 1

This example prints in single record format all segments in the DBDIVP database using the layout definitions found in the
PDSs referenced by the ddname LAYOUTDD.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUTDD),

  FORMAT(S)

Example 2

This example extracts only the STUDENT segments and their subordinate segments, with STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-
LEVEL equal to '12'. The PDS YOUR.COPYLIB contains the layout definitions for the STUDENT segment.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LAYOUTFILE(YOUR.COPYLIB),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'12')

LAYOUTRC

The LAYOUTRC keyword sets the step's return code if the LAYOUT file does not contain a valid member to process the
request. File Master Plus for IMS generates a temporary layout to format the data, provides a message that the requested
layout was not used, and sets the return code according to the value of LAYOUTRC. The default value is 4, but this may
have been changed during the installation, by updating the &BAT_LAYOUTRC installation option.
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Syntax:

LAYOUTRC(4 | return-code)

Parameters:

return-code
An integer value between 0 and 4095.

Example

This example sets a return code of four if a copybook for a segment name in the DBDIVP database was missing from
MY.LAYOUTFILE. Any segment that is missing is printed using a temporary layout to format the data. The LAYOUTRC
keyword sets the return code to zero even though the temporary layout was used.

PRINT,    

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LAYOUTFILE(MY.LAYOUTFILE),

  FORMAT(S),

  LAYOUTRC(0)

LIB

Use the LIB keyword to identify the PDS that contains the database definition. This keyword is valid with the DBCHART,
EXTLAYOUT, and GENSOURCE commands. If this optional keyword is not specified, the PDS referenced by the DBDLIB
DD statement is used.

Syntax:

LIB(DBDLIB | dsname | ddname)

Parameters:

DBDLIB
Default ddname

dsname
Identifies the data set name of the PDS that contains the DBD member.

ddname
Identifies the ddname of the PDS that contains the DBD member.

Example

This example charts the database DBDIVP defined in a file called MY.DBDLIB.

DBCHART,    

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LIB(MY.DBDLIB)

LINEPAGE

The LINEPAGE keyword sets the maximum number of lines per page for SYSLIST. The default value is 60. A large
number prevents page breaks from occurring.

Syntax:

LINEPAGE(60 | number)

Parameters:
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number
An integer value between 20 and 9999.

Example

This example prints the entire DBDIVP database and limits the print to 50 lines per page.

PRINT,    

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LINEPAGE(50)

LOGFILE

The LOGFILE keyword points to a sequential dataset containing the Change Log records recorded during an EDIT
session that will be used by the PRINTLOG command. If this optional keyword is not specified, the file referenced by the
LOGFILE DD statement is used.

Syntax:

LOGFILE({LOGFILE|dsname | ddname})

Parameters:

LOGFILE
Default ddname

dsname
Identifies the sequential file containing the Change Log records. This is dynamically allocated. No JCL is
needed to reference this dsname.

ddname
A one- to eight-character ddname that references the sequential file containing the Change Log records.

Example

This example prints the Change Log in single record format for all changed, inserted, or deleted segments recorded in the
Change Log file pointed to by the MYLOG DD statement in the JCL.

PRINTLOG,

  LOGFILE(MYLOG),

  LAYOUTFILE(LAYOUTDD),

  FORMAT(S)

MEMBER

The MEMBER keyword defines which PDS members will be processed, and is used with the GENSOURCE command. It
accepts a single member name, a pattern, or a range of members.

Syntax:

MEMBER([member]|[pattern]|[startmember-endmember][,...])

Parameters:

member
PDS member name selected for processing.

pattern
PDS member name that matches this pattern.
*

- An asterisk signifies any number of characters starting in this position.
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%
- A percent sign is a placeholder for a character in the specific position.

startmember
Starting PDS member name selected for processing. Specify an asterisk (*) to select all members from the
beginning of the PDS. Startmember can be any valid pattern name.

endmember
Ending (last) PDS member name selected for processing. Specify an asterisk (*) to select all members to the end
of the PDS. Endmember can be any valid pattern name.

Example

This example generates source code for all members in the DBDLIB that have the prefix DBD, and places them in the
source library MY.DBD.SOURCE.

GENSOURCE,

  MEMBER(DBD*),

  OUTFILE(MY.DBD.SOURCE)

MODE

The MODE keyword specifies the intent to update or load a database. The keyword is only valid with the RELOAD
command.

Syntax:

MODE({LOAD | UPDATE})

Parameters:

LOAD
This parameter loads segments into an uninitialized database. LOAD is the default value.

UPDATE
This parameter updates or inserts segments into an existing database in conjunction with the REPLACEKEY
keyword. This parameter requires that the database be at least initialized.

Example 1

This example loads the uninitialized DBDIVP database from an EXTRACTed sequential file, referenced by the ddname
EXTRACT in the JCL.

RELOAD,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  MODE(LOAD)

Example 2

This example replaces the database's current segments with those found in the sequential file referenced by ddname
EXTRACT in the JCL.

RELOAD,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  MODE(UPDATE),

  REPLACEKEY(Y)

MOVE

The MOVE keyword moves data from the work buffer or INFILE to the move buffer.
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The move buffer is created and initialized with the first MOVE keyword encountered. It is initialized with the PADCHAR
value, if supplied, otherwise it is initialized with low-values. These may have been changed during installation. Use
multiple MOVE statements to populate the move buffer. The rightmost position moved to determines the length of the
move buffer.

Use the WRITE or INSERT keywords to write or insert the move buffer to the output file(s) or database. If the move
buffer is greater than the output's maximum allowable segment length, the move buffer is truncated to that value and
the TRUNCRC value is returned. For variable segment lengths, the move buffer length determines the length of the
output segment, and for fixed segment lengths the move buffer is padded with the current PADCHAR value to the defined
segment length. The CLEAR parameter value may be used to reset all bytes in the current move buffer to the current
PADCHAR value, and for variable output files to reset the move buffer length to zero. Set the move buffer length to zero
for variable output files with each input segment read.

Syntax:

MOVE(to-position,INFILE(infile-position,length))

MOVE(to-position,to-data)

MOVE(to-position,{from-segment-name|ROOT},{length,from-position|from-field-name})

MOVE(CLEAR)

Parameters:

to-position
The position of the move buffer to store data. Valid choices follow:
1 - 32760

-- The actual position number
+nnn or - nnn

-- The relative position from the move buffer's current location
to-data

Valid data type choices include the following:
C'c…'

-- Character - matches specified case
P'n…'

-- Packed
T'c…'

-- Text - uppercase letters are substituted for their lowercase counterparts. Alphanumeric data is
permitted.

X'hh…'
-- Hexadecimal

from-segment-name
The segment name from which the data is to be taken.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

INFILE
Use the file referenced by the INFILE keyword or DD statement as the source of the MOVE keyword. INFILE is
invalid when the DBD keyword's dbdname references a secondary index.
infile-position

The starting record position of the INFILE in which the data is to be retrieved.
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length
Amount of data to move. A value of zero means that the data to move begins at the from-position or infile-
position, and extends the length of the input segment or record. Valid values are 0 - 32760.

Note: If INFILE is used on the MOVE keyword, the ROOTKEY keyword is required to specify the root key position
on the INFILE. For a full description of INFILE processing, see the ROOTKEY keyword.

from-position
Starting position in the segment. This value cannot reference data that is greater than the segment's length. Valid
choices follow:
1

- 32760 -- The actual position number
+nnn

or  - nnn -- The relative position to the segment's current location
from-field-name

Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name's layout. The use of field-name
requires that the segment's layout be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. For more information
about how to make the segment's layout available, see the keywords LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE. When this
parameter is supplied, the keyword's from-position and length are both retrieved from the field-name definition.

CLEAR
This parameter initializes the move buffer to the current PADCHAR value and resets the move buffer length for
variable output segments to zero.

Example

This example creates a record that is written to the sequential file referenced by ddname STUDNTDD. This record is
made up of data retrieved from the following sources:

• The data supplied by the sequential input file's record defined by the INFILE DD statement
• The character string 'COLLEGE='
• The STUDENT segment itself

Since we are doing direct reads driven by the keys on the INFILE, only STUDENT segments defined in the INFILE are
processed.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  ROOTKEY(1),

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  MOVE(1,INFILE(1,5)),

  MOVE(6,C'COLLEGE='),

  MOVE(14,INFILE(6,30)),

  MOVE(35,STUDENT,30,6),

  WRITE(STUDNTDD)

NEXTREC

The NEXTREC keyword prevents any keywords after the NEXTREC command from being executed. Processing
continues from the beginning of the command with the next IMS database record (root segment). This keyword is only
valid as a subordinate to a conditional keyword.

Syntax:

NEXTREC

Parameters:
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None.

Example

This example writes the STUDENT segments to different sequential files, depending on the value of the STUDENT
segments' STUDENT-GRADE-LEVEL value. For each valid STUDENT-GRADE-LEVEL, a record is written to the
appropriate file. The NEXTREC keywords are used to prevent writing the good STUDENT segments to the error file.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP), 

  MOVE(CLEAR),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'09'),

 MOVE(1,STUDENT,0,1),

 WRITE(FRESHDD),

    NEXTREC,

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'10'),

 MOVE(1,STUDENT,0,1),

 WRITE(SOPHDD),

 NEXTREC,

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'11'),

 MOVE(1,STUDENT,0,1),

 WRITE(JRDD),

 NEXTREC,

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'12'),

 MOVE(1,STUDENT,0,1),

 WRITE(SRDD),

 NEXTREC,

  IF(STUDENT),

    MOVE(1,STUDENT,0,1),

    WRITE(ERRDD)

NOSELRC

The NOSELRC keyword sets the command's return code if no selection is matched. The default value is 4. The return
code is set to this value if there are no matches on any condition for a SELRECIF or SELSEGIF, or there are no matches
on a ROOTKEY while doing INFILE processing.

Syntax:

NOSELRC(4 | return-code)

Parameters:

return-code
An integer value between 0 and 4095.

Example 1

This example sets the return-code to 10 if there were no STUDENT segments whose STUDENT-ID is C'0010' to
EXTRACT.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  NOSELRC(10), 

  SELRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-ID,EQ,C'0010')

Example 2
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This example sets the return-code to 99 if there were no IMS database records found with a HISTORY segment for '2005'
that have an ATTEND segment with an ATTEND-CODE equal to 'SI'.

EXTRACT,

 DBD(DBDIVP),

 NOSELRC(99),

 SELRECIF(HISTORY,HISTORY-CAL-YEAR,EQ,C'2005'),

   SELRECIF(ATTEND,ATTEND-CODE,EQ,C'SI')

OUTFILE

The OUTFILE keyword references the segment layout and CRL output PDS of the EXTLAYOUT command. It is also used
for the GENSOURCE command to identify the output PDS that receives the generated source code. If this keyword is
omitted, the ddname OUTFILE must be supplied in the JCL.

Syntax:

OUTFILE({[OUTFILE | dsname | ddname]})

Parameters:

dsname
Identifies the PDS name that contains the generated output. This is dynamically allocated. No JCL is needed to
reference this dsname.

ddname
A one- to eight-character ddname of the OUTFILE PDS. OUTFILE is the default value.

Example

This example populates the PDS referenced by ddname MYOUTPDS with a generated segment layout for each
segment defined in DBD DBDIVP. It also produces a File Master Plus for MVS Custom Record Layout with the same DBD
name, DBDIVP. The DBD's segment members must be in the PDS MY.DATABASE.SEGMENTS and the members must
share the same names of the segments. If the generated members already exist in MYOUTPDS, the members are not
overwritten.

EXTLAYOUT,

  OUTFILE(MYOUTPDS),

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LAYOUTFILE(MY.DATABASE.SEGMENTS)

OUTLIM

The OUTLIM keyword sets the maximum number of IMS database records that are written to the output file by the
EXTRACT command or sequential records written to the output file by the WRITE keyword.

You may use multiple OUTLIM keywords within one command. OUTLIMs that are used outside of a conditional statement
are considered a global limit. OUTLIMs that are subordinate to the conditional keyword are considered conditional
limits. Each conditional limit is particular to the conditional keyword it is subordinate to. Global limits relate to the entire
command.

As each OUTLIM conditional limit is reached, no more records are written to the associated output file for that particular
OUTLIM conditional limit. When all OUTLIM conditional limits or the OUTLIM global limit is reached, the command is
terminated.

OUTLIM has a default value of zero, meaning the number of records that are written to the associated output file has no
limit.
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Note: If an EXTRACT command also contains a WRITE keyword, any OUTLIM keywords are used to limit the output to
the EXTRACT file.

Syntax:

OUTLIM(0 | number)

Parameters:

number
An integer value between 0 and 999,999,999. Zero is the default value and does not set any maximum number of
records written to the associated output file.

Example

This example extracts the first 2500 IMS database records from the DBDIVP database to the sequential file referenced by
the default ddname EXTRACT.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  OUTLIM(2500)

PADCHAR

The PADCHAR keyword defines the pad character used to fill any uninitialized segment bytes. You may create
uninitialized segment bytes by using commands such as UPDATE with keywords such as CHANGE. This can also define
the pad character for the MOVE (CLEAR) keyword. The default value is low-values, x'00'. Supplying the PADCHAR
keyword is the only way to override the default value.

Syntax:

PADCHAR(X'00'| char-data )

Parameters:

char-data
C'c' --

Designate a printable character value
X'hh' --

Hexadecimal value, the default value is x'00'.

Example

This example creates a sequential file whose records contain the STUDENT-ID field of the STUDENT segment for any
STUDENT segments that do not have any SUBJECT segments. The remaining bytes of the sequential file records are
low-values.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(SUBJECT,NOTPRESENT),

    PADCHAR(x'00'),

    MOVE(CLEAR),

    MOVE(1,STUDENT,5,1),

    WRITE(STUDDD)

PRINTLIM

The PRINTLIM keyword sets the maximum number of segments that are written to the primary listing ddname, usually
SYSLIST. Use it only with the PRINT and PRINTLOG commands and the PRINTREC and PRINTSEG keywords. You may
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use multiple PRINTLIM keywords within one command. PRINTLIMs that are used outside of a conditional statement are
considered a global limit. PRINTLIMs that are subordinate to a conditional keyword are considered conditional limits. Each
conditional limit is particular to the conditional keyword it is subordinate to. Global limits relate to the entire command.

When each PRINTLIM conditional limit is reached, no more segments are written to SYSLIST for that particular PRINTLIM
conditional limit. When all PRINTLIM conditional limits or the PRINTLIM global limit is reached, only the PRINT command
is terminated. Other commands are never terminated early because of the PRINTLIM global limit or all PRINTLIM
conditional limits being reached. These commands continue processing but do not write any more segments to the output
listing.

PRINTLIM has a default value of zero, the number or segments that are written to the output listing has no limit.

Syntax:

PRINTLIM(0 | number)

Parameters:

number
An integer value between 0 and 999,999,999. Zero is the default value and does not set any limit on the number
of segments written to SYSLIST.

Example 1

This example limits the total number of segments printed to SYSLIST, if allocated (otherwise to SYSPRINT), to the first
10,000 segments in the DBDIVP database. The PRINT command is terminated once the PRINTLIM value is reached.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  PRINTLIM(10000)

Example 2

This example stops printing STUDENT and TEACHER segments and terminates the PRINT command when the
PRINTLIM of 10 has been reached. SYSLIST contains a printout of the 10 total combined STUDENT and TEACHER
segments.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SEGMENT(STUDENT,TEACHER),

  PRINTLIM(10)

Example 3

This example stops printing STUDENT segments after it has reached the PRINTLIM of two, but continues extracting all
segments until the entire DBDIVP database has been processed.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  PRINTLIM(2),

  PRINTSEG(STUDENT)

Example 4

This example stops printing TEACHER segments whose CLASS segment has a CLASS-ROOM value of C'01222' once
five such segments are printed. It stops printing TEACHER segments whose CLASS segment has a CLASS-ROOM value
of C'01L80' once five such segments are printed. The PRINT command terminates when both PRINTLIMs have been
reached.

PRINT,  

  DBD(DBDIVP),
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  SEGMENT(TEACHER),

  SELSEGIF(CLASS,CLASS-ROOM,EQ,C' 01222'), 

    PRINTLIM(5),

  SELSEGIF(CLASS,CLASS-ROOM,EQ,C' 01L80'),

    PRINTLIM(5)

PRINTREC

The PRINTREC keyword lets you print entire IMS database records when executing a command other than PRINT.
PRINTREC prints the entire IMS database record unless there are limiting keywords like SEGMENT or SEGLIM. 
These will take precedence. The IMS database record is printed from the database after all keyword actions have been
completed for the IMS database record. The FORMAT keyword may be included to control formatting of the printed
segment.

Syntax:

PRINTREC

Parameters:

None

Example:

This example extracts all IMS database records that have a STUDENT segment where the STUDENT-STATE is equal to
'CT'. The entire IMS database record is printed for each one that is extracted.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-STATE,EQ,C'CT'),

    PRINTREC

PRINTSEG

The PRINTSEG keyword lets you print segments within the current segment's parental path when executing a command
other than PRINT. The FORMAT keyword may be included to control formatting of the printed segment.

Syntax:

PRINTSEG({segment-name|ROOT})

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name that is printed.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

Example:

This example updates all CLASS segments that have a CLASS-ROOM-TYPE of 'LECTURE', and replaces them with
'AUDITORIUM'. The SUBJECT segment is printed for each CLASS segment that is updated.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(CLASS,CLASS-ROOM-TYPE,EQ,C'LECTURE'),

    REPLACE(CLASS,CLASS-ROOM-TYPE,C'AUDITORIUM'),

    PRINTSEG(SUBJECT)
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PSB

The PSB keyword identifies the static PSB to be used. This PSB member must be available in the PDS referenced by
the keyword PSBLIB or ACBLIB. If you omit the keywords PSBLIB and ACBLIB, the data set referenced by the ddname
PSBLIB is used. If you omit the PSB keyword, a dynamic PSB is created.

When using a static PSB, only the segments defined with a SENSEG statement are honored by the SEGMENT keyword.
The other segments are ignored.

When a dynamic PSB is used, the command has access to all segments defined in the DBD.

PSB requires that either the ENV keyword be omitted, or that the keyword ENV's envname parameter reference an IMS
environment type of DLI.

Syntax:

PSB(psbname[,pcb_sequence_number])

Parameters:

psbname
The member name of the static PSB contained in the PDS referenced by the PSBLIB or ACBLIB keyword or DD
statement.

pcb_sequence_number
For PSBs and ACBs with multiple PCBs, this integer value references the pcb_sequence_number PCB
occurrence, excluding the io-pcb. When you omit this parameter, the first PCB other than an io-pcb is selected.

Example 1

Extract the database defined in member DBDIVP, accessing it by the static PSB member PSBIVPA. The first PCB
encountered, excluding any io-pcbs, in PSBIVPA is used. This PCB's DBDNAME must match the DBD keyword's
dbdname value. PSB PSBIVPA is retrieved from the PDS referenced by the ddname PSBLIB.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  PSB(PSBIVPA)

Example 2

Print the database referenced by the second PCB, excluding all io-pcbs. The DBD value must match the PCB's
DBDNAME value.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  PSB(PSBIVPG,2)

Example 3

Extract the database referenced by the second PCB's DBDNAME, excluding all io-pcbs.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

PSBLIB

Use the PSBLIB keyword to identify the PDS that contains the PSB definitions. This PDS must contain the member that
is named by the PSB keyword.

PSBLIB requires that either the ENV keyword be omitted, or that the keyword ENV's envname parameter reference an
IMS environment type of DLI. See the ENV documentation for its requirements.
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If this optional keyword is not specified, the PDS referenced by the PSBLIB DD statement is used.

Syntax:

PSBLIB({PSBLIB | dsname | ddname})

Parameters:

PSBLIB
Default ddname

dsname
Identifies the PDS that contains the PSB (psbname) member of the static PSB. This is dynamically allocated. No
JCL is needed to reference this dsname.

ddname
A one- to eight-character ddname that references the PSBLIB.

Example

RELOAD the DBDIVP database, accessing it by the static PSB member MY.PSBLIB(PSBIVP).

RELOAD,

  PSBLIB(MY.PSBLIB),

  PSB(PSBIVP),

  DBD(DBDIVP)

REPLACE

The REPLACE keyword overwrites the data found at a particular segment position according to the selection criteria. You
can use REPLACE more than once during a command. REPLACE is only valid with the EXTRACT, PRINT, RELOAD, and
UPDATE commands. For PRINT, the printed output is changed, while EXTRACT changes the EXTRACTFILE's data. For
UPDATE and RELOAD the database's data is changed.

When the from-data and to-data are the same length, the CHANGE, EDIT, and REPLACE keywords all produce the same
results. If the data has different lengths, the keywords affect the segment in different ways.

Unlike the CHANGE keyword, REPLACE makes no attempt to shift data to accommodate for the unequal lengths. If
the to-data is less than the from-data, only that portion of the from-data is overwritten. If the to-data is greater than the
from-data, the data immediately to the right of the from-data is overwritten, but only up to the current segment length.
REPLACE makes no attempt to change the segment size for variable segment lengths.

Syntax:

REPLACE({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position},{to-data|INFILE(infile-position,length)})

REPLACE({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,from-data,{to-data|INFILE(infile-

position,length)[,ALL])

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name whose data is replaced.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name's layout. The use of field-name
requires that the segment's layout be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. For more information
about how to make the segment's layout available, see the keywords LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE.
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position
Use position to define the position to begin scanning. Valid choices are:
1

- 32760 -- The actual position number
+nnn

or  - nnn -- The relative position to the segment's current location
scan-length

Use scan-length to define the amount of data to compare or scan. Scanning will occur if the length of the data
is less than the scan-length. A scan-length of zero means to scan the entire segment starting at the position
parameter's value. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning occurs.

operator
The operator works on the from-data to determine if the condition has been met. If the condition is met, the value
in the from-data is replaced with the value in the to-data.
Valid choices include the following:.
CO

-- Contains - If a field-name is supplied, then it is scanned for the data. If position and scan-length are
supplied, then the segment is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ --
Equal

NE --
Not equal

GT --
Greater than

GE --
Greater than or equal

LE --
Less than or equal

LT --
Less than

from-data
Valid data types include the following:

• C'c…' -- Character - matches specified case
• N'n…' -- Numeric - valid when field-name is used
• P'n…' -- Packed
• T'c…' -- Text - matches both lowercase and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are

permitted.
• X'hh…' -- Hexadecimal

to-data
Valid data types follow:

• C'c…' -- Character - matches specified case.
• N'n…' -- Numeric - valid when field-name is used
• P'n…' -- Packed
• T'c…' -- Text - uppercase letters are substituted for their lowercase counterparts. Alphanumeric data is

permitted.
• X'hh…' -- Hexadecimal
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INFILE
Use the file referenced by the INFILE keyword or DD statement as the source of the to-data. INFILE is invalid
when the DBD keyword's dbdname references a secondary index.
infile-position

The starting record position of the INFILE in which the to-data will be retrieved.
length

The length of the to-data that will be retrieved. Valid values are 0 - 32670. If this value is 0, all data is
used, beginning at the infile-position, through the end of the segment.

Note: If INFILE is used on the REPLACE keyword, the ROOTKEY keyword is required to specify the root key
position on the INFILE. For a full description of INFILE processing, see the ROOTKEY keyword.

ALL
Replaces every occurrence in the segment within the scan-length. If to-position is also supplied, the command
receives a syntax error. If this parameter is specified, the scan-length parameter must also be supplied.

Example 1

This example replaces the data in the ATTEND-CODE with 'VA' when it is equal to C'SI' in all the ATTEND segments.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  REPLACE(ATTEND,ATTEND-CODE,EQ,C'SI',C'VA')

Example 2

This example replaces every occurrence of 'ENGLISH' on the SUBJECT segment with 'SPANISH' for STUDENT 'SALLY
PETERSON'.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-NAME,EQ,C'SALLY PETERSON'),

    IF(SUBJECT),

      REPLACE(SUBJECT,1,0,CO,C'ENGLISH',C'SPANISH',ALL)

Example 3

This example replaces the data in the CLASS-ROOM-TYPE on all CLASS segments. The value 'GYMNASIUM' replaces
'GYM', overlaying six bytes to the right of the existing value. In this case the field is 10 bytes long, so only the trailing
spaces are overlaid.

UPDATE,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  REPLACE(CLASS,CLASS-ROOM-TYPE,EQ,C'GYM',C'GYMNASIUM')

REPLACEKEY

The REPLACEKEY keyword is used to determine whether to replace segments with identical keys in a populated
database. This keyword should only be used once per command, and is only valid for the RELOAD command.

Syntax:

REPLACEKEY({N | Y | D})

Parameters:

D
This option tells the command to replace the duplicate key segment in the database and delete all of its
subordinate segments. The duplicate key segment and all of its children are deleted before the new key is
inserted.
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N
This option tells the command to not replace existing duplicate keys in the target database. If a duplicate key is
encountered, the return code is set to four, a message lists the duplicate keys, and processing continues. N is the
default value.

Y
This option tells the command to replace the duplicate key segment in the database, leaving any child segments
unaffected.

Example

This example reloads the DBDIVP database with all of the segments in the file specified by the EXTRACT DD statement.
Since REPLACEKEY is specified as D, it replaces the duplicate key segments in the DBDIVP database and deletes all of
its subordinate segments.

RELOAD,        

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  MODE(UPDATE), 

  REPLACEKEY(D)

REPLACEMEM

The REPLACEMEM keyword is used to either replace or not replace identically named members in the OUTFILE PDS.
The default value is N for no. This keyword is only valid with the EXTLAYOUT and GENSOURCE commands and can
only be used once per command.

Syntax:

REPLACEMEM(N | Y)

Parameters:

N
The generated member does not overwrite identically named members in the OUTFILE PDS. This is the default
value.

Y
The generated member overwrites identically named members in the OUTFILE PDS.

Example

This example populates the PDS referenced by ddname MYOUTPDS with a generated segment layout for each
segment defined in DBD DBDIVP. It also produces a File Master Plus for MVS Custom Record Layout with the same DBD
name, DBDIVP. The DBD's segment members must be in the PDS MY.DATABASE.SEGMENTS and the members must
share the same names of the segments. Since the REPLACEMEM keyword is specified as Y, if the generated members
already exist in MYOUTPDS, the members are overwritten.

EXTLAYOUT,

  OUTFILE(MYOUTPDS),

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LAYOUTFILE(MY.DATABASE.SEGMENTS),

  REPLACEMEM(Y)

ROOTKEY

Use this keyword to specify the starting position of the root key in the INFILE's dataset record. For each record in the
INFILE data set, root segments in the database are accessed using the key found at the ROOTKEY's key-position
value in the INFILE record. The entire key for the root segment must be included in contiguous bytes in the INFILE,
starting at key-position. Records on the INFILE are read serially, and the root key values contained in them are used
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to directly retrieve those IMS database records. The ROOTKEY keyword is required for INFILE processing, and tells the
command to only process IMS database records defined by the keys in the INFILE.

If a root segment is not found, an error message is printed, and processing continues with the next INFILE record.

In addition, conditional keywords may be used with the INFILE conditional parameter to directly access segments.
They must reference the segment's entire key by position and key length. The conditional keywords must be listed in
hierarchical order and they must not be separated by any other keywords.

Once the segment is retrieved, the variable data found in the INFILE record may be used to make further queries or
updates. For example, the INFILE can be the source of data to update an existing segment using the CHANGE, EDIT, or
REPLACE keywords, or to add a new segment using the INSERT keyword.

An INFILE sequential data set needs to be created and populated with the necessary data before referencing it.

Syntax:

ROOTKEY(key-position)

Parameters:

key-position
Identifies the starting position of the root key within the sequential file referenced by the keyword INFILE. The
default value is 1.

Example 1

This example only prints the STUDENT segments whose keys match the values beginning in position 15 of the record in a
sequential file referenced by INDD in the JCL.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),  

  INFILE(INDD),

  ROOTKEY(15),

  SEGMENT(STUDENT)

Example 2

This example extracts all IMS database records whose keys match the values beginning in position 1 of the INFILE
record. The INFILE is defined in the JCL.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),  

  ROOTKEY(1)

SEGLIM

The SEGLIM keyword is used to identify the number of a specific segment-name segment that is processed for its current
parent. If a child segment is used, the count is reset for each new parent. If this keyword is omitted, the number of a
specific segment-name segments that are processed has no limit.

Syntax:

SEGLIM({segment-name|ROOT},number)

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is applied.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.
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number
Integer value representing the number of segments that are acted on within the current parent. 0 is the default
and processes all segment-name segments subordinate to the current parent. Valid values are 1 - 999,999,999.

Example 1:

For each of the STUDENT segments (parent of the SUBJECT segment), this example extracts only the first four
SUBJECT segments. All other segments are extracted with no limitations.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SEGLIM(SUBJECT,4)

Example 2:

For each HISTORY segment (parent of the ATTEND segment), this example extracts only the first two ATTEND segments
when the year is less than '2005'. All other segments are extracted with no limitations.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELSEGIF(HISTORY,HISTORY-CAL-YEAR,LT,C'2005'),

    SEGLIM(ATTEND,2)

SEGMENT

The SEGMENT keyword limits output command processing to the listed segment-names. You can list multiple segment-
names in each SEGMENT keyword, which is separated by a comma. If you list multiple segment-names, each segment
name that is listed is processed. SEGMENT is only valid for PRINT, EXTRACT, and RELOAD.

When used with the RELOAD command, SEGMENT limits the segments being written to the database.

Note: If this keyword is omitted, output command processing is not limited.

Syntax:

SEGMENT({segment-name|ROOT}[,...])

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is applied.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

Example 1

This example extracts all the STUDENT and SUBJECT segments from the DBDIVP database.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SEGMENT(STUDENT,SUBJECT)

Example 2

This example prints only the STUDENT and SUBJECT segments in the parental path of any segment that contains a
TEACHER-NAME of 'DOUG EVANSON'.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SEGMENT(STUDENT,SUBJECT),

  SELSEGIF(TEACHER,TEACHER-NAME,EQ,C'DOUG EVANSON')
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SELECT

Use the SELECT keyword to select the nth segment-name segment for processing. When used with selection criteria,
every nth segment occurrence that meets the selection criteria is selected. If a child segment is used, the count is reset for
each new parent.

Syntax:

SELECT({segment-name|ROOT},number)

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is applied.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

number
An integer between 1 and 999,999,999.

Example

For each IMS database record extracted in this example, only the second, fourth, sixth, and so on, SUBJECT segments
are extracted for each STUDENT.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELECT(SUBJECT,2)

SELLIM

The SELLIM keyword sets the maximum number of IMS database records that are selected. An IMS database record is
selected when a SELRECIF condition or conditions are met, at which time any subordinate actions are executed. Multiple
SELLIM keywords may be used within one command. SELLIMs that are used outside of any SELRECIF statement are
considered a global selection limit. SELLIMs that are subordinate to any SELRECIF keyword are considered conditional
selection limits. Each conditional selection limit is particular to the SELRECIF keyword in which it is subordinate. Global
selection limits relate to the entire command.

As each SELLIM conditional selection limit is reached, the associated SELRECIF keyword and its subordinate actions
are excluded from further processing. When all SELLIM conditional selection limits or the SELLIM global selection limit is
reached, the command is terminated.

SELLIM has a default value of zero, which means that there is no limit.

Syntax:

SELLIM(0 | number)

Parameters:

number
Any integer value between 0 and 999,999,999. The default value is zero, which means that the number of times
selection if evaluated to true is performed has no limit.

Example 1

This example extracts the first two IMS database records that have a SUBJECT segment with a SUBJECT-CODE value
'H316'. The command terminates after two IMS database records have been extracted.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),
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  SELRECIF(STUBJECT,SUBJECT-CODE,EQ,C'H316'),

    SELLIM(2)

Example 2

This example extracts a maximum of 10 IMS database records. Each extracted IMS database record is for a STUDENT
who has taken the chemistry course 'C210' and received a grade of A or B. There is a limit of 6 IMS database records
for any student with a grade A and a limit of 8 IMS database records for students with a grade of B, or a maximum of 10
IMS database records, whichever comes first. Each time an IMS database record is selected, a record is written to the file
GRADEFLE with the STUDENT-NAME and a message describing their grade.

EXTRACT,                                                

  DBD(DBDIVP),                                        

  SELLIM(10),                                          

  SELRECIF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-SUBJECT-CODE,EQ,C'C210'),

    AND(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE,EQ,C'A'),             

      SELLIM(6),                                      

      MOVE(1,STUDENT,STUDENT-NAME),                   

      MOVE(32,C' GOT AN "A" IN CHEMISTRY'),           

      WRITE(GRADEFLE),                                

  SELRECIF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-SUBJECT-CODE,EQ,C'C210'),

    AND(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE,EQ,C'B'),             

      SELLIM(8),                                      

      MOVE(1,STUDENT,STUDENT-NAME),                   

      MOVE(32,C' GOT A "B" IN CHEMISTRY'),

      WRITE(GRADEFLE) 

SELRECIF, AND, OR

The SELRECIF keyword lets you select an entire IMS database record for the PRINT, EXTRACT, and RELOAD
commands output file, and optionally perform actions on this IMS database record. When the IMS database record
matches the selection criteria, the entire IMS database record is selected for command processing, and any subordinate
keywords to the SELRECIF are executed. If the selection criteria are not met, the entire IMS database record is not
selected for command processing, and any subordinate keywords to the SELRECIF are not executed.

The subordinate keywords are only executed once for each IMS database record that matches the selection criteria. The
IF keyword should be used if the subordinate actions need to be executed each time that the condition is true.

The AND/OR keywords are only valid immediately following the SELRECIF or other conditional keywords, and use the
same syntax as IF. When a SELRECIF keyword immediately follows another SELRECIF/AND/OR keyword, the second
SELRECIF is treated like an AND statement.

SELRECIF is a conditional keyword. When conditional keywords are separated by non-conditional keywords, they are no
longer ANDed with each other.

When used with the RELOAD command, each SELRECIF/AND/OR and any subordinate keyword actions are restricted to
the root segment.

Syntax:

SELRECIF({segment-name|ROOT[,PRESENT|,NOTPRESENT]})

SELRECIF({segment-name|ROOT},field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,

{data|INFILE(infile-position,length)}[INANY|INALL|INNONE])

SELRECIF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-     name|position})

SELRECIF({segment-name|ROOT},field-name|position,scan-length},operator-type)
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You can also use the data definition to imply an OR condition. If the data being compared is of the same data type, but the
values differ, you can list the values, which are separated by commas. This example looks for the character string '09' or
'10' or '11' in the HISTORY segment's HISTORY-GRADE-LVL field.

SELRECIF(HISTORY,HISTORY-GRADE-LVL,EQ,C'09,10,11')

An AND or OR can also be listed immediately following the SELRECIF.

SELRECIF(HISTORY,HISTORY-GRADE-LVL,EQ,X'F0F9',C'10')

   AND(HISTORY,HISTORY-SEMESTER,EQ,C'1')

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is to be applied. If the segment name is used alone, subordinate
keywords are only executed for that segment.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

PRESENT
Use PRESENT to determine whether the parent of segment-name has at least one segment-name child segment.
The SELRECIF is acted upon if a child exists with the specified segment-name.

NOTPRESENT
Use NOTPRESENT to determine whether the parent of segment-name does not have any segment-name child
segments. The SELRECIF is acted upon if a child does not exist with the specified segment-name.

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name layout. The use of field-name
requires the segment layout to be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. For more information about
how to make the segment layout available, see the keywords LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE.

position
Use position to define the starting position in the segment. Valid values are:
1

- 32760 -- The actual position number.
+nnn

or  - nnn -- The relative position to the current location of the segment
scan-length

Use scan-length to define the amount of data to compare or scan. Scanning occurs if the length of the data is less
than the scan-length. If a zero is used, scanning occurs starting at the position parameter value to the segment
length. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning occurs.

operator
Valid choices include the following operators:
CO

-- Contains - If a field-name is supplied, then it is scanned for the data. If position and scan-length are
supplied, then the segment is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ --
Equal

NE --
Not equal

GT --
Greater than
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GE --
Greater than or equal

LE --
Less than or equal

LT --
Less than

data
Valid data types are:
C'c…'

-- Character - matches specified case
N'n…'

-- Numeric - Valid when field-name is being used.
P'n…'

-- Packed. When the scan-length parameter is omitted, the packed field starting at the position parameter
is used. This packed field can be up to 18 bytes long.

T'x… '
-- Text - matches both lowercase and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are
permitted.

X'hh…'
-- Hexadecimal

INFILE
Use the file that is referenced by the INFILE keyword or DD statement as the source of the query. INFILE is
invalid when the DBD keyword dbdname references a secondary index.
infile-position

- The starting record position of the INFILE in which the data is queried.
length

- The length of the data that is queried. Valid values are 0 - 32670. If this value is 0, all data is used,
beginning at the infile-position, through the end of the segment.

Note: If INFILE is used on the SELRECIF keyword, the ROOTKEY keyword is required to specify the root key
position on the INFILE. For a full description of INFILE processing, see the ROOTKEY keyword.

INANY
Use INANY to determine if the parent of segment-name has at least one child segment that meets the specified
condition. The SELRECIF is acted upon if any child exists that meets the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SELRECIF is not acted on.

INALL
Use INALL to determine if the parent of segment-name has every child segment that meets the specified
condition. The SELRECIF is acted upon if all child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SELRECIF is not acted on.

INNONE
Use INNONE to determine if the parent of segment-name has no child segments that meet the specified
condition. The SELRECIF is acted upon if no child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SELRECIF is acted on.

operator - type
EQP -

Valid packed decimal data
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NEP -
Not valid packed decimal data

EQN -
Valid numeric data

NEN -
Not valid numeric data

The following is a complete list of the valid keywords that are subordinate to the SELRECIF, AND, OR keywords:

• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DELETE
• EDIT
• EXTRACTFILE
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INTERVAL
• LINEPAGE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• REPLACE
• SEGLIM
• SEGMENT
• SELECT
• SELLIM
• SELRECIF, AND, OR
• SETRC
• SKIP
• STARTKEY
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE

Example 1

This example extracts all IMS database records, in their entirety, that have at least one TEACHER segment with a
TEACHER-ID value of C'H6B'.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELRECIF(TEACHER,TEACHER-ID,EQ,C' H6B')

Example 2

This example extracts all IMS database records in their entirety, as long as they have at least one HISTORY segment.

EXTRACT,
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  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELRECIF(HISTORY,PRESENT)

Example 3

This example prints all segments of any IMS database record that meets the following criteria: the STUDENT-CURR-
GRADE-LEVEL on the STUDENT segment is '12', the TRANSCPT segment has a TRANSCPT-SUBJECT-CODE that
contains '201' and the TRANSCPT-GRADE is an 'A'.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'12'),

    SELRECIF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-SUBJECT-CODE,CO,C'201'),

      SELRECIF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE,EQ,C'A')

Example 4

This example extracts all segments of any IMS database record that contains an ATTEND segment with an ATTEND-
CODE of 'SI'. In addition, a SICKKIDS report is produced with the STUDENT-NAME of each student that had at least one
sick day. Because the subordinate keywords are only executed once per STUDENT, only one record is written for each
STUDENT.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELRECIF(ATTEND,ATTEND-CODE,EQ,C'SI'),

    MOVE(1,STUDENT,STUDENT-NAME),

    MOVE(32,C'had at least one sick day'),

    WRITE(SICKKIDS)

SELSEGIF, AND, OR

The SELSEGIF keyword allows for a more limited selection of segments than SELRECIF, which selects the entire IMS
database record. The selection behavior within the parental path of the selected segment is what differentiates SELSEGIF
from SELRECIF.

When the segment matches the selection criteria, the segment is selected, with its children, and all the segments in its
parental path. All children of the segments in the parental path are also selected. No twins of the selected segment or
twins of any of the segments in the parental path are selected, or any of their children. (Twins have the same segment
name and exact same parent segment.) In addition, the rest of the IMS database record is selected.

The SEGMENT keyword can be used to limit which segments are processed by the command.

If the selection criteria are met, any subsequent actions are executed on the selected segments. If the selection criteria
are not met, the segment is not selected for command processing, and any subsequent actions to the SELSEGIF are not
executed.

The AND/OR keywords are only valid immediately following the SELSEGIF or other conditional keywords, and use the
same syntax as IF. When a SELSEGIF keyword immediately follows another SELSEGIF/AND/OR keyword, the second
SELSEGIF is treated like an AND statement. The segment-name associated with the AND/OR must be within the parental
path of its associated SELSEGIF.

SELSEGIF is a conditional keyword. When conditional keywords are separated by non-conditional keywords, they are no
longer ANDed with each other.

Syntax:

SELSEGIF({segment-name|ROOT[,PRESENT|,NOTPRESENT]})

SELSEGIF({segment-name|ROOT},field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,

{data|INFILE(infile-position,length)}[INANY|INALL|INNONE])
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SELSEGIF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-     name|position})

SELSEGIF({segment-name|ROOT},field-name|position,scan-length},operator-type)

You can also use the data definition to imply an OR condition. If the data being compared is of the same data type, but the
value is different, you can list each value, separated by a comma. This example looks for the character string '09' or '10' or
'11' in the HISTORY segment's HISTORY-GRADE-LVL field.

SELSEGIF(HISTORY,HISTORY-GRADE-LVL,EQ,C'09,10,11')

An AND or OR can also be listed immediately following the SELSEGIF.

SELSEGIF(HISTORY,HISTORY-GRADE-LVL,EQ,C'10')

   AND(HISTORY,HISTORY-SEMESTER,EQ,C'1')

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name that is selected for processing. If the segment name is used alone, subordinate keywords are
only executed for that segment.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

PRESENT
Use PRESENT to determine if the parent of segment-name has at least one segment-name child segment. The
SELSEGIF is acted upon if a child exists with the specified segment-name.

NOTPRESENT
Use NOTPRESENT to determine if the parent of segment-name does not have any segment-name child
segments. The SELSEGIF is acted upon if a child does not exist with the specified segment-name.

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name layout. The use of field-
name requires the segment layout to be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. See the keywords
LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE for information about how to make the segment layout available.

position
Use position to define the starting position in the segment. Valid values are:
1

- 32760 -- The actual position number.
+nnn or - nnn

-- The relative position to the current location of the segment
scan-length

Use scan-length to define the amount of data to compare or scan. Scanning occurs if the length of the data is less
than the scan-length. If a zero is used, scanning is done starting at the position parameter value to the segment
length. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning is done.

operator
Valid choices include the following operators:
CO

- Contains - If a field-name is supplied, then it is scanned for the data. If position and scan-length are
supplied, then the segment is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ -
Equal

NE -
Not equal
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GT -
Greater than

GE -
Greater than or equal

LE -
Less than or equal

LT -
Less than

data
Valid data-types are as follows:
C'c…'

- Character - matches specified case
N'n…'

- Numeric - valid when field-name is used.
P'n…'

- Packed. When the scan-length parameter is omitted, the packed field starting at the position parameter
is used. This packed field can be up to 18 bytes long.

T'x… '
- Text - matches both lowercase and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are
permitted.

X'hh…'
- Hexadecimal

INFILE
Use the file that is referenced by the INFILE keyword or DD statement as the source of the query. INFILE is
invalid when the DBD keyword dbdname references a secondary index.
infile-position

-- The starting record position of the INFILE in which the data is queried.
length

-- The length of the data that is queried. Valid values are 0 - 32670. If this value is 0, all data is used,
beginning at the infile-position, through the end of the segment.

Note: If INFILE is used on the SELSEGIF keyword, the ROOTKEY keyword is required to specify the root key
position on the INFILE. For a full description of INFILE processing, see the ROOTKEY keyword.

INANY
Use INANY to determine if the parent of segment-name has at least one child segment that meets the specified
condition. The SELSEGIF is acted upon if any child exists that meets the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SELSEGIF is not acted on.

INALL
Use INALL to determine if the parent of segment-name has every child segment that meets the specified
condition. The SELSEGIF is acted upon if all child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SELSEGIF is not acted on.

INNONE
Use INNONE to determine if the parent of segment-name has no child segments that meet the specified
condition. The SELSEGIF is acted upon if no child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SELSEGIF is acted on.
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operator - type
EQP -

Valid packed decimal data
NEP -

Not valid packed decimal data
EQN -

Valid numeric data
NEN -

Not valid numeric data

Following is a complete list of the valid keywords that are subordinate to the SELSEGIF, AND, OR keywords:

• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DELETE
• EDIT
• EXTRACTFILE
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INTERVAL
• LINEPAGE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• PRINTSEG
• REPLACE
• SEGLIM
• SEGMENT
• SELECT
• SELSEGIF, AND, OR
• SETRC
• SKIP
• STARTKEY
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE

Example 1

This example EXTRACTS all segments with a TEACHER-ID value of 'H6B', and the segments in their parental path and
their children. All HISTORY, TRANSCPT, and ATTEND segments for the students that have a TEACHER-ID value of 'H6B'
are also extracted.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELSEGIF(TEACHER,TEACHER-ID,EQ,C' H6B')
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Example 2

The SELSEGIF in this example asks if the HISTORY segment (parent of the ATTEND segment) has any ATTEND
children segments. If it does, the example extracts the qualifying HISTORY segment, its parental path, and all its children.
All SUBJECT, TEACHER, and CLASS segments for the associated students are also extracted.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELSEGIF(ATTEND,PRESENT)

Example 3

This example prints the parental path for segments that meet the following criteria: the STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL
on the STUDENT segment is '12', the TRANSCPT segment has a TRANSCPT-SUBJECT-CODE that contains '201',
and the TRANSCPT-GRADE is an 'A'. All SUBJECT, TEACHER, and CLASS segments for the associated students
are also extracted.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELSEGIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'12'),

    SELSEGIF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-SUBJECT-CODE,CO,C'201'),

      SELSEGIF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE,EQ,C'A')

SETRC

When processing has ended, SETRC sets the command return code. You can use this keyword multiple times in a
command. The last SETRC that is executed sets the command return code.

Syntax:

SETRC(return-code)

Parameters:

return-code
An integer value between 0 and 4095

Example:

This example searches the database DBDIVP for students with a STUDENT-GRADE-LEVEL of '12'. If one is found, the
return code is set to 12.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP), 

    IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'12'),

      SETRC(12)

SKIP

When SKIP resides outside of a conditional keyword, SKIP defines the number of IMS database records that are
bypassed before processing begins. When SKIP is subordinate to the SELRECIF keyword, SKIP defines the number of
IMS database records that meet the condition that are bypassed before processing begins. When SKIP is subordinate
to the SELSEGIF keyword, the number of segments that meet the condition are bypassed before any other subordinate
actions are taken. If you are using a child segment, the count is reset for each new parent. If the selection is on the root
segment, SKIP is not reset, and all remaining root segments meeting the selection criteria are selected for processing.

Syntax:

SKIP(number)
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Parameters:

number
An integer between 0 and 999,999,999. If 0 is used, no segments are skipped.

Example 1

The first five IMS database records are skipped before processing begins. Starting with the sixth, SKIP extracts all IMS
database records that have a STUDENT segment with a STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL of '11'.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SKIP(5),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'11')

Example 2

In this example, the SKIP is subordinate to the SELRECIF. The first five IMS database records that have a STUDENT
segment with a STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL of '11' are skipped before processing begins. Starting with the sixth one
that meets the selection criteria, SKIP extracts all remaining IMS database records that meet the selection criteria.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'11'),

    SKIP(5)

Example 3

This example uses the SKIP keyword to find students who are taking more than one music class. An 'M' in the first
position of the SUBJECT segment designates a music class. The first one is skipped, and the second results in the
STUDENT segment being selected for PRINT. The SKIP count is reset for each new STUDENT segment.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SEGMENT(STUDENT),

  SELSEGIF(SUBJECT,1,1,EQ,C'M'),

    SKIP(1)

SKIPRECIF

The SKIPRECIF keyword lets you eliminate an entire IMS database record from the command output file and optionally
perform actions on this IMS database record. When the IMS database record matches the selection criteria, the entire
IMS database record is not processed by the command. However, any subordinate keywords to the SKIPRECIF
are executed one time. If the selection criteria are not met, the entire IMS database record is selected for command
processing, but any subordinate keywords to the SKIPRECIF are not executed.

The AND/OR keywords are only valid immediately following the SKIPRECIF keyword or other conditional keywords, and
use the same syntax as IF.

When one SKIPRECIF keyword immediately follows another SKIPRECIF/AND/OR keyword, the second SKIPRECIF is
treated like an AND statement.

SKIPRECIF is a conditional keyword. When conditional keywords are separated by non-conditional keywords, they are no
longer ANDed with each other.

When used with the RELOAD command, each SKIPRECIF/AND/OR and any subordinate keyword actions are restricted
to the root segment.

Syntax:
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SKIPRECIF({segment-name|ROOT[,PRESENT|,NOTPRESENT]})

SKIPRECIF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,

   {data|INFILE(infile-position,length)}[,INANY|,INALL|,INNONE])

SKIPRECIF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

SKIPRECIF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position,scan-length},operator-type)

You can also use the data definition to imply an OR condition. If the data being compared is of the same data type, but the
values differ, you can list values that are separated by a comma. This example does not process IMS database records
with STUDENT segments that contain a '09', '10', or '11' in the STUDENT-GRADE-LEVEL. However, the subordinate
keywords execute.

SKIPRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'09,10,11'),

  MOVE(CLEAR),MORE(1,STUDENT,0,1),WRITE(NONSRRPT)

An AND or OR can also be listed immediately following the SKIPRECIF.

SKIPRECIF(HISTORY,HISTORY-GRADE-LVL,EQ,C'10')

   AND(HISTORY,HISTORY-SEMESTER,EQ,C'1')

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword is applied. If the segment name is used alone, subordinate keywords
are only executed for that segment.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

PRESENT
Use PRESENT to determine if the parent of segment-name has at least one segment-name child segment. The
SKIPRECIF is acted upon if a child exists with the specified segment-name.

NOTPRESENT
Use NOTPRESENT to determine if the parent of segment-name does not have any segment-name child
segments. The SKIPRECIF is acted upon if a child does not exist with the specified segment-name.

field-name
Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name layout. The use of field-name
requires the segment layout to be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. For more information about
how to make the segment layout available, see the keywords LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE.

position
Use position to define the starting position in the segment. Valid values are as follows:
1

- 32760 -- The actual position number.
+nnn

or  - nnn -- The relative position to the current location of the segment
scan-length

Use scan-length to define the amount of data to compare or scan. Scanning occurs if the length of the data is less
than the scan-length. If a zero is used, scanning occurs starting at the position parameter value to the segment
length. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning occurs.

operator
Valid choices include the following operators:
CO

-- Contains - If a field-name is supplied, then it is scanned for the data. If position and scan-length are
supplied, then the segment is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.
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EQ
-- Equal

NE
-- Not equal

GT
-- Greater than

GE
-- Greater than or equal

LE
-- Less than or equal

LT
-- Less than

data
Valid data types are as follows:
C'c…'

-- Character - matches specified case
N'n…'

-- Numeric - Valid when field-name is being used.
P'n…'

-- Packed. When the scan-length parameter is omitted, the packed field starting at the position parameter
is used. This packed field can be up to 18 bytes long.

T'x…'
-- Text - matches both lowercase and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are
permitted.

X'hh…'
-- Hexadecimal

operator - type
EQP

-- Valid packed decimal data
NEP

-- Not valid packed decimal data
EQN

-- Valid numeric data
NEN

-- Not valid numeric data
INANY

Use INANY to determine if the parent of segment-name has at least one child segment that meets the specified
condition. The SKIPRECIF is acted upon if any child exists that meets the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SKIPRECIF is not acted on.

INALL
Use INALL to determine if the parent of segment-name has every child segment that meets the specified
condition. The SKIPRECIF is acted upon if all child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SKIPRECIF is not acted on.
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INNONE
Use INNONE to determine if the parent of segment-name has no child segments that meet the specified
condition. The SKIPRECIF is acted upon if no child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SKIPRECIF is acted on.

The following table contains a complete list of the valid keywords that are subordinate to the SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
keywords.

• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DELETE
• EDIT
• EXTRACTFILE
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INTERVAL
• LINEPAGE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• REPLACE
• SEGLIM
• SEGMENT
• SELECT
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPRECIF, AND, OR
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE

Example 1

This example extracts all IMS database records whose STUDENT segments have valid numeric data in the STUDENT-
CURR-GRADE-LEVEL field.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SKIPRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,NEN)

Example 2

This example extracts only the IMS database records that have no SUBJECT segments whose SUBJECT-CODE value
equals 'L304'. For the IMS database records that have at least one SUBJECT segment with a SUBJECT-CODE value of
'L304', their STUDENT segment is written to the sequential file referenced by the ddname L304RPT.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SKIPRECIF(SUBJECT,SUBJECT-CODE,EQ,C'L304'),
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    MOVE(CLEAR),

    MOVE(1,STUDENT,0,1),

    WRITE(L304RPT)

SKIPSEGIF

The SKIPSEGIF keyword lets you eliminate a single segment from the command's output file, and optionally perform
actions on the segment. When the segment matches the selection criteria, the segment and all of its children
are not processed by the command. However, any subordinate keywords to the SKIPSEGIF are executed. If the selection
criteria are not met, the segment is selected for command processing, but any subordinate keywords to the SKIPSEGIF
are not executed.

The AND/OR keywords are only valid immediately following the SKIPSEGIF keyword or other conditional keywords, and
use the same syntax as IF.

When one SKIPSEGIF keyword immediately follows another SKIPSEGIF/AND/OR keyword, the second SKIPSEGIF is
treated like an AND statement.

SKIPSEGIF is a conditional keyword. When conditional keywords are separated by non-conditional keywords, they are no
longer ANDed with each other.

Syntax:

SKIPSEGIF({segment-name[,PRESENT|,NOTPRESENT]|ROOT})

SKIPSEGIF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position[,scan-length]},operator,

   {data|INFILE(infile-position,length)}[,INANY|,INALL|,INNONE])

SKIPSEGIF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position,scan-length},operator,{field-name|position})

SKIPSEGIF({segment-name|ROOT},{field-name|position,scan-length},operator-type

You can also use the data definition to imply an OR condition. If the data being compared is of the same data type, but
the values different, you can list each value separated by a comma. This example does not process STUDENT segments
when they contain a '09', '10', or '11' in the STUDENT-GRADE-LEVEL. However, the subordinate keywords execute.

SKIPSEGIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,EQ,C'09,10,11'),

  MOVE(CLEAR),MORE(1,STUDENT,0,1),WRITE(NONSRRPT)

An AND or OR can also be listed immediately following the SKIPSEGIF.

SKIPSEGIF(HISTORY,HISTORY-GRADE-LVL,EQ,C'10')

    AND(HISTORY,HISTORY-SEMESTER,EQ,C'1')

Parameters:

segment-name
The segment name to which the keyword will be applied. If the segment name is used alone, subordinate
keywords are only executed for that segment.

ROOT
This parameter applies the keyword only to the root segment.

PRESENT
Use PRESENT to determine if the parent of segment-name has at least one segment-name child segment. The
SKIPSEGIF is acted upon if a child exists with the specified segment-name. When this is true, the parent of the
specified segment-name and all of its children is skipped.

NOTPRESENT
Use NOTPRESENT to determine if the parent of segment-name does not have any segment-name child
segments. The SKIPSEGIF is acted upon if a child does not exist with the specified segment-name. When this is
true, the parent of the specified segment-name and all of its children is skipped.field-name
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Use field-name when referencing a data field that is defined in the segment-name's layout. The use of field-
name requires that the segment's layout be available to the File Master Plus for IMS job step. See the keywords
LAYOUTFILE and XREFFILE for information on how to make the segment's layout available.

position
Use position to define the starting position in the segment. Valid values are as follows:
1

- 32760 -- The actual position number
+nnn or - nnn

-- The relative position to the segment's current location
scan-length

Use scan-length to define the amount of data to compare or scan. Scanning occurs if the length of the data is less
than the scan-length. If a zero is used, scanning is done starting at the position parameter value to the segment
length. Valid values are 0 - 32760. If the scan-length is omitted, no scanning is done.

operator
Valid choices include the following:
CO

-- Contains - If a field-name is supplied, it is scanned for the data. If position and scan-length are supplied,
then the segment is scanned for the data beginning at position for a length of scan-length.

EQ --
Equal

NE --
Not equal

GT --
Greater than

GE --
Greater than or equal

LE --
Less than or equal

LT --
Less than

data
Valid data-types are as follows:
C'c…'

- Character - matches specified case
N'n…'

- Numeric - valid when field-name is used.
P'n…'

- Packed. When the scan-length parameter is omitted, the packed field starting at the position parameter
is used. This packed field can be up to 18 bytes long.

T'x…'
- Text - matches both lower and uppercase alphabetic characters. Alphanumeric characters are permitted.

X'hh…'
- Hexadecimal
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operator - type
EQP -

Valid packed decimal data
NEP -

Not valid packed decimal data
EQN -

Valid numeric data
NEN -

Not valid numeric data
INANY

Use INANY to determine if the parent of segment-name has at least one child segment that meets the specified
condition. The SKIPSEGIF is acted upon if any child exists that meets the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SKIPSEGIF will not be acted on. When this is true, the parent of the specified segment-name and
all of its children is skipped.

INALL
Use INALL to determine if the parent of segment-name has every child segment that meets the specified
condition. The SKIPSEGIF is acted upon if all child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SKIPSEGIF will not be acted on. When this is true, the parent of the specified segment-name and
all of its children is skipped.

INNONE
Use INNONE to determine if the parent of segment-name has no child segments that meet the specified
condition. The SKIPSEGIF is acted upon if no child segments meet the condition. When the parent has no child
segments, the SKIPSEGIF will be acted on. When this is true, the parent of the specified segment-name and all of
its children is skipped.

The following table is a complete list of the valid keywords that are subordinate to the SKIPSEGIF, AND, OR keywords.
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• ACCUM
• CHANGE
• DELETE
• EDIT
• EXTRACTFILE
• FORMAT
• IF, AND, OR
• INTERVAL
• LINEPAGE
• MOVE
• NEXTREC
• NOSELRC
• OUTLIM
• PADCHAR
• PRINTLIM
• PRINTREC
• PRINTSEG
• REPLACE
• SEGLIM
• SEGMENT
• SELECT
• SETRC
• SKIP
• SKIPSEGIF, AND, OR
• STOP
• TRUNCRC
• WRITE

Example 1

This example extracts the entire DBDIVP database except SUBJECT segments with the SUBJECT-NAME
'SHAKESPEARE'. Any that have a SUBJECT segment with 'SHAKESPEARE' will be skipped, along with all of their
children.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SKIPSEGIF(SUBJECT,SUBJECT-NAME,EQ,C'SHAKESPEARE')

Example 2

This example skips TEACHER segments, and all of their children, if the TEACHER-DEGREE is not equal to 'PHD'.
TEACHER segments that do not have 'PHD' in the TEACHER-DEGREE field are written to the sequential file referenced
by the ddname PHDRPT. All other segments in the DBDIVP database will be extracted.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  SKIPSEGIF(TEACHER,TEACHER-DEGREE,NE,C'PHD'),

    MOVE(CLEAR),

    MOVE(1,TEACHER,0,1),

    WRITE(PHDRPT)
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STARTKEY

The STARTKEY keyword positions to the root segment whose key value is root-key before processing begins. If the
exact root key is not found, positioning depends on whether or not the database is in key sequence. For databases in key
sequence order, positioning is to the closest root key greater than the requested root key. For databases in random key
order, File Master Plus for IMS does not position to any value other than the exact root-key value that is supplied.

When used with the RELOAD command, STARTKEY applies to the ROOT segment on the EXTRACT file.

Syntax:

STARTKEY(root-key)

Parameters:

root-key
The partial or entire root segment key includes the following:
C'c…'

- Character - matches specified case
X'hh…'

- Hexadecimal

Example

This example extracts all STUDENT segments and their subordinate segments that have a key value greater than or
equal to C'00002'.

EXTRACT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  STARTKEY(C'00002')

STOP

The STOP keyword immediately stops processing of the current command and starts processing any subsequent
commands. If there are no subsequent commands, the current job step is terminated.

STOP ends a selection criteria when used with a conditional keyword. Any actions following the STOP in the current
command are not executed.

Syntax:

STOP[({RESET | RETAIN})]

Parameters:

RESET
This parameter value continues subsequent command processing at the beginning of the input file or database.

RETAIN
When you use the RETAIN parameter, the current job step's subsequent command begins processing with the
last segment that matches the STOP selection criteria.

Example 1

This example prints the current STUDENT segment, stops command processing, and returns a condition code of 24 when
it encounters a non-valid numeric value in the STUDENT segment's field STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CURR-GRADE-LEVEL,NEN),

    PRINTREC(STUDENT),
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    SETRC(24),

    STOP

Example 2

This example accumulates all TRANSCPT-CREDIT-HOURS values with numeric data. If non-numeric data is found in the
field, the TRANSCPT is printed, the RC set to 24, and the READ command stopped. The ACCUM is not executed after
the STOP command is processed.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-CREDIT-HOURS,NEN),

    PRINTSEG(TRANSCPT),

    SETRC(24),

    STOP,

  ACCUM(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-CREDIT-HOURS,'TOTAL CREDIT HOURS')

SYNCD

The SYNCD keyword sets the number of deletions before a syncpoint is requested. SYNCD has a default value of 100,
which means a syncpoint will be done after every 100 deletions. SYNCD is only valid with a BMP environment.

Syntax:

SYNCD(100 | number)

Parameters:

SYNCD supports the following parameter:

number
Any integer value between 0 and 999,999. 100 is the default. If zero is used, no syncpoint is done.

SYNCI

The SYNCI keyword sets the number of insertions before a syncpoint is requested. SYNCI has a default value of 100,
which means a syncpoint will be done after every 100 insertions. SYNCI is only valid with a BMP environment.

Syntax:

SYNCI(100 | number)

Parameters:

SYNCI supports the following parameter:

number
Any integer value between 0 and 999,999. 100 is the default. If zero is used, no syncpoint is done.

SYNCU

The SYNCU keyword sets the number of updates before a syncpoint is requested. SYNCU has a default value of 100,
which means a syncpoint will be done after every 100 updates. SYNCU is only valid with a BMP environment.

Syntax:

SYNCU(100 | number)

Parameters:

SYNCU supports the following parameter:
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number
Any integer value between 0 and 999,999. 100 is the default. If zero is used, no syncpoint is done.

TRUNCRC

The TRUNCRC keyword sets the command's return code if an output segment's data is truncated. This occurs if data is
written past the allowable segment's length. The default value is 4.

Syntax:

TRUNCRC(4 | return-code)

Parameters:

return-code
An integer value between 0 and 4095

Example

This example reads the DBDIVP database to look for TRANSCPT segments where the STUDENT received a
TRANSCPT-GRADE greater than a 'B'. The subject and grade are placed in the move buffer, along with the entire student
segment. If the record length in the file defined by BADGRADE is not long enough for the entire STUDENT segment, the
data is truncated, and the return code is set to '99'.

READ,                                 

  DBD(DBDIVP),                        

  TRUNCRC(99),                        

  IF(TRANSCPT,TRANSCPT-GRADE,GT,C'B'),

    PADCHAR(C' '),                    

    MOVE(CLEAR),                      

    MOVE(1,TRANSCPT,4,1),             

    MOVE(6,TRANSCPT,1,5),             

    MOVE(8,STUDENT,0,1),

 WRITE(BADGRADE)  

WRITE

The WRITE keyword specifies which output file ddname the move buffer is written to. The move buffer is created by the
MOVE keyword or keywords.

Multiple WRITE keywords per command can be specified as well as multiple output files per WRITE keyword. The WRITE
keyword writes the contents of the move buffer to the specified ddname. Output remains in the move buffer until a MOVE
(CLEAR) keyword is executed.

If the move buffer is longer than the maximum allowable segment length for the output file, the buffer beyond this length
will not be written, and the command terminates with the value of TRUNCRC. If a TRUNCRC value is not supplied, the
command uses the &BAT_TRUNCRC installed value.

If the move buffer is shorter than the minimum allowable segment length for the output file, the buffer is increased to
this length. These bytes are initialized with the PADCHAR value, if supplied, otherwise the command uses the default
PADCHAR of low-values (X'00')

Syntax:

WRITE(ddname[,...])

Parameters:

ddname
The one to eight-character ddname name of the sequential output file
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Example

This example identifies any SUBJECT segment's STUDENT-CITY value that is not 'ELLINGTON' and writes the first 81
bytes of the STUDENT segment to the sequential file referenced by ddname ERRRPT.

READ,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  IF(STUDENT,STUDENT-CITY,NE,C'ELLINGTON'),

    MOVE(CLEAR),

    MOVE(1,STUDENT,81,1),

    WRITE(ERRRPT)

XREFFILE

The XREFFILE keyword references the segment layout cross-reference PDS. Use XREFFILE when COBOL or PLI
segment layout member names are named differently than the segment names in the DBD.

Use the XREFFILE member to map the DBD segment names to the desired layouts.

This XREFFILE member must be the same name as the dbdname parameter of the DBD keyword.

Create this XREFFILE member using the ISPF Setup and Processing Parameters' Segment Layout Cross-Reference
option, 0.4. For more information about setting up this member, see Setting Environmental Parameters for Processing.

If this optional keyword is not specified, the file referenced by the XREF DD statement is used.

Syntax:

XREFFILE({XREF|ddname | dsname})

Parameters:

XREF
Default ddname

ddname
A one- to eight-character ddname that references the Segment Record Layout Cross-Reference PDS

dsname
Identifies the PDS that contains the segment record layout cross-reference members. This is dynamically
allocated. No JCL is needed to reference this dsname.

Example

This example prints the STUDENT segments for STUDENT-ID '00001' in single record format.

PRINT,

  DBD(DBDIVP),

  LAYOUTFILE(YOUR.IMS.LAYOUT.PDS),

  XREFFILE(YOUR.FMIMS.SEGXREF.PDS),

  FORMAT(S),

  SELRECIF(STUDENT,STUDENT-ID,EQ,C'00001')

The segment name STUDENT is not the member name for the layout corresponding to the STUDENT segment in the
PDS YOUR.IMS.LAYOUT.PDS.

File Master Plus for IMS uses the following rules to locate the appropriate segment layout member:

• It searches for a corresponding XREFFILE for the DBDIVP member for the DBD being processed.
Following is a sample DBDIVP XREFFILE member:
*** CA File Master Plus for IMS  XREF

*** Segment Names resolved using 'YOUR.TEST.DBDLIB'
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STUDENT  => MYSTUDNT

SUBJECT  => MYSUBJCT                                        

TEACHER  => MYTEACH                                        

CLASS    => MYCLASS                                        

HISTORY  => MYHIST                                        

TRANSCPT => MYTRANS                                        

ATTEND   => MYATTEND

• It uses the XREFFILE DBDIVP member to determine which copybook to use for the segment STUDENT.
In this example it uses the layout MYSTUDENT from "YOUR.IMS.LAYOUT.PDS".

• In the case where there is no corresponding XREFFILE member, the segment is mapped using a layout member with
the same name as the segment, if it exists in the "YOUR.IMS.LAYOUT.PDS" data set.

• If no layout member is in the "YOUR.IMS.LAYOUT.PDS" data set, a temporary layout is generated for formatting.
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Using the Eclipse UI
You can access all of the File Master Plus products through a traditional mainframe green screen or through an Eclipse
Ready™ graphical user interface (Eclipse UI). You can view and manipulate data and perform a subset of utility functions
in each product. Install the Eclipse UI RCP or plug-in on any Windows system that supports the Eclipse platform. All of
the File Master Plus products share a common Eclipse UI RCP. Access the functionality for each product by selecting the
perspective for the product that you want to use. If you want to install the Eclipse UI as a plug-in, you can install the plug-
in only for the product or products that you want to use. 

Start Your Product

When you open the File Master Plus Eclipse UI for the first time, the main window displays the perspective for File Master
Plus. You can switch to File Master Plus for IMS or File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS products by switching perspectives.
For more information on on perspectives and the main window, see Understanding Your Workspace.

Use Dynamic Help

The File Master Plus help system displays content dynamically to reflect the wizard, dialog, or view that is in focus.

The internal Dynamic Help view contains the following four pages that present help topics in different ways: 

Related Topics Page
Shows description and links to topics in the online documentation that is related to the current context. You can
click More Results to view more links.

All Topics Page
Displays the Table of Contents for the online File Master Plus documentation arranged in a tree hierarchy that you
can expand or collapse as needed.

Search Page
Lets you search the online documentation for specific text.

Bookmarks Page
Displays online Help topics that you mark as personal bookmarks.

Set Your Preferences
Set your preferences to customize the File Master Plus Eclipse UI perspectives to suit your needs. This article describes
how to set the general preferences and the product-specific preferences.

Use the Preferences dialog to modify all of your preferences in the Eclipse UI. To open the Preferences dialog, select
Window, Preferences. When you are done updating your preferences, click OK for the changes to take effect. You can
restore the default configuration settings anytime on the Preferences dialog. To restore the default settings, navigate to the
page you want to restore, click Restore Defaults, and then click OK.
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Figure 7: Get Started with the File Master Plus Eclipse UI

General Preferences

The general preferences for the Eclipse UI apply to all three File Master Plus product perspectives, unless otherwise
stated. To set your general preferences, select open the Preferences dialog, and then select General on the left side of the
dialog. Expanding the General folder displays the Appearance, Capabilities, and Editors options. File Master Plus does
not provide support for the features that are related to the Capabilities option.

Startup Preferences

The startup preferences are located at the top level of the General section of the Preferences dialog. The application does
not support Always run in background and Show Heap Status fields in this dialog.

You can change of the following startup settings:

Keep next/previous editor, view and perspectives dialog open
Lets you access the pages on a dialog that you have previously seen for an active project. Click the Previous or
Next arrow button to see the previous or next page respectively. When you close the dialog and then reopen it,
the previously stored page order will not be available.
When this preference is checked, you can use the key combination Ctrl +F7 on the main window to keep the
pop-up menu listing those views that can be opened, when you release the control keys. When this check box is
cleared, the pop-up menu remains visible only as long as you hold down the control key. If you release the control
key, the pop-up menu closes.

Open mode
Specifies the default behavior for opening views and programs in the Program Listing area. The effect of these
selections may vary depending on the view that has the focus. You can specify the following settings:

•Double click
Specifies a single-click to select a resource and a double-click to open that resource in the Program Listing area.

Single click (Select on hover)
Specifies hovering the mouse over a resource to select it and single-clicking on the resource to open it in the
Program Listing area.

Single click (Open when using arrow keys)
Specifies using the arrow keys to select a resource and automatically opening it in the Program Listing area.

Appearance

The application does not currently support appearance preferences.
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Editors

To modify the preferences for text editors, expand the General, Editors section on the Preferences dialog. The application
does not support the settings for Accessibility or Annotations.

You can change of the following startup settings. Other options are not supported, and the using them may cause
unpredictable results..

Highlight current line
Highlights the current line in text editors.

Show print margin
Displays the print margin. Checking this box enables the Print margin columns field.
Print margin columns

Lets you specify the print margin column.
Show line numbers

Displays line numbers on the left side of text editors.
Show range indicator

Displays the range indicator for text editors.
Appearance color options

Lets you specify the color for the following values:

• Line number foreground
• Current line highlight
• Print margin
• Find scope
• Selection foreground color
• Selection background color
• Background color
• Foreground color
• Hyperlink

Shortcut Key Preferences

NOTE

Shortcut keys are not currently supported in the File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS perspective. The following
instructions apply only to the File Master Plus and File Master Plus for IMS perspectives.

You can use keyboard keys or key combinations to move around the main window. You can modify the default shortcut
keys assigned for certain functions. The General Preference settings for keys affect the key mapping or binding used to
perform various functions.

To see the shortcut keys, click Help, Key Assist. The Shortcut Keys window opens in the main window.

Key shortcuts that invoke commands or open views are not discussed in this online help. Some of these commands and
views exist because of the framework on which the interface was developed, but they do not perform any specific function
in the File Master Plus application. Broadcom does not support the use of these key shortcuts.

NOTE
The Key mapping feature provides the ability to modify key assignments, but the application does not support
the functionality of these key mappings.

To modify the shortcut key preferences, select General, Keys from the Preferences dialog. The keys page lists the default
key mappings for all commands and functions in the application. Select a scheme from the Scheme drop-down list.
Choose File Master Plus, File Master Plus for IMS, Default, or Emacs scheme.The Keys page lists the command key
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sequences for the selected scheme. A table displays binding, action, and category for each command key sequence.
Scroll or type the name of the command key sequence you want to edit.

The Preview pane shows the details such as name of the selected key sequence, description, binding, event when the
selected key works, and conflicts information.

Customize Shortcut Key Definitions

File Master Plus provides default shortcut key definitions for many commands used on the File Master Plus. To define new
key combinations or customize existing key definitions for File Master Plus commands use the Preferences dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Preferences.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Select General, Keys.
The commands appear in a table format that shows the classification for the command, existing shortcut key
sequence, and when the shortcut key is used.
Note: Click a header on the commands table to sort the list of commands based on the command properties.

3. Select a scheme from the drop-down list.
The following list contains the key mapping schemes available for commands on File Master Plus:
– File Master Plus -- Specifies the scheme provided with this product. It includes mapping for functions specific to this

software. This is the recommended scheme.
– Default -- Specifies the default key sequences for all shortcut keys supplied with the framework.
– Emacs -- Specifies the user-defined key sequences for selected shortcut keys to emulate the Emacs editor

software.
4. Select the command that you want to modify in the table.

The following fields are automatically populated:
Name

Shows the command name. Press the key sequence for the command.
Binding

Lists the key sequence assigned to the selected command. Enter the new sequence.
Note: To use a special key sequence, click the back arrow button and select Backspace, Tab, or the Shift+Tab
key combination.

When
Lists the situations when you can use the new key sequence. Select a situation from the drop-down list.

5. Click Apply.
The new key sequence is assigned to the selected command. Click the View tab to see the new shortcut key
sequence in the commands table on the Preferences dialog.

6. Click OK to save the settings and close the dialog.

Restore Default Shortcut Key Settings

You can restore the default shortcut key definitions for commands used in File Master Plus. Restoring all keys to the
default settings lets you remove all user changes made to specific shortcut key settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Preferences.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Select General, Keys.
The Keys dialog shows the preferences for shortcut keys.

3. Click Restore Defaults.
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The Restore Keyboard Defaults dialog opens.
4. Click OK to restore all keys to the default settings.
5. Click OK to close the Keys dialog.

Modify Shortcut Key Settings

To choose your own shortcut keys instead of using a default shortcut key definition for a File Master Plus command, edit
or remove shortcut key definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Preferences.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Select General, Keys.
The Keys dialog shows the preferences for shortcut keys.
Note: Click a header on the commands table to sort the list of commands based on the command properties.

3. Select a shortcut key command.
4. Do one of the following:

– Click Copy Command to create a copy of the selected key sequence.
– Click Remove Binding to remove the key sequence from the command.
– Click Restore Command to show the default key sequence assigned to the command.

5. Click Apply.
The changes to the key sequence are updated.

6. Click OK to close the dialog.
Note: All user-defined key sequence settings are cancelled when you restore default key settings.

Set Help Preferences

Use the Preferences dialog to specify the Help preferences that affect the way the online help is displayed. You can
launch the online help using a web browser, or If you do not specify use of an external help browser, the help system
opens in an internal window.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Preferences.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Double-click Help.
The Preferences dialog opens the Help page.

3. Change the default settings for the following fields to suit your needs:
Open help search

Specifies whether to open the help search in the dynamic help view or in a browser.
Default: In the dynamic help view

Open help contents
Specifies whether to open the help contents in the internal help browser or an external browser.
Default: In the help browser

Open window context help
Specifies whether to open the context help for windows in a dynamic view panel or in a pop-up information box
(infopop).
Default: In the dynamic help view

Open dialog context help
Specifies whether to open dialog context help in a dialog tray or in a pop-up information box.
Default: In a dialog tray
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4. Click OK.
File Master Plus saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog. The changes are used in all succeeding
sessions unless you change the preferences again. You can restore the default configuration settings anytime on the
Preferences dialog. To restore the default settings, navigate to the page you want to restore, click Restore Defaults,
and then click OK.

Help Content Preferences

Content preferences are not currently supported.

File Master Plus

You can set the preferences specific to the File Master Plus perspective using the File Master Plus page of the
Preferences dialog. You can customize the following settings:

Maximum number of recently used items
Indicates the maximum number of recently used items to display in the drop-down menu.

Always remove items without prompting
Disables the dialog that prompts for confirmation when removing an item from the Eclipse UI.

Always change data set name without prompting
Disables the dialog that prompts for confirmation when renaming a data set.

Always exit without prompting
Disables the Confirm Exit dialog that displays when you close File Master Plus.

Disable preview
Disables the Preview button on all wizards.

NOTE
You can configure the mainframe settings after you have added a server to your Directory List view. For more
information about configuring the mainframe settings, see Configure Mainframe Settings.

File Master Plus for IMS

Use the File Master Plus for IMS page on the Preferences dialog to specify the following settings that are specific to the
File Master Plus for IMS perspective:

Maximum number of recently used items
Indicates the maximum number of recently used items to display in the drop-down menu.

Always remove items without prompting
Disables the dialog that prompts for confirmation when removing an item from the Eclipse UI.

File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS

Select File Master Plus for DB2, Preferences on the left of the Preferences dialog to customize login preferences for
the File Master Plus for DB2 perspective. Specify the following login settings that are needed to connect to your DB2
environment and server:

Subsystems in Data Source Explorer
Specifies the list of subsystem identifiers (SSIDs) to be displayed in Data Source Explorer. After you log in, you
can add or remove subsystems from the Data Source Explorer anytime.

SQLID
Specifies the current SQL authorization ID of the process. You can set your primary or any of your secondary
authorization IDs as the current SQLID. If you have SYSADM authority, you can set the current SQLID to any
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value. You can change the current SQLID to change the set of privileges that are exercised when dynamic SQL
statements are run. You can also set an SQLID from the Data Source Explorer.

SQL Pagination Count
Specifies the number of records of the DB2 object to be displayed in the Data Window.

Host
Specifies the TCP/IP host name of subsystem (LPAR). You can add or remove hosts from the Preferences
window.

Port
Specifies the TCP/IP connection port for the selected subsystem.

Filter case-sensitive
Specifies that object filter criteria in the Data Window is case-sensitive.

Click Apply after specifying all the preferences. The specified preferences are used when you log in next time.

Understanding Your Workspace
This article describes the main window of the Eclipse UI for all of the File Master Plus perspectives. 

Main Window

When you start the File Master Plus Eclipse UI, the main window displays the main menu bar, the main toolbar, and a set
of tabbed sections named views. The first time you start the Eclipse UI, the perspective for File Master Plus opens. You
can switch perspectives to use the other File Master Plus products without launching the application again.

The following graphic shows an example of an Eclipse UI main window for the File Master Plus perspective. You can
customize the main window by opening and closing views, resizing views, and repositioning views. The views that are
available are different for each perspective. 

Perspectives

A perspective is the term for the way views are displayed in the main window. Each File Master Plus product has a
different perspective. You can have multiple perspectives open at once. For example, you can have the perspective for
File Master Plus for IMS open, and  you can open the perspective for File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS at the same
time. The next time you launch the Eclipse UI, the last perspective that you opened will show in the main window. You
do not need to open another instance of the Eclipse UI to view another perspective. To switch perspectives, select Show
Perspectives from the Window menu. Select the perspective that you want to open from the Open Perspective window.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Show Perspectives.
The Open Perspective dialog displays.

2. Select the view that you want to open.
3. Click Open.

The main window updates to show the selected perspective.

Views

Views provide a visual presentation of the Eclipse UI. Use different views to present different information in the product to
help you manage and manipulate data easily. Each view has a toolbar that is customized for that view.

You can have more than one view open at a time. Multiple views are managed using tabs and can be rearranged to suit
your needs. Views can be minimized, maximized, and closed using standard Eclipse UI controls. Different views are
accessible from the Window menu.
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For detailed information about the views available in each perspective and the functions and utilities that are available for
each perspective, see the following sections:

• File Master Plus Perspective
• File Master Plus for IMS Perspective
• File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS Perspective

Open a View

You can display views that are available for the active perspective and select a view to open in the main window.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Show Views.
A submenu displays a list of views.

2. Select the view that you want to open.
The File Master Plus main window shows the selected view.

Rearrange Tabbed Views

You can rearrange the order of views in a tabbed notebook to see the views differently on the main window.

The following procedure shows how to rearrange the view tabs in a tabbed notebook using the Layouts and Selection
view tabs in the File Master Plus perspective as an example.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Reset Perspective.
2. Click OK on the Reset Perspective dialog.

The window perspective is reset to its original layout.
3. Select Selection from the Show Views drop-down list on the Window menu.
4. Select Layouts from the Show Views drop-down list on the Window menu.
5. Drag the Selection title bar to the right of the Layouts tab until the cursor appears as a Stack cursor; then release the

mouse button.
The Selection tab now appears to the right of the Layouts tab.

6. Drag the Layouts tab to the right of the Selection tab until the cursor is a Stack cursor and release the mouse button.
The Layouts tab now appears to the right of the Selection tab.

Restore the Default Layout

The settings you defined for the Eclipse UI are saved, and the view looks the same the next time you open the application.
You can reset the main window layout to its default settings by clicking Window, Reset Perspective. Click OK when the
Reset Perspective message appears. The settings are restored to the default application settings.

File Master Plus Perspective
This article describes the views that are available in the File Master Plus perspective of the File Master Plus Eclipse UI,
and how to import and export views. Use the views available on the main window to navigate through a set of resources
such as a listing of data sets and members, reports, and properties.

Directory List View

The Directory List view displays servers, data sets, and members that you add in a tree-style directory. Add frequently
used resources to this view so that you can easily access them and perform basic data management operations, such as
comparing and copying data sets.
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Data sets are listed alphabetically, and you can filter the items to find specific data sets or members. Enter a text string
in the Filter field to find specific items in the Directory List view. The Directory List view then displays only data sets and
members that contain your search string.

Editor View

The Editor view displays the contents of a data set or member in either view or edit mode. The data is displayed in either
character or single-record format. You can use the toolbar buttons to switch display modes when the editor is open.

Selection View

The Selection view displays selection criteria in a tree-style directory. Add frequently used selection members to the
Selection view so that you can easily access them. Use this view to manage your selection criteria and perform actions
such as creating and modifying selection criteria members. Expand a selection member to view the selection conditions in
the member.

Layouts View

The Layout view displays layout data sets and members that you have added in a tree-style directory. Use the Layout
view to create, manage, and view the layouts that are associated with your data sets. You can expand a layout to view the
fields that are in the layout. Use this view to manage your layouts and apply them to the data sets and members you are
working with.

Properties View

The Properties view displays the properties or attributes that are associated with a selected data set.

Report View

The Report view displays the summary output report upon completion of a utility function. You can us the toolbar button on
the Report view to display a detailed report in a new editor pane.

Import a View

You can import the contents of the Directory List view, Selection view, or the Layouts view from an appropriately formatted
Extensible Markup Language (XML) file. A valid XML file is one that contains the exported contents of the same view
type from the File Master Plus Eclipse UI. For example, to import servers, data sets, and members to the Directory List
view, you can only use an XML file that contains exported information from a File Master Plus Eclipse UI Directory List
view. The Import function is available only in the File Master Plus perspective.

NOTE
 Any Import action causes the contents of your existing view to be replaced by the contents of the imported file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select File, Import.
The Import wizard displays.

2. Expand the File Master Plus folder.
3. Select type of view you want to import and click Next.
4. Click Browse and navigate to the XML file that you want to import.

The Destination Folder field gets populated with the path to the profile settings file.
5. Click Finish.

A message displays prompting you to restart the application or cancel the import. A restart is required for the imported
view settings to take effect.

6. Click Restart Now or Restart Later.
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The view displays the imported content when the application next starts.

Export a View

You can export the contents of the Directory List view, Selection view, or the Layouts view to an Extensible Markup
Language (XML) file. Save this file to your local hard drive or a shared resource. You or other File Master Plus Eclipse UI
users can then import the XML file and populate a view with the contents of your exported view. The Export function is
available only in the File Master Plus perspective.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select File, Export.
The Export wizard displays.

2. Expand the File Master Plus folder.
3. Select type of view you want to export and click Next.
4. Click Browse and navigate to the location where you want to save the export file in XML format.

The Destination file field is populated with the path that you specified.
5. (Optional) Select Overwrite existing file if you specified an export file name that already exists. This option will

overwrite the contents of the existing file with the contents of the current export.
6. Click Finish.

The view export file is created and saved to the location that you specified.

Servers
This article describes how to connect to, configure, and work with servers in the Eclipse UI File Master Plus
perspective. The Eclipse UI relies on a server running on a z/OS mainframe to provide all mainframe services. Connect
to a mainframe server to access data and run jobs and utilities. The server or servers that you connect to are displayed in
the Directory List View.

Add a Server Connection

Before you start to view and edit data, you need to connect to a server. When you add a server it appears in the Directory
List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Select File Master Plus, Add Server.
The New Server Definition dialog opens.

2. Complete the following fields:
Name

Specifies the name of the server connection. Valid values are uppercase and lowercase alphanumeric characters,
special characters, and embedded spaces.

Host
Specifies the z/OS host name assigned by your installation that is used for a TSO or CICS logon.

Port
Specifies the TCP/IP port number of the server.

Protocol
Specifies the protocol of the server (HTTP or HTTPS). The default setting is HTTP.

3. Click Finish.
The server is added to the Directory List view.
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Configure Mainframe Settings

Configure your mainframe settings to specify your default processing and change log parameters and other settings
specific to the servers you are connecting to. You must add a server to your Directory List view before you can configure
these settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the server you want to configure and select Configure Mainframe Settings.
3. Set the options on Defaults tab.
Confirm data set deletes on mainframe

Displays a confirmation screen when you delete a data set from the mainframe.
Confirm member deletes on mainframe

Displays a confirmation screen when you delete a member from a data set on the mainframe.
Specify one of the following:

DASD unit name
Specifies the initial value used for the generic unit name when new data sets are allocated.
Default:SYSDA

SMS storage class
Specifies the initial value for the SMS storage class used for the allocation of new data sets that will be SMS-
managed.

Job information
Specify 1-4 lines of JCL control statements, usually jobcard information. These lines are inserted at the beginning
of all File Master Plus-generated batch jobs. Each line can contain up to 73 characters.

4. Set the options on the Parm Files tab. You can allocate a new data set by clicking on the Allocate button. For more
information, see Allocate a New Parm PDS.

Selection criteria
Defines the selection criteria PDS that contains statements used to filter your view of data.

Custom record layout
Defines the default custom record layout PDS.

5. Set the options on the Change Log tab.
Data set name pattern

Displays the name of the change log file. This field is not editable.
Storage

Set one of the following:
Volume serial

Identifies the volume on which a new change log file will be allocated.
Note: Select this only when directing the change log to a specific volume.

Generic unit
Identifies the generic unit on which a new change log file will be allocated.
Note: Leave this blank if you want to use the generic unit default value.

Primary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the primary allocation of the change log data set. The
value must be greater than zero.

Secondary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the secondary allocation of the change log data set.
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6. Set the options on the Print tab. The options and values you specify here become the default values for the print
function.

Sysout class
Specifies the position of the sysout class to which you want the printer routed.

Number of copies
Specifies the number of copies that you want printed.

(Optional) Define print destination
Specifies the printer you want to use. Select one of the following options:
Destination printer

Specifies the printer ID of the local or remote printer to which you want the print job routed.
External JES node

Specifies the external JES node name to which you want the print job routed.
Sysout writer name

Specifies the member name of the sysout writer program to which you want the print job routed.
Print data set name

Specifies the name of the data set to which you want to print.
Print member name

Specifies the name of the member to which you want to print. Also specify the data set disposition:

• Select SHR if you want the printed data to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option
allows concurrent access to the data set while the print is in progress.

• Select MOD if you want the printed data added to the end of an existing data set.
• Click the New button to create a new data set.

For detailed information about the Allocate screen, see one of the following topics in the online help:
Allocate a New PDS
Allocate a New Sequential Data Set
Allocate a New VSAM Data Set

7. Click Finish.
Your mainframe settings for this server are configured.

NOTE
You can configure the Eclipse UI preferences from the Window menu. For more information about
configuring the Eclipse UI preferences, see Set Eclipse UI Preferences.

Allocate a New Parm PDS

You can define a new parm PDS when configuring your mainframe settings. Use the Allocate button to allocate the new
PDS from within File Master Plus so you do not have to configure the new PDS manually.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Allocate a New Parm PDS dialog from the Configure Mainframe Settings dialog. For more information, see
Configure Mainframe Settings.

2. Complete the DSN of New Parm PDS field to define the data set name.
3. Specify the Allocation Options
Allocate empty

The new PDS is allocated with no members.
Allocate and copy selected members

The new PDS is allocated, and then you select members to copy from the PDS specified in the Copy from PDS
field.
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Allocate and copy all members
The new PDS is allocated, and members from the PDS specified in the Copy from PDS field are copied.

4. Click Next.
The Allocate a New Partitioned Data Set dialog opens.

5. Complete the Allocate a New Partitioned Data Set dialog. For more information, see Allocate a New Partitioned Data
Set.
The new parm PDS is allocated as defined.

Log On to the Mainframe

You are prompted to supply your logon credentials the first time you request data from the server or send data to the
server.

Reconfigure a Server

You can reconfigure the existing server definitions displayed on the Directory List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the server that you want to configure and click Update Server.

The Update Server Definition dialog opens.
3. Modify the details for the server that you want to configure.
Name

Specifies the name of the server connection.
Valid values: uppercase and lowercase alphanumeric characters, special characters, and embedded spaces.

Host
Specifies the z/OS host name assigned by your installation. This is the host name used for TSO logon.

Port
Specifies the TCP/IP port number for the selected server.

4. Click Finish.
The server definition is updated and the Directory List view shows the details of the modified server.

Reset Server Password

You can reset the password for any server connection listed in the Directory List view. Reset Password clears the
password you have stored. You will be prompted to enter your password the next time File Master Plus accesses the
mainframe.
Note: You cannot change your mainframe password in File Master Plus.

To reset your server password, right-click the server connection in the Directory List view whose password you want to
reset, and then click Reset Password.

Refresh Server Status

You may want to refresh the status for server connections in the Directory List view.

To refresh the status of a server, right-click the server name and select Refresh Server.

The Directory List view reloads to show the most current status for the server connections that you refreshed.
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Remove a Server Connection

You can remove a server connection from the Directory List view. If you are no longer using a server, you may want to
remove the connection to maintain a clean workspace.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the server that you want to remove and select Remove Server From List. You can use Ctrl-click or Shift-

click to remove multiple servers.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. Click Yes.
The selected server connection is removed from the Directory List view. The view refreshes to show the list of
available server connections.

Data Sets
This article describes how to use the File Master Plus Eclipse UI to manipulate z/OS data sets. You can add, delete, copy,
edit, and print VSAM, sequential, PDS data sets, and PDS members. Perform these actions through the Directory List
view after adding one or more servers. You can view the properties of any data set in your Directory List view. To display
data set properties, right-click a data set and select Properties.

NOTE
The application supports PDS and PDSE files. Where ever the documentation says PDS, it also refers to PDSE
files, unless otherwise noted.

Select a Data Set

Many of the tools in File Master Plus require that you select or identify data sets upon which to perform an action. You
can select data sets in several ways. The method that best meets your needs is defined by the task you are attempting to
accomplish and the information you have available.

To specify a data set in a field like the Data set name field in dialogs and wizards such as Add a Data set, Add Layout, and
Add Selection Criteria, follow the steps in one of the following methods:

• Use the drop-down menu to select a data set from the history of previously used data set names.
• Type a fully qualified data set name of 1 - 44 characters, with each qualifier being 1 - 8 characters long. Characters

can be alphanumeric (A - Z, 0 - 9), national (@,#,$), or a hyphen (-). Separate each qualifier with a period (.). The first
character of a qualifier must be a letter or a national character.

• Type a wildcarded data set name and complete the following steps:
a. Click Select.
b. The dialog is populated with data set names that match your wildcarded criteria. The populated table displays the

following columns:
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• Data set name
• Volume
• File type
• Data set organization string (DSOrgStr)
• Logical record length (LRECL)
• Block Size (BlkSize)
• Record (RecFM)
• Tracks
• Extents
• Date Created
• Date Referenced

c. Select the check box next to the data set that you want to add to the view. Select more than one check box to add
multiple data sets, or use the Select All button to select all data sets in the list.

NOTE
The application supports the standard IBM wildcard characters *, **, and %.

Add a Data Set

Add a data set to your Directory List view to work with the data set or members within the data set. You can add any
number of data sets to your view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Select the server in the Directory List view to which you want to add a data set.
3. Right-click and select Add Data Set.

The Add Data Set dialog opens.
4. Complete the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the data set you want to add.
Note: For more information about identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

Volume Serial
Enter the volume serial only if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, leave this field empty.

5. Click Finish.
The data set is added to the list of data sets under the selected server. Data sets are listed in alphabetical order. 

Remove a Data Set

You can remove data sets you no longer want in your Directory List view. This procedure removes the data set from your
Directory List view, but does not otherwise alter the data set itself. To delete a data set from the mainframe, use the Delete
function. For more information, see Delete a Data Set.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the data set that you want to delete and select Remove Data Set From List. You can use Ctrl-click or Shift-

click to remove multiple data sets.
The Confirm Remove dialog opens.

3. Click OK.
The data set is removed from the server. The Directory List view refreshes to show the list of available data sets.
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Rename a Data Set

To rename a cataloged data set on the mainframe use the Eclipse UI through the Directory List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the data set that you want to rename and select Mainframe Data Set Utilities, Rename Data Set.

The Rename Data Set dialog displays.
3. Type the new name into the New name field.
4. Click OK.

The data set is renamed on the mainframe, and the Directory List view updates to reflect the new name.

Rename a VSAM Data Set

You can rename a VSAM data set on the mainframe using the Eclipse UI through the Directory List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the VSAM data set that you want to rename and select Mainframe Data Set Utilities, Rename Data Set.
3. Type the new name into the New cluster field.

NOTE
By default, the Same update to data and index option is selected. You can modify the data and index names
by clearing this check box and typing the new data and index names into the New data and New index
fields. 

4. Click OK.
The Confirm Rename dialog displays.

NOTE
You can customize the Eclipse UI to rename data sets and members without prompting for confirmation. For
more information, see Set Eclipse UI Preferences. 

5. Click OK.
The data set is renamed on the mainframe, and the Directory List view updates to reflect the new name.

Delete a Data Set

You can delete a cataloged data set from the mainframe using the Eclipse UI. The following procedure deletes a data set
from the mainframe and removes it from your Directory List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the data set that you want to delete and select Mainframe Data Set Utilities, Delete Data Set. You can use

Ctrl+click or Shift+click to delete multiple data sets.
The Confirm Delete dialog displays.

NOTE
You can configure the application so that the confirm dialog does not display. Set this option in the Configure
Mainframe Settings dialog. For more information, see Configure Mainframe Settings.

3. Click OK.
The data set is deleted from the mainframe and removed from the Directory List view. The Directory List view
refreshes to show the list of available data sets.
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Copy Utility

You can use File Master Plus to copy PDS files and members, Sequential data sets, and VSAM data sets. Use this
feature to perform tasks such as creating backup and recovery files or test files. To access the copy utility menu option,
right-click the data set that you want to copy. If the data set is not listed in the Directory List view, select Copy from the File
Master Plus, Utilities menu.

Copy a PDS File

The copy utility lets you copy an entire PDS data set or selected members of a PDS data set into another existing data set
or into a newly allocated data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Select the data set or member name that you want to copy.
3. Right-click and select Utilities, Copy PDS.

The Copy PDS Utility wizard opens. The Data set name field displays the name of the data set you selected.

NOTE
You can copy data sets not listed in your Directory List view by selecting Utilities, Copy from the File Master
Plus menu. If you select this option, there is an additional page at the beginning of the wizard in which you
identify the data set that you want to copy.

 
4. Complete the following fields to identify what you want to copy:
(Optional) Member name

Specifies the specific member or members that you want to copy. Enter an asterisk (*) to copy all members.
Note: For more information about identifying a member, see Select a Member.

Volume Serial
Specifies the volume serial. This step is mandatory if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, this step is
optional.

5. Click Next.
6. Specify where you want to copy the data set or members to:
Data set name

Identify the name of the data set that you want the information copied to. This can be a data set that exists on the
server or the name of a new data set. For more information about identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

Volume Serial
Specifies the volume serial. This step is mandatory if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, this step is
optional.

7. Specify the disposition of the copy by selecting SHR, OLD, or NEW.
– Select SHR if you want the copied data to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option allows

concurrent access to the data sets while the copy is in progress.
– Select OLD if you want the copied data to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option restricts access

to the data sets while the copy is in progress.
– Click the New button to create a new data set. If you select this option, you must take the following steps:

• Specify the type of data set to create in the New Allocation group.
• Click the Allocate button to open the Allocate wizard.
• Complete the fields in the Allocate wizard and click Finish. For detailed information about the Allocate wizard,

see Allocate.
8. (Optional) Select the Replace Like-Named Members replacement option.
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When a copied member exists in both the To and From data sets, members in the From data set replace members
with the same name in the To data set. Select this check box to enable this replacement option. If this check box is not
selected, members with the same name are not copied.

9. Click Next.
10. (Optional) Do one of the following to specify the layout:

– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.

11. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications.
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. For more information on

modifying selection criteria, see Modify Layout Selection Conditions. If you specify selection criteria, click Validate to
verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate.

– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on
importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria.

12. Click Next.
A summary page shows the options that you have selected.

13. Click Finish.
The Copy Wizard report view opens and displays information about the copy operation.

Copy a Sequential File

The copy utility lets you copy a data set into another existing data set or into a newly allocated data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Select the data set that you want to copy.
3. Right-click and select Utilities, Copy Sequential.

The Copy Sequential Utility wizard opens. The Data set name field displays the name of the data set you selected.

NOTE
You can copy data sets not listed in your Directory List view by selecting Utilities, Copy from the File Master
Plus menu. If you select this option, there is an additional page at the beginning of the wizard in which you
identify the data set that you want to copy.

4. Specify the volume serial of the data set that you want to copy. This step is mandatory if the data set is not cataloged.
Otherwise, this step is optional

5. Specify where you want to copy the data set or members to:
Data set name

Select the data set where you want the copied records to be put. For more information about identifying a data
set, see Select a Data Set.

(Optional) Member name
Specify the member to which you want to copy the sequential file data, if you are copying the sequential data set
to a PDS. For more information about identifying a member, see Select a Member.

Volume Serial
Specifies the volume serial. This step is mandatory if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, this step is
optional.

6. Specify the disposition of the copy by selecting SHR, OLD, MOD, or by creating a new data set.
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– Select SHR if you want the copied data set to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option allows
concurrent access to the data sets while the copy is in progress.

– Select OLD if you want the copied data set to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option restricts
access to the data sets while the copy is in progress.

– Select MOD if you want the copied data set added to the end of an existing data set.
– Click the New button to create a new data set. If you select this option, you must take the following steps:

• Specify the type of data set to create in the New Allocation group.
• Click the Allocate button to open the Allocate wizard.
• Complete the fields in the Allocate wizard and click Finish. For detailed information about the Allocate wizard,

see Allocate.
7. Click Next.
8. (Optional) Do one of the following to specify the layout:

– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.

9. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications.
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. For more information on

modifying selection criteria, see Modify Layout Selection Conditions. If you specify selection criteria, you can click
Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate. 

– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on
importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria. 

10. Click Next.
A summary page shows the options that you have selected.

11. Click Finish.
The Copy Wizard report view opens and displays information about the copy operation.

Copy a VSAM File

The copy utility lets you copy a data set into another existing data set or into a newly allocated data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Select from the Directory List view the data set you want to copy.
3. Right-click and select Utilities, Copy VSAM.

The Copy VSAM Utility wizard opens. The Data set name field displays the name of the data set you selected.
Note: You can copy data sets not listed in your Directory List view by selecting Utilities, Copy from the File Master Plus
menu. If you select this option, there is an additional page at the beginning of the wizard in which you identify the data
set that you want to copy.

4. Click Next.
5. Specify where you want to copy the data set or members to:
(Optional) Member name

If you are copying the VSAM file to a PDS, you can select the specific member to which you want to copy the
sequential file data. For more information about identifying a member, see Select a Member.

Volume Serial
Specifies the volume serial. This step is mandatory if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, this step is
optional.

6. Specify the disposition of the copy by selecting either SHR or OLD, or creating a new data set:
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– Select SHR if you want the copied data set to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option allows
concurrent access to the data sets while the copy is in progress.

– Select OLD if you want the copied data set to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option restricts
access to the data sets while the copy is in progress.

– Click the New button to create a new data set. If you select this option, you must take the following steps:
• Specify the type of data set to create in the New Allocation group.
• Click the Allocate button to open the Allocate wizard.
• Complete the fields in the Allocate wizard and click Finish. For detailed information about the Allocate wizard,

see Allocate.
7. (Optional) Select the Replace duplicate keys in KSDS replacement option.

When a key exists in both the KSDS VSAM To and From data sets, keys in the From data set replace duplicate keys in
the To data set. Select this check box to enable this replacement option. If this check box is not selected, encountering
duplicate keys causes an abend.

8. Click Next.
9. (Optional) Do one of the following to specify the layout:

– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.

10. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications. 
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. For more information on

modifying selection criteria, see Modify Layout Selection Conditions. If you specify selection criteria, you can click
Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate. 

– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on
importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria.

11. Click Next.
A summary page shows the options that you have selected.

12. Click Finish
The Copy Wizard report view opens and displays information about the copy operation.

Allocate

You can use File Master Plus to allocate PDS, Sequential, and VSAM data sets. This utility is available through the copy
wizards. Alternatively, you can access the Allocate Data Set wizard by selecting a server and the selecting Allocate Data
Set from the File Master Plus, Manage Data Sets menu. The following procedure describes how to access the file-specific
Allocate Data Set wizard using the File Master Plus menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the server to where you want the newly allocated data set to reside.
2. Select Allocate from the File Master Plus, Manage Data Sets menu.

The Allocate Data Set wizard opens.
3. Specify the name of the data set that you want to create.
4. Specify the data set type. Select one of the following file types:

– PDS
– SEQ
– VSAM

5. Click Next
The subsequent pages of the Allocate Data Set wizard for the specified data set file type display.
The data set is allocated according to your specifications.
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Allocate a New PDS

Use the Allocate New Partitioned Data Set wizard to create a new PDS.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Add to Directory List view if you want the new data set displayed in your Directory List view.
2. Complete the Model Data Set Name field if you want your new PDS to copy the properties of another PDS.

a. Enter the name of a data set that exists on the server.
b. Click Confirm.

3. Complete one of the following sections:
– SMS Data Set - Complete the fields in this section to define the location and attributes of your new data set.

Management Class
Specifies the name of the SMS management class that controls data set backup, retention, and migration
services.

Storage Class
Specifies the name of the SMS storage class associated with the data set that controls the volume where the data
set is stored.

Data Class
Specifies the name of the SMS data class that defines the allocation defaults for the data set.

– Use Non-SMS - Select this option and complete one of the following fields for the data set you are allocating.
Volume Serial

Specifies the volume serial.
Generic Unit Name

Specifies the generic unit name for the direct-access volume in which you want the data set stored.
4. Click Next.
5. Specify the data set type. Select one of the following options:
PDS

Partitioned Data Set
PDSE

Partitioned Data Set Extended
6. Specify the space allocation unit.
7. Specify the allocation parameters:
Primary Allocation

Specifies the amount of space allocated in each primary allocation that contains the specified number of tracks,
cylinders, or blocks.

Secondary Allocation
Specifies the amount of space allocated in each secondary allocation that contains the specified number of tracks,
cylinders, or blocks.

Directory Blocks
Specifies the number of 256-byte directory blocks to allocate for the data set.
Note: If you are allocating a PDS, this parameter is mandatory. If you are allocating a PDSE, it is optional.

Record Format
Specifies the format of the record.

Record Length
Specifies the logical record length allocated for records stored in the data set.

Block Size
Specifies the size allocated for variable blocked or fixed blocked files.
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Note: Select Use optimal value to allow the system to calculate the optimum block size.
8. Click Finish.

Allocate a New Sequential Data Set

Use the Allocate New Sequential Data Set wizard to create a new sequential data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Add to Directory List view if you want the new data set displayed in your Directory List view.
2. Complete the Model Data Set Name field if you want your new data set to copy the properties of another data set.

a. Enter the name of a data set that exists on the server.
b. Click Confirm.

3. Complete one of the following sections:
– SMS Data Set -- Complete the fields in this section to define the location and attributes of your new data set.

Management Class
Specifies the name of the SMS management class that controls data set backup, retention, and migration
services.

Storage Class
Specifies the name of the SMS storage class associated with the data set that controls the volume where the data
set is stored.

Data Class
Specifies the name of the SMS data class that defines the allocation defaults for the data set.

– Use Non-SMS -- Select this option and complete one of the following fields for the data set you are allocating.
Volume Serial

Specifies the volume serial.
Generic Unit Name

Specifies the generic unit name for the direct-access volume in which you want the data set stored.
4. Click Next.
5. Specify the data set type. Select one of the following options:
SEQ

Sequential file
LARGE

Large format sequential data set
6. Specify the space allocation unit.
7. Specify the allocation parameters:
Primary Allocation

Specifies the amount of space allocated in each primary allocation that contains the specified number of tracks,
cylinders, or blocks.

Secondary Allocation
Specifies the amount of space allocated in each secondary allocation that contains the specified number of tracks,
cylinders, or blocks.

Record Format
Specifies the format of the record.

Record Length
Specifies the logical record length allocated for records stored in the data set.

Block Size
Specifies the size allocated for variable blocked or fixed blocked files.
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Note: Select Use optimal value to allow the system to calculate the optimum block size.
Multiple Volumes

Specifies that the new data set contains multiple volumes. If you select Multiple Volumes, click Edit to open
the Add Multiple Volumes dialog. For more information on the Add Multiple Volumes dialog, see Add Multiple
Volumes.

8. Click Finish.

Allocate a New VSAM Data Set

Use the Allocate New VSAM Data Set wizard to create a new VSAM data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Add to Directory List view if you want the new data set displayed in your Directory List view.
2. Complete the Model Data Set Name field if you want your new data set to copy the properties of another data set.

a. Enter the name of a data set that exists on the server.
b. Click Confirm.

3. Complete the fields in the Component DSNs section to define the data set name, location, and file type.
4. Select and complete one of the following sections:

– Volume -- Complete the Data and Index fields to specify the volume that contains the data component of the VSAM
that you are defining.

– SMS Class -- Complete the Storage Class, Data Class, and Management Class fields to define the location and
attributes of your new data set.

5. Select options for additional functionalities in the Options section. If you select Multiple Volumes, click Edit to open the
Add Multiple Volumes dialog. For more information on the Add Multiple Volumes dialog, see Add Multiple Volumes. 

6. Click Next.
7. Define the allocation parameters. Specify the following parameters:
CI Size

Control size for the data and index components of the file
Unit

Space allocation unit. Select one of the following options:
TRKS

Tracks
CYL

Cylinders
REC

Records
K

Kilobytes
M

Megabytes
Primary

Primary space allocation
Secondary

Secondary space allocation
Key position

Position of key for VSAM file
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Key length
Key length for VSAM file

Avg record size
Average length of records

Max record size
Length of largest record allowed

Owner ID
ID of owner associated with file

Percent free CI and CA
Amount of empty space allocated in each control interval when file is initially loaded

Share options crossregion
Specifies how the file can be shared among regions using Global Resource Serialization. Select one of the
following options:
1

Unlimited read OR one read/write
2

Unlimited read AND one read/write
3

Shared fully
4

Shared fully and updated/refreshed immediately
Share options crosssystem

Specifies how the file can be shared among systems using Global Resource Serialization. Select one of the
following options:
3

Shared fully
4

Shared fully and updated/refreshed immediately
Buffer Space

Minimum buffer space allocated when file is accessed
8. Click Finish.

Add Multiple Volumes

If you select the Multiple volumes option when allocating a data set, click the Edit button to specify the details for the
additional volumes. Complete the fields in the Multiple Volumes dialog and click Finish.

Compare Utility

You can use File Master Plus to compare the contents of two data sets or two or more members in a PDS. You can also
compare the contents of two programs using this utility. To access the compare utility menu option, right-click the member,
data set, or program that you want to compare. If the item that you want to compare is not listed in the Directory List view,
select a server and then select Compare from the File Master Plus, Utilities menu.

Compare Utility

You can use File Master Plus to compare the contents of two data sets or two or more members in a PDS. Use this
feature to perform tasks such as identifying or verifying changes made to a data set. Access this utility through the right-
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click menu, or you can compare data sets and members not listed in your Directory List view by selecting a server and
then selecting Compare from the File Master Plus, Utilities menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Select from the Directory List view one of the data sets or members that you want to compare.
3. Right-click the data set or member and select Utilities, Compare.

The Compare Data Set Utility wizard opens.
4. Complete the following fields on the Old Data Set page, or verify that the prefilled information is correct:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the first data set that you want to compare. For more information about identifying a data
set, see Select a Data Set.

Member name
Specifies the name of the member that you want to compare. Perform a wildcard search to select more than one
member. Enter an asterisk (*) to compare all members. This field is only active when comparing members in a
PDS. For more information about identifying a member, see Select a Member.

5. Click Next.
6. Specify the name of the data set and member as on the New Data Set page. This identifies data set and member that

you want to compare to the Old data set. If you are comparing members in a PDS, the Old and New data sets must
both contain the members you want to compare.

7. Click Next.
8. Select the Output Format options that you want to apply.
Print

Specifies the display format of the compare report. Select one of the following options:
Character

Displays records in character format, up to 100 characters.
Hexadecimal

Displays records in three-line hexadecimal format.
Single record

Displays field names and values for each record. If you select this option, you must specify a record
layout.

Record display
Specifies which records to display in the compare report. Select one of the following options:
All

Displays all records.
Mismatched

Displays only mismatched records.
Summary

Displays only a summary of the data set compare.
Field display

Specifies which fields to display in the compare report. Select one of the following options:
All

Displays all fields
Mismatched

Displays only fields that have different content
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9. (Optional) Specify a layout for the old and new data sets. Do one of the following in the Old data set layout and the
New data set layout groups:
– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your Layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.

NOTE

• Select Use old data set layout to use the specified layout for both the old and new data sets.
• You must specify a layout for a single record report format. Otherwise, this step is optional.
• For more information about identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

10. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications.
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. For more information on

modifying selection criteria, see Modify Layout Selection Conditions. If you specify selection criteria, you can click
Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate.

– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. This option is only available if you
specified a layout with the single record print mode. For more information on importing selection criteria, see Import
Selection Criteria.

11. Click Next.
12. Specify the position of the data and length of the compare, if you want to compare only a portion of a data set or

member.
13. Click Next.

A summary page shows the options that you have selected.
14. Click Finish.

The summary results of your compare are displayed in the Report view.

You can display the detailed compare report by clicking the icon in the top right corner of the compare report summary.
When you close the compare report summary, the detailed compare report closes and is deleted.

Compare Program Utility

Use File Master Plus to compare the contents of two programs or two program libraries. Use this feature to complete
tasks such as identifying any changes made to a program. Access this utility through the right-click menu, or you can
compare programs not listed in your Directory List view by selecting a server and then selecting Compare from the File
Master Plus, Utilities menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Select from the Directory List view one of the programs that you want to compare.
3. Right-click the program and select Utilities, Compare.

The Compare Program Utility wizard opens.
4. Complete the following fields on the Old Data Set page, or verify that the prefilled information is correct:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the data set that contains the program that you want to compare. For more information
about identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

Member Name
Specifies the name of the program that you want to compare. Perform a wildcard search to select more than one
program. Enter an asterisk (*) to compare all members. For more information about identifying a member, see
Select a Member.

5. Click Next.
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6. Specify the name of the data set and member as on the New Data Set page. This identifies program that you want to
compare to the Old program. If you are comparing members in a PDS, the Old and New data sets must both contain
the members you want to compare.

7. Click Next.
8. Specify the output format:
Print

Specifies the display format of the compare report. Select one of the following options:
Character

Displays records in character format, up to 100 characters.
Instruction

Displays records in machine instruction format.
Record display

Specifies which records to display in the compare report. Select one of the following options:
All

Displays all records.
Mismatched

Displays only mismatched records.
Summary

Displays only a summary of the data set compare.
Field display

Specifies which fields to display in the compare report. Select one of the following options:
All

Displays all fields
Mismatched

Displays only fields that have different content
Max mismatches

Specifies the maximum number of mismatched records to display.
Output page size

Specifies the maximum number of lines per page for the SYSLIST output file.
9. Specify the options that you want to include or exclude in the program compare.

– Properties
Include

Specifies that the following options are included in the compare.
Exclude

Specifies that the following options are excluded in the compare.
– Attributes

The program link attributes: reentrant, reusable, refreshable, authorization, code, amode, rmode, and SSI
– Entry point

The program entry point location
– Link date

The date and time the program was linked
– Total size

The size of the program
– CSECT name

The name of the CSECTs
– CSECT date
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The date carried in Binder IDR-B records
– CSECT size

The size of the CSECTs
– Translator

Identifies compiler information.
– Content

The module text
– IDRZAP

IDRZAP information carried in Binder B_IDRZ records
– IDRUSER

Information carried in Binder B_IDRU records added as a result of the Binder IDENTIFY statement or
programmatically.

– ESD
External Symbol Information carried in Binder B_ESD records; for example, external references

10. Specify the additional CSECT options for the compare.
CSECT compare

Controls how CSECTs are compared. Specify one of the following options:
By name

Specifies that CSECTs with identical names are compared.
By order

Specifies that CSECTs are compared in the order in which they appear in the program.
(Optional) Include

CSECTs that are included from the program comparison
(Optional) Exclude

CSECTs that are excluded from the program comparison

NOTE
You can use wildcards when specifying CSECTs to include or exclude. By default, all CSECTs are
compared.

11. Click Next.
A summary page shows the options that you have selected.

12. Click Finish.
The summary results of your compare are displayed in the Report view.

You can display the detailed compare report by clicking the icon in the top right corner of the compare report summary.
When you close the compare report summary, the detailed compare report closes and is deleted.

Print

You can use File Master Plus to print the contents of a data set or PDS member. You can limit the contents of what you
print by specifying a starting position, setting a limit on the number of records to print, and using selection criteria. Specify
a layout to format the print output. You can print a data set or member that is not listed in your Directory List view by
selecting a server and then selecting Print from the File Master Plus, Utilities menu.

Note: You can only print to a device configured for the mainframe environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Select from the Directory List view the data set or member that you want to print.
3. Right-click the data set or member that you want to print and select Utilities, Print.
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The Print wizard opens. The server, data set name and member name (if applicable) of the data set you are printing
are displayed at the top of the wizard.

4. Complete the following fields on the Print page:
Member name

Specifies the name of the member you want to print. The field is active if you have selected a PDS. If you selected
a member in a PDS in Step 3, the Member name field displays that member name, but you can change it using
this field. Selected members are displayed in the Members table and you can change your member selections
using the check boxes in that table. For more information about identifying a member, see Select a Member.

Volume Serial
Enter the volume serial. This step is mandatory if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, this step is optional.

(Optional) Starting Key
Specify the location at which to begin printing. Use one of the following formats, depending on the file type of the
data set you are printing:
Sequential file

Numeric value for starting record number
KSDS VSAM

C'xxx' or X'hhhh' format for key of start position
ESDS VSAM

X'hhhh' format for RBA of start position
RRDS VSAM

Numeric Relative Record Number of start position
(Optional) Print Limit

Specify the maximum number of records that you want to be printed.
5. Click Next.
6. Specify the following options on the Options tab:

– Print mode
Character

Displays records in character format, up to 100 characters.
Hexadecimal

Displays records in three-line hexadecimal format.
List

Displays records in character format without scale and record numbers.
Single record

Displays field names and values for each record.
Note: If you select this option, you must specify a record layout.

– Layout
Specifies a layout. If you selected Single record for the print mode you must specify a layout. Otherwise, this field is
optional. Do one of the following:
• Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your Layout view.
• Specify the layout data set and member name.

– Selection criteria
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• Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions,
see Selection Criteria Specifications.

• Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. For more information
on modifying selection criteria, see Modify Layout Selection Conditions. If you specify selection criteria, you can
click Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate.

• Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on
importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria.

7. Click Next.
8. Specify the following options on the Print Output Control page:
Sysout class

Specifies the position of the sysout class to which you want the printer routed.
Number of copies

Specifies the number of copies that you want printed.
(Optional) Define print destination

Specifies the printer you want to use. Select one of the following options:
Destination printer

Specifies the printer ID of the local or remote printer to which you want the print job routed.
External JES node

Specifies the external JES node name to which you want the print job routed.
Sysout writer name

Specifies the member name of the sysout writer program to which you want the print job routed.
Print data set name

Specifies the name of the data set to which you want to print.
Print member name

Specifies the name of the member to which you want to print. Also specify the data set disposition:

• Select SHR if you want the printed data to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option
allows concurrent access to the data set while the print is in progress.

• Select MOD if you want the printed data added to the end of an existing data set.
• Click the New button to create a new data set. For detailed information about the Allocate wizard,

see Allocate.
9. Click Next.
10. Type 1-4 lines of JCL control statements into the Job information box. If you specified job information in the Configure

Mainframe Settings dialog, that information is prefilled and you can edit it if needed. Each line can contain up to 73
characters.

11. Click Finish.
The print job is submitted according to your specifications.

Properties

You can use the Properties view to display the properties for a selected data set.

To display data set properties, right-click a data set and select Properties. The Properties view opens, or refreshes if it is
already open, and shows the attributes for that data set.

Access this feature through any of the following views in the File Master Plus perspective:

• Directory List
• Layouts
• Selection
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Members
You can use File Master Plus to manipulate members in data sets. You can add, remove, edit, and compare members in
PDS files. Perform these actions through the Directory List view after adding one or more PDS files.

Select a Member

Many of the tools in File Master Plus require that you select, or identify, a member upon which to perform an action. To
select a member, type a fully qualified member name of 1 - 8 characters. Characters can be alphanumeric (A to Z, 0 -
9) and national (@,#,$). The first character must be a letter or a national character. You can use wildcards and selection
criteria to select a member.

NOTE
The application supports the standard IBM wildcard characters *, **, and %.

To select a member using a wildcard, follow these steps:

1. Type a wildcarded member name and click Select.
The Select Member dialog opens. The Select member table populates with members that meet the wildcard
conditions.

2. Select the check box next to the member you want to add to the view. Select more than one check box to add multiple
members.

3. Click OK.

To select a member using selection criteria, follow these steps:

1. Leave the Member name field blank or type a wildcarded member name and click Filter.
The Select Member Options dialog opens.

2. (Optional) Do one of the following to specify the layout:
– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.

3. Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications.
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. For more information on

modifying selection criteria, see Modify Layout Selection Conditions. If you specify selection criteria, you can click
Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate.

– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on
importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria.

4. Click OK.
The Select Member Options dialog closes and the Select member table populates with members that meet the
specified selection criteria.

5. Select the check box next to the member you want to add to the view. Select more than one check box to add multiple
members.

6. Click OK.

Add a Member

You can add members from a PDS data set to your Directory List view using File Master Plus. Use this feature to manage
the content of your Directory List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
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2. Select the PDS data set you want to add a member to.
3. Right-click and select Add Member.

The Select Member dialog opens.
4. Select the members that you want to add. For more information about identifying a member, see Select a Member. 
5. Click Finish.

The member is added to the PDS, and the Directory List view refreshes to display the members added to the data set.
Members are listed in alphabetical order under the data set in which they reside.

Remove a Member

You can remove members from data sets in your Directory List view using File Master Plus. Use this feature to manage
the content of your Directory List view. Removing members updates the Directory List view only. This action does
not modify the contents of the data set. To delete a member from the mainframe, use the Delete function. For more
information, see Delete a Member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the member that you want to remove from the Directory List view and select Remove Member From List.

You can use Ctrl-click and Shift-click to select multiple members to remove.The Confirm Remove dialog opens.
3. Click OK.

The member is removed from the data set. The Directory List view refreshes to show the updated list of available data
sets and members.

Rename a Member

You can rename members in a PDS data set in your Directory List view using File Master Plus.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the member that you want to rename and select Mainframe Library Utilities, Rename Member.

The Rename Member dialog displays.
3. Type the new name into the New name field.
4. Click OK.

The member is renamed on the mainframe, and the Directory List view updates to reflect the new name.

Delete a Member

You can delete a member from a data set on the mainframe using the Eclipse UI. The following procedure deletes a
member from the mainframe and removes it from your Directory List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the member that you want to delete and select Mainframe Library Utilities, Delete Member. You can use Ctrl

+click or Shift+click to delete multiple members.The Confirm Delete dialog displays.

NOTE
You can configure the application so that the confirm dialog does not display. Set this option in the Configure
Mainframe Settings dialog. For more information, see Configure Mainframe Settings.

3. Click OK.
The member is deleted from the mainframe and removed from the Directory List view. The Directory List view
refreshes to show the list of available members.
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Open a Data Set or Member

You can use File Master Plus to view and edit VSAM data sets, sequential data sets, and members of PDS files. You can
open a data set or member that is not listed in your Directory List view by selecting a server and then selecting Open from
the File Master Plus menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the data set or member that you want to edit and select Open.

The Open Data Set wizard opens.
3. Complete the following fields, or verify that the prefilled information is correct:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the data set that you want to open.
Member name

Specifies the name of the member that you want to open.
Note: This field is only active when opening a PDS member.

Volume serial
Enter the volume serial only if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, leave this field empty.

4. Specify the Open mode. Select one of the following options:
Edit

Allows you to make changes in the editor window and save the changes
View

Allows you to make changes in the editor window but you cannot save the changes
5. (Optional) Modify the values in the Change log options. These values are prefilled with the values you specified in the

Configure Mainframe Settings dialog.
Data set name pattern

Displays the name of the change log file. This field is not editable.
Storage

Set one of the following:
Volume serial

Identifies the volume on which a new change log file will be allocated.
Note: Select this only when directing the change log to a specific volume.

Generic unit
Identifies the generic unit on which a new change log file will be allocated.
Note: Leave this blank if you want to use the generic unit default value.

Primary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the primary allocation of the change log data set. The
value must be greater than zero.

Secondary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the secondary allocation of the change log data set.

NOTE
The Change log options are activated when the Enable change log option is selected. If the Enable change
log option is selected but no values are specified in the Change log options, the values specified in the
mainframe settings are used. For more information, see Configure Mainframe Settings.

6. (Optional) Select Enable change log to capture changes that are made to the data set or member in the change log
data set.

7. Click Next.
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8. Select one of the following Display mode options:
Character

Displays records in character format.
Single Record

Displays one record at a time with the field names on the left and the formatted values on the right. If you select
this option, you must specify a record layout.

To switch to another display mode once the editor is open, right-click anywhere in the editor and select a display
format from the menu. Once the file opens, you can switch between Character and Hexadecimal format by clicking on
the icon at the top of the file view.

9. Specify a layout. Do one of the following.
– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your Layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name. If you specified the character display mode, this step is optional.

10. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications.
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. For more information on

modifying selection criteria, see Modify Layout Selection Conditions. If you specify selection criteria, you can click
Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate.

– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on
importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria. 

 

NOTE
The layout section is not active if you selected Character for the Display mode.

11. Click Finish.
The data set or member opens in the editor. Data sets opened with the View option are marked as Read-only.

Data Set in Use

Only one user or job can have a data set or member open in edit mode at one time, but more than one user can open a
data set or member in view mode. If a user opens a data set or member in edit mode, no other user can edit or view that
data set. However, if a user opens a data set or member in view mode, another user can open that data set in either edit
or view mode.

If a user attempts to open in edit mode a data set or member that is already open in either view or edit mode, the Data Set
in Use dialog displays. This dialog displays the following information about the job currently accessing the data set:

Job Name
Name of the job that has the data set open in view or edit mode

Major Enqueue Name
The data set resource name used by dynamic file allocation

Enqueue Type
The enqueue type is one of the following:
SHR

File can be allocated by other users.
EXCL

File is allocated exclusively to the job.
System

Name of the LPAR on which the resource is allocated

To exit the Data Set in Use dialog, do one of the following:
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• Click Cancel.
The action is canceled and the dialog closes.

• Click Continue
If the data set is already opened in view mode, your request is processed and the data set opens in the editor.
If another user already has the data set open in edit mode, a message displays informing you that you cannot edit the
data set. Click OK and your action is canceled.

Change Log

You have the option of enabling the change log when you open a data set or member for editing. The Open Data Set
dialog displays when you have selected this option, made changes to a data set, and then close the data set. Use this
dialog to set the options for the change log.

Follow these steps:

1. At the Save Resource message that displays when you close a data set that you have changed, click Yes.
The Change Log dialog displays.
The Log data set field displays the current data set specified for the change log.

2. Select one of the following options:
Print data set

Displays the Print Change Log wizard. For more information, see Print Change Log.
Note: If you select this option, the Delete after print option is enabled. Select this option to delete the data set
after it is printed.

Keep data set
Adds the change log from the edit session to the end of the change log specified at the top of the dialog.
Note: If you select this option, the Allocate new data set in next session option is enabled. Select this option to
allocate a new data set at the beginning of the next session and save the change log to the new data set. The
name of the new change log is determined by the pattern defined in the CAWAOPTS module. The default pattern
results in the same data set name as the currently specified change log with the last number incremented by 1.

Delete data set
The change log is deleted without printing.

3. (Optional) Enter a description of the changes that you made to the data set you are closing. You can enter three lines
of up to 60 characters each in this field. Each line displays as a separate line in the change log report.

4. Click OK.
The change log is processed as specified.
If you selected an option to print the change log, the Print Change Log wizard displays. For more information, see Print
Change Log.

Print Change Log

When you select an option to print the change log from the Open Data Set dialog, the Print Change Log wizard displays.
Note: You can only print to a device configured for the mainframe environment. 

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following options:
Sysout class

Specifies the position of the sysout class to which you want the printer routed.
Number of copies

Specifies the number of copies that you want printed.
(Optional) Define print destination

Specifies the printer you want to use. Select one of the following options:
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Destination printer
Specifies the printer ID of the local or remote printer to which you want the print job routed.

External JES node
Specifies the external JES node name to which you want the print job routed.

Sysout writer name
Specifies the member name of the sysout writer program to which you want the print job routed.

Print data set name
Specifies the name of the data set to which you want to print.

Print member name
Specifies the name of the member to which you want to print. Also specify the data set disposition:

• Select SHR if you want the printed data to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option
allows concurrent access to the data set while the print is in progress.

• Select MOD if you want the printed data added to the end of an existing data set.
• Click the New button to create a new data set. For detailed information about the Allocate screen, see

Allocate.
2. Specify the output format. Specify the following options:
Output format

Specifies the format of the change log data. Select one of the following options:
Character

Displays records in character format, up to 100 characters.
Hexadecimal

Displays records in three-line hexadecimal format.
List

Displays records in character format without scale and record numbers.
Single record

Displays field names and values for each record.
Field display

Specifies which fields to print. Select one of the following options:
All

Prints all fields in the data set.
Mismatched

Prints only fields that have different content.
3. Click Next.
4. Type 1-4 lines of JCL control statements into the Job information box. If you specified job information in the Configure

Mainframe Settings dialog, that information is prefilled and you can edit it if needed. Each line can contain up to 73
characters. 

5. Click Finish.
The print job is submitted to the printer you have specified as the default in your mainframe settings.

Compare Utility

You can use File Master Plus to compare the contents of two data sets or two or more members in a PDS. Use this
feature to perform tasks such as identifying or verifying changes made to a data set. Access this utility through the right-
click menu, or you can compare data sets and members not listed in your Directory List view by selecting a server and
then selecting Compare from the File Master Plus, Utilities menu.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Select from the Directory List view one of the data sets or members that you want to compare.
3. Right-click the data set or member and select Utilities, Compare.

The Compare Data Set Utility wizard opens.
4. Complete the following fields on the Old Data Set page, or verify that the prefilled information is correct:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the first data set that you want to compare. For more information about identifying a data
set, see Select a Data Set.

Member name
Specifies the name of the member that you want to compare. Perform a wildcard search to select more than one
member. Enter an asterisk (*) to compare all members. This field is only active when comparing members in a
PDS. For more information about identifying a member, see Select a Member.

5. Click Next.
6. Specify the name of the data set and member as on the New Data Set page. This identifies data set and member that

you want to compare to the Old data set. If you are comparing members in a PDS, the Old and New data sets must
both contain the members you want to compare.

7. Click Next.
8. Select the Output Format options that you want to apply.
Print

Specifies the display format of the compare report. Select one of the following options:
Character

Displays records in character format, up to 100 characters
Hexadecimal

Displays records in three-line hexadecimal format
Single record

Displays field names and values for each record. If you select this option, you must specify a record
layout.

Record display
Specifies which records to display in the compare report. Select one of the following options:
All

Displays all records
Mismatched

Displays only mismatched records
Summary

Displays only a summary of the data set compare
Field display

Specifies which fields to display in the compare report. Select one of the following options:
All

Displays all fields
Mismatched

Displays only fields that have different content
9. (Optional) Specify a layout for the old and new data sets. Do one of the following in the Old data set layout and the

New data set layout groups:
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– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your Layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name. Select Use old data set layout to use the specified layout for both

the old and new data sets. You must specify a layout for a single record report format. Otherwise, this step is
optional. For more information about identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

10. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications. 
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. For more information on

modifying selection criteria, see Modify Layout Selection Conditions. If you specify selection criteria, you can click
Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate.

– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on
importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria. This option is only available if you specified a layout with
the single record print mode.

11. Click Next.
12. Specify the position of the data and length of the compare, if you want to compare only a portion of a data set or

member.
13. Click Next.

A summary page shows the options that you have selected.
14. Click Finish.

The summary results of your compare are displayed in the Report view.

You can display the detailed compare report by clicking the

icon in the top right corner of the compare report summary. When you close the compare report summary, the detailed
compare report closes and is deleted.

Selection
This article describes how to perform various tasks in the Selection view in the File Master Plus perspective.

Selection criteria are data sets or members that contain selection conditions. Use selection criteria to restrict your view of
a data set or member according to conditions specified in the selection criteria.

Selection criteria are collections of selection conditions that are saved in a selection criteria data set or member for future
reuse.

Selection conditions are the individual search terms in selection criteria data sets or members that are used to identify the
specific records or members you seek. A selection condition consists of a field, an operator, and a literal, or the value to
which the field is compared.

Use the Selection view to add and manage selection data sets and members. You can specify a selection criteria member
or selection conditions from within utility wizards, such as copy and compare. Enter the conditions individually or specify
a selection criteria member that you have added to the selection view. You can use the Selection view to add and delete
the selection criteria data sets and members you want to use. To display the properties of any selection data set in your
Selection view, right-click a selection data set and select Properties.

Add Selection Criteria

You can add selection criteria to the Selection view in the File Master Plus perspective so you can easily access and apply
them. Do this after you have added one or more servers to the Directory List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Selection view.
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2. Right-click anywhere in the Selection view and select Add Selection Criteria.
The Add Selection Criteria dialog opens.

3. Complete the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the data set that contains the selection criteria.
For more information about identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

Member
Specifies the name of the selection criteria member that you want to add.
For more information about identifying a member, see Select a Member.

4. Click OK.
The selection criteria data set or member is added to the Selection view. The selection criteria are listed in alphabetical
order.

Create Selection Criteria

You can create a selection criteria data set or member in the Selection view in File Master Plus.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Selection view.
2. Right-click anywhere in the Selection view and select Create Selection Criteria.

The Create Selection Criteria dialog opens.
3. Complete the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the selection criteria data set or the data set that contains the selection criteria member that
you want to add. For more information about identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

Member
Specifies the name of the selection criteria member that you want to add. For more information about identifying a
member, see Select a Member.

Description
Displays a short explanation of the layout member.

4. (Optional) Do one of the following to specify the layout:
– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.

5. Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications.
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. If you specify selection

criteria, you can click Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate.
– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on

importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria. 
6. Click OK.

The selection member is created and added to the Selection view.

Modify Layout Selection Conditions

You can use File Master Plus to modify the conditions contained within a layout.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Layout in the Selection criteria group box.
The Layout dialog displays.
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2. Modify the selection conditions to meet your needs. For each field, you can update the values in the following columns:
And/Or

Specifies whether to join multiple selection conditions. Select one of the following values: And, Or.
Operator

Defines the criteria. Select one of the following values: Equal, Not Equal, Greater Than, Less Than, Greater Than
or Equal, Less Than or Equal, Contains. Not all values are available for all data formats.

Compare Value or Field Name
Creates the condition. Specify either a field name or one or more literal values. For example, C'VT' C'NH' C'MA'.
Right-click in this field to see the available options. For more information on valid values for this field, see Define
Selection Conditions.

3. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications. 
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. If you specify selection

criteria, you can click Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate.
– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on

importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria. 
4. Select the rules that you want to add to the selection criteria member.
5. Click OK.

The Layout dialog closes, and your changes to the selection criteria are displayed.

Define Selection Conditions

A selection criteria member consists of statements that determine if the value in a given field meets a Define Selection
Conditions value you specify. Build selection conditions based on a field in a custom layout member. Compare the value in
that field to another field in the layout member or to a literal value that you define.

To identify another field in the layout as the compare field in your selection condition, follow these steps:

1. Select the row in the table that contains the field name on which you want to build the selection criteria.
2. Right-click in the Compare Value or Field Name cell and select Field Name

The Select Field Name dialog displays.
3. Select the field name that you want to set as the compare field in your selection criteria.
4. Click OK.

The Select Field Name dialog closes.

To define literal values as the compare value in your selection condition, follow these steps:

1. Select the row in the table that contains the field name on which you want to build the selection criteria.
2. Right-click in the Compare Value or Field Name cell and select one of the following data type indicators:

– C -- Character
– H -- Hex
– T -- Text
The option you selected displays in the Compare Value or Field Name cell, followed by two single quotation
marks. Not all data type indicators are available for every field type. 

3. Put your cursor between the two single quote marks.
4. Type between the single quote marks the literal value to which you want the field name compared. For more

information about selection criteria literal values, see Condition Specifications.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until you have specified all the literal values for the selection condition for this field name.
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Condition Specifications

The following list shows some sample condition specifications.

MEMBER
Specifies that subsequent selection condition apply to PDS member selection only. This parameter and
subsequent selection criteria are ignored if specified for non-PDS data sets.

RECORD
Specifies that subsequent selection condition apply to record selection only.

101 = C'NY'
Position 101 for a length of 2 equals 'NY'

1(3) = C'001'
Position 1 for a length of 3 equals '001'

C'TEXAS'
Character string 'TEXAS' anywhere in the record

'TEXAS'
Character string 'TEXAS' anywhere in the record

1(3) = C'001' & 101 = C'NY'
Compound condition

10(4) EQP
Pos 10 for a length of 4 is a valid packed value

80 = C'NY' C'NJ' C'MA'
Position 80 equals one of the three values

80 = C'NY,NJ,MA'
Position 80 equals one of the same three values

100(2) = P'0,1,999'
Two-byte packed field equals one of three values

100 = C"100,00"
Position 100 for a length of 7 equals '100,000'Note: Quotes are required when the search string contains a
comma.

82(2) > 84
Compare position 82 to position 84 for length of 2

101(20) CO C'NEW YORK'
Looks for the character string in columns 101-120

INLIM(5000)
Stop reading/selecting after reading 5000 records.

SELLIM(1000)
Only select 1000 records based on selection criteria.

STARTKEY='56789'
Select keyed VSAM records starting with key '56789'

STARTREC=1001
Select records starting with record number 1001

STARTRBA=X'1FD8'
Select records starting with the record with RBA x'1FD8'
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Update Selection Criteria

You can update a selection criteria member that is displayed in the Selection view in File Master Plus.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Selection view.
2. Right-click on the member you want to update and select Update.

The Update dialog opens.
3. Select the server where the selection criteria member resides.
4. Click Next.
5. Update the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the data set that contains the selection criteria member. For more information about
identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

Member
Specifies the name of the selection criteria member.

Description
Displays a short explanation of the selection criteria member.

6. (Optional) Do one of the following to specify the layout:
– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.

7. Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see

Selection Criteria Specifications.
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. If you specify selection

criteria, you can click Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate.
– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on

importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria. 
8. Click OK.

The member is updated and the Selection view refreshes.

Remove Selection Criteria

You can remove selection criteria you no longer want on your Selection view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Selection view.
2. Do one of the following:

– Right-click the data set that you want to delete and select Remove Data Set From List.
– Right-click the member that you want to delete and select Remove Member From List.
You can use Ctrl-click or Shift-click to remove multiple layouts.
The Confirm Remove dialog opens. 

3. Click OK.
The member, or the data set and its associated members, is removed. The Selection view refreshes to show the list of
available data sets and members.

Layouts
This article describes layouts and how to use them.
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Layouts control what information is displayed and how information is formatted when viewing a data set or its members.
File Master Plus users can specify a layout to use when working with any data set or member. The layout provides an
easy way to control which fields are viewed and how records are formatted. Layouts also help to identify which records
are displayed.

File Master Plus supports the use of two different types of layouts: COBOL or PL/I layouts and custom layouts.

A COBOL or PL/I layout, also referred to simply as a layout, can be a member of a PDS, a Librarian data set, or a
Panvalet data set.

A custom layout defines one or more custom views based on COBOL or PL/I layouts. A custom layout must reside in a
PDS.

Using a custom layout you can do the following:

• Map data using different record layouts for different record types
• Eliminate layout fields that you do not want to include in your view
• Map only a portion of a file record starting at a specified record offset

A custom layout contains references to one or more ordinary COBOL or PL/I layouts. You can use custom layouts
anywhere that File Master Plus allows a layout, except within another custom layout.

File Master Plus users can access any number of layout data sets and members. Use this feature to create, update, and
apply the layouts that you work with. You can add, remove, and modify layouts using the Layouts view.

You can view the properties of any layout data set in your Layout view. To display layout data set properties, right-click a
layout data set and select Properties.

Add a Layout

You can add layouts to the Layouts view in File Master Plus so you can easily access and apply them.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Layouts view.
2. Right-click anywhere in the Layouts view and select Add Layout.

The Add Layout dialog opens.
3. Complete the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the PDS, Librarian, or Panvalet library that contains the layout member. For more
information about identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

Member
Specifies the name of the layout member. For more information about identifying a member, see Select a
Member.

4. Click OK.
The selected layout and the associated field names are added to the Layouts view. The layouts are listed in
alphabetical order.

Create a Custom Layout

You can create custom layouts using the Layouts view so you can perform all your custom layout tasks within File Master
Plus.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Layouts view.
2. Right-click anywhere in the Layouts view and select Create Custom Layout.

The Custom Layout Definition dialog opens.
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3. Complete the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the PDS where you want the new layout member to reside. For more information about
identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

Member name
Specifies a member name for your custom layout. For more information about identifying a member, see Select a
Member.

Description
Specifies a description for your custom layout.

Record offset
Defines the number of records to skip at the beginning of the layout. If the first field in the layout does not
correspond to the start of the record data, type the record that should be considered the first field of the layout.

4. Click Insert Layout.
The Insert Layout wizard displays.

5. Complete the Insert Layout wizard. For more information, see Insert a Layout.
The layout or layouts you have selected are added to the member table. After adding one or more layouts to the
member table, you can modify the rules associated with the layout. For more information, see Modify Layout Rules.

6. Select a layout and click Set as Default.
The Default layout field updates to display the layout you selected.

7. Click OK.
The Layouts view updates to display the layout you created.

Modify Layout Rules

You can use File Master Plus to modify the rules in a custom layout. Use this feature to define or update the data-specific
conditions under which a particular layout is used. You can also use this feature to identify which fields are included in
formatted displays.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Custom Layout Definition dialog by taking one of the following actions:
– Right-click a layout member and select Create Custom Layout.
– Right-click a custom layout and select Update.
The Custom Layout Definition dialog opens.

2. Select the layout member associated with the rules you want to create or modify.
3. Click Rules.

The Rules dialog displays.
4. Modify the selection conditions to meet your needs. For each field, you can update the values in the following columns:
And/Or

Specifies whether to join multiple selection conditions. Select one of the following values: And, Or.
Operator

Defines the criteria. Select one of the following values: Equal, Not Equal, Greater Than, Less Than, Greater Than
or Equal, Less Than or Equal, Contains.
Note: Not all values are available for all data formats.

Compare Value or Field Name
Creates the condition. Specify either a field name or one or more literal values. For example, C'VT' C'NH' C'MA'.
Right-click in this field to see the available options.

For more information on valid values for this field, see Define Selection Conditions.
5. Click OK.

The Rules dialog closes, and your changes to the selection conditions are saved.
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Define Selection Conditions

A selection criteria member consists of statements that determine if the value in a given field meets a Define Selection
Conditions value you specify. Build selection conditions based on a field in a custom layout member. Compare the value in
that field to another field in the layout member or to a literal value that you define.

To identify another field in the layout as the compare field in your selection condition, follow these steps:

1. Select the row in the table that contains the field name on which you want to build the selection criteria.
2. Right-click in the Compare Value or Field Name cell and select Field Name

The Select Field Name dialog displays.
3. Select the field name that you want to set as the compare field in your selection criteria.
4. Click OK.

The Select Field Name dialog closes.

To define literal values as the compare value in your selection condition, follow these steps:

1. Select the row in the table that contains the field name on which you want to build the selection criteria.
2. Right-click in the Compare Value or Field Name cell and select one of the following data type indicators:

– C -- Character
– H -- Hex
– T -- Text
The option you selected displays in the Compare Value or Field Name cell, followed by two single quotation marks.

NOTE
Not all data type indicators are available for every field type. 

3. Put your cursor between the two single quote marks.
4. Type between the single quote marks the literal value to which you want the field name compared. For more

information about selection criteria literal values, see Condition Specifications.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until you have specified all the literal values for the selection condition for this field name.

Insert a Layout

When creating or modifying a custom layout, use the Insert Layout dialog to insert a layout into your custom layout.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Insert Layout from the Custom Layout Definition dialog.
The Insert Layout dialog displays.

2. Complete the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the PDS, Librarian, or Panvalet library that contains the layout member.
Member

Specifies the name of the layout member.
3. Click Next.

The Select Top Level page displays.
4. Select one or more top level field names from the Select Top Level page.
5. Click Finish.

The selected layout and the associated field names are added to the Layouts view.

View a Layout

You can view the contents of a layout from the Layout view. The View Layout dialog shows the fields in the layout.

To view a layout, right-click the layout and select View.
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Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the layout that you want to view and select View.
The Custom Layout Update wizard opens.

2. Select the server that contains the layout you want to view.
3. Click Next.

The Custom Layout Update wizard displays the contents of the selected layout member.

Update a Layout

You can update the properties and contents of a custom layout using the Layouts view.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the custom layout that you want to modify and select Update.
The Update dialog opens.

2. Complete or update the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the PDS, Librarian, or Panvalet library where you want the new layout member to
reside. For more information about identifying a data set, see Select a Data Set.

Member name
Specifies a member name for your custom layout. For more information about identifying a member, see Select a
Member.

Description
Specifies a description for your custom layout.

Record offset
Defines the number of records to skip at the beginning of the layout. If the first field in the layout does not
correspond to the start of the record data, type the record that should be considered the first field of the layout.

3. Click Insert Layout.
The Insert Layout wizard displays.

4. Complete the Insert Layout wizard. For more information, see Insert a Layout.
The layout or layouts you have selected are added to the member table.

5. Select a layout and click Set as Default.
The Default layout field updates to display the layout you selected.

6. Click OK.
The Layouts view updates to display the layout you created.

7. Click Finish.
The custom layout is updated and the Layout view refreshes.

Remove a Layout

You can remove layouts you no longer want on your Layouts view. This procedure removes the layout from your Layouts
view, but does not otherwise alter the layout itself.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Layouts view.
2. Select the member or data set you want to remove. You can use Ctrl-click or Shift-click to remove multiple layouts. 
3. Do one of the following:

– Right-click the data set that you want to delete and select Remove Data Set From List.
– Right-click the member that you want to delete and select Remove Member From List.
The Confirm Remove dialog opens.
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4. Click Yes.
The member, or the data set and its associated members, is removed. The Layouts view refreshes to show the list of
available data sets and members.

Create a Custom Layout in the Eclipse UI
This article describes how to create and apply a custom layout using the Eclipse UI.

You are a programmer who is responsible for maintaining the applications used by insurance agents to calculate risk
factors for automobile insurance policies in New England. You have a production data set that contains complete
insurance claim information for your company's automobile insurance policies. You want to allow analysts to view the
name, city, state, claim date, and claim amount for all claims made in New England. Because each state has different
claim requirements, the data is formatted differently and you you have different layouts for each state. You want to create
a custom layout that incorporates each of the layouts for the New England states and applies the correct layout to each
record.

Figure 8: CRL GUI Process Flow

To create and apply a custom layout, open the Eclipse UI File Master Plus perspective and complete the following steps:

Develop a Plan

To format data in a data set using a custom layout, first develop a detailed plan. A good plan identifies the exact results
you are looking for and the components needed to achieve the results. Consider the data you want to see, and the
existing layouts that format the data as you want it shown.

Follow these steps:

1. Clearly define the results you want.
For this example, you want to view the name, city, state, claim date, and claim amount for all claims made in New
England.

2. Identify the data set that contains the records or members to which you want to apply the layout.
For this example, assume you have a data set that contains complete insurance claim information for your company's
automobile insurance policies.

3. Identify the layouts that you want to include in your custom layout.
For this example, you have a layout for each state that displays the name, city, state, claim date, and claim amount.

4. Identify the rules you need in the custom layout to identify which layout to apply to each record.
For this example, you will use the STATE_CODE field to define the layout for each record.
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Create a Custom Layout

You can create custom layouts using the Layouts view so you can perform all your custom layout tasks within File Master
Plus.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Layouts view.
2. Right-click anywhere in the Layouts view and select Create Custom Layout.

The Custom Layout Definition dialog opens.
3. Complete the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the PDS where you want the new layout member to reside.
Member name

Specifies a member name for your custom layout.
Description

Specifies a description for your custom layout.
Record offset

Defines the number of records to skip at the beginning of the layout. If the first field in the layout does not
correspond to the start of the record data, type the record that should be considered the first field of the layout.

4. Click Insert Layout.
The Insert Layout wizard displays.

5. Complete the Insert Layout wizard. For more information, see Insert Layouts.
The layout or layouts you have selected are added to the member table.
In this example,you would insert the six layouts you already have created: one for each New England state.

6. Assign conditions to each layout. Highlight a layout and click Rules.
7. Complete the Rules dialog to identify the conditions under which the layout is applied. Repeat this step for each layout

in the custom layout. For more information, see Define Rules.
8. Select a layout and click Set as Default.The Default layout field updates to display the layout you selected. The default

layout is applied when a record does not meet the criteria of any other layout rules.In this example, it doesn't matter
which layout you set as default.

9. Click OK.The Layouts view updates to display the custom layout you created.

Insert Layouts

When creating or modifying a custom layout, use the Insert Layout dialog to insert a layout into your custom layout.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Insert Layout from the Custom Layout Definition dialog.
The Insert Layout dialog displays.

2. Complete the following fields:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the PDS, Librarian, or Panvalet library that contains the layout member.
Member

Specifies the name of the layout member.
3. Click Next.

The Select Top Level page displays.
4. Select one or more top level field names from the Select Top Level page.
5. Click Finish.

The selected layout and the associated field names are added to the Layouts view.
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Create Custom Layout Rules

Create rules for each layout within your custom layout to specify what conditions must be met to apply a layout to a record
in the data set. Rules are associated with layouts. You can create as many rules as you want.

In this example, you only need one rule associated with each layout. The rule will compare the value in a STATE_CODE
field to a literal value you specify, either ME, NH, VT, MA, CT, or RI.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the layout to which you want to apply a rule.
2. Click Rules.

The Rules dialog displays.
3. Modify the selection conditions to meet your needs. For each field, you can update the values in the following columns:
And/Or

Specifies whether to join multiple selection conditions. Select one of the following values: And, Or.
Operator

Defines the criteria. Select one of the following values: Equal, Not Equal, Greater Than, Less Than, Greater Than
or Equal, Less Than or Equal, Contains.
Note: Not all values are available for all data formats

Compare Value or Field Name
Creates the condition. Specify either a field name or one or more literal values. For example, C'VT' C'NH' C'MA'.
Right-click in this field to see the available options.
Note: For more information about valid values for this field, see Define Rules.

4. Click OK.
The Rules dialog closes, and your changes to the rules are saved.

Example

In this example, create a rule for the Massachusetts layout that sets the STATE_CODE field value equal to C'MA'.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the layout for Massachusetts and click Rules.
The Rules dialog displays.

2. Select the STATE_CODE field.
3. Select Equal from the Operator drop-down list.
4. Type C'MA' in the Compare value field.
5. Click OK.

The Rules dialog closes, and your changes are saved.

Repeat this process for the layouts for the other states using the appropriate STATE_CODE value.

Define Rules

A rule consists of conditions that determine if the value in a given field meets a value you specify. Build rules based on
one or more fields in a layout. Compare the value in that field to another field in the layout or to a literal value that you
define.

To identify another field in the layout as the compare field in your rule, follow these steps:

1. Select the row in the table that contains the field name on which you want to build the rule.
2. Right-click in the Compare Value or Field Name cell and select Field Name.

The Select Field Name dialog displays.
3. Select the field name that you want to set as the compare field in your rule.
4. Click OK.
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The Select Field Name dialog closes.

To define literal values as the compare value in your rule, follow these steps:

1. Select the row in the table that contains the field name on which you want to build the rule.
2. Right-click in the Compare Value or Field Name cell and select one of the following data type indicators:

– C - Character
– H - Hex
– T - Text
The option you selected displays in the Compare Value or Field Name cell, followed by two single quotation marks.
Note: Not all data type indicators are available for every field type. 

3. Put your cursor between the two single quote marks.
4. Type between the single quote marks the literal value to which you want the field name compared.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until you have specified all the literal values for the selection condition for this field name.

Apply a Layout to a Data Set

To apply the custom layout to a data set or member that you open in the editor, specify the layout in the Open Data Set
wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the data set or member that you want to edit and select Open.

The Open Data Set wizard opens.
3. Complete the following fields, or verify that the prefilled information is correct:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the data set that you want to open.
Member Name

Specifies the name of the member that you want to open. This field is only active when opening a PDS member.
Volume serial

Enter the volume serial only if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, leave this field empty.
4. Specify the Open mode. Select one of the following options:
Edit

Allows you to make changes in the editor window and save the changes.
View

Allows you to make changes in the editor window but you cannot save the changes.
5. (Optional) Modify the values in the Change log options. These values are prefilled with the values you specified in the

Configure Mainframe Settings dialog.
Note: The Change log options are activated when the Enable change log option is selected. If the Enable change log
option is selected but no values are specified in the Change log options, the values specified in the mainframe settings
are used.

Data set name pattern
Displays the name of the change log file. This field is not editable.

Storage
Set one of the following:
Volume serial

Identifies the volume on which a new change log file will be allocated. Select this only when directing the
change log to a specific volume.
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Generic unit
Identifies the generic unit on which a new change log file will be allocated. Leave this blank if you want to
use the generic unit default value.

Primary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the primary allocation of the change log data set. The
value must be greater than zero.

Secondary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the secondary allocation of the change log data set.

6. (Optional) Select Enable change log to capture changes that are made to the data set or member in the change log
data set.

7. Click Next.
8. Select one of the following Display mode options:
Character

Displays records in character mode.
Single Record

Displays one record at a time with the field names on the left and the formatted values on the right.
9. Select from the Layout view drop-down box the custom layout you want to apply.
10. Click Finish.

The data set or member opens in the editor formatted as defined by the layout you specified. Data sets opened with
the View option are marked as Read-only.

Editor
You can use the Eclipse UI File Master Plus perspective to edit data sets and members from the Directory List view.
Perform these actions through the Directory List view after adding one or more data sets. You can edit a data set or
member that is not listed in your Directory List view by selecting a server and then selecting Open from the File Master
Plus menu.

Open a Data Set or Member

You can open VSAM data sets, sequential data sets, and members of PDS files to view or edit from the Directory List
view. You can open a data set or member that is not listed in your Directory List view by selecting a server and then
selecting Open from the File Master Plus menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the data set or member that you want to edit and select Open.

The Open Data Set wizard opens.
3. Complete the following fields, or verify that the prefilled information is correct:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the data set that you want to open.
Member name

Specifies the name of the member that you want to open.
Note: This field is only active when opening a PDS member.

Volume serial
Enter the volume serial only if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, leave this field empty.

4. Specify the Open mode. Select one of the following options:
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Edit
Allows you to make changes in the editor window and save the changes

View
Allows you to make changes in the editor window but you cannot save the changes

5. (Optional) Modify the values in the Change log options. These values are prefilled with the values you specified in the
Configure Mainframe Settings dialog.

Data set name pattern
Displays the name of the change log file. This field is not editable.

Storage
Set one of the following:
Volume serial

Identifies the volume on which a new change log file will be allocated.
Note: Select this only when directing the change log to a specific volume.

Generic unit
Identifies the generic unit on which a new change log file will be allocated.
Note: Leave this blank if you want to use the generic unit default value.

Primary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the primary allocation of the change log data set. The
value must be greater than zero.

Secondary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the secondary allocation of the change log data set.

NOTE
The Change log options are activated when the Enable change log option is selected. If the Enable
change log option is selected but no values are specified in the Change log options, the values specified
in the mainframe settings are used. For more information, see Configure Mainframe Settings.

6. (Optional) Select Enable change log to capture changes that are made to the data set or member in the change log
data set.

7. Click Next.
8. Select one of the following Display mode options:
Character

Displays records in character format.
Single Record

Displays one record at a time with the field names on the left and the formatted values on the right. If you select
this option, you must specify a record layout.

To switch to another display mode once the editor is open, right-click anywhere in the editor and select a display
format from the menu. Once the file opens, you can switch between Character and Hexadecimal format by clicking on
the icon at the top of the file view.

9. Specify a layout if you specified single record as the display mode. Do one of the following.
– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your Layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.

10. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
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– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box. For more information on valid selection conditions, see
Selection Criteria Specifications.

– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout. If you specify selection
criteria, you can click Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate. For more information on
modifying selection criteria, see Modify Layout Selection Conditions.

– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member. For more information on
importing selection criteria, see Import Selection Criteria.

NOTE
The layout section is not active if you selected Character for the Display mode.

11. Click Finish.
The data set or member opens in the editor. Data sets opened with the View option are marked as Read-only.

Data Set in Use

Only one user or job can have a data set or member open in edit mode at one time, but more than one user can open a
data set or member in view mode. If a user opens a data set or member in edit mode, no other user can edit or view that
data set. However, if a user opens a data set or member in view mode, another user can open that data set in either edit
or view mode.

If a user attempts to open in edit mode a data set or member that is already open in either view or edit mode, the Data Set
in Use dialog displays. This dialog displays the following information about the job currently accessing the data set:

Job Name
Name of the job that has the data set open in view or edit mode

Major Enqueue Name
The data set resource name used by dynamic file allocation

Enqueue Type
The enqueue type is one of the following:
SHR

File can be allocated by other users
EXCL

File is allocated exclusively to the job
System

Name of the LPAR on which the resource is allocated

To exit the Data Set in Use dialog, do one of the following:

• Click Cancel.
The action is canceled and the dialog closes.

• Click Continue
If the data set is already opened in view mode, your request is processed and the data set opens in the editor.
If another user already has the data set open in edit mode, a message displays informing you that you cannot edit the
data set. Click OK and your action is canceled.

Change Log

You have the option of enabling the change log when you open a data set or member for editing. The Open Data Set
dialog displays when you have selected this option, made changes to a data set, and then close the data set. Use this
dialog to set the options for the change log.

1. At the Save Resource message that displays when you close a data set that you have changed, click Yes.
The Change Log dialog displays.
The Log data set field displays the current data set specified for the change log.
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2. Select one of the following options:
Print data set

Displays the Print Change Log wizard. For more information, see Print Change Log. If you select this option, the
Delete after print option is enabled. Select this option to delete the data set after it is printed.

Keep data set
Adds the change log from the edit session to the end of the change log specified at the top of the dialog. If you
select this option, the Allocate new data set in next session option is enabled. Select this option to allocate a new
data set at the beginning of the next session and save the change log to the new data set. The name of the new
change log is determined by the pattern defined in the CAWAOPTS module. The default pattern results in the
same data set name as the currently specified change log with the last number incremented by 1.

Delete data set
The change log is deleted without printing.

3. (Optional) Enter a description of the changes that you made to the data set you are closing. You can enter three lines
of up to 60 characters each in this field. Each line displays as a separate line in the change log report.

4. Click OK.
The change log is processed as specified.
If you selected an option to print the change log, the Print Change Log wizard displays.

Print Change Log

When you select an option to print the change log from the Open Data Set dialog, the Print Change Log wizard displays.

Note: You can only print to a device configured for the mainframe environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following options:
Sysout class

Specifies the position of the sysout class to which you want the printer routed.
Number of copies

Specifies the number of copies that you want printed.
(Optional) Define print destination

Specifies the printer you want to use. Select one of the following options:
Destination printer

Specifies the printer ID of the local or remote printer to which you want the print job routed.
External JES node

Specifies the external JES node name to which you want the print job routed.
Sysout writer name

Specifies the member name of the sysout writer program to which you want the print job routed.
Print data set name

Specifies the name of the data set to which you want to print.
Print member name

Specifies the name of the member to which you want to print. Also specify the data set disposition:

• Select SHR if you want the printed data to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option
allows concurrent access to the data set while the print is in progress.

• Select MOD if you want the printed data added to the end of an existing data set.
• Click the New button to create a new data set. For detailed information about the Allocate screen,

see Allocate.
2. Specify the output format. Specify the following options:
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Output format
Specifies the format of the change log data. Select one of the following options:
Character

Displays records in character format, up to 100 characters.
Hexadecimal

Displays records in three-line hexadecimal format.
List

Displays records in character format without scale and record numbers.
Single record

Displays field names and values for each record.
Field display

Specifies which fields to print. Select one of the following options:
All

Prints all fields in the data set.
Mismatched

Prints only fields that have different content.
3. Click Next.
4. Type 1-4 lines of JCL control statements into the Job information box. If you specified job information in the Configure

Mainframe Settings dialog, that information is prefilled and you can edit it if needed. Each line can contain up to 73
characters. 

5. Click Finish.
The print job is submitted to the printer you have specified as the default in your mainframe settings.

Character Format

The File Master Plus editor can display records in character format. To display records in character format, do one of the
following:

• Select the character display mode in the Open a Data Set wizard.
• Right-click anywhere in the editor screen and select Character format from the menu.

The contents of the data set or member display in the editor in character format.

Single-Record Format

The File Master Plus editor can display records in single-record format. The record number, record length, and record
layout are displayed at the top of the editor. The record data is displayed in a table format showing the layout fields and
values. Use the First, Previous, Next, and Last buttons to navigate through the records in the data set or member.

To display records in single-record format, do one of the following:

• Select the single-record display mode in the Open a Data Set wizard.
• Right-click anywhere in the editor screen and select Single-record format from the menu.

The contents of the data set or member display in the editor in single-record format.

NOTE
To view records in single-record format using either method, you must specify a layout when opening the data
set or member.
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Cancel

Cancel the changes you have made in the editor by clicking the X on the editor tab. The editor will close without saving
any changes and the data set or member will revert to the state of its last save.

Data Set-level Operations

Use the following commands to modify your data set-level operations.

Exclude

Use the Exclude command to exclude all lines that match a specified pattern or string. The editor shows all records except
for those that match the Exclude criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Exclude.
The Exclude dialog displays.

2. Specify the following values:
Exclude string

Specifies the string to exclude.
Start column

Specifies the first, or leftmost, column in which to search.
End column

Specifies the last, or rightmost, column in which to search. If the end column is not also specified, the specified
string must begin the in the start column.

3. Specify the following options:
Next

Start from the current position in the file and locate the next occurrence of the specified string.
Previous

Start from the current position in the file and locate the previous occurrence of the specified string.
First

Start at the beginning of the file and locate the first occurrence of the specified string.
Last

Start at the end of the file and locate the last occurrence of the specified string.
Character

Match strings anywhere in a word.
Word

Match only complete words.
Prefix

Match only strings at the beginning of words.
Suffix

Match only strings at the end of words.
4. Click one of the following buttons:
Exclude

Excludes a single item.
Exclude All

Excludes all items.
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The dialog closes and the editor refreshes, hiding from view any lines that match the excluded criteria. Contiguous
excluded lines are displayed as a single line of dashes.

Flip

Use the Flip command to toggle the state of the Exclude processing option without redefining the option. All lines that
were previously excluded are displayed, and all lines that were previously displayed are excluded.

To execute the Flip command, right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Flip. The editor
refreshes, showing the opposite of the previous display.

For example, if the editor showed the contents of a member with 20 records excluded, using the Flip command will cause
the editor to refresh showing only those 20 records.

Locate

Use the Locate command in the editor to jump to a specific record in the open data set or member.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Locate.
The Locate dialog displays.

2. Specify the a value for one of the following options:
Line number

Locates records according to the numeric line number.
Key value

Locates records according to a full or partial VSAM key field value.
Type can be Character or Hexadecimal. Character is the default. Click the drop-down arrow and select
Hexadecimal to change the value.

Keywords
Select one or more of the commands that you want to include in your locate criteria:
Change

Jumps to a record with a CHANGE attribute.
Command

Jumps to a record with a COMMAND attribute.
Error

Jumps to a record with an ERROR attribute.
3. Select one of the following location options:
First

Jumps to the first record with the specified keyword command.
Last

Jumps to the last record with the specified keyword command.
Next

Jumps to the next record with the specified keyword command.
Previous

Jumps to the previous record with the specified keyword command.
4. Click OK.

The editor refreshes to display the record that meets the defined criteria.
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Find/Change

Use the Find/Change command in the editor to find records that contain specified character strings and to change one
specified string to another. You can use the editor normally while the Find/Change dialog is open.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Find/Change.
The Find/Change dialog displays.

2. Specify the find and change details:
Find

Specifies the string to find.
Change to

Specifies the string with which you want the find string replaced. If the Change to and Find fields are not the
same length, the record length is corrected by be removing characters or adding pad characters to the end of
the record. The Change Confirmation message displays with more information about correcting the length of the
changed record.

Type
Specifies the data type of the find string.

Length
Specifies the length of the find string. You must complete the Length field if you selected Packed decimal as the
data type. Otherwise this field is not active.

3. Select the column range information. If no column limits are specified, all columns are searched for the Find string.
Start column

Specifies the first, or leftmost, column in which to search.
End column

Specifies the last, or rightmost, column in which to search. If the end column is not also specified, the specified
string must begin the in the start column.

4. Select the occurrence options:
Next

Start from the current position in the file and locate the next occurrence of the specified string.
Previous

Start from the current position in the file and locate the previous occurrence of the specified string.
First

Start at the beginning of the file and locate the first occurrence of the specified string.
Last

Start at the end of the file and locate the last occurrence of the specified string.
5. Select the location options that define where the string can occur in the context of other characters in a record:
Character

Match strings anywhere in a word.
Word

Match only complete words.
Prefix

Match only strings at the beginning of words.
Suffix

Match only strings at the end of words.
6. Specify the search options that define where to perform the search:
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All lines
Search in all lines.

Excluded
Search only in excluded lines.

Nonexcluded lines
Search only in lines that are not excluded.

Find limit
Specifies the number of records to include in the search.

7. Click one of the following buttons:
Find

Runs the find command until the specified conditions are met once. The result is highlighted in the editor in
Character mode but not in single-record format.

Find all
Runs the find command until all instances that meet the specified conditions are met. The result is highlighted in
the editor in Character mode but not in single-record format.

Change
Runs the change command until one change is made according to the specified conditions.

Change all
Runs the change command until all changes are made according to the specified conditions.

NOTE
The Change and Change all buttons activate when you specify a value in the Change to field.

A message displays a summary of the find or change results.
If the Find and Change to values are a different length, the Change Confirmation dialog displays showing information
about correcting the record length. Click OK to exit the Change Confirmation message. For more information about
correcting the record length, see Change Confirmation.

8. Click Close.
The Find/Change dialog closes. The find or change results remain highlighted until you run a find or change command
again or until you reset the processing option. For more information, see Reset.

Change Confirmation

When using the Find/Change dialog to change the contents of a record, the record length must remain the same. If the
length of the Find and Change to fields are different, the Change Confirmation message displays.

If the length of the Change to string is greater than the length of the Find string, the Change Conformation displays, telling
you that the end of the record will be truncated to correct the record length. Click OK to close the Change Confirmation
message.

If the length of the Change to string is less than the length of the Find string, the Change Confirmation displays, prompting
you to specify the type of the pad characters to add to the end of the record. Specify the pad character details and then
click OK.

To specify the pad characters, select one of the following options:

Space
Specifies a blank character.

Null
Specifies a null character.
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Character
Specifies a specific character. If you select this option, the Value field is enabled. Specify the character to add to
the end of the record.

Hexadecimal
Specifies a hexadecimal character. If you select this option, the Value field is enabled. Specify hexadecimal value
to add to the end of the record. For example, 00.

Reset

Use the Reset command in the editor to reset processing options. It clears any highlighting, line markers, and shows any
lines that were excluded.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Reset.
The Reset dialog displays.

2. Select all of the processing options that you want to reset. You must select at least one reset options.
Command

Clears all pending commands.
Error

Removes all error flags.
Exclude

Resets all exclude status.
Change

Removes all change flags.
Find

Clears all find highlights.
3. Click OK.

The specified processing options are reset.

Record-level Operations

Use the following commands to modify your record-level operations.

Copy

Use the Copy command in the editor to copy a record or records within a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the record that you want to copy in the editor, and then click Record-level Operations, Copy. You can use
Shift+click to copy multiple contiguous records. 
The Move/Copy pending action displays in the status bar.

2. Right-click the destination record. You cannot paste into the selection that is being copied. 
3. Click Paste and then select one of the following from the menu:
After

Copies the record or records after the selected destination record.
Before

Copies the record or records before the selected destination record.
The records are copied and the editor view updates.
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Move

Use the Move command in the editor to move a record or records from one location to another location within the same
data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the record in the editor that you want to move, and then click Record-level Operations, Move. You can use
Shift+click to copy multiple contiguous records. 
The Move/Copy pending action displays in the status bar.

2. Right-click the destination record. You cannot paste into the selection that is being moved. 
3. Click Paste and then select one of the following from the menu:
After

Moves the record or records after the selected destination record.
Before

Moves the record or records before the selected destination record.
The records are moved and the editor view updates.

Delete

Use the Delete command in the editor to delete any number of records.

To delete a record from a data set, right-click the record that you want to delete and then select Record-level Options,
Delete from the menu. The record is deleted and the editor view updates. You can use Ctrl+click or Shift+click to select
multiple records to delete.

Insert

Use the Insert command in the editor to insert any number of new records.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a record in the editor, and then click Record-level Operations, Insert.
The Insert dialog opens.

2. Specify the following values as necessary:
After Current Record

Inserts the new records after the selected record.
Before Current Record

Inserts the new records before the selected record.
Number of records.

Type or select the number of records that you want to insert.
Record length

This field is only active when you work with a variable-length file. Type or select the record length.
3. Click OK to complete.

The new records are inserted and the editor view updates.

Repeat

Use the Repeat command in the editor to repeat a record or records.

To repeat a record or records within a data set, right-click the record that you want to repeat and then select Record-level
Options, Repeat from the menu. A new record is inserted with the same contents of the selected record, and the editor
view updates. You can use Ctrl+click or Shift+click to select multiple records to repeat.
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Case Change

Use the Case Change command in the editor to change a record to uppercase or lowercase.

To change the case of a record or records, right-click the record and then select Record-level Options, Change Case.
Select Lowercase or Uppercase to suit your needs. The case is changed and the editor view updates. You can use Ctrl
+click or Shift+click to select multiple records for this feature.

Compare Two Files in the Eclipse UI
You can use the Eclipse UI File Master Plus perspective to compare data sets or members to see what records are
inserted, deleted, matched, or changed.

This article describes how to use the compare feature to address the following scenario.

You are a quality assurance engineer responsible for testing business applications. The development team has provided
you with a performance enhancement to a program used to update customer information for the billing and collection
system. The program has been altered for efficiency but is expected to produce the same result as the original program
version. In addition to measuring the performance improvement, you need to verify that the output from the new program
is the same as the output from the old program.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view in the File Master Plus perspective.
2. Select from the Directory List view one of the data sets or members that you want to compare.
3. Right-click the data set or member and select Utilities, Compare.

The Compare Data Set Utility wizard opens.
4. Complete the following fields on the Old Data Set page, or verify that the prefilled information is correct:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the first data set that you want to compare.
Member name

Specifies the name of the member that you want to compare. Perform a wildcard search to select more than one
member. Enter an asterisk (*) to compare all members. This field is only active when comparing members in a
PDS.

5. Click Next.
6. Specify the name of the data set and member as on the New Data Set page. This identifies data set and member that

you want to compare to the Old data set. If you are comparing members in a PDS, the Old and New data sets must
both contain the members you want to compare.

7. Click Next.
8. Set the following options, which produce the best report for this scenario. Use F1 help to learn about the other settings

available that best meet your needs for a specific compare report.
Print

Single record
Record display

Mismatched
Field display

Mismatched
9. (Optional) Specify a layout for the old and new data sets. You can select Use old data set layout to use the specified

layout for both the old and new data sets. Do one of the following in the Old data set layout and the New data set
layout groups:
– Select from the drop-down list a layout displayed in your Layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.
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10. Click Next.
11. Click Next.

A summary page shows the options that you have selected.
12. Click Finish.

The summary results of your compare are displayed in the Report view.

Compare Report

The compare report summary displays in the Report view after completing the Compare wizard. The summary report
shows the names of the data sets and members you compared, the layout used, the options you selected, the number of
records compared, and whether the compare was successful.

Click the View Detailed Report icon

( )
to view the detailed compare report. When you close the compare report summary, the detailed compare report closes
and is deleted.

Example:

The following detailed compare report shows the compare of two data sets where record 59 in the OLD data set was
deleted in the NEW data set. The SUMMARY REPORT section displays below the details. The summary shows that 60 of
61 records matched, no records were changed or inserted, and one record was deleted.

000001          1CA File Master Plus V9.0                                                                    

            Page 1

000002           System CA11                                                                                  

           2013-05-28 15:42

000003

000004           Compare Report             Old File  AD1DEV.FMMVS90.DEMO.BASE.CUSTFILE    Key pos = 2  Key

 len = 7

000005                                      New File  JOHSA08.FMMVS90.DEMO.BASE.CUSTFILE

000006

000007           Key=0000867

000008               FFFFFFF

000009               0000867

000010           Delete                                            Old Rec #59

000011                                                             Old Record Length = 160

000012           Pos   *----------FIELD NAME-------------* FORMAT  *---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4

000013               1   03 CUST-REC-TYPE                  C     1 1

000014               2   03 CUST-ID                        C     7 0000867

000015               9   03 CUST-NAME                      C    15 JAN SMITH

000016              24   03 CUST-STREET                    C    18 48 WILLOW WAY

000017              42   03 CUST-CITY                      C    12 NEW HAVEN

000018              54   03 CUST-STATE                     C     2 CT

000019              56   03 CUST-ZIP-CODE                  C    10 06032-1234

000020              56     05 CUST-ZIP                     N     5 6032

000021              61     05 FILLER                       C     1 -

000022              62     05 CUST-ZIP-PLUS                N     4 1234

000023              66   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(1)          PS  3.2 988.41

000024              69   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(2)          PS  3.2 224.30

000025              72   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(3)          PS  3.2 8.06

000026              75   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(4)          PS  3.2 503.24

000027              78   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(5)          PS  3.2 91.25

000028              81   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(6)          PS  3.2 243.57
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000029              84   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(7)          PS  3.2 301.21

000030              87   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(8)          PS  3.2 602.49

000031              90   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(9)          PS  3.2 847.23

000032              93   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(10)         PS  3.2 663.22

000033              96   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(11)         PS  3.2 113.42

000034              99   03 CUST-MNTHLY-PYMNTS(12)         PS  3.2 237.21

000035             102   03 CUST-TOTAL-MNTHLY-PYMNTS       PS  5.2 94170.78

000036

000037

000038

000039

000040                                   S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T

000041

000042                                   Old Records Processed    61

000043                                   New Records Processed    60

000044

000045                                   Records Matched          60

000046                                   Records Changed           0

000047                                   Records Inserted          0

000048                                   Records Deleted           1

000049

000050

000051

000052           The following files are compared:

000053

000054                      DDNAME    DSN

000055               OLD => SYSUT1    AD1DEV.FMMVS90.DEMO.BASE.CUSTFILE

000056               NEW => SYSUT1N   JOHSA08.FMMVS90.DEMO.BASE.CUSTFILE

000057

000058             Mismatched records (inserts, deletes, and changes) are reported.

000059             Record display is single record formatted with line(s) for each field.

000060             For changed records, only fields which are different are displayed.

000061          1CA File Master Plus V9.0                                                                    

            Page 2

000062           System CA11                                                                                  

           2013-05-28 15:42

000063

000064           Compare Report             Old File  AD1DEV.FMMVS90.DEMO.BASE.CUSTFILE    Key pos = 2  Key

 len = 7

000065                                      New File  JOHSA08.FMMVS90.DEMO.BASE.CUSTFILE

Using the Eclipse UI Editor
 

This article describes how to use the various functions available within the File Master Plus Eclipse UI editor. You can use
the Eclipse UI File Master Plus perspective to view and edit VSAM data sets, sequential data sets, and partitioned data
set members. In this scenario, a file refers to either type. Open data sets or records and then use the Eclipse UI editor to
locate and manipulate the contents of that data set or member. 
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Figure 9: Using the Eclipse UI Editor

Open a Data Set or Member

Open files by right-clicking on the file in the Directory List view in the Eclipse UI File Master Plus perspective. You can also
open files that are not listed in your Directory List view by selecting a server and then selecting Open from the File Master
Plus menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the data set or member that you want to edit and select Open.

The Open Data Set wizard opens.
3. Complete the following fields, or verify that the prefilled information is correct:
Data set name

Specifies the name of the data set that you want to open.
Member name

Specifies the name of the member that you want to open. This field is only active when the data set is partitioned.
Volume serial

Enter the volume serial only if the data set is not cataloged. Otherwise, leave this field empty.
 

4. Specify Edit as the Open mode.
5. (Optional) Modify the values in the Change log options. These values are prefilled with the values you specified in the

Configure Mainframe Settings dialog. The Change log options are activated when the Enable change log option is
selected.

Data set name pattern
Displays the name of the change log file. You cannot edit this field.

Storage
Set one of the following:
Volume serial

Identifies the volume on which a new change log file allocates. Select this field only when directing the
change log to a specific volume.
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Generic unit
Identifies the generic unit on which a new change log file allocates. Leave this field blank if you want to
use the generic unit default value.

Primary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the primary allocation of the change log data set. The
value must be greater than zero.

Secondary allocation
Defines the number of cylinders to indicate the space of the secondary allocation of the change log data set.

6. Click Next.
7. Select one of the following Display mode options:
Character

Displays records in character format.
Single Record

Displays one record at a time with the field names on the left and the formatted values on the right. If you select
this option, specify a record layout.

To switch to another display mode once the editor is open, right-click anywhere in the editor and select a display
format from the menu. Once the file opens, you can switch between Character and Hexadecimal format by clicking the
icon at the top of the file view.

8. Specify a layout if you selected Single Record for the format mode. Do one of the following:
– Select from the drop-down list a layout that is displayed in your Layout view.
– Specify the layout data set and member name.

9. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:
– Type selection conditions into the selection criteria text box.
– Click Layout to build selection conditions that are based on the contents of the specified layout. If you specify

selection criteria, you can click Validate to verify that the selection criteria listed are legitimate. The layout section
active only if you provided a layout. 

– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member.

NOTE
The layout section active only if you provided a layout. 

10. Click Finish.
The data set or member opens in the editor. Data sets opened with the View option are marked as Read-only.

Perform Data Set-Level Operations

Use the Data set-level operations right-click menu to access these functions.

Exclude

Use the Exclude command to exclude all lines that match a specified pattern or string. The editor shows all records except
for records that match the Exclude criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Exclude.
The Exclude dialog displays.

2. Specify the following values:
Exclude string

Specifies the string to exclude.
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Start column
Specifies the first, or leftmost, column in which to search.

End column
Specifies the last, or rightmost, column in which to search. If the end column is not also specified, the specified
string must begin in the start column.

3. Specify the following options:
Next

Start from the current position in the file and locate the next occurrence of the specified string.
Previous

Start from the current position in the file and locate the previous occurrence of the specified string.
First

Start at the beginning of the file and locate the first occurrence of the specified string.
Last

Start at the end of the file and locate the last occurrence of the specified string.
Character

Match strings anywhere in a word.
Word

Match only complete words.
Prefix

Match only strings at the beginning of words.
Suffix

Match only strings at the end of words.
4. Click one of the following buttons:
Exclude

Excludes a single item.
Exclude All

Excludes all items.
The dialog closes and the editor refreshes, hiding from view any lines that match the excluded criteria. Contiguous
excluded lines are displayed as a single line of dashes.

Flip

Use the Flip command to switch the state of the Exclude processing option without redefining the option. All lines that
were previously excluded are displayed, and all lines that were previously displayed are excluded.

To execute the Flip command, right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Flip. The editor
refreshes, showing the opposite of the previous display.

Example: If the editor shows the contents of a member with 20 excluded records, using the Flip command causes the
editor to refresh. The editor then shows only the 20 excluded records.

Locate

Use the Locate command in the editor to jump to a specific record in the open data set or member.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Locate.
The Locate dialog displays.

2. Specify the value for one of the following options:
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Line number
Locates records according to the numeric line number.

Key value
Locates records according to a full or partial VSAM key field value.
Type can be Character or Hexadecimal. Character is the default. Click the drop-down arrow and select
Hexadecimal to change the value.

Keywords
Select one or more of the commands that you want to include in your locate criteria:
Change

Jumps to a record with a CHANGE attribute.
Command

Jumps to a record with a COMMAND attribute.
Error

Jumps to a record with an ERROR attribute.
3. Select one of the following location options:
First

Jumps to the first record with the specified keyword command.
Last

Jumps to the last record with the specified keyword command.
Next

Jumps to the next record with the specified keyword command.
Previous

Jumps to the previous record with the specified keyword command.
4. Click OK.

The editor refreshes to display the record that meets the defined criteria.

Find/Change

Use the Find/Change command in the editor to find records that contain specified character strings and to change one
specified string to another. You can use the editor normally while the Find/Change dialog is open.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Find/Change.
The Find/Change dialog displays.

2. Specify the find and change details:
Find

Specifies the string to find.
Change to

Specifies the string with which you want to replace the find string. If the Change to and Find fields are not the
same length, the record length is corrected by removing characters or adding pad characters to the end of the
record. The Change Confirmation message displays with more information about correcting the length of the
changed record.

Type
Specifies the data type of the find string.

Length
Specifies the length of the find string. This field is only active if you select Packed decimal as the data type.

3. Select the column range information:
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Start column
Specifies the first, or leftmost, column in which to search.

End column
Specifies the last, or rightmost, column in which to search. If the end column is not also specified, the specified
string must begin in the start column. If no column limits are specified, all columns are searched for the Find
string.

4. Select the occurrence options:
Next

Start from the current position in the file and locate the next occurrence of the specified string.
Previous

Start from the current position in the file and locate the previous occurrence of the specified string.
First

Start at the beginning of the file and locate the first occurrence of the specified string.
Last

Start at the end of the file and locate the last occurrence of the specified string.
5. Select the location options that define where the string can occur in the context of other characters in a record:
Character

Match strings anywhere in a word.
Word

Match only complete words.
Prefix

Match only strings at the beginning of words.
Suffix

Match only strings at the end of words.
6. Specify the search options that define where to perform the search:
All lines

Search in all lines.
Excluded

Search only in excluded lines.
Nonexcluded lines

Search only in lines that are not excluded.
Find limit

Specifies the number of records to include in the search.
7. Click one of the following buttons:
Find

Runs the find command until the specified conditions are met once. The result is highlighted in the editor in
Character mode but not in single-record format.

Find all
Runs the find command until all instances that meet the specified conditions are met. The result is highlighted in
the editor in Character mode but not in single-record format.

Change
Runs the change command until one change is made according to the specified conditions. This button activates
when you specify a value in the Change to field.
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Change all
Runs the change command until all changes are made according to the specified conditions. This button activates
when you specify a value in the Change to field.

A message displays a summary of the find or change results.

NOTE
If the Find and Change to values are a different length, the Change Confirmation dialog displays showing
information about correcting the record length. Click OK to exit the Change Confirmation message. 

Use the editor scroll bar to view all the results.
8. Click Close.

The Find/Change dialog closes. The find or change results remain highlighted until you run a find or change command
again or until you reset the processing option. For more information, see Reset.

Change Confirmation

When using the Find/Change dialog to change the contents of a record, the record length must remain the same. If the
length of the Find and Change to fields are different, the Change Confirmation message displays.

If the length of the Change to string is greater than the length of the Find string, the Change Conformation displays. The
message informs you that the end of the record is truncated to correct the record length. Click OK to close the Change
Confirmation message.

If the length of the Change to string is less than the length of the Find string, the Change Confirmation displays, prompting
you to specify the type of the pad characters to add to the end of the record. Specify the pad character details and then
click OK.

To specify the pad characters, select one of the following options:

Space
Specifies a blank character.

Null
Specifies a null character.

Character
Specifies a specific character. If you select this option, the Value field is enabled. Specify the character to add to
the end of the record.

Hexadecimal
Specifies a hexadecimal character. If you select this option, the Value field is enabled. Specify hexadecimal value
to add to the end of the record. Example: 00.

Reset

Use the Reset command in the editor to reset processing options. The command clears any highlighting, line markers,
and shows any lines that were excluded.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, click Data Set-level Operations, Reset.
The Reset dialog displays.

2. Select all of the processing options that you want to reset. Select at least one option.
Command

Clears all pending commands.
Error

Removes all error flags.
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Exclude
Resets all exclude status.

Change
Resets all change flags.

Find
Clears all find highlights.

3. Click OK.
The specified processing options are reset.

Perform Record-Level Operations

Use the Record-level operations right-click menu to access functions that are applied to a selection of one or more
records.

Modify the content of a single record by deleting data or typing new data into the record in the editor.

When you insert or delete data from a record, only the visible text is affected. If no space is available in the visible portion
of the record, you cannot insert content. If you delete text, spaces are inserted at the end of the visible portion of the
record. For example, you can see the first 90 characters of a record that contains 200 characters. When you delete two
characters, spaces are inserted at positions 89 and 90. If you then expand the field to show the first 100 characters, you
see the spaces are still at positions 89 and 90, and then characters in positions 91-100 remain as they were in the record
before it was modified.

Copy

Use the Copy command in the editor to copy a record or records within a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the record that you want to copy in the editor, and then click Record-level Operations, Copy. You can use
Shift+click to copy multiple contiguous records.
The Move/Copy pending action displays in the status bar.

2. Right-click the destination record. You cannot paste into the selection that is being copied. 
3. Click Paste and then select one of the following from the menu:
After

Copies the record or records after the selected destination record.
Before

Copies the record or records before the selected destination record.
The records are copied and the editor view updates.

Move

Use the Move command in the editor to move a record or records from one location to another location within the same
data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the record in the editor that you want to move, and then click Record-level Operations, Move.
The Move/Copy pending action displays in the status bar. You can use Shift+click to copy multiple contiguous records.

2. Right-click the destination record. You cannot paste into the selection that is being moved. 
3. Click Paste and then select one of the following from the menu:
After

Moves the record or records after the selected destination record.
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Before
Moves the record or records before the selected destination record.

The records are moved and the editor view updates.

Delete

Use the Delete command in the editor to delete any number of records.

To delete a record from a data set, right-click the record that you want to delete and then select Record-level Options,
Delete from the menu. The record is deleted and the editor view updates. Use Ctrl+click or Shift+click to select multiple
records to delete.

Insert

Use the Insert command in the editor to insert any number of new records.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a record in the editor, and then click Record-level Operations, Insert.
The Insert dialog opens.

2. Specify the following values as necessary:
After Current Record

Inserts the new records after the selected record.
Before Current Record

Inserts the new records before the selected record.
Number of records.

Type or select the number of records that you want to insert.
Record length

This field is only active when you work with a variable-length file. Type or select the record length.
3. Click OK to complete.

The new records are inserted and the editor view updates.

Repeat

Use the Repeat command in the editor to repeat a record or records.

To repeat a record or records within a data set, right-click the record that you want to repeat and then select Record-level
Options, Repeat from the menu. A new record is inserted with the same contents of the selected record, and the editor
view updates. Use Ctrl+click or Shift+click to select multiple records to repeat.

Case Change

Use the Case Change command in the editor to change a record to uppercase or lowercase.

To change the case of a record or records, right-click the record and then select Record-level Options, Change
Case. Select Lowercase or Uppercase to suit your needs. The case is changed and the editor view updates. Use Ctrl
+click or Shift+click to select multiple records for this feature.

Close the Editor

Click the X on the editor tab to close the data set or member editor session. Click Yes to save any changes you made
during the session.
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Change Log

You have the option of enabling the change log when you open a data set or member for editing. The Open Data Set
dialog displays when you have selected this option, changed a data set, and then closed the data set. Use this dialog to
set the options for the change log.

1. At the Save Resource message that displays when you close a data set that you have changed, click Yes.
The Change Log dialog displays.
The Log data set field displays the current data set specified for the change log.

2. Select one of the following options:
Print data set

Displays the Print Change Log wizard. If you select this option, the Delete after print option is enabled. Select this
option to delete the data set after it is printed.

Keep data set
Adds the change log from the edit session to the end of the change log specified at the top of the dialog. If you
select this option, the Allocate new data set in next session option is enabled. Select this option to allocate a new
data set at the beginning of the next session and save the change log to the new data set. The pattern that is
defined in the CAWAOPTS module determines the name of the new change log. The default pattern results in the
same data set name as the currently specified change log with the last number incremented by 1.

Delete data set
The change log is deleted without printing.

3. (Optional) Enter a description of the changes that you made to the data set you are closing. You can enter three lines
of up to 60 characters each in this field. Each line displays as a separate line in the change log report.

4. Click OK.
The change log is processed as specified.
If you selected an option to print the change log, the Print Change Log wizard displays.

Print Change Log

When you select an option to print the change log from the Open Data Set dialog, the Print Change Log wizard
displays. You can only print to a device configured for the mainframe environment. 

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following options:
Sysout class

Specifies the position of the sysout class to which you want to route the printer.
Number of copies

Specifies the number of copies that you want printed.
(Optional) Define print destination

Specifies the printer that you want to use. Select one of the following options:
Destination printer

Specifies the printer ID of the local or remote printer to which you want the print job routed.
External JES node

Specifies the external JES node name to which you want the print job routed.
Sysout writer name

Specifies the member name of the sysout writer program to which you want the print job routed.
Print data set name

Specifies the name of the data set to which you want to print.
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Print member name
Specifies the name of the member to which you want to print. Also specify the data set disposition:

• Select SHR if you want the printed data to replace the contents of an existing data set. This option
allows concurrent access to the data set while the print is in progress.

• Select MOD if you want the printed data added to the end of an existing data set.
• Click the New button to create a new data set.

For detailed information about the Allocate screen, see Allocate.
2. Specify the output format. Specify the following options:
Output format

Specifies the format of the change log data. Select one of the following options:
Character

Displays records in character format, up to 100 characters.
Hexadecimal

Displays records in three-line hexadecimal format.
List

Displays records in character format without scale and record numbers.
Single record

Specifies field names and values for each record.
Field display

Specifies which fields to print. Select one of the following options:
All

Prints all fields in the data set.
Mismatched

Prints only fields that have different content.
3. Click Next.
4. Type 1-4 lines of JCL control statements into the Job information box. If you specified job information in the Configure

Mainframe Settings dialog, that information is prefilled and you can edit it if needed. Each line can contain up to 73
characters.

5. Click Finish.
The print job is submitted to the printer you have specified as the default in your mainframe settings.

File Master Plus for IMS Perspective
This article describes the views that are available in the File Master Plus for IMS perspective of the File Master Plus
Eclipse UI. Use the views to manage data and access the available product functions.

Directory List View

The Directory List view displays servers you have defined and can connect to. Enter a text string in the Filter field to find a
specific server in the Directory List view.

Concatenated Key View

The Concatenated Key view shows the structure of the concatenated key broken down by segment in the same format
mode as in the Editor view. The keys can be displayed in character and single-record format mode. You can toggle hex
format on and off in both modes.
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Editor View

The Editor view shows the contents of a database in character or single-record format mode. You can toggle hex format
on and off in both modes. The Editor tab shows the name of the opened database.

Servers (IMS)
This article describes how to connect to, configure, and work with servers in the Eclipse UI File Master Plus for IMS
perspective. The Eclipse UI relies on a server running on a z/OS mainframe to provide all mainframe services. Connect
to a mainframe server to access data and run jobs and utilities. The server or servers that you connect to are displayed in
the Directory List View.

Add a Server Connection

Before you start to view and edit data, you need to connect to a server. When you add a server it appears in the Directory
List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Select File Master Plus for IMS, Add Server.
The New Server Definition dialog opens.

2. Complete the following fields:
Name

Specifies the name of the server connection. Valid values are uppercase and lowercase alphanumeric characters,
special characters, and embedded spaces.

Host
Specifies the IMS host name assigned by your installation that is used for a TSO logon.

Port
Specifies the TCP/IP port number of the server.

Protocol
Specifies the protocol of the server (HTTP or HTTPS). The default setting is HTTP.

3. Click Finish.
The server is added to the Directory List view.

Configure Mainframe Settings

Configure your mainframe settings to specify your default processing and change data sets. Add a server to your
Directory List view before you configure these settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the server that you want to configure and select Configure Mainframe Settings.

The Configure Mainframe Settings dialog displays the following data sets:
Custom record layout

Defines the Custom record layout PDS.
Segment XREF

Defines the segment cross-reference PDS.
IMS Environments

Defines the IMS Environment PDS.
3. Change the name of a data set. The application supports standard ISPF wildcards. If you enter a wildcarded name and

click the Select button, the Select Data Set page displays. Select a data set from the table and click OK.
4. Click Ok to save the mainframe settings for this server.
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Log On to the Mainframe

You are prompted to supply your logon credentials the first time you request data from the server or send data to the
server.

Reconfigure a Server

You can reconfigure the existing server definitions displayed on the Directory List view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the server that you want to configure and click Update Server.

The Update Server Definition dialog opens.
3. Modify the details for the server that you want to configure.
Name

Specifies the name of the server connection.
Valid values: uppercase and lowercase alphanumeric characters, special characters, and embedded spaces.

Host
Specifies the IMS host name assigned by your installation. This is the host name used for TSO logon.

Port
Specifies the TCP/IP port number for the selected server.

4. Click Finish.
The server definition is updated and the Directory List view shows the details of the modified server.

Reset Server Password

You can reset the password for any server connection listed in the Directory List view. You will be prompted to enter your
password the next time File Master Plus for IMS accesses the mainframe.

NOTE
You cannot change your mainframe password in File Master Plus for IMS.

 To reset your server password, right-click a server connection in the Directory List view and click Reset Password.

Refresh Server Status

To refresh the status for server connections in the Directory List view, right-click the server name and select Refresh
Server.

The Directory List view reloads to show the most current status for the server connections.

Remove a Server Connection

If you are no longer using a server, remove the connection to maintain a clean workspace.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Directory List view.
2. Right-click the server that you want to remove and select Remove Server. You can use Ctrl-click or Shift-click to

remove multiple servers.A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.

The selected server connection is removed from the Directory List view and the view refreshes.
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Databases (IMS)
This article describes how to work with IMS databases in the File Master Plus for IMS perspective. Add one or more
servers to the Directory List view before performing any of these procedures.

NOTE

You can click a column header in any table to resort the data. You can also press the F12 key to launch the
Select sort column dialog. 

Select a Database

Many of the tools in File Master Plus for IMS require that you select or identify databases and objects upon which to
perform an action. You can select database in several ways. The method that best meets your needs is defined by the
task you are attempting to accomplish and the information you have available.

Use one of the following methods to specify a database in a Database name field in dialogs and wizards:

• Use the drop-down menu to select a data set from the history of previously used database names.

• Type a fully qualified database name of 1 - 44 characters, with each qualifier being 1 - 8 characters long. Characters
can be alphanumeric (A - Z, 0 - 9), national (@,#,$), or a hyphen (-). Separate each qualifier with a period (.). The first
character of a qualifier must be a letter or a national character.

• Type a wildcarded data set name and complete the following steps:

1. Click Select.
The dialog is populated with database names that match your wildcarded criteria. 

2. Select the database that you want to use.
3. Click OK.

Restore Data Sets

When you specify an archived data set in any field calling for a data set name, the Restore Data Sets dialog displays. Do
one of the following:

• Click Restore Now
The applications waits while all data set displayed in the Restore Data Sets dialog are restored. When the restore is
complete, the restore results display in the table. Click Close to return to the previous screen.

• Click Restore in Background
The data sets are restored as a background process. You are returned to the previous screen and can continue
working while the restore process runs. You cannot continue the current process using the specified data sets until the
restore process is complete. However, you can begin a new process by specifying different data sets. 

• Click Close
You are returned to the previous screen without requesting a restore of any data sets shown in the Restore Data Sets
dialog.

Open a Database

You can use File Master Plus for IMS to browse and edit an IMS database. You can open a database that is not listed
in your Directory List view by selecting a server and then selecting Open from the File Master Plus for IMS menu. The
following IMS database types are supported:

DEDB (Fast Path), HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM (browse only), HSAM (browse only), MSDB (Fast Path), PHDAM, PHIDAM,
PSINDEX, SHISAM, SHSAM, Logical Database, Secondary Index.

NOTE
You can open only one database at a time.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the Directory List view, right-click the server from the that hosts the database that you want to open.
2. Select Open Database from the File Master Plus for IMS menu.

The Open Database wizard opens. The Server and IMSENV DSN fields are prefilled. You can change the IMSENV
DSN only in the Configure Mainframe Settings dialog. 

3. Type the name of the IMS environment that contains the specifications for the IMS system. The application supports
standard ISPF wildcards. If you enter a wildcarded IMS environment name and click the Select button, the Select IMS
Environment page displays. Select the IMS environment that you want from the table and click OK.

4. Click Next.
The second page of the Open Database wizard opens.

5. (Optional) Type the DBD name that you want to use. The application supports standard ISPF wildcards. If you enter a
wildcarded DBD name and click the Select button, the Select a DBD page displays. Select a DBD from the table and
click OK. 

6. (Optional) Enter the name of a PSB or ACB that you want to use. The application supports standard ISPF wildcards. If
you enter a wildcarded PSB or ACB name and click the Select button, the Select a PSB or ACB page displays. Select
a PSB or ACB from the table and click OK. You must fill at least one of the DBD field or the PSB or ACB field. If you fill
both fields, the DBD name works as a filter on the PSBs or ACBs list of PCBs.

7. Select Edit or Browse to specify the Open mode. You must have authority to edit a database to use the Edit option.
You cannot make changes to a database when you select Browse. 

NOTE
If change logging is enabled in the IMS environment, only browse mode will be available and a warning
message at the top of the page is displayed. To choose edit mode for the database, either disable change
logging in the IMS environment or choose a different IMS environment.

8. (Optional) Select the Use secondary index check box.  If you select the Use secondary index check box, the PSB or
ACB Name field is grayed out and its content is ignored.

9. Click Next.
– If a PSB or ACB name was specified, the Select PCB page opens.

Select the PCB you want to work with and click Next.
– If secondary index was selected, the Select Secondary Index page opens.

Select the secondary index you want to work with and click Next.
– If the IMS environment is defined as a DLI environment and the database type requires data set names, the

Database DSN Specification page opens.
Enter a data set name in the Data Set Name column of the table displayed and click Next. You must enter a data
set name for each populated row in the table. If any of the data set names you have specified is archived, the
Restore Data Sets dialog displays. For more information about restoring data sets, see Restore Data Sets.

10. Select one of the following Display mode options:
Character

Displays segments in character format
Single Record

Displays one segment at a time with the field names on the left and the formatted values on the right If you select
this option, you must specify a layout.

11. (Optional) Specify where to find layout information. Do one or both of the following:
– Specify the Layout data set field.

• Type the fully-qualified name of a data set that contains the segment layouts to be used.
• Type a wildcarded layout name and click Select.

The Select Data Set dialog opens. Select a layout data set and click OK.
– Specify the Custom layout data set field.

• Type the fully-qualified name of a custom layout data set.
• Type a wildcarded custom layout data set name and click Select.
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The Select Data Set dialog opens. Select a custom layout data set and click OK.
12. (Optional) Specify selection criteria. Do one of the following:

– Type selection conditions into the segment selection criteria text box.
– Click Layout to build selection conditions based on the contents of the specified layout.
– Click Import to import selection criteria from an existing selection criteria member.

13. Click Finish.
The database that you specified opens in the editor. 

Select a DBD

When you enter a wildcarded name in the DBD name field, the Select a DBD dialog displays and shows all the DBD
names that meet the wildcard criteria that you specified. Select a DBD from the table and click OK.

Select a PSB or ACB

When you enter a wildcarded name in the PSB or ACB name field, the Select a PSB or ACB dialog displays. The dialog
shows all the names that meet the wildcard criteria that you specified. Select a PSB or ACB from the table and click OK.

Selection (IMS)
This article describes how to perform various tasks in the Selection view in the File Master Plus for IMS perspective.

Selection criteria are data sets or members that contain selection conditions. Use selection criteria to restrict your view of
a data set or member according to conditions specified in the selection criteria.

Selection criteria are collections of selection conditions that are saved in a selection criteria data set or member for future
reuse.

Selection conditions are the individual search terms in selection criteria data sets or members that are used to identify the
specific records or members you seek. A selection condition consists of a field, an operator, and a literal, or the value to
which the field is compared.

Use the Selection view to add and manage selection data sets and members. You can specify a selection criteria member
or selection conditions from various dialogs. Enter the conditions individually or specify a selection criteria member that
you have added to the selection view. You can use the Selection view to add and delete the selection criteria data sets
and members you want to use.

Import Selection Criteria

You can import selection conditions that are contained within selection criteria members when you are specifying selection
criteria in many dialogs.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Import in the Segment selection criteria group box.
The Import Selection Criteria dialog displays.

2. Specify the selection criteria database name.
3. Select the selection conditions that you want to add to the selection criteria for the task you are performing.
4. Click OK.

The Import Selection Criteria dialog closes and the Segment selection criteria text box updates.

Formatted Selection Criteria

You can use the File Master Plus for IMS perspective to modify the conditions contained within a layout. Use the Selection
Criteria - Segments dialog to specify the segment name that contains the selection criteria that you want to update.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Layout in the Segment selection criteria group box in the Open Database wizard.
The Selection Criteria - Segments dialog displays.

2. Select the segment name that contains the selection criteria that you want to modify and click Select.
The Selection Criteria - Conditions dialog displays. 

3. Use the Selection Criteria - Conditions dialog to create or modify the conditions in the layout.
4. Click OK.

The Selection Criteria - Segments dialog closes, and your changes to the selection criteria are displayed.

Create or Modify Layout Selection Conditions

You can use the File Master Plus for IMS perspective to modify the conditions contained within a layout. Use the Selection
Criteria - Conditions dialog to create or modify rules for any of the fields in the layout.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a segment name from the Selection Criteria - Segments dialog and click Select.
The Selection Criteria - Conditions dialog displays.

2. Modify the selection conditions to meet your needs. For each field, you can update the values in the following columns:
And/Or

Specifies whether to join multiple selection conditions. Select one of the following values: And, Or. If you do not
specify a value, the default value And is used for the rule.

Operator
Defines the criteria. Select one of the following values: Equal, Not Equal, Greater Than, Less Than, Greater Than
or Equal, Less Than or Equal, Contains.

Compare Value or Field Name
Creates the condition. Specify either a field name or one or more literal values. For example, C'VT' C'NH' C'MA'.
Right-click in this field to see the available options. You can also select Field Name from the right-click menu to
display the Selection Criteria - Fields dialog. The Selection Criteria - Fields dialog displays a list of all field names
in the selection criteria.For more information on valid values for this field, see the Conditions Specification table.

3. Click OK.
The Selection Criteria - Conditions dialog closes, and your changes to the selection criteria are displayed.

Select Field Name

You can create or modify a selection condition to compare a field in the layout to a specified value or another field. Type a
value into the Compare Value or Field Name cell on the Selection Criteria - Conditions dialog. You can also specify a field
name using the right-click menu and select a field name from a list of all the fields in the layout.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Compare Value or Field Name cell on the line containing the field that you want to update and select
Field Name.
The Selection Criteria - Fields dialog opens.

2. Select the line that contains the field name that you want to use as a compare value.
3. Click OK.

The Selection Criteria - Fields dialog closes, and the Selection Criteria - Conditions dialog updates to display the field
name that you specified.

Condition Specifications

The following list shows some sample condition specifications.
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IFREC(segname)
Qualified subsequent selection criteria to a specific IMS database record. If no IFREC or IFSEG is specified,
dynamic selection criteria applies to the ROOT segment. The selected segment along with its entire IMS database
record is returned.

IFSEG(segname)
Qualifies subsequent selection criteria to a specific database segment. If no IFREC or IFSEG is specified,
dynamic selection criteria applies to the ROOT segment.When the segment matches the selection criteria,
the segment is selected, along with its children, and all of the segments in its parental path. All children of the
segments in the parental path are also selected. No twins of the selected segment or twins of any of the segments
in the parental path will be selected, or any of their children. (Twins have the same segment name and exact
same parent segment). In addition, the rest of the IMS database record will be selected.

101 = C'NY'
Position 101 for a length of 2 equals 'NY'

1(3) = C'001'
Position 1 for a length of 3 equals '001'

C'TEXAS'
Character string 'TEXAS' anywhere in the record

'TEXAS'
Character string 'TEXAS' anywhere in the record

1(3) = C'001' & 101 = C'NY'
Compound condition

10(4) EQP
Pos 10 for a length of 4 is a valid packed value

80 = C'NY' C'NJ' C'MA'
Position 80 equals one of the three values

80 = C'NY,NJ,MA'
Position 80 equals one of the same three values

100(2) = P'0,1,999'
Two-byte packed field equals one of three values

100 = C"100,00"
Position 100 for a length of 7 equals '100,000'
Note: Quotes are required when the search string contains a comma.

82(2) > 84
Compare position 82 to position 84 for length of 2

101(20) CO C'NEW YORK'
Looks for the character string in columns 101-120

INLIM(5000)
Stop reading/selecting after reading 5000 records.

SELLIM(1000)
Only select 1000 records based on selection criteria

STARTKEY='56789'
Select keyed VSAM records starting with key '56789'
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Editor (IMS)
This article describes how to manipulate data in the Eclipse UI File Master Plus for IMS perspective. If you open a
database in Browse mode, you cannot make any changes to the database. An asterisk before the database name on the
editor tab indicates the presence of pending changes.

To make changes to a database, follow these steps:

1. Click the segment of the database you want to change.
2. Overtype the contents of the segment.
3. Select Commit from the right-click menu to apply changes or select Rollback to discard changes.

Character Format

The editor can display segments in character format. To display segments in character format, right-click anywhere in the
editor screen and select Character format from the menu.

Single-Record Format

The editor can display segments in single-record format. To display segments in single-record format, right-click anywhere
in the editor screen and select Single-Record format from the menu.

The segment number, segment length, and segment layout are displayed at the top of the editor. The segment data is
displayed in a table format showing the layout fields and values. The field names are taken from the layout data set that
you specified.

When you edit data values, the field level editing rules are used. These rules are based on the field type. You can always
enter data in the Hexadecimal (X'xxxx') format. Invalid data as defined by the field type is displayed in Hexadecimal
(X'xxxx') format, even when the hexadecimal display is not active.

Commit

Use Commit to save all pending updates to the IMS database.

Rollback

Use Rollback to discard any pending updates.

Filter Segments

Use Filter Segments to show or exclude segments.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, and click Filter Segments.
The Select Segments dialog displays.

2. Select or clear the segments.
3. Click OK.

The Select Segments dialog closes and the results of the filtering are shown in the editor.

Find

Use the Find command in the editor to find segments that contain specified character strings. You can use the editor while
the Find dialog is open.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, click Find.
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The Find dialog displays.
2. Specify the find details:
Find

Specifies the string to find.
Type

Specifies the data type of the find string.
Length

Specifies the length of the find string. The field is only active when you select the Packed decimal as data type.
You must fill the Length field when the Find field is empty, otherwise the field is optional.

3. Select the column range information:
Start column

Specifies the first, or leftmost, column in which to search.
End column

Specifies the last, or rightmost, column in which to search. If no end column is specified, the specified string must
be in the start column. If no column limits are specified, all columns are searched for the string.

4. Select the occurrence options:
Next

Start from the current position in the database and locate the next occurrence of the specified string.
Previous

Start from the current position in the database and locate the previous occurrence of the specified string.
First

Start at the beginning of the database and locate the first occurrence of the specified string.
Last

Start at the end of the database and locate the last occurrence of the specified string.
5. Select the location options that define where the string can occur in the context of other characters in a segment:
Character

Match strings anywhere in a segment.
Word

Match only complete words.
Prefix

Match only strings at the beginning of words.
Suffix

Match only strings at the end of words.
6. (Optional) Specify the find limit to limit the number of segments to search. A value of 0 means that there is no limit. Do

not enter more than eight digits. 
7. Click one of the following buttons:
Find

Runs the find command until the specified conditions are met once.
Find all

Runs the find command until all instances that meet the specified conditions are found and displays the number of
matches.

8. Click Close.
The Find dialog closes. The results in character format remain highlighted until you run the Find command again. In
single-record format the highlighted position of the cursor ceases after you click in the editor.
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Locate Key

Use the Locate Key command to jump directly to a segment. This command applies to key-ordered and random-ordered
databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere in the editor, and then click Locate Key.
The Locate Key dialog shows the structure of the concatenated key broken down by segment.

2. Click in the Key Value column and enter the key that you want to go to.
3. Click OK.

The Locate Key dialog closes, and the editor shows the key that you specified. If no segment with a matching key
exists, the result depends on the database type.
For key-ordered databases, the editor displays the results as follows:
– When the root of the specified key is greater than the last root on the database, you are positioned to the last root

on the database.
– When the root of the specified key does not exist, you are positioned to the next root with a key value greater than

the value that you specified.
– When the root of the specified key exists but the segment does not exist on the database, you are positioned to the

lowest level segment whose concatenated key matches your request.
For random-ordered databases, the editor displays the results as follows:
– When the root of the specified key does not exist, the editor view does not change.
– When the root of the specified key exists but the segment does not exist on the database, you are positioned to the

lowest level segment whose concatenated key matches your request.

File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS Perspective
This article describes the views that are available in the File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS perspective of the File Master
Plus Eclipse UI. It also describes how to log in to the application.

Data Source Explorer View

The Data Source Explorer view shows the DB2 objects that you specify, such as tables, views, and aliases.

Change Manager View

Use the Change Manager view to analyze the data changes made in the Data Window

Data Window

The Data Window displays the data of objects selected in the Data Source Explorer view. You can perform various actions
to manipulate data using this window, such as editing data, adding and deleting rows, and working with filters.

Console View

The Console records and displays logs of all the actions you have performed during the instance of the application in
a window. All the errors, warnings, and informational messages that are generated during an instance are displayed in
the Console view. For example, when data changes of an object are committed to the database, the result of the commit
operation is displayed in the Console. Use Console logs for troubleshooting, when a query execution on the database
fails.

Properties View

The Properties view displays the properties or attributes that are associated with a selected object.
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Start the Application

After you open the File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS perspective, click the blue circle and arrow icon in the Data Source
Explorer view to log in to the application to access DB2 data. You need a valid Broadcom License Management Program
(LMP) key to log in.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the blue circle and arrow Login icon from the top right of the Data Source Explorer toolbar.
A Login dialog appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
User ID

Specifies the login user identifier.
Password

Specifies the login password.
Host

Specifies the TCP/IP host name of the subsystem (LPAR).
Port

Specifies the TCP/IP connection port number of the server.
Protocol

Specifies the protocol of the server (HTTP or HTTPS). The default setting is HTTP.
Preferences

Specifies the DB2 connection preferences to be used for every login.
3. Click Login.

You are logged in to File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS. The host and all the active subsystems appear in a hierarchical
fashion in the Data Source Explorer pane.

To log out from File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS, click the logout icon from the Data Source Explorer.

Hosts and Subsystems
This article describes how to connect to DB2 hosts and subsystems in the Eclipse UI File Master Plus for DB2 for z/
OS perspective. The Eclipse UI relies on a host and subsystem running on a z/OS mainframe to provide all mainframe
services. The hosts and subsystems that you connect to are displayed in the Data Source Explorer.

Add a Host

A TCP/IP host is used for connecting to the DB2 database using TSO or CICS login. You can add and remove a host from
the Preferences window during login.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Window menu.
2. Select Preferences from the drop-down menu.

The Preference Window appears.
3. Enter a host name in the Host field and click Add.

The new host is added to the host list.
4. Click Apply.

The new host is added and saved to the preferences.

You can add and remove the active subsystems in a host from the Data Source Explorer.
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Add a Subsystem

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on the logical partition (LPAR) in the Data Source Explorer and click Add Subsystem(s)... You can also
double-click the logical partition to add a subsystem. 

2. Select one or more subsystems from the Subsytem(s) Selection window.
3. Click OK.

The selected subsystem IDs (SSIDs) are added to the host in the Data Source Explorer window.

Remove a Subsystem

To remove a subsystem from the logical partition, right-click on a subsystem in the Data Source Explorer and select
Remove.

Objects
This article describes how to open an object in browse or edit mode and how to perform various tasks to manage your
data.

Load Objects

Use the load objects option to fetch DB2 objects (tables, views, and aliases) from the database. The loaded objects are
displayed in a hierarchical fashion in the Data Source Explorer. Search for an object by typing the object name in the Type
object name field.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on a subsystem ID (SSID) in the Data Source Explorer.
2. Click Load Objects.

A Load Objects dialog appears.
3. Complete the following Object Selection Criteria:

a. Enter an object name or a creator. You can use the wildcard character % as a part of object or creator name.
• If you specify creator and leave the object name field as blank, all the objects for the creator appear in the Data

Source Explorer.
• If you specify an object name and leave the creator field blank, all the objects for different creators appear in the

Data Source Explorer.
b. (Optional) Select one or more object types from the Object Types list. By default, all the object types (tables, views,

and aliases) are selected.
4. Click OK.

The objects that meet the search criteria are loaded and displayed in the Data Source Explorer.

Open an Object

You can edit multiple objects in different windows simultaneously in both edit and read-only mode. To edit an object, first
open it in read-only mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click an object from Data Source Explorer.
The Layout-Filter dialog appears.

2. (Optional) Specify the search criteria to apply a filter on the object. For information about how to apply a filter
see Filters (DB2). You can filter by the following criteria:
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– Column Selection
– Where Clause
– Order By

3. Click OK.
The object data is loaded and displayed in the Data Window in read-only mode as specified.

Edit an Object

After you have opened an object in read-only mode, you can enable editing to perform various functions. To enable an
object for editing, right-click anywhere in the Data Window and select Enable Edit Mode.

Manage Objects

Objects in Data Source Explorer are displayed in a hierarchical fashion. To expand and collapse the objects under a host,
subsystem, or creator click the node icon.

Example:

Host1

  Subsystem1

    Creator1

      Tables

        Table1

        Table2

      Views

        View1

        View2

      Aliases

        Alias1

        Alias2

Sort Objects

Sort the objects of a creator or the objects within a subsystem, alphabetically from Data Source Explorer. Click the AZ
sort icon and select either Ascending or Descending.

Search for Objects

To search for DB2 objects use the search bar from the Data Source Explorer. Type an object name in the Type object
name area of Data Source Explorer. The search results instantly appear as you type.

View Object Properties

The properties of an object define various attributes, such as name, type, and the location of an object. To view the
properties of an object, right-click on an object from Data Source Explorer and click Properties. The properties of the
selected object are displayed in the Properties window.

Filters (DB2)
Use filters to display a formatted view of specific DB2 data in the Data window. Specify the filter criteria depending on your
the type of data that you want to see and the data type of the columns.

If you do not have permissions to submit a query on an object, use a different SQLID for submitting.
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Column Selection

Use the Column Selection section of the Layout-Filter dialog to select the required columns from the object. Only the
selected columns are displayed and populated in the Data Window. You cannot move the not-null and primary key
columns from the Selected Columns list to the Available Columns list.

Example: 

An employee table contains employee number, employee name and salary columns. You can choose only to display
employee number and employee name columns in the Data Window.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on an object from Data Source Explorer.
2. Select the Browse option.

The Layout-Filter dialog appears.
3. (Optional) Select the columns from the Selected Columns list that you do not want to be displayed and click Remove.

The selected columns are moved from the Selection Columns list to the Available Columns list. All the columns of the
object are available in the Selected Columns list by default. 

4. Arrange the columns in an order using the Move Up and Move Down buttons. 
When the Data Window is populated with the object's data, the selected columns are displayed in the same order.

After you select and arrange the required columns in an order, specify the other filter criteria.

Where Clause

To receive only records that match the specified criterion, use the Where Clause section of the Filter-Layout dialog. A
where clause helps you narrow down the search results of an object.

Example: Specify to return rows only when the employee name is JOHN from an employee table.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the field below the Start Bracket heading and select ( from the drop-down list. The right parenthesis ( specifies
the start of the where clause.

2. Click <--SELECT COLUMN--> and select a column from the drop-down list.
3. Click the = field and select an operator depending upon the data type of the column from the drop-down list. The

operator depending on the data type of the column. The available operators are:
– = 

Specifies equal.
– <>

Specifies not equal.
– > 

Specifies greater than.
– < 

Specifies less than.
– <= 

Specifies greater than or equal to.
– >= 

Specifies less than or equal to.
– LIKE 

Specifies like predicate.
– IN 

Specifies that a value must be in the form of value1, value2, and so on.
– NOT IN
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Specifies that a value is in a group of values.
– IS NULL

Specifies that a value is null.
– IS NOT NULL

Specifies that a value is not null.
4. Select the field below the Value heading and enter the field value that you are searching for.
5. Select the field below the End Bracket heading and select ) from the drop-down list. The left parenthesis ) specifies the

end of a where clause.
6. (Optional) If you want to specify a where clause for another column, select the field below the Conjunction and select a

conjunction, AND or OR.
AND

Indicates that a row must meet all the conditions.
OR

Indicates that a row must meet only one of the conditions.

• Click the + field next to the conjunction column.
A row is added for another Where Clause.

• Repeat the steps 1 through 5 for a column.

After adding Where Clause for the required columns, specify the other filter criteria.

Order By Clause

Order By is an optional clause that sorts and displays data in a column in ascending or descending order for a SELECT
statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Order By pane.
The Order By section appears.

2. Select one or more columns from the Available Columns list.
3. Move the selected columns to the Selected Columns list using Add > button.
4. Arrange the selected columns in an order using the Move up and Move down buttons.
5. Select a column name from the Selected Columns list and select ASC for ascending or DESC for descending order.

Modify a Filter

You can modify a filter even after an object's filtered data is populated in the Data Window.

To modify an existing filter, click the modify existing filter  icon and update the filter criteria as required.

Data Window
This article describes how to manipulate data in the Eclipse UI File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS perspective. If you open
an object in read-only mode, you cannot make any changes to the object. An asterisk before the object name on the data
window tab indicates the presence of pending changes.

Display Tasks

You can perform the following tasks in either read-only or edit mode.

Rearrange the Columns

Select a column and drag-and-drop the column at the required position in the grid.
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Sort the Columns

Click a column heading to sort the records in ascending or descending order. When the column is in ascending order,
a small triangle appears on top of the column heading. For descending order, an inverted triangle appears on top of the
column heading.

View Column Properties

You can view properties associated with an object that is open in browse or edit mode. To view the properties, right-click
on a column heading and select Column Properties. The properties of the selected column are displayed in the Properties
window.

Search for a Record

Type the record string in the filter area of the Data Window. The matching records appear in the grid view as you type.

Editing Tasks

You can perform the following tasks only when in edit mode.

Add a Row

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click anywhere on the grid area of the Data Window and click Add Row.
2. Enter the number of rows you want to add in the Add Row dialog and click OK. The default value is 1.

The recommended range for adding rows is 1 through 100.
3. The selected number of rows are added at the end of the table in Data Window. 

The newly added rows have default values depending upon the data type of the column. The default values
of a column are assigned according to DB2 data type rules. You can also add a row using the <ADD ROW>
option displayed at the end of the table.

Copy a Row

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on a row and click Copy Row.
A dialog appears.

2. Enter the number of times to add the row in the dialog and click OK. The default value is 1.
The row is added the specified number of times at the end the table.

Update a Row

Follow these steps:

1. Select a record from a row.
The value in the record is highlighted.

2. Modify the existing value or enter a new value for the record.
The row update is logged and displayed in the Change Manager.

All the data changes of an object are logged in the Change Manager. These changes are not committed to the database
unless specified. You can commit or discard the data changes from Change Manager or Data Window.

Delete a Row

To delete a row, right-click on the row and select Delete. Row deletion is committed to the database automatically.
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Manage Data Changes

The Change Manager window displays all the pending change records of an object in a tabular format. Rows with updates
pending are marked with a green circle icon. You can commit or roll back the changes of an object from the Change
Manager. If there are no pending change, the Change Manager window is not available.

Commit Row Changes

Use the Commit option to save the data changes made to an object to the database. Commit all the changes in a row at a
time or one by one.

To commit a single change record, right-click on the change record and click Commit.

To commit all the changes simultaneously, click the Commit changes icon from the Data Window.

Roll Back Changes

Use the Rollback option to discard the data changes made to an object during an edit session. Roll back all the changes
in a row at a time or one by one.

To discard the a single change, right-click the change record and click the Rollback.

To discard all the changes in an object simultaneously, click the Rollback icon from the Data Window.

Refresh an Object

To refresh an object, click the refresh icon from the top right corner of the Data Window, or right-click anywhere on the grid
area and select Refresh. 

 When you refresh an object, the Data Window is populated with the updated object data from the database. Save or
discard the data changes before you refresh an object.
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Additional Resources
Product Education

• Mainframe Training
• Our Education Channel on YouTube

Product Support

• Broadcom Support for File Master Plus
• Broadcom Support for File Master Plus for IMS
• Broadcom Support for File Master Plus for DB2 for z/OS

Social Media

• Youtube
• Facebook
• Twitter
• LinkedIn
• Software Tech Blogs
• Testing Tools User Community
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Third-Party Software Acknowledgements
File Master Plus includes software that is developed by third-party software providers. This section provides information
regarding the third-party software providers.

You find the third-party software license agreements also here: File Master Plus TPSRs.

Eclipse Plug-Ins
EPL Plug-Ins

This product contains certain plug-ins, which are provided in accordance with the Eclipse Public License 1.0
(EPL Plug-ins). Find the source code for the EPL Plug-ins at http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/ or at http://
opensrcd.broadcom.com.

CPL Plug-Ins
This product contains certain plug-ins, which are provided in accordance with the Common Public License 1.0
(CPL Plug-ins). Find the source code for the CPL Plug-ins at http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/ or at http://
opensrcd.broadcom.com.

Apache Plug-Ins
Portions of this product include software that is developed by the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache
software is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:
a. You must give any other recipients of the Work or

Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
b. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

stating that You changed the files; and
c. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

d. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.
Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to ensuring that all customers can successfully use its products and supporting documentation to
accomplish business tasks. Enable Windows accessibility mode to optimize contrast in the user interface and activate a
screen reader for those users who need assistance.

NOTE

 File Master Plus accessibility features are best when used with Internet Explorer 10 and higher, and with the
Job Access With Speech (JAWS) screen reader.

System Accessibility Inheritance

File Master Plus inherits accessibility enhancements from Windows-based and Macintosh-based environments in the
following areas:

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Choose how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Reverse the functions controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

Blink Rate
Choose how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Do the following:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

Repeat Rate
Set how quickly a character repeats when a key is pressed.

Tones
Hear tones when pressing certain keys.

Sticky Keys
Use keyboard shortcuts or type capital letters without needing to press more than one key at once.
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Sound

Use sound as an alternative to visual information or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting
the following options:

Volume
Turn the computer sound up or down.

Text-to-Speech
Hear command options and text read aloud.

Warnings
Display visual warnings.

Notices
Provides you aural or visual cues when accessibility features are enabled or disabled.

Schemes
Associate computer sounds with specific system events.

Captions
Display captions for speech and sounds.

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Choose font color, size, and other visual combinations.

Screen resolution
Change the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

Cursor width and blink rate
Make the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

Icon size
Make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

High contrast schemes
Select color combinations that are easier to see.

NOTE
 This information applies to Windows-based and Macintosh-based applications. Java applications run on many
host operating systems, some of which already have assistive technologies available to them. For these existing
assistive technologies to provide access to programs written in JPL, they need a bridge between themselves
in their native environments and the Java Accessibility support that is available from within the Java Virtual
Machine (Java VM). This bridge has one end in the Java VM and the other on the native operating systems, so it
will be slightly different for each platform it bridges to. Oracle is currently developing both the JPL and the Win32
sides of this bridge.

Configure Accessibility in the GUI

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Window, Preferences, and expand General, Editors, Text Editors and click Accessibility.
The Accessibility dialog opens. 

2. Select the appropriate Accessibility check boxes:
Use custom caret

Default: Selected
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Enable thick caret
Default: Selected

Use characters to show changes in vertical ruler
Default: Cleared

Use saturated colors in overview ruler
Default: Cleared

3. To save your changes, click Apply or OK.

Keyboard Shortcuts

In the File Master Plus GUI you can customize and create shortcut for many program commands. The following table
shows the default keyboard shortcuts for actions in the File Master Plus GUI.

File Command Shortcuts

Command Binding Available When
Close All Ctrl+Shift+F4 In Windows
Rename F2 In Windows
New menu Alt+Shift+N In Windows
Close All Ctrl+Shift+W In Windows
Save All Ctrl+Shift+S In Windows
Print Ctrl+P In Windows
Save Ctrl+S In Windows
Close Ctrl+W In Windows
Refresh F5 In Windows
New Ctrl+N In Windows
Close Ctrl+F4 In Windows
Properties Alt+Enter In Windows

Edit Command Shortcuts

Command Binding Available When
Find and Replace Ctrl+F In Windows
Delete Delete In Windows

Navigation Command Shortcuts

Command Binding Available When
Expand All Ctrl+Shift+Numpad_Multiply In Windows
Last Edit Location Ctrl+Q In Windows
Forward History Alt+Right In Windows
Next Page Alt+F7 In Windows
Previous Page Alt+Shift+F7 In Windows
Show In... Alt+Shift+W In Windows
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Previous Ctrl+, In Windows
Next Ctrl+. In Windows
Collapse All Ctrl+Shift+Numpad_Divide In Windows

Uncategorized Command Shortcuts

Command Binding Available When
DWAddRowsAction Alt+M In Windows
Find in DataSourceExplorer Alt+R In Windows
Remove Selected Object in DSE Alt+F In Windows
Commit All Alt+O In Windows
Rollback All Alt+N In Windows
Set Null Alt+J In Windows
DeleteRow in DataWindow Alt+K In Windows
Commit in ChangeManager Alt+P In Windows
Open Editor F3 In Windows
Rollback in ChangeManager Alt+Q In Windows
Refresh DataWindow Alt+H In Windows
Allocate Dataset Ctrl+Shift+D In Windows
Find in DataWindow Alt+S In Windows
CopyRows Alt+L In Windows
Modify Layout-Filter Alt+T In Windows
Switch Mode of DataWindow Alt+I In Windows
Print Utility Generic Ctrl+Shift+Y In Windows
View Layout Ctrl+Shift+W In Windows
Properties of Selected Object in DSE Alt+G In Windows
Properties Ctrl+Shift+O In Windows
Create Custom Layout Ctrl+Shift+N In Windows
Print Ctrl+P In Windows
Properties Alt+Enter In Windows

Views Command Shortcuts

Command Binding Available When
Show View (Change Manager) Alt+B In Windows
Show View (Data Source Explorer) Alt+A In Windows
Show View (Console) Alt+E In Windows
Show View (Cheat Sheets) Alt+Shift+Q, H In Windows
Show View (Console) Alt+Shift+Q, C In Windows
Show View (Error Log) Alt+Shift+Q, L In Windows
Show View Alt+Shift+Q, Q In Windows
Show View () Alt+D In Windows
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Show View (Outline) Alt+Shift+Q, O In Windows
Show View (Data Window) Alt+U In Windows

Window Command Shortcuts

Command Binding Available When
Quick Switch Editor Ctrl+E In Windows
Previous Editor Ctrl+Shift+F6 In Windows
Activate Editor F12 In Windows
Maximize Active View or Editor Ctrl+M In Windows
Previous View Ctrl+Shift+F7 In Windows
Next View Ctrl+F7 In Windows
Next Editor Ctrl+F6 In Windows
Quick Access Ctrl+3 In Windows
Show System Menu Alt+- In Windows
Switch to Editor Ctrl+Shift+E In Windows

File Master Plus Command Shortcuts

Command Binding Available When
Update Server Ctrl+Shift+U In Windows
Rename Member F2 In Windows
Rename Dataset Shift+F2 In Windows
Add Member Ctrl+Shift+M In Windows
Configure Session Settings Ctrl+Shift+C In Windows
Add Selection Criteria Member Ctrl+Shift+B In Windows
Compare Utility Ctrl+Shift+E In Windows
Compare Utility Generic Alt+G In Windows
Add Layout Ctrl+Shift+L In Windows
Update Selection Criteria Ctrl+Shift+H In Windows
Copy Sequential File Utility Ctrl+Shift+F In Windows
Configure Session Settings Ctrl+Shift+Z In Windows
Add Server Ctrl+Shift+X In Windows
Copy PDS Utility Ctrl+Shift+P In Windows
Copy VSAM Utility Ctrl+Shift+V In Windows
Add Dataset Ctrl+Shift+Q In Windows
Copy Utility Alt+C In Windows
Create Selection Criteria Ctrl+Shift+J In Windows
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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